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CHAPTER XLVII. 

FROM THE THIRTY YEARS'· TRUCE, FOURTEEN .YEARS BEFORE THE PELO

PONNESIAN WAR, DOWN TO THE BLOCKADE OF POTID..EA, IN THE YEAR 

BEFORE THE PELOPONNESIAN WAR. 

Personal activity now prevalent among the Athenian citizens-empire -0f 
Athens again exclusively maritime, after the Thirtyyears' truce.- Chios, 
Samos, and Lesbos, were now the only free allies of Athens, on the same 
footing as the original confederates of Delos - the rest were subject and 
tributary.-Athens took no pains to insiiire her allies with the idea of a 
common interest - nevertheless, the allies were gainer3 by the continu
ance of her empire. - Conception of Perik!es -Athens, an imperial city, 
owing protection to the subject-allies ; who, on their part, owed obedience 
and tribute.-Large amount of revenue laid by and accumulated by 
Athens, during the years preceding the Peloponnesian 'var.-Pride felt 
by Athenian citizens in the imperial power of their city. -Numerous 
Athenian citizens planted out as kleruchs by l'erikli\s. - Chersonesus of 
Thrace. Sinope. -Active personal and commercial relations between 
Athens and ·all parts of the JEgean. -Amphipolis in Thrace founded by 
Athens. - Aguon is sent out as <Ekist. - Situation and importance of 
Amphipolis. -:Foundation, by the Athenians, of Thurii, on the southern 
coast of Italy. - Conduct of the refugee inhabitants of the ruined Syba

,ris - their encroachments in the foundation of Thurii : they are expelled, 
and Thurii reconstituted. - Herodotus and Lysias - both domiciliated 
IL'I citizens at Thurii. Few Athenian citizens settled there as colonists. 
-Period from.445-431 n.c. Athens at peace. Her political condition. 
·Rivalry of Perikles with Thucydides son of Melesias.- Points of con
tention between the two parties : I. Peace with Persia. 2. Expenditure 

· of money for the decoration of Athens. - Defence of Perik!es ·perfectly 
good against: his political 1·ivals. - Pan,Hellenic schemes. and sentiment 

:of Perik!es.·- Bitter (,'Olltention of parties .at Athens - vote: :0f ostracism 
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-Thucydides is ostracized about 443 n.c. - New works undertaken at 
Athens. Third Long Wall. Docks in Peirrens - which is newly laid out 
as a town, by the architect Hippodamus. - Odeon, Parthenon, Prop;rlrea. 
Other temples. Statues of Athene. - Illustrious artists and architects 
- Pheidin.s, Iktinus, Kallikrates. - Effect of these creations of art and 
architecture upon the minds of contemporaries. -Attempt of Perikles to 
convene a general congress at Athens, of deputies from all the Grecian 
states. - Revolt of Samos from the Athenians. -Athenian armament 
against Samos, under Perikrns, Sophokles the tragedian, etc. - Doubt· 
ful and prolonged contest - great power of Samos -it is at last recon· 
quered, disarmed, and dismantled.-None of the other allies of Athens, 
except Byzantium, revolted at the same time.-Application of the Sa
mians to Sparta for aid against Athens -it is refused, chiefly through the 
Corinthians. - Government of Samos after the reconquest - doubtful 
whether the Athenians renewed the democracy which they had recently 
established. - Funeral oration pronounced by Perik!es upon the Athenian 
citizens slain in the Samian war. - Position of the Athenian empire 
relation of Athens to her subject allies - their feelings towards her gen
erally were those of indifference and acquiescence, not of hatred. - Par
ticular grievances complained of in the dealing of Athens with her allies. 
-Annual tribute - changes made in its amount. Athenian officers and 
inspectors throughout the cmpire.-Disputes and offences in and among 
the subject-allies, were brought for trial before the dikasteries at Athens. 
Productive of some disadvantages, but of preponderance of advantage 
to the subject-allies themselves.- Imperial Athens compared with impe
rial Sparta.-Numerous Athenian citizens spread over the JEgean-the al
lies had no redress against them, except through the Athenian dikn.steries. 
-The dikasterics afforded protection against misconduct both of Athenian 
citizens and Athenian officers.-The dikastcries, defective or not, were the 
same tribunals under which every Athenian held his own security.-Athe· 
nian empire was affected for the worse by the circumstances of the Pelo· 
ponnesian war: more violence was introduced into it by that war than 
had prevailed before. - The subject-allies of Athens had few practical 
grievances to complain of.- The Grecian world was now divided into 
two great systems; with a right supposed to be vested in each, of punish· 
ing its own refractory members. - Policy of Corinth ; from being pacific, 
becomes warlike. - Disputes arise between Corinth and Korkyra -case 
of Epidamnus.-The Epidamnians apply for aid in their distress to 
Korkyra; they are refused-the Corinthians send aid to the place.- The 
Korkyrreans attack Epidamnus - armament sent thither by Corinth. 
Remonstrance of the Korkyrreans with Corinth and the Peloponnesians. 
-Hostilities between Corinth and Korkyra-naval victory of the latter. 
-Large preparations made by Corinth for renewing the war.-Appli· 
cation of the Korkyrreans to be received among the allies of Athens. 
Address of the Korkyrrean enrnys to the Athenian public assembly. 
Principal topics upon which it insists, as given in Thucydides. -Envoys 
from Corinth address the Athenian assembly in reply.-Decision of the 
Athenians - a qualified compliance with. the request of Korkyra. The 
Athenian triremes sent to Korkyra. -Naval combat between the Corin· 
thians and Korkyrreans : rude tactics on both sides.- The Korkyrreans 
are defeated. - Arriml of a reinforcement from Athens -the Corinthian 
fleet retires, carrying off numerous Korkyrrean prisoners. - Hostilities 
not yet professedly begun between Athens and Corinth.---: Hatred con
ceived by the Corinthians towards Athens. - They begin to stir up re
volt among the Athenian allies - Poti<lrea, colony of Corinth, but ally of 
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Athens. - Relations of Athens with Perdikkas king of Macedonia.; his 
intrigues along with Corinth against her- he induces the Chalkidians to 
revolt from her-increase of Olynthus.-Revolt of Potidiea-arma
ment sent thither from Athens. - Combat near Potidrea between the 
Athenian force 11nd the allied Corinthians, Potidreans, and Chalkidians. 
-:- Victory of the Athenians. - Potidrea placed in blockade by the Atl~e_-
nians•..••.•.••••.••.•...................•..•.......•....... l-1 a 

CHAPTER XLVIII. 

FROll THE. BLOCKADE O]j' POTIDlEA DOWN TO THE END OF THE i'IRST 

YllAR. OF TB:E PELOPONNESIAN WAR. 


State of feeling in Greece between the Thirty years' tmce and the Pelopon
nesian war-recognized probability of war-Athens at that time not 
encroaching-decree interdicting trade with the Megarians. -Zealous 
importunity of the Corinthians in bringing about a general war, for the 
purpose of preserving Potidrea. - Relations of Sparta with her allies 
they had a detennining vote, whether they would or would not approve 
of a course of policy which had been previously resolved by Sparta sep
arately. -Assembly of the Spartans separately addressed by envoys of 
the allied powers, complaining that Athens had violated the truce. -The 
Corinthian envoys address the assembly last, after the envoys of the other 
allies have inflamed it against Athens. - International customs of the 
time, as bearing upon the points in dispute between Athens and Corinth 
- Athens in the right. -Tenor of the Corinthian address - little allu
sion to recent wrong- strong efforts to raise hatred and alarm against 
Athens. - Hemarkable picture drawn of Athens by her enemies. - Heply 
made by an Athenian envoy, accidentally present in Sparta. -His ac
count of the empire of Athens - how it had been acquired, and how it 
was maintained. - He adjures them not to break .the truce, but to adjust 
all differences by that pacific appeal which the truce provided. - 'l'he 
Spartans exclude strangers, and discuss the point among themselves in 
the assembly. -1\Iost 8partan speakers are in favor of war. King Ar· 
chidamus opposes war. His speech. - 'l'he speech of Archidamus is 
ineffectual. Short, but warlike appeal of the Ephor Sthenelii.idas. 
Vote of the Spartan assembly in favor of war.-The Spartans send to 
Delphi-obtain an encouraging reply. - General congress of allies at 
Hparta. Second speech of the Corinthian envoys, enforcing the neces
sity and propriety of war. - Vote of the majority of the allies in favor of 
war, 11.c. 432.-Views and motives of the opposing powers.- The hopes 
and confidence, on the side of Sparta; the fears, on the side of Athens. 
Heralds sent from Sparta to Athens with complaints and requisitions : 
meanwhile the preparations for war go on. - Hequisitions addressed by 
8parta to Athens - demancl for the expulsion of the Alkmreonidre as 
impious - aimed at Perikles. - Position of Perik!Cs at Athens : bitter 
hostility of his political opponents: attacks made upon him. - Prosecu· 
tiou of Aspasia. Her character and nccomplishments.-Family rela· 
tions of Perikles - his connection with Aspasia. License of the comic 
\vtiters in their attacks upon both.-Prosecution of Anaxagoras the 
philosopher as well as of Aspasia-Anaxagoras retires from Athens 
Perikle3 defends Aspasia before the dikastery, and obtains her acquittf4. 

A* . 
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.-Prosecution of the sculptor Pheidias for embezzlement - instituted by 
the political opponents of Perikles.-Charge of peculation against Peri
kles himself. - Probability that Perik!es was never even tried for pecula
tion, certainly that he was never found guilty of it. - Requisition from 
the Lacedremonians, for the banishment of l'erik!es-arrived when Perik!Cs 
was thus pressed by his political enemies-rejected. - Counter-requisi
tion sent by the Athenians to Sparta, for expiation of sacrilege. - l<'resl1 
requisitions sent from Sparta to Athens - to withdraw the troops from 
Potidrea- to leave .L1:gina free- to readmit the Megarians to Athenian 
harbors.-Final and peremptory requisition of Sparta-public assem
bly held at Athens on the whole subject of "war and peace.-Great dif
ference of opinion in the assembly- important speech of PerikJes. 
Perik!es strenuously urges the Athenians not to yield.-His review of 
the comparative forces, and probable chances of success or defeat, in the 
war. -The assembly adopts the recommendation of Perikles-firm and 
determined reply sent to Sparta. - Views of Thucydides respecting the 
grounds, feelings, and projects of the two parties now about to embark in 
war.-Equivocal period-war not yet proclaimed-first blow struck, 
not by Athens, but by her enemies. - Open violation of the truce by the 
Thebans - they surprise Platrea in the night.- The gates of Platrea are 
opened by an oligarchical party within - a Theban detachment are ad
mitted into the agora at night- at first apparently successful, afterwards 
overpowered and captured. - Large force intended to arrive from Thebes 
to support the assailants early in the morning- they are delayed by the 
rain and the swelling of the Asopus -they commence hostilities against 
the Platrean persons ljnd property without the walls. - Parley between 
the Platreans and the Theban force without -the latter evacuate the ter
ritory- the Theban prisoners in Plat.ea are slain. - Messages from 
Platrea to Athens - answer. - Grecian feeling, already predisposed to 
the war, was wound up to the highest pitch by the striking incident at 
Platrea. - Preparations for war on the part of Athens - intimations sent 
round to her allies-Akarnanians recently acquired by Athens as allies 
- recent capture of the Amphilochian Argos by the Athenian Phormio. 
- Strength and resources of Athens and her allies -military and naval 
means - treasure. -Ample grounds for the confidence expressed by 
Peri.k!<'ls in the result. - Position and power of Sparta and the Pelopon
nesian allies - they are full of hope and confidence of putting down 
Athens speedily. - Efforts of Sparta to get up a naYal force. -1\foster 
of the combined Peloponnesian force at the isthmus of Corinth, under 
Archidamus, to invade Attica.-Last envoy sent to Athens-he is dis
missed without being allowed to enter the town.-1\farch of Archidamus 
into Attica-his fruitless siege of CEnoe. -Expectation of Archidamus 
that Athens would yield at the last moment.-Difficulty of Perik!es iu 
persuading the Athenians to abandon their territory and see it nil 
ravaged. -Attica deserted-th(} population flock within the walls of 
Athens. Hardships, privations, and distress endured.-March ofArchid
amus into Attica. -Archidamus adrnnces to Acharnre, within seven 
miles of Athens. - Intense clamor within the walls of Athens -eager
ness to go forth and fight. -Trying position, firmness, and sustained 
ascendency, of Perik!es, in dissuading them from going forth. - The 
Athenians remain within their walls : partial skirmishes only, no general 
action.-Athenian fleet is despatched to ravage the coasts of Peloponne
sus - first notice of the Spartan Brasidas - operations of the Athenians 
in Akarnania, Kepha!lenia, etc. -The Athenians expel the JEginetans 
from JEgina, and people t_he island with Athenian kleruchs. The JEgi
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netans settle at Thyrea in Peloponnesus.-The Athenians invade and 
ravage the Megarid : sufferings of the Megarians. - Measures taken by 
Athens for permanent defence. - Sum put by in the acropolis, against 
urgent need, not to be touched unless under certain defined dangers. 
Capital punishment against any who should propose otherwise. - Re
marks on this decree. - Blocka<le of Poti<lma - Sitalkes king of the 
Odrysian Thracians -alliance made between him and Athens. -Peri 
kles is chosen orator to deliver the funeral discourse over the citizens 
slain during the year. - Funeral oration of Pcrik!Cs. - Sketch of Athe
nian political constitution, and social life, as conceived by Perikles. 
Eulogy upon Athens and the Athenian character. - Mutual tolerance of 
diversit.yof tastes and pursuits in Athens.- It is only true partially and 
in some memorable instances that the stato inte1fered to an exorbitant 
degree with individual liberty in Greece. -J?ree play of individual taste 
and impulse in Athens - importance of this phenomenon in society.
Extraordinary and many-sided activity of Athens.- Peculiar and interest
ing moment at which the discourse of Perikles was delivered. Athens 
now at the maximum of her power-declining tendency commences 
soon afterwards ........................................... 75-153 

CHAPTER XLIX. 

FROM THE BEGINNING OF THE SECOND YEAR DOWN TO THE END OF THE 

THIRD YEAR OF THE PELOPONNESIAN WAR. 


Barren results of the operations during the first year of war. - Second in
' vasion of Attica by the Peloponnesians-more spreading and ruinous 
than the first. - Commencement of ihe pestilence or epidemic at Athens. 
- Description of the epidemic by Thucydides -his conception of the 
duty of exactly observing and recording. - Extensive and terrible suf
fering of Athens.-lnetticacy of remedies-despair and demoralization 
of the Athenians.-Lawless recklessness of conduct engendered.-Great 
loss of life among the citizens - blow to the power of Athens. -Athenian 
armament sent first against Peloponnesus, next, against Potidrea-it is 
attacked and ruined by the cpidemic.-Irritntion of the Athenians under 
their sufferings and losses -they become incensed against Perikles -his 
unshaken firmness in defending himself. -Athenian public assembly 
last speech of Perikles - his high tone of self-esteem against the public 
discontent. Poweiful effect of his address-new resolution shown for 
continuing the war-'- nevertheless, the discontent against Perik!es still 
continues. He is accused and condemned in a fine.- Old age of Peri
kles-his family misfortunes and suffering. He is reelected strategus 
- restored to power and to the confidence of the people.- Last moments 
and death of l'erik!es. His life and character. -Judgment of Thu
cydides respecting Perikles. - Earlier and later political life of Perikles 
- how far the one differed from the other. -Accusation against Perikle8 
of having co1TUpted the Athenian people - untrue, and not believed by 
Thucydides.- Great progress and improvement of the Athenians under 
Perikles.-Perikles is not to blame for the Peloponnesian war.- Operations 
of war languid, under the pressure of the epi<lemic.-Attack of the Ambra.
kiots on the Amphilochian Argos: the Athenian Phormio is sent with a 
squadron to Naupaktns.-Injury done to Athenian commerce by Pelo
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ponnesian privateers.-The Lacedaimonians put to death all their pris
oners taken at sea, even neutrals.-Lacedaimonian envoys seized in their 
way to Persia and put to death by the Athenians. - Surrender of Poti
drea-indulgent capitulation granted by the Athenian generals.-Third 
year of the war-king Archidamus marches to Piatrea-no invasion of 
Attica. - Remonstrance of the Platreans to Archidamus - his reply
he summons Platrea in vain.-The Platicans resolve to stand out and 
defy the Lacedremonian force. - Invocation and excuse of Archidamus 
on hearing the refusal of the Platreans.- Commencement of the siege of 
Platrea.- Operations of attack and defence-the besiegers make no prog
ress, and are obliged to resort to blockade. - Wall of circumvallation 
built ronnd Platrea- the place completely beleaguered and a force left to 
maintain the blockade. -Athenian armament sent to Potidrea and Chal
kidic Thrace- it is defeated and returns. - Operations on the coast of 
Akarnania.-Joint attack upon Akarnania, by land and sea, concerted be
tween the Ambrakiots and Peloponnesians. - Assemblage of the Am
brakiots, Peloponnesians, and Epirotic allies-divisions of Epirots.
They march to attack the Akarnanian town of Stratus. - Rashness of 
the Epirots-defeat and repulse of the army.-The Peloponnesian fleet 
comes from Corinth to Akarnania-movements of the Athenian Phor
mio to oppose it. - Naval battle between Phormio and the Peloponnesian 
fleet-his complete victory.-Ref\ections upon these two defeats of the 
Peloponnesians. - Indignation of the Lacedremonians at the late naval 
defeat: they collect a larger fleet under Knemus to act against Phormio. 
- Inferior numbers of Phormio- his manrnuvring. -The Peloponnesian 
fleet forces ·l,hormio to a battle on the line of coast near Naupaktus. 
Dispositions and harangues on both sides. -Battle near Naupaktus. 
The Peloponnesian fleet at first successful, but afterwards defeated. 
Retirement of the defeated Peloponnesian fleet. - Phormio is reinforced 
-his operations in Akarnania - he returns to Athens. -Attempt of 
Knemus and Brasidas to surprise Peirreus, starting from Corinth.-Alli
ance of the Athenians with the Odrysian king Sitalkes. -Power of the 
Odrysians in Thrace -their extensive dominion over the other Thracian 
tribes.- Sitalkes, at the instigation of Athens, undertakes to attack Per
dikkas and the Chalkidians of Thrace. - His vast and multifarious host 
of Thracians and other barbarians. - He invades and ravages Macedo
nia and Chalkidike.-He is forced to retire by the severity of the season 
and want of Athenian coiiperation ...........•.•....••••.••. 153-221 

CHAPTER L. 

~'RO.Ill THE COMMENCEMENT OF THE FOURTH YEAR OF THE PEl.O· 
l'ONNESIAN WAR DOWN TO THE REVOLUTIONARY COMMOTIONS AT 
KORKYRA. 

Fourth year of the war-internal suffermg at Athens.-Renewcd invasion 
of Attica. - Revolt of l\1ity1"ne and most part of Lesbos from Athens. 
Proceedings of Athens - powerful condition of MitylCne - Athenian 
fleet sent thither under Kle'ippides.-Kle'ippidils fails in surprising Mity· 
lene -can·ies on an imperfect lilockade. -He receives reinforcements, and 
presses the siege with greater vigor - want of resolution on the part of 
the Mitylenreans. -The Mitylcnrean en\'Oys address themst;ilves to the 
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Spartans at the Oly~pic festival, entreating. aid. -Tone and topics. of 
their address. - Practical grounds of complamt on the part of the M1ty
lenreans a"ainst Athens few or none. - The Peloponnesians promise 
assistance "to Mitylene-energetic demonstrations of the Athenians. -
Asopius son of Phormio in Akarnania. - The accumulated treasure of 
Athens exhausted by her efforts -necessity for her to raise a direct con
tribution. - Outbreak of the Platreans from their blockaded town. 
Their plan of escape - its extraordinary difficulty and danger. Half of 
the garrison of Platrea escapes to Athens. - Blockade of :Mitylene closely 
caITied on by the Athenian general Paches - the Mitylenreans are en
couraged to hold out by the Lacedremonians, who send thither Salrethus. 
- Mitylene holds out till provisions are exhausted - Salrethus arms all 
the people of l\Iitytene for a general sally - the people refuse to join 
- the city is surrendered to Athens, at discretion. - The Peloponnesian 
fleet under Alkidas arrives off the coast of Ionia- astonishment and 
alarm which its presence creates. - Paches, after the capture of Mitylene, 
pursues the fleet of Alkidas, which returns to Peloponnesus without hav
ing done anything. - Pacbes at Kotium - he captures the place - his 
perfidy towards llippias, the leader of the garrison. -Notium recolo
nized from Athens as a separate town. - Paches sends to Athens about a. 
thousand l\Iitylenrean prisoners, the persons chiefly concerned in the late 
revolt, together with Salrethns. - Important debate in the Athenian as
sembly upon the treatment of the prisoners.- First mention of Kleon 
by Thucydides - new class of politicians to which he belonged. - Eu
krates, Kleon, Lysikli!s, IIyperbolus, etc. - Character of Kleon. -Indig
nation of the Athenians against Mity!Cne -proposition of. Kleon to put 
to death the whole male population of military age is carried and passed. 
- Repentance of the Athenians after the decree is passed. A fresh as
sembly is convened to reconsider the decree. -Account of the second 
assembly given by Thucydides - speech of Kleon in support of the reso
lution already passed. - Remarks on the speech of Kleon. - Speech of 
Diodotns in opposition to Kleon-second decree mitigating the former. 
Rapid voyage of the trireme which carries the second decree to Mitylilne 
- it arrives just in time to prevent the execution of the first. - Those 
l\Iitylenreans whom Paches had sent to Athens are put to death
treatment of Mitylene by the Athenians.-Enormities committed by 
Paches at l\1ity!Cne-his death before the Athenian dikastery. - Surren
der ofPhurea to the Laredremonians. - The l'latrean captive garrison arc 
put upon their trial before Laeedromoniau judges. - Speech of the Pla
troan deputies to these jmlges on behalf of themselves and their comrades. 
- Reply of the Thcbans. - The Platreans arc sentenced to death by the 
Lacedremoniau judges, and all slain. - Reason of the severity of the 
Lacedremouiaus - cases of Platrea and l\litylene compared. - Cirenm· 
stances of Korkyra-the Korkyrrean captives are sent back from Corinth 
under agreement to effect a revolution in the government and forei"'~ 
politics of the island. - 'l'lrnir attempts to bring about a revolution~ 
they p~·osecutc the dcmocratical leader Peithias - he prosecutes five of 
them m revenge - they arc found guilty. - They assassinate Peithias 
and several other senators, and make themselves masters of the govern
!nent-:- they ,decree neutrality- their unarniling mission to Athens. 
The ohgarch1cal party at Korkyra attack the people - obstinate battle 
in the city - victory of the people - arrival of the Athenian admiral 
Nikostratus. -1\Io~eration. of Nikostratu~ - proceedings of the people 
towards the vanqmshed oligarchs. -Arnval of tbe Lacedremonian ad
miral Alkidas, with a fleet of fifty-three triremes. Renewed terror and 
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struggle in the island. - Naval battle off Korkyra between Nikostratus 
and Alkidas. - Confusion and defenceless state of Korkyra - Alkida~ 
declines to attack it - anival of the Athenian fleet under Eurymedon 
flight of Alkidas.- Vengeance of the victorious Demos in Korkyra 
against the prostrate oligarchs - fearful bloodshed. - Lawless and fero
cious murders - base connivance of Eurymedon. - Band of oligarchical 
fugitives escape to the mainland - afterward~ land again on the island, 
'and establish themselves on Mount !stone. - Political reflections intro
duced by Thucydides on occasion of the Korkyrrean massacre. - The 
political enormities of Korkym were the worst that occurred in the whole 
war. - How these enormities began and became exaggerated. Conduct 
of the opposing parties. - Contrast between the bloody character of revo
lutions at Korkyra and the mild character of analogous phenomena at 
Athens._:. Bad morality of the rich and great men· throughout the Gre
cian cities ...•.............•...•............· . . . . . . . • . . • . . 221-385 

CHAPTER LI.. 

FROM: THE TROUBLES IN KORKYRA, IN THE FIFTH YEAR 01'' THE PELO
PONNESIAN WAR, DOWN TO TllE END OF THE SIXTH YEAR. 

Captni·e of Minoa, opposite Megara, by the Athenians under Nikias. 
Nikias-his first introduction, position, and character.- Varying cir
cumstances and condition of the oligarchical party at Athens. -Points 
of analogy between Nikias and Perikles - material differences. - Care 
ofNikias in maintaining his popularity and not giving offence; his very 
religious character. - His diligence in increasing his fortune - specula
tions in the mines of Laurium - letting out of slaves for hire. - Nikias 
first opposed to Kleon-next to Alkibiades.- Oligarchical clubs, or He
treries, at Athens, for political and judicial purposes. - Kleon - his real 
function that of opposition·- real power inferior to Nikias. - Revival of 
the epidemic distemper at Athens for another year - atmospheric and 

'terrestrial disturbances in Greece. Lacedremonian invasion of Attica. 
suspended for this year. - Foundation of the colony of Herakleia by the 
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obliged to retire with loss. -Attack of 1Etolians and Peloponnesians 
under Eurylochus upon Naupaktus. - Naupaktus is saved by Demos
thenes and the Akarnanians. - Euryloch us, repulsed from Naupaktus, 
concerts with the Ambrakiots an attack on Argos. - Demosthenes and 
the Athenians, as well as the Akarnanians, come to the protection of 
Argos. -March of Eurylochus across Akarnania to join the Ambrakiots. 
- Their united army is defeated by Demosthenes at Olpre- J-:nrylochus 

·slain. - The surviving Spartan commander makes a ·separate capitula
·tion for himself and the Peloponnesians, deserting the Ambrakiots. 
TheAmbt·akiots sustain much loss in their retreat.-Another large body 
·of Ambrakiots, coming from the city as a reinforcement, is intercepted 
'.by Demosthenes at ldolllene and cut to pieces.-Despair of the Am· 
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brakiot herald on seeing the great number of slain. - Defenceless and 
feeble condition of Ambrakia.after this ruinous loss.-Attempt to calcu· 
late the loss of the Ambrakiots.- Convention· concluded between Am
brakia on one side, and the Akarnanians and Amphilochians on the 
other. - Return of Demosthenes in triumph to Athens. - Purification of 
Delos by the Athenians. Revival of the Delian. festival with peculiar 
splendor.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . ....• 285-313 

CHAPTER Lii .. 
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CHAPTER LIV. 

TRUCE FOR ONE YEA.R.-RENEWAL OF WAR AND BATTLE OF AMPRIP· 
OLIS. - PEACE OF NIKIAS. 

Eighthlear of the war- began with most favorable promise for Athens
close with great reverses to her. - Desire of Spartans to make peace in 
order to regain the captives - they decline sending reinforcements to 
Brasidas. - King Pleistoanax at Sparta - eager for peace - his special 
reasons - his long banishment recently terminated by recall. - Negotia
tions during the winter of 424-423 B.c. for peace. - Trnce for one year 
concluded, in March 423 B.C. - Conditions of the truce. - Resolution to 
open negotiations for a definitive treaty.-New events in Thrace-revolt 
of Skione from Athens to Brasidas, two days after the truce was sworn. 
- Brasidas crosses over to Ski one -his judicious conduct-enthusiastic 
admiration for him there. - Brasidas brings across reinforcements to 
Skione-he convevs away the women and children into a place of safety. 
- Commissioners from Sparta and Athens arrive in Thrace, to announce 
to Brasidas the truce just concluded. Dispute respecting Skione. The 
war continues in Thrace, but is suspended everywhere else. - Revolt of 
Mende from Athens - Brasidas receives the offers of the Mendreans 
engages to protect them and sends to them a garrison against Athens. 
lie departs upon an expedition against Arrhibreus in the interior of Ma
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and motives. - Kleon - an opponent of peace- his views and motives 
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prosecute the war vigorously in Thrace was at this time the real political 
interest of Athens. - Question of peace or war, as it stood between Nikias 
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PART II. 

CONTINUATION OF HISTORICAL GREECE. 

CHAPTER XLVII. 

FROM THE THIRTY YEARS• TRUCE, FOURTEEN YEARS BEFORE 
THE PELOPO:NNESIAN WAR, DOWN TO THE BLOCKADE OF 
POTID..EA, IN THE YEAR BEFORE THE PELOPONNESIAN WAR. 

THE judicial alterations effected at Athens by PerikIGs and 
Ephialtes, described in the preceding chapter, gave to a large 
proportion of the citizens direct jury functions and an active 
interest in the constitution, such as they had never before en
joyed ; the change being at once a mark of previous growth of 
democratical sentiment during the past, and a cause of its farther 
development during the future. The Athenian people were at 
this time ready for personal exertion in all directions : military 
service on land or sea was not less conformable to their disposi
tions than attendance in the ekklesia or in the dikastery at home. 
The naval service especially was prosecuted with a degree of 
assiduity which brought about continual improvement in skill 
and efficiency, and the poorer citizens, of whom it chiefly con
sisted, were more exact in obedience and discipline than any of 
the more opulent persons from whom the infantry or the cavalry 
were drawn.I The maritime multitude, in addition to self-confi

1 Xenophon. lHemorab. iii, 5, 18. 
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dence and courage, acquired by this laborious training an in
creased skill, which placed the Athenian navy every year more 
and more above the rest of Greece : and the pe1fection of this 
force became the more indispensable as the Athenian empire 
'was now again confined to the sea and seaport towns ; the re
verses immediately preceding the thirty years' truce having 
broken up all Athenian land ascendency over Megara, Ilccotia, 
and the other continental territories adjoining to Attica. 

The maritime confederacy, - originally commenced at Delos, 
under the headship of Athens, but with a common synod and. 
deliberative voice on the part of each member, - had now become 
transformed into a confirmed empire on the part of Athens, over 
the remaining states as foreign dependencies ; all of them ren
dering tribute except Chios, Samos, and Lesbos. These three 

•11t11l remained on their original footing of autonomous allies, 
retaining their armed force, ships, and fortifications, with the 
obligation of furnishing military and naval aid when required, 
but not of paying tribute: the c1iscontinuance of the deliberative 
synod, however, had deprived them of their original security 
against the encroachments of Athens. I have already stated 
generally the steps, we do not know them in detail, whereby 
this important change was brought about, gradually and without 
any violent re\·olution, - for even the transfer of the common 
treasure from Delos to Athens, which was the mo~t palpable 
symbol and evidence of the change, was not an act of Athenian 
violence, since it. was adopted on the proposition of the Samians. 
The change resulted in fact almost inevitably from the circum
stances of the case, and from the eager activity of the Athenians 
contrasted with the backwardness and aversion to personal ser
vice on the part of the allies. We must recollect that the con
federacy, even in its original structure, was contracted for per
manent objects, and was permanently binding by the vote of its 
majority, like the Spartan confederacy, upon every individual 
member :1 it was destined to keep out the Persian fleet, and to 
maintain the police of the ./~gean. Consistently with these 
objects, no individual member could be allowed to secede from 

1 Thucyd. v. 30: about the Spartan confederacy,- dp1]µevov, Kvpwv dvai, 
o,T£ av TO 'Tr '),,ijrJot; TWV ~vµµaX,<..Jll 1f11J'/JtU1)Tal, i;v µfi n rJ tClv ii fipw<..JV KWAvµa ~-
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the confederacy, and thus to acquire the benefit of protection at 
the cost of the remainder: so that when Naxos and other mem
bers actually did secede, the step was taken as a rern]t, and 
Athens only did her duty as president of the confederacy in 
reducing them. Dy every such reduction, as well as by that 
exchange of personal service for money-payment, which most of 
the allies voluntarily sought, the power of Athens increased, 
until at length she found herself with an irresistible navy in the 
midst of disarmed tributaries, none of whom could escape from 
lier constraining power, - and mistress of the sea, the use of which 
was indispensable to them. The synod of Delos, even if it had 
not before become partially deserted, must have ceased at the 
time when the treasure was removed to Athens, - probably about 
460 B.c., or shortly afterwards. . 

The relations between Athens and her allies were tlms materi
ally changed by proceedings which gradually evolved themselves 
and followed one upon the other without any preconcerted plan: 
she became an imperial or despot city, governing an aggregate 
of dependent subjects, all without their own active concurrence, 
and in many cases doubtless contrary to their own sense of polit
ical right. It was not likely that they should conspire unani
mously to break up the confederacy, and discontinue the collection 
of contribution from each of the members: nor would it have 
been at all desirable that they should clo so: for while Greece 
generally would have been a great loser by such a proceeding, 
the allies themselves would have been the greatest losers of all, 
inasmuch as they would have been exposed without defence to 
the Persian and Phenician fleets. Ilut the Athenians com
mitted the capital fault of taking the whole alliance into their. 
own hands, and treating the allies purely as subjects, without 
seeking to attach them by any form of political incorporation or 
collective meeting and discussion,:- without taking any pains to 
maintain conllnunity of feeling with the idea of a joint interest, 
- wit.hout admitting any control, real or even pretended, oYer 
themselves as managers. Had they attempted to do this, it 
might have proved difficult to accomplish, - so powerful was the 
force of geographical dissemination, the tendency to isolated 
civic life, and the repugnance to any permanent extramural 
obligations, in every Grecian community: but they do not ap
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pear to l1ave ever made the attempt. Finding Athens exalted 
by circumstances to empire, and the allies degraded into subjects, 
the Athenian statesmen grasped at the exaltation as a matter of 
pride as well as profit :I nor did even Perikles, the most prudent 
and far-sighted of them, betray any consciousness that an empire 
without the cement of some all-pervading interest or attachment, 
must have a natural tendency to become more and more burden
some and odious, and ultimately to crumble in pieces. Such was 
the course of events which, if the judicious counsels of Perikles 
had been followed, might have been postponed but could not 
have been averted. 

Instead of trying to cherish or restore the feelings of equal 
alliance, Perikles formally disclaimed it. He maintained that 
Athens owed to her subject allies no account of the money re
ceived from them, so long as she performed her contract by 
keeping away the Persian enemy, and maintaining the safety of 
the .1"Egean waters.2 This was, as he represented, the obligation 
which Athens had undertaken ; and, provided it were faithfully 
discharged, the allies had no right to ask questions or institute 
control. That it was faithfully discharged no one could deny : 
no ship of war except that of Athens and her allies was ever 
seen between the eastern and western shores of the JEgean. 
An Athenian fleet of sixty triremes was kept on duty in these 
waters, chiefly manned by Athenian citizens, and beneficial as 
well from the protection afforded to commerce as for keeping the 
seaman in constant pay and training.a And such was the effec
tive superintendence maintained, that in the disastrous period 
preceding the thirty years' truce, when Athens lost Megara and 
Brootia, and with difficulty recovered Eubroa, none of her nu
merous maritime subjects took the opportunity to revolt. 

The total of these distinct tributary cities is said to have 
amounted to one thousand, according to a verse of Aristophanes,4 
which cannot be under the truth, though it may well be, and 
probably is, greatly above the truth. The total annual tribute 

I TI;ucyd. ii, 63. T~r de 7rOAtc.1r vµar elt<iJr -ri;J nµwµeV\J arro TOV upxnv, 
tjJrrEp urravur ayaAAeaSe, j3071Seiv, Kat //.~ pevyeiv Tovr rruvovr, 7j µ71de -rar 
-riµar dtC:t<eiv, etc. 2 Plutarch, Perikles, c. 12. 

3 Plutarch, Perikles, c. 11. • Aristophan. Vesp. 707. 
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~ollected at the beginning of the Peloponnesian war, and proba
bly also for the years preceding it, is given by Thucydides at 
about six hundred talents ; of the sums paid by particular states, 
however, we have little or no information.1 It was placed under 
the superintendence of the Hellenotamire; originally officers of 
the confederacy, but now removed from Delos to Ath~ns, and 
acting altogether as an Athenian treasury-board. The sum 
total of the Athenian revenue,2 from all sources, including this 
tribute, at the beginning of the Peloponnesian war, is stated by 
Xenoph~on at one thousand talents: customs, harbor, and market 
dues, receipts from the silver-mines at Laurium, rents of public 
property, fines from judicial sentences, a tax per head upon 
slaves, the annual payment made by each metic, etc., may have 
made up a larger sum than four hundred talents ; which sum, 
added to the six hundred talents from tribute, would make the 
total named by Xenophon. But a verse of Aristophanes,3 during 
the ninth year of the P;loponnesian war, B.c. 422, gives the 
general total of that time as "nearly two thousand talents :" this 

1 The island of KythCra was conquered by the Athenians from Sparta in 
425 11.c., and the annual tribute then imposed upon it was four talents 
(Thucyd. iv, 5i). In the Inscription No. 143, ap. Bocckh, Corp. Inscr., we 
find some names enumerated of tributary towns, with the amount of tribute 
opposite to each, but the stone is too much damaged to give ns much infor
mation. Tyrodiza, in Thrace, paid one thousand drachms: some other 
towns, or junctions of towns, not clearly discernible, are rater! at one thou
sand, two thousand, three thousand drachms, one talent, and even ten tal
ents.. This inscription must be anterior to 415 n.c., when the tribute was 
converted into a five per cent. duty upon imports anil exports: see Boeckh, 
Public Econ. of Athens, and J1is Notes upon the above-mentioned Inscrip
tion. 

It was the practice of Athens not always to rate each tributary city sep
arately, but sometimes to join several in one collective rating; probably 
each responsible for the rest. This seems to have provoked occasional 
remonstrances from the allies, in some of which the rhctor, Antipho, was 
employed to furnish the speech which the complainants pronounced before 
the dikastcry: see Antipho ap. Harpokration, v, 'Arrora~ir-IvvreAeir. It 
is greatly to be lamented that the orations composed by Antipho, for the 
Samothrakians and Lindians, - the latter inhabiting one of the three sep
arate towns in the island of Rhodes,- have not been preserved. 

2 Xenophon, Anab. vii, 1, 27. ob µeiov x1Mc.iv raA&vrc.iv: compare 
Boeckh, Public Econ. of Athens, b. iii, ch. 7, 15, 19. 

3 Aristophan. Vesp. 660. r&Aavr' lyyvr otu;riAia. 
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is in all probability much above the truth, though we may well 
imagine that the amount of tribute-money levied upon the allies 
may have been augmented during the interval: I think that the 
alleged duplication of the tribute by Alkibiades, which Thucy
dides nowhere notices, is not borne out by any good evidence, 
nor can.I believe that it ever reached the sum of twelve hundred 
talents.I ·whatever may have been the actual magnitude of the 

1 Very excellent writers on Athenian antiquity (Boeckh, Publi~Econ. of 
Athens, e. 15, 19, b. iii; Schomann, Antiq. J.P. Att. sect. lxxiv; K. F. 
Hermann, Gr. Staatsalterthiimer, sect. 157: compare, however, a passage 
in Boeckh, ch. 17, p. 421, Eng. transl., where he seems to be of an opposite 
opinion) accept this statement, that the tribute levied by Athenians upon 
her allies was doubled some years after the commencement of the Pclopon
ncsian war, - at which time it was six hundred talents, - and that it came 
to amount to twelve hundred talents. Nevertheless, I cannot follow them, 
upon the simple authority of .lEschines, and the Pseudo-Andokidcs 
(.1"Eschin. De Fals. Legat. c. 54, p. 301; Andokides, De Pace, c. 1, and 
the same orator cont. Alkibiad. c. 4). For we may state pretty confi
dently, that neither of the two orations here ascribed to Andoki<les is genu· 
ine: the oration against Alkibiades most decidedly not genuine. There 
remains, therefore, as an original evidence, only the passage of .lEschines, 
which has, apparently, been copied by the author of the Oration De Pace, 
ascribed to Andoki<les. Xow the chapter of .lEschines, which professes to 
furnish a general but brief sketch of Athenian history for the century suc
ceeding the Persian invasion, is so full of historical and chronological inac
curacies, that we can hardly accept it, when standing alone, as authority 
for any matter of fact. In a note on the chapter immediately preceding, I 
have already touched upon its extraordinary looseness of statement, 
pointed out by various commentators, among them particularly by Mr. 
:Fynes Clinton: see above, chap. xiv, note•, pp. 409-411, in the preceding 
volume. 

The assertion, therefore, that the tribiite from the Athenian allies was 
raised to th.e sum of twelve hundred talents annually, comes to us only 
from the orator .lEschincs as an original witness : and in him it forms part 
of a tissue of statements alike confused and ineoneet. But against it we 
have a powerful negative argument, - the perfect silence of Tlmcydidcs. 
Is it possible that that historian would have omitted all notice of a step so 
very important in its effects, if Athens had really adopted it 1 He men
tions to us the commutation by Athens of the tribute from her allies into a 
duty of five per cent. payable by them on their exports and imports (vii, 
28) - this was in the nineteenth year of the war, 413 n.o. But any
thing like the duplication of the tribute all at once, would have altered 
much more materially the relations between Athens and her allies, and 
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Athenian budget, however, prior to the Peloponnesian war, we 
know that during the larger part of the administration of Peri-

would have constituted in the minds of the latter a substantive grievance, 
such as to aggravate the motive for revolt in a manner which Thucydides 
could hardly fail to notice. The orator 1Eschines refers the- augmentation 
of the tribute, up to twelve hundred talents, to the time succeeding the 
peace of Nikias: l\I. Boeckh (Public Econ. of Athens, b. iii, ch. 15-19, pp. 
400-434) supposes it to have taken place earlier than the representation of 
the Vespro of Aristophane,, that is, about three years before that peace, o.r 
423 n.c. But this would have been just before the time of the expedition 
of Brasidas into Thrace, aml his success in exciting revolt among the de
pendencies of Athens: if Athens had donblcd her tribute upon all the allies, 
just before that expedition, Thucydides could not have omitted to mention 
it, as increasing the chances of success to Brasidas, and helping to deter

. mine the resolt1tions of the Akanthians and others, which were by no i;neans 
adopted unanimously or without hesitation, to revolt. 

In reference to the oration called that of Andokides against Alkibiades, , 
I made some remarks in the fourth volume of this History (vol. iv, ch. xxxi, 
p. 151), tending to show it to be spurious and of a time considerably later 
than that to which it purports to belong. I will here add one other remark, 
which appears to me decisive, tending to the same conclusion. 

The oration professes to be deliYered in a contest of ostracism between 
Nikias, Alkibiadt,s, and the speaker: one of the three, he says, must neces
sarily be ostracized, and the question is, to determine which of the three: 
accordingly, the speaker dwells upon many topics calculated to raise a bad 
impression of Alkibiades, and a favorable impression of himself. 

Among the accusations against Alkibiacles, one is, that after having 
recommended, in the assembly of the people, that the inhabitants of l\Iclos 
should be sold as slaves, he hau himself purchased a l\fclian woman among 
the captives, and had hml a son by her: it was criminal, argues the speaker, 
to beget offspring by a woman whose relations he had contributed to cause 
to be put to death, and whose city he !mu contributed to ruin ( c. 8 ). 

upon this argt1mcnt I do not here touch, any farther than to bring out 
the point of chronology. The speech, if delivered at all, must have been 
dcliYered, at the earliest, nearly a year after the capture of :Melos by the 
Athenians: it may be of later date, but it cannot pos1libly be earlier. 

Now l\felos surrendered in the winter immediately preceding the great 
expedition of the Athenians to Sicily in 415 n.c., which expedition sailed 
about midsummer (Thucyd. v, ll6; vi, 30). Nikias and Alkibiadcs both 
went as commanders of that expedition : the latter was recalled to Athens 
for trial on the charge of impiety about three months afterwards, but 
escaped· in the way home, was condcmncu and sentenced to banishment in 
his absence, and did not return to Athens until 407 n.c., long after tho 
c1eath of Nikias, who continued in command of the Athenian armament in 
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kles, the revenue, including tribute, was so managed as to leave a 
large annual surplus ; insomuch that a treasure of coined money 
was accumulated in the acropolis during the years preceding the 
Peloponnesian war,-which treasure, when at its maximum, 
reached the great sum of nine thousand seven hundred talents 
(equal to twQ million two hundred and thirty thousand pounds), 
and was still at six thousand talents, after a serious drain for 
various purposes, at the moment when that war began.I This 
system of public economy, constantly laying by a considerable 
sum year after year,-in which Athens stood alone, since none 
of the Peloponnesian states had any publ_ic reserve whatever,2
goes far of itself to vindicate Perikles from the charge of hav
ing wasted the public money in mischievous distributions for the 
purpose of obtaining popularity ; and also to exonerate the Athe
nian Demos from that reproach of a greedy appetite for living 

Sicily, enjoying the full esteem of his countrymen, until its complete failure 
and ruin before Syracuse,-and perished himself aftenvards as a Syracusan 
prisonel·. 

Taking these circumstances together, it will at once be seen that there 
never can have been any time, ten months or more after the capture of 
Melos, when Nikias and Alkibiadcs could have been exposed to a vote of 
ostracism at Athens. The thing is absolutely impossible: and the oration 
in which such historical and chronological incompatibilities are embodied, 
must be spurious: furthermore, it must have been composed long after the 
pretended time of delivery, when the chronological series of events had 
been forgotten. 

I may add that the story of this duplication of the tribute by Alkibiades 
is virtually contrary to the statement of Plutarch, probably borrowed from 
.lEschines, who states that the demagogues gradually increased (Kara µtKp(w) 
the tribute to thirteen hundred talents (Plutarch, Aristeid. c. 24). 

1 Thucyd. ii, 13. 
• Thucyd. i, 80. The foresight of the Athenian people, in abstaining 

from immediate use of public money and laying it up for future wants, 
would be still more conspicuously demonstrated, if the statement of 
.lEschines, the orator, were true, that they got together seven thousand 
talents between the peace of Nikias and the Sicilian expedition. M. 
Iloeckh believes this statement, and says: "It is not impossible that one 
tho°:sand talents might have been laid by every year, as the amount of tribute 
reee1ved was so considerable." (Public Economy of Athens, ch. xx, p. 446, 
Eng. Trans.) I do not believe the statement: but M:. Iloeckh and others, 
who do ad.mit it, ought in fairness to set it against the many remarks which 
they pass m condemnation of the democratical prodigality. 
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by the public purse which it is common to ascribe to them. After 
the death of Kirnon, no farther expeditions were undertaken 
against the Persians, and even for some years before his death, 
not much appears to have been done: so that the tribute-money 
remained unexpended, though it was the duty of Athens to l1old 
it in reserve against future attack, which might. at any time be 
renewed. 

Though we do not know the exact amount of the other 
sources of Athenian revenue, however, we know that the tribute 
received from the allies was by far the largest item in it.l 4nd 
altogether the exercise of empire abroad became a prominent 
feature in Athenian life, and a necessity to Athenian sentiment, 
not less than democracy at home. Athens was no longer, as she 
had been once, a single city, with Attica for her territory: she 
was a capital or imperial city, -a despot city, was the expres
sion used by her enemies, and even sometimes by her own 
citizens,2 - with many dependencies attached to her, and bound 

·to follow her orders. Such was the manner in which not merely 
Perikles and the other leading statesmen, but even the humblest 
Athenian citizen, conceived the dignity of Athens ; and the sen

1 Thucyd. i, 122-143; ii, 13. The '1reVT7JKQUT~, or duty of two per cent. 
npon imports and exports at the Peirams, produced to the state a revenue 
of thirty-six talents in the year in which it was farmed by Andokides, 
somewhere ahout 400 n.c., after the restoration of the democracy at Athens 
from its defeat and sub.version at the close of the Peloponnesian war 
(Andokides de Mysteriis, c. 23, p. 65). This was at a period of depression 
in Athenian affairs, and when trade was doubtless not near so good as it 
lmd been during the earlier part of the Peloponnesian war. 

It seems probable that this must have been the most considerable perma
nent source of Athenian revenue next to the tribute; though we do not 
know what rate of customs-duty was imposed at the Peirreus during the 
Peloponnesian war. Comparing together the two passages of Xenophon 
(Repuhl. Ath. 1, 17, and Aristophan. Vcsp. 657), we may suppose that the 
regular and usual rate of duty was one per cent. or one e1<aroar~, - while 
in case of need this may have been doubled or tripled, -Tu> 'l!'oA.A.u> 
lKaroura>, (see Boeckh, b. iii, chs. 1-4, pp. 298-318, Eng. Trans.) The 
amount of revenue derived even from this source, however, can have borne 
no comparison to the tribute. 

2 By Perikles, Thncyd. ii, 63. By Kleon, Thucyd. iii, 37. By the envoys 
at l\Il:los, v, 89. By Enphcmus, vi, 85. By tho hostile Corinthians, i, 124, 
as a mutter of course. 
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timent was one which carried with it both personal pride and 
stimulus to active patriotism. To establish Athenian interests 
amon"' the dependent territories, was one important object in the 
eyes ~f Perikles, and while he discountenanced all distant1 and 
rash enterprises, such as invasions of Egypt or Cyprus, he 
planted out maQy kleruchies and colonies of Athenian citi~ens, 
intermingled with allies, on islands, and parts of the coast. He 
conducted one thousand citizens to the Thracian Chersonese, five 
hundred to Naxos, and two hundred and fifty to Andros. In the 
Chersonese, he farther repelled the barbarous Thracian invaders 
from without, and even undertook the labor of carrying a wall of 
defence across the isthmus, which connected the peninsula with 
Thrace ; since the barbarous Thracian tribes, though expelled 
some time before by Kimon,2 had still continued to renew their 
incursions from time to time. Ever since the occupation of the 
elder Miltiades, about eighty years before, there had been in this 
peninsula many Athenian proprietors, apparently intermingled 
with half-civilized Thracians: the settlers now acquired both 
greater numerical strength and better protection, though it does 
not appear that the cross-wall was permanently maintained. 
The maritime expeditions of Perikles even extended into the 
Euxine sea, as far as the important Greek city of Sinope, then 
governed by a despot named Timesilaus, against whom a large 
proportion of the citizens were in active discontent. Ile left 
Lamachus with thirteen Athenian triremes to assist in expelling 
the despot, who was driven into exile alon"' with his friends and 
party: the properties of these exiles we:'e confiscated, ana as
signed to the maintenance of six hundred Athenian citizens, 
admitted to equal fellowship and residence with the Sinopeans. 
We may presume that on this occasion Sin6pe became a member 
of the Athenian tributary alliance, if it had not been so before: 
but we do not know whether Kotyora and Trapezus, dependen
cies of Sinope, farther eastward, which the ten thousand Greeks 
found on their retreat fifty yearil afterwards, existed in the time 
of Pe:ikles or not. l\loreover, the numerous and well-equipped 
Atheman fleet, under the command of Perikles, produced an 
imposing effect upon the barbarous princes and tribes along the 

1 Plutarch, Pcrik!Cs, c. 20. 2 Plutarch, Kirnon, c. 14. 
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coast,1 contributing certainly to the security of Grecian trade, 
and probably to the acquisition of new dependent allies. 

It was by successive proceedings of this sort that many de
tachments of Athenian citizens became settled in various portions 
of the maritime empire of the city, - some rich, investing their 
property in the islands as more secure - from the incontestable 
superiority of Athens at sea-even than Attica, which, since the 
loss of the J\Iegarid, could not be guarded against a Peloponne

, sian land invasion,2 -others poor, and hiring themselves out as 
laborers.3 The islands of Lemnos, Imbros, and Skyros, as well 
as the territory of Estirea, on the north of Enbrea, were com
pletely occupied by Athenian proprietors and citizens, - other 
places partially so occupied. And it was doubtless advantageous 
to the islanders to associate themselves with Athenians in trading 
enterprises, since they thereby obtained a better chance of the 
protection of the Athenian fleet. It seems that Athens passed 
regulations occasionally for the commerce of her dependent allies, 
as we see by the fact, that shortly before the Peloponnesian war, 
she excluded the .l\legarians from all their ports. The commer
cial relations between l'eirreus and the JEgean reached their 
maximum during the interval immediately preceding the Pelo
ponnesian war : nor were these relations confined to the country 
east and north of Attica : they reached also the western regions. 
The most important settlements founded by Athens during this 
period were Amphipolis in Thrace, and Thurii in Italy. 

Amphipolis was planted by a colony of Athenians and other 
Greeks, under the conduct of the Athenian Agnon, in 437 n.c. 
It was situated near the river Strymon, in Thrace, on the eastern 
bank, and at the spot where the 8trymon resumes its river
course after emerging from the lake above. It was originally a 
township or settlement of the E<lonian Thracians, called Ennea 

1 Plutarch, PcriklCs, c. 19, 20 . 
• Xenophon, Rep. Ath. ii, 16. Ti)v µ'i:v ovaiav raii: V~O"Ol!;" 7raparWevrat, 

'/rlO"TeVOVTe!;" ry upxy Ty Kara rru:Aaaaav 0 T~V o'i: 'ATTLKTJV )'ijV 7rEptoplJat 
reµvoµiv7]i•, yiyvwO"KOVTE!;" OTt el aVTTJV llie~aovaiv, fripi,w uyaffwv µet(ovc,;v 

urep~aovTat. 
Compare also Xenophon (Mcmorabil. ii,·s, l, and Symposion, iv, 31). 
3 See the case of the free laborer and the husbandman at Na..xos, Plato, 

Euthyphro, c. 3. 
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Uodoi, or Nine Ways, - in a situation doubly valuable, both as 
being close upon the bridge over the Strymon, and as a conve
nient centre for the ship-timber and gold and silver mines of the 
neio-hborin"' · recrion, - and distant about three English miles 
fro; the Athenian settlement of Eion at the mouth of the river. 
The previous unsuccessful attempts to form establishments at 
Ennea Hodoi have already been noticed, -first, that of Ilistireus 
the Milesian, followed up by his brother Aristagoras (about 497
4UG n.c.), next, that of the Athenians about 4G5 n.c., under Lea
grus and others, - on both these occasions the intruding settlers 
had been defeated and expelled by the native Thracian tribes, 
though on the second occasion the number sent by Athens was 
not less tlmn ten thousand.I So serious a loss detered the Athe
nians for a long time from any repetition of the attempt: though 
it is highly probable that individual citizens from Eio!l and from 
Thasus connected themselves with powerful Thracian families, 
and became in ihis manner actively engaged in mining, .to their 
own great profit, -as well as to the profit of the city collectively, 
since the property of the kleruchs, or Athenian citizens occupy
ing colonial lands, bore its share in case of direct taxes being 
imposed on Athenian property generally. Among such fortunate 
adventurers we may number the historian Thucydides himself; 
seemingly descended from Athenian parents intermarrying with 
Thracians, and himself married to a wife either Thracian or 
belonging to a family of Athenian colonists in that region, 
through whom he became possessed of a large property in the 
mines, as well as of great influence in the districts around.2 
This was one of the various ways in which the collective power 
of Athens enabled her chief citizens to enrich themselves indi
vidu.ally. 

1 Thucyd. i, 100. 
2 Thucyd. iv, 105; Marcellinus, Vit. Thucyd. c. 19. See Rotscher, Leben 

des Th~kydidcs, ch. i, 4, p. 96. who gives a genealogy of T!mcydides, as 
far as it can be made out with any probability. The historian was con
nected by blood with Miltiades and Kirnon, as well as with O!orus, king of 
on: of the Thracian tribes, whose daughter Hcgesipy!e was wife of Milti
ades, the conqueror of llfarathon. In this manner, therefore, he belonged 
to one ?f the ancien~ heroic families of Athens, and even of Greece, being 
an JEkid through AJax and Philreus (l\farcellin. e. 2). 
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The colony under Agnon, despatched from Athens in the year 
437 B.c., appears to have been both numerous and well sustained, 
inasmuch as it conquered and maintained the valuable position 
of Ennea Hodoi in spite o± those formidable Edonian neighbors 
who had bafiled the two preceding attempts. Its name of Ennea 
Hodoi was exchanged for that of Amphi polis, - the hill on 
which. the new town was situated being bounded on three sides 
by the river. The settlers seem to have been of mixed extrac
tion, comprising no large proportion of Athenians : some were 
of Chalkidic race, others came from Argilus, a Grecian city 
colonized from Andros, which possessed the territory on the 
western bank of the Strymon, immediately opposite to Amphi
polis,1 and which was included among the subject allies of 
Athens. Amphipolis, connected with the sea by the Strymon 
and the port of ·Eion, became the most important of all the 
Athenian dependencies in reference to Thrace and l\Iacedonia. 

The colony of Thurii on the coast of the gulf of Tarentum 
in Italy, near the site and on the territory of the ancient Sybaris, 
was founded by Athens about seven years earlier than .Am
phipolis, not long after the conclusion of the thirty years' truce 
with Sparta, B.c. 443. Since the destruction of the old Sybaris 
by the Krotoniates, in 509 B.c., its territory had for the most part 
remained unappropriated: the descendants of the former inhabi
tants; dispersed at Laus and in other portions of the territory, 
were not strong enough to establish any new city; nor did it suit 
the views of the Krofoniates themselves to do so. After an 
interrnl of more than sixty years, however, during which one 
unsuccessful attempt at occupation had been made by some Thes
salian settlers, these Sybarites at length prevailed upon the 
Athenians to undertake and protect the recolonization ; the 
proposition having been made in vain to the Spartans. Lampon 
and Xenokritus, the former a prophet and interpreter of oracles, 
were sent by Perikles with ten ships as chiefs of the new colony 
of Thurii, founded under the auspices of Athens. The settlers 
were collected from all parts of Greece, and included Dorians, 
Ionians, islanders, Bceotians, as well as Athenians. But the 
descendants of _the ancient Sybarites procured themselves to be 

1 Thucyd. iv, 102; v, 6. 
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treated as privileged citizens, and monopolized for tliemselves the 
possession of political powers, as well as the most valuable lands 
in the immediate vicinity of the walls; while their wives also 
assumed an offensive preeminence over the other women of the 
city in the public religious processions. Such spirit of privilege 
and monopoly appears to have been a frequent manifestation 
among the ancient colonies, and often fatal either to their tran
quillity or to their growth; sometimes to both. · In the case of 
Thurii, founded under the auspices of the democratical Athens, 
it was not likely to have any lasting success: and we find that 
after no very long period, the majority of the colonists rose in 
insurrection against the privileged Sybarites, either slew or 
expelled them, and divided the entire territory of the city, upon 
equal principles, among the colonists of every different race. 
This revolution enabled them to make peace with the Krotoni
ates, who had probably been unfriendly so long as their· ancient 
enemies, the Sybarites, were masters of the city, and· likely to 
turn its powers to the purpose of a>enging their conquered 
ancestors. And the city from this time forward, democratically 
governed, appears to have flourished steadily and without inter
nal dissension for thirty years, until the ruinous disasters of the 
Athenians before Syracuse occasioned the overthrow of the 
Athenian party at Thurii. How miscellaneous the population 
of Thurii was, we may judge from the denominations of the ten 
tribes, -such was the number of tribes established, after the 
model of Athens, -Arkas, Achals, Eleia, Bccotia, Amphiktyonis, 
Doris, las, Athenals, Euboi"s, Nesiotis. From this mixture of 
race they could not agree in recognizing or honoring an Athe
nian cckist, or indeed any cckist except Apollo.I The Spartan 
general, Kleandridas, banished a few years before for having 
suffered himself to be bribed by Athens along with king Pleis
toanax, removed to Thurii, and was appointed general of the 
citizens in their war against Tarentum. That war was ultimately 
adjusted by the joint foundation of the new city of Herakleia, 
half-way between the two, - in the fertile territory called Siritis.2 

The most interesting circumstance respecting Thurii is, that 

1 Diodor. xii, 35. 

s Diodor. xii, II, 12; Strabo. vi, 264: Plutarch, Pcrikles, c. 22. 
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the rhetor Lysias, and · the l1istorian Herodotus, were both 
<lomiciliated there as citizens. The city was connected with 
Athens, yet seemingly only by a feeble tie; nor was it numbered 
among the tributary subject allies.I From the circumstance that 
so large a proportion of the settler,; at Thurii were not native 
Athenians, we may infer that there were not many of the latter 
at that time who were willing to put themselves so far out of 
connection with Athens, - even though tempted by the prospect 
of lots of land in a fertile and promising territory. And Peri
kles was probably anxious that those poor citizens for whom 
emigration was desirable should become kleruchs in some of the 
islan<ls or ports of the JEgean, where they would serve - like 
the colonies of Rome - as a sort of garrison for the ~nsurance 
of the Athenian empire.2 

The fourteen years between the thirty years' truce and the 
breaking out of the Peloponnesian war, are a period of full 
maritime empire on the part of Athens, - partially indeed 
resisted, but never with success. They are a period of peace 
-with all cities extraneous to her own empire ; and of splendid 
decorations to the city itself, from the genius of Pheidias and 
others, in sc-ulpture as well as in architecture. Since the death 
of Kirnon, Perikles had become more and more the first citizen 
in the commonwealth : his qualities told for more the longer 
they were known, and even the disastrous reverses which pre
ceded the thirty years' truce had not overthrown him, since he 
had protested against that expedition of Tolmides into Bmotia 
out of which they first arose. But if the personal influence of 
l'erikles had increased, the party opposed to him seems also to 
have become stronger and better organized than it had been 
before; and to have acquired a leader in many respects ·more 
effective than Kirnon, -Thucydides, son of l\Ielesias. The new 
chief was a near relative of Kirnon, but of a character and tal
ents more analogous to that of Perikles : a statesman and orator 

1 The Athenians pretended to no subject allies beyond the Ionian 
gulf, Thucyd. vi, 14: eomp;ire vi, 45, 104; vii, 34. Thucydides docs not 
even mention Thurii, in his catalogue of the allies of Athens at the begin
ning of the Peloponnc:i;ian war (Thucyd. ii, 15). 

2 Plutarch, Pcrik!Cs, c. I I. 
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rather than a general, though competent to both functions if 
occasion demanded, as every leading man in those days was· 
required to be. Under Thucydides, the political and parliamen
tary opposition against Perikles assumed a constant character 
and an organization such as Kirnon, with his exclusively military 
aptitudes, had never been able to establish. The aristocratical 
party in the commonwealth, - the "honorable and respectable" 
citizens, as we find them styled, adopting their own nomenclature, 
-now imposed upon themselrns the obligation of undeviating 
regularity in their attendance on the public assembly, sitting 
together in a particular section,so as to be conspicuously parted 
from the Demos. In this manner, their applause and dissent, 
their mutual encouragement to each other, their distribution of 
parts to different speakers, was made more conducive to the 
party purposes than it had been before, when these distinguished 
persons had been intermingled with the mass of citizens.I Thu
cydides himself was eminent as a speaker, inferior only to Peri
kles, - perhaps hardly inferior even to him. 1Ve are told that in 
reply to a question put to him by Archidamus, whether Perikles 
or he were the better wrestler, Thucydides replied: "Even when 
I throw him, he denies that he has fallen, gains his point, and 
talks over those who have actually seen him fall.'' 2 

Such an oppositioll' .made to Perikles, in all the full license 
which a democratical constitution permitted, must have been 
both efficient and embarrassing ; but the pointed severance of 
the aristocratical chiefs, which Thucydides, son of Jne!esias, 
introduced, contributed probably at once to rally the democrat
ical majority round Perikles, and to exasperate the bitterness of 
party.-conflict.3 As far as we can make out the grounds of the 

1 Compare the speech of Nikias, in reforcnce to the younger citizens and 
partisans of Alkibiades sitting together near the latter in the assembly, 
oiJr tyw 6pi:iv VVV lv1%cJe T{iJ avri;> uvopt 7rapaKeAtVO'TOVJ: Kalf11µiv0Vl: 
¢o/3ovµat, Kat Tait; 7rpea(3vrtpott; uvTmapaKel.evoµat µ~ Karata;i:vvi'Ji;vat, el T<tJ 
nr 7rapaKalf11rat Ti:ivoe, etc. (Thucyd. vi, 13.) See also Aristophanes, 
Ekklesiaz. 298, seq., about partisans sitting near together. 

2 Plutarch, PeriklCs, c. 8. "OTav lyw Kara,13aA.i:i 7raA.aZt.1v, lKeivor: uvTt· 
Atyt.>v iir ov rrhrTt.>Kt, VtKfi., Kat µernrreWet TOVC opi:ivrat;. 

3 P!~Itarch, P?riklcs, c. I I. *o' l:KetVt.>V uµt?./,a Kl!t ¢tA.ortµia TWV uvopi:iv 
8aiJVTUT1/V Toµr1v rcµovua Ti;t; rr6A.et.1i;, TO µev oi;µov, TO O' oMyovr E'lr0l1/(JE 
1wl.eia&a1. 

http:rr6A.et.1i
http:7raA.aZt.1v
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opposition, it turned partly upon the pacific policy of Perikles 
towards the Persians, partly upon his expenditure for home 
ornament. Thucydides contended that Athens was disgraced in 
the eyes of the Greeks, by having drawn the confederate treas- 
ure from Delos to her own acropolis, under pretence of greater 
security, and then employing it, not in prosecuting war against 
the Persians,1 but in beautifying Athens by new temples and 
costly statutes. To this Perikles replied, that Athens had under
taken the obligation, in consideration of the tribute-money, to 
protect her allies and keep off from them every foreign enemy, 
- that she had acc9mplished this object completely at the pres
ent, and retained a reserve sufficient to guarantee the like security 
·for the future;- that, under such circumstances, she owed no 
account to her allies of the expenditure of the surplus, but was 
at liberty to expend it for purposes useful and honorable to the 
city. In this point of view it was an object of great public 
importance to render Athens imposing in the eyes both of the 
allies and of Ilellas generally, by improved fortifications, - by 
accumulated ornaments, sculptural and architectural, -and by 
religious festivals,- frequent, splendid, musical, and poetical. 

Such was the answer made by Perikles in defence of his 
policy against the opposition headed by Thucydides. And as 
far as we can make out the ground taken by both parties, the 
answer was perfectly satisfacto:cy. For when we look at the 
very large sum which Perikles continually kept in reserve in the 
treasury, no one could reasonably complain that his expenditure 
for ornamental purposes was carried so far as to encroach upon 
the exigences of defence. 'Vhat Thucydides and his partisans 
appear to have urged, was, that this common_ fund should still 

I Plutarch, Perikles, c. 12. oit(JaA.'Aov lv mZr EKKA1}aia;"r {3oi:Jvrer, "" 0 
µev o~µor uoo;EZ Kat KaKwr UKOVEt TU KOtVU TWV 'EA.A.fivwv xpfiµara 7rpilr aiirilv 
lK D.if/..ov µerayayi:w, i'j o' lveartv aim;J 7rpor TOVf lyKaAoiivrar eimprnearar11 
TWV 7rpo¢aaewv, OeiaavTa Toi>r {3ap{3ctpovr l:KeWev ui•eA.fo8at Kat ¢vi.<tTTEtV 
lv oxvp<iJ TU KOtvii., TaVT1}V tivrjp1}KE IIeptKA.~r, etc. 

Compare the speech of the Lesbians, and their complaints against 
Athens, at the moment of their revolt in the fourth year of the Pelopon
nesian war ( 'l'hucyd. iii, 10) ; where a similar accusation is brought forward, 
-l'lretoi) oi: l:wpwµev a"1rovr (the Athenians) TQV µ'i:v TOii :r.f1jOOii fx&pilv 
uvtivrar, ri)v o'i: TWV ;vµµa;i:wv oovi,watV l7rayaµevovr, etc. 
~~~ ~ 
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continue to be spent in aggressive warfare against the Persian 
king, in Egypt and elsewhere, - conformabl y to the projecl3 
pursued by Kirnon during his life.l But Perikles was right in 
contending that such outlay would have ·been simply wasteful; 
of no use either to Athens or her allies, though risking all the 
chances of distant defeat, such as had been experienced a few 
years before in Egypt. The Persian force was already kept 
away, both from the waters of the .lEgean and the coast of Asia, 
either by the stipulations of the treaty of Kallias, or-if that 
treaty be supposed apocryphal- by a conduct practically the 
same as those stipulations would have enforced. The allies, 
indeed, might have ha<l some ground of complaint against 
Perikles, either for not reducing the amount of tribute required' 
from tliem, seeing that it was more than sufficient for the legiti
mate purposes of the confederacy, or for not having collected 
their positive sentiment as to the disposal of it. But we do not 
find that thi;; was the argument adopted by Thucydides and his 
party, nor was it calculated to find favor either with aristo
crats or democrats, in the Athenian assembly. 

Admitting the injustice of .Athens - an injustice common to 
both the parties in that city, not less to Kirnon than to Perikles 
- in acting as despot instead of chief, and in discontinuing all 
appeal to the active and hearty concurrence of her numerous 
allies, we shall find that the schemes of PcriklCs were at the 
same time eminently Pan-Hellenic. In strengthening and orna· 
menting Athens, in developing the full activity of her citizens, in 
providing temples, religious offerings, works of art, solemn festi
vals, all of surpassing attraction, - he intended to exalt her into 
something greater than an imperial city with numerous depen
dent allies. He wished to make her the centre of Grecian feel
ing, the stimulus of Grecian intellect, and the type of strong 
democratical patriotism combined with full liberty of individual 
taste and aspiration. He wished not merely to retain the 
adherence of the subject states, but to attract the admiration 
and spontaneous deference of independent neighbors, so as to 
procure for Athens a moral ascendency much beyond the range 
of her direct power. And he succeeded in elevating the city to 

1 Plutarch, Pcrik!Cs, c. 20. 
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a visible grnndcur,1 which made her appear even much stronger 
than she really was, - and which had the farther effect of soft
ening to the minds of the subjects the humiliating sense of 
obedience; while it served as a normal school, open to strangers 
from all quarters, of energetic action even under full license of 
criticism, - of elegant pursuits economically followed, - and of 
a love for knowledge without enervation of character. Such 
were the views of Perikles in regard to his country, during 
the years which preceded the Peloponnesian wat., as we find 
them recorded in his celebrated Funeral Oration, pronounced in 
the first year of that war, - an exposition forever memorable 
of the sentiment and purpose of Athenian democracy, as con
ceived by its ablest president. 

So bitter, however, was the opposition made by Thucydides 
and his party to this projected expenditure, - so violent and 
pointed did the scission of aristocrats and democr~ts become, 
that the dispute came after no long time to that ultimate appeal 
which the Athenian constitution provided for the case of two 
opposite and nearly equal party-leaders, - a vote of ostracism. 
Of the particular details which preceded this ostracism, we are 
not informed ; but we see clearly that the general position was 
such as the ostracism was intended to meet. Probably the vote 
was proposed by the party of Thucydi<les, in order to procure 
the banishment of PeriklGs, the more powerful person of the 
two, and the most likely to excite popular jealousy. The chal
lenge was accepted by Perikles and his frien<ls, and the rtsult of 
the voting was such that an adequate legal majority condemned 
Thucydides to ostracism.2 And it seems that the majority must 
have been very decisive, for the party of Thucydides was com
pletely broken by it: and we hear of no other single individual 
equally formidable as a leader of opposition, throughout all the 
remaining life of Perikles. · 

1 Thucyd. i, 10. 
2 rlutarch, Pcrik!Cs, ('. 11-14. TeAO!:" oi: 1rpoi- TOV OovKVOl01JV e z, ui' wv a 

1repl roil lJ<rrpUKov Karaanl.r Ka l 0 ta Kt v 0 v v e Va a r, lKtlvov µev l~i,3aAe, 

KaTil.vae oi: Ti/v ttVTlTtTrt)piv~v lraipetav. See, in reference to the principle 
of the ostracism, a remarkable incident at Magnesia, between two political 
rivals, . Krctincs and Hermeias: alw the just reflections of Montesquieu, 
Esprit des Loix, xxvi, c. 17; xxix, c. 7. ·•· 
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The ostracism of Thucydides apparently took place about 
two years 1 after the conclusion of the thirty years' truce,
443-442 n.c., - and it is to the period immediately following 
that the great Periklean works belong. The southern wall of 
the acropolis had been built out of the spoils brought by Kirnon 
from his Persian expeditions ; but the third of the long walls 
connecting Athens with the harbor was the proposition of 
Perikles, at what precise time we do not know. The long walls 
originally completed -not long after the battle of Tanagra, as 
has already been stated - were two, one from Athens to Peirieus, 
another from Athens to Phalermn: the space between them was 
broad, and if in the hands of an enemy, the communication with 
l'eirreus would be interrupted. Accordingly, Perikles now in
duced the people to construct a third or intermediate wall, run
ning parallel with the first wall to Peirreus, and within a short 
distance 2 - se!Cmingly near one furlong- from it : so that the 
communication between the city and the port was placed beyond 
all possible interruption, even assuming an enemy to have got 
within the Phaleric wall. It was seemingly about this time, too, 
that the splendid docks and arsenal in Peirreus, alleged by Iso
krates to have cost one thousand talents, were constructed ;3 

while the town itself of Peirreus was laid out anew \Vith straight 
streets intersecting at right angles. Apparently, this was some
thing new in Greece, - the towns generally, and Athens itself 
in particular, having been built without any symmetry, or width, 
or continuity of streets : 4 and Ilippodamus the Milesian, a man 
of considerable attainments in the physical philosophy of the 
age, derived much renown as the earliest town architect, for 

1 Plutarch, Periklcs, c. 16 : the indication of time, however, is vague. 
2 Plato, Gorgias, p. 455, with Scholia; Plutarch, Periklils, c. 13; Forch

hammer, Topographie von Athen, in Kieler Philologische Stndien, pp. 
279-282. 

3 Isokratcs, Orat. vii; Areopagit. p. 153, c. 27. 
4 See Dikmarchus, Vit. Grrecim, Fragm. ed. Fuhr. p. 140: compare the 

description of Platrea in Thucydides, ii, 3. 
All the older towns now existing in the Grecian islands are put together 

in this same manner, -narrow, muddy, crooked ways, -few regular con
tinuous lines of houses: see Ross, Reisen in den Griechischen Inscln, 
Letter xxvii, yo!. ii, p. 20. 
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having laid out the Peirreus on a regular plan. The market
place, or one of them at least, permanently bore his name, -the 
Hippodamian agora.l At a time when so many great architects 
were displaying their genius in the construction of temples, we 
are not surprised to hear that the structure of towns began to be 
regularized also: moreover, we are told that the new colonial 
town of Thurii, to which Hippodamus went as a settler, was also 
constructed in the same systematic form as to straight and wide 
streets.2 

The new.scheme upon which the Peirreus was laid out, was not 
without its value as one visible proof of the naval g~andeur of 
Athens. But the buildings in Athens and on the acropolis 
formed the real glory of the Periklean age. A new theatre, 
termed the Odeon, was constructed for musical and poetical rep
resentations at the great Panathenaic solemnity; next, the splendid 
temple of Athene, called the Parthenon, with all its master
pieces of decorative sculpture and reliefs ; lastly, the costly 
portals erected to adorn the entrance of the acropolis, on the 
western side of the hill, through which the solemn processions 
on festival days were conducted. It appears that the Odeon and 
the Parthenon were both finished between 445 and 437 n.c. : the 
Propylrea somewhat later, between 437 and 431 n.c., in which 
latter year the P{lloponnesian war began.3 Progress was also 
made in restoring or reconstructing the Erechtheion, or ancient 
temple of Athene Polias, the patron goddess of the city, -which 
had been burnt in the invasion of Xerxes; but the breaking out 
of the Peloponnesian war seems to have prevented the comple-. 
tion of this, as well as of the great temple of Demeter, at Eleu
sis, for the celebration of the Eleusinian mysteries, - that of 
Athene, at Sunium, - and that of Nemesis, at Rhamnus. Nor 
was the sculpture less memorable than the arcllitecture : three 
statues of Athene, all by the hand of Pheidias, decorated the 
acropolis, - one colossal, forty-seven feet high, of ivory, in the 
Parthenon,4- a second of bronze, called the Lemnian Athene, 

1 Aristotle, Politic. ii, 5, 1 ; Xenophon, Hellen. ii, 4, 1 ; llarpokration, v, 
'Irrrroouµeta. 2 Diodor, xii, 9. 

3 Leake, Topography of Athens, Append. ii and iii, pp. 328-336, 2d 
edit. 

4 See Leake, Topography of Athens, 2d ed. p. lll, Germ. transl. O. 
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- a third of colossal magnitude, also in bronze, called Athene 
Promachos, placed between the Propylrea and the Parthenon, 
and visible from afar off, even to the navigator approaching 
Peirreus by sea. 

It is not, of course, to Perikles that the renown of these splen
did productions of art belongs : but the great sculptors and 
architects by whom they were conceived and executed, belonged 
to that same period of expanding and stimulating Athenian 
democracy which called forth a similar creative genius in oratory, 
in dramatic poetry, and in philosophical speculation. One man 
especially, of immortal name, - Pheidias, - born a little before 
the battle of :Marathon, was the original mind in whom the sub
lime ideal conceptions of genuine art appear to have disengaged 
themselves from that hardness of execution and adherence to a 
consecrated type, which marked the efforts of his predecessors.I 
He was the great director and superintendent of all those decora
tive additions whereby Perikles imparted to Athens a majesty such 
as had never before belonged to any Grecian city: the architects 
of the Parthenon and the other builtlings -Iktlnus, Kallikrates, 
Korcebus, J\Inesikles, and others - worked under his superin
tendence : and he had, besides, a school of pupils and subor
dinates to whom the mechanical part of his labors was confided. 
With all the great additions which Pheidias made to the grandeur 
of Athens, his last and greatest achievement was out of Athens, 
- the colossal statue of Zeus, in the great temple of Olympia, 
executed in the years immediately preceding the Peloponnesian 
war. The effect produced by this stupendous work, sixty feet 
high, in ivory and gold, e}1lbodying in visible majesty some of 
the grandest conceptions of Grecian poetry and religion, upon 
the minds of all beholders for many centuries successively, 
was such. as never has been, and probably never will be, equalled 
in the annals of art, sacred or profane. 

Considering these prodigious achievements in the field of art 
only as they bear upon Athenian and Grecian history, they are 

Muller (De l'hidire Vita, p. IS) mentions no less than ei,,ht celebrated 
statues of Athene, by the hand of Pheidias, -four in th; acropolis of 
Athens. 

1 Plutarch, Periklils, c. 13-15; O. Miiller, De Phidire Vit~, pp. 34-60; 
also his work, Archiiologic der Kunst, sects. lOS-ll3. 
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phenomena of extraordinary importance. 1Vhen we read the 
profound impression which they produced upon Grecian specta
tors of a later age, we may judge how immense was the effect 
upon that generation which saw them both begun and finished. 
In the year 480 B.c., Athens had been ruined by the occupation 
of Xerxes : since that period, the Greeks had seen, first, the 
rebuilding and fortifying of the city on an enlarged scale, - next, 
the addition of Peirreus with its docks and magazines, - thirdly, 
the junction of the two by the long walls, thus including the 
most numerous concentrated population, wealth, arms, ships, etc., 
in Greece,1 - lastly, the rapid creation of so many new miracles 
of art, - the sculptures of Pheidias as well as the paintings of 
the Thasian painter, Polygnotus, in the temple of Theseus, and 
in the portico called Pmkile. Plutarch observes 2 that the 
celerity with which the works were completed was the most 
remarkable circumstance connected with them ; and so it proba
bly might be, in respect to the effect upon the contemporary 
Greeks. The gigantic strides by which Athens had reached her 
maritime empire were now immediately succeeded by a series of 
works which stamped her as the imperial city of Greece, gave 
to her an appearance of power even greater than the reality, and 
especially put to shame the old-fashioned simplicity of Sparta.a 
The cost was doubtless pro<ligious, and could only have been 
borne at a time when there was a large treasure in the acropolis, 
as well as a consi<lerable tribute annually coming in: if we may 
trust a computation which seems to rest on plausible grounds, it 
cannot have been much less than three thousand talents in the 
aggregate, - about six hundred and ninety thousand pounds.4 

Thucyd. i, 80. /Wt roi, UAJ.Ol' urrarrtv uptrrra l~~prvvrat, 1l"AOVTl,J re 
lO[<,) /cat OTJµorril,J Kat vavrr~ Kat t1r1l"Ol' l<at 01rt.01,, Kat oxlc~ O(JO( OVK lv UAAl,J 
l:vi ye X"'Pll,J 'EA.A.7Jvrnr;J lrrrtv, etc. 2 Plutarch, PeriklCs, c. 13. 

3 Thucyd. i, IO. 
4 See Leake, Topography of Athens, Append. iii, p. 329, 2d ed. Germ. 

transl. Colonel Leake, with much justice, contends that the amount of 
two thousand and twelve talents, stated by lfarpokration out. of Philoch
orus as the cost of the Propylrea alone, must be greatly exaggerated. Mr. 
Wilkins (Atheniensia, p. 84) expresses the same opinion; remarking that 
the transport of marble from Pentelikus to Athens is easy and on a 
descending ro:td. 

Demetrius Phalereus (ap. Cicer. de Officiis, ii, 17) blamed .Pcrik!Cs for 
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The expenditure of so large a sum was, of course, the source of 
great private gain to the contractors, tradesmen, merchants, 
artisans of various descriptions, etc., concerned in it: in one way 
or another, it distributed itself over a large portion of the whole 
city. And it appears that the materials employed for much of 
the work were designedly of the most costly description, as being 
most consistent with the reverence due to the gods : marble was 
rejected as too common for the statue of Athene, and ivory 
employed in its place; 1 while the gold with which it was sur
rounded weighed not less than forty talents.2 A large expendi
ture for such purposes, considered as pious toward;; the gods, was 
at the same time imposing in reference to Grecian feeling, which 
regarded with admiration every variety of public show and mag· 
nificence, and repaid by grateful deference the rich men who 
indulged in it. Perikles knew well that the visible splendor of 
the city, so new to all his contemporaries, would cause her great 
real power to appear even greater than its reality, and would thus 
procure for her a real, though unacknowledged influence 
perhaps even an ascendency - over all cities of the Grecian 
name. And it is certain that even among those who most hated 
and feared her, at the outbreak of the Peloponnesian war, there 
prevailed a powerful sentiment of involuntary deference. 

A step taken by Perikles, apparently not long after the com
mencement of .the thirty years' truce, evinces how much this 
ascendency was in his direct aim, and how much he connected it 
with views both of harmony and usefulness for Greece generally. 
He prevailed upon the people to send envoys to every city of 
the Greek name, great and small, inviting each to appoint depu
ties for a congress to be held at Athens. Three points were to 

be discussed in this intended congress. 1. The restitution of 
those temples which had been burnt by the Persian invaders. 
2. The fulfilment of such vows, as on that occasion had been 
made to the gods. 3. The safety of the sea and of maritime 
commerce for all. Twenty elderly Athenians were sent round 

the large sum expended upon the Propylrea; nor is it wonderful that he 
uttered this censure, if he had been led to rate the cost of them at two 
thousand and twelve talents. 1 Valer. Maxim, i, 7, 2. 

1 Thucyd; ii, 13. 
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to obtain the convocation of this congress. at Athens, - a Pan
Ilellenic congress for Pan-Hellenic purposes. But those who 
were sent to Breotia and Peloponnesus completely failed in their 
object, from the jealou&y, noway astonishing, of Sparta and her 
allies: of the rest we hear nothing, for this refusal was quite 
sufficient to frustrate the whole scheme.I It is to be remarked 
that the dependent allies of Athens appear to have been sum
moned just as much as the cities perfectly autonomous; so that 
their tributary relation to Athens was not understood to degrade 
them. We may sincerely regret that such congress did not take 
effect, as it might have opened some new possibilities of converg
ing tendency and alliance for the dispersed fractions of the 
Greek name,- a comprehensive benefit, to which Sparta was at 
once incompetent and indifferent, but which might, perhaps, have 
been realized under Athens, and seems in this case to have been 
sincerely aimed at by Perikles. The events of the Pelopon
nesian war, however, extinguished all hopes of any such union. 

The interval of fourteen years, between the beginning of the 
thirty years' truce and that of the Peloponnesian war, was by 
no means one of undisturbed peace to Athens. In the sixth 
year of that period occurred the formidable revolt of Samos. 

That.island appears to have been the most powerful of all the 
allies of Athens,2 - more powerful even than Chios or Lesbos, 
and standing on the same footing as the two latter; that is, pay
ing no tribute-money, - a privilege when compared with the 
body of the allies, - but furnishing ships and men when called 
upon, and retaining, subject to this condition, its complete auto
nomy, its oligarchical government, its fortifications, and its mil
itary force. Like most of the other islands near the coast, Samos 

1 Plutarch, Perik!Cs, c. 17. Plutarch girns no precise date, and 0. l'tfol
ler (De Phidire Vita, p. 9) places these steps for convocation of a congress 
before the first war bctweeu Sparta and Athens and the battle of Tanagra, 
- i. e., before 460 n.c. But this date seems to me improbable: Thebes 
was not yet rcuovated.in power, nor had Breotia as yet recovered from the 
fruits of her alliance with the Persians; moreover, neither Athens nor 
Perikles himself seem to have been at that time in a situation to conceive 
so large a. project; which suits in every respect much better for the later 
period, after the thirty years' truce, but before the Peloponnesiau war. 

2 Thucyd. i, 115; viii, 76; ;J?lutarch, Perikles, c. 28. 
VOL. vr. 2 
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possessed a portion of territory on the mainland, between which 
and the territory of l\liletus, lay the small town of Priene, one 
of the twelve original members contributing to the Pan-Ionic 
solemnity. Respecting the possession of this town of Priene, a 
war broke out between the Samians and l\filesians, in the sixth 
year of the thirty years' truce (n.c. 440-439): whether the town 
had before been independent, we do not know, but in this war the 
?tlilesians were worsted, and it fell into the hands of the' Samians. 
The defeated :Milesians, enrolled as they were among the tribu
tary allies of Athens, complained to her of the conduct of the 
Samians, and their complaint was seconded by a party in Samos 
itself opposed to the oligarchy and its proceedings. The Athe
nians required the two disputing cities to bring the matter before 
discussion and award at Athens, with which the Samians refused 
to comply:l whereupon an armament of forty ships was de
spatched from Athens to the island, and established in it a demo
cratical government; leaving in it a garrison, and carrying away 
to Lemnos fifty men and as many boys from the principal oligar
chical families, to serve as hostages. Of these families, however, 
a certain number retired to the mainland, where they entered 
into negotiations with Pissuthnes, the satrap of Sardis, to procure 
aid and restoration. Obtaining from him seven hundred mer
cenary troops, and passing over in the night to the island, by 
previous concert with the oligar~hical party, they overcame the 
Samian democracy as well as the Athenian garrison, who we1'e 
sent over as prisoners to Pissuthnes. They were farther lucky 
enough to succeed in stealing away from Lemnos their own 
recently deposited hostages, and they then proclaimed open revolt 
against Athens, in which Byzantium also joined. It seems re

1 Thncyd. i, 115; Plutarch, Perikles, c. 25. Most of the statements which 
appear in this chapter of Plutarch -over and above the concise narrative 
of Thucydides - appear to be borrowed from exaggerated party stories of 
the day. We need make no remark upon the story, that Perik!es was in
duced to take the side of Miletus against Samos, by the fact that Aspasia 
was a native of Miletus. Nor is it at all more credible that the satrap Pis
suthnes, from good-will towards Samos. offered Perikles ten thousand 
go!Uen staters as an inducement to spare .Samos. It may perhaps be true, 
however, that the Samian oligarchy, and those wealthy men whose children 
were likely to be taken as hostages, tried the effect of large bribes upon the 
mind of Perikles, to prevail upon him not to alter the government. 
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markable, that though, by such a proceeding, they would of 
course draw upon themselves the full strength of Athens, yet 
their first step was to resume aggressive hostilities against J\1i
letus,1 whither they sailed with a powerful naval force of seventy 
ships, twenty of them carrying troops aboard. 

Immediately on the receipt of this grave intelligence, a fleet 
of sixty triremes - probably all that were in complete readiness 
- was despatched to Samos under ten generals, two of whom 
were Perikles himself and the poet Sophokles,2 both seemingly 
included among the ten ordinary strategi of the year. But it was 
necessary to employ sixteen of these ships, partly in summoning 
contingents from Chios and Lesbos, to which islands Sophokles 
went in person ;3 partly in keeping watch off the coast of Karia 
for the arrival of the Phenician fleet, which report stated to be 
approaching; so that Perikles had only forty-four ships remaining 
in his squadron. Yet he did not hesitate to attack the Samian fleet 
of seventy ships on its way back froiii J\1iletus, near the island of 
Tragia, and was victorious in the action. Presently, he was rein
forced by forty ships from Athens, and by twenty-five from Chios 
and Lesbos, so as to be able to disembark at Samas, where he over
came the Samian land-force, and blocked up the harbor with a 
portion of his fleet, surrounding the city on the land-side with a 
triple wall. J\1eanwhile, the Samians had sent 8tesagoras with five 
ships to press the coming of the Phenician fleet, and the report of 
their approach became again so prevalent that Perikles felt obliged 
to take sixty ships, out of the total one hundred and twenty-five, 
to watch for them off the coast of Kaunus and Karia, where he 
remained for about fourteen days. The Phenician fleet4 never 
came, though Diodorus affirms that it was actually on its voyage. 

1 Thucyd. i, II4, ll5. 
2 Strabo, xiv, p. 638; Schol. Aristeidcs, t. iii, p. 485, Dindorf. 
3 See the interesting particulars recounted respecting Sophok!Cs by tho 

Chian poet, Ion, who met and conversed with l1im during the course of this 
expedition (Athenreus, xiii, p. 603). He represents the poet as uncom
monly pleasing and graceful in society, but noway distinguished for actirn 
capacity. Sophok!Cs was at this time in peculiar favor, from the success of 
his tragedy, Antigone, the year before. See the chronology of these events 
discussed and eluciuated in Boeck.h's preliminary Dissertation to the 
Antigone, c. 6-9. 4 Diodor. xi, 27 
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Pissuthnes certainly seems to have promised, and the Samians 
to have expected it: but I incline to believe that, though willing 
to hold out hopes and encourage revolt among the Athenian 
allies, the satrap, nevertheless, did not choose openly to violate 
the convention of Kallias, whereby the Persians were forbidden 
to send a fleet westward of the Chelidonian promontory. The 
departure of Perikles, however, so much weakened the Athenian 
fleet off Samos, that the Samians, suddenly sailing out of their 
harbor in an opportune moment, at the instigation and under the 
command of one of their most eminent citizens, the philosopher 
JUelissus, - surprised and ruined the blockading squadron, and 
gained ·a victory over the remaining fleet, before the -ships could 
be fairly got out to sea.I For fourteen days they remained mas
ters of the sea, carrying in and out all that they thought proper: 
nor was it until the return of Perikles that they were again 
blocked up. Reinforcements, however, were now multiplied to 
the blockading squadron, - from Athens, forty ships, under 
Thucydides,2 Agnon, and Phormion, and twenty under Tlepole

1 Plutarch, Pcrikles, c. 26. J>Jutarch seems to have had before him ac
counts respecting this Samian campaign, not only from Ephorns, Stesim· 
brotus, and Duris, but also from Aristotle: and the statements of the latter 
must h~we differed tbus far from Thucydides, that he affirmed Melissus the 
Samian general to have been victorious· over Perik!Cs himself, which is not 
to be reconciled with the narrative of Thucydides. 

The Samian historian, Duris, living about a century after this siege, 
seems to have introdt1ced many falsehoods respecting the cruelties of 
Athens: see Plutarch, l. c. 

•It appears very improbable that this Thucydides can be the historian 
himself. If it be Thucydides son of l\!clesias,. we must suppose him to 
have been restored from ostracism before the re.,.ular time - a supposition 
indeed noway inadmissible in itself, but which tl~ere is notl;ing else to conn· 
tenauce. The author of the Life of Sophok!Cs, as well as most of the 
recent critics, adopt this opinion. . 

On the other hand, it may have been a third person named Thu(\ydidcs ; 
for the name seems to have bee!! common, as we might guess from the 
t~vo wor~~ of which it is compounded. We find a third Thucydides men· 
t1oned vm, 92,- a native of Plrnrsalus: and the biographer, Marccllinus, 
seems to have read of many persons so called (8ov1evou5at 1roAAot, p. xvi, 
~d. Arnol.d). The subsequent history of Tlrncydides son of llfc!Csias, is 
involved m complete obscurity. 1Ve do not know the incident to which the 
remarkable passage in Aristophanes (Acham. 703) nlludes,-comparo 
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mus and Antikles, besides thirty from Chios and Lesbos,-mak
ing altogether near two hundred sail. Against this overwhelming 
force, l\Ielissus and the Samians. made an unavailing attempt at 
resistance, but were presently quite blocked up, and remained so 
for nearly nine months, until they could hold out no longer. 
They then capitulated, being compelled to raze their fortifications, 
to surrender all their ships of 'ivar, to give hostages for future 
good conduct, and to make good by stated instalments the whole 
expense of the enterprise, said to have reached one thousand 
talents. The Byzantines, too, made their submission at the same 
time.l 

Two or three circumstances deserve notice respecting this revolt, 
as illustrating the existing condition of the Athenian empire. 
First, that the whole force of Athens, together with the contin
gents from Chios and Lesbos, was necessary in order to crush it, 
so that even Byzantium, which joined in the revolt, seems to 
have been left unassailed. Now, it is remarkable that none of 
the dependent allies near Byzantium, or anywhere else, availed 
themselves of so favorable an opportunity to rernlt also : a fact 
which seems plainly to imply that there was little positive discon
tent then prevalent among them. Had the revolt spread to 
other cities, probably Pissuthnes might have realized his promise 
of bringing in the Phenician :fleet, which would have been a 
serious calamity for the JEgean Greeks, and was only kept off 
by the unbroken maintenance of the Athenian empire. 

Next, the revolted Samians applied for aid, not only to Pis
suthnes, but also to Sparta and her allies; among whom, at a 

Vespre, 946: nor can we confirm the statement which the Scholiast cites 
from Idomcncus, to the effect that Thucydides was banished and fled to 
Artaxerxes: see Bergk. Reliq. Com. Att. p. 61. 

1 Thucyd. i, 117; Diodor. xii, 27, 28; Isokrates, De Permntat. Or. xv, 
sect. 118; Corne!. Nepos, Vit. Timot:h. c. I. 

The assertion of Ephorns (see Diodorus, xii, 28, and :Ephori Fragm.117, 
ed. Marx, with the note of Marx) that PeriklCs employed battering ma· 
chines against the town, under the management of the Klazomenian Arte· 
mon, was called in question by IIerakleides Pontieus, on the ground that 
Artemon was a contemporary of Anakreon, near a century before: and 
Thucydides represents Perikles to have captured the town altogether by 
blockade. · · 
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special meeting, the question of compliance or refusal was for~ 
mally debated. Notwithstanding the thirty years' truce then 
subsisting, of which only six years had elapsed, and which had 
been noway violated by Athens, - many of the allies of Sparta 
voted for assisting the Samians: what part Sparta herself took, 
we do not know,- but the Corinthians were the main and de
cided advocates for the negative. They not only contended that 
the truce cli~tinctly forbade compliance with the Samian request, 
but also recognized the right of each confederacy to punish its 
own recu8ant members, and this was the decision ultimately 
adopted, for which the Corinthians afterwards took credit, in the 
eyes of Athens, as the cl1ief authors.I Certainly, if the contrary 
policy had been pursued, the Athenian empire might have been 
in great danger, the Phenician fleet would probably have been 
brought in also, and the future course of events might have 
been greatly altered. 

Again, after the reconquest of Samos, we should assume it 
almost as a matter of certainty, that the Athenians would renew 
the democratical government which they had set up just before 
the revolt. Yet, if they did so, it must have been again over
thrown, without any attempt to uphold it on the part of Athens. 
For we hardly hear of Sumos again, until twenty-seven years 
afterwards, towards the latter division of the Peloponnesian war, 
in 412 n.c., and it then appears with an established oligarchical 
government of geomori, or landed proprietors, against which the 
people make a successful rising during the course of that year.2 

As Samos remained, during the interval between 439 n.c. and 
412 n.c., unfortified, deprived of its fleet, and enrolled among the 
tribute-paying allies of Athens, - and as it, nevertheless, either 
retained or acquired its oligarchical government; so we may 
conclude that Athens cannot have systematically inte1fered to 
democratize by violence the subject-allies, in cases where the 
natural tendency of parties ran towards oligarchy. The condition 
of Lesbos at the time of its revolt, hereafter to be related, will 
be found to confirm this conclusion.a 

: Thucyd. i, 40, 41. • Thucyd. viii, 21. 
Compare Wachsmuth, Hellenische Alterthumsk.unde sect 58 vol. ii, 

p. 82. ' . ' 
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On returning to Athens after the reconquest of Samos, Peri
kles was chosen to pronounce the funeral oration over the citizens 
slain in the war, to whom, according to custom, solemn and public 
obsequies were celebrated in the suburb called Kerameikus. 
This custom appears to have been introduced shortly after the 
Persian war,I and would doubtless contribute to stimulate the 
patriotism of the citizens, especially when the speaker elected to 
deliver it was of the personal dignity as well as the oratorical 
powers of Perikles. He was twice public funeral orator by the 
choice of the citizens: once after the Samian success, and a 
second time in the first year of the Peloponnesian war: His 
discourse on the first occasion has not reached us,2 but the second 
has been.fortunately preserved, in substance at least, by Thucy
dides, who also briefly describes the funeral ceremony,-doubt
less the same on all occasions. The bones of the deceased 
warriors were exposed in tents three days before the ceremony, 
in order that the relatives of each might have the opportunity of 
bringing offerings: they were then placed in coffins of cypress, 
and carried forth on carts to the public burial-place at the Keram
eikus ; one cotlin for each of the ten tribes, and one empty couch, 
formally laid out, to represent those warriors whose bones had not 
been discovered or collected.. The female relatives of each fol
lowed the carts, with loud wailings, and after them a numerous 
procession both of citizens and strangers. So soon as the bones 
had been consigned to the grave, some distinguished citizen, 

1 See ·westermann, Geschichte der Ileredsamkeit in Griechenland und 
Rom; Diodor. xi, 33; Dionys. Hal. A. R. v, 17. • 

Perikles, in the funeral oration preserved by 'l'hucydid~a (ii, 35-40), be.. 
gins by suying-Oi µev 11"0:1./,ol rwv lvi'JU.nceipTJKorwv ~JT/ hratvovat riJv 
1rpoa&evra ri;i voµ<tJ TOV J,O)'OV rovoe, etc. 

The Scholiast, and other commentators - IC F. Weber and Westermann 
among the number - make varions guesses as to tclwt celebrated man is 
here designated as the introducer of the custom of a funeral harangue. The 
Scholiast says, Solon : "\Yeber fixes on Kirnon : Westermann, on Ariateides: 
another commentator on 'l'hemistokles. Ilut we may reasonably doubt 
whether any one very celebrated man is specially indicated by the words 
rov 1rpoa&i·vra. To commend the introducer of the practice, is nothing 
more than a phrase for commending the practice itself. 

• Some fragments of it seem to have been preserved, in the time of 
Aristotle: sec his treatise De Rhetorica, i, 7; iii, 10, 3. 
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specially chosen for the purpose, mounted an elevated stage, 
and addressed to the multitude an appropriate discourse. Such 
was the effect produced by that of Perikles after the Samian 
expedition, that, when he had concluded, the audience present 
testified their emotion in the liveliest manner, and the women 
especially crowned him with garlands, like a victorious athlete.I 
Only Elpinike, sister of the deceased Kirnon, reminded him that 
the victories of her brother had been more felicitous, as gained 
over Persians and Phenicians, and not over Greeks and kins
men. And the contemporary poet Ion, the friend of Kirnon, 
reported what he thought an unseemly boast of Perikles, -to 
the effect that Agamemnon had spent ten years in taking a 
foreign city, while he in nine months had reduced the first and 
most powerful of all the Ionic communities.2 Ilut if we pos
sessed the actual speech pronounced, we should probably find 
that he assigned all the honor of the exploit to Athens and her 
citizens generally, placing. their achie\•ement in favorable com
parison with that of Agamemnon and his host, - not himself 
with Agamemnon. 

'Vhatever may be tl1ougl1t of this boast, there can be no doubt 
that the result of the Samian war not only rescued the Athenian 
empire from great pcril,3 but rendered it stronger than ever: 
while the foundation of Amphipolis, which was effected two 
years afterward8, strengthened it still farther. Nor do we hear, 
during the ensuing few years, of any farther tendencies to disaf
fection among its members, until the period immediately before 
the Peloponnesian war. The feeling common among them to
wards Athens, seems to have Leen neither attachment nor hatred, 
but simple indifference and acquiescence in her supremacy. Such 
amount of positive discontent as really existed among them, 
arose, not from actual hardships suffered, but from the general 
political instinct of the Greek mind, - desire of separate auto

1 
Compare the enthusiastic demonstrations which welcomed Ilrasidas at 

Skione (Thucyd. iv, 121). 
1 Plutarch, Perikles, c. 28; Thucyd. ii, 34. 
3 

A ~hort fragment _remaining from the comic poet Eupolis (KoAaKer, 
F~. xvi, P· 493, ed. Memeke ), attests tl1e anxiety at Athens about the Sa· 
nuan war, and the great joy when the island was reconquered: compare 
Aristophan. Vesp. 283. 
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nomy for each city ; which manifested itself in each, through 
the oligarchical party, whose power was kept down by Athens, 
and was stimulated by the sentiment communicated from the 
Grecian communities without the Athenian empire. According 
to that sentiment, the condition of a subject-ally of Athens was 
treated as one of degradation and servitude : and in proportion 
as fear and hatred of Athens became more and more predomi
nant among the allies of Sparta, they gave utterance to the 
sentiment more and more emphatically, so as to encourage dis
content artificially among the subject-allies of the Athenian em
pire. Possessing complete mastery of the sea, and every sort 
of superiority requisite for holding empire over islands, Athens 
had yet no sentiment to appeal to in her subjects, calculated to 
render her empire popular, except that of common democracy, 
which seems at first to have acted without any care on her part to 
encourage it, until the progress of the Peloponnesian war made 
such encouragement a part of her policy. And had she even tried 
sincerely to keep up in the allies the feeling of a common interest, 
and the attachment to a permanent confederacy, the instinct of po
litical separation would probably have bafiled all her efforts. But 
she took no such pains, - with the usual morality that grows up in 
the minds of the actual possessors of power, she conceived herself 
entitled to exact obedience as her right; and some of the Atheni
an speakers in Thucydides go so far as to disdain all pretence of 
legitimate power, even such as might fairly be set up, resting the 
supremacy of Athens on the naked plea of superior force.1 As 
the allied cities were mostly under democracies, -through the 
indirect influence rather than the systematic dictation of Athens, 
-yet each having its own internal aristocracy in a state of op
position ; so the mO'rnments for revolt against Athens originated 
with the aristocracy or with some few citizens apart: while the 
people, though sharing more or less in the desire for autonomy, 
had yet either a fear of their own aristocracy or a sympathy with 

1 Thucyd. iii, 37 ; ii, 63. See the conference, at the island of Mclos in 
the sixteenth year of the Peloponnesian war (Thucyd. v, 89, seq.), between 
the Athenian commissioners and the Melians. I think, however, that this 
conference is less to be trusted as based in reality, than the speeches in 
Thucydides generally, - of which more hereafter. 

VOL, VI. 2* 8oc. 
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Athens, which made them always backward in revolting, some
times decidedly opposed to it. Neither Perikles nor Kleon, 
indeed, lay stress on the attachment of the people as distinguished 
from that of the Few, in these dependent cities; but the argu
ment is strongly insisted on by Diodorus,1 in the discussion re
specting l\fitylene after its surrender: and as the war advanced, 
the question of alliance with Athens or Sparta became more and 
more identified with the internal preponderance of democracy or 
oligarchy in each.2 We shall find that in most of those cases of 
actual revolt where we are informed of the preceding circum
stances, the step is adopted or contrived by a small number of 
oligarchical malcontents, without consulting the general voice; 
while in those cases where the general assembly is consulted 
beforehand, there is manifested indeed a preference for autonomy, 
but nothing like a hatred of Athens or decided inclination to 
break with her. In the case of l\Iitylene,3 in the fourth year of 
the war, it was the aristocratical government which revolted, 
while the people, as soon as they obtained arms, actually declared 
in favor of Athens : and the secession of Chios, the greatest of 
all the allies, in the twentieth year of the Pelopounesian war, even 
after all the hardships which the allies had been called upon to 
bear in that war, and after the ruinous disasters which Athens 
had sustained before Syracuse, - was both prepared beforehand 
and accomplished by secret negotiations of the Chian oligarchy, 
not only without the concurrence, but against the inclination, of 
their own people.4 In like manner, the revolt of Thasos would 
not have occurred, had not the Thasian democracy been previ-

I Thucyd. iii, 47. Niiv µev yap vµlv 0 0~µ0t; lv arruuair rair 1rOAEULV 
evvovr fort, l<at ~ ov uvva9iurarat Tolr oA.iyoi~. ~ lilv {Jwu{}y, V1rU(l)(fl roir 
U1rOUT~r;aat 1rOAtµ1or ev&vr, etc. 

1 .s.ee the ostriking bservations of Th~cydides, iii, 82, 83 ; Aristotel. 
Po]itic. v, 6, 9:.. a Thucyd. iii, 27. 

1:hncyd. vm? 9-:14. Ile observes, also, respecting the Thasian oligar
ch! Just set ~p m heu of the previous democracy by the Athenian oligar
chical conspirators who were then organizing the revolution of the Four 
:irundred at Athens, -that they immediately made preparations for revolt
mg f~om Athe~s, - $wi{J71 ovv avrolr µaA1ara /l l:{JovAc.Jvro, r~v 1roAtv re 
UKtVOVVc.Jr bp&ovr;{}at, l(cU TOV i:vavTLc.Jaoµevov oqµov KaraAeAV· 
a&at_(viii, 64). 

http:UKtVOVVc.Jr
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ously subverted by the Athenian Peisander and his oligarchical 
confederates. So in Akanthus, in Amphipolis, in Mende, and 
those other Athenian dependencies which were wrested from 
.A.thens by Brasidas, we find the latter secretly introduced by a few 
conspirators, while the bulk of the citizens do not hail him at once 
as a deliverer, like men sick of Athenian supremacy: they 
acquiesce, not without debate, when Brasidas is already in the 
town, and his demeanor, just as well as conciliating, soon gains 
their esteem: but neither in Akanthus nor in Amphipolis would 
he have been admitted by the free decision of the citizens, if they 
had not been alarmed for the safety of their friends, their pr9per
ties, and their harvest, still exposed in the lands without the walls.I 
These particular examples warrant us in affirming, that though 
the oligarchy in the various allied cities desired eagerly to shake 
off the supremacy of Athens, the people were always backward 
in following them, sometimes even opposed, and hardly ever 
willing to make sacrifices for the object. They shared the uni
versal Grecian desire for separate autonomy,2 felt the Athenian 
empire.as an extraneous pressure which they would have been 
glad to shake off, ·whenever the change could be made with safe
ty: but their condition was not one of positive hardship, nor did 
they overlook the hazardous side of such a change,-·partly from 
the coercive hand of Athens, partly from new enemies against 
whom Athens had hitherto protected them, and not least, from 
their own oligarchy. Of course, the different allied cities were 
not all animated by the same feelings, some being more averse to 
Athens than others. 

The particular modes in which Athenian supremacy was felt 
as a grievance by the allies appear to lmve been chiefly three 
1. The annual tribute. 2. The encroachments, exactions, 01 

perhaps plunder, committed by indiVidual Athenians, who would 
often take advantage of their superior position, either as serving 
in the naval armaments, as invested with the.function of inspec
tors, as placed in garrison, or as carrying on some private specu
lation. 3. The obligation under which the allies were placed, of 

1 Thucyd. iv, 86, 88, 106, 123. 

2 See the important passage, Tlmcy<l. viii, 4~. 
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bringing a large proportion of their judicial trials to be settled 
before the dikasteries at Athens. 

As to the tribute, I have Lefore remarked that its amount had 
been but little raised from its first settlement down to the begin
ning of the Peloponnesian war, at which time it was six hundred 
talents yearly: I it appears to have been reviewed, and the 
apportionment corrected, in every fifth year, at which period the 
collecting officers may probably have been changed; but we 
shall afterwards find it becoming larger and more burdensome. 
The same gradual increase may probably be affirmed respecting 
the second head of inconvenience, - vexation caused to the allies 
by individual Athenians, chiefly officers of armaments, or poiler
fol citizens.\! Doubtless this was always more or less a real 
grievance, from the moment when the Athenians became despots 
in place of chiefs, but it was probably not very serious in extent 
until after the commencement of the Peloponnesian war, when 
revolt on the part of the allies became more apprehended, and 
when garrisons, inspectors, and tribute-gathering ships became 
more essential in the working of the Athenian empire. 

But the third circumstance above noticed - the subjection of 
the allied cities to the Athenian dikasteries - has been more 
dwelt upon as a grievance than the second, and seems to have 
been unduly exaggerated. We can hardly doubt that the begin
ning of this jurisdiction exercised by the Athenian dikasteries 
dates with the synod of Delos, at the time of. the first formation 
of the confederacy. It was an indispensable element of that 
confederacy, that the members should forego their right of pri
''ate war among each other, and submit their differences to 
peaceable arbitration, - a covenant introduced even into alli
ances much less intimate than this was, and absolutely essential 
to the efficient maintenance of any common action against 

'l Xenophon, Repnb. A then. iii, 5. 'lfA~V al Taqet~ TOV ip6pov. TOVTO oe 
yiyverat <Jr Ta r.ol.A.c< vi' lrovr 'lfiµ'lfrov. 

2 Xenophon, Rcpub. Athen. i, 14. ITept oe TQV uvµµU.xwv, ol EK'lfAfoVTf~ 
11vKotpavrov11tv, <Jr ooKovut, 1wt 1u11ov11t rovr xp1111rovr, etc. 

"\Vho are. t_he persons designated by the expression ol lK'lfAeovrer, appears 
to be spcr1licd more particularly a little farther on (i, 18); it means the 
generals, the o!icers, the envoys, etc., sent forth by Athens. 
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Persia.t Of course, many causes of· dispute, public as well 
as private, must have arisen among these wide-spread islands 
and seaports of the JEgean, connected with each other by rela
tions of fellow-feeling, of trade, and of common apprehen
sions: the synod of Delos, composed of the deputies of all, was 
the natural board of arbitration for such disputes, and a habit 
must thus have been formed, of recognizing a sort of federal 
tribunal, - to decide peaceably how far each ally had faithfully 
discharged its duties, both towards the confederacy collectively, 
and towards other allies with their individual citizens separately, 
- as well as to enforce its decisions and punish refractory mem
bers, pursuant to the right which Sparta and her confederacy 
claimed and exercised also.2 Now from the beginning, the Athe
nians were the guiding and enforcing presidents of this synod, 
and when it gradually died away, they were found occupying its 
place as well as clothed with its functions. It was in this manner 
that their judicial authority over the allies appears first to have 
begun, as the confederacy became changed into an Athenian 
empire, - the judicial functions of the synod being transferred 

1 See the expression in Thucydides (v, 27) describing the conditions re
quired when Argos was about to extend her alliances in Peloponnesus. 
The conditions were two. 1. That the city should be autonomous. 2. 
Next, that it should be willing to submit its quarrels to equitable arbitra
tion, - ~Tl> avrovoµor re fort, Kat OtKa> icrar Kat oµoiar oiO<,JO'L. 

In the oration against the Athenians, delivered by the Syracusan Hermo
kratcs at Kamarina, Athens is accused of having enslaved her allies partly 
on the ground that they neglected to perform their military obligations, 
partly because they made war upon each other (Thucyd. vi, 76 ), partly also 
on other specious pretences. How far this charge ngainst Athens is borne 
out by the fact, we can hardly say; in all those particular examples which 
Thucydides mentions of subjugation of allies by Athens, there is a cause 
perfectly definite and sufficient, - not a mere pretence devised by Athenian 
ambition. 

' According to the principle laid down by the Corinthians shortly before 
the Peloponnesian war, - roiir 'lrpOO'~Kovra~ gvµµax.ovr avr6v nva KO~.ul;etv 
(Thucyd. i. 40-43). 

The Lacedremonians, on prefen-ing their accusation of treason against 
Themistok!es, demanded that he should be tried at Sparta, before the com
mon Hellenic synod which held its sitting there, and of which Athens wns 
then a member: that is, the Spartan confederacy, or alliance, - t'lri roii 
KOLVOV O'Vveclpfov Ti:iv 'EAJ.~VIJV (Diodor. xi, 55). 

• 
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along with the common treasure to Athens, and doubtless much 
extended. And on the whole, these functions must have been 
productive of more good than evil to the allies themselves, 
especially to the weakest and most defenceless among them. 

Among the thousand towns which paid tribute to Athens,
taking this numerical statement of Aristophanes, not in its exact 
meaning, but simply as a great number, - if a small town, or 
one of its citizens, had cause of complaint against a larger, there 
was no channel except the synod of Delos, or the Athenian tri
bunal, through which it could have any reasonable assurance of 
fair trial or justice. It is not to be supposed that all the private 
complaints and suits between citizen and citizen, in each respec
tive subject town, were carried up for trial to Athens : yet we do 
not know distinctly how the line was drawn between matters 
carried up thither and matters tried at home. The subject cities 
appear to have been interdicted from the power of capital pun
ishment, which could only be inflicted after previous trial and 
condemnation at Athens: I so that the latter reserved to herself 
the cognizance of most of the grave crimes, - or what may be 
called "the higher justice" generally. And the political accu
sations preferred by citizen against citizen, in any subject city, 
for alleged treason, corruption, non-fulfilment of public duty, etc., 
were doubtless carried to Athens for trial, - perhaps the most 
important part of her jurisdiction. 

But the maintenance of this judicial supremacy was not in
tended by Athens for the substantive object of amending the 
administration of justice in each separate aUied city: it went 
rather to regulate the relations between city and city, - between 
citizens of different cities, - between Athenian citizens or officers, 
and any of these allied cities with which they had relations, 
between each city itself, as a dependent government with con
tending political parties, and the imperial head, Athens. All 
these were problems which imperial Athens was called on to 
solve, and the best way of solving them would have been through 
some common synod emanating from all the allies': putting this 
aside, we shall find that the solution provided by Athens was 

I Antipho, De Crede Herodis, c. 7, p. 135. Q ovoe m5/,ei f~EO'TIV, UVEV 
,Ai111vaic.Jv ovotva ~avaTl,J ('TJµti:!O'al. 

http:Ai111vaic.Jv
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perhaps the next best, and we shall be the more induced to think 
so, when we compare it with the proceedings afterwards adopted 
by Sparta, when she had put down the Athenian empire. Under 
Sparta, the gene~·al rule was, to place each of the dependent 
<;ities under the government of a dekadarchy or oligarchical 
council of ten among its chief citizens, together with a Spartan 
harmost, or governor, having a small garrison under his orders. 
It will be found, when we come to describe the Spartan maritime 
empire, that these arrangements exposed each dependent city to 
very great violence and extortion, while, after all, they solved 
only a part of the problem: they served only to maintain each 
separate city under the dominion of Sparta, without contributing 
to regulate the dealings between the citizens of one and those of 
another, or to bind .together the empire as a whole. Now the 
Athenians did not, as a system, place in their dependent cities, 
governors analogous to the harmosts, though tl1ey did so occa
sionally under special need; but their fleets and their officers 
were in frequent relation with these cities; and as the princi
pal officers were noways indisposed to abuse their position, so 
the facility of complaint, constantly open to the Athenian pop
ular dikastery, served both as redress and guarantee against 
misrule of this description. It was a guarantee which the allies 
themselves sensibly felt and valued, as we know from Thucydi
des: the chief source from whence they had to apprehend evil 
was the Athenian officials and principal citizens, who could mis
employ the power of Athens for their own private purposes, 
but they looked up to the "Athenian Demos as a chastener of 
such evil-doers and as a harbor of refuge to themselves."! If 

1 Thucyd. viii, 48. Toi-, Te Kal.ov, Kaya>'Jov' lvoµa;oµivovr ovK lli uaa"' 
aiirov' (that is, the subject-allies) voµi;eiv a<titat 7rpuyµara r.api;eiv Toii ofjµov, 
'lrOpl<JTU' ovra, 11:at laTJ)'TFU> TWV /(a/(W1J Tfil oi/µ<,J, 1-; WV TU 1rAE1"' avroi>r 
ii¢ti.e£aiJaL • Kat TO µf:v rn' fKtlVOl' etVa£, Kal UKplTOl UV Kat {3ta£OTepov 
imoiJv~<JKtlV, TOV Te oi}µov a¢wv TE Kara¢vyi'Jv elvat Kat htiV(,)1J 0(,)</JpOV£<JTT/1J. 
Kal TaiiTa r.ap' avrwv TWV lp)'(,)V l-;riaraµiva, TU' 'lrUl•H> aa<fJwr avTor tlOivai, 
vn OVT(,) voµi';ovai. This is introduced as the deliberate judgment of the 
Athenian commander Phrynichus, whom Thucydides greatly commends for 
his sagacity, and with whom he seems in this case to have concurred. 

Xenophon (Rep. Ath. i.14, 15) aflinrul that the Athenian ofiicers on service 
passed many unjru;t sentences upon the oligarchical party in the allied cities, 
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the popular dikasteries at Athens had not been thus open, the 
allied cities would have suffered much more severely from the 
captains and officials of Athens in their i~dividual capacity. 
And the maintenance of political harmony, between the imperial 
city and the subject ally, was insured by Athens through the 
jurisdiction of her dikasteries with much less cost of injustice 
and violence than by Sparta; for though oligarchical partisans 
might sometimes be unjustly condemned at Athens, yet such 
accidental wrong was immensely overpassed by the enormities 
of the Spartan harmosts and dekadarchies, who put numbers to 
death without any trial at all. 

So again, it is to be recollected that Athenian private citizens, 
not officially employed, were spread over the whole range of the 
empire as kleruchs, proprietors, 01· traders; of course, therefore, 
disputes would arise between them and the natives of the subject 
cities, as well as among these latter themselves, in cases where 
both parties did not belong to the same city. Now in such cases 
the Spartan imperial authority was so exercised as to afford little 
or no remedy, since the action of the harmost or the dekadarchy 
was confined to one separate city; while the Athenian dikasteries, 
with universal competence and public trial, afforded the only 
redress which the contingency .admitted. If a Thasian citizen 
believed himself aggrieved by the historian Thucydides, either 
as commander of the Athenian fleet off the station, or as propri
etor of gold mines in Thrace, be bad bis remedy against the latter 

-fines, sentences of bani;;hment, capital punishments; and that the Athe
nian people, though they had a strong public interest in the prosperity of the 
allies, in or<lcr that their tribute might be larger, nevertheless thought it bet· 
ter that any individual citizen of Athens should pocket what he could out 
of the plunder of the allies, and leave to the latter nothing more than was 
absolutely necessary for them to live and work, without any superfluity, such 
as might tempt them to revolt. 

That the Athenian officers on service may have succeeded too often in 
unjust.peculation nt the <'Ost of the allies, is probable enough: but that the 
Atheman people were pleased to see their own individual citizens so en· 
ri_ching ~hemsclves is certainly not true. The large jurisdiction of the 
d1kastenes was intended, among other effects, to open to the allies a legal 
redress against such misconduct on tl1e part of the Athenian officers : and 
the passage aboYe cite<l from Thucydides proyes that it really produced 
such an effect. 
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by accusation before the Athenian dikasteries, to which the most 
powerful Athenian was amenable not less than the meanest 
Thasian. To a citizen of any allied city, it might be an occa
sional hardship to be sued before the courts at Athens, but it was 
also often a valuable privilege to him to be able to sue before 
those courts others whom else he could not have reached. He 
had his share both of the benefit and of the hard~hip. Athens, 
if she robbed her subject-allies of their independence, at least 
gave them in exchange the advantage of a central and common 
judiciary authority; thus enabling each of them to enforce claims 
of justice against the rest, in a way which would not have been 
practicable, to the weaker at least, even in a state of general 
independence. 

Now Sparta seems not even to have attempted anything of the 
kind with regard to her subject-allies, being content to keep them 
under the rule of a harmost, and a partisan oligarchy; and we 
read anecdotes which show that no just.ice could be obtained at 
Sparta, even for the grossest outrages committed by the harmost, 
or by private Spartans out of Laconia. The two daughters of 
a Bruotian named Skedasus, of Leuktra in Ilreotia, had been 
first violated and then slain by two Spartan citizens : the son of 
a citizen of Oreus, in Eubrua, had been also outraged and killed 
by the harmost Aristodemus :I in both cases the fathers went to 
Sparta to lay the enormity before the cphors and other author
ities, and in both cases a deaf ear was turned to their complaints. 
But such crimes, if committed by Athenian citizens or officers, 
might have been brought to a formal exposure before the public 
sitting of the dikastery, and there can be no doubt that both 
would have been severely punished : we shall see hereafter that 
an enormity of this description, committed by the Athenian 
general Paches, at JUityiene, cost him his life before the Athenian 
dikasts.2 Xenophon, in the dark and one-sided representation 
which he gives of the Athenian democracy, remarks, that if the 
subject-allies had not been made amenable to justice, at Athens, 
they would have cared little for the people of Athens, and would 

1 Plutarch, Pelopidas, c. 20 ; Plutarch, Amator. Narrat. c. 3, p. 773. 
t See inji'a, chap. 49. 
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have paid court only to those individual Athenians-generals, 
trierarchs; or envoys - who visited the islan<ls on service ; but 
under the existing system, the subjects were compelled to visit 
Athens either as plaintiffs or defendants, and were thus under 
the necessity of paying court to the bulk of the people also,
that is, to those humbler citizens out of whom the dikasteries 
were formed ; they supplicated the dikasts in court for favor or 
lenient dealing.I However true this may be, we must remark 
that it was a lighter lot to be brought. for trial before the dikas
tery, than to be condemned without redress by the general on 
service, or to be forced to buy off his condemnation by a bribe; 
and, moreover, that the dikastery was open not merely to receive 
accusations against citizens of the allied cities, but also to enter
tain the complaints which they preferred against others. 

Assuming the dikasteries at Athens to be ever so defective as 
tribunals for administering justice, we must recollect that they 
were the same tribunals under which every Athenian citizen 
held his own fortune or reputation, and that the native of any 
subject city was admitted to the same chance of justice as the 
native of Athens. Accordingly, we find the Athenian envoy at 
Sparta, immediately before the Peloponnesian war, taking pecu
liar credit to the imperial city on this ground for equal dealing 
with lier subject-allies. "If our power (he says) were to pass 
into other hands, the comparison would presently show how 
moderate we are in the use of it: but as regards us, our very 
moderation is unfairly turned to our disparagement rather than to 
our praise. For even though we put ourselves at disadvantage 
in matters litigated with our allies, and though we have appointed 
such matters to be judged among ourselves and under laws equal 

;xenophon, Rep. Athen. i, 18. IIpi;i; oe TOVTOtt;, el µev µTi lrr't o[Kac l}ecrav 
ol crvµµaxoi, rovi; lKrrAfovrai; 'Ai'fe!'ll[wv l:Tiµwv uv µovovi;, rovi; re arpar11yovc 
K~t ~ovi; rp1_11pup~ovr Kat -rrpfo{3eti;. i>Vv o' f;vuy1<.aarat TOV oijµov KOAaKEVElV 
Tc.JV' Ai971va_'"''' tti; /!Kacrror Ti:iv (]'IJµµax;wv, yiyvC:,aKCJV OTl oel µev iu/wd1µevov 
'AfJl'Jva(e 0LK1/V oovvat Kat A.a{3elv, OVK lv cUA.oti; Ttatv, aAA' lv rfiJ o~µc;,, 01;" 
fort o~ voµoi; ,AfJ~vr;at. Kai UVTlpoA.iwat civayKu(eTat lv TOit; 0tKaar11pioti;, 

. Ka~ eladwriii; rov, lrrtl.aµ(3uvearJat riii; xeipoi;. Aiu rovro ovv ol <1Vµµaxoi 
OovAot Toii o~µov Ti:iv 'AfJ71vaiwv KafJeariim µciA.A.ov. 

I 

http:ciA.A.ov
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to both parties, we are represented as animated by nothing better 

• than a love of litigation."! "Our allies (he adds) would com-

I Thucyd. i, 76, 77. "AAilOV!;' r' UV ovv olOµeffa TU nµfrepa A.a/36vra!;' clei~at 
UV µuAUJTa ei Tl µeTptul;oµiv. nµiv oe 1cat lK TOV brtEtKOV!;' uoo~ia TO 11"AfOV i7 
foaivo!;' ovK elKOTCJ!;' 11"EptfoT1/. Kat l'Aauuovµevot yup lv rai!;' ;vµ(Joli.aiat!;' 11"po!;' 
Tot)!;' EvµµaX,OV!;' olicat!;', Kat Trap' nµiv aVTOi!;' tv TOi!;' oµotol!;' voµot!;' TrotfwavTE!;' 
TU!;' KptaEL!;', <f>t'AootKeiv ooKoiiµev, etc. 

I construe ;vµ/3o/..aiat!;' OtKaL~ as connected in meaning with fvµ{36l,,a1a 
and not with fvp(Jol.a -following Duker and Bloomfield in preference to 
Poppo and Goller: see the elaborate notes of the two latter editors. AiKat 
u11"o ~vµf3ol,,wv indicated the an·angements concluded by special convention 
between two different cities, by consent of both, for the purpose of de
termining controversies between their respective citizens: they were some.
thing essentially apart from the ordinary judicial arrangements of either 
state. Now what the Athenian orator here insists upon is exactly the con
trary of this idea: he says, that the allies were admitted to the benefit of 
Athenian trial and Athenian laws, in like manner with the citizens them
selves. The judicial arrangements by which the Athenian allies were 
brought before the Athenian dikasteries cannot, with propriety, be said to 
be oiKat u11"o ;vµ(Jo'J.wv ; unless the act of original incorporation into the 
confederacy of Delos is to be regarded as a H•µ/Joli.ov, or agreement, 
which in a large sense it might be, though not in the proper sense in which 
oiKat u11"0 ;vµ(31)/,wv are commonly mentioned. Moreover, I think that the 
passage of :Antipho (De Crude IIcrodis, p. 745) proves that it was the citi
zens of places not in alliance with Athens, who litigated with Athenians 
according to otKat 1irro ~vµ,Bo'Awv, - not the allies of Athens while they 
resided in their own native cities; for I agree with the interpretation which 
Boeckh puts upon this passage, in opposition to Platner and Schi:imann 
(Boeckh, Public Econ. of Athens, book iii, ch. xvi, p. 403, Eng-. transl.; 
Schi:imann, Der Attisch. Prozess, p. 7i8 ; Platner, Prozess und Klagcn bei 
den Attikern, ch. h-, 2, pp. 110-112, where the latter discusses both the 
passages of Antipho and Thucydides). 

The passages in Demosthenes Orat. de IIalones. c. 3, pp. 98, 99 ; and An
do kid es cont. Alkibiad. c. 7, p. 121 (I quote this latter oration, though it is 
undoubtedly spurious, because we may well suppose the author of it to be 
conversant with the nature and contents of fvµpolia), giye us a sufficient 
idea of these jmlicial conventions, or ~vµpoli.a, -special and liable to differ 
in each particular cnse. They seem to me essentially distinct from that 
systematie scheme of proceeding whereby the dikasteries of Athens were 
made cognizant of all, or most, important conti·o,·ersies among or between 
the allied cities, as well as of politicnl accusations. 

M. Boeckh draws a distinction between the autonomous allies (Chios and 
Lesbos, at the time immediately before the Peloponnesian war) and the 
subject-allies : " the former class (he says) retained possession of unlimited 

http:H��/Joli.ov
http:v�(Jo'J.wv
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plain less if we made open use of. our superior force with regard 
to them; but we discard such maxims, and deal with them upon • 

jurisdiction, whereas the latter were compelled to try all their disputes in 
the courts of Athens." Doubtless this distinction would prcrnil to a ce1tain 
degree, but how far it was pushed we can hardly say. · Suppose that a dis· 
pute took place between Chios and one of the subject islands, or between 
an individual Chian and an individual Thasian ; would not the Chian 
plaintiff sue, or the Chian defendant be sued, before the .Athenian dikastery 1 
Suppose that an Athenian citizen or officer became involrcrl in dispute with 
a Chian, would not the Athenian dikastery be the competent court, which· 
ever of the two were plaintiff or defendant 1 Suppose a Chian citizen or 
magistrate to be suspected of fomenting revolt, woukl it not be competent 
to any accuser, either Chian or Athenian, to indiet him before the dikastery 
at Athens 1 Abuse of power, or peculation, committed by Athenian officers 
at Chios, must of course he brought before the Athenian dikasteries, just as 
much as if the crime had been committed at Tha-'os or Naxos. "\Ve have 
no evidence to help us in regard to these questions; but I incline to believe 
that the difference in respect to judicial a1Tangement, between the autono
mous and the suhjcct-allies, was less in degree than M. Boeckh believes. 
We must recollect that the arrangement was not all pure hardship to the 
allies, - the liability to be prosecuted was accompanied with the privilege 
of prosecuting for injuries received. 

There is one remark, however, which appears to me of importance for un
derstanding the testimonies on this subject. The Athenian empire, properly 
so called, which bPgau hy the confederacy of Delos after the ~rsiau inva· 
sion, was completely destroyed at the close of the Pcloponnesian war, when 
Athens was conquered and taken. But after some years had elapsed, to· 
wards the year 377 n. c., Athens again began to make maritime conquests, 
to acquire allies, to receive tribute, to assemble a synod, and to resume her 
footing of something like an imperial city. But her power over her allies, 
during this second period of empire, was nothing like so great as it had been 
during the first, between the Persian and Peloponnesian wars: nor can we be 
at a:I sure that what is true of the second is also true of the first. Now I think 
it probable, that those statements of the grammarians, which represent the 
a'.lies as caJTying on c1i1rnr; uiro avµ(Jf/).r,;v in ordinary practice with the Athe· 
mans, may really be true about the second- empire or alliance. Bekker, 
Anecdota, p. 436. ,Arh1valo£ uiro <fVµpoAr,;v l0i1<at;ov rol, V1rTJl<OOl'. OVT(,)' 
'Ap,~roriATJr:. Pollux, viii, 63. 'A1ro avµ{36/,r,;v oe oi1<TJ ijv, ore ol avµµaxoi 
Mt1<u(ovro. Also Hesychius, i, 489. The statement here ascribed to Aris
totle may very probably be true about the second alliance thouo·h it cannot 
b: held true for tl'.e first. Iu the second, the Athenians m~y really have had 
av'!-{3~1.a, or. spe_crnl conventions for judicial business, with many of their 
prmc1pal allies, mstcad of making Athens the auth01itative centre and heir 
to the Delian synod, as they did during the first. It is to be remarked, how· 
ever, that Ilarpokration, in the explanation which he gives of avp{Jo/..a, 
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an equal footing: and they are so. accustomed to this, that they 
. think themselves entitled to complain at every trifling disappoint

ment of their expectations.I They suffered worse liardships 
under the Persians before our empire began, and they would 
suffer worse under you (the Spartans), if you were to succeed in 
conquering us and making our empire yours." History bears 
out the boast of the Athenian orator, both as to the time preced
ing and following the empire of Athens.2 And an Athenian 
citizen, indeed, might well regard it, not as a hardship, but as a 
privilege, that subject-allies should be allowed to sue him before 
the dikastery, and to defend themselves before the same tribunal, 
either in case of wrong done to him, or in case of alleged treason 
to the imperial authority of Athens: they were thereby put upon 
a level with himself. Still more would he find reason to eulogize 
the universal competence of these dikasteries in providing a 
common legal authority for all disputes of the numerous distinct 
communities of the empire, one with another, and for the safe 
navigation and general commerce of the JEgean. That com
plaints were raised against it among the subject-allies, is noway 
surprising: for the empire of Athens generally was inconsistent 
with that separate autonomy to which every town thought itself 
entitled, - and this was one of its pi:ominent and constantly 
operative institutions, as well as a striking mark of dependence 
to the subordinate communities. Yet we may safely affirm, that 
if empire was to be maintained at all, no way of maintaining it 
could be found at once less oppressive and more beneficial than 
the superintending competence of the dikasteries, - a system 
not taking its rise in the mere "love of litigation," if, indeed, we 
are to reckon this a real feature in the Athenian character, which 
I shall take another opportunity of examining, much less in those 

treats them in a perfectly general way, ns conventions for settlement of ju
dicial controversy between city and city, without any particular allusion to 
Athens and her allies. Compare IIefftcr, Athenaische Gcrichtsverfassang, 
iii, I, 3, p. 91. 

1 Thncyd.i,77. Olcle (the allies) elfrtcrµivot -:opor i;µar Citro roii 
icrov uµt/,,eiv, etc. 

1 Compare Isokratcs, Or. iv, Panegyric. pp. 62-fiG, sects. 116-138; and 
Or. xii, Panathenaic. pp. 247-254, sects. 72-111; Or. viii, De Pace, p. 178, 
sect.119, seqq.; Plutarch, Lysand. c.13; Corncl. Ncpos, Lysand. c. 2, 3. 
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petty collateral interests indicated by Xenophon,1 such as the 
increased customs duty, rent of houses, and hire of slaves at 
Peirreus, and the lar6er profits of the herald;;, arising from the 
influx of suitors. It was nothing but the power, originally in
herent in the confederacy of Delos, of arbitration between mem
bers and enforcement of duties towards the whole,- a power 
inherited by Athens from that synod, and enlarged to meet the 
political wants of her empire; to which end it was essential, 
even in the view of Xenophon himself.2 It may be that the 
dikastery was not al ways impartial between Athenian citizens 
privately, or the Athenian commonwealth collectively, and the 
subject-allies, - and in so far the latter had good reason to com
plain; but on the other hand, we have no ground for suspecting 
it of deliberate or standing unfairness, or of any other defects 
than such as were inseparable from its constitution and procedure, 
whoever might be the parties under trial. 

'Ve are now considering the Athenian empire as it stood be
fore the Peloponnesian war ; before the increased exactions and 
the multiplied revolts, to which that war gave rise, - before the 
cruelties which accompanied the suppression of those revolts, 
and which so deeply stained the character of Athens, - before 
that aggravated fierceness, mistrust, contempt of obligation, and 
rapacious violence, which Thucydides so emphatically indicates 
a;; having been infused into the Greek bosom by the fever of 
an all-perva<ling contest.3 There had been before this time 
many revolts of the Athenian dependencies, from the earliest at 
Naxos down to the latest at Samos: all had been successfully 
suppressed, but in no case had Athens displayed the same unre

1 Xenophon, Ikpuh. Ath. i, 17. 
1 Xenophon, Repub. Ath. i, 16. Ile states it ·as one of the advantageous 

consequences, which induced the Athenians to bring the suits and complaints 
of the allies to Athens for trial-that the prytancia, or fees paid upon 
entering a cause for trial, became sufficiently lar!"e to furnish all the pay for 
the dikasts throughout the year. 

0 

But in another purt of his treatise (iii, 2, 3), he represents the Athenian 
dikasteries as overloaded with judicial business, much more thun they could 
possibly get through ; insomuch that there were long delays before causes 
could be brought on for triitl. It could hardly be any great object, there
fore, to multiply complaints artificially, in order to make fees for the dikasts. 

1 
Sec his well-known comments on the seditions at Korkyra, iii, 82, 83. 
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lenting rigor as we shall find hereafter manifested towards Mity· 
Iene, Skione, and 1\Ielos. The policy of Perikles, now in the 
plenitude of his power at Athens, was cautious and conservative, 
averse to forced extension of empire as well as to those increased 
burdens on the dependent allies which such schemes would have 
entailed, and tending to maintain that assured commerce in the 
1Egean by which all of them must have been gainers, - not 
without a conviction that the contest must arise sooner or later 
between Athens and Sparta, and that the resources as well as 
the temper of the allies must be husbanded against that contin
gency. If we read in Thucydides the speech of the envoy from 
J\Iitylene' at Olympia, delivered to the Lacedremonians and their 
allies in the fourth year of the Peloponnesian war, on occasion 
of the revolt of the city from Athens, - a speech imploring aid 
and setting forth the strongest case against Athens which the 
facts could be made to furnish, - we shall be surprised how weak 
the case is, and how much the speaker is conscious of its weak
ness. He has nothing like practical grievances and oppressions 
to urge against the imperial city, -he does not dwell upon enor
mity of tribute, unpunished misconduct of Athenian officers, 
hardship of bringing causes for trial to Athens, or other suffer
ings of the subjects generally, - he has nothing to say except 
that they were defenceless and degraded subjects, and that Athens 
held authority over them without and against their o)vn consent: 
and in the case of 1\Iitylene, not so much as this could be said, 
since she was on the footing of an equal, armed, and autonomous 
ally. Of course, this state of forced dependence was one which 
the allies, or such of them as could stand alone, would naturally 
and reasonably shake off whenever they had an opportunity :2 

but the negative evidence, derived from the speech of the 1\Iity
lenrean orator, goes far to make out the point contended for by 
the Athenian speaker at Sparta immediately before the war, 
that, beyond the fact of such forced dependence, the allies had 
little practically to complain of. A city like 1\IitylCne, moreover, 

1 Thucyd. iii, 11-14. 
2 So the Athenian orator Diodotns puts it in his speech deprecating the 

extreme punishment about to be inflicted on Mity!Cnl!-ijv riva l/,,ev{fepov 
ita2 f3i'l- up;r6µevov elKOTC.)' 7rpo, abrovouiav U'lrOO'Tavra xei· 
p<J uCi ite-& a, etc. (Thucyd. iii, 46.) 
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would be strong enough to protect itself and its own commerce 
without the help of Athens : but to the weaker allies, the break
ing up of the Athenian empire would have greatly lessened 
the security both of individuals and of commerce, in the wa
ters of the .lEgean, and their freedom would thus have been 
purchased at the cost of considerable positive disadvantages.I 

1 It is to be recollected that the Athenian empire was essentially a govern
ment ofdependencies; Athens, as an imperial state, exercising authority over 
subordinate governments. To maintain beneficial relations between two 
governments, one supreme, the other subordinate, and to make the sys· 
tern work to the satisfaction of the people in the one as well as of the people 
in the other, has always been found a problem of great difficulty. Who· 
ever reads the instructive volume of Mr. G. C. Lewis (Essay on the Govern
ment of Dependencies), and the number of instances of practical misgovern· 
ment in this matter which are set forth therein, will be inclined to think 
that the empire of Athens over her allies makes comparatively a creditable 
figure. It will, most certainly, stand full comparison with the government 
of England, over dependencies, in the last century; as illustrated by tlie his· 
tory of Ireland, with the penal laws against the Catholics ; by the Dec!a· 
ration of Independence, published in 1776, by the American colonies, setting 
forth the grounds of their separation; and by the pleadings of ].\fr. Burke 
against Warren Hastings. 

A statement and legal trial alluded to by l.lfr. Lewis (p. 367), elucidates, 
farther, two points not unimportant on the present occasion : I. The illibe
ral and humiliating vein of sentiment which is apt to arise in citizens of the 
supreme government towards those of the subordinate. 2. The protection 
which Englis11 jury-trial, nevertheless, afforded to the citizens of the de· 
pendency against oppression by English officers. 

"An action was brought, in the court of Common Pleas, in 1773, by Mr. 
Anthony Fabrigas, a native of Minorca, against General Mostyn, the gov
ernor of the island. The facts proved at the trial were, that Governor Mostyn 
had arrested the plaintiff, imprisoned him, and transported him to Spain, 
without any form of trial, on the ground that the plaintiff had presented to 
him a petition for redress of grievances, in a manner which he deemed im· 
proper. l.\Ir. Justice Gould left it to the jury to say, whether the plaintiff's 
behavior was such as to afford a just conclusion that he was about to stir 
up sedition and mutiny in the garrison, or whether he meant no more than 
earnestly to press his suit and obtain a redress of grievances. If they thought 
the latter, the plaintiff was entitled to recover in the action. The jury gave 
a verdict for the plaintiff with £.1,000 damages. In the following term, an 
application was made for a new trial, which was refused by the whole court. 

"The following remarks of the counsel for Governor Mostyn, on this trial, 
contain a plain and naive statement of the doctrine, that a dependency is to be 
governed, not for its own interest, but for that ofthe dominant state. ' Gentlemen 
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Nearly the whole of the Grecian world, putting aside Italian, 
Sicilian, and African Greeks, was at this time included either i~ 
the alliance of Lacedremon or in that of Athens, so that the 
truce of thirty years insured a suspension of hostilities every
where. :Moreover, the Lacedremonian confederates had deter
mined by majority of votes to refuse the request of Samos for 

of the jury,' said the counsel, 'it will be time for me now to take notice of 
another circumstance, notorious to all the gentlemen who have been settled 
in the island, that the natives of Minorca are but ill-affected to the English, 
and to the English government. It is not much to be wondered at. They 
are the descendants of Spaniards ; and they consider Spain as the country 
to which they ought naturally to belong: it is not at all to be wondered at 
that they are indisposed to the English, whom they consider as their con
querors. - Of all the Minorquins in the island, the plaintiff perhaps stands 
singularly and eminently the most seditious, turbulent, and dissat.isfied sub
ject to the crown of Great Britain that is to be found in Minorca. Gentle
men, he is, or chooses to be called, the pa.triot ofJfiiwrca. Now patriotism is a. 
very pretty thing among ourselves, and we owe much to it: we owe our lib
erties to it; but we should have but little to value, and we should have but 
little of what we now enjoy, were it not for ·our trade. Andfor the sake ofour 
trade, it is not.fit that we should encourage patriotism in Minorca; for it is there de
structive of our trade, and there is an end to our trade in the Mediterranean, 
if it goes there. But here it is very well; for the body of the people in this coun
try will have it: they have demanded it, - and in consequence of their de
mands, they have enjoyed liberties which they will transmit to their posterity, 
-and it is not in the power of this government to deprive them of it. But 
they will take care of all our conquests abroad. If that spirit prevailed in 
Minorca, the consequence wonld be the loss of that country, and of course of 
our Mediterranean trade. '\Ve shoukl be soITy to set all our slaves free in 
our plantations.' " 

The prodigious sum of damages awarded by the jury, shows the strength 
of their sympathy with this Minorquin plaintiff against the English officer. 
I doubt not that the feeling of the dikastery at Athens was much of the 
same kind, and often quite as strong; sincerely disposed to protect the 
subject-allies against misconduct of Athenian trierarchs, or inspectors. 

The feelings expressed. in the speech above cited wonld also often find 
utterance from Athenian orators in the assembly; and it would not be diffi
cult to produce parallel passages, in which these orators imply discontent 
on the part of the allies to be the natural state of things, such as Athens 
conld not hope to escape. The speech here given shows that such feelings 
!lrise, almost inevitably, out of the uncomfortable relation of two govern
ments, one supreme and the other subordinate. They are not the product 
of peculiar cruelty and oppression on the part of the Athenian democracy, 
as Mr. Mitford and so many others have sought to prove. 

·voL. VI. 3 · 4oc. 
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aid in her revolt against Athens: whereby it seemed established, 
118 practieal international law, that neither of these two great 
aggregate bodies should intermeddle with the other, and that 
each should restrain or punish its own disobedient members.1 
Of this refusal, which materially affected the course of events, 
the main advisers had been the Corinthians, in spite of that fear 
and dislike of Athens which prompted many of the allies to vote 
for war.2 The position of the Corinthians was peculiar; for 
while Sparta and her other allies were chiefly land-powers, 
Corinth. had been from early times maritime, commercial, and 
colonizing, - she had been indeed once the first naval power in 
Greece, along with ..iEgina ; but either she had not increased it 
at all during the last forty years, or, if she had, her comparative 
naval importance had been entirely sunk by the gigantic expan
sion of Athep.s. The Corinthians l1ad both commerce and colo
nies, - Leukas, Anaktorium, Ambrakia, Korkyra, etc., along or 
near the coast of Epirus: they had also their colony Potidrea, 
situated on the isthmus of Pall&ne, in Thrace, and intimately 
connected with them : and the interest of their commerce made 
them extremely averse to any collision with the superior navy of 
the Athenians. It was this consideration which had induced 
them to resist the impulse of the Lacedremonian allies towards 
war on behalf of Samos : for though their feelings, both of 
jealousy and hatred against Athens were even now strong,3 aris
ing greatly out of the struggle a few years before for the acqui
sition of Megara to the Athenian alliance, - prudence indicated 
that, in a war against the first naval power in Greece, they were 
sure to be the greatest losers. So long as the policy of Corinth 
pointed towards peace, there was every probability that war 
would be avoided, or at least accepted only in a case of grave 
necessity, by the Lacedremonian alliance. But a contingency, 
distant as well as unexpected, which occuITed about five years 

1 See the important passage already adverted to in a prior note. 
Th~cy~. ~ 40._ ovoe yap 1/µel, !.aµic.iv U1r00"TUVTc.JV 1/J1;¢ov 7rpdue,JiµE1'1a 

~va·;mav vµw, T"'_V UAAc.iv IIeA01rOVV1JO"lc.iv dixa i:1/J11¢iuµivc.iv el XP~ avroi, 
aµvvew, ¢avepc.i, de av'l"ef.7roµev 'l"ovr 7rpou~Kovra, gvµµaxov' 
av'l"ov nva 1<0A.a,eiv. 

' Thucyd. i, 33. a Tnucyd. i, 42. 
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after the revolt of Samos, reversed all these chances, and not 
only extinguished the dispositions of Corinth towards peace, but 
even transformed her into the forward instigator of war. 

Amidst the various colonies planted from Corinth along the 
coast of Epirus, the greater number acknowledged on her part 
an hegemony, or supremacy.I "'What extent of real power and 
interference this acknowledgment implied, in addition to the 
honorary dignity, we are not in a condition to say ; but the 
Corinthians were popular, and had not carried their interference 
beyond the point which the colonists themselves found accept
able. To these amicable relations, however, the powerful Kor
kyra formed a glaring exception, having been generally at 
variance, sometimes in the most aggravated hostility, with its 
mother-city, and withholding from her even the accustomed trib
utes of honorary and filial respect. It was amidst juch relations 
of habitual ill-will between Corinth and Korkyra, that a dispute 
grew up respecting the city of Epidamnus, known afterwards, in 
the Roman times, as Dyrrachium, hard by the modern Durazzo, 
- a colony founded by the Korkyrreans on the coast of Illyria, 
in the Ionic gulf, considerably to the north of their own island. 
So strong was the sanctity of Grecian custom in respect to the 
foundation of colonies, that the Korkyrreans, in spite of their 
enmity to Corinth, had been obliged to select the rekist, or 
founder-in-chief of Epi<lamnus, from that city, - a citizen· of 
Ilerakleid descent, named Phalius, - along with whom there had 
also come some Corinthian settlers: so that Epidamnus, though 
a Korkyrrean colony, was nevertheless a recognized grand
daughter, if the expression may be allowed, of Corinth, the re
collection of which was perpetuated by the solemnities periodically 
celebrated in honor of the mkist.2 

Founded on the isthmus of an outlaying peninsula on the 
sea-coast of the Illyrian Taulantii, Epidamnus was at• first very 
prosperous, and acquired a considerable territory as well as a 
numerous population. llut during the years immediately pre
ceding the period which we have now reached, it had been ex
posed to great reverses : internal sedition between the oligarchy 

1 Thucyd. i, 38. ~yeµover Te elvat Kat ril eiK6ra i'Javµftt;eai'Jat. 
2 Thucyd. i, 24, 25. 
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and the people, aggravated by attacks from the neighboring 
Illyrians, had crippled its power: and a recent revolution, in 
which the people put down the oligarchy, had reduced it still 
farther, - since the oligarchical exiles, collecting a force and 
allying themselves with the Illyrians, harassed the city griev· 
ously both by sea and land. The Epidamnian democracy was 
in such straits as to be forced to send to Korkyra for aid: their 
envoys sat down as suppliants at the temple of Here, cast them
selves on the mercy of the Korkyrreans, and besought them to 
act both as mediators with the exiled oligarchy and as auxiliaries 
against the Illyrians. Though the Korkyrreans themselves, 
democratically governed, might· have been expected to sympa· 
thize with these suppliants and their prayers, yet their feeling 
was decidedly opposite: for it was the Epidamnian oligarchy 
who were p~ncipally connected with Korkyra, from whence 
their forefathers had emigrated, and where their family burial· 
places as well as their kinsmen were still to be found :l while the 
demos, or small proprietors and tradesmen of Epidamnus, may 
perhaps have been of miscellaneous ori&_;=tt; and at any rate had 
no visible memorials of ancient lineage in the mother-island. 
Having been refused aid from Korkyra, and finding their dis
tressed condition insupportable, the Epidamnians next thought 
of applying to Corinth: but as this was a step of questionable 
propriety, their envoys were directed first to take the opinion of • 
the Delphian god. His oracle having given an unqualified sanc
tion, they proceeded to Corinth with their mission ; describing 
their distress as well as their unavailing application at Korkyra, 
- tendering Epidamnus to the Corinthians as to its rekists and 
chiefs, with the most urgent entreaties for immediate aid to pre· 
serve it from ruin, - and not omittin<T to insist on the divine 
sanction just obtained. It was found e~sy to persuade the Corin
thians, who, looking upon Epidamnus as a joint colony from 
Corinth and Korkyra, thought themselves not only authorized, 
but bound, to undertake its defence, a resolution much prompted 
by their ancient feud against Korkyra. They speedily organized 
an expedition, consisting partly of intended new settlers, partly 

, I Thuc~d. i, 2G. , fiA8ov yctp er T~V KepKvpav ol TWV 'Eirulaµvtc.JV rpvyu&r. 
Ta<flovr u airooetKvvvTec Kai gvyytveiav i)v irporaxoµevot totov-ro a'l'ur Karuyeiv. 
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of a protecting military force, - Corinthian, Leukadian, and 
Ambrakiotic: which combined body, in order to avoid opposi
tion from the powerful Korkyrrean navy, was marched by land 
as far as Apollonia, and transported from thence. by sea to Epi
damnus.1 

The arrival of such a reinforcement rescued the city for the 
moment, but drew upon it a formidable increase of peril from 
the Korkyrreans, who looked upon the interference of Corinth as 
an infringement of their rights, and resented it in the strongest 
manner. Their feelings were farther inflamed by the Epidam
nian oligarchical exiles, who, coming to the island with petition 
for succor, and appeals to the tombs of their Korkyrrean ances
tors, found a ready sympathy. They were placed on board a 
fleet of twenty-five triremes, afterwards strengthened by a farther 
reinforcement, whi~h was sent to Epidamnus witlo the insulting 
requisition that they should be forthwith restored, and the new
comers from Corinth dismissed. No attention being paid to 
these demands, the Korkyrreans commenced the blockade of the 
city with forty ships, and with an auxiliary land-force of Illyrians, 
- making proclamation that any person within, citizen or not, 
might depart safely if he chose, but would be dealt with as an 
enemy if he remained. How many persons profited by this 
permission we do not know: but at least enough to convey to 
Corinth the news that their troops in Epidamnus were closely 
besieged. The Corinthians immediately hastened the equipment 
of a second expedition,- sufficient not only for the rescue of the 
place, but to surmount that resistance which the Korkyrreans 
were sure to offer. In addition to thirty triremes, and three 
thousand hoplites, of their own, they solicited aid both in ships 
and money from many of their allies : eight ships fully manned 
were furnished by J\Iegara, four by Pales, in the island of Keph
allenia, five by Epidaurus, two by Trrezen, one by Hermione, 
ten by Leukas, and eight by Ambrakia, - together with pecu
niary contributions from Thebes, Phlius, and Elis. They farther 
proclaimed a public invitation for new settlers to Epidamnus, 
promising equal political rights to all ; an option being allowed 
to any one who wished to become a settler without being ready 

1 Thucyd. i, 26. 
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to depart at once, to insure future admission by depositing the 
sum of fifty Corinthian dracl1mas. Though it might seem that 
the prospects of these new set.tiers were full of doubt and dan· 
ger, such wns. the confidence entertained in tl1e metropolitan 
protection of Corinth, that many were found 11s well to join 
the fleet, as to pay down the deposit for the liberty of future 
junction. 

All these proceedings on the part of Coriuth, though under· 
taken with intentional lwst ility tow1mld Korkyra, had not been 
preceded by any formal propo~ition, imch as was customary 
among Grecian states, - a harshness of <lealing ariRing not 
merely from hel' hatred towards Korkyra, Lut also from the 
peculiar political position of that i~lnrnl, which 8too<l alone and 
isolated, not cnrolleil <'itlicr in the Athenian or in the Laccdmmo
nian alliance. The Korkyrtl'::rns, well aware of the serious prep
aration now going on nt Corinth, and of the union among so 
many cities against them, felt themselves lmnlly a match for 
it alone, in spite of their wealth and their formidable naval force 
of one hundreu uml twenty triremes, inferior only to thnt of 
Athens. They made an effort to avert the storm by peaceable 
means, prevailing upon some meuiators from Sparla nnd Sikyon 
to accompany them to Corinth; where, while they required that 
the forces nnd settlers recently deRpatched to Epidnmnus should 
be withdrawn, denying all right on the part of Corinth to inter· 
fere in that colony, - they at the same time offered, if the point 
were disputed, to refer it for arbitration either to some impartial 
Peloponnesian city, 01· to the Delphian oracle; such arbiter to 
determine to which of the two cities Epidamnus as a colony 
really belonged, anu the decision to be obeyed by Loth. They 
solemnly deprecated recourse to arms, which, if per~i:;ted in, 
would drive them as a mattc1· of neccsi;ity to seek new allies 
l!UCh as they would not willingly apply to. To this the Corin· 
titians answered, that they could entertain no proposition until 
the Korkyra'an besieging force was withdrawn from Epidamnus: 
whereupon the Korkym'ans rejoined that they would withdraw 
it at once, provided the new settlers and the troops sent by C-01·inth 
were removed nt the same time. Either there ouo·ht to be this 
reciprocal retirement, or the Korkyr:cans would"' acquiesce in 
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the slatu quo on both sides, until the arbiters should have <le
cided.1 

Although the Korkyrreans had been unwarrantably harsh in 
rejecting the first suppli<'.ation from Epidamnus, yet in their 
propositions made at Corinth, right and equity were on their 
side. But the Corinthians had gone too far, and assumed an 
attitude too decidedly aggressive, to admit of listening to arbitra
tion, and accordingly, so soon a:; their armament was equipped, 
they set sail for Epidamnus, despatching a herald to declare war 
formally against the Korkyrreans. As soon as the armament, 
consisting of seventy triremes, under Aristeus, Kallikrate:i, and 
Timanor, with two thousand five hundred hoplites., under Arche
timus and I~archidas, had reached Cape Aktium, at the mouth 
of the Ambrakian gulf, it was met by a Korkyrrean herald in a 
little boat forbidding all farther advance, -a summons of course 
unavailing, and quickly followed by the appearance of the Kor
kyrrean fleet. Out of the one hundred and twenty triremes 
which constituted the naval establishment of the island, forty 
were engaged in the siege of Epidamnus, but all the remaining 
eighty were now brought into service; the older ships being 
specially repaired for the occasion. In the action which ensued, 
they gained a complete victory, destroying fifteen Corinthian 
ships, and taking a considerable number of prisoners. And on 
the very day of the victory, Epidamnus surrendered to their 
besieging fleet, under covenant that the Corinthians within it 
should be held as prisoners, and that the other new-comers should 
be sold as slaves. The Corinthians and their allies did not long 
keep the sea after their defeat, but retired home, while the 
Korkyra;ans remained undisputed masters of the neighboring 
sea. Having erected a trophy on Leukimme, the adjoining 
promontory of their island, they proceeded, according to the 
melancholy practice of Grecian warfare, to kill all their pris
oners, - except the Corinthians, who were carried home and 
detained as prizes of great value for purposes of negotiation. 
They next began to take vengeance on those allies of Corinth, 
who had lent assistance to the recent expedition: they ravaged 
the territory of Leukas, burned Kyllene, the seaport of Elis, 

1 Thuryd. i, 28. 
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and inflicted so much damage that the Corinthians were com
pelled towards the end of the summer to send a second armament 
to Cape Aktium, for the defence of Leukas, Anaktorium, and 
Ambrakia. The Korkyrrean fleet was again assembled near Cape 
Leukimme, but no farther action took place, and at the approach 
of winter both armaments were disbanded.I 

Deeply were the Corinthians humiliated by their defeat at 
sea, together with the dispersion of the settlers whom they had 
brought together; and though their original project was frus
trated by the loss of Epidamnvs, they were only the more bent 
on complete revenge against their old enemy Korkyra. They' 
employed themselves, for two entire years after the battle, in 
building new ships and providing an armament adequate to their 
purposes : and in particular, they sent round not only to the 
Peloponnesian seaports, but also to the islands under the empire 
of Athens, in order to take into their pay the best class of sea
men. By such prolonged efforts, ninety well-manned Corinthian 
ships were ready to set sail in the third year after the battle: 
and the entire fleet, when reinforced by the allies, amounted to 
not less than one hundred and fifty sail: twenty-seven triremes 
from Ambrakia, twelve from l\Iegara, ten from Elis, as many 
from Leukas, and one from Anaktorium. Each of these allied 
squadrons had officers of its own, while the Corinthian Xeno
kleides and four others were commanders-in-chief.2 

But the elaborate preparations going on at Corinth were no 
secret to the Korkyrreans, who well knew, besides, the numerous 
allies which that city could command, and her extensive influence 
throughout Greece. So formidable an attack was more than 
they could venture to bra,·c, alone and unaided. They had never 
yet enrolled themselves among the allies either of Athens or of 
Lacedremon: it had always been their pride and policy to main
tain a separate line of action, which, by means of their wealth, 
their power, and their very peculiar position, they liad hitherto 
beeft enabled to do with safety. That they had been able so to 
proceed with safety, however, was considered both by friends 
and enemies as a peculiarity belonging to their island ; from 
whence we m_ay draw an inference how little the islands in the 

1 Thucyd. i, 29, 30. 2 Thucyd. i, 31-46. 
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JEgean, now under the .Athenian empire, would ha¥e been able 
to maintain any real independence, if that empire had been 
broken up. But though Korkyra had been secure in this policy 
of isolation up to the present moment, such had been the increase 

. and consolidation of forces elsewhere throughout· Greeee, that 
e¥en she could pursue it no longer. To apply for admission into 
the Lacedremonian confederacy, wherein her immediate enemy 
exercised paramount influence, being out of the question, she 
had no choice except to seek alliance with .Athens. That city 
had as yet no dependencies in the Ionic gulf; she was not of 
kindred lineage, nor had she had any preYious amicable relations 
with the Dorian Korkyra. But if there was thus no previous 
fact or feeling to lay the foundation of alliance, neither was there 
anything to forbid it: for in the truce between Athens and 
Sparta, it had been expressly stipulated, that any city, not ac
tually enrolled in the alliance of either, might join the one or the 
other at plea.sure.I "While the proposition of alliance was thus 
formally open either for acceptance or refusal, the time and cir
cumstances under which it was to be made rendered it full of 
gra,·e contiugencies to all parties; and the Korkyrrean envoys, 
who now for the first time risited .Athens, for the purpose of 
making it, came thither with doubtful hopes of success, though to 
their island the question was one of life or death • 

.According to the modem theories of government, to declare 
war, to make peace., and to contract alliances, are functions proper 
to be intrusted to the executive government apart from the 
representative assembly. According to ancient ideas, these were 
precisely the topics most essential to submit for the decision of 
the full 3.55'embly of the people: and in point of fact they were 
so submitted, even under governments only partially democrat
ical; much more, of course., under the complete democracy of 
.Athens. The Korkyr.ean enrnys, on reaching that city, would 
first open their business to the straregi, or generals of the state, 
who would appoint a day for them to be heard before the public 
assembly, with full notice beforehand to the citizens. The mission 
was no secret, for the Korkyr:eans had themselves intimated their 
iiitention at C.Orinth, at the time when they proposed reference 

1 Thucyd. i, 35-40. 
3• 
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of the quarrel to arbitration : "and even without such notice, the 
political necessity of the step was obvious enough to make the 
Corinthians anticipate it. Lastly, their proxeni at Athens, Athe
nian citizens who watched over Corinthian interests, public and 
private, in confidential correspondence with that government, 
and who, sometimes by appointment, sometimes as ,-olunteers, 
discharged partly the functions of ambassadors in modern times, 
would communicate to them the arrival of the Korkyrrean 
envoys. So that, on the day appointed for the latter to be 
heard before the public assembly, Corinthian envoys were also 
present to answer them and to oppose the granting of their 
prayer. 

Thucydides has given in his history the speeches of both; that 
is, speeches of his own composition, but representing in all prob
ability the substance of what was actually said, and of what he 
perhaps himself heard. Though pervaded throughout by the 
peculiar style and harsh structure of the historian, these speeches 
are yet among the plainest and most "business-like in his whole 
work, bringing before us thoroughly the existing situation; which 
was one of doubt and difficulty, presenting reasons of considerable 
force on each of the opposite sides. The Korkyrreans, after 
lamenting their previous improvidence, which liad induced them 
to defer seeking alliance until the hour of need arrived, presented 
themselves as claimants for the friendship of Athens, on the 
strongest grounds of common interest and reciprocal usefulness. 
Though their existing danger and want of Athenian support was 
now urgent, it had not been brought upon them in an unjust 
quarrel, or by disgraceful conduct: they had proposed to Corinth 
a fair arbitration respecting Epidamnus, and their application 
had been refused, -which showed where the ricrht of the case 
lay; moreover, they were now exposed single-handed, not to 
Corinth alone, whom they had already vanquished, but to a for
midable confederacy, organized under her auspices, including 
choice mariners hired even from the allies of Athens. In granting 
th~ir prayer, Athens would, in the first place, neutralize this 
m1semployment of her own mariners, and would, at the same 
time, confer an indelible obligation, protect the cause of rig11t, 
and secure to herself a most important reinforcement. For, next 
to her own, the ~orkyrrean naval force was the most powerful in 
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Greece, and thi;i was now placed within her reach: if, by declin
ing the present offer, she permitted Korkyra to be overcome, 
that naYal force would pass to the side of her enemies: for such 
were Corinth and the Peloponnesian alliance,-and such they 
would soon be openly declared. In the existing state of Greece, 
a collision between that alliance and Athens could not long be 
postponed: and it wa.;i with a view to this contingency that the 
Corinthians were now seeking to seize Korkyra along with her 
naval force.I The policy of Athens, therefore, imperiously 
called upon her to frustrate such a design, by now assisting the 
Korkyrreans. She was permitted to do this by the terms of the 
thirty years' truce : and although some might contend that, in the 
present critical conjuncture, acceptance ofKorkyra was tantamount 
to a declaration of war with Corinth, yet the fact would falsify 
such predictions ; for Athens would so strengthen herself that 
her enemies would be more than ever unwilling to attack her. 
She would not only render her naval force irresistibly powerful, 
but would become mistress of the communication between Sicily 
and Peloponnesus, and thus prevent the Sicilian Dorians from 
sending reinforcements to the Peloponnesians)! 

To these representations on the part .of the Korkyrreans, the 
Corinthian speakers made reply. They denounced the selfish and 
iniquitous policy pur:>ued by Korkyra, not less in the matter of 
Epidamnus, than in all former time,3- which wa;i the real 
reason why she had ever been ashamed of honest allies. Above 
all things, she had always acted umlutifully and wickedly towards 
Corinth, her mother-city, to whom she was bound by those ties 
of colonial allegiance which Grecian morality recognized, and 

1 Thucyd. i, 33. Toi'' Aa1mJacµo>iovr rpo,3c,J TijJ i•µeri:pc,J rroi.•µ11ruiovrar, 
KlU TOV' Kop1vi'1iov, rJvvaµfrov, 7rap' avroi, Kat i•µlv i;ri'lpovr lii•rar; Kat -rrpo
Kara~.a.u,3uvovrar; ~µii, i:vv tr: ri}v vµcripav E1rqeip11cnv, Zva µq TijJ KOtvijJ 
l;ri'l<t KaT' aiirwv µ•r uAJ.~ACJV arwµev, etc. 

2 Thucyd. i, 32-36. 
3 The description given by Herodotus (vii, 168: compare DioJor.xi, 15), 

of the duplicity of the Korkyrreans when solicited to aid the Grecian cause 
at the time of the invasion of Xerxes, seems to imply that the nn.farnrable 
cljaractcr of them, gi·•en by the Corinthians, coincided with the general. 
impression throughout Greece. 

Respecting the prosperity and insolence of the Korkyrreans, see .Aristotle 
apncl Zenob. Proverb. iv, 49. 
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which the other Corintl1ian colonies cheerfully obeyed.I Epi· 
damnus was not a Korkyrrean, but a Corinthian colony, and the 
Korkyrreans, having committed wrong in besieging it, had pro
posed arbitration without being willing to withdraw their troops 
while arbitration was pending: they now impudently came to 
ask Athens to become accessory after the fact in such injustice. 
The provision of the thirty years' truce might seem indeed to 
allow Athens to receive them as allies: but that provision was 
not intended to permit the reception of cities already under the 
tie of colonial allegiance elsewhere,- still less the reception of 
cities engaged in an active and pending quarrel, where any 
countenance to one party in the quarrel was necessarily a decla
ration of war against the opposite. If either party had a right 
to invol.e the aid of Athens on this occasion, Corinth had a 
better right than Korkyra: for the latter had never had any 
transactions with the Athenians, while Corinth was not only still 
under covenant of amity 'Yith them, through the thirty years' 
truce,- but had also rend~red material service to them by dis
suading the Peloponnesian allies from assisting the revolted 
Samos. By such dissuasion, the Corinthians had upheld the 
principle of Grecian international law, that each alliance was 
entitled to punish its own refractory members : they now called 
upon Athens to respect this principle, by not interfering between 
Corinth and her colonial allies,2 especially as the violation of it 
would recoil inconveniently upon Athens herself, with her nu
merous dependencies. As for the fear of an impending war 

1 'l'hucyd. i, 38. 11.rroucot 0€ ovre1: ,;1>earaa£ re otu 1ravrv1: KaL vvv rro/,,eµov
m, /,,iyovrer cJ(" OVK lrrl ri!J KaKW> rruaxetv lKrreµ<fii'hi11aav. ~µetr oe oM' 
avroi <fiaµev lrrl Ti;J vrro TOVT<.JV vf3pi?;rn~at KaTotKfoat, UAA' lrrL rfiJ ~yeµ6ver 
re elvat Kat ril elKora aavµu(ea~at. al yovv u/,,l.at U'TrOlKtat rtµi:Jatv nµa1:, 
Kat µuAtara vrro U1'0ll((,JV arepyoµe~a. 

_'1'~1;s is a remarkable passage in illustration of the position of the metrop
olis m regard to her colony. The relation was such as to be comprised 
under the general word liegemony: superiority and rio-ht to command on 
the one side, inferiority with duty of reverence and obedience on the other 
-limited in point of extent, though we do not know where tile limit wa~ 
placed, and varying probahly in each individual case. The Corinthians 
se~t annual ~agistrates to Potidroa, called Epidemiurgi ('l'hncyd. i, 56 ). 

, 'l'hucyd. ,1, ~o. <fiavepi:Jr of: ltvrel.rroµev T 0 iJ > 'Tr p 0 (J ~ K 0 v Ta> Evµ
µ uxovr avrov Ttva KOAu(etv. 

http:u/,,l.at
http:TOVT<.JV
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between the Peloponnesian alliance and Athens, such a contin
gency was as yet uncertain,-and might possibly never occur at 
all, if Athens dealt justly, and consented to conciliate Corinth 
on this critical occasion : but it would assuredly occur if she 
refused such conciliation, and the dangers thus entailed upon 
Athens would be far greater than the promised naval cooperation 
of Korkyra would compensate.I 

Such was the substance of the arguments urged by the con· 
tending envoys before the Athenian public ·assembly, in this 
momentous debate. For two days did the debate continue, the 
assembly being adjourned over to the morrow: so considerable 
was the number of speakers, and probably also the divergence 
of their views. Unluckily, Thucydides does not give us any of, 
tb.ese Athenian discourses, - not even that of Perikles, who 
determined the ultimate result. Epidamnus, with its disputed 
question of metropolitan right, occupied little of the attention of 
the Athenian assembly: but the Korkyrrean naval force was indeed 
an immense item, since the question was, whether it should stand 
on their side or against them, - an item which nothing could 
counterbalance except the dangers of a Peloponnesian war. 
"Let us avoid tl1is last calamity (was the opinion of many) 
even at the sacrifice of seeing Korkyra conquered, and all her 
ships and seamen in· the service of the Peloponnesian league." 
"You will not really avoid it, even by that great sacrifice (was 
the reply of others) : the generating causes of war are at work, 
- and it will infallibly come, whatever you may determine re
specting Korkyra: avail yourselves of the present opening, 
instead of being driven ultimately to undertake the war at great 
comparative disadvantage." Of these two views, the former was 
at first decidedly preponderant in the assembly ;2 but they grad
ually came round to the latter, which was conformable to the 
steady conviction of Perikles. It was, however, resolved to take 

t Thucyd. i, 3i-43. 
2 Thucyd. i, 44. 'A{Jl]vaiot Ve UICOVO'avnr aµ</>OTfp(,)V, yevoµivl]r Kat oh,· 

lKKAl]O'laf, Ty µf.v rrpoTept,L ovx i/rrrrov TWV Kopiv{Jfov arreot;avTo TOVf l.6yovr, 
CV Ve Ty iJcrupatt,L p.tTEYV(,)O'aV, etc. 

Ov;r i/rrrrov, in the language of Thucydides, usually has the positive 
meaning of more. 
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a sort of middle course, so as to save Korkyra, and yet, if pos
sible, to escape violation of the existing truce and the consequent 
Peloponnesian war. To comply with the request of the Korky
rreans, by adopting them unreservedly as allies, would have laid 
the Athenians under the necessity of accompanying them in an 
attack of Corinth, if required,-which would have been a mani
fest infringement of the truce. Accordingly, nothing more was 
concluded than an. alliance for purposes strictly defensive, to pre
serve Korkyra and her possessions in case they were attacked: 
nor was any greater force equipped to back this resolve than a 
squadron .of ten triremes, under Lacedremonius, son of Kirnon. 
The smallness of this force would satisfy the Corinthians that no 
aggression was contemplated against their city, while it would 
save Korkyra from ruin, and would in fact feed the war so as.to 
weaken and cripple the naval force of both parties,I - whirh 
was the best result that Athens could hope for. The instructions 
to Lacedremonius and his two colleagues were express ; not to 
engage in fight with the Corinthians unless they were actually 
approaching Korkyra, or some Korkyrrean possession, with a 
view to attack: but in that case to do bis best on the de
fensive. 

The great Corinthian armament of one hundred and fifty sail 
soon took its departure from the gulf, and reached a harbor on 
the coast of Epirus, at the cape called Cheimerium, nearly op
posite to the southern extremity of Korkyra : they there estab
lished a naval station and camp, summoning to their aid a 
considerable force from the friendly Epirotic tribes in the neigh
borhood. The Korkyrrean fleet of one hundred and ten sail, 
under :Meikiades and two others, together with tho ten Athenian 
ships, took station at one of the adjoining islands called Sybota, 
while the land force and one thousand Zakynthian l1oplites were 
posted on the Korkyrrean Cape Leukimme. Both sides pre
pared for battle: the Corinthians, taking on board three days' 
provisions, sailed by night from Cheimerium, and encountered in 

1 Thucyd. i, 44. Plutarch (PeriklCs, c. 29) ascribes the smallness of the 
squadron despatched under Lacedremonius to a petty spite of Perikl&s 
against that commander, as the son of his old political antagonist, Kirnon. 
From whomsoever he copied this statement, the motive assigned ·seems 
quite unworthy of credit. 
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the morning the Korkyrman fleet advancing towards them, dis
tributed into three squadrons, one under each of the three gen
erals, and having the ten Athenian ships at the extreme right. 
Opposed to them were ranged the choice vessels of the Corin
thians, occupying the ,left of their aggregate fleet: next came the 
various allies, with l\Iegarians and Ambrakiots on the extreme 
right. Never before had two such numerous fleets, both Grecian, 
engaged in battle ; but the tactics and manreuvring were not 
commensurate to the numbers. The decks were crowded with 
hoplites and bowmen, while the rowers below, on the Korkyrrean 
side at least, were in great part slaves : the ships, on both sides, 
being rowed forward so as to drive in direct impact, prow against 
prow, were grappled together, and a fierce hand-combat was then 
commenced between the troops on board of each, as if they were 
on land, - or rather, like boarding-parties: all upon the old
fashioned system of Grecian sea-fight, without any of those im
provements which had been introduced into the Athenian navy 
during the last generation. In Athenian narnl attack, the ship, 
the rowers, and the steersman, were of much greater importance 
than the armed troops on deck: by strength and exactness of 
rowing, by rapid and sudden change of direction, by feints cal

. culated to deceive, the Athenian captain sought to drive the sharp 
beak of his vessel, not against the prow, but against the weaker 
and more vulnerable parts of his enemy, - side, oars, or stern. 
The ship thus became in the hands of her crew the real weapon 
of attack, which was first to disable the enemy and leave him 
unmanageable on the water; and not until this was <lone did the 
armed troops on <leek begin their operations.I Lacedremonius, 
with his ten armed ships, though forbidden by his instructions to 
share in the battle, lent as much aid as he could by taking station 
at the extremity of the line, and by making motions as if about 

1 IIe(oµaxeZv ur.o vewv- to turn the naval battle iuto a land-battle on 
shipboard, was a practice altogether repugnant to Athenian feeling, as we 
see remarked also in Thncyd. iv, 14: compare also vii, 61. 

The Corinthian and Syracusan ships ultimately came to counteract the 
Athenian manccuvring by constructing their prows with increased solidity 
and strenoth and forcing the Athenian vessel to a direct shock, which its 
weaker p;ow' was unable to bear (Thucyd. vii, 36). 
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to attack; while his seamen had full leisure to contemplate what 
they would despise as the lubberly handling of the ships on both 
sides. All was confusion after the battle had been joined; the 
sl1ips on both sides became entangled, the oars broken and un
manageable, orders could neither be heard nor obeyed, and 
the individual valor of the hoplites and bowmen on deck was the 
decisive point on which victory turned. 

On the right wing of the Corinthians, the left of the Korky
ra~ans was victorious ; their twenty ships drove back the Am
brakiot allies of Corinth, and not only pursued them to the shore, 
but also landed and plundered the tents. Their rashness in thus 
keeping so long out of the battle proved incalculably mischievous, 
the rather as their total number was inferior : for their right 
wing, opposed to the best ships of Corinth, was after a hard 
struggle thoroughly beaten. l\Iany of the ships were disabled, 
and the rest obliged to retreat as they could, - a retreat which 
the victorious ships on the other wing might have protected, had 
there been any effective discipline in the fleet, but which now 
was only imperfectly aided by the ten Athenian ships under 
Lacedremonius. These Athenians, though at first they obeyed 
the instructions from home, in abstaining from actual blows, yet, 
- when the battle became doubtful, and still more, when the 
Corinthians were pressing their victory,- could no longer keep 
aloof, but attacked the pursuers in good earnest, and did much to 
save the defeated Korkyrreans. As soon as the latter had been 
pursued as far as their own island, the victorious Corinthians 
returned to the scene of action, which was covered with disabled 
and water-logged ships, their own and their enemies, as well as 
with seamen, soldiers, and wounded 11,len, either helpless aboard 
the wrecks, or keeping above water as well as they could, 
among them many of their own citizens and allies, especially on 
their defeated right wing. Through these disabled vessels they 
sailed, not attempting to tow them off, but looking only to the 
crews aboard, and making some of them prisoners, but putting 
the greater number to death : some even of their own allies were 
thus slain, not being easily distinguishable. They then picked 
up their own dead bodies as well as they could, and transported 
them to Sybota, the nearest point of the coast of Epirus; after 
which they again mustered their fleet, and returned to resume 
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the attack against tlie Korkyncans on their own coast. The 
latter got together as many of their ships as were seaworthy, 
together with the small reserve which had remained in harbor, 
in order .to prevent at any rate a landing on tlie coast: and the 
Athenian ships, now within the strict letter of their instructions, 
prepared to cooperate with full energy in the defence. It was 
already late in the afternoon: but the Corinthian fleet, though 
their prean had already been shouted for attack, were suddenly 
seen to back water instead of advancing; presently they headed 
round, and sailed directly away to the Epirotic coast. Nor did 
the Korkyrreans comprehend the cause of this sudden retreat, 
until at length it was proclaimed that an unexpected relief of 
twenty fresh AtheniaH ships was approaching-, under Glaukon 
and Andokides, which the Corinthians had been the first to 
descry, and had even believed to be the forerunners of a larger 
fleet. It was already dark when these fresh 'ships reached Cape 
Leukimmc, having traversed the waters covered with wrecks 
and dead bodies ;I and at first the Korkyrreans even mistook 
them for enemies. The reinforcement had been sent from 
Athens, probably after more accurate information of the com
parative force of Corinth and Korkyra, under the impression 
that the original ten ships would prove inadequate for the pur
pose of defence, - an impression more than verified by the 
reality. 

Though the twenty Athenian ships were not, as the Corin
thians had imagined, the precursors of a larger fleet, they were 
found sufficient to change completely the face of affairs. In the 
preceding action, the Korkyrreans had had seventy ships sunk or 
disabled, - the Corinthians only thirty,- so that the superiority 
of numbers was still on the side of the latter, who were, how
ever, encumbered with the care of one thou8and prisoners, eight 
hundred of them slaves, captured, not easy either to lodge or to 
guard in the narrow accommodations of an ancient trireme. 
Even apart from this embarrassment, the Corinthians were in no 
temper to hazard a second battle against thirty Athenian ships, 
in addition to the remaining Korkyrrean: and when their enemies 

1 Thucyd. i, 51. ""' TWV veKpi:Jv Kal vavayiwv rrooaKO/lliJrhiaai 1<aTETl'AEOV 

t, To arpaTorreoov. 

VOL. VI. 5oc. 
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sailed across to offer them battle on the Epirotic coast, they not 
only refused it, but thought of nothing but immediate retreat, 
with serious alarm lest the Athenians should now act aggres
sively, treating all amicable relations between Athens and Corinth 
as practically extinguished by the events of the day before. 
Having ranged their fleet in line, not far from shore, they tested 
the dispositions of the Athenian commanders by sending forward 
a little boat with a few men to address to them the following re
monstrance,- the men carried no herald's staff (we should say, 
no flag of troce), and were therefore completely without protec
tion against an enemy. "Ye act wrongfully; Athenians (they 
exclaimed), in beginning the war and violating the truce ; for ye 
are using arms to oppose us in punishing our enemies. If it be 
really your intention to hinder us from sailing against Korkyra, 
or anywhere else that we choose, in breach of the truce, take 
first of all us who now address you, and deal with us as enemies." 
It was not the fault of the Korkyrroans that this last idea wa.s 
not instantly realized : for such of them as were near enough to 
hear, instigated the Athenians by violent shouts to kill the men 
in the boat. 13ut the latter, far from listening to such an appeal, 
dismissed them with the answer: "·we neither begin the war 
nor break the truce, Peloponnesians; we have come simply to 
aid these Korkyrmans, our allies. If ye wish to sail anywhere 
else, we make no opposition: but if ye are about to sail against 
Korkyra, or any of her possessions, we shall use our best means 
to prevent you." Both the answer, and the treatment of the 
men in the boat, satisfied the Corinthians that their retreat would 
be unopposed, and they accordingly commenced it as soon as 
they could get ready, staying, however, to erect a trophy at 
Sybota, on the Epirotic coast, in commemoration of their advan
tage on the preceding day. In their voyage homeward, they 
surprised Anaktorium, at the mouth of the Ambrakiotic gulf, 
which they had hitherto possessed jointly with the Korkyrreans; 
planting in it a reinforcement of Corinthian settlers as guarantee 
for future fidelity. On reaching Corinth, the armament was 
disbanded, and the great majority of the prisoners taken - eight 
hundred slaves -were sold; but the remainder two hundred and ,, . ' 
fi1ty m number, were detained and treated with peculiar kind
ness. l\fany of them were of the first and richest families of 
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the island, and the Corinthians designed to gain them over, so as 
to make them instruments for effecting a revolution in the island. 
The calamitous incidents arising from their return will appear in 
a future chapter. 

Thus relieved from all danger, the Korkyrreans picked up the 
dead bodies and the wrecks which had floated during the night 
on to their island, and even found sufficient pretence to erect a 
trophy, chiefly in consequence of their partial success on the left 
wing. In truth, they had been only rescued from ruin by the 
unexpected coming of the last Athenian ships: but the last result 
was as triumphant to them as it was disastrous and humiliatini 
to the Corinthians, who had incurred an immense cost, and taxed 
all their willing allies, only to leave their enemy stronger than 
she was before. From this time forward they considered the 
thirty years' truce as broken, and conceived a hatred, alike 
deadly and undisguised, against Athens; so that the latter gained 
nothing by the moderation of her admirals in sparing the Corin
thian fleet off the coast of Epirus. An opportunity was not long 
wanting for the Corinthians to strike a blow at their enemy, 
through one of her wide-spread dependencies. 

On the isthmus of that lesser peninsula called Pellene, which 
forms the westernmost of the three prongs of the greater peninsula 
called Chalkidike, between the Thermaic and the Strymonic 
gulfo, was situated the Dorian town of Potidrea, one of the trib
utary allies of Athens, but originally colonized from Corinth, and 
still maintaining a certain metropolitan allegiance towards the 
latter: insomuch that every year certain Corinthians were sent 
thither as magistrates, under the title of Epidemiurgi. On 
various points of the neighboring coast, also, there were several 
small towns belonging to the Chalkidians and Bottireans, enrolled 
in like manner in the list of Athenian tributaries. The neigh
boring inland territory, .l\Iygdonia and Chalkidike,l was held by 
the l\Iacedonian king Perdikkas, son of that .Alexander who had 

1 See the geographical Commentary of Gatterer upon Thrace, embodied 
in Poppo, Prolegg. ad Thncyd. vol. ii, ch. 29. 

The words TU trrt 8p\fK1J!;-TC/. lrrt 8p~K1/!: xwpta (Thucyd. ii, 29) denote 
generally the towns in Chalkidikc, - places in the direction or in the skirts of 
Thrace, rather than parts of Thrace itself. 
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taken part, fifty years before, in the expedition of Xerxes. These 
two princes appear gradually to have extended their dominions, 
after the ruin of Persian power in Thrace by the exertions of 
Athens, until at length they acquired all the territory between 
the rivers Axius and Strymon. Now Perdikkas had been for 
some time the friend and ally of .Athens; but there were other 
Macedonian princes, his brother Philip and Derda.s, holding in· 
dependent principalities in the upper country,1 apparently on the 
higher course of the Axius near the Preonian tribes, with whom 
he was in a state of dispute. These princes having been ac
cepted as the allies of Athens, Perclikkas from that time became 
her active enemy, and it was from his intrigues that all the diffi
culties of Athens on that coast took their first origin. The 
Athenian empire was much less complete and secure over the 
seaports on the mainland than over the isfands :2 for the former 
were always more or less dependent on any powerful land
neighbor, sometimes more dependent on him than upon the mi:>
tress of the sea ; and we shall :find Athens herself cultivating 
assiduously the favor of Sitalkes and other strong Thracian 
potentates, as an aid to her dominion over the seaports.a Per
dikkas immediately began to incite and aid the Chalkidians and 
Bottireans to revolt from Athens, and the Yiolent enmity against 
the latter, kindled in the bosoms of the Corinthian::! by the recent 
events at Korkyra, enabled him to extend the same projects to 
Potidrea. Not only did he send envoys to Corinth in order to 

Thucyd. i, 57; ii, 100. 

• See two remarkable passages illustrating this difference, Thucyd. iv, 
120-122. 

• 
3 Thucy~. ii'. 29-98. Isokra.tes has a remarkable passage on this subject 

m the begmrung of Or. v, ad Philippum, sects. 5-7. After pointing out 
the imprudence of founding a colony on the skirts of the territory of a 
powerful potentate, and the excellent site which had been chosen for Ky
rentl, as_ being near o~ly t~ feeble tribes, -he goes so far as to say that the 
possession of Amph1pohs would be injurious rather than beneficial to 
Athens, b:cause it wo~d rend.er her dependent upon Philip, from his power 
of annoymg her colorusts,-;ust as she had been dependent before upon 
Medokus, the Thracian king, in consequence of her colonists in the Cher· 
sonese -<i.vav1win:lr;u',,_,,.1 ..n • ' • , ,, ' _ , u,...-va ..,v avTT/JJ evvotav qetv Tok t:rolr; r.payµat:r' cl'ta 
Toi!r; e~Tav~a ('at .Amp~1p~lis) 1<arot1<oiJvTar;, olav r.ep el;roµev Mqoo1<<:> T<f) 
r.aMi.t't' ota Tovr ev Xeppov11a't' yewpyov11Tar. 
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concert measures for provoking the revolt of Potidrea, but also 
to Sparta, instigating the Peloponnesian league to a general 
declaration of war against Athens.I And he farther prevailed 
on many of the Clmlkidian inhabitants to abandon their separate 
small towns on the sea-eoast, for the purpose of joint residence 
at Olynthus, which was several stadia from the sea. Thus 
that town, as well as the Chalkidian interest, became much 
strengthened, while Perdikkas farther assigned some territory 
near Lake Bolbe to contribute to the temporary maintenance of 
the concentrated population. 

The Athenians were not ignorant both of his hostile prepara
tions and of the dangers which awaited them from Corinth after 
the Korkyrrean sea-fight; immediately after which they sent to 
take precautions against the revolt of Potidrea; requiring the 
inhabitants to take down their wall on the side of Pellene, so as 
to leave the town open on the side of the peninsula, or on 
what may be called the seaside, and fortified only towards the 
mainland, - requiring them farther both to deliver hostages and 
to dismiss the annual magistrates who came to them from Corinth. 
An Athenian armament of thirty triremes and one thousand 
hoplites, under Archestratus and ten others, despatched to act 
against Perdikkas in the Thermaic gulf, was directed at the same 
time to enforce these requisitions against Potidrea, and to repress 
any dispositions to revolt among the neighboring Chalkidians. 
lmmediately on receiving thesti requisitions, the Potidreans sent 
envoys both to Athens, for the purpose of evading and gaining 
time, - and to Sparta, in conjunction with Corinth, in order to 
determine a Lacedremonian invasion of Attica, in the event of 
Potidrea being attacked by Athens. From the Spartan author
ities they obtained a distinct affirmative promise, in spite of the 
thirty years' truce still subsisting: at Athens they had no success, 
and they accordingly openly revolted (seemingly about midsum
mer, 432 n.c), at the same time that the armament under Arches
tratus sailed. The Chalki<lians and Bottireans revolted at the 
same time, at the exprtiss instigation of Corinth, accompanied by 
solemn oaths and promises of &ssistance.2 Archestratus with 
his fleet, on reaching the Thermaic gulf, found them all in pro

1 Thucyd._i, 56, 57. t Tbucyd. v, 30. 
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claimed enmity, but was obliged to confine himself to the attack 
of Perdikkas in J\Iacedonia, not having numbers enough to admit 
of a division of his force. He accordingly laid siege to Therma, 
in cooperation with the Macedonian troops from the upper coun
try, under Philip and the brothers of Derdas; after taking that 
place, he next proceeded to besiege Pydna. But it would prob
ably have been wiser had he turned his whole force instantly to 
the blockade of Potidrea; for during the period of more than 
six weeks that he spent in the operations against Therma, the 
Corinthians conveyed to Potidrea a reinforcement of sixteen 
hundred hoplites and four hundred light-armed, partly their own 
citizens, partly Pelopounesians, hired for the occasion, - under 
Aristeus, son of .Adeimantus, a man of such eminent popularity, 
both at Corinth and at Potidrea, that most of the soldiers volun
teered on his personal account. Potidrea was thus put into a 
state of complete defence shortly after the news of its revolt 
reached .Athens, and long before any second armament could be 
sent to attack it. A second armament, however, was speedily 
sent forth, -forty triremes and two thousand .Athenian hoplites, 
under Kallias, son of Kalliades,1 with four other commanders, 
who, on reaching the Thermaic gulf, joined the former body at 
the siege of Pydna. .After prosecuting the siege in vain for a 

· short time, they found themgelves obliged to patch up an accom
modation on the best terms they could with Perdikkas, from the 
necessity of commencing immediate operations against Aristeus 
and Potidrea. They then quitted Macedonia, first crossing by sea 
from Pydna to the eastern coast of the Thermaic gulf, - next 
attacking, though without effect, the town of Bercca, - and then 
marching by land along the eastern coast of the gulf, in the 
direction of Potidrea. On the third day of easy march, they 
reached t~e seaport called Gigonus, near which they encamped.2 

1 Kallias was a young Athenian of noble family, who had paid the large 
sum of one hundred minre to Zeno of Elea, the philosopher, for rhetorical, 
philosophical, and sophistical instruction (Plato, AlkiLiades, i, c. 31, p. II 9). 
• 

2 
T?ucyd: i, 61.. The st~t~ment o_f Thucydides presents some geograph

ical d1fficult1es which the cnt1cs have not adequately estimated. Arc we to 
assume as certain, that the Berrea here mentioned must be the Macedonian 
town of that name, afterwards so well known, distant from the sea west· 
ward one hundred and sixty stadia, or nearly twenty English miles (see 
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In spite of the convention concluded at Pydna, Perdikkas, 
whose character for faithlessness we shall have more than one 

Tafel, Historia Thessalonicre, p. 58), on a river which flows into the IIali
akmon, and upon one of the lower ridges of Mount Ilermius 1 

The words of ThucydidGs here are-"E7retra oe guµ{3auiv Trot11uuµevot 
Kat gvµµa;i:iav 1ivayKaiav Trpor rov Ilepoi1<1<av, i:i, avroi>( 1<arn7retyev fi IIori
oata Kat 0 'AptUTEV( Trapel.11!.v&wr, a7raviuravrat EK Ti/( Mat<e
oovia(, Kat uptK6µevot E( Btpotav l<UKetfhv tmurpfif;avre,, Kat 7retpuuavre( 
Trpwrov rov ;t<Jpiov Ka~ ov;i: tl.6vrer, l7ropevovro Karil yi/v Trpil( rijv Ilorioatav 
- aµa Oe Vi/t( 7rapfaAtOV lj3ooµnKoVTa. 

"The natural route from Pydna to Potidrea (observes Dr. Arnold in his 
note) lay along the coast; and Ilerma was quite out of the way, at some dis
tance to the westward, near the fort of the Bermian mountains. Ilut tho 
hope of surprising Ilerma induced the Athenians to deviate from their direct 
line of march ; then, after the failure of this treacherous attempt, they 
returned again to the sea-coast, and continued to follow it till they arrived 
at Gigonus." 

I would remark upon this : l. The words of Thucydides imply that 
Ilerma was not in Macedonia, but out of it (see Poppo, Prolcg. ad Thucyd. 
vol. ii, pp. 408-418). 2. Ile uses no expression which in the least implies 
that the attempt on Ilerma on the part of the Athenians was treacherous, 
that is, contrary to the convention just concluded; though, had the fact 
been so, he would naturally have been led to notice it, seeing that the de
liberate breach of the convention was the very first step which took place 
after it was concluded. 3. "What can have induced the Athenians to leave 
their fleet ancl march near twenty miles inland to Mount Ilermius and Ilc
rma, to attack a Macedonian town which they could not possibly hold, 
when they cannot even stay to continue the attack on Pydna, a position 
maritime, useful, and tcnablc,-in consequence of the pressing necessity 
of taking immediate measures against l'otidrea 1 4. If they were com
pelled by this latter necessity to patch up a peace on any terms with l'er
dikkas, would they immediately endanger this peace by going out of their 
way to attack one of his forts 1 Again, Thucydides says, "that, proceed
ing by slow land-marches, they reached Gigonus, and encamped on the third 
day," - KaT' OAiyov ae 'lipoi:fJVTft; TPlTalot ll¢lKOVTO l:c Tiy~vnv Hal /:(JTpaTO. 

Tredeliuavro. The computation of time must here be made either from 
Pydna or from Ilcrcea; and the reader who examines tho map will see thttt 
neither from the one nor the other - assuming the Bcrcea on Mount Bcr
mius-would it be possible for an army to an·ive at Gigonus on the third 
day, marching round the head of the gulf, with easy days' marches; the 
more so, as they would have to cross the rivers Lydias, Axius, and Echei
dorus, all not far from their months, - or, if these rivers could not be 
crossed, to get on board the fleet and reland on the other side. 

This clear mark of time laid down by Thucydides, -even apart from 
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occasion to notice, was now again on the side of the Chalkidians, 
and sent two hundred horse to join them, under the command of 

. the objections which I have just urged in reference to Bercea on Mount Ber
mius, - made me doubt whether Dr. Arnold and the other commentators 
have correctly conceived the operations of the Athenian troops between 
Pydna and Gigonus. The Berrea which Thucydides means cannot be 
more distant from Gigonus, at any rate, than a third day's easy march, and 
therefore cannot be the Berrea on Mount Bermius. But there was another 
town named Bercea, either in Thrace or in Emathia, though we do not know 
its exact site (see Wassi ad Thucyd. i, 61; Steph. Byz. v, Bip17r; Tafel, 
Thessalonica, Index). This other Bercea, situated somewhere between 
Gigonus and Therma, and out of the limits of that Macedonia which Per
dikkas governed, may probably be the place which Thucydides here indi· 
cates. The Athenians, raising the siege of Pydna, crossed the gulf ma 
shipboard to Bercea, and after vainly trying to surprise that town, marched 
along by land to Gigonus. Whoever inspects the map will see that the 
Athenians would naturally employ their large fleet to transport the army 
by the short transit across the gulf from Pydna (see Livy, xliv, 10), and 
thus avoid the fatiguing land-march round the head of the gulf. l\Iore· 
over, the language of Thucydid&s would seem to make the !and-march 
begin at Berrea and not at Pydna, - a7r av i u Ta v Tat be Tiir Ma1ac5oviar, 
11:at u1' t" bflt v o t l r Bepo' av 11:aKelfhv hrturpb/lavnr, Kai. 1retp&uavrer 
1rpi:irov roii Xr.Jpiov l<:at ovx D.bvrer, e1ropevovro KaTa Yii" 1rpDr 
Iloric5a1av-aµa c5e vfier 7rapi1rAeov t(Jooµ~Kovra. Kar' b/..iyov oe 7rpoiov
Ter rpiraZot upiKovro lr riy<JVOV teat lurpaTo'lreoevuavro. The change of 
tense between u"traviuravrat and t7ropeiiovro, - and the connection of the 
participle u<;tKoµevot with the latter verb, - seems to divide the whole pro
ceeding into two distinct parts; first, departure from Macedonia to Be~a, 
as it would seem, by sea, - next, a land-march from Dercea to Gigonus, of 
three short <lays. 

This is the best account, as it strikes me, of a passage, the real difficul
ties of which are imperfectly noticed by the commentators. 

The site of Gig-Onus cannot be exactly determined, since all that we 
know of the towns on the coast between Potidrea and JEneia, is derived 
from their enumerated names in Herodotus (vii, 123); nor can we be abso· 
lutely certain that he has enumerated them all in the exact order in which 
they were placed. But I think that both Col. Leake and Kiepert's map 
place Gig-Onus too far from Potidrea; for we see, from this passage of 
Thucydides, that it formed the camp from which the Athenian gen
eral went forth immediately to give battle to an enemy posted between 
Olynthus and Potidrea; and the Scholiast says of Gigonus - ov 7rOAi>• IT , , ,
uirqov orwawt;: and Stephan. Byz. ri1r.Jvor, 7ro41r epi/,K'lt; 7r po u e :r 1J t; 
rfi IIa'AA~v17. 

See Colonel Leake, Travels in Northern Greece, vol. iii, ch. xxxi, p. 452. 
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Iolaus. Aristeus posted his Corinthians an<i Potidreans on the 
isthmus near Potidrea, providing a market without the walls, in 
order that they might not stray in quest of provisions: his posi
tion was on the side towards Olynthus, - which was about seven 
miles off, but within sight, and in a lofty and conspicuous situa
tion. He here awaited the approach of the Athenians, calculat
ing that the Chalkidians from Olynthus would, upon the hoisting 
of a given signal, assail them in the rear when they attacked 
him. But Kallias was strong enough to place in reserve his 
:Macedonian cavalry and other allies as a check against Olynthus; 
while with his Athenians and the main force he marched to the 
isthmus and took position in front of Aristeus. In the battle 
which ensued, Aristeus and the chosen band of Corinthians im
mediately about him were completely successful, breaking the 
troops opposed to them, and pursuing for a considerable distance : 
but the remaining Potidreans and Peloponnesians were routed by 
the Athenians and driven within the walls. On returning from 
pursuit, Aristeus found the victorious Athenians between him 
and Potidrea, and was reduced to the alternative either of cutting 
his way through them into the !utter town, or of making a retreat
ing march to Olynthus. He chose the former as the least of two 
hazards, and forced his way through the flank of the Athenians, 

That excellent observer calculates the march, from Bercea on Mount Ber
mius to Potid::ea, as being one of four days, about twenty miles each day. 
Judging by the map, this seems lower than the reality; but admitting it to 
be correct, Thucydides would never describe such a march as Kar' oA. i yo v 
J E 7rp0lOVTf> Tptratol U</JlKOVTO fr riyc.ivov : it would be a march rather 
rapid and fatiguing, especially as it would include the passage of the rivers. 
Nor is it likely, from the description of this battle in Thucydides (i, 62), 
that Gigonus could be anything like a full day's march from Potid::ea. Ac
cording to his description, the Athenian army advanced by three very easy 
marches; then arriving at Gigonus, they encamp, being now near the 
enemy, who on their side are already encamped, expecting them, -trpou
oe;ro(levot rovr 'A'911vaiovr lcrrparoTreoevovro trpil!; 'Oitvvi'fov lv r<iJ 
iu'9µ0: the imperfect tense indicates that they were already there at the 
time when the Athenians took camp at Gigonus ; which would hardly be 
the case if the Athenians had come by three successive marches from Bercea 
on Mount Bermius. 

I would add, that it is no more wonderful that there should be one Bercea 
in Thrace and another in Macedonia, than that there should be one 
MethOne in Thrace and another iu Macedonia (Stcph. B. Mei'twv11). 

VOL. VI. 4 
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wading into the sea in order to. turn the extremity of th~ Poli.. 
drean. wall, which reached entirely across the isthmus, with. a. 
mole, running. out at each end into the water: he effected this 
daring enterprise and saved his detachment, though not without. 
considerable difficulty and some loss. .Meanwhile, the auxiliaries. 
from Olynthus, though they had begun their march on seeing 
the concerted signal, had been kept in check .by the Macedonian. 
horse, so that the Potidreans had. been beaten and. the signal 
again withdrawn, before they could make any effective diversion:: 
nor did the cavalry on either side come into action,. The de
feated Potidreans and Corinthians, having the town immediately 
in their rear, lost only three hundred men, while the Athenians, 
lost one. hundred and fifty, together with the general Kallias.t 

The victory was, however, quite complete, and the Athenians,_ 
after having erected their trophy, and given up the enemy's dead. 
for burial, immediately built their blockading wall acro:is. the 
isthmus, on the side of the mainland, so as to cut off Potidrel!o. 
from all communication with Olynthus and the Chalkidians. To 
make the blockade complete, a second wall across the isthmus 
was necessary, on the other side towards Pallene: but they had 
not force enough to detach a completely separate body for this 
purpose, until after some time they were joined by Phormio with 
sixteen hundred fresh hoplites from Athens. That general, 
landing at Aphytis, in the peninsula of Pallene, marched slowly 
up to Potidreil, ravaging the territory in order to draw out the 
c;itizens to battle: but the challenge not being accepted, he under
took, and finished without obstruction, the blockading wall on tho 
side of Pallene, so that the town was now completely inclosed, 
and the harbor watched by the Athenian fleet. The wall once 
finished, a portion of the force sufficed to guard it, leaving Phor
mio at liberty to undertake aggressive operations against the 
Chalkidic and Bottirean townships. The capture of Potidrea 
was now only a question of more or less time, and Aristeus, in 
order that the provisions might last longer, proposed to the citi
zens to choose a favorable wind, get on shipboard, and break out 
suddenly from the harbor, taking their chance of eludin" the 
.l\.thenian fleet, and leaving only five hundred defenders behind: 

1 Thucyd. i; 62, 63. 
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though he offered himself to be among those left behind, he 
could not determine the citizens to so bold an enterprise, and he 
therefore sallied forth in the way proposed with a small detach
ment, in order to try and procure relief from without, - especi
ally some aid or diversion from Peloponnesus. But he was abie 
to accomplish nothing beyond some partial warlike operations 
ar:p.ong the Chalkidians,1 and a successful ambuscade against the 
citizens of Sermylus, which did nothing for the relief of the 
blockaded town: it had, however, been so well-provisioned that it 
held out for two whole years, - a period full of important events 

.elsewhere. 
From these two contests. between Athens and Corinth, first. 

indirectly at Korkyra, next distinctly and avowedly at Potidrea, 
sprung those important movements in the Lacedremonian alliance 
which will be recounted in the next chapter. 

CHAPTER XLVIII. 

FROlll TIIE BLOCKADE OF POTIDAl:A DOWN TO THE END OF THE 
FIRST YEAR OF THE PELOPONNESIAN WAR. 

EVEN before the recent hostilities at Korkyra and Potidrea, 
it had been evident to reflecting Greeks that the continued obser
vance of the thirty years' truce was very uncertain, and that the 
mingled hatred, fear, and admiration, which Athens inspired. 
throughout Greece, would prompt Sparta and the Spartan con
federacy to seize the first favorable operiing for breaking down the 
Athenian power• That such was the disposition of Sparta, was 
well understood among the Athenian allies, however consider
ations of prudence and general slowness in resolving might post
pone the moment of carrying it into effect. Accordingly, not 
only the Samians when they revolted had applied to the Spartan 

1 Thucyd. i, 65. 
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confederacy for aid, which they appear to have been prevented 
from obtaining chiefly by the pacific interests then animating the 
Corinthians, - but also the Lesbians had endeavored to open 
negotiations with Sparta for a similar purpose, though the author
ities - to whom alone the proposition could have been commu
nicated, since it remained secret and was never executed - had 
given them no encouragement.I The affairs of Athens had been 
administered under the ascendency of PeriklCs, without any 
view to extension of empire or encroachment upon others, 
though with constant view to the probabilities of war, and with 
anxiety to keep the city in a condition to meet it: but even the 
splendid internal ornaments, which Athens at that time acquired, 
were probably not without their effect in provoking jealousy on 
the part of other Greeks as to her ultimate views. The only 
known incident, wherein Athens had been brought into collision 
with a member of the Spartan confederacy prior to the Korky
r:.ean dispute, was the decree passed in regard to l\Iegata, - pro
hibiting the l\Iegarians, on pain of death, from all trade or inter
course as well with Athens as with all ports within the Athenian 
empire. This prohibition was grounded on the alleged fact, that 
the l\Iegarians had harbored runaway slaves from Athens, and 
had appropriated and cultivated portions of land upon the bor
der; partly land, the property of the goddesses of Eleusis, 
partly a strip of territory disputed between the two states, and 
therefore left by mutual understanding in common pasture with
out any permanent inclosure.2 In reference to this latter point, 

1 Thucyd. iii, 2-13. This proposition of the Lesbians at Sparta must 
have been made before the collision between Athens anu Corinth at 
Korkyra. 

2 Thucyd. i, 139. l."1rt1caJ.ovvur lrrepyarrfov Meyaprvrrt -rig yiir n;r upa( 

Kat -riir aopforov, etc. rlutarch, Perik!es, c. 30 ; Schol. au Aristophan. Pac. 
609. 

I agree with Goller that two distinct violations of right are here imputed 
to the l\Icgarians: the one, that they hau cultivated land, the property of 
the goudcsscs at Eleusis, -the other, that they had appropriated and culti
vated the unsettled pasture land on the border. Dr. Arnold"s noic takes a 
different view, less correct, in my opinion : " The land on the frontier was 
consecrated to prevent it from being in closed: in which case the boundaries 
might have been a subject of perpetual dispute between the two countries," 
etc. Compare Thucyd. v, 42, about the border te1Titory round Panakturn. 
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the Athenian herald, Anthemokritus had been sent to l\:Iegara to 
remonstrate, but had been so rudely dealt with, tliat his death 
shortly afterwards was imputed as a crime to the l\Iegarians.l 
We may well suppose that ever since the revolt of l\Iegara, 
fourteen years before, which caused to Athens an irreparable 
mischief, the feeling prevalent between the two towns had been 
one of bitter enmity, manifesting itself in many ways, but so 
much exasperated by recent events as to provoke Athens to a 
signal revenge.2 Exclusion from Athens and all the ports in her 
empire, comprising nearly every island and seaport in the .lEgean, 
was so ruinous to the l\Iegarians, that they loudly complained of 
it at Sparta, representing it as an infraction of the thirty years' 

1 Thucydides (i, 139), in assigning the reasons of this sentence of exclu
sion passed by Athens against the Megarians, mentions only the two alle
gations here noticed,-wrongful cultivation of territory, and reception of 
runaway slaves. He does not allude to the herald, Anthemokritus: still 
less does he notice that gossip of the day, which Aristophanes and other 
comedians of this period turn to account in fa;tening the Pcloponnesian 
war upon the personal sympathies of Pcrik!Cs, namely, that first, some 
young men of Athens stole away the courtczan, Simrutha, from Mcgara: 
next, the l\fegarian youth revenged themselves by stealing away from 
Athens "two engaging courtezans,'' one of whom was the mistress of Peri
kles; upon which the latter was so enraged that he proposed the sentence 
of exclusion against the Mcgarians (Aristoph. Acharn. 501-516; Plutarch, 
Pcrikles, c. 30). 

Such stories are chiefly valuable as they make us acquainted with the 
political scandal of the time. But the story of the herald, Anthemokritus, 
and his death, cannot be altogether rejected. Though Thucydides, not 
mentioning the fact, did not believe that the herald's death had really been 
occasioned by the i\Icgarians ; yet there probably was a popular belief at 
Athens to that effect, under the influence of which the deceased herald 
received a public burial near the Thriasian gate of Athens, leading to 
Eleusis: see Philippi Epistol. ad A then. ap. Demos then. p.159, R.; Pausan. 
i, 36, 3; iii, 4, 2. The language of Plutarch (Perikl8s, c. 30) is probably 
literally correct, - "the herald's death appeared to ha,·e been caused by the 
l\Iegarians,'' - alri(l TWV Meyapiwv urro{}avetv Mo;e. That neither Thucy
dides, nor Perik!es himself, believed that the Megarians had really caused 
his death, is pretty certain : otherwise, the fact would have been urged 
when the Lacedremonians sent to complain of the sentence of exclusion,
being a deed so notoriously repugnant to all Grecian feeling. 

'Thucyd. i, 67. Mqapiir, OJJl.ovvnr µf:v Kat lrepa OVI< ol.iya otfupopa, 
µa/, tar a oi:, Atµivwv re eZpyea{}at TWV lv rij 'A fJ1]vat(,JV upxij, etc. 
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truce; though .it was undoubtedly within the legitimate right or 
Athens to enforce, - and was even less harsh than the system
atic expulsion of foreigners by Sparta, with which Perikles com
pared it. 

These complaints found increased attention after the war of 
Korkyra and the blockade of Potida:!a by the Athenians. The sen• 
timents of the Corinthians towards Athens had now become 
angry and warlike in the highest degree: nor was it simply re
sentment for the past which animated them, but also the anxiety 
farther to bring upon Athens so strong a hostile pressure as 
should preserve Potidrea and its garrison from capture. Accord
ingly, they lost no time in endeavoring to rouse the feelings of the 
Spartans against Athens, and in inducing them to invite to Sparta 
all such of the confederates as had any grievances against that 
city. Not merely the l\Iegarians but several other confederates, 
appeared there as accusers; while the lEginetans, though their 
insular position made it perilous for them to appear, made them
selves vehemently heard through the mouths of others, complain
ing that Athens withheld from them that autonomy to which they 
were entitled under the truce.I 

According to the Lacedremonian practice, it was necessary first 
that the Spartans themselves, apart from their allies, should de

1 Thucyd. i, 67. Aiyovui; OVIC elvat avrovoµot /CllTU TUI; mrovoui;. o. 
:Miiller (JEginet. p. 180) and Goller in his not.e, think that the truce (or 
covenant generally) here alluded to is, not the thirty years' truce, concluded 
fourteen years before the period actually present, but the ancient alliance 
against the Persians, solemnly ratified nnd continued after the victory of 
Platrea. Dr. Arnold, on the contrary, thinks that the thirty years' truce is 
alluded to, which the JEginetans interpreted (rightly or not) as entitling 
them to independence. 

The former opinion might seem to be countenanced by the allusion to 
lEgina in the speech of the Thebans (iii, 64): but on the other hand, if we 
consult i, 115, it will appear possible that the wording of the thirty years' 
truce may have been general, as,-'Arroooiivat oe 'A-IJrivaiovi; 011a i'xov11t 
ITtAorrovvri11[CJv: at any rate, the lEginetans may have pretended that, by 
the same rule as Athens gave up Nisrea, Pegre, etc., she ought also to 
renounce JEgina. 

However, we must recollect that the one plea does not exclude the other: 
the JEginetans may have taken advantage of both in enforcing their prayer 
for interference. This seems to have been the idea of the Scholiast, when 
he says - Karil r~v 11vµ4'CJvia11 rwv 11rrov6wv. 
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cide whether there existed a sufficient case of wrong done by 
Athens against themselves or against Peloponnesus, - either in 
violation of the thirty years' truce, or in any other way. If the 
determination of Sparta herself were in the negative, the case 
·would never even be submitted to the vote of the allies; but if 
it were in the affirmative, then the latter would be com-oked to 
deliver their opinion also: and assuming that the majority of votes 
coincided "ivith the previous decision of Sparta, the entire confede
·racy stood then pledged to the given line of policy, -if the 
majority was contrary, the Spartans would stand alone, or with 
such only of the confederates as concurred. Each allied city, 
great or small, had an equal right of suffrage. It thus appears 
that Sparta herself did.not vote as a member of the confedel:acy, 
but separately and individually as leader, - and that the only 
question ever submitted to the allies \vas, whether they would or 
would not go along with her previous decision. Such was the 
·course ·of proceeding now followed: the Corinthians, together 
with such other of the confederates as felt either aggrieved or 
alarmed by Athens, presented themselves before the public 
assembly of Spartan citizens, prepared to prove that the Athe
nians had broken the truce, and were going on in a course of 
wrong towards Peloponnesus.I Even in the oligarchy of Sparta, 
such a question as this could only be decided l:>y a general assem
bly of Spartan citizens, qualified both by age, by regular contri
bution to the public mess, and by obedience to Spartan disci
pline. To the assembly so constituted the deputies of the various 
allied cities addi:essed themselves, each setting forth his case 
against Athens. The Corinthians chose to reserve themselves to 
the last, after the assembly had been previously inflamed by the 
previous speakers. 

Of this important assembly, on which so much of the future 
fate of Greece turned, Thucydides has preserved an account 
unusually copious. First, th~ speech delivered by the Corinthian 
envoys. Next, that of some Athenian envoys, who happening to 
be at the same time in Sparta on some other matters, and being 

1 Thucyd. i, 67. 1wref36,,,v ll.:&ovre' rwv 'A{)rivafov I'm urrov<la, re 
At'-vKore, eltv 1w2 c't<ltKoZeiJ r1/v ITtl..6rrovvriuov. The change of tense in 
these two verbs is to be noticed. 
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present in the assembly so as to have heard the speeclies both of 
the Corinthians and of the other complainants, obtained permis
.sion from the magistrates to address the assembly in their turn. 
Thirdly, the address of the 8partan king Archidamus, on the 
course of policy proper to be adopted by Sparta. Lastly, the 
brief, but eminently characteristic, address of the ephor Sthene
laidas, on putting the question for decision. These speeches, the 
composition of Thucydides himself, contain substantially. the 
sentiments of the parties to whom they are ascribed: neither 
of them is distinctly a reply to that which has preceded, but 
each presents the situation of affairs from a different point of 
view. . 

The Corinthians knew well that the au,dience whom they were 
about to address had been favorably prepared for them, - for 
the Lacedremonian authorities had already given an actual prom
ise to them and to the Potidreans at the moment before Potidrea 
revolted, that they would invade Attica. So great was the revo
lution in sentiment of the Spartans, since they had declined 
lending aid to the much more powerful island of Lesbos, when 
it proposed to revolt, - a revolution occasioned by the altered 
interests and sentiments of Corinth. Nor were the Corinthians 
ignorant that their positive grounds of complaint against Athens, 
in respect of wrong or violation of the existing truce, were both 
few and feeble. Neither in the dispute about Potidrea nor about 
Korkyra, had Athens infringed the truce or wronged the Pelo
ponnesian alliance. In both, she had come into collision with 
Corinth, singly and apart from the confederacy: she had a right, 
both according to the truce and according to the received maxims 
of international law, to lend defensive aid to the Korkyrreans at 
their own request, - she had a right also, according to the prin
ciples laid' down by the Corinthians themselves on occasion of the 
revolt of Samos, to restrain the Potidreami from revolting. She 
had committed nothing which could fairly be called an aggres
sion: indeed the aggression, both in the case of Potidma and in 
that of Korkyra, was decidedly on the side of the Corinthians: 
and the Peloponnesian confederacy could only be so far implicated 
as it was understood to be bound to espouse the separate quarrels, 
right or wrong, of Corinth. All this was well known to the 
Corinthian envoys ; and accordingly we find that, in their speech 
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at Sparta, they touch but lightly, and in vague terms, on positive 
or recent wrongs. Even that which they do say completely 
justifies the proceedings of A thens about the affair of Korkyra, 
since they confess without hesitation the design of seizing the 
large Korkyrrean navy for the use of the Peloponnesian alliance: 
while in respect of Potidrea, if we had only the speech of the 
Corinthian envoy before us without any other knowledge, we 
should have supposed it to be an independent state, not connected 
by any permanent bonds with Athens, -we should have sup
posed that the siege of Potidrea by Athens was an unprovoked 
1lggression upon an autonomous ally of Corinth,I -we should 
never have imagined that Corinth had deliberately instigated 
and aided the revolt of the Chalkidians as well as of the Poti
dreans against Athens. It might be pretended that she had a 
right to do this, by virtue of her undefined metropolitan relations 
with Potidrea: but at any rate, the incident was not such as to 
afford any decent pretext for charge against the Athenians, either 
of outrage towards Corinth,2 or of wrongful aggression against 
the Peloponnesian confederacy. 

To dwell much upon specific allegations of wrong, would not 
have suited the purpose of the Corinthian envoy ; for against 
such, the thirty years' truce expressly provided that recourse 
should be had to amicable arbitration, -to which recourse he 
never once alludes. Ile kne\v that, as between Corinth and 
Athens, war had already begun at Potidrea; and his business, 
throughout nearly all of a very emphatic speech is, to show that 
the Peloponnesian confederacy, and especially Sparta, is bound 
to take instant part in it, not less by pruden~ than by duty. He 
employs the most animated language to depict the ambition, the 
unwearied activity, the personal effort abroad as well as at home, 
the quick resolves, the sanguine hopes never dashed by failure, 
- of Athens ; as contrasted with the cautious, home-keeping, 
indolent, scrupulous routine of Sparta. He reproaches the 

Thucyd. i, 68. ob yc'tp UV KipKvp&.v Te vrroAa,BovTe, {3t(l fiµCJv elxov, 
Kat ITorioatav faoAtopKovv, tiv TO µ'i:v errtKatporarov xwptov rrpil, Ta trr~ 
6pt,iK1]~ l.rn:oxpfia-&at, ~ de vavrtKOV av µiytt1TOV rr&.peaxe ITtAO'lrOVV1]t1lot,. 

• Thucyd. i, 68. tv ol, rrpoa~1m i/µii.' ovx f}Ktt1Ta eirreiv, oa<tJ 1rnl µiytaTa 
lyKA~µara lxoµev, vrro µev 'A..9-11va[(JV v{3pt,6µ.evoi., vrro Oe vµ.CJv aµeAf>vµevoi. 

VOL. vr. 4* . . 6oe: 
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Spartans with their backwardness and timidity, in not having 
repressed the growth of Athens before she reached this formid
able height, - especially in having allowed her to fortify her city 
after the retreat of Xerxes, and afterwards to build the long 
walls from the city to the sea.I The Spartans, he observes, 
stood alone among all Greeks, in the notable system of keeping 
down an enemy not by acting, but delaying to act,-not arresting 
his growth, but putting him down when his force was doubled. 
Falsely, indeed, had they acquired the reputation of being sure, 
when they were in reality merely slow :2 in resisting Xerxes, as 
in resisting Athens, they had always been behindhand, disap
pointing and leaving their friends to ruin, - while both these 
enemies had only failed of complete success through their own 
mistakes. 

After half apologizing for the tartness of these reproofs, 
·which, however, as the Spartans were now well-disposed to go to 
·war forthwith, would be well-timed and even agreeable, - the Co
rinthian orator vindicates the necessity of plain-speaking by the 
urgent peril of the emergency, and the formidable character of the 
enemy who threatened them. "You do not reflect (he says) how 
thor~ughly different the Athenians are from yourselves. T/1ey 
are innovators by nature ; sharp both in devising, and in executing 
what they have determined: you are sharp only in keeping what 
you have got, in determining on nothing beyond, and in doing 
even less than absolute necessity requires.3 Tliey again dare 
beyond their means, run risks beyond their own judgment, and 
keep alive their hopes even in desperate' circumstances: your 

1 Thucyd. i, 69. 
• Thucyd. i, 69. ~rrvxa~eTe yup µovot 'EA./.~v<Jv, w AaKeoa1µ6vwt, ob Tfj 

ovvaµet Ttvcl. uA.A.iJ. Tij µeA.A.i,rret itµvvoµevot, Kat µovot OVK ap;i:oµiv7)V T~V 
aii;7)C1lV TOJV l;i:.Jpwv, OtTrA.aatovµiv7)V oe, KaTaA.vovur. Kafrot lA.iyea.Je 
uarpaA.eir eivat, WV upa 0 l.6yor TOV lpyov tKparet • TOV TE yup Mijoov, etc. 

3 Thncyd. i, 70. Oi µiv ye VtCJTtp07rOlOt, Kat fotx_etpijaat o;eZr Kat E'TrlTE
A.foat lpy<,J 0 U.v yvwatv. vµeir oe Tel. V7rupx_OVTU Te aw(etv, Kat ETrtyvwva& 
U7)0tv, Kat f:pyftJ OVOe TaVayKata li11cfo.Jat. 

The meaning of the word o~elr-slwrp-when applied to the latter 
half of the sentence, is in the nature of a sarcasm. But this is suitable to 
the character of the speech. Goller supposes some such word as lKavo~ 
instead of o;~rr, to be understood: but we should thereby both depart frorr: 
the more obvious syntax, and weaken the general meaning. 

http:lA.iyea.Je
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peculiarity is, that your performance comes short of your power, 
-you have no faith even in what your judgment guarantees,
wben in difficulties, you despair of all escape. They never hang 
back, -you are habitual laggards: they love foreign service, 
you cannot stfr from home: for they are always under the belief 
that their movements will lead to some farther gain, while you 
fancy that new projects will endanger what you have already. 
'Vhen successful, they make the greatest forward march; when 
defeated, they fall back the least. Moreover, they task their 
bodies on behalf of their city as if they were the bodies of 
others, - while their minds are most of all their own, for exer
tion in her service.I 'Vhen their plans for acquisition do not 
come successfully out, they feel like men robbed of what belongs 
to them: yet the acquisitions when realized appear like trifles 
compared with what remains to be acquired. If they sometimes 
fail in an attempt, new hopes arise in some other direction to 
supply the want: for with them alone the possession and the 
110pe of what they aim at is almost simultaneous, from their habit 
of quickly executing all that they have once resolved. And in 
this manner do they toil throughout all their lives amidst hard
ship and peril, disregarding present enjoyment in the continual 
thirst for increase, - knowing no other festival recreation except 
the performance of active duty, - and deeming inactive repose 
a worse condition than fatiguing occupation. To speak the truth 
in two words: such is their inborn temper, that they will neither 
remain at rest themselves, nor allow rest to others.2 

"Such is the city which stands opposed to you, Lacedremo
nians,-yet ye still hang back from action ......Your continual 
scruples and apathy would hardly be safe, even if ye had neigh-

I Thncyd. i, 70. frt oe roit; µev uwµautv u'A'Aorptwrurott; inrl:p rig rr6A.ewt; 
;i:pi:ivrat, rfi yvwµy ol: olKetorury lt; TO rrpuuuetv rt vrrep avrijt;. 

It is difficult to convey, in translation, the antithesis between u'A'Aorptc.iru
Tott; and olKetoru•y -not without a certain conceit, which Thucydides is 
occasionally fond of. 

2 Thucyd. l. c. Kat ravra µeri':t rrvvwv rruvra Kat Ktvc%vc.iv Ot' vi.av roii 
aii:Jvot; µo;i:i'Joiiut, Kat urro'Aaiiovutv tA.uxtura TWV vrrapxovrc.iv, Oti':t TO ue2 
Kruu{)at Ka2 µlire topri/v ul,/.o rt fJYefo{)ai 1j ril TU oiovra Trpu~at, ~v,urpopav 
of: ovx 7;uuov i1uvxiav urrpuyµov.a 1j au;i:o'Aiav lrrirrovov. ware e! nr avTovr 
~vve'Ai:iv rpai11 rrerpvKevat lrrt rfi> µfire avrovt; l;i:etv i/rJV;tLaV µfire TOVt; u'A'Aov.r 
uv{)pwrrovt; lij,v, op{)i:Jt; <tV eL1rOL. 

http:vrrapxovrc.iv
http:Ktvc%vc.iv
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bors like yourselves in character : but as to dealings with Athens, 
your system is antiquated and out of date. In politics as in art, 
it is the modern improvements which are sure to come out victo
rious : and though unchanged institutions are best, if a city be 
not called upon to act, -yet multiplicity of active obligations 
requires multiplicity and novelty of contrivance.I It is through 
these numerous trials that the means of Athens have acquired so 
much more new d~velopment than yours." 

The Corinthians concluded by saying, that if, after so many 
previous warnings, now repeated for the last time, Sparta still 
-refused to protect her allies against Athens, ~if she delayed to 
perform her promise made to the Potidreans, of immediately 
invading Attica, - they, the Corinthians, would forthwith look 
for safety in some new alliance, and they felt themselves fully 
justified in doing so. They admonished her to look well to the 
case, and to carry forward Peloponnesus with undiminished 
dignity as it had been transmitted to her from her predecessors.2 

Such was the memorable picture of Athens and her citizens, 
·as exhibited by 11er fiercest enemy, before the public assembly at 
Sparta. It was calculated to impress the assembly, not by 
appeal to recent or particular misdeeds, but by the general system 
of unprincipled and endless aggression which was imputed to 
Athens during the past, - and by the certainty held out that the 
same system, unless put down by measures of decisive hostility, 
would be pushed still farther in future to the utter ruin of Pelo
ponnesus. And to this point did the Athenian enYoy- staying 
in Sparta about some other negotiation, and now present in the 
assembly- address himself in reply, after having asked and 
obtained permission from the magistrates. The empire of Athens 
was now of such standing that the younger men present had no 
personal knowledge of the circumstances under which it had 
grown up : and what was needed as information for them would 
be impressive as a reminder even to their seniors.3 

Thucyd. i, 71. 1ip;i:a"6rporra vµwv TU ErrlT1)0evµara rrpor avTovr lurtv. 
'AvuyK1) o'' forrep TEXV1Jr, llfl TU l1r1y1yvoµeva Kparelv. Kat i/av;i:al;ovrn; µf:v 
rroilet Tu ll/ClV1)Ta voµtµa upiara, rrpor rroilila of; avayKal;oµivoir Uvat, rroilill)r 
Kat Tfr tmrqvfiae<Jr oei. 2 Thucyd. i, 71. 

3 Thueyd. i, 72. 

I 
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He began by disclaiming all intention of defending his native 
city against the charges of specific wrong or alleged infractions 
of the existing truce : this was no part of his mis::iion , m~r did 
he recognize Sparta as a competent judge in disputes between 
Athens and Corinth. But he nevertheless thought it his duty to 
vindicate Athens against the general character of injustice and 
·aggression imputed to her, as well as to offer a solemn warning 
to the Spartans against the policy toward:! which they were 
obviously tending. He then proceeded to show that the empire 
of Athens had been honorably earned and amply deserved, 
that it had been voluntarily ceded, and even pressed upon.her,
nnd that she could not abdicate it without emperiling her own 
separate existence and security. Far from thinking that the 
circumstances under which it was acquired needed apology, he 
appealed to them with pride as a testimony of the genuine 
Hellenic patriotism of that city which the Spartan congress now 
seemed disposed to run down as an enemy.I He then dwelt 
upon the circumstances attending the Persian invasion, setting 
forth the superior forwardness and the unflinching endurance of 
Athens, in spite of ungenerous neglect from Sparta and the other 
Greeks, - the preponderance of her naval force in the entire 
armament, - the directing genills of her general Themistokles, 
complimented even by Sparta herself, -and the title of Athens 
to rank on that memorable occasion as the principal saviour of 
Greece. This alone ought to save her empire from reproach: 
but this was not all, - for that empire had been tendered to her 
by the pressing instance of the allies, at a time when Sparta had 
proved herself both incompetent and unwilling to prosecute the 
war against Persia.2 By simple exercise of the constraining 
force inseparable from her presidential obligations, and by the 

Thucycl. i, 73. prr&ft<IeTat oe ov 7rapatrfi<ItW!; µii'A'Aov lve!Ca nµapTvpiov, 
KftL th(i.wfTW!: rrpii!; OlaV vµiv 1rOAlV µTi EV {lov'Aevoµ{votr; 0 uywv /CaTa<ITi/<IETal. 

~ Thll('~"ll. L ;;;. 'Ap' u;wi foµev, cJ Aa1wJaiµovtot, Kat 7rpo&vµiar tveKa T~!: 
T1;;e Kat )To1µ11!: <IVVfotw!;, up;rfi!: }'E ~r f:;roµev TOt!; •EAA1]<It µ~ OVTW!; uyav 
trri¢1%vwr; 0UlKeirr8at j Kai: yup UVT~V rfivoe f').u(3oµev OV {lta<Iaµevot, u.V..• 
vµwv µh oi·IC i.fhl.1]<Iftvrwv 7rapaµeivat 7rp0!; TU vrro'Aotrra TOV {3apf3upov, 7/µiv 
11~ 7rpt1<Ifl.truVTWV TWV ~VµflUXWV, Kai avTWV Oe7)tTevTWV ftyeµova{ /CaTa<IT~at • 
t; aiToii .1~ TOV i:pyov !'aT1)vayKa<I{}1]µev TO r.pwrov 7rpoayayeiv avT~ tr; TOOE, 
µ{1At<ITa ,uh t'T:"u ofovr, lrretTa oe /Cat Ttµq!;, V<ITtpov Kat W</JtAtta!: 

I 
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reduction of various allies who revolted, Athens had gradually 
become unpopular, while Sparta too had become her enemy 
instead of her friend. To relax her hold upon her allies would 
have· been to make them the allies of Sparta against her ; and 
thus the motive of fear was added to those of ambition and 
revenue, in inducing Athens to maintain her imperial dominion 
by force. In her position, no Grecian power either would or 
could have acted otherwise: no Grecian power, certainly not 
Sparta, would have acted with so much equity and moderation, 
or given so little ground of complaint to her subjects. "'\Vorse 
they h.ad suffered, while under Persia: worse they would suffer, 
if they came under Sparta, who held her own allies under the 
thraldom of an oligarchical party in each city; and if they hated 
Athens, this was only because subjects always hated the present 
dominion, whatever that might be.L 

Having justified.both the origin and the working of the Athe
nian empire, the envoy concluded by warning Sparta to consider 
calmly, without being hurried away by the passions and invec
tives of others, before she took a step from which there was no 
retreat., and which exposed the future to chances such as no man 
on either side could foresee. He cailed on her not to break the 
truce mutually sworn to, but to adjust all differences, as Athens 
was prepared to do, by the amicable arbitration which that truce 
provided. Should she begin war, the Athenians would follow 
her lead and resist her, calling to witness those gods under whose 
sanction the oaths were taken.2 

The facts recounted in the preceding chapters will have shown, 
that the account given by the Athenian envoy at Sparta, of the 
origin and character of the empire exercised by his city, though 
doubtless the account of a partisan, is in substance correct and 
equitable; the envoys of Athens had not yet learned to take the 
tone which they assumed in the sixteenth and seventeenth years 

! Thucyd. i, 77. 
2 Thucyd. i, iS. nµelr; oe lv ovoeµ[<;i rrc.i roiavry aµaprt<;i ovni;, ovr' avro2 

ovre vµfi.r; opwvrrr;, "Uyoµev vµiv, lc.ir; lrt aMtaiperor; uµ<t>oripoti; n ev{3ovl.ia, 
crrrovclur; µ~ i.vetv µ17oe rrapa{3aiveiv rovr; op1<ovr;, ru cle ot&</>opa 0£1<y l.ve<n'tat 
Kara r~v ~vv&~1<17v • fJ i'hovr; rovr; op1<iovr; µ&prvpar; rrowvµevot, rretpacrnµe&a 
aµvvecr{}at rroli.iµov up;rovrar; ravry ii UV v</>11y~cr&e. . 

http:ev{3ovl.ia
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of the coming war, at l\felus and Kamarina. At any time pre
vious to the affair of Korkyra, the topics insisted upon by the 
Athenian would probably have been profoundly listened to at 
Sparta. But now the mind of the Spartans was made up. 
Having cleared the assembly of all "strangers," and even all 
allies, they proceeded to discuss and determine the question 
among themselves. l\Iost of tlieir speakers 11eld but one lan
guage,! - expatiating on the wrongs already done by Athens, 
and urging the necessity of instant war. There was, however, 
one voice, and that a commanding voice, raised against this 
conclusion : the ancient and respected king Archidamus op
posed it. 

The speech of Archidamus is that of a deliberate Spartan, 
who, setting aside both hatred to Athens and blind partiality to 
allies, looks at the question with a view to the interests and honor 
of Sparta only, - not, however, omitting her imperial as well as 
her separate character. The preceding native speakers, indig
nant against Athens, had probably appealed to Spartan pride, 
treating it as an intolerable disgrace that almost the entire land
force of Dorian Peloponnesus should be thus bullied by one 
single Ionic city, and should hesitate to commence a war which 
one invasion of Attica would probably terminate. As the Cor
inthians had tried to excite the Spartans by well~timed taunts 
and reproaches, so the subsequent speakers had aimed at the 
same objects by panegyric npon the well-known valor and disci
pline of the city. To all these arguments Archidamus set him
self to reply. Invoking the experience of the elders his contem
poraries ar.ound him, he impressed upon the assembly the grave 
responsibility, the uncertainties, difficulties, and perils, of the 
war into which they were hurrying without preparation.2 Ile 
reminded them of the wealth, the population, greater than that 
of any other Grecian city, the naval force, the cavalry, the hop
lites, the large foreign dominion of Athens, - and then asked by 
what means they proposed to put her down ?3 Ships, they had 

' Thucyd. i, 79. Kat Twv µf:v 'lrAtiovl.Jv E'lrt To ab-ril al yvwµat lrpepov, 
uOtKeiv -re 'Aii11vaiov> ~011, Kat 7r0Aeµ11Tia eh•at lv Taxet. 

2 Thucyd. i, 80. 
3 Tlmcyd. i, 80. 7rpil> oe uvopa>, ol yijv Te lKii.> lxovut Kai 7rpouen 'ICOAl:µov 
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few ; trained seamen, yet fewer ; wealth, next to none. They 
could indeed invade and ravage .Attica, by their superior num
bers and land-force : but the .Athenians had possessions abroad 
sufficient to enable them to dispense with the produce of .Attica, 
while their great navy would retaliate the like ravages upon 
Peloponnesus. To suppose that one or two devastating expedi· 
tions into .Attica would bring tile war to an end, would be a de
plorable error : such proceedings would merely enrage the .Athe
nians, without impairing their real strength, and the war would 
thus be prolonged, perhaps, for a whole generation.I Before they 
determined upon war, it was absolutely necessary to provide 
more efficient means for carrying it on; and to multiply their 
allies, not merely among the Greeks, but among foreigners also: 
while this was in process, envoys ought to be sent to .Athens to 
remonstrate and obtain redress for the grievances of the allies. 
If the .Athenians granted this, - which they very probably 
would do, when they saw the preparations going forward, and 
when the ruin of the highly-cultivated soil of .Attica was held 
over them in terrorem without being actually consummated, -so 
much the better: if they refused, in the course of two or three 
years war might be commenced with some hopes of success. 
.Archidamus reminded his countrymen that their allies would 
hold them rf:lsponsible for the good or bad issue of what was now 
determined ;2 admonishing them, in the true spirit of a conser
vative Spartan, to cling to that cautious policy which had been 
ever the characteristic of the state, despising both taunts on their 
tardiness and panegyric on their valor. "We, Spartans, owe 
both our bravery and our prudence to our admirable public dis
cipline : it makes us warlike, because the sense of shame is most 
closely connected with discipline, as valor is with the sense of 
shame: it makes us prudent, because our training keeps us too 
ignorant to set ourselves above our own institutions, and holds us 

tµ~etpora;oi eiat, Kat TOL£' UAA0t£' urracnv upurra l~i/prvvrat, 7rAOVT'iJ re lOi<tJ 
Kat OT/µ~aUiJ Kat vavat Kat lrrrrotr /Wt orrAotr, Kat ll;rM,i, oaor OVK tv UAA'iJ l:vi 
ye Xl.JPl't' 'EAl.rtVtK<ii lar!v, frt oe Kat ;vµµ&;rovr rroAAovr tfiopov vrrorel.eic 
~xovai, rrwr XPn rrpilr roiirovr pr;.ofo> rr61.eµov tl.paarJat, Kat rivt mareiiaavrar 
urrapaaKeiJovr trru;rfJ~vat, 

1 
Thucyd. i, 81. oiclouca oe µal.I.av µr, Kat roir rratatv ahiiv {1110Airr1.Jµev, 

etc. 2 Thucyd. i, 82, 83. 
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under sharp restraint so as not to disobey them.t And thus, not 
being overwise in unprofitable accomplishments, we Spartans 
are not given to disparage our enemy's strength in clever speech, 
and then meet him with short-comings in reality : we think that 
the capacity of neighboring states is much on a par, and that the 
chances in reserve for both parties are too uncertain to be dis
criminated beforehand by speech. ""\Ve always make real prepa
rations against our enemies, as if they were proceeding wisely on 
their side: we must count upon- security through our own pre
cautions, not upon the chance of their errors. Indeed, there is 
no great superiority in one man as compared with another: he is 
the stoutest who is trained in the severest trials. Let us, for our 
parts, not renounce this discipline, which we have received from 
our fathers, and which we still continue, to our very great profit: 
let us not hurry on, in one short hour, a resolution upon which 
depend so many lives, so much property, so many cities, and our 
own reputation besides. Let us take time to consider, since our 

1 Thucyd. i, 84. Ilo/,,eµucoi Te Kat ev/3ovAot Ota TO ev1Co1Yµov ytyvoµdJa, Til 
µ'i:v, OTL alOw, IYW</>pOIYVVT/!: 7rAtlrYTOV µeTi;cet, alrY;cvv71(' OE ein/JV;(la' ev/30VAOL 
ell:, uµai'fforepov TWV voµcJV T;';(' V7rtpo'l/;ta> 7rat&voµevot, /Cat ;vv ;caAt7rOTT/rt 
IYW</>povforepov Fi WIYTe avrwv UVT/KOVIYTeZV. Kat µij, Ta u;cpeia ;vveTOt ayav 
OVTf(', Tll(; TWV 7ro').eµ[wv 7rapaaKevur: Aoyc,i /CaAW(' µeµrpoµevot, uvopoiw> lpyc,i 
hre;ttvat, voµ[,etv oi: TU(' Te OtaVOla!," TWV 1rEAar; 7raparrA711YtoV(' elvat, Kat TU(' 
7rpoa7rmTDvaar: Tv;car: ov A.oyc,i oiatper&r:. 

In the construction of the last sentence, I follow Haack and Poppo, in 
preference to Goller and Dr. Arnold. 

The wording of this part of the speech of Archidamus is awkward and 
obscure, though we make out pretty well the general sense. It deserves pe
culiar attention, as coming from a king of Sparta, personally, too, a man of 
superior judgment. The great points of the Spartan character are all 
brought out. I. A narrow, strictly-defined, and uniform range of ideas. 
2. Compression of all other impulses and desires, hut an increased sensi
bility to their own public opinion. 3. Great habits of endurance as well as 
of submission. 

The way in which the features of Spartan character are deduced from 
Spartan institutions, as well as the pride which 4\rchidamus expresses in 
the ignorance and narrow mental range of his countrymen, are here re
markable. A similar championship of ignorance and narrow-mindedness 
is not only to be found among those who deride the literary and oratorical 
tastes of the Athenian democracy (see Aristophanes, Han. 1070: compare 
Xenophon, Memorab. i, 2, 9-49), but also in the speech of Kleon (Thucyd. 
iii, 37). 
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i;trength puts it fully in our power to do so. Send envoys to the 
Athenians on the subject of Potid::ca, and of the other grievances 
alleged by our allies, - and that too, the rather as they are ready 
to give us satisfaction: against one who offers satisfaction, custom 
forbids you to proceed, without some previous application, as if 
he were a proclaimed wrong-doer. But, at the same time, make 
preparation for war; such will be the course of policy at once 
the best for your own power and the most terror-striking to your 
enemies." I 

The speech of Archidamus was not only in itself full of plain 
reason and good sense, but delivered altogether from the point 
of view of a Spartan; appealing greatly to Spartan conservative 
feeling and even prejudice. But in spite of all this, and in spite 
of the personal esteem entertained for the speaker, the tide of 
feeling in the opposite direction was at that moment irresistible. 
Stheneliiidas ~one of the five ephors, to whom it fell to put the 
<:!uestion for voting - closed the debate ; and his few words mark 
at once the character of the man, tM temper of the assembly, 
and the simplicity of speech, though without the wisdom of judg
ment, for which Archidamus had taken credit to his country
men. 

"I don't understand (he said) these long speeches of'the Athe
nians. They have praised themselves abundantly, but they have 
never rebutted what is laid to their charge, -that they are guilty 
of wrong against our allies and against Peloponnesus. Now, if 
in former days they were good men against the Persians, and are 
now evil-doers against us, they deserve double punishment, as 
having become evil-doers instead of good.2 But we are the 

· same now as we were then: we know better than to sit still while 
·our allies are suffering wrong : we shall not adjourn our aid 
while they cannot adjourn their sufferings.a Others have in 

1 Thucyd. i, 84, 85. 
2 Compare a similar sentiment in the speech of the Thebans against the 

Platreans (Thucyd. iii, 67). 
3 Thucyd. i, 86. i/µelr oe oµolot Kat TOT£ Kat vvv foµev, Kat rovr: ~vµµU.

xovr, ~v awrppo1,wµev, ov 1reptfnpoµe{}a UOtKovµivovr;, ovoe µe/../..~aoµev Ttµw
pelv. oi oe OVKirt µeAAovat l<aKW, Traa;retv. 

Th~re is here a play upon the word µiA/..eiv, which it is not easy to pre· 
serve m a translation. 
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nbundance wealth, ships, and horses, - but we have good allies, 
whom we are not to abandon to the mercy of the Athenians : 
nor are we to trust our redress to arbitration and to words, when 
our wrongs are not confined to words. "\Ve must help them 
speedily and with all our strength. Nor let any one tell us that 
we can with honor deliberate when we are actually suffering 
wrong, -it is rather for those who intend to do the wrong, to 
deliberate well beforehand. Resolve upon war then, Lacedrcmo
nians, in a manner worthy of Sparta: suffer not the Athenians 
to become greater than they are : let us not betray our allies 
to ruin, but march, with the aid of the gods, against the wrong
doers." ' 

"\Vith these few. words, so well calculated to defeat the pruden
tial admonitions of Archidamus, Stheneliiidas put the question 
for the decision of the assembly, -which, at Sparta, was usually 
taken neither by show of hands nor by deposit of balls in an urn, 
but by cries analogous to the Aye or No of the English House 
of Commons,- the presiding ephor declaring which of the cries 
predominated. On this occasion the cry for war was manifestly 
the stronger :1 yet Stheneliiidas affected inability to determine 
which of tl1e two cries was the louder, in order that he might 
have an excuse for bringing about a more impressive manifes
tation of sentiment and a stronger apparent majority, - since a 
portion of the minority would probably be afraid to show their real 
opinions as individuals openly. He accordingly directed a di
vision, like the Speaker of the English House of Commons, 
when his decision in favor of aye or no is questioned by any 
member : " Such of you as think that the truce has been vio
lated, and that the Athenians are doing us wrong, go to that side; 
such as think the contrary, to the other side." The assembly ac
cordingly divided, and the majority was very great on the warlike 
side of the question. 

The first step of the Lacedrcmonians, after coming to this im
portant decision was, to send to Delphi and inquire of the oracle 
whether it would be beneficial to them to undertake the war: 
the answer brought back (Thucydides seems hardly certain that 

1 Thucyd. i, 87. {3ovl..Oµevor tzvroi!~ rpavepwr lt:n:ooeucvvµ€vovr Ti)v yvwµriv 
tr ro rroA.eµeZv µcl.A.A.av opµrwat, etc. 

http:cl.A.A.av
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it was really given!) was, - that if they did their best they 
would be victorious, and that the god would help them, invoked 
or uninvoked. They at the same time convened a general con
gress of their allies at Sparta, for the purpose of submitting their 
recent resolution to the vote of all. 

To the Corinthians, in their anxiety for the relief of Potidrea, 
the decision of this congress was not less important than that 
which the Spartans had just taken separately: and they 11ent 
round envoys to each of the allies, entreating them to authorize 
war without reserve. Through such instigations, acting upon 
the general impulse then prevalent, the congress came together 
in a temper decidedly warlike: most of the speakers were full 
of invective against Athens, and impatient for action, while the 
Corinthians, waiting as before to speak the last, wound up the 
discussion by a speech well calculated to insure a hearty vote. 
Their former speech had been directed to shame, exasperate, and 
alarm the Lacedxmonians : this point had now been carried, and 
they had to enforce, upon the allies generally, the dishonor as 
well as the impolicy of receding from a willing leader. The 
cause was one in which all were interested, the inland states not 
less than the maritime, for both would find themselves ultimately 
victims of the encroaching despot city: whatever efforts were 
necessary fo1· the war, ough~ cheerfully to be made, since it was 
only through war that they could arrive at a secure and honor
able peace. There were good hopes that this might soon be 
attained, and tllat the war would not last long, - so decided was 
the superiority of the confederacy, in numbers, in military skill, 
and in the equal heart and obedience of all its members.2 The 

I Thuryd. i, 118. 0 oe aveiA.ev avroir, w' At ye Tat' etc. 
2 Thucyd. i, 120, 121. Karil 7r0AAU oi: ~µii.r el1d1r E7rtKpaTi1'7at, 7rpWTOV µ'i:v 

r.A.~-&et 7rpov;rovrar Kat lµ7retpt(L 7r,./,eµt1<fi, l7ret Ta oµ o i"' r 7ravra~ tr re} 
'trapayye/.").(,µeva lovrar. 

I conceive that the word oµoit.J~ here alludes to the equal interest of 
all the confederates in the quarrel, as opposed to the Athenian power, which 
was composed partly of constrained subjects, partly of hired mercenaries; 
to both of which points, as weaknesses in :he enemy, the Corinthian orator 
goes on to allude. The word oµoit.Jf here designates the same fact as Peri
k!Cs, in his speech at .Athens (i, 141 ), mentions under the words 7ravre~ 
lufnp11<fiot: the Corinthian orator treats it as an advantage to have all con

http:o�oit.Jf
http:aveiA.ev
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naval superiority of Athens depended c11iefly upon hired seamen, 
- and the confederacy, by borrowing from the treasuries of 
Delphi and Olympia, would soon be able to overbid her, take into 
pay her best mariners, and equal her equipment at sea: they 
would excite revolt among her allies, and establish a permanent 
fortified post for the ruin of Attica. To make up a common fund 
for this purpose, was indispensably necessary ; for Athens was 
far more than a match for each of them single-handed, and 
nothing less than hearty union could save them all from succes
sive enslavement, - the very supposition of which was intolerable 
to Peloponnesian freemen, whose fathers had liberated Greece 
from the Persian. Let them not shrink from endurance and 
sacrifice in such a cause, - it was their hereditary pride to pur
chase success by laborious effort. The Delphian god had prom
ised them his cooperation; and the whole of Greece would 
sympathize in the cause, either from fear of the despotism of 
Athens, or from hopes of profit. They would not be the first to 
break the truce, for the Athenians had already broken it, as the 
declaration of the Delphian god distinctly implied. Let them 
lose no time in sending aid to the PotidIBans, a Dorian population 
now besieged by Ionians, as well as to those other Greeks whom 
Athens had enslaved. Every day the necessity for effort was 
becoming stronger, and the longer it was delayed, the more pain
ful it would be when it came. " Be ye persuaded then, (concluded 
the orator), that this city, which has constituted herself despot of 
Greece, has her position against all of us alike, some for present 
rule, others for future conquest; let us assail and subdue her, that 
we may dwell securely ourselves hereafter, and may emancipate 
those Greeks who are now in slavery."! 

If there were any speeches delivered at this congress in oppo-
sition to the war, they were not likely to be successful in a cause 
wherein even Arehi<lamus had failed. After the Corinthian had 

federates equal and hca11y in the cause: Perik!es, on the contrary, looking 
at the same fact from the Athenian point of view, considers it as a disad
vantage, since it prevented unity of command and determination. 

Poppo's view of this passage seems to me erroneous. 
The same idea is reproduced,. c. 124. eiirep {3ef3ai6rarov ri> ravra 

gvµ<J>€povra Kat ir6A.eut Kat lt5Hiirair; elvat, etc. 
1 Thucyd. i, 123, 124. 
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concluded, the question was put to the deputies of every city, 
great and small, indiscriminately: and the majority decided for. 
war.I This important resolution was adopted about the end of 
432 B.c., or the beginning of January 431 B.C.: the previous 
decision of the Spartans separately may have been taken. about 
two months earlier, in the preceding October or November 432 
B.C. 

Reviewing the conduct of the two great Grecian parties at 
this momentous juncture, with. reference to existing treaties and 
positive grounds of complaint, it seems clear that Athens was iu 
the right. She had done nothing which could fairly be called a vio
lation of the thirty years' truce : and for such of her acts as were 
alleged to be such, she offered to submit them to that amicable 
arbitration which the truce i~elf prescribed. The Peloponnesian 
confederates were manifestly the aggressors in the contest; and 
if Sparta, usually so backward, now came forward in a. spirit so 
decidedly opposite, we are to ascribe it partly to her standing 
fear and jealousy of Athens, partly to the pressure of her allies, 
especially of the Corinthians. Thucydides,. recognizing these 
two as the grand determining motives, and indicating the alleged 
infractions of truce as simple occasions or pretexts, seems to con
sider the fear and hatred of Athens as having contributed more 
to determine Sparta than the urgency of her allies.2 That the 
extraordinary aggrandizement of Athens, during the period im
mediately succeeding the Persian invasion, was well calculated 
to excite alarm and jealousy in Peloponnesus, is indisputable : 
but if we take Athens as she stood in 432 B.c., it deserves notice 
that she had neither made, nor, so far as we know, tried to make, 
a single new acquisition during the whole fourteen years which 
had elapsed since the conclusion of the thirty years' truce ;3 

01 Thucyd. i, 125. Kat To 7rM1-ao~ h/J111'iuavTo r.o/i,eµeiv. It seems that the 
decision was not absolutely unanimous. 

t Thucyd. i, 88. 'Eif111'icraVTO oe ol AaKeoatµovtot TU~ CT'lr:OVOU~ /i,eMiu-aat 
Kat 7r0Aeµ71Tfo elvat, ov TO crov TO v Ti:i v gv µµax_ CJ v 'Ire tu{} iv T er 
r_oi f Ao yot f, ouov 1' o{3ovµevot Toil~ 'A -&71va iov r, µfi frt µel(ov 
ovv71-awutv, opi:ivnr avToir Ta 7rOUa Ti/f 'E/i,:l.aoo~ vrroxef pta fio71 OVTa : 
compare also c. 23 and ll8. • 

3 Plutarch's biography of Periklcs is. very misleading, from its inattention 
to chronology, ascribing to an earlier time feelings and tendencies which 
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and, moreover, that that truce marked an epoch of signal hmni
liation and reduction of her power. The triumph which Sparta and · 
the Peloponnesia~s then gained, though not sufficiently complete 
to remove all fear of Athens, was yet great enough to inspire 
them with the hope that a seeond combined effort would subdue 
her. This mixture of fear and hope was exactly the state of 
feeling out of which war was likely to grow, - and we see that 
even before the quarrel between Corinth and Korkyra, sagacious 
Greeks everywhere anticipated war as not far distant :I it was 
near breaking out even on occasion of the revolt of Samos,2 and 
peace was then preserved partly by the commercial and nautical 
interests of Corinth, partly by the quiescence of Athens. But 
the quarrel of Corinth and Korkyra, which Sparta might have 
appeased beforehand had she thought it her interest to do so, 
and the junction of Korkyra with Athens, - exhibited the latter 
as again in a career of aggrandizement, and thus again brought 
into play the warlike feelings of Sparta; while they converted 
Corinth from the advocate of peace into a clamorous organ of 
war. The. revolt of Potidrea, - fomented by Corinth, and en
couraged by Sparta in the form of a positive promise to invade 

really belong to a later. Thus he represents ( c. 20) the desire for acquiring 
possession of Sicily, and even of Carthage and the Tyrrhenian coast, as 
having become very popular at Athens even before the revolt of Megara 
and Eubooa, and before those other circumstances which preceded the 
thirty years' truce: and he gives much credit to Pcriklcs for having 
repressed such unmeasured aspirations. But ambitious hopes directed 
towards Sicily could not have sprung up in the Athenian mind until after 
the beginning of the Peloponncsian war. It was impossible that they 
could make any step in that direction until they had established their alli
ance ·with Korkyra, and this was only done in the year before the Pelopon
nesian war,-done too, even then, in a qualified manner, and with much 
reserve. At the first outbreak of the Peloponnesian war, the Athenians 
had nothing but fears, while the Peloponnesians had large hopes of aid, 
from the side of Sicily. While it is very true, therefore, that Pcrik!Cs was 
eminently useful in discouraging rash and distant enterprises of ambition 
generally, we cannot give him the credit of keeping down Athenian desires 
of acquisition in Sicily, or towards Carthage, - if, indeed, this latter ever 
was included in. the catalogue of Athenian hopes,-for such desires were 
hardly known until after his death, in spite of the assertion again repeated 
by Plutarch, Alkibiades,. c. 17, 

1 Thucyd. i, 83-36. 9 Thucyd. i, 40, 41. 
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Attica, - was, in point of fact, the first distinct violation of the 
· truce, and the initiatory measure of the Peloponnesian war: nor 
did the Spartan meeting, and the subsequent .congress of allies 
at Sparta, serve any other purpose than to provide such formal
ities as were requisite to insure the concurrent and hearty action 
of numbers, and to clothe with imposing sanction a state of war 
already existing in reality, though yet unproclaimed. The sen
timent in Peloponnesus at this moment was not the fear of 
Athens, but the hatred of Athens, - and the confident hope of 
subduing her. And indeed such confidence was justified by 
plausible grounds : men might well think that the Athenians 
would never endure the entire devastation of their highly culti
vated soil, - or at least that they would certainly come forth to 
fight for it in the field, which was all that the Peloponnesians 
desired. Nothing except the unparalleled ascendency and un
shaken resolution of Perikles, induced the Athenians to persevere 
in a scheme of patient defence, and to trust to that naval superi
ority which the enemies of Athens, save and except the judicious 
Archiclamus,had not yet learned fully to appreciate. :Moreover, the 
confident hopes of the Peloponnesians were materially strength
ened by the wide-spread sympathy in favor of their cause, pro
claiming, as it did, the intended libe.ration of Gr~ece from a 
despot city.1 

To Athens, on the other hand, the coming war presented itself 
in a very different aapect; holding out scarcely any hope of pos
sible gain, and the certainty of prodigious loss and privation,
even granting, that, at this heavy cost, her independence and union 
at home, and her empire abroad, could be upheld. By Perikles, 
and by the more long-sighted Athenians, the chance of unavoid
able war was foreseen even before the Korkyrrean dispute.2 But 
Perikles was only the first citizen in a democracy, esteemed, 
trusted, and listened to, more than any one else by the body of 
the citizens, but warmly opposed in most of his measures, under 
the free speech and latitude of individual action which reigned 
at Athens, - and even bitterly hated by many active political 
opponents. The formal determination of the Lacedremonians, to 
declare war, must of course have been made known at Athens 

1 Thucyd. ii, 8. 2 Thucyd. i, 45 ; Plutarch, Perikles. c. 8.. 
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by those Athenian envoys, who had entered an unavailing pro
test against it in the Spartan assembly. No steps" were taken by 
Sparta to carry this determination into effect until after the con
greRs of allies and their pronounced confirmatory vote. Nor did 
the Spartans even then send any herald, or make any formal 
declaration. They despatched rnrious propositions to Athens, 
not at all with a view of trying to obtain satisfaction, or of pro
viding some escape from the probability of war; but with the 
contrary purpose, - of multiplying demands, and enlarging the 
grounds of quarrel.I :J\Ieanwhile, the deputies retiring home 
from the congress to their respective cities, carried with them the 
general resolution for immediate warlike preparations to be made, 
with as little delay as possible.2 

The first requisition addressed by the Lacedremonians to 
Athens was a political manamvre aimed at Perikles, their chief 
opponent in that city. His mother, Agariste, belonged to the 
great family of the Alkmreonids, who were supposed to be under 
an inexpiable hereditary taint, in consequence of the sacrilege 
committed by their ancestor Megakles, nearly two centuries be
fore, in the slaughter of the Kylonian suppliants near the altar 
of the Venerable Goddesses.3 Ancient as this transaction was, it 
still had sufficient hold on the mind of the Athenians to serve as 
the basis of a political manreuvre: about seventy-seven years 
before, shortly after the expulsion of IIippias from Athens, it had 
been so employed by the Spartan king Kleomenes, who at that 
time exacted from the Athenians a clearance of the ancient sacri
lege, to be effected by the banishment of Kleisthenes, the founder of 
the democracy, and his chief partisans. This demand, addressed 
by Kleomenes to the Athenians, at the instance of Isagoras, the 
rival of Kleisthenes,4 had been then obeyed, and had served well 
the purposes of those who sent it; a similar blow was now aimed 

1 Thucyd. i, 126. lv TUVT<,J c!e l1rpta/3tVovTo Ti;J XPOV<,J 7rpor: rot)r; 'A{JT)vaiovr; 
lyKA~µaTa 'lrOtovµtvot, O'lr<Jr; trtfitutv on µeyf.aT1/ 7rpotpaatr; 
ei11 lr; To 7rol..eµelv, ~v µ~ Tt laaKovwat. 

2 Thucyd. i, 125. 
3 See the account of the Kylonian troubles, and the sacrilege which 

followed, in vol. iii, of this History, ch. x, p. llO. 
4 See Herodot. v, 70: compare vi, 131 ; Thucyd. i, 126; and vol. iv, ch. 

xxxi, p. 163 of this History. 
VOL. VI. 5 7oc. 
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by the Laced3'monians at Perikles, the grand nephew of Kleis
thenes, and doubtless at the instance of his political enemies: 
religion required, it was pretended, that "the abomination of the 
goddess should be driven out."t If the Athenifills complied with 
this demand, they would deprive themselves, at tliis critical mo
ment, of their ablest leader; but the Lace<la!monians, not expect
ing compliance, reckoned at all events upon discrediting Per
ikles with the people, as being partly the cause of the war 
through family taint of impiety,2- and this impression would 
doubtless be loudly proclaimed by his political opponents in the 
assembly. 

The influence of Perikles with the Athenian public had be
come greater and greater as their political experience of him 
was prolonged. But the bitterness of his enemies appears to 
have increased along with it ; and not long before this period, he 
had been indirectly assailed, through the medium of accusations 
against three different persons, all more or less intimate with 
him, - his mistress Aspasia, the philosopher Anaxagoras, and 
the sculptor Pheidias. We can hot make out either the exact 
date, or the exact facts, of either of these accusations. Aspasia, 
daughter of Axiochus, was a native of 1\Iiletus, beautiful, well 
educated, and ambitious. She resided at Athens, and is affirmed, 
though upon very doubtful evidence, to have kept slave-girls to 
be let out as courtezans; whatever may be the case with this 
report, which is most probably one of the scandals engendered 
by political animosity against Perikles,3 it is certain that so re-

Thucyd. i, 126. f1<D..evov TOVt 'A&~vafovt TO uyor ll.avvetv Ti/t &eoii. 
'Thucyd. i, 127. 
3 Plutarch, Perikles, c. 24. Respecting Aspasia, see Plato, Menexenus, c. 

3, 4; Xenophon, Memorab. ii, 6, 36; Harpokration, v, 'A<nrar:1ia. Aspasia 
was, doubtless, not an uncommon name among Grecian women ; we know 
of one Phokman girl who bore it, the mistress of Cyrus the younger (Plu
tarch, Artaxer. c. 26). The story about Aspasia having kept slave-girls for 
hire, is stated by both Plutarch and Athenreus (xiii, p. 570); but we may 
well doubt whether there is any better evidence for it than that which is 
actually cited by the latter, the passage in Aristophanes, Acharn. 497-505 :

Kch!t' ol Meyap~r oovvair rre¢vr:1tyyc.iµivot 

'Avu;i1</,,e-ifav 'Ar:1trar:1iat tropva dvo or trupvar c5vo. 


Athenreus reads the latter, but the reading m5pva c5vo appears in the re· 
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markable were her own fascinations, her accomplishments, and 
her powers, not merely of conversation, but even of oratory and 

ceived text of .Aristophanes. Critics differ, whether 'Aa7raaia, is the geni
tive case singular of 'Aarracria, or the accusative plural of the adjective 
acrml.awr. I believe that it is the latter; but intended as a play on the 
word, capable of being understood either as a substantive or as an adjective 
- ucrrraaiar rropvar clfo, or 'Aarraaia, rropva> oilo. There is a similar play 
on the word, in a line of Kratinus, quoted by Plutarch, Perik!Cs, c. 24. 

.At the time, if ever, when this theft of the l\fegarian youth took place, 
Aspasia must have been the beloved mistress and companion of Perikles; 
and it is inconceivable that she should have kept slave-girls for hire then, 
whatever she may have done before. 

That reading and construction of the verse above cited, which I think the 
least probable of the two, has been applied by the commentators of Thu
cydides to explain a line of his history, and applied in a manner which I 
am persuaded is erroneous. ·when the Lacedremonians desired the Athe
nians to repeal the decree excluding the l\Iegarians from their ports, the 
Athenians refused, alleging that the l\Iegarians had appropriated some 
lands which were disputed between the two countries, and some which 
were even sacred property, - and also, that" they had received runaway slaves 
from Athens," - IWL uvclparr60c.Jv vrroclox~v rwv tirptaraµtvr.Jv ( i, 139 ). The 
Scholiast gives a perfectly just explanation of these last words - °'' iln 
cloiil.ov, avrwv urro<jirvyovra, Mixovro. But 'Vasse puts a note to the pas
sage to this effect - "Aspasire servos, v, Athenroum, p. 570; .Aristoph. 
Acharn. 525, ct Schol." This note of ·wasse is adopted and transcribed by 
the three best and most recent commentators on Thucydides, - Poppo, 
Goller, and Dr. Arnold. Y ct, with all rei;pect to their united authority, the 
supposition is neither natural, as applied to the words, nor admissible, as 
regards the matter of fact. 'Avclparrooa u</Jtaraµeva mean naturally (not 
Aspasire seri·os, or more properly servas, for the very gender ought to have 
made "\Vassc suspect the correctness of his interpretation,- but) the run
away slaves of proprietors generally in Attica; of whom the Athenians 
lost so prodigious a number after the Lacedromonian gmTison was estab
lished at Dekeleia (Thucyd. vii, 28: compare i, 142; and iv, llS, about the 
avr6µoAot ). PerikJ,~s might well set forth the reception of such nmaway 
slaves as a matter of complaint against the l\Iegarians, and the Athenian 
public assembly would feel it so likewise: moreover, the 1\Iegarians are 
charged, not with having stolen au:ay the slaves, but with harboring them 
(vrrooox~v ). Rut to suppose that Perik!es, in defending the decree of ex
clusion against the 1\Icgarians, would rest the defence on the ground that 
some l\fcgarian youth had nm away with two girls of the coitege of Aspa
sia, argues a strange conception both of him and of the people. If such 
an incident ever really happened, or was even supposed to have happened, 
we may be sure that it would be cited by his opponents, ll.S a means of 

http:cloiil.ov
http:tirptara�tvr.Jv
http:uvclparr60c.Jv
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criticism, - that the most distinguished Athenians of all ages 
and characters, Sokrates among the number, visited l1er, and 
several of them took their wives along with them to hear her 
al~o. The free citizen women of Athens lived in strict and 
almost oriental recluseness, as well after being married as when 
single: everything which concerned their lives, their happiness, or 
their rights, was determined or managed for them by male rela
tives: and they seem to have been destitute of all mental culture 
and accomplishments. Their society presented no charm nor 
interest, which men accordingly sought for in the company of the 
class of women called hetrerre, or courtezans, literally female 
companions; who lived a free life, managed their own affairs, and 
supported themselves by their powers of pleasing. These wo
men were numerous, and were doubtless of every variety of 
personal character: but the most distinguished and superior 
among them, such as Aspasia and Theodote,i appear to have 
been the only women in Greece, except the Spartan, who either 
inspired strong passion or exercised mental ascendency. 

Perikles had been determined in his choice of a wife by those 
family considerations which were held almost obligatory at Athens, 
and had married a woman very nearly related to him, by whom 
he had two sons, Xanthippus and Paralus. Ilut the marriage, 
having never been comfortable, was afterwards dissolved by 
mutual consent, according to that full libe.rty of divorce which the 
Attic law permitted; and Perikles concurred with his wife's 
male relations, who formed her legal guardians, in giving her a way 
to another husband.2 He then took Aspasia to live with him, 

bringing contempt upon the real accusation against the Megarians, - the 
purpose for which .Aristophanes produces it. This is one of the many 
errors in respect to Grecian history, arising from the practice of construing 
passages of comedy as if they were serious and literal facts. 

1 The visit of Sokrates with some of his friends to Thcodote his dialoo-ue 
. h ' b

Wlt. her, and the description of her manner of living, is among the most 
curious remnants of Grecian antiquity, on a side very imperfectly known to 
us (Xenophon, Memorab. iii, II). 

Compare the citations from Eubulus and .Antiphancs, the comic writers, 
apud Athenreum, xiii, p. 571, illustrating the differences of character and 
bchavior between some of these hetrerre and others, - and .Ath<inre. xiii, 
p. 589. 

2 Plutarch, Perik!es, e. 24. Elra r~r; uvµ{3iwuwr; OVK 0Vu1/t; avrolr; 1tpEUT~t;, 
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had a son by her, who bore his name, and continued ever after
wards on terms of the greatest intimacy and affection with her. 
'Without adopting those exaggerations which represent Aspasia 
as having communicated to Perikles his distinguished eloquence, 
or even as having herself composed orations for public delivery, 
we may well believe her to have been qualified to take interest 
and share in that literary and philosophical society which fre
quented the house of Perikles, and which his unprincipled son 
Xanthippust - disgusted with his father's regular expenditure, 
as withholding from him the means of supporting an extravagant 
establishment, - reported abroad with exaggerating calumnies 
and turned into derision. It was from that worthless young 
man, who died of the Athenian epidemic during the lifetime of 
Perikles, that his political enemies and the comic writers of the 
day were mainly furnished with scandalous anecdotes to assail 
the private habits of this distinguished man.• The comic writers 
attacked him for alleged intrigues with different women, but the 
name of Aspasia they treated as public property, without any 
mercy or reserve: she was the Omphale, the Deianeira, or the 
Here, to this great Herakles or Zeus of Athens. At length one 
of these comic writers, Ilermippus, not contented with scenic 
attacks, indicted her before the dikastery for impiety, as partici
pant in the philosophical discussions held, and the opinions pro
fessed, in the society of Perikles, by Anaxagoras and others. 
Against Anaxagoras himself, too, a similar indictment is said to 
have been preferred, either by Kleon or ,by Thucydides, son of 
J\Ielesias, under a general resolution recently passed in the public 
assembly, at the instance of Diopeithes. And such was the sen
sitive antipathy of the Athenian public, shown afterwards fatally 
in the case of Sokrates, and embittered in this instance by all the 
artifices of political faction, against philosophers whose opinions 
conflicted with the received religious dogmas; that Perikles did 
not dare to place Anaxagoras on his trial : the latter retired 
from Athens, and the sentence of banishment was passed against 
hi!ll in his absence.2 But he himself defended Aspasia before 

EKELV1/V µcv frip<,J {3ovlcoµf.v11v crvve;EVCJKev, avror oe 'Acrrr:aaiav l..a;Ji:Jv forep;e 
dtarpep6vrCJr. ' 1 Plutarch, Pcrik!es, c. 13-36. 

9 This seems the more probable story: but there are differences of state· 
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the dikastery: in fact, the indictment was as much against him as 
against her: one thing alleged against her, and also against 
Pheidias, was, the reception of free women to facilitate the in
trigues of Perikles. He defended her successfully, and procured a 
verdict of acquittal: but we are not surprised to hear that his 
speech was marked by the strongest personal emotions, and even 
by tears.I The dikasts were accustomed to such appeals to their 
i;ympathies, sometimes even to extravagant excess, from ordinary 
accused persons: but in Perikles, so manifest an outburst of 
emotion stands out as something quite unparalleled: for constant 
self-mastery was one of the most prominent features in his char
acter.2 And we shall find him near the close of his political 
life, when he had become for the moment unpopular with the 
Athenian people, distracted as they were at the moment with the 
terrible sufferings of the pestilence, - bearing up against their 
unmerited anger not merely with dignity, but with a pride of 
conscious innocence and desert which rises almost into defiance; 
insomuch that the rhetor Dionysius, who criticizes the <:peech of 
Perik!es as if it were simply the composition of Thucydides, 
censures that historian for having violated dramatic propriety 
by a display of insolence where humility would have been be
coming.3 

It appears, also, as far as we can judge amidst very imperfect 
data, that the trial of the great sculptor Pheidias, for alleged 
embezzlement in the contract for his celebrated gold and ivory' 
statue of Athene,4 took place nearly at this period. That statue 
had been finished and dedicated in the Parthenon in 437 B.c., 
since which period Pheidias had been engaged at Olympia, in 
his last and great masterpiece, the colossal statue of the Olym

mcnt and uncertainties upon many points: compare Plutarch, Perik!es, c. 
16-32; Plutarch, Nikias, c. 23; Diogen. Laert. ii, 12, 13. See also Schau· 
baeh, Fragment. Anaxagorre, pp. 47-52. 

1 Plutarch, Perikles, c. 32. 1 Pllltarch, Pcrik!es, c. 7, 36-39. 
3 Tl1ucyd. ii, 60, 61: compare also his striking expressions, c. 65; Dionys. 

IIalikarn. De Thucydid. Judie. c. 44, p. 924. 
4 Plutarch, Perikles, c. 31. <J>wliar - lpyul.a(3or TOV ayul.µaror. 
This tale, about protecting Pheidias uncjer the charge of embezzlement, 

was the story most widely in circulation against Perik!Cs -1/ xeipfor71 atria 
'lraawv, cxovua oe 'll''Aeforovr µuprvpar (Plutarch, Pcrikles, c. 31). 
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pian Zeus. On his return to Athens from the execution of this 
work, about 433 or 432 B.c., the accusation of embezzlement was 
instituted against him by the political enemies of Perikles.l A 
slave of Pheidias, named l\Ienon, planted himself as a suppliant 
at the altar, professing to be cognizant of certain facts which 
proved that his master had committed peculation. l\Iotion was 
made to receive his depositions, and to insure to his person the 
protection of the people; upon which he revealed various state
ments impeaching the pecuniary probity of Pheidias, and the 
latter was put in prison, awaiting the day for his trial before the 
dikastery. The gold employed and charged for in the statue, 
however, was all capable of being taken off and weighed, so as 
to verify its accuracy, which Perikles dared the accusers to do. 
Besides the charge of embezzlement, there were other circum
stances which rendered Pheidias unpopular: ·it had been discov
ered that, in the reliefs on the friese of the Parthenon, he had 
introduced the portraits both of himself and of Perikles in conspic
uous positions. It seems that Pheidias died in prison before the 
day of trial ; and some even said, that he had been poisoned by 
the enemies of Perikles, in order that the suspicions against the 
latter, who was the real object of attack, might be aggravated. 
It is said also that Drakontides proposed and carried a decree in 
the public assembly, that Perikles should be called on to give an 
account of the money which he had expended, and that the di
kasts, before whom the account was rendered, should give their 
suffrage in the most solemn manner from the altar: this latter 
provision was modified by Agnon, who, while proposing that the 
dikasts should be fifteen hundred in number, retained the vote by 
pebbles in the urn according to ordinary custom.2 

If Perikies was ever tried on such a charge, there can be no 
doubt that he was honorably acquitted: for the language of 
Thucydides respecting his pecuniary probity is such as could 
never have been employed if a verdict of guilty on a charge of 
peculation had ever been publicly pronounced. But we cannot 
be certain that he ever was tried: indeed, another accusation 

1 See the Dissertation of O. Miiller (De Phidire Vita, c. 17, p. 35), who 
lays out the facts in the order in which I have given them. 

• Plutarch, Periklcs, c. 13-32. 
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urged by his enemies, and even by Aristophanes, in the sixth 
year of the Peloponnesian war, implies that no trial took place: 
for it was alleged that Perikles, in order to escape this danger, 
"blew up the Peloponnesian war," and involved his country in such 
confusion and peril as made his own aid and guidance indispensa
bly necessary to her: especially that he passed the decree against 
the l\Iegarians by which the war was really brought on.I '\Ve know 
enough, however, to be certain that such a supposition is alto
gether inadmissible. The enemies of Perikles were far too eager, 
and too expert in Athenian political warfare, to have let him 
escape by such a stratagem : moreover, we learn from the assur
ance of Thucydides, that the war depended upon far deeper 
causes, - that the l\Iegarian decree was in no way the real cause 
of it,- that it was not Perikles, but the Peloponnesians, who 
brought it on, by the blow struck at Potidrea. 

1 Aristophan. Pac. 587-603: compare Acharn. 512; Ephorus, ap. Diodor. 
xii, 38-40; and the Scholia on the two passages of Aristophanes; Plu
tarch, Periklcs, c. 32. 

Diodorus (as well as Plutarch, Alkibiad. c. 7) relates another tale, that 
.Alkibiadcs once approached Perik!Cs when he was in evident low spirits 
and embarrassment, and asked him the reason: Pcrik!es told him that the 
time was near at hand for rendering his aceonnts, and that he was consid
ering how this could be done: npon which Alkibiades advised him to con
sider rather how he ponld evade doing it. The result of this advice was 
that Perik!Cs plunged Athens into the Peloponnesian war: compare .Aris
tophan. Nub. 855, with the Scholia,-and Ephorus, Fragm. llS, ll9, ed. 
Mar.x, with the notes of Marx. 

It is probable enough that Ephorus copied the story, which ascribes the 
Pcloponncsiau war to the accusations against Pheidias and Perikles, from 
Aristophanes or other comic writers of the time. But it deserves remark, 
that even Aristophanes is not to be considered as certifying it. For if we 
consult the passage above referred to in his comedy Pax, we shall find that, 
first, Hermes tells the story about Pheidias, Perik!Cs, and the Pelopon
nesian war; upon which both Tryg:x:us, and the Choms, remark that they 
never heard a u:ord of it before: that it is quite new to them. 

Tryg. Taura Toivvv, µu TOV 'A7ruAACJ, 'yi;, '7rE7l"V<IµTJV ovoevi!r, 
OM' 87rCJf avTii (Eip~vy) r.pou~KOl 4>wliar ~K7JK07J. 

Chorus. Ova' i'yCJye, 7rA~v ye vvvi. 

If .Aristophanes had stated the story ever so plainly, his authority could 
only have been taken as proving that it was a part of the talk of the time: 
but the lines just cited make him as much a contradicting as an affirming 
witness. 
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All that we can make out, amidst these uncertified allegations, 
is, that in the year or two immediately preceding the Peloponne
sian war, Perikles was hard pressed by the accusations of political 
enemies, - perhaps even in his own person, but certainly in the 
persons of those who were most in his confidence and affection.I 
And it was in this turn of his political position that the Laeedre
monians sent to Athens tlrn above-mentioned requisition, that the 
ancient Kylonian sacrilege might be at length cleared out ; in 
other words, that Perikles and his family might be banished. 
Doubtless, his enemies, as well as the partisans of Laeedremon 
at Athens, would strenuously support this proposition: and the 
party of Lacedremon at Athens was always strong, even during 
the middle of the war: to act as proxenus to the Lacedremonians 
was accounted an honor even by the greatest Athenian families.2 
On this occasion, however, the manceuvre did not succeed, nor 
did the Athenians listen to the requisition for banishing the sacri
legious Alkmreoni<ls. On the contrary, they replied that the 
Spartans, too, had an account of sacrilege to clear off; for they 
had violated the sanctuary of Poseidon, at Cape Trenarus, in 
dragging from it some helot suppliants to be put to death,-and 
the sanctuary of Athene Chalkicekus at Sparta, in blocking up 
and starving to death the guilty regent Pausanias. To require 
that Laconia might be cleared of these two acts of sacrilege, was 
the only answer which the Athenians mad~ to the demand sent 
for the banishment of Perikles.3 Probably, the actual effect of 
that demanu was, to strengthen him in the public esteem :4 very 
different from the effect of the same manceuvre when practised 
before by Kleo?1enes against Kleisthenes. 

1 It would appear that not only Aspasia and Anaxagoras, but also the 
musician and philosopher Damon, the personal friend and instructor of 
Perikles, must have been banished at a time when PeriklCs was old,-per
haps somewhere near about this time. The passage in Plato, Alkibiades, 
i, c. 30, p. llB, proves that Damon was in Athens, and intimate with Peri
k!es, when the latter was of considerable age-Kai viiv frt T1J A.t KO ii 'TOf 

tiv llaµ(,)vt u{Jveurtv avToii Tovrov lveKa. 

Damon is said to have been ostracized,-perhaps he was tried and con
demned to banishment: for the two are sometimes confounded. 

• See Thncyd. v, 43 ; vi, 89. 

" Tlmcyd. i, 128, 135, 139. i J>lutarch1Perikl, c. 3~'. 
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Other Spartan envoys shortly afterwards arrived, with fresl1 
demands. The Athenians were now required: 1. To withdraw 
their troops from Potidxa. 2. To replace 1Egina in its autono
my. 3. To repeal the decree of exclusion against the Megarians. 
It was upon the latter that the greatest stress was laid; an inti
mation being held out that war might he avoided if such repeal 
were granted. \Ve see plainly, from this proceeding, that the 
Lacedremonians acted in concert with the anti-Periklean leaders 
at Athens. To Sparta and her confederacy the decree against 
the 1'Iegarians was of less importance than the rescue of the 
Corinthian troops now blocked up in Potidrea: but on the other 
hand, the party opposed to Perikles would have much better 
chance of getting a vote of the assembly against him on the sub
ject of the l\Iega-rians: and this advantage, if gained, would serve 
to enfeeble his influence generally. No concession was obtained, 
however, on either of the three points : even in respect to 111e
gara, the decree of exclusion was vindicated and upheld against 
all the force of opposition. At length the Lacedremonians 
who had already resolved upon war, and had sent these envoys 
in mere compliance with the exigencies of ordinary practice, not 
with any idea of bringing about an accommodation - sent a 
third batch of envoys with a proposition, which at least had the 
merit of disclosing their real purpose without disguise. Rham
phias and two othel" Spartans announced to the Athenians the 
simple injnnction : "The Lacedremonians wish the peace to stand; 
and it may stand, if you will leave the Greeks autonomous." 
Upon this demand, so _very different from the preceding, the 
Athenians resolved to hold a fresh assembly on the subject of 
war or peace, to open the whole question anew for discussion, and 
to determine, once for all, on a peremptory answer.I 

The last demands presented on the part of Sparta, which went 
to nothing less than the entire extinction of the Athenian em
pire, - combined with the character, alike wavering and insin

1 Thucyd. i, 39. It rather appears, from the words of Thucydides, that 
these various demands of the Lacedremonians were made by one embassy, 
joined by new members arriving with fresh instructions, but remaining 
during a month or six weeks, between January and March 431 B.c., installed 
in the house of the proxenus of Sparta at Athens: compare Xenophon. 
Hellenic. v, 4, 22. 
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cere, of the demands previously made, and with tl1e knowledge 
that the Spartan confederacy had pronounced peremptorily in 
favor of war, - seemed likely to produce unanimity at Athens, 
and to bring together this important assembly under the univer
sal conviction that war was inevitable. Such, however, was not the 
fact. The reluctance to go to war was sincere amidst the large 
majority of the assembly; while among a considerable portion 
-0f them it was so preponderant, that they even now reverted to 
the opening which the· Lacedmmonians had before held out 
about the anti-l\Iegarian decree, as if that were the chief cause 
-0f war. There was much difference of opinion among the speak
ers, several of whom insisted upon tl1e repeal of this decree, 
treating it as a matter far too insignificant to go to war about, 
and denouncing the obstinacy of Perikles for refusing to concede 
such a trifle.I Against this opinion Perikles entered his protest, 
in an harangue decisive and encouraging, which Dionysius of 
Hali.karnassus ranks among the best speeches in Thucydides : 
the latter historian may probably himself have heard the original 
speech. 

"I continue, Athenians, to adhere to the same conviction, that 
we must not yield to the Peloponnesians, - though I know that 
men are in one mood when they sanction the resolution to go to 
war, and in another when actually in the contest, - their judg
ments then depending upon the turn of events. I have only to 
repeat now what I have said on former occasions, - and I adjure 
you 'vho follow my views to adhere to what we jointly resolve, 
though the result should be partially unf1:'-vorable: or else, not to 
take credit for wisdom in the event of success.2 For it is very 

1 Thucyd. i, 139; Plutarch, Pcrikles, c. 31. 
2 Tlmrvd. i. 140. evotxerat yelp TUC ~vµrpopiic TWV 7rpayµanw ovx fiaaov 

u,uailwc xwpi/;at fj Kat TUC cliavoiac TOV uv'9pw7rov· cli[mep Kat T~V TVX1/V ~aa 
av 7rapu iloyov ~vµ(Jij, elw'9aµev airtcia'9a1. I could have wished, in the 
translation, to preserve the play upon the words upa'9wc xwp~aat, which 
Thucnlidcs introduces into this sentence, and which seems to have been 
agrec~blc to his taste. 'Aµa'9wr, when referred to ~vµrpopiir, is used in a 
passh·e sense by no means common, - "in a manner which cannot be 
learned, departing from all reasonable calculation." 'Aµa'9wr, when referred 
to cliavoiar, bears its usual meaning, - "ignorant, deficient in learning or in 
reason.n 
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possible that the contingencies of events may depart more from 
all reasonable track than the counsels of man : such are the 
unexpected turns which we familiarly impute to fortune. The 
Laceda:monians have before now manifested their hostile aims 
against us, but on this last occasion more than ever. ·while the 
truce prescribes that we are to give and receive amicable satisfac
tion for our differences, and each to retain what we possess,
tbey not only have not asked for such satisfaction, but will not 
receive it when tendered by us: they choose to settle complaints 
by war and not by discussion: they have got beyond the tone of 
complaint, and are here already with that of command. For 
they enjoin us to withdraw from Potidrea, to leave JEgina free, 
and to rescind the decree against the l\Iegarians : nay, these last 
envoys are even come to proclaim to us, that we must leave all 
the Greeks free. Now let none of you believe, that we shall be 
going to war about a trifle, if we refuse to rescind the l\Iegarian 
decree,-which they chiefly put forward, as if its repeal would 
avert the war, - let none of you take blame to yourselves as if 
we had gone to war about a small matter. For this small matter 
contains in itself the whole test and trial of your mettle: if ye 
yield it, ye will presently have some other greater exaction put 
upon you, like men who have already truckled on one point from 
fear: whereas if ye hold out stoutly, ye will make it clear to 
them that they must deal with you more upon a footing of equal
ity." I 

Perikles then examined the relative strength of parties and the 
chances of war. The Peloponnesians were a self-working popula
tion, with few slaves, and without wealth, either private or public; 
they had no means of carrying on distant or long-continued war : 
they were ready to expose their persons, but not at all ready to 
contribute from their very narrow means :2 in a border-war, or a 
single land battle, they were invincible, but for systematic warfare 
against a pmver like Athens, they had neither competent head
ship, nor habits of concert and punctuality, nor money to profit 

1 Thucyd. i, 140 . 
• Thucyll. i, 141. avrovpyoi TE yup elcn IIel.orrovv~crtot, Kat OVTC lcli(l ovre 

EV KOlvi/J xp~µaru lvrtv avroir· lr.eira xpovioJV rroUµ(,JV Kat Ola7rOVTt(,JIJ U7rEl• 
pot, clta To f3paxiwr avTOt i.Tr:' ui\i\~i\ov~ V7r0 rrevia~ lrruptpetv. 
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by opportunities, always rare and accidental, for successful attack. 
They might, perhaps, establish a fortified post in Attica, but it 
would do little serious mischief; while at sea, their inferiority 
and helplessness would be complete, and the irresistible Athenian 
navy would take care to keep it so. Nor would they be able to 
reckon on tempting away the able foreign seamen from Athenian 
ships by means of funds borrowed from Olympia or Delphi :l for 
besides that the mariners of the dependent islands would find 
themselves losers even by accepting a higher pay, with the cer
tainty of Athenian vengeance afterwards, -Athens herself would 
suffice to man her fleet in case of need, with her own citizens and 
metics : she had within her own walls steersmen and mariners 
better as well as more numerous than all Greece besides. There 
was but one side on which Athens was vulnerable: Attica unfor
tunately was not an island, - it was exposed to invasion and 
ravage. To this the Athenians must submit, without committing 
the imprudence of engaging a land battle to avert it: they had 
abundant lands out of Attica, insular as well as continental, to 
supply their wants, and they could in their turn, by means of 
their navy, ravage the Peloponnesian territories, whose inhabi
tants had no subsidiary lands to recur to.2 

" Mourn not for the loss of land and houses (continued the 
orator): reserve your mourning for men: houses and land acquire 
not men, but men acquire them.3 Nay, if I thought I could pre
vail upon you, I would exhort you to march out and ravage them 
yourselves, and thus show to the Peloponnesians that, for them 
at least, ye will not truckle. And I could exhibit many further 
grounds for confidently anticipating success, if ye will only be 

Thu<'yd. i, 143. dre Kat KlVi}(;avrer TOJV '01.vµrriarnv 1J t.el.q,ol> xpriµa· 
TWV µfoff<iJ µet/;OVl 7retpiiJVTO fiµCJV V7rOAa(3elv TOV> ~EVOV> TWV vavrwv, µq 
livrwv µev fiµwv UVTL7ral.wv, fo(3avrwv avrwv re Kat TWV µeroiKwv, oetviiv av 
fiv· vvv oe TOOe Te vrrapxet, Kat, llrrep KpUTl(;TOV, Kvf3epvfirar lxoµev 7rol.£rar 
KaL T~V 1il./,riv V1rTJPE(;taV 'TrAeiovr KaL aµdvovr 1J mfoa fJ UAATJ 'EA:l.ar. 

This is in reply to those hopes which we know to have been conceived by 
the Peloponnesian leaders, and upon which the Corinthian speaker in the 
Peloponncsian congress had dwelt (i, 121). Doubtless Periklils would be 
informed of the tenor of all these public demonstrations at Sparta. 

2 Thucyd. i, 141, 142, 143. 
3 Thucyd. i, 143. Tf/v re bt.6q,vp<!lV µq OtKlWV Kat yf/r 1rOlei(;{fa1, al.I.a TWV 

uwµarwv. ov yap raoe rovr uvopar, al.I.' ol uvope> raiira /Crwvrat. 

http:UVTL7ral.wv
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willing not to aim at increased dominion when we are in the 
midst of war, and not to take upon yourselves new self-imposed 
risks; for I have ever been more afraid of our own blunders 
than of the plans of our enemy.I But these are matters for 
future discussion, when we come to actual operations: for th~ 
present let us dismiss these envoys with the answer: That we 
will permit the l\Iegarians to use our markets and harbors, if 
the Lacedremonians on their side will discontinue their (xenelasy 
or) summary expulsions of ourselves and our allies from their 
own territory, - for there is nothing in the truce to prevent 
either one or the other: that we will leave the Grecian cities 
autonomous, if we had them as autonomous at the time when the 
truce was made, - and as soon as the Lacedremonians shall grant 
to their allied cities autonomy such as each of them shall freely 
choose, not such as is convenient to Sparta: that while we are 
ready to give satisfaction according to the truce, we will not 
begin war, but will repel those who do begin it. Such is the 
reply at once just and suitable to the dignity of this city. We 
ought to make up our minds that war is inevitable: the more 
cheerfully we accept it, the less vehement shall we find our 
enemies in their attack: and where the danger is greatest, there 
also is the final honor greatest, both for a state and for a private 
citizen. Assuredly our fathers, when they bore up against the 
Persians, - having no such means as we possess to start· from, 
and even compelled to abandon all that they did possess, - both 
repelled the invader and brought matters forward to onr actual 
pitch, more by ad vised operation than by good fortune, and by a 
daring courage greater than their real power. ·we ought not to 
fall short of them: we must keep off our enemies in every way, 
and leave an unimpaired power to our successors."2 

These animating encouragements of Perikles carried with them 
the majority of the assembly, so that answer was made to the 
envoys, such as he recommended, on each of the particular points 
in debate. It was announced to them, moreover, on the general 

1 Thucyd. i, 144. 1rol.l.u oe IWL ul.Aa lxw lr; Urrioa TOV rreptfoea&at, '1v 
UH/),,T/Te upxnv upi) Errl/<Tua&at uµa rroAeµo~vur;, Kat Ktvclvvovr; air&atpfrovr; 
µi/ rrpoaTi-&ea&at. µuAAov yup ne<Jiof3TJµat Tur; olKeiar; fiµwv aµapTiar; " TUf: 
TWV lvavTiwv otavoiar;. • Thucyd. i, 143, 144. 
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question of peace or war, that the Athenians were prepared to 
discuss all the grounds of complaint against them, pursuant to 
the truce, by equal and amicable arbitration, - but that they 
would do nothing under authoritative demand.I -With this 
answer the envoys returned to Sparta, and an end was put to 
negotiation. 

It seems evident, from the account of Thucydides, that the 
Athenian public was not brought to this resolution without much 
reluctance, and great fear of the consequences, especially destruc
tion of property in Attica: and that a considerable minority 
took opposition on the l\Iegarian decree, - the ground skilfully 
laid by Sparta for breaking the unanimity of her enemy, and 
strengthening the party opposed to Perikles. But we may also 
decidedly infer from the same historian, - especially from the 
proceedings of Corinth and Sparta, as he sets them forth, - that 
Athens could not have avoided· the war without such an abnega
tion, both of dignity and power as no nation under any govern
ment will ever submit to, and as would have even left her without 
decent security for her individual rights. To accept the war 
tendered to her, was a matter not merely of prudence but of 
necessity: the tone of exaction assumed by the Spartan envoys 
would have rendered concession a mere evidence of weakness 
and fear. As the account of Thucydides bears out the judgment 
of Perikles on this important point,2 so it also shows us that 
Athens was not less in the right upon the received principles of 
international dealing. It was not Athens, as the Spartans3 them

1 Thucyd. i, 145. 1rnt roir AaKtOa1µovfo1r ci:rrtKptvavro rij liceivov yvwµr; 
Ka-!J' {Kaura Te "'' l<f>paue, Kat 'TO gvµrrav ovoev KtAtvoµevot TrOt~Uttv, OiKr; 
Oe Kara rar gvv-!J~Kar trolµot elvat Otal.veu-!Jat Trtpt TWV lyK}.11µ&.nw l'lrt for; 
Kat oµoi'!-· 

2 In spite of the contrary view taken by Plutarch, Periklcs, c. 31: com
parison of Pcrikl. and Fab. Max. c. 3. 

3 Thueyd. iv, 21. Ol µ'Ev ovv AaKeOatµovwt rouavra elrrov, voµi;;ovrer 
roi!r 'A-!Jl)vafovr lv r(il rrp1v xpov':' urrovowv lm-!Jvµeiv, u<f>wv o't lvavrwv• 
µevc.JV Kc.Jt.vea-!Jat1 ouJoµf:vl)~ de tlp~VlJr uaµtvc.Jr (j{;~ea-!JaL Te• Kat TOV' UVOpa• 
UrroOWaetv. 

See also an important passage (vii, 18) about the feelings of the Spar
tans. The Spartans thought, says Thucydides, lv r(il rrporip':' 7ro'Aiµ':' (the 
beginning of the Peloponnesian war) arpi:repov ril rrapavfiµ11µa µa/,),ov 
yevfo-!Jat, Ort Te t, Il'Aaratav 7/'A-!Jov 011:3alot tv urrovoair, Kat eip11µivov lv 

http:ua�tvc.Jr
http:lyK}.11�&.nw
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selves afterwards came to feel, but her enemies, who broke the 
provisions or" the truce, by en(!ouraging the revolt of Potidrea, 
and by promising invasion of Attica: it was not Athens, but her 
enemies, who, after thus breaking the truce, made a string of 
exorbitant demands, in order to get up as good a case as possi
ble for war. t The case made out by Perikles, justifying the war 
on grounds both of right and prudence, is in all its main points 
borne out by the impartial voice of Thucydides. And though 
it is perfectly true, that the ambition of Athens had been great, 
and the increase of her power marvellous, during the thirty-five 
years between the repulse of Xerxes and the thirty years' truce, 
- it is not less true that by that truce she lost very largely, and 
that she acquired nothing to compensate such loss during the 
fourteen years between the truce and the Korkyrrean alliance. 
The policy of Perikles had not been one of foreign aggrandize

. ment, or of increasing vexation and encroachment towards other 
Grecian powers : even the Korkyrrean alliance was noway 

•courted by him, and was in truth accepted with paramount regard 
to the obligations of the existing truce: while the circumstances 
out of which that alliance grew, testify a more forward ambition 
on the part of Corinth than on that of Athens, to appropriate to 
herself the Korkyrrean naval force. It is common to ascribe the 
Peloponnesian war to the ambition of Athens, but this is a par
tial view of the case. The aggressive sentiment, partly fear, 
partly hatred, was on the side of the Peloponnesians, who were 
not ignorant that Athens desired the continuance of peace, but 
were resolved not to let her stand as she was at the conclusion 
of the thirty years' truce; it was their purpose to attack her and 
break down her empire, as dangerous, wrongful, and anti-Hel
lenic. The war was thus partly a contest of principle, involving 
the popular proclamation of the right of every Grecian state to 
autonomy, against Athens : partly a contest of power, wherein 
Spartan and Corinthian ambition was not less conspicuous, and 
far more aggressive in the beginning, than Athenian. 

Taic 7rpoupov ~vvi'f~KalC oda µ~ l:mtpepetv nv O[KaC i'ffl,(,)m OtOovat, avro'i: ov;r 
{m~KOVOV EC OtKaC 7rpoKal.ovµev(,)V TWV 'k&l}vafov' Kat Ota TOVTO EtKOT(,)C 
VVUTVXEiV Te f:voµt(ov, etc. 

1 Thucyd. i, 126. O'fr(,)C utpfotv em µeytuT1} 7rpotpaui~ el11 roii 7rol.eµeiv. 
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Conformably to what is here said, the first blow of the war 
was struck, not by Athens, but against her. After the decisive 
answer given to the Spartan envoys, taken in conjunction with 
the previous proceedings, and the preparations actually going on 
among the Peloponnesian confederacy, - the truce could hardly 
be said to be ·still in force, though there was no formal proclama
tion of rupture. A few weeks passed in restricted and mistrust
ful intercourse ;1 though individuals who passed the borders did 
not think it necessary to take a herald with them, as in time of 
actual war. Had the e:x:cess of ambition been on the side of 
Athens compared with her enemies, this was the time for her to 
strike the first blow, carrying with it of course great probability 
of success, before their preparations were completed. But she 
remained strictly within the limits of the truce, and the disas
trous series of mutual aggressions, destined to tear in pieces 
the entrails of Bellas, was opened by_ her enemy and her 
neighbor. ' 

The little town of Platma, still hallowed by the memorable 
victory over the Persians, as well as by the tutelary consecration 
received from Pausanias, was the scene of this unforeseen en
terprise. It stood in Breotia, immediately north of Kithreron; 
on the borders of Attica on one side, and of the Theban ter
ritory on the other, from which it was separated by the river 
Asopus : the distance between Plat::ca. and Thebes being about 
seventy stadia, or a little more than eight miles. Though Breo
tian by descent, the Platreans were completely separated from the 
Breotian league, and in hearty alliance, as well as qualified com
munion of civil rights, with the Athenians, who had protected 
them against the bitter enmity of Thebes, for a period of time 
now nearly three generations. But in spite of this long prescrip
tion, the Thebans, as chiefs of the Breotian league, still felt 
themselves wronged by the separation of Platrea: and an oligar
chical faction of wealthy Platmans espoused their cause,2 with a 

] Thucyd. i, 146. hrrµiyvvVTO o' oµ(,)' lv avrai, Kat Trap' UAA~Aovr 

ltpofr(,)v, UK1/pVKT(,)C µev, UVV'TrU'TrTW' o' ov. <T'TrOVOWV yilp ~vyxv111, TU ytyv6
µeva rrv, Kat 7rpotpacrt, TOV 'TrOAeµeiv . 

• Thucyd. ii, 2. (3ov/..6pevol lclia~ eveKa OVl'uµwc uvopa, Te TWV 'lrOAlTWV 
Toil' crtpfotv {mevavTiov, rJiatprhipat, Kat Tljv TroAtv Toi, 071{Jaio1, 7rpocrTrot1J11at: 
also iii, 65. uvope, ol TrpWTOl Ka! ;rpi/µacrt Kat yevet1 etc. 

VOL. VI. Soc. 
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view of subverting the democratical government of the town, 
of destroying its leaders, their political rivals, and of estab
lishing an oligarchy with themselves as the chiefa. Naukleides, 
and others of this faction, entered into a secret conspiracy with 
Eurymachus and the oligarchy of Thebes: to both it appeared a 
tempting prize, since war was close at hand, to take advantage 
of this ambiguous interval, before watches had been placed, and 
the precautions of a state of war commenced, and to surprise the 
town of Platrca in the night: moreover, a period of religious 
festival was chosen, in order that the population might be most 
completely off their guard.l Accordingly, on a rainy night to
wards the close of l\Iarch 431 n.c.,2 a body of rather more than 
three hundred Theban hoplites, commanded by two of the Breo
tarchs, Pythangelus, and Diemporus, and including Eurymachus 
in the ranks, presented themselves at'the gate of Platrea during 
the first sleep of the citizens: Naukleides and his partisans 
opened the gate and conducted them to the agora, which they 
reached and occupied in military order without the least resist
ance. The best part of the Theban military force was intended 
to arrive at Platrea by break of day, in order to support 
them.3 

1 Thucyd. iii, 56. 
• Thucyd. ii, 2. aµa ~pt up;r,oµev<p - seems to indicate a period rather 

before than after the first of April: we may consider the bisection of the 
Tlmeydidean year into {Jipor; and xeiµwv as marked by the equinoxes. His 
summer and winter are each a half of the year (Thucyd. v, 20), though 
Poppo e1TOneously treats the Thucydidean winter as only four months 
(Poppo, Prolcg. i, c. v, p. 72, and ad Thucyd. ii, 2: see F. "\V. Ullrich, 
Beitr!ige zur Erkliirung des Thukydidcs, p. 32, Hamburg, 1846). 

3 Thucyd. ii, 2-5. i'Jtµevot oe l:~ Ti/V uyopav Ta lirrAa •••• ical 
uvtirrev o ic~pvq, eirir; f3ovAerat 1carc"i ra rriirpta Ti:iv rravrwv BotwrDv qvµ
µaxeiv, T;, {} e u-& al rrap' avTOV r; Ta O'l!'Aa. 

Dr. Arnold has a note upon this passage, explaining rf.-&eu-&ai, or -&eu-&at 
Ta orrAa, to mean, "piling the arms," or getting rid of their spears and 
shields by piling them ajl in oue or more heaps. He says: "The Thebans, 
therefore, as usual on a halt, proceeded to pile their arms, and by inviting 
the Platreans to come and pile theirs with them, they meant that they 
shou!U come in arms from their several houses to join them, and thus nat
urally pile their spears and shields with those of their friends, to be taken 
up together with theirs, whenever there shou!U be occasion either to march 
or to fight." The same explanation of the phrase had before been given 
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Naukleides and his friends, following the "instincts of political 
antipathy, were eager to conduct the Thebans to the houses of 
their opponents, the democratical leadeFs, in order that the latter 
might be seized or despatched. But to this the Thebans would 
not consent: believing themselves now masters of the town, and 
certain of a large reinforcement at daylight, they thought they 
could overawe the citizens into an apparently willing acquiescence 
in their terms, without any actual violence : they wished, more
over, rather to soften and justify, than to aggravate, the gross 
public wrong already committed. Accordingly their herald was 
directed to invite, by public proclamation, all Platreans who were 
willing to return to their ancient sympathies of race, and to the 

by \Vesseling and Larcher, ad Herodot. ix, 52 ; though Bahr on the passage 
is more sati,-faetory. 

Both Poppo and Goller also sanction Dr. Arnold's explanation: yet I 
cannot but think that it is unsuitable to the passage before us, as well as to 
several other passages in which Tt..'hu&at Tu orrAa occurs: there may be 
other passages in which it will suit, but as a general explanation it appears 
to me inadmissible. In most cases, the words mean "armati consistere," 
to ground arms,- to maintain rank, resting the spear and shield (see 
Xenoph. Hellen. ii, 4, 12) upon the ground. In the incident now before us, 
the Theban hoplites enter Platrea, a strange town, with the population de
cidedly hostile, and likely to be provoked more than ever by this surprise; 
add to which, that it is pitch dark, and a rainy night. Is it likely, that the 
first thing which they do will be to pile their arms 1 The darkness alone 
would render it a slow and uncertain operation to resume the arms: so 
that when the Platreaus attacked them, as they did, quite suddenly and un
expectedly, and while it was yet dark, the Thebans would have been 
upon Dr. Arnold's supposition - altogether defenceless and unarmed (see 
ii, 3. 7r p 0 (1€f3aA6 v TE EV,'} iJ ~ -ol IUaTalij~ - /cat ,, xeZpar ifeuav /(a Ta 
Tax or) which certainly they were not. Dr. Arnold's explanation may 
suit the case of the solclier in camp, but certainly not that of the solclier in 
presence of an enemy, or under circumstances of danger: the difference of 
the two will be found illustrated in Xenophon, Hellenic. ii, 4, 5, 6. 

Nor do the passages referred to by Dr. Arnold himself bear out his inter
pretation of the phrase Tt>'hu>Jat Ta o7rAa. That interpretation is, more
over, not conveniently applicable either to Thucyd. vii, 3, or viii, 25, 
decicledly inapplicable to iv, 68 (>'hwoµevov Ta o7rAa), in the description of 
the night attack on Megara, very analogous to this upon Platrea., - and not 
less decidedly inapplicable to two passages of Xenophon's Ana.basis, i, 5, 
14; iv.3, 7. 

Schneider, in the Lexicon appended to his edition of Xenophon's 
Anabasi,s, has a long but not very distinct article upon rirJewat TU o7rM. 
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Breotian confederacy, that they should come forth and tnke sta
tion as brethren in the armed ranks of the Thebans. And the 
Plat:.cans, suddenly roused from sleep by the astounding news 
that their great enemy was master of the town, supposed amidst 
the darkness that the number of assailants was far greater than 
the reality: so that in spite of their strong attachment to Athens, 
they thought their case hopeless, and began to open negotiations. 
But as they soon found out, in spite of the darkness, as the dis
cussion proceeded, that the real numbers of the Thebans were 
not greater than could be dealt with, - they speedily took cour
age and determined to attack them ; establishing communication 
with each other by breaking through the walls of their private 
houses, in order that they might not be detected in moving about 
in the streets or ways,1- and forming barricades with wagons 
across such of these ways as were suitable. A iittle before day
break, when their preparations were fully completed, they sallied 
forth from their houses to the attack, and immediately came to 
close quarters with the Thebans. The latter, still fancying them· 
selves masters of the town, and relying upon a satisfactory 
close to the discussions when daylight should arrive, now found 
themselves surprised in their turn, and under great disadvan
tages : for they had been out all night under a heavy rain, 
they were in a town which they did not know, with narrow, 
crooked, and muddy ways, such as they would have had difficulty in 

Thucyd. ii, 3. lOoKet ovv brqetpTjTEa elvat, Kat ;vveAiyovTO owpfouovTe' 
TOV' KOLVOV' Toi;rovi- r.ap' ul.iii/iiovi-, otrwr µ~ Ota TWV Mwv <f>avepot WUlV 
lovTei-, aµa;a, oe uvev TWV vtro(vyiwv ti- TU' Movi- Kai'fiumuav, Zv' avrl 
uixovi- i], ml TaA.A.a t;i/proov, etc.· 

I may be permitted to illustrate this by a short extract from the letter of 
llf. Marrast, mayor of Paris, to the National Assembly, written during the 
formidable insurrection of June 25, 1848, in that city, and describing the 
proceedings of the insurgents: "Dans la plupart des rues longues, etroites, 
et couvertes de barricades qui vont de l'Ilotel de Ville a Ia Rue St. Antoine, 
Ia garde nationale mobile, et Ia troupe de Iigne, ont dil faire le siege de 
chaque maison ; et ce qui rendait l'muvre plus perilleuse, c'est qne !es in
surges avaieut etabli, <le chaque maison a chaqne maison, des communica
tions interieures qui rcliaicnt !cs maisons entre elles, en sorte qu'ils pom·ai
ent se rendre, comme par une allee couverte, d'un point e1oigne jusqu'au 
centre d'une suite de barricades qui !es protegeaient." (Lettre publiee 
dans le Journal, le National, June 26, 1848). 

http:Toi;rovi-r.ap
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finding even by daylight. Nevertheless, on finding themselves 
suddenly assailed, they got as well as they could into close order, 
and repelled the Platreans two or three times : but the attack 
was still repeated, with loud shouts, while the women also 
screamed, and howled, and threw tiles from the flat-roofed 
houses, until at length the Thebans became dismayed and broken. 
But flight was not less difficult than resistance; for they could 
not find their way out of the city, and even the gate by which 
they entered, the only one open, had been closed by a Platrean 
citizen, who thrust into it the point of a javelin in place of the 
peg whereby the bar was commonly held fast. Dispersed about 
the city, and pursued by men who knew every inch of the 
ground, some ran to the top of the wall, and jumped down on 
the outside, most of them perished in the attempt,- a few others 
escaped through an unguarded gate, by cutting through the bar 
with a hatchet which a woman gave to them, -while the greater 
number of them ran into the open doors of a large barn or build
ing in conjunction with the wall, mistaking these doors for an 
approach to the town-gate. They were here blocked up without 
the chance of escape, and the Platreans at first thought of setting 
fire to the building: but at length a convention was concluded, 

. whereby they, as well as all the other Thebans in the city, agreed 
to surrender at discretion.I 

Had the reinforcements from Thebes arrived at the expected 
hour, this disaster would have been averted. But the heavy rain 
and dark night retarded their whole march, while the river 
Asopus was so much swollen as to be with difficulty fordable: 
so that before they reached the gates of rlatrea, their comrades 
within were either. slain or captured. Which fate had befallen 
them, the Thebans without could not tell: but they immediately 
resolved to seize what they could find, persons as well as prop· 
erty, in the Platrean territory, - no precautions having been taken 
as yet to guard against the perils of war by keeping within the 
walls, - in order that they might have something to exchange 

· for suc)l Thebans as were prisoners. Before this step could be 
executed, however, a herald came forth from the town to remon
strate with them upon their unholy proceeding in having so 

1 Thucyd. ii, 3, 4. 
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flagrantly violated the truce, and especially to warn them not to 
do any wrong without the walls. If they retired without inflict
ing farther mischief, their prisoners within should be given up to 
them; if otherwise, these prisoners would be slain immediately. 
A convention ha..-ing been concluded and sworn to on this basis, 
the Thebans retired without any active measures. Such at least 
was the Theban account of what preceded their retirement: 
but the Platreans gave a very different statement; denying that 
they had made any categori<;al promise or sworn any oath, 
- and affirming that they had engaged for nothing, except to 
suspend any decisive step with regard to the prisoners until dis
cussion had been entered into to see if a satisfactory agreement 
could be concluded. 

As Thucydides records both of these statements, without inti
mating to which of the two he himself gave the preference, we 
may presume that both of them found credence with respectable 
persons. The Theban story is undoubtedly the most probable : 
but the Platreans appear to have violated the understanding, 
even upon their own construction of it. For no sooner had the 
Thebans retired, than they (the Platreans) hastily brought in 
their citizens and the best of their movable property within the 
walls, and then slew all their prisoners forthwith; without even 
entering into the formalities of negotiation. The prisoners thus 
put to death, among whom was Eurymachus himself, were one 
hundred and eighty in number.1 

1 Thucyd. ii, 5, 6; Herodot. vii, 233. Demosthenes (cont. Nereram, c. 
25, p. 1379) agrees with Thucydides in the statement that the Platreans 
slew their prisoners. From whom Diodorus borrowed his inadmissible 
story, that the Platreans gave up the_\r prisoners to the Thebans, I cannot 
tell (Diodor. xii, 41,42). 

The passage in this oration against Nerera is also curious, both as it 
agrees with Thucydides on many points, and as it differs from him on sev
eral others: in some sentences, even the words agree with Thucydides ( o 
yilp 'Auc.nror Troraµor µeyar lp/>vT/, Kat &a(3ijvai ob prjowv ~v, etc.: compare 
Thucyd. ii, 2); while on other points there is discrepancy. Demosthenes· 
-or the Pseudo-Demosthenes -states that Archidamus, king of Sparta, 
planned the surprise of Platrea, - that the Platreans only discovered, when 
morning dawned, the small real number of the Thebans in the town, 
that the larger body of Thcbans, when they at last did arrive near Platrea. 
after the great delay in their march, were forced to retire by the numerous 
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On the first entrance of the Theban assailants at night, a mes
senger had started from Platrea to carry the news to Athens : a 
second messenger followed him to report the victory and capture 
of the prisoners, as soon as it had been achieved. The Athenians 
sent back a herald without delay, enjoining the Platreans to take 
no step respecting the prisoners until consultation should be had 
with Athens. Perikles doubtless feared what turned out to be 
the fact: for the prisoners had been slain before his messenger 
could arrive. Apart from the terms of the convention, and look
ing only to the received practice of ancient warfare, their de
struction could not be denounced as unusually cruel, though the 
Thebans, when fortune was in their favor, chose to designate it 
as such,I - but impartial contemporaries would notice, and the 
Athenians in particular would deeply lament, the glaring impol
icy of the act. For Thebes, the best thing of all would of course 
be to get back her captured citizens forthwith: but next to that, 
the least evil would be to hear that they had been put to death. 
In the hands of the Athenians and Platreans, they would have 
been the means of obtaining from her much more valuable sa
crifices than their lives, considered as a portion of Theban power, 
were worth : so strong was the feeling of sympathy for impris
oned citizens, several of them men of rank and importance, 
as may be seen by the past conduct of Athens after the battle of 
Koroneia, and by that of Sparta, hereafter to be recounted, after 
the taking of Sphakteria. The Platreans, obeying the simple 
instinct of wrath and vengeance, threw away this great political 
advantage, which the more long-sighted Perikles would gladly 
have turned to account. 

At the time when the AtheniaI]s sent their herald to Platrea, 
they also issued orders for seizing all Breotians who might be 
found in Attica; while they lost no time in sending forces to 
provision Platrea, and placing it on the footing of a garrison 

force arriving from Athens, and that the Platreans then destroyed their 
prisoners in the town. Demosthenes mentions nothing ab&ut any conven
tion between the Platreans and the Thcbans without the town, respecting 
the Theban prisoners within. 

On every point on which the narrative of Thucydides differs from that 
of Demosthenes, that of the former stands out as the most coherent and 
credible. 1 Thucyd. iii, 66. 
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town, removing to Athens the old men and sick, with the women 
and children. No complaint or discussion, respecting the recent 
surprise, was thought of by either party: it was evident to both 
that the war was now actually begun, - that nothing was to be 
thought of except the means of carrying it on, - and that there 
could be no farther personal intercourse except under the pro
tection of heralds.I The incident at Platrea, striking in all its 
points, wound up both parties to the full pitch of warlike excite
ment. A spirit of resolution and enterprise was abroad every
where, especially among those younger citizens, yet unacquainted 
with the actual. bitterness of war, whom the long truce but just 
broken had raised up ; and the contagion of high-strung feeling 
spread from the leading combatants into every corner of Greece, 
manifesting itself partly in multiplied oracles, prophecies, and 
religious legends adapted to the moment :2 a recent earthquake 
at Delos, too, as well as various other extraordinary physical 
phenomena, were construed as prognestics of the awful struggle 
impending, - a period fatally marked not less by eclipses, earth
quakes, drought, famine, and pestilence, than by the direct calam
ities of war.3 

An aggression so unwarrantable as the assault on Platrea 
tended doubtless to strengthen the unanimity of the Athenian 
assembly, to silence the opponents of Perikles, and to lend addi
tional weight to those frequent exhortations,4 whereby the great 
statesman was wont to sustain the courage of his countrymen. 
Intelligence was sent round to forewarn and hearten up the nu
merous allies of Athens, tributary as well as free : the latter, 
with the exception of the Thessalians, Akarnanians, and J\Iesse
nians at Naupaktus, were all insular, - Chians, Lesbians, Korky
rreans, and Zakynthians: to the island of Kephallenia also they 
sent envoys, but it was not actually acquired to their alliance 
until a few months afterwards.5 ·with the Akarnanians, too, their 
connection had only been commenced a short time before, seem

• Thucyd. ii,#1-6. 
t Thucyd. ii, 7, 8. 'fJ Te uA.A.71 'EA.i\a; ?rutra µeTe(,)po; i]v, ~vvtovawv 

Twv ?rpiir(,)v ?roA.wv. 3 Thucyd. i, 23. 
4 Thucyd. ii, 13. urrep Kat ?rpoupov, etc., lA.eye Of: l<Ul uA.A.a, ola?rep 

e, wi'J et, Ifrpi1<i\~; l~ lm6oet~iv Tov m:ptitreai'Jai Ti/J ?roA.iµ't'. 
6 Thucyd. ii, 7, 22, 30. 
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ingly during the preceding summer, arising out of the circum
stances of the town of Argos in Amphilochia. That town, 
situated on the southern coast of the Ambrakian gulf, was origi
nally occupied by a portion of the Amphilochi, a non-Hellenic 
tribe, whose lineage apparently was something intermediate 
between Akarnanians and Epirots. Some colonists from Ambra
kia, having been admitted as co-residents with the Amphilochian 
inhabitants of this town, presently expelled them, and retained 
the town with its territory exclusively for themselves. The 
expelled inhabitants, fraternizing with their fellow tribes around 
as well as with the Akarnanians, looked out for the means of 
restoration ; and in order to obtain it, invited the assistance of 
Athens. Accordingly, the Athenians sent an expedition of thirty 
triremes, under Phormio, who, joining the Amphilochians and 
Akarnanians, attacked and carried Argos, reduced the Ambra
kiots to slavery, and restored the town to the Amphilochians and 
Akarnanians. It was on this occasion that the alliance of the 
Akarnanians with Athens was first concluded, and that their 
personal attachment to the Athenian admiral, Phormio, com
menced.I 

The numerous subjects of Athens, whose contributions stood 
embodied in the annual tribute, were distributed all over and 
around the 1Egean, including all the islands north of Krete, with 
the exception ofl\Ielos and Thera.21\foreover, the elements offorce 
collected in Athens itself, were fully worthy of the metropolis 
of so great an empire. Perik!es could make a report to his 
countrymen of three hundred triremes fit for active service; 
twelve hundred horsemen and horse-bowmen; sixteen hundred 
bowmen ; and the great force of all, not less than twenty-nine 
thousand hoplites,- mostly citizens, but in part also metics. 

1 Thucyd. ii, 68. The time at which this expedition of Phormio aud the 
capture of Argos happened, is not precisely marked by Thucydides. But 
his word>Y seem to imply that it was before the commencement of the war, 
ns Poppo observes. Phormio wns sent to Chalkidike about October or 
November 432 n.c. (i, 64); and the expedition against Argos probably 
occurred between that event and the naval conflict of Korkyrroans and. 
Athenians against Corinthians with their allies, Ambrakiots included, 
which conflict had happened in the preceding spring. 

1 Thucyd. ii, 9. 
VOL. VI. 6 
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The chosen portion of these hoplites, both as to age and as to 
equipment, were thirteen thousand in number; while the re· 
maining sixteen thousand, including the elder and younger 
citizens and the metics, did garrison-duty on the walls of Athens 
and Peirreus, - on the long line of wall which connected Athens 
both with Peirreus and Phalerum, - and in the various fortified 
posts both in and out of Attica. In addition to these large mil
itary and naval forces, the city possessed in the acropolis, an 
accumulated treasure of coined silver amounting to not less than 
six thousand talents, or about one million four hundred thousand 
pounds, derived from annual laying by of tribute from the allies, 
and perhaps of other revenues besides : the treasure had at one 
time been as large as nine thousand seven hundred talents, or 
about two million two hundred and thirty thousand pounds, but 
the cost of the recent religious and architectural decorations at 
Athens, as well as at the siege of Potidrea, had reduced it to six 
thousand. Moreover, the acropolis and the temples throughout 
the city were rich in votive offerings, deposits, sacred plate, and 
silver implements for the processions and festivals, etc., to an 
amount estimated at more than five hundred talents; while the 
great statue of the goddess recently set up by Pheidias in the 
Parthenon, composed of ivory and gold, included a quantity of 
the latter metal not less than forty talents in weight, - equal in 
value to more than four hundred talents of silver,- and all of it 
so arranged that it could be taken off from the statue at pleasure. 
In alluding to these sacred valuables among the resources of the 
state, Perikles spoke of them only as open to be so applied in 
case of need, with the firm resolution of replacing them during 
the first season of prosperity, just as the Corinthians had pro
posed to borrow from Delphi and Olympia. Besides the hoard 
thus actually in hand, there came in a large annual revenue, 
amounting, under the single head of tribute from the subject allies, 
to six hundred talents, equal to about one hundred and thirty
eight thousand pounds; besides all other items,1 making up a gen
eral total of at least one thousand talents, or about two hundred 
and thirty thousand pounds. 

To this formidable catalogue of means for war were to be 

1 Thucyd. ii, 13; Xenophon, Anabas. vii, 4. 
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added other items not less important, but which did not admit of 
being weighed and numbered; the unrivalled maritime skill and 
discipline of the seamen,-the democratical sentiment, alike 
fervent and unanimous, of the general mass of citizens, - and 
the superior development of directing intelligence. And when 
we consider that the enemy had indeed on his side an irresistible 
land-force, but scarcely anything else, - few ships, no trained 
seamen, no funds, no powers of combination or headship, - we 
may be satisfied that there were ample materials for an orator 
like Perikles to draw an encouraging picture of the future. Ile 
could depict Athens as holding Peloponnesus under siege by 
means of her navy and a chain of insular posts ;I and he could 
guarantee success2 as the sure reward of persevering, orderly, 
and well-considered exertion, combined with firm endurance 
under a period of temporary but unavoidable suffering; and 
combined too with another condition hardly less difficult for 
Athenian temper to comply with, - abstinence from seductive 
i;peculations of distant enterprise, while their force was required 
by the necessities of war near home.3 But such prospects were 
founded upon a long-sighted calculation, looking beyond immedi
ate loss, and therefore likely to take less hold of the mind of an 
ordinary citizen, -or at any rate, to be overwhelmed for the 
moment by the pressure of actual hardship. :Moreover, the best 
which Perikles could promise was a successful resistance,-the 
unimpaired maintenance of that great empire to which Athens 
liad become accustomed; a policy purely conservative, without 
any stimulus from the hope of positive acquisition, - and not 
only withont the sympathy of other states, but with feelings of 
simple acquiescence on the part of most of her allies, - of ~trong 
hostility everywhere else. · 

On all these latter points the position of the Peloponnesian 
alliance was far more encouraging. So powerful a body of con

1 Thuryd. ii, 7. ii~ {Je(Jaiw~ rrip1~ T/iv ITe/.o;r6vv17uov Kararrol.er,iwovrer;. 
vi, 90. -:rtp1g T~v ITel.orrovv17uov rrol.1op1wvvrer;. 

2 Thucy<l. ii, 65. TOUOVTOV Ti;J ITep1KAei lrrEpiuuevue TOTE ur/>' Oiv avTor; 
rrpoiyvw, Kat rruvv U.v pr,ioiwr: rrepcyeviu-&a, TWV IIeA07rOVV1/UlWV aVTWV T4' 
r.oUµ<p. 

3 Thucyd. i, 144. ~v UH!.17Te apx~v Teµ~ lmKTii.u-&a, U.µa 7r0Aeµoiivrer;, Kai 
IC£VOVVOVr; av-&atpirovr; µ~ rrpoaTi-&ea{)at. 
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federates liad never been got together, - not even to resist 
Xerxes. Not only the entire strength of Peloponnesus-except 
Argeians and Achreans, both of whom were neutral at first, 
though the Achxan town of Pellene joined e\·en at the begin
ning, and all the rest subsequently- was brought together, but 
also the 1\Iegarians, Breotians, Phocians, Opuntian Lokrians, 
Ambrakiots, Leukadians, and Anaktorians. Among these, Cor
inth, Megara, Sikyon, Pellene, Elis, Ambrakia., and Leukas, 
furnished maritime force, while the Breotians, Phocians, and 
Lokrians supplied cavalry. 1\fany of these cities, however, sup
plied hoplites besides; but the remainder of the confederates 
furn~shed hoplites only. It was upon this latter force, not 
omitting the powerful Breotian cavalry, that the main reliance 
was placed; especially for the first and most important opera
tion of the war, - the devastation of Attica. Bound together 
by the strongest common feeling of active antipathy to Alhens, 
the whole confederacy was foll of hope and co:ifidence for this 
immediate forward march, - so gratifying at once both to their 
hatred and to their love of plunder, by the hand of destruction 
laid upon the richest country in Greece, - and presenting a 
chance even of terminating the war at once, if the pride of the 
Athenians should be w intolerably stung as to proYoke them to 
come out and fight. Certainty of immediate success, at the first 
outset, a common purpose to be accomplished and a common 
enemy to be put down, and favorable sympathies throughout 
Greece, - all these crcumstances filled the Peloponnesians with 
sanguine hopes at the beginning of the war: and the general 
persuasion was, that Athens, even if not reduced to submission 
by the first invasion, could not possibly hold out more than two 
or three summers against the repetition of this destructive pro
cess.I Strongly did this confidence contrast with the p1·oud and res
olute submission to necessity, not without desponding anticipa
tions of the result, which reigned among the auditors of Perikles.'l 

Thucy<l. vii, 28. UGOV Kar' upxut; roii r.oUµov, ol µ"i:v lvtavriiv, ol oe 
ovo, oi 11e rpii:iv ye trwv, o v r5 el r rr A. e ["' x p 6 v o v, t v 6 µ it; o v rr ept o [ere t v 
avrovt; (the .Athenians), el ol IIeAO'/l"OVV~<rtOl tr;{3&.A.otev lt; ri)v 
xwpav: romparcv, 14. 

2 Thucy<l. vi, 11. otu ro rrap u yv wµ11 v avri:i v, rrp i>t; u irpo [3 eicn'Je 

I 
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Ilut thongh the Peloponnesians entertained confident belief of 
carrying their point by E·imple land-campaign, they did not neg
lect auxiliary preparations for narnl and prolonged war. The 
Lacedremonians resolved to make up the naval force already 
existing among themselves and their allies to an aggregate of 
five hundred triremes ; chiefly by th~ aid of the friendly Dorian 
cities on the Italian and Sicilian coast. Upon each of them a 
specific contribution was imposed, together with a given contin
gent ; orders being transmitted to them to make such prepara
tions silently without any immediate declaration of hostility 
against Athens, and even without refusing for the present to 
admit any single Athenian ship into their harbors.l Ilesides 
this, the Lacedmmonians laid their schemes for sending envoys 
to the Persian king, and to other barbaric powers, - a remark
able evidence of melancholy reYolution in Grecian affairs, when 
that potentate, whom the common arm of Greece had so hardly 
repulsed a few years before, was now invoked to bring the 
Pheniciari fleet again into the 1Egean for the purpose of crushing 
Athens. 

The invasion of Attica, however, without delay, was the pri
m~ry object to be accomplished; and for that the Lacedremonians 
issued circular orders immediately after the attempted surprise at 
Platrea. Though the vote of the allies was requisite to sanction 
any war, yet when that vote had once been passed, the Lacedre
monians took upon themselves to direct all the measures of ex
ecution. Two-thirds of the hoplites of each confederate city, 
apparently two-thirds uf a certain assumed rating, for which the 
city was held liable in the books of the confederacy, so that the 
Breotians and others who furnished cavalry were not constrained 
to send two-thirds of their entire force of hoplites,- were sum
moned to be present on a certain day at the isthmus of Corinth, 
with provisions and equipment for .an expedition of some length.2 

TO rrpcJTov, rreptyeyevi}uttat, Kara9pov~11avrcr; ~<JT) Kat ri}t; r.uce/i.[ar; 

i<f>l£u{Je. It is Nikias, who, in dissuading the expedition against Syracuse, 
reminds· the Athenians of their past despondency at the beginning of the 
'var. 

1 Thucycl. ii, 7. Diodorus says that the Italian and Sicilian allies were 
requirecl to furnish two hundred triremes (xii, 41). Nothing of the kind 
seems to have been actually furnished. 2 Thucyd. ii, 10-12. 
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On the day named, the entire force was found duly assembled, 
and the Spartan king Archidamus, on taking the command, ad
dressed to the commanders and principal officers from each city a 
discourse of solemn warning as well as encouragement. His re
marks were directed chiefly to abate the tone of sanguine over
confidence which reigned !n the army. After adverting to the 
magnitude of the occasion, the mighty impulse agitating all Greece, 
and the general good wishes which accompanied them against an 
enemy so much hated, - he admonished them not to let their 
great superiority of numbers and bravery seduce them into a 
spirit of l'ash disorder. ""'\Ve are about to attack (he said) au 
enemy admirably equipped in every way, so that we may be 
very certain that they will come out and fight, 1 even if they be 
not now actually on the march to meet us at the border, at least 
when they see us in their territory ravaging and destroying their 
property. All men exposed to any unusual indignity become 
incensed, and act more under passion than under calculation, 
when it is actually brought under their eyes: much· more will 
the Athenians do so, accustomed as they are to empire, and to 
ravage the territory of others rather than to see their own so 
treated." 

Immediately on the army being assembled, Archidamus sent 
l\Ielesippus as envoy to Athens to announce the coming invasion, 
being still in hopes that the Athenians would yield. But a reso
lution had been already adopted, at the instance of Perikles, to 
receive neither herald nor envoy from the Lacedmmonians when 
once their army was on its march: so that l\Ielesippus was sent 
back without even being permitted to enter the city. Ile was 
ordered to quit the territory before sunset, with guides to accom
pany him and prevent him from addressing a word to any one. 
On parting from his guides at the border, l\Ielesippus exclaimed,2 

1 Thucyd. ii, 11. WIJTe ;i:pi'; Kat 1rUVV tl.. iril;ttv OlU µaxTJ~ livat avrovt;, d 
µi'; Kat viiv wpµTjvrat, tv r;, oiiirw 1rupeuµev, uU. llrav tv ry Yii opwutv fiµilt; 
011ovvrfit; re mt ruKeivwv f&eipovrai;. 

These reports of speeches arc of great value as preserving a record of 
the feelings and expectations of actors, apart from the result of events. 
'Vliat Archidamus so confidently anticipated, <lid 1wt come to pass, 

2 Thucyd. ii, 12. 
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with a solemnity but too accurately justified by the event: 
"This day will be the beginning of many calamities to the 
Greeks." 

Arcliidamus, as soon as the reception of his last envoy was 
made known to him, continued his inarch from the isthmus into 
Attica,-which territory he entered by the road of <Enoe, the 
frontier Athenian fortress of Attica towards Ilccotia. His march 
was slow, and he thought it necessary to make a regular attack 
on the fort of <Enoe, which liad been put into so good a state of 
defence, that after all the various modes of assault, in which the 
Laced;"Cmonians were not skilful, had been tried in vain,1 -and 
after a delay of several days before the place, - he was com
pelled to renounce the attempt. 

The want of enthusiasm on the part of the Spartan king, 
his multiplied delays, first at the isthmus, next in the march, and 
laslly before <Enoe, - were all offensive to the fiery impatience 
of the army, who wer!3 loud in their murmurs against him. Ile 
acted upon the calculation already laid down in his discourse at 
Sparta,2 - that the highly cultivated soil of. Attica was to be 
looked upon as a hostage for the pacific dispositions of the Athe
nians, who would be m01·e likely to yield when devastation, 
though not yet inflicted, was nevertheless impending, and at 
their doors. In this point of view, a little delay at the border 
was no disadvantage ; and perhaps the partisans of peace at 
Athens may have encouraged him to hope that it would enable 
them to prevail. Nor can we doubt that it was a moment full 
of difficulty to Perikles at Athens. Ile had to proclaim to all 
the proprietors in Attica the painful truth, that they must pre
pare to see their lands and houses overrun and ruined; and that 
their persons, families, and movable property, must be brought 
in for safety either to Athens, or to one of the forts in the terri
tory, - or carried across to one of the neighboring islands. It 

Thucyd. ii, 18. 'Trurrav lvtav 7retp0.aavret; ob1< MvvavTO D.ti:v. The sit
uation of CEnoe is not exactly agreecl upon by topographical inquirers: it 
was near Elcutherre, and on one of the roads from Attica into Bceotia. 
(Harpokration, v, Olvo17; Herodot. v,. 74). Archida.mus marched, proba
l>ly, from the isthmus over Geruneia, and fell into this road in order to 
reP-eiYe the junction of the Bccotian contingent after it hatl crossed Kithreron. 

v Thuryd. i, 82; ii, 18. 

l 
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would, indeed, make a favorable impression when he told them 
that Archidamus was his own family friend, yet only within such 
limits as consisted with duty to the city: in case, therefore, the 
invaders, while ravaging Attica, should receive instruction to 
spare his own lands, he would forthwith make them over to the 
state as public property: nor was such a case unlikely to arise, 
if not from the personal feeling of Archidamus, at least from the 
deliberate manreuvre of the Spartans, who would seek thus to 
set the Athenian public against Perikles, as they had tried to do 
before by demanding the banishment of the sacrilegious Alkm::e
onid race.I But though this declaration would doubtless provoke 
a hearty cheer, the lesson which he had to inculcate, uot simply 
for admission as prudent policy, but for actual practice, was one 
revolting alike to the immediate interest, the dignity, and the 
sympathies of his countrymen. To see their lands all ravaged, 
without raising an arm to defend them, - to carry away their 
wives and families, and to desert and dismantle their country 
residences, as they had done during the Persian invasion, - all 
in the confidence of compensation in other ways and of remote 
ultimate success, -were recommendations which, probably, no 
one but Perikles could have hoped to enforce. They were, 
moreover, the more painful to execute, inasmuch as the Athenian 
citizens had very generally retained the habits of residing per
manently, not in Athens, but in the various demes of Attica; 
mauy of which still preserved their temples, their festivals, thei1· 
local customs, and their limited municipal autonomy, handed 
down from the day when they had once been independent of 
Athens.2 It was but recently that the farming, the comforts, and 
the ornaments, thus distributed over Attica, had been restored 
from the ruin of the Persian inrnsion, and brought to a higher 
pitch of improvement than ever; yet the fruits of this labor, and. 
the scenes of these local affections, were now to be again delib

1 Thucyd. ii, 13: compare Tacitus, Ifritor. v, 23. "Cerealis, insnlam 
Batavorum hostiliter populatus, agros Civilis, notd arte ducum, intactos 
sinebat." Also Lfry, ii, 39. 

Justin affirms that the Lncedremonian invaders actually did leave the 
lands of l'crikl&s uninjured, and that he made them over to the people 
(iii, 7 ). Thucydides does not say whether the case really occurred: see 
also Polyrenus, i, 36. 2 Thucyd. ii, 15, 16. 
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erately abandoned to a new aggressor, and exchanged for the 
utmost privation and discomfort. Archidamus might well doubt 
whether the Athenians would nerve themselves up to the pitch 
of resolution necessary for this distressing step, when it came to 
the actual crisis; and whether they would not constrain Perikles 
against his will to make propositions for peace. His delay on 
the border, and postponement of actual devastation, gave the 
best chance for such propositions being made ; though as this 
calculation was not realized, the army raised plausible complaints 
against him for having allowed the Athenians time to save so 
much of their property. 

From all parts of Attica the residents flocked within the spa· 
cious walls of Athens, which now served as shelter for the house
less, like Salamis, forty-nine years before: entire families with 
all their movable property, and even with the woodwork of their 
houses ; the sheep and cattle were conveyed to Eubcea and the 
other adjoining islands.I Though a few among the fugitives 
obtained dwellings or reception from friends, the greater number 
were compelled to encamp in the vacant spaces of the city and 
Peirreus, or in and around the numerous temples of the city, 
always excepting the acropolis and the eleusinion, which were 
at all times strictly closed to profane occupants; but even the 
ground called the Pelasgikon, immediately under the acropolis, 
which, by an ancient and ominous tradition, was interdicted to 
human abode,2 was made use of under the present necessity. 
Many, too, placed their families in the towers and recesses of 

1 Thucyd. ii, 14. 
Thucyd. ii, 17. Kat TO Ilt/.~aytl<OV 1<a/.ovµevov To {nro Ti]v aKp011'0AtV, 3 

1<d brapaTOV TE ~V µi] oiKelv Kat Tt 1<at Ilv~tl<Oii µavuiuv aKpOTEAEVTlOV 
TOtov<le OtEKWAVE, /.€yov ,;,, TO ITe/.aaytKOV apyi>v aµetvov, oµc,)(; 
tlTtO T~> 'trapaxp~µa UVU{'KI'/> t;cp1<fi~I'/• 

Thucydides then proceeds to give an explanation of his own for this 
ancient prophecy, intended to save its credit, as well as to show that his 
<'Ountrym~n had not, as some persons alleged, violated any divine mandate 
by admitting residents into the Pelasgikon. ·when the oracle said : "The 
Pclasgikon is better unoccupied," it did not mean to interdict the occupa
tion of that spot, but to foretell that it would never be occupied until a time 
of severe calamity arrived. The necessity of occupying it grew only out 
of national suffering. Such is the explanation suggested by Thucydides. 

VOL. VI. 6* 9oc. 
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the city walls,1 or in sheds, cabins, tents, or even tubs, disposed 
along the course of the long walls to Peirreus. In spite of so 
serious an accumulation of losses and hardships, the glorious 
endurance of their fathers in the time of Xerxes was faithfully 
copied, and copied too under more honorable circumstances, since 
at that time there had been no option possible; whereas, the 
march of Archidamus might., perhaps, now have been arrested by 
submissions, ruinous indeed to Athenian 'dignity, yet not incon
sistent with the security of Athens, divested of her rank and 
power. Such submissions, if suggested as they probably may 
have been by the party opposed to Perikles, found no echo 
among the suffering population. · 

After having spent several days before CEnoe without either 
taking the fort or receiving any message from the Athenians, 
Archidamus marched onward to Eleusis and the Thriasian plain, 
- about the midclle of June, eighty days after the surprise 
of Platrea. His army was of irresistible force, not less than 
sixty thousand hoplites, accorcling to the statement of Plutarch,2 
or of one hundred thousancl, according to others: considering 
the number of constituent allies, the strong feeling by which 
they were prompted, and the shortness of the expedition com
bined with the chance of plunder, even the largest of these 
two numbers is not incredibly great, if we take it to· include not 
hoplites only, but cavalry and light-armed also: but as Thucy
dides, though comparatively full in his account of this march, has 
stated no general total, we may presume that he had heard none 
upon which he could rely. As the Athenians had made no 
movement towards peace, Archidamus anticipated that they 
wo.uld come forth to meet him in the fertile plain of Eleusis an~ 
Thria, which was the first portion of territory that he sat down 
to ravage : but no Athenian force appeared to oppose· him, 
except a detachment of cavalry, who were repulsed in a skirmish 
near the small lakes called Rheiti. Having laid waste this plain 
without any serious opposition, Archidamus did not think fit to 

1 Aristophanes, Equites, 789. olKovvr' lv ralr 7rd1&Kvatat Kuv yv7rap£oii; 
Kat 7rvpyuJioir. The philosopher Diogcne:<, in taking up his abode in a tub, 
had thus examples in history to follow. 

1 Plutarch, Pcrik!Cs, c. 3.3. 
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pursue the straight road which from Thria con<lucted directly to 
Athens across the ri<lge of l\Iount JEgaleos, but turned off to the 
westwar<l, leaving that mountain on his right hand until he came 
to KrC1peia, where he crosse<l a portion of the line of JEgaleos 
over to Acharnre. He was here about seven miles from Athens, 
on a declivity sloping <lown into the plain which stretches west
erly and northwesterly from Athens, and visible from the city 
walls : and he here encamped, keeping his army in perfect order 
for battle, but at the same time intending to damage and ruin the 
place and its neighborhood. Acharnre was the largest and most 
populous of all the demes in Attica, furnishing no less than 
three thournnd hoplites to the national line, and flourish
ing as well by its corn, vines, and olives, as by its peculiar 
abundance of charcoal-burning from the forests of ilex on 
the neighboring hills : moreover, if we are to believe Aris
tophanes, the Acharnian proprietors were not merely sturdy 
"h_earts of oak," but peculiarly vehement and irritable.! It 
illustrates the condition of a Grecian territory under invasion, 
when we find this great deme, which could not have contained 
less than twelve thousand free inhabitants of both sexes and all 
ages, with at least an equal number of slaves, completely deserted. 
Archidamus calci1lated that when the Athenians actually saw 
his troops s.o close to their city, carrying fire and sword over their 
wealthiest canton, their in<lignation would become uncontrollable, 
and they would march out forthwith to battle. The Acharnian 
proprietors especially, he thought, would be foremost in inflam
ing this .temper, an<l insisting upon protection to their own prop
erties, - or, if the remaining citizens refuse<l to march out along 
with them, they would, after having been thus left undefended to 
ruin, become discontented anJ in<litJerent to the general weal.I! 

Though his calculation was not realized, it was, nevertheless, 
founded upon most rational grounds. ·what Archidamus antic

1 See the Acharncis of Aristophanes, rcprescntccl in the sixth year of the 
reloponnesian war, v, 34, 180, 254, etc. 

r.pe(f;Jvrai nve~ · 
'A;rapvucoZ, (fTltrTOt yipnvu~, r.pivtvot, 
urepaµovq;, ?vfapaiJwvoµa;rat, (f~evoaµvtvot, etc. 

2 Thucyd. ii, 20. 
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ipated was on the point of happening, and nothing prevented 
it, except the personal ascendency of Perikles, strained to its 
very utmost. So long as the invading army was engaged in 
the Thriasian plain, the Athenians had some faint hope that it 
might- like Pleistoanax, fourteen years before - advance no 
farther into the interior: but when it came to Acharme, within 
sight of the city walls, - when the ravagers were actually seen 
destroying buildings, fruit-trees, and crops, in the plain of Athens, 
a sight strange to every Athenian eye except to those very old men 
who recollected the Persian invasion, - the exasperation of the 
general body of citizens rose to a pitch never before known. The 
Acharnians first of all, next the youthful citizens generally, 
became madly clamorous for arming and going forth to fight. 
Knowing well their own great strength, but less correctly informed 
of the superior strength of the enemy, they felt confident that 
victory was within their reach. Groups of citizens were every
where gathered together,! angrily debating the critical question 
of the moment; 'while the usual concomitants of excited feeling, 
oracles and prophecies of diverse tenor, many of them, doubtless, 
promising success against the enemy at Acharnre, - were eagerly 
caught up and circulated. 

In this inflamed temper of the Athenian mind, Perikles was 
naturally the great object of complaint and wrath. Ile was 
denounced as the cause of all the existing suffering : he was 
reviled as a coward for not leading out the citizens to fight, in 
his capacity of general : the rational convictions as to the 
necessity of the war and the only practicable means of carrying 
it on, which his repeated speeches had implanted, seemed to be 
altogether forgotten.2 This burst of spontaneous discontent was, 
of course, fomented by the numerous political enemies of Peri
kles, and particularly by Kleon,3 now rising into importance as an 
opposition-speaker; whose talent for invective was thus first 
exercised under the auspices of the high aristocratical party, as 

1 Tlmcyd. ii, 21. Karil ;vcraO'et( oe ytyvoµevOt tv noAA ii lptOl ~O'aV: com· 
pare Euripides, Herakleidre, 416; and Andromache, 1077. 

• Thucyd. ii, 21. navri re rporrc,; uvTJpHJtcro *noA.ir Kat rilv IIeptKA.ia lv 
bpyij el;rov, KaZ WV napflveO'e nporepov lµ{µVTJVTO ovcli·v, UAA' lKUKtt;ov OTl 
urparT/yor i:Jv ovK ln<;uyot, ainov re ccpictv lv6µit;ov navrwv wv lr.ac;rov. 

3 Plntarch, PeriklCs, c. 33. 

http:IIeptKA.ia
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well as of an excited public. But no manifestations, however 
violent, could disturb either· the judgment or the firmness of 
Perikles. He listened, unmoved, to all the declarations made 
against him, and resolutely refused to convene any public assem
bly, or any meeting invested with an authorized character, under 
the present irritated temper of the citizens.l It appears that he, 
as general, or rather the board of ten generals, among whom he 
was one, must have been invested constitutionally with the power, 
not only of calling the ekklesia when they thought fit, but also 
of preventing it from meeting,2 and of postponing even those 
regular meetings which commonly took place at fixed times, four 
times in the prytany. No assembly, accordingly, took place, and 
the violent exasperation of the people was thus prevented from 
realizing itself in any rash public resolution. That Perikles 
should have held firm against this raging force, is but one among 
the many honorable points in his political character; but it is far 
less. wonderful than the fact, that his refusal to call the ekklesia 
was efficacious to preven.t the ekklesia from being held. The 
entire body of Athenians were now assembled within the walls, 
and if he refused to convoke the ekklesia, they might easily have 
met in the Pnyx, without him; for which it would not have been 
difficult at such a juncture to pro>ide plausible justification. The 
inviolable respect which the Athenian people manifested on this 
occasion for the forms of their democratical constitution - assisted 
doubtless by their long-established esteem for Perikles, yet 
opposell to an excitement alike intense and pervading, and to a 
demand apparently reasonable, in so far as regarded the calling 
of an assembly for discussion, - is one of the most memorable 
incidents in their history. 

'Vhile Perikles thus decidedly forbad~ any general march out 
for battle, he sought to provide as much employment as possible 
for the compressed eagerness of the citizens. The cavalry were 

1 Thucyd. ii, 22. 
2 See Schomann, De Comitiis, c. iv, p. 62. The prytanes (i. e. the fifty 

senators belonging to that trioe whose tum it was to preside at the time), 
as well as the stratcgi, had the right of convoking the ekklesia: see 
Thucyd. iv, llS, in which passage, however, they .are represented as 
convoking it in conjunction with the strategi: probably a discretion on the 
point came gradually to be understood as vested in the latter. 
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sent out, together with the Thessalian cavalry their allies, for the 
purpose of restraining the excursions of the enemy's light troops, 
and protecting the lands near the city from plunder.I At the 
same time, he fitted out a powerful expedition, which sailed forth 
to ravage Peloponnesus, even while the invaders were yet in 
Attica.~ Archi<lamus, after having remained engaged in the 
devastation of Acharnre. long enough to satisfy himself that the 
Athenians would not hazard a battle, turned away from Athens 
in a northwesterly direction towards the demes between l\Iount 
Brilessus and l\Iount Parnes, on the road passing through Deke
leia. The army continued ravaging these districts until their 
provisions were exhausted, and then quitted Attica by the north
western road near Oropus, which brought them into Breotia. 
The Oropians were not Athenians, but dependent upon Athens, 
and the district of Gr::ca, a portion of their territory, was laid 
waste; after which, the army dispersed and retired back to their 
respective homes.3 It would seem that they quitted Attica 
towards the end of July, having remained in the country between 
thirty and forty days. • 

l\feanwhile, the Athenian expedition under Karkinus, Proteas, 
and Sokrates, joined by fifty Korkyrrean ships, and by some other 
allies, sailed round Peloponnesus, landing in various parts to 
inflict damage, and among other places, at l\IethOne (l\Iodon) on 
the southwestern peninsula of the Lace<lremonian territory.4 

t Thucyd. ii, 22. The fuueral monument of these slain Thessalians, was 
among those seen hy Pausanias near Athens, on the side of the Academy 
(Pausan. i, 29, 5). 

2 Diodorus (xii, 42) would have us believe, that the expedition sent out 
by Perik!es, ravaging the Peloponnesian coast, induced the Lacedremonians. 
to hurry away their troops out of Attica. Thucydides giYes no countenance 
to this, -nor is it at all credible. 

3 Thucyd. ii, 23. The reading I'pat1<~v, belonging to I'pafo, seems pref
erable to ITetpaZ«fiv. Poppo and Goller adopt the former, Dr. Arnold the 
latter. Grrea was a small maritime place in the vicinity of Oropus (Aris
totel. ap. Stephan. Byz. v. Tuvaypa),-known also now as an Attic deme 
belonging to the tribe Pandionis: this has been discovered for the first time 
by an inscription published in Professor Ross's work (Ucber die Demen von 
Attika, pp. 3-5 ). Oro pus was not an Attic deme; the Athenian citizens 
residing in it were probably enrolled as I'pai;r;. 

4 Thucyd. ii, 25; Plutarch, Perikles, c. 34; Justin, iii, ';, 5. 
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The place, neither strong nor well-garrisoned, would have been 
carried with little difficulty, had not Brasidas the son of Tellis, 
a gallant Spartan now mentioned for the first time; but destined 
to great celebrity afterwards, - who happened to be on guard at 
a neighboring post, thrown himself into it with one hundred men 
by a rapid movement, before the dispersed Athenian troops could 
be brought together to prevent him. Ile infused such courage 
into the defenders of the place that every attack was repelled, 
and the Athenians were forced to reembark, - an act of prowess 
which procured for him the first public honors bestowed by the 
Spartans during this war. Sailing northward along the western 
coast of Peloponnesus, the Athenians landed again on the coast 
of Elis, a little south of the promontory called Cape Ichthys: 
they ravaged the territory for two days, defeating both the troops 
in the neighborhood and three hundred chosen men from the 
central Eleian territory. Strong winds on a harborless coast 
now _induced the captains to sail with most of the troops round 
Cape Ichthys, in order to reach the harbor of Pheia on the north
ern side of it; while the l\Iessenian hoplites, marching by land 
across the promontory, attacked Pheia and carried it by assault. 
When the fleet arrived, all were reembarked, - the full force of 
Elis being under march to attack them : they then sailed north
ward, landing on various other spots to commit devastation, until 
they reached Sollium, a Corinthian settlement on the coast of 
Akarnania. They captured this place, which they handed over 
to the inhabitants of the neighboring Akarnanian town of Palre
rus, - as well as Astakus, from whence they expelled the despot 
Euarchus, and enrolled the town as a member of the Athenian 
alliance. From hence they passed over .to Kephallenia, which 
they were fortunate enough also to acquire as an ally of Athens 
without any compulsion, - with its four distinct towns, or districts, 
Pales, Kranii, Same, and Pione. These various operations took 
up near three months from about the beginning of July, so that 
they returned to Athens towards the close of September,1 - the 
beginning of the winter half of the year, according to the distri
bution of Thucydides. 

Nor was this the only maritime expedition of the summer: 

1 Thucyd. ii, 25-30; Diodor. xii, 43, 44. 
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thirty more triremes, under Kleopompus, were sent through the 
Euripus to the Lokrian coast opposite to the northern part of 
Eubooa. Some disembarkations were made, whereby the Lokrian 
towns of Thronium and Alope were sacked, and farther devas
tation inflicted : while a permanent garrison was planted, and a 
fortified post erected, in the uninhabited island of Atalanta, op
posite to the Lokrian coast, in order to restrain privateers from 
Opus and the other Lokrian towns in their excursions against 
Eubrea.I It was farther determined to expel the .lEginetan 
inhabitants from .lEgina, and to occupy the island with Athenian 
colonists. This step was partly rendered prudent by the impor
tant position of the island midway between Attica and Pelopon
nesus; but a concurrent motive, and probably the stronger motive, 
was the gratification of ancient antipathy and revenge against a 
people who had been among the foremost in provoking the war 
and in inflicting upon Athens so much suffering. The .lEgine
tans with their wives and children were all put on shipboard and 
landed in Peloponnesus,- where the Spartans permitted them 
to occupy the maritime district and town of Thyrea, their last 
frontier towards Argos : some of them, however, found shelter in 
other parts of Greece. The island was made over to a detach
ment of Athenian kleruchs, or citizen proprietors, sent thither by 
lot.2 

To the sufferings of the .lEginetans, which we shall hereafter 
find still more deplorably aggravated, we have to add those of 
the :Megarians. Both had been most zealous in kindling the 
war, but upon none did the distress of war fall so heavily. Both 
probably shared the premature confidence felt among the Pelo
ponnesian confederacy, that Athens could never hold out more 
than a year or two, - and were thus induced to overlook their 
own undefended position against her. Towards the close of 
September, the full force of Athens, citizens and metics, marched 
into the 1\Iegarid under Perikles, and laid waste the greater part 
of the territory: while they were in it, the hundred ships which 
had been circumnavigating Peloponnesus, having arrived at 
.JEgina on their return, went and joined their fellow-citizens in 

1 Thucyd. ii, 26-32 ; Diodor. xii, 44. ' Thucyd. ii, 27 
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ihe 1\Icgarid, instead of going straight home. The junction of 
the two formed the largest Athenian force that liad ever yet been 
seen together: there were ten thousand citizen hoplites, indepen
dent of three thousand others who were engaged in the siege of 
Potidxa, and three thousand metic hoplites, - besides a large 
number of light troops.1 Against so large a force the l\Iegarians 
could of course make no head, and their territory was all laid 
waste, even to the city walls. For several years of the war, the 
Athenians inflicted this destruction once, and often twice in the 
same year: a decree was proposed in the Athenian ekklesia by 
Charinus, though perhaps not carried, to the effect that the stra
tegi every year should swear, as a portion of their oath of office,2 
that they would twice invade and ravage the 1\Iegari<l. As the 
Athenians at the same time kept the port of Nisxa blocked up, 
by means of their superior r.aval force and of the neighboring 
coast of Salamis, the privations imposed on the l\Iegarians be
came extreme and intolerable,3 Not merely their corn and 
fruits; but even their garden vegetables near the city, were rooted 
up and destroyed, and their situation seems often to have been 
that of a besieged city hard pressed by famine. Even in the 
time of Pausanias, so many centuries afterwards, the miseries of 
the town during these years were remembered and communicated 
to him, being assigned as the reason why one of their most mem
orable statues had never been complete<l.4 

To these various military operations of Athens during the 
course of this summer, some other measures of moment are to be 
added; and Thucydides also notices an eclipse of the sun which 

· modern astronomical calculations refer to the third of August: 
had this eclipse happened three months earlier, immediately 
before the entrance of the Peloponnesians into Attica, it might 

1 Thucyd. ii, 31; Diodor. xii, 44. 2 Plutarch, Pcrikles, c. 30. 
3 See the striking picture in the Acharncis of Aristophanes (685-781) of 

the distressed 111cgarinn selling his hungry children into slavery with their 
own consent: also Aristoph. Pac. 482. 

The position of l\1cgara, as the ally of Sparta and enemy of Athens, 
was uncomfortable in the same manner, - though not to the same intense 
pitch of suffering, - iu the war which preceded the battle of Lenktra, near 
fifty years after this (Dcmosthcn. cont. Ne::er., p. 1357, c. 12). 

' Pansan. i, 40, 3. 
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probably lmve been construed as an unfavorable omen, and 
caused the postponement of the scheme. Expecting a pro
longed struggle, the Athenians now made arrangements for plac
ing Attica in a permanent state of defence, both by sea and 
land; what these arrangements were, we are not told in detail, 
but one of them was sufficiently remarkable to be named partic
ularly. They set apart one thousand talents out of the treasure 
in the acropolis as an inviolable reserve, not to be touched except 
on the single contingency of a hostile naval force about to 
assail the city, with 110 other means at hand to defend it. They 
further enacted, that if any citizen shoulJ propose, or any magis
trate put the question, in the public assembly, to make any dif
ferent application of this reserve, he should be punishable with 
death. .l\Ioreover, they resolved every year to keep back one 
hundred of their best triremes, and tricrarchs to command and 
equip them, for the same special necessity.I It may be doubted 
whether this latter provision was placed under the same stringent 
sanction, or observed with the same rigor, as that concerning the 
money, which latter was not departed from until the twentieth 
year of the war, after all the disasters of the Sicilian expedition, 
and on the terriole uews of the revolt of Chios. It was on that 
occasion that the Athenians flrst repealed the sentence of capital 
punishment against the proposer of this forbidden change, and 
uext appropriated the money to meet the then imminent peril of 
the commonwealth.2 

The resolution here taken about this sacred reserve, and the 
rigorous sentence interdicting contrary propositions, is pronounced 
by .l\Ir . .l\Iitford to lie an evidence of the indelible barbarism of · 
democratical government.3 But we must recollect, first, that the 

1 Thucyd. ii, 24. • Thucyd. viii, 15. 
3 Mitford, JH,;t. of Greece, ch. xiv, sect. l, vol. iii, p. 100. "Another 

measure followed, which, taking place at the time when Thucydides wrote 
and Perik!Cs spoke, and wl1ile Pcrikles held the principal influence in the 
administration, strongly marks both the inherent weakness and the indeli
ble barbarism of clemocratical government. A decree of the people di
rected........ But so little confidence was placed in a decree so impor
tant, sanctioned only by the present will of that giddy tyrant, the multitude 
of Athens, against whose caprices, since the depression of the court of 
Areopagus, no balancing power remained, -that the denunciation of capr
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sentence of capital punishment was one which could liarilly by 
possibility come into execution ; for no citizen would be so mad 
as to make the forbidden proposition, while this law was in force. 
"Whoever desired to make it, would first begin by proposing to 
repeal the prohibitory law, whereby he would incur no danger, 
whether the assembly decided in the affirmative or negative; and 
if he obtained an affirmative decision, he would then, and then 
only, proceed to move the reappropriation of the fund. To 
i;peak the language of English parliamentary procedure, lie 
would first move the suspension or abrogation of the standing 
order whereby the proposition was forbidden,-next, he would 
move the proposition itself: in fact, such was the mode actually 
pursued, when the thing at last came to be done.I But though 
the capital sentence could hardly come into effect, the proclama
tion of it in terrorem had a very distinct meaning. It expressed 
the deep and solemn conviction which the people entertained of 
the i11c1portance of their own resolution about the reserve, - it 
forewarned all assemblies and all citizens to come, of the danger 
of diverting it to any other purpose, - it surrounded the reserve 
with an artificial sanctity, which forced every man who aimed at 
the reappropriation to begin with a preliminary proposition, for
midable on the very face of it, as removing a guarantee which 
previous assemblies had deemed of immense value, and opening 
the door to a contingency which they had looked upon as treason
able. The proclamation of a lighter punishment, or a simple 
prohibition without any definite sanction whatever, would neither 
have announced the same emphatic conviction, nor produced the 
same deterring effect. The assembly of 431 B.c. could not in 
any way enact laws which subsequent assemblies could not re
verse; but it could so frame its enactments, in cases of peculiar 
solemnity, as to make its authority strongly felt upon the judg
ment of its successors, and to prevent them from entertaining 
motions for repeal, except under necessity at once m•gent and 

tal punishment was proposed against whosoever should propose, and who
soever should concur in (?) any decree for the disposal of that money to 
any other purpose, or in any other circumstances." 

Thucyd. viii. 15. TU oe xiilta rul.avra, .:iv otil 1!"avror roii rroUµov 
tyl.ixovro µi/ 1i1fm11'fat, ti119V~· litvuav riir lrrumµiva1: (1/µfor riiJ elrrovn i} 
trrt1f'l'fliuavri, inri> ri" 'IT"apovu'lr t1miti;~E(o)f, icaZ E1/''11'iaavro icivelv. 

l 
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obvious. Far from thinking that the law now passed at Athens 
displayed barbari~m, either in the end or in the means, I consider 
it principally remarkable for its cautious and long-sighted view 
of the future, - qualities the exact reverse of barbarism, - and 
worthy of the general character of Perikles, who probably sug
gested it. Athens was just entering into a war which threatened 
to be of indefinite length, and was certain to be very costly. To 
prevent the people from exhausting all their accumulated fund, 
and to place them under a necessity of reserving something 
against extreme casualties, was an object of immense importance. 
Now the particular casualty, which Periklcs, assuming him to be 
the proposer, named as the sole condition of touching this one 
thousand talents, might be considered as of all others the most 
improbable, in the year 431 n.c. So immense was then the 
superiority of the Athenian narnl force, that to suppose it de
feated, and a Pcloponnesian fleet in full sail for Peirreus, was a 
possibility which it required a statesman of extraordinary caution 
to look forward to, and which it is truly wonderful that the peo
ple generally could have been induced to contemplate. Once 
tied up to this purpose, however, the fund lay ready for any other 
terrible emergency: and we shall find the actual employment of 
it incalculably beneficial to Athens, at a moment of the gravest 
peril, when she could hardly have protected herself without some 
such special resource. The people would scarcely have sanc
tioned so rigorous an economy, had it not been proposed to them 
at a period so early in the war that their available reserve was 
still much larger: but it will be forever to the credit of their 
foresight as well as constancy, t~at they should first have adopted 
such a precautionary measure, and afterwards adhered to it for 
nineteen years, under severe pressure for money, until at length 
a case arose which rendered farther abstinence really, and not 
constructively, impossible. 

To display their force and take revenge by disembarking and 
mvaging parts of Peloponnesus, was doubtless of much impor
tance to Athens during this first summer of the war: though it 
might seem that the force so employed was quite as much needed 
in the conquest of Potid:ra, which still remained under blockade, 
- and of the neighboring Chalkidians in Thrace, still in revolt. 
It was during the course of this summer that a prospect opened 
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to Athens of subduing these towns, through the assistance of Si4 

talkes, king of the Odrysian Thracians. That prince had married 
the sister of NymphodOrus, a citizen of Abdera; who engaged to 
render him, and hii! son Sadokus, allies of Athens. Sent for to 
Athens and appointed proxenus of Athens at Abdera, which was 
one of the Athenian subject allies, Nymphodorus made this 
alliance, and promised, in the name of Sitalkes, that a sufficient 
Thracian force should be sent to aid Athens in the reconquest of 
her revolted towns : the honor of Athenian citizenship was at 
the same time conferred upon Sadokus.I Nymphoderus farther 
established a good understanding between Perdikkas of Jl.facedo4 

nia and the Athenians, who were persuaded to restore to him 
Therma, which they had before taken from him. The Athenians 
had thus the promise of powerful aid against the Chalkidians 
and Potidreans : yet the latter still held out, with little prospect 
of immediate surrender. l\Ioreover, the town of Astakus, in 
Akarnania, which the Athenians had captured during the sum4 

mer, in the course of their expedition round Peloponnesus, was 
recovered during the autumn by the deposed despot Euarchus, 
assisted by forty Corinthian triremes and onP, thousand hoplites. 
This Corinthian armament, after restoring Euarchus, made some 
unsuccessful descents both upon other parts of Akarnania and 
upon the island of Kephallenia: in the latter, they were en4 

trapped into an ambuscade, and obliged to return home with con4 

siderable loss.2 
It was towards the close of this autumn also that Perikles, 

chosen by the people for the purpose, delivered the funeral ora4 

tion at the public interment of those warriors who had fallen 
during the campaign. The ceremonies of this public token of 
respect have already been described in a former chapter, on 
occasion of the conquest of Sumos: but that which imparted to 
the present scene an imperishable interest, was the discourse of 
the chosen statesman and orator; probably heard by Thucydides 
himself, and in substance reproduced. A large crowd of citizens 
and foreigners, of both sexes and all ages, accompanied the 
funeral procession from Athens to the suburb called the outer 
Kcrameikus, where l'erikles, mounted upon a lofty stage pr~ 

1 Thucyd. ii, 29. t Thucyd. ii, 33. 
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pared for the occasion, closed the ceremony with his address. 
The law of Athens not only provided this public funeral and 
commemorative discourse, but also assigned maintenance at the 
public expense to the children of the slain warriors until they 
attained military age : a practice which was acted on throughout 
the whole war, though we have only the description and discourse 
belonging to this single occasion.I 

The eleven chapters of Thucydides which comprise this 
funeral speech are among the most memorable relics of anti
quity ; considering that under the language and arrangement of 
the historian, - al ways impressive, though sometimes harsh and 
peculiar, like the workmanship of a powerful mind, misled by a 
bad or an unattainable model, - we possess the substance and 
thoughts of the illustrious statesman. A portion of it, of course, 
is and must be common-place, belonging to all discourses com
posed for a similar occasion. Yet this is true only of a compar
atively small portion : much of it is peculiar, and every way 
worthy of Perikles, - comprehensive, rational, and full, not less 
of sense and substance than of earnest patriotism. It thus forms 
a strong contrast with the jejune, though elegant, rhetoric of 
other harangues, mostly2 not composed for actual delivery; and 

1 Thucyd. ii, 34-45. Sometimes, also, the allies of Athens, who had 
fallen along with her citizens in battle, had a part in the honors of the 
public burial (Lysias, Orat. Funebr. c. 13). 

2 The critics, from Dionysius of Halikarnassus downward, agree, for the 
most part, in pronouncing the feeble A6yor 'EmTa<f>1or, ascribed to Demos
thenes, to be not really his. Of those ascribed to Plato and Lysias also, 
the genuineness has been suspected, though upon far less grounds. The 
1\Ienexenus, if it be really the work of Plato, however, does not add to his 
fame: but the harangue of Lysias, a very fine composition, may well be 
his, and may, perhaps, have been really delivered, - though probably not 
delivered by him, as he was not a qualified citizen: 

See the general instrnctions, in Dionys. Hal. Ars Rhetoric. c. 6, pp. 258~ 
268, Reisk, on the contents and composition of a funeral discourse, -
Lysias is said to have composed several,-Plutarch, Vit. x, Orator. p. 836. 

Compare, respecting the funeral discourse of Pcrik!Cs, K. F. 1Veber, Uber 
<lie Staud-Rede des Pcrikles (Darmstadt, 1827); Westermann, Gcschichte 
der Bcredsamkeit in Griechenland und Rom. sects. 35, 63, 64; Kutzen, 
Perikles, als Staatsman, p. 158, sect. 12 (Grimma, 1834). 

Dahlmann (Historische Forschungcn, vol. i, p. 23) seems to think that 
the original oration of Periklcs contained a large sprinkling of mythical 
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deserves, in comparison with the funeral discourses remaining to 
us from Plato, and the pseudo-Demosthenes, and even Lysias, 
the honorable distinction which Thucydides claims for his own 
history, - an ever-living possession, and not a mere show-piece 
for the moment. 

In the outset of his speech, Perikles distinguishes himself from 
those who had preceded him in the same function of public 
orator, by dissenting from the encomiums which it had been 
customary to bestow on the law enjoining these funeral haran
gues : he thinks that the publicity of the funeral itself, and the 
general demonstrations of respect and grief by the great body 
of citizens, tell more emphatically in token of gratitude to the 
brave dead, when the scene passes in silence, than when it is 
translated into the words of a speaker, who may easily offend, 
either by incompetency or by apparent feebleness, or perhaps 
even by unseasonable exaggeration. Nevertheless, the custom 
having been embodied in law, and elected as he has been by the 
citizens, he comes forward to discharge the duty imposed upon 
him in the best manner he can.I 

One of the remarkable features in this discourse is, its busi
ness-like, impersonal character: it is Athens herself who under
takes to commend and decorate her departed sons, as well as to 
hearten up and admonish the living. 

After a few words on the magnitude of the empire, and on the 
glorious efforts as well as endurance whereby their forefathers 
and they had acquired it, - Perikles proceeds to sketch the plan 
of life, the constitution, and the manners, under which such 
achievements were brought about.2 

allusions and stories out of the antiquities of Athens, such as we now find 
in the other funeral orations above alluded to ; but that Thucydides himself 
deliberately left them out in his report. But there seems no foundation for 
this suspicion. It is much more consonant to the superior tone of dignity 
which reigns throughout all this oration, to suppose that the mythical narra
tives, and even the previous historical glories of Athens, never found any 
~pecial notice in the speech of Pcrik!Cs, - nothing more than a general 
recognition, with an intimation that he does not dwell upon them at length 
because they were well known to his audience, -1iaKp1Jyopeiv iv eld611tv ov 
{3ov').6µevor l:ft11w (ii, 36). 1 Thncyd. ii, 35. 

Thucyd. ii, 36. 'Arra de oZar TE e'lt"tT1]0eVl1EWr {j').fJoµev trr' avrii., KaL µefJ' 
oZar rroAtnfor, Kat rporrwv t~ oZwv µiyalt.a l:yivero, raiira 01JAw11ar rrpwrov 
elµt, etc. 

I 
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"We live under a constitution such as noway to envy the laws 
of our neighbors,- ourselves an example to others, rather than 
mere imitators. ·It is called a democracy, since its permanent 
aim tends towards the many aud not towards the few : in regard 
to private matters and disputes, the laws deal equally with every 
man: while looking to public affairs and to claims of individual 
influence, every man's chance of advancement is determined, not 
by party-favor but by real worth, according as his reputation 
stands in his own particular department : nor does poverty, or 
obscure station, keep him back,1 if he really has the means of 
benefiting the city. And our social march is free, not merely in 
regard to public affairs, but also in regard to intolerance of each 
other's diversity of daily pursuits. For we are not angry with 
our neighbor for what he may do to please himself, nor do we 
ever put on those sour looks,2 which, though they do no positive 
damage, are not the less sure to offend. Thus conducting our 
private social intercourse with reciprocal indulgence, we are 
restrained from wrong on public matters by fear and reverence 
of our magistrates for the time being, and of our laws, - especi
ally such laws as are instituted for the protection of wrongful 
sufferers, and even such others as, though not written, are en
forced by a common sense of shame. Besides this, we have 
provided for our minds numerous recreations from toil, partly by 
our customary solemnities of sacrifice and festival throughout the 
year, partly by the elegance of our private establishments, 
the daily charm of which banishes the sense of discomfort. 
I<'rom the magnitude of our city, the products of the whole earth 
are brought to us, so that our enjoyment of foreign luxuries is as 

In the Dcmosthenic or pseudo-Dcmosthenic Orat. Funebris, c. 8, p. 1397 
- xrr1arwv hrtTT/oevµurwv avvi;i~eta, rT;r; oAT/f; 1roAtTEiar; im:Oi'hatr, etc. 

Thucyd. ii, 37. ovo' av Kara Treviav, lxwv oe Tl uya&ov opuaat rnv 
'lrOAtV, u;twµaror; u<j>aveiq; KEKwt.vrat: compare Plato, Mencxenus, c. 8 • 

• Thucyd. ii, 37. ll.,ev&ipwr; oe TU TE 7rpor; TO KOlVOV 'lrOAtreVoµev, Kat lr; 
T~V 7rpor; u/,/,fi/..ovr; TWV KaiJ' f;µepav fatTTjOevµurwv inr:o'ljiiav, av dt' opyi;r; TOV 
TreAa(, el 1<.a&' fioovfiv n op(i, lxovTEr;, ovoe ur;71µiovr; µev, AV7r7jpar; oe, ry o'ljiet 
ax&Tjouvar; 7rpoarc&iµevot. ,AveTrax&wr; oe TU iota 7rpoaoµtltovvrer; TU OT/µ6
ata Ota ot'or; µl<A.tara av 7rapavoµovµev, TWV TE UeL lv upxfi OVTWV u1<.po&.aet KaZ 
TWV v6µwv, 1<.at µ&.A.tam avrwv ~aot Te lTr' ii<j>el..e[(l TWV UOlKOVµevliJV 1<.ei:vrat, 
Kat /foot Uypa'/>Ot QVTEf; alaXVV7jV oµo/..oyovµivTjV tJ>ipOVat, 

l 
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much our own and assured as those which we grow at home. 
In respect to training for war, we differ from our opponents (the 
Lacedremonians) on several material points. First, we lay open 
our city as a common resort: we apply no xenelasy to exclude 
even an enemy either from any lesson or any spectacle, the full 
view of which he may think adrnntageous to him; for we trust 
less to manceuvres and quackery than to our native bravery, for 
warlike efficiency. Next, in regard to education, while the La
cedremonians, even from their earliest youth, subject themselves 
to an irksome exercise for the attainment of courage, we, with 
our easy habits of life, are not less prepared than they, to en
counter all perils within the measure of our strength. The proof 
of this is, that the Peloponnesian confederates do not attack us 
one by one, but with their whole united force; while we, when 
we attack them at home, overpower for the most part all of them 
who try to defend their own territory. None of our enemies 
has ever met and contended with our entire force ; partly in 
cons~uence of our large navy, - partly from our dispersion in 
different simultaneous land-expeditions. But when they chancs 
to be engaged with any part of it, if victorious, they pretend to 
have vanquished us all, - if defeated, they pretend to have been 
vanquished by all. 

"Now, if we are willing to brave danger, just as much under 
an indulgent system as under constant toil, and by spontaneous 
courage as much as under force of law, - we are gainers in the 
end, by not vexing ourselves beforehand with sufferings to come, 
yet still appearing in the hour of trial not less daring than those 
who toil without ceasing. 

"In other matters, too, as well as in these, our city deserves 
admiration. For we combine elegance of taste with simplicity 
of' life, and we pursue knowledge without being enervated :I we 
employ wealth, not for talking and ostentation, but as a real help 

Thucyd. ii, 40. r/>tAOKOAovµev yup µer' evre'Aeiar, KOL rptAO<lOrJ>ovµev avev 
µa'AaKiar· '1l'AOVT<t> re tpyov µii.Al.av Katp{iJ fJ 1.oyov Koµrr:<,J ;rpiiµd}a, Ka~ ro 
'1l'Eveat'1at ovx oµol.oyeiv TLVL al<lxpilv, al.Ailµ~ oiarpevyetv tpy<,J afo;rwv. 

The first strophe of the Chorus in Euripid. Medea, 824-841, may be 
compared with the tenor of this discourse of Perikles ; the praises of 
Attica are there dwelt upon·, us a country too good to receive the guilty 
l\fedea. 

VOL. VJ, 7 JOoc. 
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in the proper season: nor is it disgraceful to any one who is poor to 
confess his poverty, though he may rather incur reproach for not 
actually keeping himself out of poverty. The magistrates who 
discharge public trusts fulfil their domestic duties also, - the 
private citizen, while engaged in professional business, has com
petent knowledge on public affairs: for we stand alone in regard
ing the man who keeps aloof from these latter, not as harmless, 
but as useless. Moreover, we always hear and pronounce on 
public matters, when discussed by our leaders, - or perhaps 
strike out for ourselves correct reasonings about them: far from 
accounting discussion an impediment to action, we complain only· 
if we are not told what is to be done before it becomes our duty 
to do it. For, in truth, we combine in the most remarkable man
ner these two qualities, - extreme boldness in execution, with 
full debate beforehand on that which we are going about: whereas, 
with others, ignorance alone imparts boldness, - debate intro
duces hesitation. Assuredly, those men are properly to be re
garded as the stoutest of heart, who, knowing most precisely both 
the terrors of war and the sweets of peace, are still not the less 
willing to encounter peril. 

"In fine, I affirm that our city, considered as a whole, is the 
schoolmistress of Greece ;I while, viewed individually, we enable 
the same man to furnish himself out and suffice to himself in the 
greatest variety of ways, and with the most complete grace and 
refu:iement. ~his is no empty boast of the moment, but genuine 
reality : and the power of the city, acquired through the disposi
tions just indicated, exists to prove it. Athens alone, of all cities, 
stands forth in actual trial greater than her reputation: her 
enemy, when he attacks her, will not have his pride wounded by 
suffering defeat from feeble hands, ~ her subjects will not think 
themselves degraded as if. their obedience were paid to an un
worthy superior.2 Having thus put forward our power, not 

1 Thucyd. ii, 41. ~vveAwv -re Aeyc.>, Tf/v n rriicrav rroAtv -riir: 'EAAaoor; 
rrai.oevutv elvat, ica2 Kaff' lKaC1TOV OOKElV av µot TOV av-rov IJ.vopa rrap' &µwv 
irri rr/;eiuT' iiv eidq Ka~ µe-ra xapfrc.>v µaAtC1T' iiv ev-rparreAc.>f: TO uwµa av-rap
KEC rrapixeu&at. 

The abstract word rraioevutv, in place of the concrete rratdevrpia, seems 
to soften the arrogance of the affirmation. 

'Thucyd. ii, 41. µov11 yap -rwv viiv ci.1wiir: icp<i.cruc.>v lr; n:eipav lpxerai, Ka2 
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uncertified, but backed by the most evident proofs, we shall be 
admir~d not less by posterity than by our contemporaries. Nor 
do we stand in need either of Homer or of any other panegyrist, 
whose words may for the moment please, while the truth when 
known would confute their intended meaning: we have compelled 
all land and sea to become accessible to our courage, and have 
planted everywhere imperishable monuments of our kindness as 
well as of our hostility. 

" Such is the city on behalf of which these warriors have 
nobly died in battle, vindicating her just title to unimpaired 
rights,1 - and on behalf of which all of us here left behind must 
willingly toil. It is for this reason that I have spoken at length 
concerning the city, at once to draw from it the lesson that the 
conflict is not for equal motives between us and enemies who 
possess nothing of the like excellence, - and to demonstrate by 
proofs the truth of my encomium pronounced upon her." 

Perikles pursues at considerable additional length the same 
tenor of mixed exhortation to the living and eulogy of the dead ; 
with many special and emphatic observations addressed to the 
relatives of the latter, who were assembled around and doubtless 
·very near him. But the extract which I have already made is 
so long, that no farther addition would be admissible: yet it was 
impossible to pass over lightly the picture of the Athenian com
mon wealth in its glory, as delivered by the ablest citizen of the 
age. The effect of the dcmocratical constitution, with its diffused 
and equal citizenship, in calling forth not merely strong attach
ment, but painful self-sacrifice, on the part of all Athenians, 
is nowhere more forcibly insisted upon than in the words above 
cited of Perikles, as well as in others afterwards: " Contemplat
ing as you do daily before you the actual power of the state, and 
becoming passionately attached to it, when you conceive its full 

µ6v1/_2VTe Tfii 7rOAeµi<tJ irre~.i'J6vrt uyavuKT1/'1lV lxet vf oZc.>v 1Ca1eorrai'Jet, ovre 
Ti;; {J7r1]K6lp KarUµeµ'iflLV w~ oVx {Jir' a;Lwv Upxerat. 

t Thucyd. ii. 42. rrepl -rotaVT1/!: ovv rr6Aec.>!; oZOe re yevvaic.>!; oirnwvvui; 
µ1/ utpatpei'Ji/vat avTqv µax6µevot tTel.eVT1/rJav, Kat TWV Aetrroµevc.>v 7rUVTa 
TLVU ei1<1)1; ti'JiAetv vrrep avTi/!: Kaµvetv. 

I am not sure that I have rightly translated oi1<aioiivre( µ1/ utpatpei'Ji)vat 
avrqv,- but neither Poppo, nor Goller, nor Dr. Arnold, say anything about 
these words, which yet are not at all clear. 
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greatness, reflect that it was all acquired by men ofdaring, ac
quainted with their duty, and full of an honorable sense of ~hame 
in their actions,"! - such is the association which he presents 
between the greatness of the state as an object of common passion, 
and the courage, intelligence, and mutual esteem, of individual 
citizens, as its creating and preserving causes : poor as well as 
rich being alike interested in the partnership. 

But the claims of patriotism, though put forward as essentially 
and deservedly paramount, are by JJO means understood to reign 
exclusively, or to absorb the whole of the democratical activity. 
Subject to these, and to those laws and sanctions which protect· 
both the public and individuals against wrong, it is the pride of 
Athens to exhibit a rich and varied fund of human impulse,
an unrestrained play of fancy and diversity of private pursuit, 
coupled with a reciprocity of cheerful indulgence between one 
individual and another, and an absence even of those "black 
looks" which so much embitter life, even if they never pass into 
enmity of fact. This portion of the speech of Perikles deserves 
peculiar attention, because it serves to correct an assertion, often 
far too indiscriminately made, respecting antiquity as contrasted 
with modern societies, - an assertion that the ancient societies 
sacrificed the indjvidual to the state, and that only in modern 
times has indh-idual agency been left free to the proper extent. 
This is preeminently true of Sparta: it is also true, in a great 
degree, of the ideal societies depicted by Plato and Aristotle : 
but it is pointedly untrue of the Athenian democracy, nor can 
we with any confidence predicate it of the major part of the Gre
cian cities. 

I shall hereafter return to this point when I reach the times 
of the great speculative philosopl1ers : in the mean time I cannot 
pass over this speech of Perikles without briefly noticing the 
inference which it suggests, to negat.ive the supposed exorbitant 

Thucyd. ii, 43. T~V Ti){ 1l"OAewr ovvaµtv Kai'f' ~µtpav l:py<p i'frn·µevovr; 
Ka2 fpa<JTur ytyvoµevovr avri/r, Kat OTaV vµiv µeyu/i.rj oofo e/vat, evi'fvµovµe
vovr on roA.µi:Jvur Kai ytyi•waKovur; rc't Mavra, Kat l:v rolr; l11yotr; alaxvv6
µevot uvoper avri't lKrfjaavro, etc. / 

Aiaxvv6µeiJot: compare Demosthen. Orat. Funebris, c. 7, p. 1396. Al µ'i:v 
yap OlCL TWV bA.iywv ovvaarei:at oior; µ'i:v l:vepyai;ovrat Toli; 1l"OALratr;, alaxvv11v 
o' ov ?raptarii.atv. 
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interference of the state with individual liberty, as a general fact 
among the ancient Greek republics. There is no doubt that he 
has present to his mind a comparison with the extreme narrow
ness and rigor of Sparta, and that therefore his assertions of the 

·extent of positive liberty at Athens must be understood as parti
ally qualified by such contrast. But even making allowance for 
this, the stress which he lays upon the liberty of thought and 
action at Athens, not merely from excessive restraint of law, 
but also from practical intolerance between man and man, and 
~yranny of the majority over individual dissenters in taste and pur
suit, - deserves serious notice, and brings out one of those points 
in the national character upon which the intellectual development 
of the time mainly depended. The national temper was indul
gent in a high degree to all the varieties of positive impulses: 
the peculiar promptings in every individual bosom were allowed 
to m:,mifest themselves and bear fruit, without being suppressed 
by e:idernal opinion, or trained into forced conformity with some 
assumed standard:: antipathies against any of them formed no 
part of the habitual morality of the citizen. While much of the 
generating causes of human hatred was thus rendered inopera
tive, and while society was rendered more comfortable, more 
instructive, and more stimulating,- all its germs of productive 
fruitful genius, so rare everywhere, found in such an atmosphere 
the maximum of encouragement. Within the limits of the law, 
assuredly as faithfully observed at Athens as anywhere in 
Greece, individual impulse, taste, and even eccentricity, were 
accepted with indulgence, instead of being a mark as elsewhere 
for the intolerance of neighbors or of t]}e public. This remark
able feature in Athenian life will help us in a future chapter to 
explain the striking career of Sokrates, and it farther presents 
to us, under another face, a great part of that which the censors 
of Athens denounced under the name of " democratical license." 
The 1iberty and diversity of individual life in that city were 
offensive to Xenophon,1 Plato, and Aristotle, - attached either 

1 Compare the sentiment of Xenophon, the precise reverse of that which 
is here laid down by Perik!Cs, extolling the rigid discipline of Sparta, and 
denouncing the laxity of Athenian life (Xenophon, llfcmorab. iii, 5, 15; 
iii, 12, 5 ). It is curious that the sentiment appears in this dialogue as put 
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to the monotonous drill of Sparta, or to some other ideal stand
ard, which, though much better than the Spartan in itself, they 
were disposed to impress upon society with a heavy-handed 
uniformity. That liberty of individual action, not merely from 
the over-restraints of law, but from the tyranny of jealous 
opinion, such as Perikles depicts in Athens, belongs more natur
ally to a clt·mocracy, where there is no select one or few to receive 
worship and set the fashion, than to any other form of govern
ment. But it is very rare even in democracies : nor can we 
dissemble the fact that none of the governments of modern 
times, democratical, aristocratical, or monarchical, presents any
thing like the picture of generous tolerance towards social dis
sent, and spontaneity of individual taste, which we read in the 
speech of the Athenian statesman. In all of them, the intoler
ance of the national opinion cuts down individual character to 
one out of a few set types, to which every person, or every family, 
is constrained to adjust itself, and beyond which all exceptions 
meet either with hatred or with derision. To impose upon men 
such restraints either of law or of opinion as are requisite for 
the security and comfort of society, but to encourage rather than 
repress the free play of individual impulse subject to those 
limits, -is an ideal, which, if it was ever approached at Athens, 
has certainly never been attained, and has indeed comparatively 
been little studied or cared for in any modern society. 

Connected with this reciprocal indulgence of individual diver
sity, was not only the hospitable reception of all strangers at 
Athens, which Perikles contrasts with the xenelasy or jealous 
expubion practised at Sparta, - but also the many-sided activity, 
bodily and mental, visible in the former, so opposite to that nar
row range of thought, exclusive discipline of the body and never
ending preparation for war, which formed the system of the 
latter. His assertion that Athens was equal to Sparta, even in 
her own solitary excellen.ce, - efficiency on the field of battle, 
is doubtless untenable; but not the less impressive is his sketch 
of that multitude of concurrent impulses which at this same 
time agitated and impelled the Athenian mind, - the strength 

in the month of the younger Perik!Cs (illegitimate son of the great Perikles) 
in a dialogue with Sokrates. 
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of one not implying the weakness of the remainder: the relish 
for all pleasures of art and elegance, and the appetite for intellec
tual expansion, coinciding in the same bosom with energetic 
promptitude as well as endurance: abundance of recreative 
spectacles, yet noway abating the cheerfulness of obedience even 
to the hardest calls of pati·iotic duty: that combination of reason 
and courage which encountered danger the more willingly from 
having discussed and calculated it beforehand: lastly, an anxious 
interest as well as a competence of judgment in public discussion 
and public action, common to every citizen rich and poor, and 
combined with every man's own private industry. So compre
hensive an ideal of many-sided social development, bringing out 
the capacities for action and endurance, as well as those for 
enjoyment, would be sufficiently remarkable, even if we supposed 
it only existing in the imagination .. of a philosopher: but it be
comes still more so when we recollect that the main features of 
it at least were drawn from the fellow-citizens of the speaker. 
It must be taken, however, as belonging peculiarly to the Athens 
of Perik!es and his contemporaries; nor would it have suited 
either the period of the Persian war, fifty years before, or that 
of Demosthenes, seventy years afterwards. At the former 
period, the art, the letters, and the philosophy, were as yet 
backward, while even the active energy and democratical stim
ulus, though very powerful, had not been worked up to the pitch 
which they afterwards reached: at the latter period, although 
the intellectual manifestations of Athens subsist in full or even 
increased vigor, we shall find the personal enterprise and ener
getic spirit of her citizens materially abated. As the circum
stances, which I have already ·recounted, go far to explain the 
previous upward movement, so those which fill the coming chap
ters, containing the disasters of the Peloponnesian war, will be 
found to explain still more completely the declining tendency 
shortly about to commence. Athens was brought to the brink 
of entire ruin, from which it is surprising that she recovered at 
all, - but noway surprising that she recovered at the expense 
of a considerable loss of personal energy in the character of her 
citizens. 

And thus the season at which Perikles delivered his discourse 
lends to it an additional and peculiar pathos. It was delivered 
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at a time when Athens was as yet erect and at her maximum: 
for though her real power was, doubtlesa, much diminished, com
pared with the period before the thirty years' truce, yet the great 
edifices and works of art, achieved since then, tended to compen
sate that loss, in so far as the sense of greatness was concerned ; 
and no one, either citizen or enemy, considered Athens as having 
at all declined. It was delivered at the commencement of the 
great struggle with the Peloponnesian confederacy, the coming 
hardships of which Perikles never disguised either to himself or 
to his fellow-citizens, though he fully counted upon eventual suc
cess. Attica had been already invaded; it was no longer "the 
unwasted territory," as Euripides had designated it in his tragedy 
J'ifedea,1 represented three or four months before the march of 
Archidamus, - and a picture of Athens in her social glory was 
well calculated both to rouse the pride and nerve the courage of 
those individual8 citizens, who had been compelled once, and 
would be compelled again and again, to abandon their country
residence and fields for a thin tent or confined hole in the city.2 

J Euripicles, l\Ie<lca, 824. lcpur ;rwpar u:rr:opfJ~TOV T', etc. 
• The remarks of Dionysius Halikarnassus, tending to show that the 

number of deacl buried on this occasion was so small, and the actions in 
which they hacl been slain so insignificant, as to be unworthy of so elabor
ate an harangue as this of Perikles, - and finding fault with Thucydicles 
on that gronnd, - are by no means well-founded or justifiable. He treats 
Thucydides like a dramatic writer putting a speech into the mouth of one 
of his characters, and he considers that the occasion chosen for this speech 
was unworthy. But though this assumption would be correct with regard 
to many ancient historians, and to Dionysius himself in his Roman l1btory, 
-it is not correct with reference to Thucydiclcs. The speech of Periktes was 
a real speech, hearcl, reproduced, and doubtless dressed up, by Thucydides : if 
therefore more is said than the number of the dead or the magnitude of 
the occasion warranted, this is the fault of PerikJes, and not of Thucydides. 
Dionysius says that there were many other occasions throughout the war 
much more worthy of an elaborate funeral harangue, - especially the dis
astrous loss of the Sicilian army. But Thucydicles could not have heard 
any of them, after his exile in the eighth year of the war: and we may well 
'presume that none of them would bear any comparison with this of Peri
k!Cs. Nor docs Dionysins at all appreciate the full circumstances of this 
first year <Jf the war, - which, when completely felt, will be found to ren
der the splendid and copious harangue of the great statesman eminently 
seasonable. See Dionys. II. de Thucyd. Judie. pp. 849-851. 
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Such calamities might, indeed, be foreseen: but there was one 
still greater calamity, which, though actually then impending, 
could not be foreseen: the terrific pestilence which will be re
counted in the coming chapter. The bright colors, and tone of 
cheerful confidence, which pervade. the discourse of Perikles, 
appear the more striking from being in immediate antecedence to 
the awful description of this distemper: a contrast to which 
Thucydides was, doubtless, not insensible, and which is another 
circumstance enhancing the interest of the composition. 

CHAPTER XLIX. 

FROM THE BEGIIDITNG OF THE SECOND YEAR DOWN TO THE 
END OF THE THIRD YEAR OF THE PELOPONKESIAN WAR. 

AT the close of one year after the attempted surprise of Pla
trea by the Thebans, the belligerent parties in Greece remained 
in an unaltered position as to relative strength. Nothing deci
sive had been accomplished on either side, either by the invasion 
of Attica, or by the flying descents round the coast of Pelopon
nesus: in spite of mutual damage inflicted,-doubtless, in the 
greatest measure upon Attica, - no progress was yet made 
towards the fulfilment of those objects which had induced the 
Peloponnesians to go to war. Especially, the most pressing 
among all their wishes - the relief of Potidrea -was noway 
advanced; for the Athenians had not found it necessary to relax 
the blockade of that city. The result of the first year's opera
tions had thus been to disappoint the hopes of the Corinthians 
and the other ardent instigators of war, while it justified the 
anticipations both of Perikles and of Archidamus. 

A second devastation of Attica was resolved upon for the 
commencement of spring; and measures were taken for carry
ing it all over that territory, since the settled policy of Athens 

7* 
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not to hazard a battle with the invaders was now ascertained. 
About the end of l\larch, or beginning of April, the entire 
Peloponnesian force - two-thirds from each confederate city, as 
before - was assembled under the command of Archidamus, and 
marched into Attica. This time they carried the work of sys
tematic destruction, not merely over the Thriasian plain and the 
plain immediately near to Athens, as before; but also to the more 
southerly portions of Attica, down even as far as the mines of 
Laurium. They traversed and ravaged both the eastern and the 
western coast, remaining not less than forty days in the country. 
They found the territory deserted as before, all the population 
having retired within the walls.I 

In regard to this second invasion, Perikles recommended the 
same defensive policy as he had applied to the first; and, appar
ently, the citizens had now come to acquiesce in it, if not willing
ly, at least with a full conviction of its necessity. But a new 
visitation had now occurred, diverting their attention from the 
invader, though enormously aggravating their sufferings. A few 
days after Archidamus entered Attica, a pestilence, or epidemic 
sickness, broke out unexpectedly at Athens. 

It appears that this terrific disorder had been raging for some 
time throughout the regions round the Mediterranean; having 
begun, as was believed, in .lEthiopia, - thence passing into 
Egypt and Libya, and overrunning a considerable portion of 
Asia under the Persian government: about sixteen years before, 
too, there had been a similar calamity in Rome and in various 
parts of Italy. Recently, it had been felt in Lemnos and some 
other islands of the .l.Egean, yet seemingly not with such intensity 
as to excite much notice generally in the Grecian world: at 
length it passed to Athens, and first showed itself in the Peirreus. 
The progress of the disease was as rapid and destructive as its 
appearance had been sudden ; whilst the ~xtraordinary accumula
. tion of people within the city and long walls, in consequence of the 
presence of the invaders in the country, was but too favorable to 
every form ofcontagion. Families crowded together in close cabins 
and places of temporary shelter,2 - throughout a city constructed, 

1 Thucyd. ii, 47-55. 

' Thucyd. ii, 52; Diodor. xii, 45; Plutarch, Perik!es, c. 34. It is to be 
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like most of those in Greece, with little regard to the conditions 
of salubrity, -and in a state of mental chagrin from the forced 
abandonment and sacrifice of their properties in the country, 
transmitted the disorder with fatal facility from one to the other. 
Beginning as it did about the middle of April, the increasing 
heat of summer farther aided the disorder, the symptoms of 
which, alike violent and sudden, made themselves the more 
remarked because the year was particularly exempt from mala
dies of every other description.I 

Of this plague, - or, more properly, eruptive typhoid fever,2 

remarked, that the Athenians, though their persons and movable property 
were crowded within the walls, had not driven in their sheep and cattle 
also, but had transported them over to Eubcea and the neighboring islands 
(Thucyd. ii, 14). Hence they escaped a serious aggravation of their epi
demic: for in the accounts of the epidemics which desolated Rome under 
similar circumstances, we find the accumulation of great numbers of cattle, 
along with human beings, specified as a ten-ible addition to the calamity 
(see Livy, iii, 66; Dionys. Hal.· Ant. Rom. x, 53: compare Niebuhr, 
ROmisch. Gesch. vol. ii, p. 90). 

l Thucyd. ii, 49. To µ'tv yup fror, c:ir c:iµol.oyeZro, lK 1rUVTCJV µal.tljTa oi) 
bceZvo UVOljOV tr rur ul.'Aar uai'feveiar lrvyxavev av. Hippokrates, in his 
description of the epidemic fever at. Thasos, makes a similar remark on 
the absence of all other disorders at the time (Epidem. i, 8, vol. ii, p. 640, 
ed. Littre). 

' "La description de Thucydide (observes l\f. Littre, in his introduction 
to the works of Hippokrates, tom. i, p. 122), est tellement bonne qn'elle 

_., suffit pleinement pour nous faire compreudre ce que cette ancienne maladie 
a ete: et ii est fort a regretter qne des medecins tels qu'Ilippocrate et 
Galien n'aient rien ecrit sur !cs grandes epidemics, dont ils ont ete !es spec
tatenrs. Hip.pocrate a ete temoin de ccttc peste racontee par Thncydide, 
et il ne nous en a pas !aisse la description. Galien vit egalement la fievre 
eruptive qui desola le monde sous l\Iarc Aurele, et qn'il appclle lui-meme 
Ia !ongue peste. Ccpcndant exccpte quelques mots epars dans ses volumi
neux ouvrages, excepte quelqncs indications fugitives, il ne nous a rien 
transmis sur nn evenement medical aussi important; a tel point qne si 
nous n'avions pas le recit de Thucydide, il nous seroit fort difficile de nous 
faire nne idee de celle qu'a vue Galen, et qui est la merne (comme l\L 
Hecker s'cst attache a le dernontrer) qne la ma!adie connne sons le nom de 
Peste d'Athcnes. C'etait nne fievre eruptive differente de la variole, et eteinte 
anjourdhni. On a cru en voir !es traces dans !cs charbons (uvi'fpaKe>) des 
livres Hippocratiques." 

Both Krauss (Disquisitio de natura morbi Atheniensium. Stuttgard, 
1831, p. 38) and Hreser (Historisch. Patholog. Untersuchungen. Dresden, 
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distinct from, yet analogous to, the smallpox, - a description no 
less clear than impressive has been left by the historian Thucy
dides, himself, not only a spectator but a sufferer. It is not one 
of the least of his merits, that his notice of the symptoms, given 
at so early a stage of medical science and observation, is such as 
to instruct the medical reader of the present age, and to enable 
the malady to be understood and identified. The observations, 
with which that notice is ushered in, deserve particular atten
tion. "In respect to this distemper (he says), let every man, 
physician or not, say what he thinks respecting the source from 
whence it may probably have arisen, and respecting the causes 
which he deems sufficiently powerful to have produced so great a 
revolution. Ilut I, having myself had the distemper, and having 
seen others suffering under it, will state what it actually was, and 
will indicate, in addition, such other matters, as will furnish any 
man, who lays them to heart, with knowledge and the means of 
calculation beforehand, in case the same misfortune should ever 
again occur." 1 To record past facts, as a basis for rational pre

1839, p. 50) assimilate the pathological phenomena specified by Thucy
dides to different portions of the 'ErruJ~µau of Hippokratcs. M. Littre 
thinks that the resemblance is not close or precise, so as to admit of the 
one being identified with the other. " Le tableau si frappant qu'en a trace 
ce grand historien ne se reproduit pas certainement avee une nettete suffi
sante dans les brefs details donnes par Hippocrate. La maladie d'Athenes 
avoit un type si tranche, que tons ceux qui en ont parle out du le reproduire " 
dans ses parties essentielles." (Argument aux 2me Livre des Epidemies, 
<Euvres d'Hippocrate, tom. v, p. 64.) There appears good reason to believe 
that the great epidemic which prevailed in the Roman world under Marcus 
Aurelius-the Pestis Antoniuiana -was a renewal of what is called the 
Plague of Athens. 

Thucyd. ii, 48. A.eyfrw µ'tv ovv m·p2 avrov, .,, {1rn11ro, J'lYVWIIKfl, Kat 
larpo> Kat lOtWT1}>. arfr' OTOV e!KiJ> /iv yevfoi'tat avro, Kat ru., alria, UIITlVa, 
voµi(et ro11avr11r µera(3oA.i'/r lKavar clval ovvaµtv ir TO µera11ri'/11at 11.viv . 
l:yw Oe olov re lyiyvero Atqw, /Wt """ cJV UV rir IIKOtrwv, eZ trOTe Kat avi'ttr 
lmrrfoot, µaAtlIT' UV l:xot Tl trpoetow, µ~ c'tyvoeiv, ravra 01}AWl1(,), avror re 
vo11f;11ar Kat avril> lowv UA~.ovr rraaxovra •. 

Demokritus, among others, connected the generation of these epidemics 
with his general system of atoms, atmospheric effluvia, and eZowA.a: see 
Plutarch, Symposiac. viii, 9, p. 733; Demokriti Fragment., ed. l\fullach. 
lib. iv, p. 409. 

The causes of the Athenian epidemic as given by Diodorus (xii, 58) 
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vision in regard to the future, -the same sentiment which Thu
cydides mentions in his preface,1 as l1aving animated him to the 
composition of his history, - was at that time a duty so little 
understood, that we have reason to admire not less the manner 
in which he performs it in practice, than the distinctness with 
which he conceives it in theory. We may infer from his lan
guage that speculation in his day was active respecting the causes 
of this plague, according to the vague and fanciful physics and 
scanty stock of ascertained facts, which was all that could then 
be consulted. By resisting the itch of theorising from one of 
those loose hypotheses which then appeared plausibly to explain 
everything, he probably renounced the point of view from which 
most credit and interest would be derivable at the time: but his 
simple and precise summary of observed facts carries with it an 
imperishable value, and even affords grounds for imagining, that 
he was no stranger to the habits and training of his contempo
r~y, Hippokrates, and the other Asklepiads of Cos.2 

unusual rains, watery quality of grain, absence of the Etesian winds, etc., 
may perhaps be true of the revival of the epidemic in the fifth year of the 
war, but can hardly be true of its first appearance; since Thucydides states 
that the year in other respects was unusually healthy, and the epidemic 
was evidently brought from foreign par._., to Peirmus. 

1 Thucyd. i, 22. 
' See the words of Thucydides, ii, 49. Kat arroKaffapueir xoAijr rriiuai, 

o<Jat vrri> larpwv wvoµauµevat elutv, lrrfieuav,-which would 
seem to indicate a familiarity with the medical terminology: compare also 
his allusion to the speculations of the physicians, cited in the previous 
note; and c. 51-ru rrauv otatr1) {feparrev6µeva, etc. 

In proof how rare the conception was, in ancient times, of the impor
tance of collecting and registering particular medical facts, I transcribe the 
following observations from l\f. Littre ( <Euvres d'llippocrate, tom. iv, p. 
646, Remarqucs Retrospectives). 

"Toutefois ce qu'il importc ici" de constater, ce n'est pas qu'Hippocrate a 
observe de tellc ou telle maniere, mais c'est qu'il a eu l'idee de rccueillir ct 
de consigner des foits particuliers. En effet, 1·ien, dans l'antiquite, n'a ete 
plus rare que ce soin: outre Ilippocratc, je nc connois qu'Erasistrate qui se 
soit occupe de relater sous cette formc les rcsultats de son experience 
cliniquc. Ni Galien lui-mcme, ni Arctce, ni Soranus, ni les autres qui sont 
arrh·cs jusqu'il nous, n'ont suivi un aussi louablc excmple. Les ohscrva· 
tions consignees clans la collection Hippocratique constituent ht plus grande 
partic, abcaucoup pres, de ce que l'antiquite a posseM en ce genre: ct si, 
en commentant le travail d'Hippoerate, on l'avait un pen imite, nous 
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It is hardly within the province of an historian of Greece to 
repeat after Thucydides the painful enumeration of symptoms, 
violent in the extreme, and pervading every portion of the bodily 
system, which marked this fearful disorder. Beginning in 
Peirxus, it quickly passed into the city, and both the one and 
the other was speedily filled with sickness and suffering, the like 
of which had never before been known. The seizures were per
fectly sudden, and a large proportion of the sufferers perished, 
after deplorable agonies, on the seventh or on the ninth day: others, 
whose strength of constitution carried them over this period, 
found themselves the victims of exhausting and incurable diar
rhrea afterwards: with others again, after traversing both these 
stages, the distemper fixed itself in some particular member, the 
eyes, the genitals, the hands, or the feet, which were rendered 
permanently useless, or in some cases amputated, even where the 
patient himself recovered. There were also some whose recov
ery was attended with a total loss of memory, so that they no 
more knew themselves or recognized their friends. No treat
mentor remedy appearing, except in accidental cases, to produce 
any beneficial effect, the physicians or surgeons whose aid was 
invoked became completely at fault; while trying their accus
tomed means without avail, they soon ended by catching the 
malady themselves and perftlhing: nor were the charms and 

aurions des materiaux a !'aide desquels nous prcudrions uue idec bien plus 
precise de la pathologie de ces siecles recules ....Mais tout en exprimant 
ce regret et en reconnaissant cctte utilite relative a nous autres moderues et 
veritablemeut considerable, il faut ajouter que l'antiquite avoit daus les faits 
et la doctrine llippocratiqucs un aliment qui lui a suffi- ct qu'une collec
tion, meme etcndue, d'histo.ires particuliCres n'auroit pas alors modifie la 
medecine, du moins la medccine ~cicntifique, cssenticllement et au dela de 
la limite que comportoit la physiologic. Je pourrai montrcr ailleurs que la 
doctrine d'Hippocrate et de l'ecole de Cos a ete la scule solide, la seule 
fondee sur un aper9u vrai de la nature organisec; et que les sectes posteri
curcs, mcthodisme et pneumatisme, n'ont bati !curs theories que sur des 
hypotheses sans consistance. Mais ici je me contente de remarquer, que 
la pathologic, en tant que science, ne pcut marcher qu'i\ la suite de Ia 
physiologic, dont clle n'est qu'une des faces: Ct <l'I-Iippocrate a Galien in
clusivement, la physiologie ne fit pas asscz de progrcs pour rcndre insutli
sante la conception I-Iippocratique. II en rcsulte, necessairemcnt, que la 
pathologic, toujours consitlercc comrnc science, n'auroit pu, par quelque 
proccdc quo co flit, gagucr que des corrections ct des augmentations do 
detail." 
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incantations 1 to which the unhappy patient resorted, likely to be 
more eflicacious. ·while some asserted that the Peloponne;;ians 
had poisoned the cisterns of water, others referred the visitation 
to the wrath of the gods, and especially to Apollo, known by 
hearers of the Iliad as author of pestilence in the Greek host 
before Troy. It was remembered that this Delphian god had 
promised the Lacedrernonians, in reply to their application imme
diately before the war, that he would assist them whether invoked 
or uninvoked, - and the disorder now raging was ascribed to the 
intervention of their irresistible ally: while the elderly men far
ther called to mind an oracular verse sung in the time of their 
youth: "The Dorian war will come, and pestilence along with 
it."2 Under the distress which suggested, and was reciprocally 

1 Compare the story of Tha!Ctas appeasing an epidemic at Sparta by his 
music and song (Plutarch, De Musica, p. 1146). 

Some of the ancient physicians were firm believers in the efficacy of 
these charms and incantations. Alexander of Tralles says, that having 
originally treated them with contempt, he had convinced himself of their 
value by personal observation, and altered his opinion (ix, 4)-evwt yovv 
olovrat roir; rwv 	 ypawv µv{)ot( toucevat rur; lrr't'oit>, CJurrep icuyw µtxpi rroA.
/.oii. T(iJ XPOV'f' oi: {nro TWV lvapywr; rpatvoµtvwv trrefofJTJV elvat ovvaµtv lv 
avrai1:. See an interesting and valuable dissertation, Origines Contagii, by 
Dr. C. F. Marx (Stuttgard, 1824, p. 129). 

The suffering Herak!Cs, in his agony under the poisoned tunic, invokes 
the uotoil1: along with the xe1podxv7J1: iaropta!,' (Sophoktes, Trachin. 1005) . 

• Thucyd. ii, 54. 	 4!ua1COVTt( ol rrpeu(Jvrepot rruAaL ~Ot:wat 
"Hitt D.wpiaicil!,' 1roA.eµo1:, icat A.otµor aµ' avr(iJ. 


See also the first 	 among the epistles ascribed to the orator .Ai:schines, 
respecting a A.01µ01: in Delos. 

It appears that there was a debate whether, in this Hexameter verse, 
/.1µ01: (famine) or A.otµor; (pestilence) was the co1Tcct reading: and the 
probability is, that it had been originally composed with the word ?.iµor, 
for men might well fancy beforehand that fiimine would be a sequel of the 

. Dorian war, but they would not be likely to imagine pestilence as accompa
ny.ing it. Yet, says Thueydides, the reading A.oiµor was held decidedly 
preferable, as best fitting to the actual circumstances ( ol yr~p lw'9pwrroi rrpor 

·u lrrauxov r~v µv~µ1)v lrrotovvTo ). And "if (he goes on to say) there 
should ever hereafter come another Dorian war, and famine along with it, 
the oracle will probably be reproduced with the word A.1µ01: as part of it." 

This deserves notice, as illustrating the sort of admitted license with 
which men twisted the oracles or prophecies, so as to hit the feelings of the 
actual moment. 
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aggravated by, these gloomy ideas, prophets were consulted, and 
supplications with solemn procession were held at the tempbs, to 
appease the divine wrath. 

·when it was found that neither the priest nor the physician 
could retard the spread, or mitigate the intensity, of the disorder, 
the Athenians abandoned themselves to utter despair, and the 
space within the walls became a scene of desolating misery. 
Every man attacked with the malady at once lost his courage, 
a state of depression, itself among the worst'foatures of the case, 
which made him lie down and die, without the least attempt to 
seek for any preservatives. And though, at first, friends and 
relatives lent their aid to tend the sick with the usual family 
sympathies, yet so terrible was the number of these attendants 
who perished, "like sheep," from such contact, that at length no 
man would thus expose himself; while the most generous spirits, 
who persisted longest in the discharge of their duty, were car
ried off in the greatest numbers.I The patient was thus left to die 
alone and unheeded: sometimes all the inmates of a house were 
swept away one after the other, no man being willing to go near 
it : desertion on one hand, attendance on the other, both tended 
to aggravate the calamity. There remained only those who, 
having had the disorder and recovered, were willing to tend the 
sufferers. These men formed the single exception to the all
pervading misery of the time, - for the disorder seldom attacked 
any one twice, and when it did, the second attack was never fatal. 
Elate with their own_ escape, they deemed themselves out of the 
reach of all disease, and were full of compassionate kindness for 
others whose sufferings were just beginning. It was from them, 
too, that the principal attention to the bodies of deceased victims 
proceeded: for such was the state of dismay and sorrow, that 
even the nearest relatives neglected the sepulchral duties, sacred 
beyond all others in the eyes of a Greek. Nor is there any cir
cumstance which conveys to us so vivid an idea of the prevalent 
agony and despair, as when we read, in the words of an eye
witness, that the deaths took place among this close-packed crowd 

1 Compare Diodor. xiv, 70, who mentions similar distresses in the Car
thaginian army besieging Syracuse, during the terrible epidemic with which 
it was attacked in 395 B.c.; and Livy, xxv, 26, respecting the epidemic at 
Syracuse when it was besieged by Marcellus and the RoJ1Jans. 
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without the smallest decencies of attention,1 - that the dead and 
the dying lay piled one upon another, not merely in the public 
roads, but eYen in the temples, in spite of the understood defile
ment of the sacred building, - that half-dead sufferers were seen 
lying round all the springs, from insupportable thirst, - that the 
numerous corpses thus unburied and exposed, were in such a 
condition, that the dogs which meddled with them died in conse
quence, while no vultures or other birds of the like habits ever 
came near. Those bodies which escaped entire neglect, were 
burnt or buried2 without the customary mourning, and with un
seemly carelessness. In some cases, the bearers of a body, pass-. 
ing by a funeral pile on which another body was burning, would 
put their own there to be burnt also; 3 or perhaps, if the pile 
was prepared ready for a body not yet arrived, would deposit 
their own upon it, set fire to the pile, and then depart. Such 
indecent confusion would have been intolerable to the feelings of 
the Athenians, in any ordinary times. 

To all these scenes of physical suffering, death, and reckless 
despair, was superadded another evil, which affected those who 
were fortunate enough to escape the rest. The bonds both of 
law and morality became relaxed, amidst such total uncertainty 
of every man both for his own life, and that of others. l\fen 
cared not to abstain from wrong, under circumstances in which 
punishment was not likely to overtake them, - nor to put a check 
upon their passions, and endure privations in obedience even to 

Tlmcyd. ii, 52. OiKtWV y1'tp ovx vrrap;i:ovuwv, U..:1..:1.' lv KaAu,Batr; rrvty1)pair; 
wpq. frovr; OlalTwµivwv, 0 ¢i96por: lyt)'VfTO ohclevL Kullµc,J, U.A.A.il Kai VeKpol lrr' 
U.A.M1A.otr; urroi9v~<IKOVU(; EKetVTO, Kat lv Tair; oooir; tKaJ.1 VOOVVTO Kai rrept Tur; 
Kp~var; urraaar; *µti9v71rer:, TOV Maro( lrrti9vµir;.. Ta Te lepu lv oir: laK~V1JVTO, 
VtKpwv 1!'.:1.ia t/V, avrou lvarroi9v1)<IKOVTWV • vrrep,3ta,oµfrov yup Toii KaKOV ol 
uvi9pwrrot OVK lxovu~ o, Tt yivwvrat, lr: b.:1.tywpiav lrpaITOVTO Kat lepwv /Wt 

.Saiwv oµoiw>
• Thucyd. ii, 50: compare·J,ivy, xii, 21, describing the epidemic at Rome 

in 174 n.c. "Cadavera, intacta a canibus ct vulturibus, tubes absumebat: 
sati~que constabat, nee illo, nee priore anno in tanta strage boum homin
umque vulturium usqnam visum." 

a Thncyd. ii, 52. From the language of Thucydides, we see that this 
was reg:mlccl at Athens as highly unuecoming. Y ct a passage of Plutarch 
seems to show that it was very common, in his time, to burn several bodies 
on the same funeral pile (Plutarch, Symposiac. iii, 4, p. 651 ). 

VOL. YI. lloc. 
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their strongest conviction, when the chance was so small of their 
living to reap reward or enjoy any future esteem. An interval 
short and sweet, before their doom was realized - before they 
became plunged in the wide-spread misery which they witnessed 
around, and which affected indiscriminately the virtuous and the 
profligate - mts all they looked to enjoy; embracing with avidity 
the immediate pleasures of sense, as well as such positive gains, 
however ill-gotten, as could be made the means of procuring them, 
and throwing aside all thought both of honor or of long-sighted 
advantage. Life and property were alike ephemeral, nor was 
there any hope left but to snatch a moment of enjoyment, before 
the outstretched hand of destiny should fall upon its victi.111s. 

The melancholy picture of society under the pressure of a 
murderous ~pi<lemic, with its train of physical torments, wretch
edness, and demoralization, has Leen drawn by more than one 
eminent author, Lut by none with more impressive fidelity and 
conciseness than by Thucydides,t who had no predecessor, and 
nothing but the reality to copy from. \Ve may remark that, 
amidst all the melancholy accompaniments of the time, there 
are no human sacrifices, such as those offered up at Carthage 
during pestilence to appease the anger of the gods,-:- there are 
no cruel persecutions against imaginary authors of the disease, 
such as those against the Untori (anointers of doors) in the plague 
of Milan in 1630.2 Three years altogether <lid this calamity 
desolate Athens: continuously, during the entire second and third 
years of the war, - after which, followed a period of marked 
abatement for a year and a half: but it then revived again, and 
lasted for another year, with the same fury as at first. The pub

1 The description in the sixth book of Lucretius, transl1,1ted and expanded 
from Tlrncydides,-that of the plague at Florence in 1348, with which the 
Deeamcron of Boccacio opens,-ancl that of Defoe, in his History of the 
Plague in London, are all well known. 

• •· Carthaginienses, cum inter cetera mala etiam peste laborarent, cruentll 
sacrorum rcligione, et seelere pro remedio, usi sunt : quippe homines ut 
,·ictimas immolahant; paccm dcorum sanguine eornm exposcentes, pro 
quorum Yitci. Dii rognri 1naximC solcnt." (Justin, xviii; 6.) 

For the facts respecting the plague of Milan and the lJntori, see the inter
esting noYcl of l\Ianzoni, Promessi Sposi, aml the historical work of the 
same author, Storia della Colonna Infame. 
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lie loss, over and above the private misery, which this unexpected 
enemy inflicted upon Athens, was incalculable. Out of twelve 
hundred horsemen, all among the rich men of the state, three 
hundred died of the epidemic ; besides four thousand and four 
hundred hoplites out of the roll formerly kept, and a number of 
the poorer population so great as to defy computation.I No 
efforts of the Peloponnesians could have done so much to ruin 
Athens, or to bring the war to a termination such as they desired : 
and the distemper told the more in their favor, as it never spread 
at.all into Peloponnesus, though it passed from Athens to some 
of the more populous islands.2 The Lacedremonian army was 
withdHO.wn from Attica somewhat earlier than it would otherwise 
liave been, for fear of taking the contagion.3 

But it was while the Lacedremonians were yet in Attica, and 
during the first freshness of the terrible malady, that Perik!es 
equipped and conducted from Peirreus an armament of one hun
di:ed triremes, and four thousand hoplitcs to attack the coasts of 
Peloponnesus : three hundred horsemen were also carried in 
some horse-transports, prepared for the occasion out of old 
triremes. To diminish the crowd accumulated in the city, was 
doubtless of beneficial tendency, and perhaps those who went 
aboard, might consider it as a chance of escape to quit an infected 
home. But unhappily they carried the infection along with them, 
which desolated the fleet not less than the city, and crippled all 
its efforts. Reinforced by fifty ships of war from Chios and "Les
bos, the Athenians first landed near Epidaurus in Peloponnesus, 
ravaging the territory, and making an unavailing attempt upon 
the city: next, they made like incursions on the more southerly 
portions of the Argolic peninsula, - Trcczen, Halieis, and Her
mione; and lastly attacked and captured Prasire, on the eastern 
coast of Laconia. On returning ,to Athens, the same armament 

1 Thucyd. iii. 87. TOV oi: U.Uov o;rl.ov uve~evpeTO(; apdJµo(;. Diodorus 
makes them above 10,000 (xii, 58) freemen and slaves together, which must 
be greatly beneath the reality. 

9 Thucyd. ii, 54. Twv U.lil.wv ;i:wp!wv TU Trol.vavi'Jpwrrorara. He docs not 
specify what places these were: perhaps Chios, but hardly Lesbos, otherwise 
the fact would have been noticed when the revolt of that island occurs. 

a Thucyd. ii, 57. 
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was immediately conducted, under Agnon and Kleopompus, to 
press the siege of Potidma, the blockade of which still continued 
without any visible progress. On arriving there, an attack WM 

made on the walls by battering engines, and by the other aggres
sive methods then practised; but nothing whatever was achieved. 
In fact, the armament became incompetent for all serious effort, 
from the aggravated character which the distemper here assumed, 
communicated by the soldiers fresh from Athens, even to those 
who had before been free from it at Potidma. So frightful was 
the mortality, that out of the four thousand hoplites under Agnon, 
no less than ten hundred and fifty died in the short space of forty 
days. The armament was brought back in this mel:wcholy 
condition to Athens, while the reduction of Potidrea was left, as 
before, to the slow course of blockade.I 

On returning from the expedition against Peloponnesus, Per
ikles found his countrymen almost distracted2 with their manifold 
sufferings. Over and above the raging epidemic, they had just 
gone over Attica and ascertained the devastations committed by 
the invaders throughout all the territory- except the l\Iara
thonian3 Tetrapolis and Dekeleia; districts spared, as we are 
told, through indulgence founded on an ancient legendary sym
pathy- during their long stay of forty days. The rich had found 
their comfortable mansions and farms, the poor their modest 
cottages, in the various demes, torn down and ruined. Death,4 
sickness, loss of property, and despair of the future, now ren
dered the Athenians angry and intractable to the last degree; 
and they >ented their feelings against Perikles, as the cause, not 
merely of the war, but also of all that they were now enduring. 
Either with or wi-thout his consent, they sent envoys to Sparta to 
open negotiations for peace, but the Spartans turned a deaf ear 
to the proposition. This new disappointment rendered them still 
more furious against Perikles, whose long-standing political 
enemies now doubtless found strong sympathy in their denuncia

1 Thucyd. ii, 56-58. 2 Thucyd. ii, 59. ~i.').oiwvro rur yvwµar. 
8 Diodor. xii, 45; Istcr ap. Schol. nd Soph. CEdip. Colon. 689; IIcrodot. ix. 
' Thucyd. ii, 65. ·o µ'rv o~µor, OTl u7r' tliaaaov(,)V opµwµevor, laripTJTO Ka~ 

TOVT(,)V • ol OE ovvaroi, Kat.a Krf;µara Kara ri';v xCJpav O[KOOOµiatr Te Ka~ 
7rolivnlieat KaraaKevair u?rOA(,)AtKnrer. 
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tions of his character and policy. That unshaken and majestic 
firmness, which ranked first among his many eminent qualities, 
was never more imperiously required, and never more effectively 
manifested. In his capacity of strategus, or general, he convoked 
a formal assembly of the people, for the purpose of vindicating 
himself publicly against the prevailing sentiment, and recom
mending perseverance in his line of policy. The speeches made 
by his opponents, assuredly very bitter, are not given by Thucy
dides ; but that of Perikles himself is set down at considerable 
length, and a memorable discourse it is. It strikingly brings into 
relief both the character of the man and the impress of actual 
circumstances, - an impregnable mind, conscious not only of 
right p~rposes, but of just and reasonable anticipations, and 
bearing up with manliness, or evqn defiance, against. the natural 
difficulty of the case, heightened by an extreme of incalculable 
misfortune. He had foreseen,1 while advising the war originally, 
the probable impatience of his countrymen under its first hard
ships, but he could not foresee the epidemic by which that impa
tience had been exasperated into madness : and he now addressed 
them, not merely with unabated adherence to his own deliberate 
convictions, but also in a tone of reproachful remonstrance against 
their unmerited change of sentiment towards him, - seeking at 
the same time to combat that uncontrolled despair which, for the 
moment, overlaid both their pride and their patriotism. Far 
from humbling himself. before the present sentiment, it is at 
this time that he sets forth his titles to their esteem in the most 
direct and unqualified manner, and claims the continuance of 
that which they had so long accorded, as something belonging to 
him by acquired right. 

His main object, throughout this discourse, is to fill the minds 
of his audience with patriotic sympathy for the weal of the entire 
city, so as to counterbalance the absorbing sense of private woe. 
If the collective city flourishes, he argues, private misfortunes 
may at least be borne: but no amount of private prosperity will 
avail, if the collective city falls ; a proposition literally true in 
ancient times, and under the circumstances of ancient warfare, 
though less true at present. " Distracted by domestic calamity, 

1 Thucyd. i, 140. 
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ye are now angry both with me, who advised you to go to war, 
and with yourselves, who followed the advice. Ye listened to 
me, considering me superior to others in judgment, in speech, in 
patriotism, and in incorruptible probity,1 - nor ought I now to be 
treated as culpable for giving such advice, when in point of fact 
the war was unavoidable, and there would have been still greater 
danger in shrinking from it. I am the same man, still unchanged, 
- but ye, in your misfortunes, cannot stand to the convictions 
which ye adopted when yet unhurt. Extreme and unforeseen, 
indeed, are the sorrows which have fallen upon you: yet, inhab
iting as ye do a great city, and brought up in dispositions suit
able to it, ye must also resolve to bear up against the _utmost 
pressure of adversity, and never tq surrender your dignity. I 
have often explained to you that ye have no reason to doubt of 
eventual success in the war, but I will now remind you, more 
emphatically than before, and even with a degree of ostentation 
suitable as a stimulus to your present unnatural depression, 
that your naval force makes you masters, not only of your allies, 
but of the entire sea,2 - one half of the visible field for action 
and employment. Compared with so vast a power as this, the 
temporary use of your houses and territory is a mere trifle, - an 
ornamental accessory not worth considering; and this, too, if ye 
preserve your freedom, ye will quickly recover. It was your 
fathers who first gained this empire, without any of the advan
tages which ye now enjoy ; ye must not disgrace yourselves by 
losing what they acquired. Delighting as ye all do in the honor 
and empire enjoyed by the city, ye must not shrink from the 
toils whereby alone that honor is sustained : moreover, ye now 
fight, not me1·ely for freedom instead of slavery, but for empire 

I Thucyd. ii, 60. Kairot tµo2 TOIOVT<,> avop2 opyii;E<r-&e, or; ovoevilr; oioµat 
1)oawv eivat yvwvai re ru cliovra, 1<a2 l:pµrivevaai ravra, <f>t/i.{nro/i.ir; re 1<a2 
'X,OTJµaTWV Kpefoawv. 

I Thucyd. ii, 62. <lri/i.watJ oe 1<a2 r6oe, /j µot c101<elre OVT' avro2 rrwrroT£ 
lv-&vµT/{}~vat vrrapxov vµlv µeye-&ovr; rrept k T~V upxl/v, ovT' lyiJ lv roir; rrptV 
/i.6yotr; • oiHl' av vvv lx.,oriaaµriv 1<oµrrtJoear€pav l;rovrt rljv rrpoarroi11aw, el µ1/ 
1Cararrerr/i.11yµtvovr; vµiir; rrapu TO ei1<or; l:wpwv. Oiea-&e µf:v yup TWV ;vµµaxwv 
µ6i•ov up;retv-lyi:i oi: arro<J>aivw OVo µcpwv TWV lr; ;rpiJotv <f>avepwv, riir: 1Ca2 
iJa/i.arr11r;, TOV i:Tipov vµiit;, rravror; ICVpttJTUTOvr; ovrar;, l<f>' oaov re VVV veµea&e, 
"a21)v trrml.tfov (3ovl.11-&1Jre. 
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against loss of empire, witl1 all the perils arising out of imperial 
unpopularity. It is not safe for you now to abdicate, even if ye 
chose to do so; for ye hold your empire like a despotism, 
unjust perhaps in the original acquisition, but ruinous to part 
with when once acquired. Be not angry with me, whose advice 
ye followed in going to war, because the enemy liave done such 
damage as might be expected· from them ; still less on account 
of this unforeseen distemper: I know that this makes me an ob
ject of your special present hatred, though very unjustly, unless 
ye will consent to give me credit also for any unexpected good 
luck which may occur. Our city derives its particular glory 
from unshaken bearing up against misfortune: her power, her 
name, her empire of Greeks over Greeks, are such as have never 
before been seen : and if we choose to be great, we must take the 
consequence of that temporary envy and l1atred which is the 
necessary price of permanent renown. Behave ye now in a 
manner worthy of that glory: display that courage which is es
sential to protect you against disgrace at present, as well as to 
guarantee your honor for the future. Send no farther embassy 
to Sparta, and bear your misfortunes without showing symptoms 
of distress." I 

The irresistible reason, as well as the proud and resolute bear
ing of this discourse, set forth with an eloquence which it was 
not possible for Thucydides to reproduce, - together with the 
age and character of Perikles, - carried the assent of the as
sembled people; who, when in the Pnyx, and engaged according 
to habit on public matters, would for a moment forget their pri
vate sufferings in consideration;i of the safety and grandeur of 
Athens: possibly, indeed, those sufferings, though still continuing, 
might become somewhat alleviated when the invaders quitted 
Attica, and when it was no longer indispensable for all the pop
ulation to confine itself within the walls. Accordingly, the 
asse:p:ibly resolved that no farther propositions should be made 
for peace, and that the war should be prosecuted with vigor. But 
though the public resolution thus adopted showed the ancient 
habit of deference to the authority of Perikles, the sentiments 

1 Thucyd. ii, 60-64. I give a general summary of this memorable speech, 
without setting forth its full contents, still less the exact words. 
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of individuals taken separately were still those of anger against 
him, as the author of that system which had brought them into 
so much distress. His political opponents - Kleon, Simmias, 
or Lakratidas, perhaps all three in conjunction - took care to 
provide an opportunity for this prevalent irritation to manifest 
itself in act, by bringing an accusation against him before the 
dikastery. The accusation is said to have been preferred on the 
ground of pecuniary malversation, and ended by his being sen
tenced to pay a considerable fine, the amount of which is differ
ently reported,-fifteen, fifty, or eighty talents, by different 
authors.l The accusing party thus appeared to have carried 

1 Thucyd. ii, 65; Plato, Gorgias, p. 515, c. 71 ; Plutarch, Perikles, c. 35; 
Diodor. xii, c. 38-45. About Simmias, as the vehement enemy of Perikies, 
see Plutarch, Ileipub. Ger. Prmcept. p. 805. 

Plutarch and Diodorus both state that Perik!Cs was not only fined, but 
also removed from his office of stratcgus. Thucydides mentions the fine, 
but not the removal: and his silence leads me to doubt the reality of tho 
latter event altogether. For with such a man as Perik!es, a vote of re
moval would have been a penalty more marked and cutting than the fine: 
moreover, removal from office, though capable of being pronounced by 
vote of the public assembly, would hardly be inflicted as penalty by the 
dikastery. 

I imagine the events to have passed as follows : The strategi, with most 
other officers of the commonwealth, were changed or rei!lected at the be
ginning· of Hekatombmon, the first month of the Attic year; that is, some
where about midsummer. Now the Peloponnesian army, invading Attica. 
about the end of March or beginning of April, and remaining forty days, 
would leave the country about the first week in May. Perikles returned 
from his expedition against Peloponnesus shortly after they left Attica; 
that is, about the middle of May ( Thucyd. ii, 57) : there still remained, 
therefore, a month or six weeks before his office ofstrategus naturally expired, 
and required renewal. It was during this interval (which Thucydides ex
presses by the words ln a' forparfrei, ii, 59) that he convoked the assembly 
and delivered the harangue recently mentioned. 

Ilut when the time for a new election of stratcgi arrived, the enemies of 
Perik!es opposed his reelection, and brought a charge against him, in that 
trial of accountability to which every magistrate at Athens was exposed, 
after his period of office. They alleged against him some official miscon
duct in reference to the public money, and the dikastery visited him with 
a fine. His reelection was thus prevented, and with a man who had been 
so often reelected, this might be loosely called " taking away the office of 
general ;" so that the language of Ph1tarch and Diodoms, as well as the 
silence of Thucydides, would, on this supposition, he justified. 
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their point, and to have disgraced, as well as excluded from 
reelection, the veteran statesman. nut the event disappointed 
their expectations: the imposition of the fine not only satiated 
all the irritation of the people against him, but even occasioned 
a serious reaction in his favor, and brought back as strongly as 
ever the ancient sentiment of esteem and admiration. It was 
quickly found that those who had succeeded Perikles as gen
erals, neither possessed nor deserved in an equal degree, the 
public confidence, and he was accordingly soon reelected, with 
as much power and influence as he had ever in his life en
joyed.I 
. nut that life - long, honorable, and useful- had already been 
prolonged considerably beyond the sixtieth year, and there were 
but too many circumstances, besides the recent fine, which tended 
to hasten as well as to embitter its close. At the very moment 
when Perikles was preaching to his countrymen, in a tone almost 
reproachful, the necessity of manful and unabated devotion to 
the-common country, in the midst of private suffering, - he was 
himself among the greatest of sufferers, and most hardly pressed 
to set the example of observing his own precepts. The epidemic 
carried off not merely his two sons, the only two legitimate, 
Xanthippus and Paralus, but also his sister, several other rela
tives, and his best and most useful political friends. Amidst this 
train of domestic calamities, and in the funeral obsequies of so 
many of his dearest friend:;, he remained master of his grief, and 
maintained his habitual self-command, until the last misfortune, 
-the death of his favorite son Paralus, which left his house 
without any legitimate representative to maintain the family and 
the hereditary sacred rites. On this final blow, though he strove 
to command himself as before, yet, at the obsequies of the young 
man, when it became his duty to place a garland on the dead 
body, his grief became uncontrollable, and he burst out, for the 
first time of his life, into profuse tears and sobbing.Sl · 

fn the midst of these several personal trials he received the 
intimation, through Alkibiades and some other friends, of the 
restored confidence of the people towards him, and of his re
election to the office of strategus : nor was it without difficulty 

1 Thucyd. ii, 65. • Plutarch, Pcriklcs, c. 36. 
VOL. VI. 8 
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that he was persuaded to present himself again at the public 
assembly, and resume the direction of affairs. The regret of the 
people was formally expressed to him for the recent sentence, 
perhaps, indeed, the fine may have been repaid to him, or some 
evasion of it permitted, saving the forms of Jaw,1 -in the present 
temper of the city ; which was farther displayed towards him by 
the grant of a remarkable exemption from a law of his own 
original proposition. He had himself, some years before, been 
the author of that law, whereby the citizenship of Athens was 
restricted to persons born both of Athenian fathers and Athenian 
mothers, under which restriction several thousand persons, illegi
timate on the mother's side, are said to have been deprived of the 
citizenship, on occasion of a public distribution of corn. Invidious 
as it appeared to grant, to Perikles singly, an exemption from a 
law which had been strictly enforced against so many others, the 
people were now moved not less by compassion than by anxiety 
to redress their own previous severity. 'Vithout a legitimate 
heir, the house of Perikles, one branch of the great Alkmreonid 
gens by his mother's side, would be left deserted, and the conti
nuity of the family sacred rites would be broken,- a misfortune 
painfully felt by every Athenian family, as calculated to wrong 
all the deceased members, and provoke their posthumous dis
pleasure towards the city. Accordingly, permission was granted 
to Perikles to legitimize, and to inscribe in his own gens and 
phratry his natural ·son by Aspasia, who bore his own name.2 

It was thus that Perikles was reinstated in his post of stra
tegus, as well as in his ascendency over the public counsels,
seemingly about August or September, 430 B.c. He lived 
about one year longer, and seems to have maintained his influ
ence as Jong as his heaith permitted. Yet we hear nothing of 
him after this moment, and he fell a victim, not to the violent 
symptoms of the epidemic, but to a slow and wearing fever,a 

1 See Plutarch, Demosthen. c. 27, about the manner of bringing about 
such an evasion of a fine: compare also the letter of .M. Iloeckh, in 
Meineke, Fragment. Comic. Grrecor. ad Fragm. Eupolid. ii, 527. 

2 Plutarch, Perikles, c. 37. 
3 Plutarch (Perik. c. 38) treats the slow disorder under which he suffered 

as one of the forms of the epidemic : but this can hardly be correct, when 
we read the very marked character of the latter, as described by Thucydides. 
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which underminded his strength as well as liis capacity. To a 
friend who came to ask after him when in this disease, Perikles 
replied by showing a charm or amulet which his female relations 
had hung about his neck, - a proof how low he was reduced, 
and how completely he had become a passive subject in the hands 
of others. And according to another anecdote which we read, 
yet more interesting and equally illustrative of his character, 
it was during his last moments, when he was lying apparently 
unconscious and insensible, that the friends around his bed were 
passing in review the acts of his life, and the nine trophies which 
he had erected at different times for so many victories. He 
heard what they said, though they fancied that he was past 
hearing, and interrupted them by remarking : " "What you praise 
in my life, belongs partly to good fortune, - and is, at best, com
mon to me with many other generals. But the peculiarity of 
which I am most proud, you have not noticed, - no Athenian 
has ever put on mourning on my account." I 

Such a cause of self-gratulation, doubtless more satisfactory to 
recall at such a moment than any other, illustrates that long
sighted calculation, aversion to distant or hazardous enterprise, 
and economy of the public force, which marked his entire politi
cal career; a career long, beyond all parallel, in the history of 
Athens, - since he maintained a great influence, gradually swell
ing into a decisive personal ascendency, for between thirty and 
forty years. His character has been presented in very different 
lights, by different authors, both ancient and modern, and our 
materials for striking the balance are not so good as we could 
wish. But his immense and long-continued ascendency, as well 
as his unparalleled eloquence, are facts attested not less by his 
enemies than by his friends, - nay, even more forcibly by the 
former than by the latter. The comic writers, who hated him, 
and whose trade it was to deride and hunt down every leading 
political character, exhaust their powers of illustration in setting 
forth both the one and the other :2 Telekleides, Kratinus, Eupolis, 

1 Plutarch, Perik!Cs, c. 3S. 
•Plutarch, Pcrik!Cs, c. 4, 8, 13, 16; Eupolis. t:i.~µot, Fragm. vi, p. 459, ed. 

Meineke. Cicero (De Orator. iii, 34; Brutus, 9-11) and Quintilian (ii, 16, 
19; x, 1, 82) count only as witnesses at second-hand. 
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Aristophanes, all hearers and all enemies, speak of him like 
Olympian Zeus, hurling thunder and lightning, - like Iforakles 
and Achilles, - as the only speaker on whose lips persuasion sat, 
and who left his sting in the minds of his audience: while Plato 
the philosopher,! who disapproved of his political working, and 
of the moral effects which he produced upon Athens, nevertheless 
extols his intellectual and oratorical ascendency: " his majestic 
intelligence," - in language not less decisive than Thucydides. 
There is another point of eulogy, not less valuable, on which the 
testimony appears uncontradicted: throughout his long career, 
amidst the hottest political animosities, the conduct of PcriklCs 
towards opponents was always mild and liberal.2 The conscious 
self-esteem and arrogance of manner with which the contempo· 
rary poet Ion reproached him,3 contrasting it with the unpretend
ing simplicity of his own patron Kirnon, -though probably 
invidiously exaggerated, is doubtless in substance well founded, 
and those who read the last speech given above out of Thucy
dides, will at once recognize in it this attribute. His natural taste, 
his love of philosophical research, and his unwearied application 
to public affairs, all contributed to alienate him from ordinary 
familiarity, and to make him careless, perhaps improperly care
less, of the lesser means of conciliating public favor. 

But admitting this latter reproach to be well founded, as it 
seems to be, it helps to negative that greater and graver political 
crime which has been imputed to him, of sacrificing the perma
nent well-being and morality of the state to the maintenance of 
his own political power, - of corrupting the people by distribu
tions of the public money. "Ile gave the reins to the people 
(in Plutarch's words4), and shaped his administration for their 

1 Plato, Gorgias, c. 71, p. 516; Phredrus, c. 54, p. 270. ITeptKAi:a, Tilv 
OVTc.J µeya/,,orrprn·wr: croqiilv uvopa. Pfato, J\Iens. p. 94, B. 

2 Plutarch, Pcrikles, c. 10-39. a Plutarch, Pcrik!Cs, c. 5. 
' Plutarch, Pcriklcs, c. 11. Atil Kai. Tore µu/,,tura T/iJ r5i7µr,J Tur; ~viar; ci:vdr: 

6 ITept1cAi71: hroAtTEVCTQ 7r:por: xuptv - ad µi:v TtVa {}{;av 7r:OV1JYVPlK~V f'j l:crTia
UlV f'j Troµrr~v elvat µ7JxavC!µevor; iv ucrret, Kal oiarratoayc.Jywv ovK ci:µofootr; 
:7oovalr: T~V 7r:OAtv-lq~KOVTa oe Tpt~petr: Ka{}' {Kacrrov fvtaVTOV lKTriµrrc.JV, lv 
alr: 7r:OAA0t TWV 'lrOAlTWV lrrAeoV OKTW µ~var: lµµu;fJot, µeAeTwvrer: uµa Kai. 
µavrJuvovrer T~v vavTtK~v lµTreipiav. 

Compare c. 9, where Plutarch states that PerikJCs, having no other means 

http:lKTri�rrc.JV
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immediate favor, by always providing at home some public spec
tacle, or festival, or procession, thus nursing up the city in elegant 
pleasures, - and by sending out every year sixty triremes, 
manned by citizen-seamen on full pay, who were thus kept in prac'
tiee and acquired nautical skill." Now the charge here made against 
PeriklCs, and supported by allegations in themselves honorable 
rather than otherwise, - of a vicious appetite for immediate pop
ularity, and of improper concessions to the immediate feelings of 
the people against their permanent interests, - is precisely that 
which Thucydides, in the most pointed manner denies; and not 
merely denies, but contrasts Perikles with his successors in the 
express circumstances that tltey did so, while he did not. The 
language of the contemporary historianl well deserves to be 
cited: "PeriklGs, powe1ful from dignity of character as well as 
from wisdom, and conspicuously above the least tinge of corrup
tion, held back the people with a free hand, and was their real 
leader instead of being led by them. For not being a seeker of 
power from unworthy sources, he did not speak with any view to 
present favor, but had sufficient sense of dignity to contradict 

of contemling against the abundant private largesses of his rival, Kirnon, 
resortecl to the expedient of distributing the public money among the citi
zens, in order to gain influence; acting in this matter upon the advice of 
bis friend, Dcmonidcs, accortling to the statement of Aristotle. 

1 Thucytl. ii, 65. 'EKelvor; µev (IIeptKl.i/r:) ovvariJr; &v Tfi:i re at;iwµari 
Kat rfi yvwµp, Xp T/ µUT GJ V Te 0 la</> a V iJ (; acfo p 0Ta T 0 (; ye V0µ e V 0 (; 1 

Ka Tel x e T0 1r}. iJ f} 0 r: t '),, e v f} I! p (,) r:' 1Wt OV/C 1/yero µuUov im' avrov i) 
ai•ror: 1/ye, otiL TO µ1) KTwµevor; tr; ov rrp0<1T/KOVTGJV ri/v ovvaµiv rrpilr; firJovifv 
Tl Uyel'v, ci}.}.' l;tGJV trr' a r; t cJ Get Kat 1rpor; bpyi/v Tl avremelv. 'Orr6re 
yoiJV aiaf>otro rt avTOV(; 1rapiL Kalpov f;(Jpet f>apaof!vrar;, AEYGJV KaTErrAT/GGtV 
lrrt TO ¢o(3eia8at. Kai cleoi6rar; av uA.6yGJr; UVTtKaf>iGTT/ rraAtV trrt ril f>apaeiv. 
'Eyiyvero oe A.6yr,.i µtv DT/µOKparia, lpyr,.i ell: imo TOV rrpwrov avelpor: apx1i- OL 
ell: f;arepov foot avrot µuA.A.ov 1rpor; cLAA~Aovr; ovrer;, Kat opeyoµevot rov rrpiJror; 
l'Kaaror; y£yvea8at, frparrovro Ka&' fioovar; rfi:i el1iµr,.i Kat riL rrpayµara tvotel6vai. 
'Et; iiv, <LA.A.a re 1roUa, C:.r; tv µeyaA.p 1TaAet Kat <Lpx~v fxo!Jap, f,µapr~f>T/, Ka? 
0 tr: ~tKeAlaV 'lrAOV(;. or; ov TOGOVTOV yvwµT/~ aµaprT/µa ~v, etc. Compare 
Plutarch, Nikias, c. 3. 

'At;iGJatr; and a;fopa, as used by Thucydides, seem to differ in this respect; 
'At;iGJat~ signifies, a man's dignity, or pretensions to esteem and influence, 
as felt and measured by himself; his sense of dignity ; 'At;[,,,µa means his 
dignity, properly so called; as felt and appreciated by others. See i, 371 

41, 69. 
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them on occasion, even braving their displeasure. Thus, when
ever he perceived them insolently and unseasonably cotifident, 
he shaped his speeches in such manner as to alarm and beat 
them down: when again he saw them unduly frightened, he tried 
to counteract it, and restore them confidence: so that the govern
ment was in name a democracy, but in reality an empire exer
cised by the first citizen in the state. But those who succeeded 
after his death, being more equal one with another, and each ·of 
them desiring preeminence over the rest, adopted the different 
course of courting the favor of the people, and sacrificing to that 
object even important state-interests. From whence arose many 
other bad measures, as might be expected in a great and imperial 
city, and especially the Sicilian expedition," etc. 

It will be seen that the judgment here quoted from Thucy
dides contradicts, in the most unqualified manner, the reproaches 
commonly made against Perikles, of having corrupted the Athe
nian people by distributions of the public money, and by giving 
way to their uiiwise caprices, for the purpose of acquiring and 
maintaining his own political power. Nay, the historian particu
larly notes the opposite qualities, - self-judgment, conscious dig
nity, indifference to immediate popular applause or wrath, when 
set against what was permanently right and useful, - as the 
special characteristic of that great statesman. A distinction 
might indeed be possible, and Plutarch professes to note such 
distinction, between the earlier and the later part of his long 
political career: he began, so that biographer says, by corrupt
ing the people in order to acquire power, but having acquired it, 
he employed it in an independent and patriotic manner, ·so that 
the judgment of Thucydides, true respecting the later part of his 
life, would not be applicable to the earlier. This distinction may 
be to a certain degree well founded, inasmuch as the power of 
opposing a bold and successful resistance to temporary aberra
tions of the public mind, necessarily implies an established influ
ence, and can hardly ever be exercised even by the firmest 
politician during his years of commencement : he is at that time 
necessarily the adjunct of some party or tendency which he finds 
already in operation, and has to stand forward actively and as
siduously before he can create for himself a separate personal 
influence. But while we admit the distinction to this extent, 
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there is nothing to warrant us in restricting the encomium of 
Thucydides exclusively to the later life of Perikles, or in repre
senting the earlier life as something in pointed contrast with that 
encomium. Construing fairly what the historian says, he evi
dently did not so conceive the earlier life of Perikles. Either those 
political changes which are held by Plato, Aristotle, Plutarch, 
and others, to demonstrate the corrupting effect of Perikles and 
his political ascendency, - such as the limitation of the functions 
of the Areopagus, as well as of the power of the magistrates, 
the establishment of the numerous and frequent popular dikas
teries with regular pay, and perhaps also the assignment of pay 
to those who attended the ekklesia, the expenditure for public 
works, religious edifices and ornaments, the diobely (or distri
bution of two oboli per head to the poorer citizens at various 
festivals, in order that they might be able to pay for their places 
in the theatre), taking it as it then stood, etc.,- did not appear 
to Thucydides mischievous and corrupting, as these other writ
ers thought them; or else be did not particularly refer them to 
Perikles. 

Both are true, probably, to some extent. The internal politi
cal changes at Athens, respecting the Areopagus and the dikas
teries, took place when Perikles was a young man, and when he 
cannot be supposed to have yet acquired the immense personal 
ascendency which afterwards belonged to him. Ephialtes in fact 
seems in those early days to have been a greater man than Per
ikles, if we may judge by the fact that he was selected by his 
political adversaries for assassination, - so that they might with 
greater propriety be ascribed to the party with which Perikles 
was connected, rather than to that statesman himself. But next, 
we have no reason to presume that Thucydides considered these 
changes as injurious, or as having deteriorated the Athenian 
character. All that he does say as to the working of Perikles on 
the sentiment and actions of his countrymen, is eminently favor
able. He represents the presidency of that statesman as moder
ate, cautious, conservative, and successful; he describes him as 
uniformly keeping back the people from rash enterprises, and 
from attempts to extend their empire, - as looking forward to 
the necessity of a war, and maintaining the naval, military, and 
financial forces of the state in constant condition to stand it, 
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as calculating, with long-sighted wisdom, t1ie conditions on which 
ultimate success depended. If we follow the elaborate funeral 
harangue of Perikles, which Thucydides, since he produces it at 
length, probably comidered as faithfully illustrating the political 
point of view of that statesman, we shall discover a conception 
of democratical equality no less rational than generous ; an 
anxious care for the recreation and comfort of the citizens, but 
no disposition to emancipate them from active obligation, either 
public or private, - and least of all, any idea of dispensing with 
such activity by abusive largesses out of the general revenue. 
The whole picture, drawn by Perikles, of Athens, "as the school
mistress of Greece," implies a prominent development of pri
vate industry and commerce, not less than of public citizenship 
and soldiership, - of letters, arts, and recreative varieties of 
taste. 

Though Thucydides does not directly canvass the constitutional 
changes effected in Athens under Perikles, yet everything which 
he does say leads us to belie•ve that he accounted the working of 
that statesman, upon the whole, on Athenian power as well as on 
Athenian character, eminently valuable, and his death as an irre
parable loss. And we may thus appeal to the judgment of an 
historian who is our best witness in every conceivable respect, as 
a valid reply to the charge against Perikles, of having corrupted 
the Athenian habits, character, and government. If he spent a 
large amount of the public treasure upon religious edifices and 
ornaments, and upon stately works for the city, - yet the sum 
which he left untouched, ready for use at the beginning of the 
Peloponnesian war, was such as to appear more than sufficient 
for all purposes of defence, or public safety, or military honor. 
It cannot be shown of Perikles that he ever sacrificed the greater 
object to the Jess, - the permanent and substantially valuable, 
to the transitory and showy, -assured present possessions, to 
the lust of new, distant, or uncertain conquests. If his advice 
had been listened to, the rashness which brought on the defeat 
of the Athenian Tolmides, at Koroneia in Bceotia, would have 
been avoided, and Athens might probably have maintained her 
ascendency over J\Iegara and Bceotia, which would have protected 
her territory from invasion, and given a new turn to the subse
quent history. PcrikTes is not to be treated as the author of the 
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Athenian character: he found it with its very marked positive 
characteristics and susceptibilities, among which, those which he 
chiefly brought out and ~mproved were the best. The lust of 
expeditions against the Persians, which Kirnon would have 
pushed into Egypt and Cyprus, he repressed, after it had accom
plished all which could be usefully aimed at: the ambition of 
Athens he moderated rather than encouraged: the democratical 
movement of Athens he regularized, and worked out into judicial 
institutions, which became one of the prominent features of 
Athenian life, and worked, in my judgment, with a very large 
balance of benefit to the national mind as well as to individual 
security, in spite of the many defects in their direct character as 
tribunals. But that point in which there was the greatest difference 
between Athen'S, as Perikles found it, and as he left it, is, unques
tionably, the pacific and intellectual development,- rhetoric, 
poetry, arts, philosophical research, and recreative variety. To 
which if we add, great improvement in the cultivation of the 
Attic soil, - extension of Athenian trade, - attainment and 
laborious maintenance of the maximum of maritime skill, at
tested by the battles of Phormio, - enlargement of the area of 
complete security by construction of the Long Walls,- lastly, the 
clothing of Athens in her imperial mantle, by ornaments, archi
tectural and sculptural, - we shall make out a case of genuine 
progress realized during the political life of Perikles, such as the 
evils imputed to him, far more imaginary than real, will go but a 
little way to alloy. How little, comparatively speaking, of the 
picture drawn by Perikles in his funeral harangue of 431 B.C. 

would have been correct, if the harangue had been delivered 
over those warriors who fell at Tanagra, twenty-seven years 
before! 

It has been remarked by l\I. Boeckh,I that Perikles sacrificed 
the landed proprietors of Attica to the maritime interests and 

1 Boeckh, Public Economy of Athens, b. iii, ch. xv, p. 399, Eng. Trans. 
Kutzen, in the second Beylage to his treatise, Perik!es als Staatsmann 

(pp. 169-200), has collected and inserted a list of various characters of 
Perik!Cs, from twenty different authors, English, French, and German. 
That of ·wachsmuth is the best of the collection, - though even he appears 
to think that PeriklCs is to blame for having introduced a set of institutions 
which none but himself could work well, 

VOL, VI, 8* 12oe. 
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empire of Athens. This is of course founded on the destructive 
invasions of the country during the Peloponnesian war ; for 
down to the commencement of that war the position of Attic 
cultivators and proprietors was particularly enviable : and the 
censure of U. Boeckh, therefore, depends upon the question, how 
far Perikles contributed to produce, or had it in his power to 
avert, this melancholy war, in its results so fatal, not merely to 
Athens, but to the entire Grecian race. Now here again, if we 
follow attentively tbe narrative of Thucydides, we shall see that, 
in the judgment of that historian, not only Perikles did not bring 
on the war, but he could not have averted it without such conces
1;ions as Athenian prudence, as well as Athenian patriotism per
emptorily forbade: moreover, we shall see, that the calculations 
on which Perikles grounded his hopes of success if driven to 
war, were, in the opinion of the historian, perfectly sound and 
safe. We may even go farther, and affirm, that the administra
tion of Perikles during the fourteen years preceding the war, 
exhibits a" moderation," to use the words of Thucydides,1 dic
tated especially by anxiety to avoid raising causes of war; though 
in the months immediately preceding the breaking out of the 
war, after the conduct of the Corinthians at Potidrea, and the 
resolutions of the congress at Sparta, he resisted strenuously all 
compliance with special demands from Sparta,-demands essen
tially insincere, and in which partial compliance would have 
lowered the dignity of Athens without insuring peace. The 
stories about Pheidias, Aspasia, and the Megarians, even if we 
shoultl grant that there is some truth at the bottom of them, 
must, if we follow Thucydides, be looked upon at worst as con
comitants and pretexts, rather than as real causes, of the war: 
though modern authors, in speaking of Perikles, are but too apt 
to use expressions which tacitly assume these stories to be well 
founded. 

Seeing then that Perikles did not bring on and could not have 
averted the Peloponnesian war, - that he steered his course in 
reference to that event with the long-sighted prudence of one 

Tlrncyd.ii, 65. µerp£<.1r 1:;11yeZro. i, 144. oitcar oe OTL UH!i.oµev 
ooiivat Karu rilr ;vvi'J!jKai;, 'lroli.tµov oe OV/( ap;oµev, upxoµivovr oe uµvvov
µii'Ja. 

I 
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\rho knew that the safety and the dignity of imperial Athens were 
essentially interwoven,- we have no right to throw upon him 
the blame of sacrificing the landed proprietors of Attica. These 
might, indeed, be excused for complaining, where they suffered 
so ruinously ; but the impartial historian, looking at the whole of 
the case, cannot admit their complaints as a ground for censuring 
the Athenian statesman. 

The relation of Athens to her allies, the weak point of her 
position, it was beyond the power of Perikles seriously to amend, 
probably also beyond his will, since the idea of political incorpo
ration, as well as that of providing a common and equal confed
erate bond, sustained by effective federal authority between 
different cities, was rarely entertained even by the best Greek 
minds.l \Ve hear that he tried to summon at Athens a congress 
of deputies from all cities of Greece, the allies of Athens in
cluded ;2 but the scheme could not be brought to bear, in conse
quence of the reluctance, noway surprising, of the Pcloponne
sians. Practically, the allies were not badly treated during his 
administration: arid if, among the other bad consequences of the 
prolonged war, they, as well as Athens, and all other Greeks 
come to suffer more and more, this depends upon causes with 
which he is not chargeable, and upon proceedings which departed 
altogether from his wise and sober calculations. Taking him 
altogether, with his powers of thought, speech, and action, - his 
competence, civil and military, in the council as well as in the 
field, - his vigorous and cultivated intellect, and his comprehen
sive ideas of a community in pacific and many-sided develop
ment, - his incorruptible public morality, caution, and firmness, 
in a country where all those qualities were rare, and the union 
of them in the same individual of course much rarer, - we shall 
find him without a parallel throughout the whole course of Gre
cian history. 

1 Herodotus (I, I iO) mentions that previous to the conquest of the twelve 
Ionic cities in Asia by Crmsus, Thales had advised them to consolidate 
themselves all into one single city government at Teos, and to reduce the ex
isting cities to mere dcmes or constituent, fractional municipalities, - Til> oe 
u/,;\.a, 1r0Ata( olKeoµeva( µ1/0ev iwaov voµil;ea.Jai Kar{mep el oijµot elev. It 
is remarkable to observe that Herodotus himself bestows his unqualified 
commendation on this idea. 'Plutarch, Perikles, c. 17. 
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Under the great mortality and pressure of sickness at Athens, 
their operations of war naturally languished; while the enemies 
also, though more active, had but little success. A fleet of one 
hundred triremes, with one thousand hoplites on board, was sent 
by the Laced::emonians under Knemus to attack Zakynthus, but 
accomplished nothing beyond <levastation of the open parts of the 
island, and then returned home. And it was shortly after this, 
towards the month of September, that the Ambrakiots made an 
attack upon the Amphilochian t-0wn called Argos, situated on the 
soutl1ern coast of the gulf of Ambrakia: which town, as has 
been recounted in the preceding chapter, had been wrested from ' 
them two years before by the Athenians, under Phormio, and 
restored to the Amphilochians and Akarnanians. The Ambra
Jdots, as c9lonists and allies of Corinth, were at the same time 
animated by active enmity to the Athenian influence in Akar
nania, and by desire to regain the lost town of Argos. Procuring 
aid from the Chaonians, and some other Epirotic tribes, they 
marched against Argos, and after laying waste the territory, 
endeavored to take the town by assault, but were repulsed, and 
obliged to retire.l This expedition appears to have impressed 
the Athenians with the necessity of a standing force to protect 
their interest in those parts ; so that in the autumn Phormio was 
sent with a squadron of twenty triremes to occupy Naupaktus, 
now inhabited by the J\fessenians, as a permanent naval station, 
and to watch the entrance of the Corinthian gulf.2 "'\Ve shall find 
in the events of the succeeding year ample confirmation of this 
necessity. 

Though the Peloponnesians were too inferior in maritime force 
to undertake formal war at sea against Athens, their single pri
vateers, especially the J\fegarian privateers from the harbor of 
Nis::ea, were active in injuring her commerce,3-and not merely· 
the commerce of Athens, but also that of other neutral Greeks, 
without scruple or discrimination. Several merchantmen and 
fishing-vessels, with a considerable number of prisoners, were thus 
captured.4 Such prisoners as fell into the hands of the Laced::e

1 Tlrncyd. ii, 68. 2 Thucyd. ii, 69. 3 Thucyd. iii, 51. 
4 Thucyd. ii, 67-69; Herodot. vii, 137. Respecting the Lacedmmonian 

prh·atccring during the Peloponncsian war, compare Thucyd. v, 115: com· 
p.irc also Xenophon, Hellen. v, I, 29. 
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monians, - even neutral Greeks as well as Athenians, - were 
all put to death, and their bodies cast into clefts of the mountains. 
In regard to the neutrals, this capture was piratical, and the 
slaughter unwarrantably cruel, judged even by the received prac
tice of the Greeks, deficient as that was on the score of humanity: 
but to dismiss these neutral prisoners, or to sell them as slaves, 
would have given publicity to a piratical capture and provoked 
the neutral towns, so that the prisoners were probably slain as the 
best way of getting rid of them and thus suppressing evidence.I 

Some of these Peloponnesian privateers ranged as far as the 
southwestern coast of Asia :Minor, where they found temporary 
shelter, and interrupted the trading-vessels from Phaselis and 
Phenicia to Athens ; to protect which, the Athenians despatched, 
in the course of the autumn, a squadron of six triremes under 
J\Ielesander. Ile was farther directed to insure the collection of 
the ordinary tribute from Athenian subject-allies, and probably to 
raise such contributions as he could elsewhere. In the prosecu
tion of this latter duty, he undertook an expedition from the 
sea-coast against one of the Lykian towns in the interior, but his 
attack was repelled with loss, and be himself slain.2 

An opportunity soon offered itself to the Athenians, of retal
iating on Sparta for this cruel treatment of the maritime prison
ers. In execution of the idea projected at the commencement of 
the war, the Lacedmmonians sent Aneristus and two others as 
envoys to Persia, for the purpose of soliciting from the Great 
King aids of money and troops against Athens ; the dissensions 
among the Greeks thus gradually paving the way for him to 

1 Tlmcyd. ii, 6 7. Ol Aa1<eoatµ6vwt i11r11p;av, roiJ, tµrropov' oil, Dia{3ov 
'A{}11vaiwv Kat TWV ~vµµaxwv tv OAKUCTl rrept IleAorr6vv11crov rrAiovra, arrot<
reivavur Kat tr <fi&payyar tcr{3al.6vur. II&vra, yap OTJ KaT' apxil• TOV rroAi
µov ol AaiwJatµovwt, ilcrov, Aa{3otev tv T~ {}a/.acrcrri, ,;,, rrol.e,ufov, oti:<fit'htpov, 
h.al rovr µera 'A{}11vaiwv gvµrrol.eµoiivrar /Wt TOV' µ11oe µe{}' frtpwv. 

The Lacedremonian admiral Alkidas slew all the prisoners taken on 
board merchantmen off the C!>ast of Ionia, in the ensuing year (Thucyd. iii, 
32). Even this was considered extremely rigorous, and excited strong 
remonstrance; yet the mariners slain were not neutrals, but belonged to the 
suhject-allies of Athens: moreover, Alkidas was in his flight, and obliged to 
make choice between killing his pdsoners, or setting them free. 

1 Thucyd. ii, 69. 
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regain his ascendency in the .lEgean. Timagoras of Tegea, 
together with an Argeian named Pollis, without any· formal 
mission from his city, und the Corinthian Aristeus, accompanied 
them. As the sea was in the power of Athens, they travelled 
overland through Thrace to the Hellespont; and Aristeus, eager 
to leave nothing untried for the relief of Potidrea, prevailed upon 
them to make application to Sitalkes, king of the Odrysian Thra
cians. That prince was then in alliance with Athens, and his 
son Sadokus had even received the grant of Athenian citizenship: 
yet the envoys thought it possible not only to detach him from 
the Athenian alliance, but even to obtain from him an army to act 
against the Athenians and raise the blockade of Potidrea, - this 
being refused, they lastly applied to him for a safe escort to the 
banks of the Hellespont, in their way towards Persia. But 
Learchus and Ameiniades, then Athenian residents near the 
per~on of Sitakles, had influence enough not only to cause rejec
tion of these requests, but also to induce Sadokus, as a testimony 
of zeal in his new character of Athenian citizen, to assist them in 
seizing the persons of Aristeus and his companions in their 
journey through Thrace. Accordingly, the whole party were 
seized and conducted as prisoners to Athens, where they were 
forthwith put to death, without trial or permission to speak,
and their bodies cast into rocky chasms, as a reprisal for the cap
tured seamen slain by the Lacedremonians.1 

1 Thucyd. ii, 67. Dr. Thirlwall (Hist. Greece, vol. iii, ch. 20, p. 129) says 
that "the envoys were sacrificed chiefly to give a decent color to the base
ness" of killing Aristeus, from whom the Athenians feared subsequent evil, 
in consequence of his ability and active spirit. I do not think this is fairly 
contained in the words of Thucydides. He puts in the foreground of Athe
nian motive, doubtless, fear from the future energy of Aristeus ; but if that 
had been the only motive, the Athenians would probably ham slain him 
singly without the rest : they would hardly think it necessary to provide 
themselves with "any decent color," in the way that Dr. Thirlwal1 suggests. 
Thucydides names the special feeling of the Athenians against Aristeus (in 
my judgment), chiefly iu order to explain the extreme haste of the Athenian 
sentence of execution - aHJ~µtpov - aKpirovr, etc. : they were under the 
influence of combined motives, - fear, revenge, retaliation. 

The envoys here slain were sons of Sperthies and Bulis, former Spartan 
heralds who had gone up to Xerxes at Susa to offer their heads as atone
ment for the previous conduct of the Spartans in killing the heralds of 
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Such revenge against Aristeus, the instigator of the revolt of 
Potidma, relieved the Athenians from a dangerous enemy ; and 
that blockaded city was now left to its fate. About midwinter 
it capitulated, after a blockade of two years, and after going 
through the extreme of suffering from famine, to such a degree 
that some of those who died were even eaten by the survivors. 
In spite of such intolerable distress, the Athenian generals, Xen
ophon son of Euripides and his two colleagues, admitted them to 
favorable terms of capitulation, - permitting the whole population 
and the Corinthian allies to retire freely, with a specified sum of 
money per head, a;; well as with one garment for each man and 
two for each woman, - so that they found shelter among the 
Chalkidic townships in the neighborhood. These terms were 
singularly favorable, considering the desperate state of the city, 
which must very soon have surrendered at discretion: but the 

Darius. Xerxes dismissed them unhurt, - so that the anger of Talthybius 
(the heroic progenitor of the family of heralds at Sparta) remained still 
unsatisfied: it was only satisfied by the death of their two sons, now slain 
by the Athenians. The fact that the two persons now slain were sons 
of those two (Sperthies and Bulis) who had previously gone to Susa to 
tender their lives, - is spoken of as a" romantic and tragical coincidence." 
But there surely is very little to wonder at. The functions of herald at 
Sparta, were the privilege of a particular gens, or family: every herald, 
therefore, was e,J: officio the son of a herald. Now when the Lacedremonians, 
at the beginning of this Peloponnesian war, were looking out for two mem
bers of the heraldic gens to send np to Susa, upon whom woulcl they so 
naturally fix as npon the sons of those two men who had been to Snsa 
before 1 These sons had doubtless heard their fathers talk a great deal about 
it, -probably with interest and satisfaction, since they derived great glory 
from the unaccepted offer of their lives in atonement. There was a par
ticular reason why these two men should be taken, in preference to any 
other heralds, to fulfil this dangerous mission: and doubtless when they 
perished in it, the religious imagination of the Lacedremonians would group 
nll the series of events as consummation of the judgment inflicted by Tal
tl~ybius in bis anger (Hcrodot. vii, 135-t:ir "Myovru Aaim5atµ6vwt). 

It appears that Aneristus, the herald here slain, had distinguished him
self personally in that capture of fishermen on the coast of Peloponnesus 
by the Laccdremonians, for which the Athenians were now retaliating 
(lierodot. vii, 137). Though this passage of Herodotus is not clear, yet 
the sense here put upon it is the natural one, -and clearer (in my judg
ment) than that which 0. Jl.Iiiller would propose instead of it (Dorians, ii, 
p. 437). 
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harJships, even of the army without, in the cold of winter, were 
very severe, and they had become thoroughly tired both of the 
duration and the expense of the siege. The cost to Athens had been 
not less than two thousand talents ; since the assailant force had 
never been lower than three thousand hoplites, during the entire 
two years of the siege, and for a portion of the time considerably 
greater, - each hoplite receiving two drachmas per diem. The 
Athenians at home, when they learned the terms of the capitula
tion, were displeased wit.h the generals for the indulgence shown, 
-since a little additional patience would have constrained the 
city to surrender at discretion: in which case the expense would 
have been partly made good by selling the prisoners as slaves, 
and Athenian vengeance probably gratified by putting the 
warriors to death.I A body of one thousand colonists were sent 
from Athens to occupy Potidrea and its vacant territory.2 

Two full years had now elapsed since the actual commencement 
of war, by the attack of the Thebans on Platrea ; yet the Pelo
ponnesians had accomplished nothing of what they expected. 
They had not rescued Potidrea, nor had their twice-repeated 
invasion, although assisted by the unexpected disasters arising 
from the epidemic, as yet brought Athens to any sufficient humil
iation, - though perhaps the envoys which she had sent during 
the foregoing summer with propositions for peace, contrary to 
the advice of Perikles, may have produced an impression that 
she could not hold out long. At the same time, the Peloponne
sian allies had on their side suffered little damage, since the 
ravages inflicted by the .Athenian fleet on their coast may have 
been nearly compensated by the booty which their invading 
troops gained in Attica. Probably by this time the public opin
ion in Greece had contracted an unhappy familiarity with the 
state of war, so that nothing but some decisive loss and humilia
tion on one side· at least, if not on both, would suffice to terminate 
it. In this third spring, the Peloponnnesians did not repeat 
their annual march into Attica, - deterred, partly, we may sup

1 Thucyd. ii, 70; iii, 17. However, the displeasure of the Athenians 
against the commanders cannot have been very serious, since Xenophon 
was appointed to command against the Cha!kidians in the ensuing year. 

2 Diodor. xii, 46. 
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pose, by fear of the epidemic yet raging there, - lJut still more 
by the strong desire of the Thebans to take their revenge on 
Platrea. 

To this ill-fated city, Archidamus marched forthwith, at the 
head of the confederate army. But no sooner had he entered 
and begun to lay waste the territory, than the Platrean heralds 
came forth to arrest his hand, and accosted him in the following 
terms: "Archidamus, and ye men of Lacedromon, ye act wrong, 
and in a manner neither worthy of yourselves nor of your 
fathers, in thus invading the territory of Platrea. For the Laee
dremonian Pausanias, son of Kleombrotus, after he had liberated 
Greece from the Persians, in conjunction with those Greeks who 
stood forward to bear their share of the danger, offered sacrifice 
to Zeus Eleutherius, in the market-place of Platrea; and there, 
in presence of all the allies, assigned to the Platreans their own 
city and territory to hold in foll autonomy, so that none should 
invade them wrongfully, or with a view to enslave them : should 
such invasion occur, the allies present pledged themselves to 
stand forward with all their force as protectors. While your 
fathers made to us this grant, in consideration of our valor and 
forwardness in that perilous emergency, ye are now doing the 
precise contrary : ye are come along with our worst enemies, the 
Thebans, to enslave us. And we on our side now adjure you, 
calling to witness the gods who sanctioned that oath, as well as 
your paternal and our local gods, not to violate the oath by doing 
wrong to the Platrean territory, but to let us live on in that auto
nomy which Pausanias guaranteed."! 

"'\Vhereunto Archidamus replied: "Ye speak fairly, men of 
Platrea, if your conduct shall be in harmony with your words. 
Remain autonomous yourselves, as Pausanias granted, and help 
us to liberate those other Greeks, who, after having shared in the 
same dangers and sworn the same oath along with you, have now 
been enslaved by the Athenians. It is for their liberation and 
that of the other Greeks that this formidable outfit of war has 
been brought forth. Pursuant to your oaths, ye ought by rights, 
and we now invite you, to take active part in this object. But 
if ye cannot act thus, at least remain quiet, conformably to the 

1 Thucyd. ii, 71, 72. 
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summons which we have already sent to you ; enjoy your own 
territory, and remain neutral, - receiving both parties a,s friends, 
but neither party for warlike purposes. 'With this we shall be 
satisfied." 

The reply of Archidamus discloses by allusion a circumstance 
which the historian had not before directly mentioned; that the 
Lacedremonians had sent a formal summons to the Platreans to 
renounce their alliance with Athens and remain neutral: at what 
time this took place,1 we do not know, but it marks the peculiar 
sentiment attaching to the town. But the Platreans did not 
comply with the invitation thus twice repeated. The heralds, 
having returned for instructions into the city, brought back for 
answer, that compliance was impossible, without the consent of 
the Athenians, since their wives and families were now harbored 

. at Athens: besides, if they should profess neutrality, and admit 
both parties as friends, the Thebans might again make an attempt 
to surprise their city. In reply to their scruples, Archidamus 
again addressed them : " "\Vell, then, hand over your city and 
houses to us Lacedremonians : mark out the boundaries of your 
territory : specify the number of your fruit-trees, and all your 
other property which admits of being numbered; and then retire 
whithcrsoever ye choose, as long as the war continues. As soon 
as it is over, we will restore to you all that we have received, 
in the interim, we will hold it in trust, and keep it in cultiva
tion, and pay you such an allowance as shall suffice for your 
wants."2 

The proposition now made was so fair and tempting, that the 
general body of the Platreans were at first inclined to accept it, 
provided the Athenians would acquiesce ; and they obtained from 
Archidamus a truce long enough to enable them to send envoys 
to Athens. After communication with the Athenian assembly, 
the envoys returned to Platrea, bearing the following answer: 
" l\fen of Platrea, the Athenians say they have never yet per
mitted you to be wronged since the alliance first began, - nor 
will they now betray you, but will help you to the best of their 

1 This previous summons is again alluded to afterwards, on occasion of 
the slaughter of the Platrean prisoners (iii, 68) : Oton T 6 v T e aA A 0 v 
;rp6vov 1/~iovv oiJ{}ev, etc. I Thucyd. ii, 73, 74. 
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power. And they adjure you, by the oaths which your fathers 
swore to them, not to depart in any way from the alliance." 

This message awakened in the bosoms of the Platmans the 
full force of ancient and tenacious sentiment. They resolved to 
maintain, at all cost, and even to the extreme of ruin, if necessity 
should require it, their union with Athens. It was indeed impos
sible that they could do otherwise, considering the position of 
their wives and families, without the consent of the Athenians; 
and though we cannot wonder that the latter refused consent, we 
may yet remark, that, in their situation, a perfectly generous 
ally might well have granted it. For the forces of Platma 
counted for little as a portion of the aggregate strength of Athens ; 
nor could the Athenians possibly protect it against the superior. 
land-force of their enemies, - in fact, so hopeless was the attempt 
that they never even tried, throughout the whole course of the 
long subsequent blockade. 

The final refusal of the Platreans was proclaimed to Archida
mus, by word of mouth from the walls, since it was not thought 
safe to send out any messenger. As Roon as the Spartan prince 
heard the answer, he prepared for hostile operations, - appar
ently with very sincere reluctance, attested in the following 
invocation, emphatically pronounced: 

"Ye gods and heroes, who hold the Platrean territory, be ye 
my witnesses, that we have not in the first instance wrongfully 

· - not until these Platreans have first renounced the oaths bind
ing on all of us - invaded this territory, in which our fathers 
defeated the Persians after prayers to you, and which ye granted 
as propitious for Greeks to fight in, - nor shall we commit wrong 
in what we may do farther, for we have taken pains to tender 
reasonable terms, but without success. Ile ye now consenting 
parties: may those who are beginning the wrong receive punish
ment for it,- may those who are aiming to inflict penalty right
ecusly, obtain their object." 

It was thus that Archidamus, in language delivered probably 
under the walls, and within hearing of the citizens who manned 
them, endeavored to conciliate the gods and heroes of that town 
which he was about to ruin and depopulate. The whole of this 
preliminary debate,1 so strikingly and dramatically set forth by 

1 Thucyd. ii, 71-75. 
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Thucydides, illustrates forcibly the respectful reluctance with 
which the Laced.:emonians first brought themselves to nssail this 
scene of the glories of their fathers. What deserves remark is, 
that their direct sentiment attaches itself, not at all to the Plat.:ean 
people, but only to the Platrean territory; it is purely local, 
though it becomes partially transferred to the people, as tenants 
of this spot, by secondary association. It was, however, nothing 
but the long-standing antipathy! of the Thebans which induced 
Archidamus to undertake the enterprise ; for the conquest of 
Platrea was of no avail towards the main objects of the war, 
though its exposed situation caused it to be crushed between the 
two great contending forces in Greece . 

.Archidamus now commenced the siege forthwith, in full hopes 
that his numerous army, the entire strength of the Peloponnesian 
confederacy, would soon capture a place of no great size, and 
probably not very well fortified; yet defended by a resolute gar
rison of four hundred native citizens, with eighty Athenians : 
there was no one else in the town except one hundred and ten 
female slaves for cooking. The fruit-trees, cut down in laying 
waste the cultivated land, sufficed to form a strong palisade all 
round the town, so as completely to block up the inhabitants. 
Next, Archidamus, having abundance of timber near at hand in 
the forests of Kithreron, began to erect a· mound up against a 
portion of the town wall, so as to be able to march up by an 
inclined plane, and thus take the place by assault. 'Vood, stones, · 
and earth, were piled up in a vast heap, - cross palings of wood 
being carried on each side of it, in parallel lines at right angles 
to the town wall, for the purpose of keeping the loose mass of 
materials between them together. For seventy days and as 
many nights did the army labor at this work, without any inter
mission, taking turns for food and repose : and through such 
unremitting assiduity, the mound approached near to the height 
of the town wall. But as it gradually mounted up, the Pla
ta~ans were not idle on their side : they constructed an addi
tional wall of wood, which they planted on the top of their own 
town wall, so as to heighten the part over against the enemy's 
mound: sustaining it by brickwork behind, for which the neigh

1 Thucyd. iii, 68. 1 
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boring houses furnished materials: hides, mw as well as dressed, 
were suspended in front of it, in order to protect their workmen 
against missiles, and the woodwork against fire-carrying arrows.I 
And as the besiegers still continued heaping up materials, to 
carry their mound up to the height even of this recent addition, 
the Platreans met them by breaking a hole in the lower part of 
their town wall, and pulling in the earth from the lower portion 
of the mound; which thus gave way at the top and left a vacant 
space near the wall, until the besiegers filled it up by letting 
down quantities of stiff clay rolled up in wattled reeds, which 
could not be pulled away in the same manner. Again, the Pla
treans dug a subterranean passage from the interior of their town 
to the ground immediately under the mound, and thus carried 
away unseen the lower earth belonging to the latter; so that the 
besiegers saw their mound contin:ially sinking down, in spite of 
fresh additions at tlie top,-yet without knowing the reason. 
Nevertheless, it was plain that these stratagems would be in the 
_end ineffectual, and the Platreans accordingly built a new portion 
of town wall in the interior, in the shape of a crescent, taking 
its start from the old town wall on each side of the mound : the 
besiegers were thus deprived of all benefit from the mound, 
assuming it to be successfully completed; since when they had 
marched over it, there stood in front of them a new town wall to 
be carried in like manner. 

Nor was this the only method of attack employed. Archida
mus farther brought up battering engines, one of which greatly 
shook and endangered the additional height of wall built by the 
Platreans over against the mound; while others were brought to 
bear on different portions of the circuit of the town wall. Against 
these new assailants, various means of defence were used: the 
defenders on tl1e walls threw down ropes, got hold of the head 
of the approaching engine, and pulled it by main force out of the 
right line, either upwards or sideways: or they prepared heavy 
wooden beams on the wall, each attached to both ends by long 
iron chains to two poles projecting at right angles from the wall, 
by means of which poles it was raised up and held aloft: so that 
at the proper moment, when the battering machine approached 

1 Thucyd. ii, 75. 
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the wall, the chain was suddenly let go, and the beam fell down 
with great violence directly upon the engine and broke off its 
projecting beak.I However rude these defensive processes may 
seem, they were found effective against the besiegers, who saw 
themselves, at the close of three months' unavailing efforts, 
obliged to renounce the idea of taking the town in any other way 
than by the process of blockade and famine, - a process alike 
tedious and costly.2 

Before they would incur so much inconvenience, however, 
they had recourse to one farther stratagem, - that of trying to 
set the town on fire. From the height of their mound, they 
threw down large quantities of fagots, partly into the i;pace be
tween the mound and the newly-built crescent piece of wall,
partly, as far as they could reach, into other parts of the city: 
pitch and other combustibles were next added, and the whol~ 
mass set on fire. The conflagration was tremendous, such as 
had never been before seen : a large portion of the town became 
unapproachable, and the whole of it narrowly escaped destruc
tion. Nothing could have preserved it, had the wind been rather 
more favorable: there was indeed a farther story, of a most 
opportune thunder-storm coming to extinguish the flames, which 
Thucydides does not seem to credit.3 In spite of much partial 
damage, the town remained still defensible, and the spirit of the 
inhabitants unsubdued. 

There now remained no other resource except to build a wall 
of circumvallation round Pla~a, and trust to the slow process of 
famine. The task was distributed in suitable fractions among 
the various confederate cities, and completed about the middle 
of September, a little before the autumnal equinox.4 Two dis

-
1 The various processes, such as those here described, employed both for 

offence and defence in the ancient sieges, are noticed and discussed in 
JEneas Poliorketic. c. 33, seq. ~ Thucyd. ii, 76. 

1 Thucyd. ii, 7 7. 
' Thucyd. ii, 78. Kat lrreio(j rruv l~eipyaaro rrept 'ApKrovpov lmroAar, etc. 

at the period of the year when the star Arcturus rises immediately before 
sunrise, - that is, sometime between the 12th and 17th of September: sec 
Gollcr's note on the passage. Thucydides docs not often give any fixed 
marks to discriminate the various periods of the year, as we find it here 
done. The Greek months were all lunar months, or nominally so: the 
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tinct walls were constructed, with sixteen feet of intermediate 
space all covered in, so as to look like one very thick wall : there 
were, moreover, two ditches, out of which the bricks for the wall 
had been taken, - one on the inside towards Platrea, and the 
other on the outside against any foreign relieving force. The 
interior covered space between the walls was intended to serve as 
permanent quarters for the troops left on guard, consisting half 
of Bceotians and half of Peloponnesians.l 

At the same time that Archidamus began the siege of Platrea, 
the Athenians on their side despatched a force of two thousand 
hoplites and two hundred horsemen, to the Chalkidic peninsula, 
under Xenophon son of Euripides (with two colleagues), the 
same who had granted so recently the capitulation of Potidrea. 
It was necessary doubtless, to convoy and establish the new colo
nists who were about to occupy the deserted site of Potidrea: 
moreover, the general had acquired some knowledge of the posi
tion and parties of the Chalkidic towns, and hoped to be able to 
act against them with effect. They first invaded the territory be
longing to the Bottirean town of SpartOlus, not without hopes 
that the city itself would be betrayed to them by intelligences 
within: but this was prevented by the arrival of an additional 
force from Olynthus, partly hoplites, partly peltasts. These pel
tasts, a species of troops between heavy-armed and light-armed, 
furnished with a pelta (or light shield), and short spear, ol' javelin, 
appear to have taken their rise among these Chalkidic Greeks, 
being equipped in a manner half Greek and half Thracian: we 
shall find them hereafter much improved and turned to account 
by some of the ablest Grecian generals. The Chalkidic hoplites 
are generally of inferior merit: on the other hand, their cavalry 

names of months, as well as the practice of intercalation to rectify the cal
endar, varied from city to city; so that if Thucydides had specified the day 
of the Attic month Iloedromion (instead of specifying the rising of Arctu
nu.J on which this work was finished, many of his readers would not have 
distinctly understood him. Hippokrates also, in indications of time for 
medical purposes, employs the appearance of Arcturus and other stars. 

1 Thucyd. ii, 78; iii, 21. From this description of the double wall and 
covered quarters provided for what was foreknown as a long blockade, we 
may understand the sufferings of the Athenian troops (who probably had 
no double wall), in the two years' blockade of Potidrea, -and their readi
ness to grant an easy capitulation to the besieged : see a few pages above. 
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and their peltasts are very good: in the action which now took 
place under the walls of SpartOlus, the Athenian hoplites defeated 
those of the enemy, but their cavalry and their light troops were 
completely worsted by the Chalkidic. These latter, still farther 
strengthened by the arrival of fresh peltasts from Olynthus, ven
tured even to attack the Athenian hoplites, who thought it pru
dent to fall back upon the two companies left in reserve to guard 
the baggage. During this retreat they were harassed by the 
Chalkidic horse and light-armed, who retired when the Athe
nians turned upon them, but attacked them on all sides when on 
their march; and employed missiles so effectively that the re
treating hoplites could no longer maintain a steady order, but 
took to flight, and sought refuge at Potidrea. Four hundred and 
thirty hoplites, near one-fourth of the whole force, together with 
all three generals, perished in this defeat, and the expedition 
returned in dishonor to Athens.I 

In the western parts of Greece, the arms of Athens and her 
allies were more successful. The repulse of the Ambrakiots 
from the Amphilochian Argos, during the preceding year, had 
only exasperated them and induced them to conceive still larger 
plans of aggression against both the Akarnanians and Athenians. 
In concert with their mother-city Corinth, where they obtained 
warm support, they prevailed upon the Lacedremonians to take 
part in a simultaneous attack of Akarnania, by land as well as 
by sea, which would prevent the Akarnanians from concentrating 
their forces in any one point, and put each of their townships 
upon an isolated self-defence ; so that all of them might be oYer
powered in succession, and detached, together with Kephallenia. 
and Zakynthus, from the Athenian alliance. The fleet of Phor
mio at N aupaktus, consisting only of twenty triremes, was 
accounted incompetent to cope with a Peloponnesian fleet such 
as might be fitted out at Corinth. There was even some hope 
that the important station at Naupaktus might itself be taken, so 
as to expel the Athenians completely from those parts. 

The scheme of operations now projected was far more compre
hensive than anything which the war had yet afforded. The 
land-force of the Ambrakiots, together with their neighbors and 

1 Thucyd. ii, 79. 
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fellow-colonists the Leukadians and Anaktorians, assembled near 
their own city, while their maritime force was collected at 
Leukas, on the Akarnanian coast. The force at Ambrakia was 
joined, not only by Knemus, the Laced:.emonian admiral, with 
one thousand Peloponnesian hoplites, who found means to cross 
over from Peloponnesus, eluding the vigilance of Phormio, 
but also by a numerous body of Epirotic and Uacedonian auxil
iaries, collected even from the distant and northernmost tribes. 
A thousand Chaonians were present, under the command of 
Photyus and Nikanor, two annual chiefs chosen from the regal 
gens. Neither this tribe, nor the Thesprotians who came along 
with them, acknowledged any hereditary king. The l\folossians 
and Atint&ncs, who also joined the force, were under Sabylin-. 
thus, regent on behalf of the young prince Tharypas. There 
came, besides, the Paran:.ei, from the banks of the river Aous 
under their king Ormdus, together with one thousand Orest:.e, a 
tribe rather l\Iacedonian than Epirot, sent by their king Antio-. 
chus. Even king Perdikkas, though then nominally in alliance 
with Athens, sent one thousand of his l\Iacedonian subjects, who, 
however, arrived too late to be of any use.1 This large and 
diverse body of Epirotic invaders, a new phenomenon in Gre
cian history, and got together doubtless by the hopes of plunder, 
proves the extensive relations of the tribes of the interior with 
the city of Ambrakia, - a city destined to become in later days 
the capital of the Epirotic king Pyrrhus. 

It had been concerted that the Peloponnesian fleet from Cor
inth should join that already assembled at Leuka's, and act upon 
the coast of Akarnania at the same time that the .land-force 
marched into that territory. Ilut Knemus finding the land-force 
united and ready, near Ambrakia, deemed it unnecessary to await 
the fleet from Corinth, and marched straight into Akarnania, 
through Limn:.ea, a frontier village territory belonging to the 
Amphilochian Argos. He directed his march upon Stratus, 
an interior town, and the chief place in Akarnania, - the cap
ture of which would be likely to carry with it the surrender of 
the rest ; especially as the Akarnanians, distracted by the pres
ence of the ships at Leukas, and alarmed by the large body of · 

Thucycl. ii, 80. 
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invaders on their frontier, did not dare to leave their own sep· 
arate homes, so that Stratus was left altogether to its ow:n citizens. 
Nor was Phormio, though they sent an urgent message to him, 
in any condition to help them; since he could not leave Naupak· 
tus unguarded, when the large fleet from Corinth was known to 
be approaching. Under such circumstances, Knemus and his 
army indulged the most confident hopes of _overpowering Status 
without difficulty. They marched in three divisions : the Epirots 
in the centre, - the Leukadians and Anaktorians on the right, 
the Peloponnesians and Ambrakiots, together with Knemus 
himself, on the left; So little expectation was entertained of 
resistance, that these three divisions took no pains to keep near 
or even in sight of each other. Both the Greek divisions, indeed, 
maintained a good order of march, and kept proper scouts on the 
look out; but the Epirots advanced without any care or order 
whatever; especially the Chaonians, who formed the van. 
These men, accounted the most warlike of all the Epirotic tribes, 
were so full of conceit and rashness, that when they approached 
near to Stratus, they would not halt to encamp and assail the 
place conjointly with the Greeks; but marched along with the 
other Epirots right forward to the town, intending to attack it 
single-handed, and confident that they should carry it at the first 
assault, before the Greeks came up, so that the entire glory would 
be theirs. The Stratians watched and profited by this impru
dence. Planting ambuscades in convenient places, and suffering 
the Epirots to approach without suspicion near to the gates, they 
then s~ddenly sallied out and attacked them, while the troops in 
ambuscade rose up and assailed them at the same time. The 
Chaonians who formed the van, thus completely surprised, were 
routed with great slaughter; while the other Epirots fled,· after 
but little resistance. So much had they hurried forward in 
advance of their Greek allies, that neither the right nor the left 
division were at all aware of the battle, until the flying bar
barians, hotly pursued by the Akarnanians, made it known to 
them. The two divisions then joined, protected the fugitives, 
and restrained farther pursuit, - the Stratians declining to 
come to hand-combat with them until the other Akarnanians 
should arrive. They seriously annoyed the forces of Knemus, 
however, by di~tant slinging, in which the .Akarnanians were 
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preeminently skilful; nor did Knemus choose to persist in bis 
attack under such discouraging circumstances. As soon as night 
arrived, so that there was no longer any fear of slingers, he 
retreated to the river Anapus, a distance of between nine and 
ten miles. ·well aware that the news of the victory would 
attract other Akarnanian forces immediately to the aid of Stra
tus, he took advantage of the arrival of his own Akarnanian 
allies from <Eniadre (the only town in the country which was 
attached to the Lacedmmonian interest), and sough~ shelter near 
their city. From thence his troops dispersed, and returned to 
their respective homes.I 

l\Ieanwhile, the Peloponnesian fleet from Corinth, which had 
been destined to cooperate with Knemus off the coast of Akar
nania, had found difficulties in its passage, alike unexpected and 
insuperable. l\Iustering forty-seven triremes of Corinth, Sikyon, 
and other places, with a body of soldiers on board, and with 
accompanying store-vessels, - it departed from the harbor of 
Corinth, and made its way along the northern coast of Achaia. 
Its commanders, not intending to meddle with Phormio and his 
twenty ships at Naupaktus, never for a moment imagined that 
he would venture to attack a number so greatly superior: the 
triremes were, accordingly, fitted out more as transports for 
numerous soldiers than with any view to naval combat, - and 
with little attention to the choice of skilful rowers.2 

Except in the combat near Korkyra, and there only partially, 
the Peloponnesians had never yet made actual trial of Athenian 
maritime efficiency, at the point of excellence which it had now 
reached: themselves retaining the old unimproved mode of fight
ing and of working ships at sea, they had po practical idea of 
the degree to which it had been superseded by Athenian training. 
Among the Athenians, on the contrary, not only the seamen 
generally had a confirmed feeling of their own superiority,- but 
Phormio especiaily, the ablest of all their captains, always famil
iarized his men with the conviction, that no Peloponnesian fleet, 

1 Thncyd. ii, 82; Diodor. xii, 48. 
• Thucyd. ii, 83. ovx wr errt vavµaxiav, uA.lca urpartWTlKwrepov 7rape<JKW· 

auµevo1: compare the speech of Kncmus, c. 87. The unskilfulness of the 
rowers is noticed ( c. 84 ). 
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be its number ever so great, could possibly contend against them 
with success.I Accordingly, the Corinthian admirals, l\Iachaon 
and his two colleagues, were surprised .to observe that Pbormio 
with his small Athenian squadron, instead of keeping safe in 
Naupaktus, was moving in parallel line with them and watching 
their progress until they should get out of the Corinthian gulf 
into the more open sea. Having advanced along the northern 
coast of Peloponnesus as far as Patrre in Achaia, they then 
altered their ,course, and bore to the northwest in order to cross 
over towards the lEtolian coast, in their way to Akarriania. In 
doing this, however, they perceived that Phormio was bearing 
down upon them from Chalkis and the mouth of the river 
Euenus, and they now discovered for the first time that he was 
going to attack them. Disconcerted by this incident, and not 
inclined for a naval combat in the wiJe and open sea, they 
altered their plan of passage, returned to the coast of Pelopon
nesus, and brought to for the night at some point near to Rhium, 
the narrowest breadth· of the strait. Their bringing to was a 
mere feint intendeJ to deceive Phormio, anJ inJuce him to go 
back for the night to his own coast: for, during the course of the 
night, they left their station, and tried to get across the breadth 
of the gulf, where it was near the strait, and comparatively nar
row, before Phormio could come down upon them: and if the 
Athenian captain had really gone back to take night-station on 
his own coast, they would probably have got across to the 
lEtolian or northern coast without any molestation in the wide 
sea: but he watched their movements closely, kept the sea all 
night, and was thus enabled to attack them in mid-channel, even 

Thucyd. ii, 88. rrp6repov µ'tv yup ael av T 0 ii; eAeye (Phormio) Ka~ 
rrporrapeaKeVa(e Tai; yv&Jµai;, wi; OVOEV aVTOi:i; 'TrAijfJoi; veCJv T0<70VTOV, fiv 
tirmAi:y, a, TL ov;r vrroµeverfov avToi:i; iari. Kat ol <7TpaTtWTal EK 'TrOAMV tv 

mf>itrtv avToi:i; T~V u~iwatv TaVT1/V eiA~if>eaav, µ11oeva o;t:AOV 'A fJ11vai:oL 
OVTei; IIeA07rOVV1J<7lCJV vewv vrro;rwpei:v. 

This passage is not only remarkable as it conveys the striking persuasion 
entertained by the .Athenians of their own naval superiority, but also as it 
discloses the frank and intimate communication between the Athenian cap
tain and his seamen, - so strongly pervading an<l. determining the feel
ings of the latter. Compare what is told respecting the Syracusau llermo
kratcs, Xenoph. llcllen. i, I, 30. 
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during the shorter passage near the strait, at the first dawn of 
morning.I On seeing his approach, the Corinthian admirals 

1 Thucyd. ii, 83. 'E'll"rnli) µivrot UVTl1Tapa1T A,iovrur Te twp{,)V avrovr (that 
is, when the Corinthians saw the Athenian ships) 1Tapi't yi]v a¢ii:iv 1wµt?;oµ€
11wv, Kat '" IIarpi:iv Ti/r 'Axatar 1rpiJr rijv uvn1Tepar ~'ITetpov otapaA-A-ovr"'v 
lirl 'AKapvavia, Kareioov rovr 'AfJ11vaiovr U'ITO ri/r; XfiA-K1c501: Kat roii Ev1/vov 
'/rOTaµoii 1rpOa1TA-iovrar a¢iiat, Ka l OVK t A, a f) ov v v KT 6 !: v 1' 0 pµ t aaµ e
110 t' OVT{,) oij uvayKu?;ovrat vavµaxeiv Kara µfoov TOV 1TOpfJµ6v. 

There is considerable difficulty in clearly understanding what was hero 
done, especially what is meant by the words ovtc D.afJov vvtcriJr v¢iopµu1aµe
vo1, which words the Scholiast construed as if the nominative case to lA,afJov 
were ol 'AfJ11vaiot, whereas the natural structure of the sentence, as well as 
the probabilities of fact, lead the best commentators to consider ol IIeA.01Tov
v~at0t as the nominative case to that verb. The remark of the Scholiast, 
however, shows us, that the difficulty of understanding the sentence dates 
from ancient times. 

Dr. Arnold -whose explanation is adopted by I'oppo and Goller
says: " The two fleets were moving parallel to one another along the oppo
site shores of the Corinthian gulf. But even when they had sailed out of 
the strait at Rhium, the opposite shores were still so near, that the Pelo
ponesians hoped to cross over without opposition, if they could so far 
deceiYe the Athenians, as to the spot where they brought to for the night, as 
to induce them either to stop too soon, or to advance too far, that they 
might not be exactly opposite to them to intercept the passage. If they 
could lead the Athenians to think that they meant to advance in the night 
beyond Patrre, the Athenian fleet was likely to continue its own course 
along the northern shore, to be ready to intercept them when they should 
endeavor to run across to Acarnania. But the Athenians, aware that they 
had stopped at Patrre, stopped themselves at Chalkis, instead of proceeding 
further to the westward; and thus were so nearly opposite to them, that 
the reloponnesians had not time to get more than half-way across, before 
they found themselves encountered by their watchful enemy." 

This explanation seems to me not satisfactory, nor does it take account 
of all the facts of the case. The first belief of the Peloponnesians was, 
that Phormio would not dare to attack them at all: accordingly, having 
arrived at Patroo, they stretched from thence across the gulf to the mouth 
of the Euenus, - the natural way of proceeding according to ancient nav
igation, - going in the direction of Akarnania (£11"~ 'Atcapvaviar ). As 
they were thus stretching across, they perceived Phormio bearing down 
upon them from the Euenus : this was a surprise to them, and as they 
wished to avoid a battle in the micl-channel, they desisted from proceeding 
farther that day, in hopes to be able to deceive Phormio in respect of their 
night-station. They made a feint of taking night-station on the shore 
between Patrre and Rhium, near the narrow part of the strait; but, in 
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ranged their triremes in a circle with the prows outward, like 
the spokes of a wheel; the circle was made as large a& it could 

reality, they "slipped anchor and put to sea during the night," as 1\fr. 
Bloomfield says, in hopes of getting across the shorter passage under 
favor of darkness, before Phormio could come upon them. That they must 
have done this is proved by the fact, tiiat the subsequent battle was fought 
on the morrow in the mid-channel very little after daybreak (we learn this 
from what Thucydides says about the gulf-breeze, for which Phormio 
waited before he would commence his attack - orrep ctvaµ€vwv re rreptirrl.et, 
1cat clwrht yiyverrt'tat t rr t r i; v l w ). If Phormio had returned to Chalkis, 
they would probably have succeeded; but he must have kept the sea all 
night, which would be the natural proceeding of a vigilant captain, deter
mined not to let the Pcloponnesians get across without fighting: so that he 
was upon them in the mid-channel immediately that day broke. 

Putting all the statements of Thucydides together, we may be convinced 
that this is the way in which the facts occurred. But of the precise sense 
of vtjwpµtrraµei-01, I confess I do not feel certain: Haack says, it means 
" clam appellere ad littus," but here, I think, that sense will not do: for the 
Peloponuesians did not wish, and could indeed hardly hope, to conceal from 
Phormio the spot where they brought to for the night, and to make him 
suppose that they brought to at some point of the shore west of Patrre, 
when in reality they passed the night in Patrre, - which is what Dr. Arnold 
supposes. The shore west of Putrre makes a bend to the southwest, 
forming the gulf of Patras, - so that the distance from the northern,, or 
..iEtolian and Akarnanian, side of the gulf becomes for a considerable 
time longer and longer, and the Peloponnesians would thus impose upon 
themselves a longer crossing, increasing the difficulty of getting over with
out a battle. But vqwpµtrruµevot may reasonably be supposed to mean, 
especially in conjunction with ovK D,aiJov, "taking up a simulated or 
imperfect night-station," in which they did not really intend to stay all 
night, and which could be quitted at· short notice and with ease. The 
preposition vrro, in composition, would thus have the sense, not of secrecy 
(clam) but of sham-pe1farmance, or of mere going through the forms of an 
act for the purpose of making a false impression (like vrrotj>€petv, Xenoph. 
Hell. iv, i2). 1\fr. Bloomfield proposes conjecturally atj>opµtrraµevot, mean
ing, "that the Peloponnesians slipped their anchors in the night: " I place 
no faith in the conjecture, but I believe him to be quite right in supposing, 
that the Peloponnesians did actually slip their anchors in the night. 

Another point remains to be adverted to. The battle took place tcara 
µfoov rov rropiJµov. Now we need not understand this expression to allude 
to the narrowest part of the sea, or the strait, strictly and precisely; that 
is, the line of seven stadia between Rhium and Antirrhium. But I think 
we must understand it to mean a portion of sea not far westward of the 
strait, where the breadth, though greater than that of the strait itself, is yet 

http:rreptirrl.et
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be without leaving opportunity to the Athenian assailing ships to 
practise the manreuvre of the diekplus,1 and the interior space 
was sufficient, not merely for the store-vessels, but also for five 
chosen triremes, who were kept as a reserve, to dart out when 
i·equired through the intervals between the outer triremes. 

In this position they were found and attacked shortly after 
daybreak, by Phormio, who bore down upon them with his ships 
in single file, all admirable sailors, and his own ship leading; 
all being strictly forbidden to attack until he should give the 
signal. He rowed swiftly round the Peloponnesian circle, near
ing the prows of their ships as closely as he could, and· making 
constant semblance of being about to come to blows. Partly 
from the intimidating effect of this manreuvre, altogether novel 
to the Peloponnesians, - partly from the natural difficulty, well 
known to Phormio, of keeping every ship in its exact stationary 
position, - the order of the circle, both within and without, pres
ently became disturbed. It was not long before a new ally came 
to his aid, on which he fully calculated, postponing his actual 
attack until this favorable incident occurred. The strong land
breeze out of the gulf of Corinth, always wont to begin shortly 

not so great as it becomes in the line drawn northward from Patrre. We 
cannot understand 7rop&µor (as Mr. Bloomfield and Poppo do, - see the 
note of the latter on the Scholia) to mean trajectus simply, that is to say, 
the passage across even the widest portion of the gulf of Patras: nor does 
the passage cited out of c. 86 require us so to understand it. [lop&µar, in 
Thucydides, means n strait, or narrow crossing of sea, and Poppo himself 
ad nits that Thucydides always uses it so: nor would it be· reasonable to 
believe that he would call the line of sea across the gulf, from Patrre to the 
mouth of the Euenus, a Trop&µ6r. See the note of Goller, on this point. 

Thucyd. ii, 86. µ7'/ oiclovrer odK7rAOVV. The great object of the fast
sailing Athenian trireme was, to drive its beak against some weak part of 
the adversary's ship; the stern, the side, or the oars, -not against the 
beak, which was strongly constructed as well for defence as for offence. 
The Athenian, therefore, rowing through the intervals of the ndversary's 
line, and thus getting in their rear, turned rapidly, and got the opportunity, 
before the ship of the adversary could change its position, of striking it 
either in the stern or some weak part. Such a manreuvre was called the 
diekplus. The success of it, of course, depended upon the extreme rapidity 
nnd precision of the movements of the Athenian vessel, so superior in this 
respect to its adversary, not only in the better construction of the ship, but 
the excellence of rowers and steersmen. 
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after daybreak, came down upon the Peloponnesian fleet with its 
usual vehemence, at a moment when the steadiness of their order 
was already somewhat giving way, and forced their ships more 
than ever out of proper relation one to the 'other. The triremes 
began to run foul of each other, or become entangled with the 
store-vessels: so that in every ship the men aboard were obliged 
to keep pushing off their neighbors on each side with poles, 
not without loud clamor and mutual reproaches, which prevented 
both the orders of the captain, and the cheering sound or song 
whereby the keleustes animated the rowers and kept them to 
time, from being at all audible. l\Ioreover, the fresh breeze had 
occasioned such a swell, that these rowers, unskilful under all 
circumstances, could not get their oars clear of the water, 
and the pilots thus lost all command over their vessels.I The 

1 See Dr. Arnold's note upon this passage of Thucydides, respecting the 
keleustes and his fonctions : to the passages which he indicates as refer
ence, I will add two more of Plautus, l\Icrcat. iv, 2, 5, and A~inaria, iii, I, 15. 

'Vhcn we conceive the structure of an ancient trireme, we shall at once 
see, first, how essential the keleustcs was, to keep the rowers in harmonious 
action,-next, how immense the difference must have been between prac
tised and unpractised rowers. The trireme had, in all, one hundred and 
seventy rowers, distributed into three tiers. The upper tier, called thra
nitro, were sixty-two ~n number, or thirty-one on each side: the middle tier, 
or zygitre, as well as the lowest tier, or thalamitro, were each fifty-four in 
number, or twenty-seven on each side. Besides these, there were belonging 
to each trireme a certain number, seemingly about thirty, of supplementary 
oars (1<wrrai rrcpivtw), to be used by the epihatro, or soldiers, serving on 
board, in case of rowers being killed, or oars broken. Each tier of rowers 
was distributed along the whole length of the vessel, from head to stern, or 
at least along the greater part of it ; but the seats of the higher tiers were 
not placecl in the exact perpendicular line above the lower. Of course, the 
oars of the thranitre, or uppermost tier, were the longest : those of the 
thalamitre, or lowest tier, the shortest : those of the zygitre, of a leugth 
between the two. Each oar was rowed only by one man. The thranitre, 
as having the longest oars, were most hardly worked and most highly paid. 
What the length of the oars was, belonging to either tier, we do not know, 
but some of the supplementary oars appear to have been about fifteen feet 
in length. 
, 'Vliat is here stated, appears to be pretty well ascertained, chiefly from 
the inscriptions discovered at Athens a few years ago, so full of informa
tion respecting the Athenian marine, -and from the most instructi\·e com
mentary appended to these inscriptions by M. Boeckh, Seewesen der Athe
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critical moment was now come, and Phormio gave the signal for 
attack. He fir;;t drove against and disabled one of the admiral's 
ships, - his comrades next assailed others with equal success, 
so that the Peloponnesians, confounded and terrified, attempted 
hardly any resistance, but broke their order and sought safety in 
flight. They fled partly to Patrre, partly to Dyme, in Achaia, 
pursued by the Athenians; who, with scarcely the loss of a man, 
captured twelve triremes, took aboard and carried away almost 
the entire crews, and sailed off with them to l\Iolykreium, or 
Antirrhium, the northern cape at the narrow mouth of the Co
rinthian gulf, opposite to the corresponding cape called Rhium in 
Achaia. Having erected atAntirrhium a trophy for the victory, 
dedicating one of the captive triremes to Poseidon, they returned 
to Naupaktus; while the Peloponnesian ships sailed along the 
shore from Patrre to Kyllene, the principal port in the territory 

ner, ch. ix, pp. 94, 104, l15. But there is a great deal still, respecting the 
equipment of an ancient trireme, unascertaiued and disputed. 

Now there was nothing but the voice of the keleustes to keep these one 
hundred and seventy rowers all to good time with their strokes. With oars 
of different length, and so many rowers, this must have been no easy mat
ter, and apparently quite impossible, unless the rowers were trained to act 
together. The difference between those who were so trained and those who 
were not, must have been immense. We may imagine the difference 
between the ships of Phormio and those of his enemies, and the difficulty of 
the latter in contending with the swell of the sea, - when we read this 
description of the ancient trireme. 

About two hundred men, that is to say, one hundred and seventy rowers 
and thirty supernumeraries, mostly epibatre or hoplites serving on board,. 
besides the pilot, the man at the ship's bow, the keleustes, etc., probably 
some half dozen officers, formed the crew of a trireme : compare 
Herodot. viii, 17; vii, 184, where he calculates the thirty epibatre over 
and above the two hundred. Dr. Arnold thinks that, at the beginning of 
the Peloponnesian war, the epibatre on board an Athenian trireme were nG 
more than ten: but this seems not quite made out: see his note on 
Thucyd. iii, 95. . 

The Venetian galleys in the thirteenth century were manned by about 
the same number of men. "Les galeres Venitiens du convoi de Flandre 
devaient etre montees par deux cent hommes libres, dont 180 rameurs, et 12 
archers. Les arcs ou balistes furent prescrits en 1333 pour toutes les 
galercs de commerce armees." (Depping, Histoire du Commerce entre le 
Levant ct !'Europe, vol. i, p. 163.) 

9• 
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of Elis. They were here soon afterwards joined by Knemns, 
who passed over with his squadron from Lenkas.1 

These two incidents, just recounted, with their details, - the 
repulse of Knemus and his army from Stratus, and the defeat of 
the Peloponnesian fleet by Phormio, - afford ground for some 
interesting remarks. The first of the two displays the great 
inferiority of the Epirots to the Greeks, - and even to the less 
advanced portion of the Greeks, - in the qualities of order, dis
cipline, steadiness, and power of cooperation for a joint purpose. 
Confidence of success with them is exaggerated into childish 
rashness, so that they despise even the commonest precautions 
either in march or attack; while the Greek divisions on their 
right and on their left are never so elate as to omit either. If, 
on land, we thus discover the inherent superiority of Greeks over 
Epirots involuntarily breaking out, - so in the sea-fight we are 
no less impressed with the astonishing superiority of the Athe
nians over their opponents; a superiority, indeed, noway inherent, 
such as that of Greeks over Epirots, but depending in this case 
on previous toil, training, and inventive talent, on the one side, 
compared with neglect and old-fashioned routine on the other. 
Nowhere does tl1e extraordinary value of that seamanship, which 
the Athenians had been gaining by years of improved practice, 
stand so clearly marked as in these first battles of. Phormio. It 
gradually becomes less conspicuous as we advance in the war, 
since the Peloponnesians improve, learning seamanship as the 
Russians, under :Peter the Great, learned the art of war from the 
Swedes, under Charles the Twelfth, - while the Athenian tri
remes and their crews seem to become less choice and effective, 
even before the terrible disaster at Syracuse; and are irreparably 
deteriorated after that misfortune. 

To none did the circumstances of this memorable sea-fight 
seem so incomprehensible as to the Lacedmmonians. They had 
heard, indeed, of the seamanship of Athens, but had never felt it, 
and could not understand what it meant: so they imputed the 
defeat to nothing but disgraceful cowardice, and sent indignant 
orders to Knemus at Kyllene, to take the command, equip a 
large:r and better fleet, and repair the dishonor. Three Spartan 

1 Tlmcyd. ii, 84. 
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commissioners - Brasi<las, Timokrates, and Lykophron - vverc 
sent down to assist him with their. advice and exertions in call
ing together naval contingents from the different allied cities: 
and by this means, under the general resentment occasioned by 
the recent defeat, a large fleet of seventy-seven triremes was 
speedily mustered at Panormus, - a harbor of Achaia near to 
the promontory of Rhium, and immediately within the interior 
gulf. A land-force was also collected at the same place ashore, 
to aid the operations of the fleet. Such preparations did not 
escape the vigilance of Phormio, who transmitted to Athens 
news of his victory, at the same time urgently soliciting rein
forcements to contend with the increasing strength of the enemy. 
The Athenians immediately sent twenty fresh ships to join him: 
but they were induced by the instances of a Kretan named 
Nikias, their proxenus at Gortyn, to allow him to take the ships 
first to Krete, on the faith of his promise to reduce the hostile 
town of Kydonia. He had made this promise as a private 
favor to the inhabitants of Polichna, border enemies of Kydonia; 
but when the fleet arrived he was unable to fulfil it: nothing was 
effected except ravage of the Kydonian lands, and the fleet was 
long prevented by adverse winds and weather from getting away.I 
This ill-advised diversion of the fleet from its straight course to 
join Phormio is a proof how much the counsels of Athens were 
beginning to suffer from the loss of Perikles, who was just now 
in his last illness and died shortly afterwards. That liability to 
be seduced by novel enterprises and projects of acquisition, against 
which he so emphatically warned his countrymen,2 was even "now 
beginning to manifest its disastrous consequences. 

Through the loss of this precious interval, Phormio now found 
himself, with no more than his original twenty triremes, opposed 
to the vastly increased forces of the enemy, - seventy-seven tri
remes, with a large force on land to back them : the latter, 
no mean help in ancient warfare. He took up his station 

1 Thucyd. ii, 85. 
• Thucyd. i, 144. IIo:lA.a &il Kat a:lA.a exw ;;, EA'lri&a Toii 7rEptfoerr&at, ~v 

lfJ0.71re apx~v Teµ~ l'lrtKTii.afJat uµa 'lrOAeµoiivrer, Kat Ktvovvovr aV8atpfrovr 
/.l~ 7rpoarifJewat • µii.AAOV yap 7re<f>of371µat Ta> OtKEta> f;µwv aµapria, ~ Ta' 
TWV l:vavriwv otavoiar. . 
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near the Cape Antirrhium, or the l\folykric Rhium, as it was 
called,- the opposite cape to the Achaic Rhium : the lipe be
tween them, seemingly about an English mile in breadth, forms 
the entrance of the Corinthian gulf. The l\Iessenian force from 
Naupaktus attended him, and served on land. But he kept on 
the outside of the gulf, anxious to fight in a large and open 
breadth of sea, which was essential to Athenian manceuvring: 
while his adversaries on their side remained on the inside of the 
Achaic cape, from the corresponding reason,-feeling that to 
them the narrow sea was advantageous, as making the naval 
battle like to a land battle, effacing all superiority of nautical 
skill.I If we revert back to the occasion of tlie battle of Sala
mis, we find that narrowness of space was at that time accounted 
the best of all protections for a smaller fleet against a larger. 
But such had been the complete change of feeling, occasioned by 
the system of manceuvring introduced since that period in the 
Athenian navy, that amplitude of sea room is now not less cov
eted by Phormio tl1an dreaded by his enemies. The improved 
practice of Athens had introduced a revolution in naval warfare. 

For six or seven days successively, the two fleets were drawn 
out against each other, - Phormio trying to entice the Pelopon
nesians to the outside of the gulf, while they on their side did 
what they could to bring him within it.2 To him, every day's 
postponement was gain, since it gave him a new chance of his 
reinforcements arriving: for that very reason, the Peloponnesian 
commanders were eager to accelerate an action, and at length 
resd'rted to a well-laid plan for forcing it on. But in spite of 
immen~e numerical superiority, such was the discouragement and 
reluctance, prevailing among their seamen, many of whom bad 
been actual sufferers in the recent defeat., - that Knemus and 
Brasidas had to employ emphatic exhortations; insisting .on the 
favorable prospect before them, - pointing out that the late battle 
liad been lost only by mismanagement and imprudence, which 
would be for the future corrected, - and appealing to the inherent 
bravery of the Peloponnesian warrior. They concluded by :\ 
hint, that while those who behaved well in the coming battle 
would receive due honor, the laggards would assuredly be pun

1 Thucyd. ii, 86-89: compare vii, 36-49. 2 Thncyd. ii, 86. 
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ished: 1 a topic rarely touched upon by ancient generals in their 
harangues on the eve of battle, and demonstrating conspicuously 
the reluctance of many of the Peloponnesian seamen, who had 
been brought to the fight again chiefly by the ascendency and 
strenuous commands of Sparta. To this reluctance Phormio 
pointedly alluded, in the encouraging exhortations which he on 
his side addressed to his men : for they too, in spite of their 
habitual confidence at sea, strengthened by the recent victory, 
were dispirited by the smallness of their numbers. He reminded 
them of their long practice and rational conviction of superiority 
at sea, such as no augmentation of numbers, especially with an 
enemy conscious of his own weakness, could overbalance: and 
he called upon them to show their habitual discipline and quick 
apprehension of orders, and above all to perform their regular 
movements in perfect silence during the actual battle,2 - useful 
in all matters of war, and essential to the proper conduct of a 
sea-fight. The idea of entire silence on board the Athenian 
ships while a sea-fight was going on, is not only striking as a 
feature in the picture, but is also one of the most powerful evi
dences of the force of self-control and military habits among these 
citizen-seamen. 

The habitual position of the Peloponnesian fleet off Panormus 
was within the strait, but nearly fronting the breadth of it, - op
posite to Phormio, who lay on the outer side of the strait, as well 
as off the opposite cape: in the Peloponnesian line, therefore, 
the right wing occupied the north, or northeast side towards 
Naupaktus. Knemus and Brasidas now resolved to make a for
ward movement up the gulf, as if against that town, which was 
the main Athenian station; for they knew that ·Phormio would 
be under the necessity of coming to the defence of the place, and 
they hoped to pin him up and force him to action close under the 

Thucyd. ii, 87. TiJv ol: rrporepov ijyeµovQV ov ;reipov T1JV lrrqeip7]Ul1' 

ijµelr rrapautC<vfzuoµ<v, Kai ovK lvowuoµev r.po</Jautv _ov&vl KaKi;J yevfo{}at • 

ijv Oi Ttr apa Kat {Jov/., 7J{}i), KOJ.au{}nuemt Ty 7rpe1roVU1) (7]µi(l, o[ Ce ci:ya{}oi 

Ttµnuovmt Tolr rrpou~Kovuiv {,{}l.oir Ti;r ci.p<Ti/f. 

• Thucyd. ii, 89. Kai lv Ti;J lp)''t' Kouµ ov Kat u l/' i) v rrept 7rA£tuTov 

f/y£lu{}£, O E!;' Te Ta 7r0AAU TCJV 'lrOAEf-llKCJV ~vµrpipet, Kat vavµaXt(l OVX 
f;K tUTa, et<'. 

I 
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land, where Athenian manreuvring would he unavailing. Ac· 
cordingly, they commenced this movement early in the morning, 
sailing in line of four abreast towards the northern coast of the 
inner gulf; the right squadron, under the Laceda::monian Timo· 
krates, was in the van, according.to its natural position,1 and care 
had been taken to place in it twenty of the best sailing ships, 
since the success of the plan of action was known beforehand to 
depend upon their celerity. As they had foreseen, Phormio, the 
moment he saw their movement, put his men on shipboard, and 
rowed into the interior of the strait, though with the greatest 

· reluctance ; for the l\Iessenians were on land alongside of him, 
and he knew that Naupaktus, with their wives and families, and 
a long circuit of wall,il was utterly undefended. He ranged his 
ships in line of battle ahead, probably his own the leading ship; 
and sailed close along the land towards Naupaktus, while the 
l\Iessenians marching ashore kept near to him. Both fleets were 
thus moving in the same direction, and towards the same point, 
the .Athenian close along shore, the Peloponnesians some
what farther off.3 The latter had now got Phormio into the 

1 Thucyd. ii, 90. lrrt reaa&pc,;v ral;&µevot Tur vaiir. l\fatthire iu his Gram
mar (sect. 584 ), states that i:rrt reaa&pc,;v means "four deep," and cites this 
passage of Thucydides as an instance of it. But the words certainly mean 
here four ahreast; though it is to be recollected that a column four abreast, 
when turned into line, becomes four deep. 

• Thucyd. iii, 102. 
3 Thucyd. ii, 90. Ol oe IfrAorrovv~a101, lrrElo7/ avroir ol 'A.JT/valot ovK 

E'lrEtrAeov ir TOV KOA'lrOV Kat TU arevu, (JovAirµevot aKovrar lac,; 7rpoayayeiv 
avroi!r, U.vayoµevot liµa l<,J foAeov, l'lrt reaaupc,;v ral;uµevot rur vavr, l 1r l 
r 7J v la v T;;, v y i'; v lac,; l:rrt rov ICOA'lrov, &l;ir,J Kipr;, &yovµiv<,J, w<f7rep Kat 
wpµovv • frt o' aVr{/J fiKoat vi'Jar fra~av Tur uptara 'lrl•EOVaaf, /l7rc,;r, el upa 
voµiaar E'lrt r7Jv Nav'lra/CTOV rrAeiv 0 <f>opµic,;v Kat avrilr lmfJorJ.Ji:iv ravrv 
rrapa7rAioi, µ7/ dtaipvyoiev 7rAeovra rov l7rl7rAovv aipi:iv ol 'A.JTJvaiot l I; c,; r o ii 
la v T;;, v Ki p (,) r. UAA' avrat al vi';er 1rtplKAtiaetav. 

It will be seen that I have represented in the text the movement of the 
Peloponnesian fleet as directed ostensibly and to all appearance against 
N aupaktns : and I translate the words in the fourth line of the above pas
sage- l7rt Ti';v lavrrjv yi';v foe,; i·'lrt Tov Koil7rov-as meaning "against tlie 
station of the .Athenians up the gulf within,'' that is, against Naupaktus. Mr. 
Bloomfield gives that meaning to the passage, though not to the words; 
but the Scholiast, Dr. Arnold, Poppo, and Goller, all construe it differently, 
and maintain that the words T7/v lavri:iv yi';v mean the Peloponnesian shore. 

http:according.to
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position which they wished, pinned up against the land, with no 
room for tactics. On a sudden the signal was given, and the 

To my view, this latter interpretation renders the whole scheme of the 
battle confused and nnintelligible ; while with the other meaning it is per
fectly clear, and all the circumstances fit in with each other. 

Dr. Arnold does not seem even to admit that T1/v fovTi:Jv yi'/v can mean 
anything else but the coast of Peloponnesus. He says: "The Scholiast 
says that ltr'i; is here used for 7rapa. It would be better to say that it has a 
mixed signification of motion towards a place and neighborhood to it : ex
pressing that the Peloponnesians sailed towards their own land (i.e. towards 
Corinth, Sikyon, and Pellene, to which places the greater number of the 
ships belonged), instead of standing over to the opposite coast, which be
longed to their enemies : and at the same time kept close upon their own 
land, in the sense of l7rt with a dative case." 

It appears to me that Dr. Arnold's supposition of Corinth and Sikyon as 
the meaning of T1;v tavTi:Jv yi'/v is altogether far-fetched and improbable. 
As a matter of· fact, it would only be true of part of the confederate fleet; 
while it would be false with regard to ships from Elis, Leukas, etc. And 
if it had been true with regard to all, yet the distance of Corinth from the 
Peloponnesian station was so very great, that Thucydides would hardly 
mark direction by referring to a city so very far off. Then again, both the 
Scholiast and Dr. Arnold do great violence to the meaning of the preposi
tion r7rl with an accusative case, and cite no examples to justify it. What 
the sense of fal is with an accusative case signifying locality, is shown by 
Thucydides in this very passage, - el upa voµiuar t 7r 'i; T 1; v Na v7r a 1c

To v avroiir 7rAeZv oil>opµiwv, etc. (again, c. 85, e7rt Kvowviav 7rAevaat; and 
i, 29, l'lrl 'E7rioaµvov, etc~-e'lrt r1;v yi'/v avrov of Perdikkas, i, 57), that is, 
against, or to go thither with a hostile purpose. So sensible does the Scho
liast seem to be of this, that he affirms e7rl to be used instead of 7rapa. 
This is a most violent supposition, for nothing can be more different than 
the two phrases trri ri';v yijv and 7rapil. ri';v yi'/v. Dr. Arnold again assigns 
to e7rl with an accusative case another sense, which he himself admits that 
it only has with a dative. 

I make these remarks with a view to show that the sense which Dr. Ar
nold and others put upon the words of Thucydides, -faAeov 17rt ri';v lav
ri:Jv yijv, - departs from the usual, and even from the legitimate meaning 
cf the words. But I have a stronger objection still. If that sense he ad
mitted, it will be found quite inconsistent with the snbsequent proceedings, 
as Thucydides describes; and any one who will look at the map in reading 
this chapter, will see plainly that the fact is, so. If, as Dr. Arnold supposes, 
the Pcloponn€sian fleet kept close along the shore of Peloponnesus, what 
was there in their movements to alarm Phormio for the safety of Naupak· 
tus, or to draw him so reluctantly into the strait 1 Or if we even grant 
this, and suppose that Phormio construed the movement along the coast 
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whole Peloponnesian fleet facing to the left, changed from column 
into line, and instead of continuing to sail along the coast, rowed 
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of Achaia to indicate designs against Naupaktus, and that he therefore 
came into the gulf and sailed along his own shore to defend the town, 
still, the Peloponnesians would be separated from him by the whole breadth 
of the gulf at that point; and as soon as they altered their line of direction 
for the purpose of crossing the gulf and attacking him, he would have the 
whole breadth of the gulf in which to take his measures for meeting them, 
so that instead of finding himself jammed up against the land, he would 
have been able to go out and fight them in the wide water, which he so 
much desired. The whole description given by Thucydides, of the sudden 
wheeling of the Peloponnesian fleet, whereby Phormio's ships were assailed, 
and nine of them cut off, shows that the two fleets must ha,•e been very 
close together when that movement was undertaken. If they had not been 
close, - if the Peloponnesians had had to row any considerable distance 
after wheeling, - all the Athenian ships might have escaped along shore 
without any difficulty. In fact, the words of Thucydides imply that both the 
two fleets, at the time when the wheel of the Peloponnesians was made, 
were sailing in parallel directions along the northern coast in the direction efNau
paktus,--' orr"'r: el apa voµiuar; trr'l TTJIJ NavrraKTOIJ avroi!r; rrA.eiv 0 iPopµt(,JV 
"al av r iJ r; err t ffo 1/ i'f w v raVT7J 7rapa7rA.eot,- "if he also, with a view 
to defend the place, should sail along that coast," (that is, if he, as well as 
they:) which seems to be the distinct meaning of the particle Kat in this 
place. 

Now if we suppose the Peloponnesian fleet to have sailed from its orig
inal station towards Naupaktus, all the events which follow become thor
oughly perspicuous and coherent. I apprehend that no one would ever 
have entertained any other idea, except from the words of Thucydides, 
f1l"AEOV E1l"t TTJV I: av T w v y~v [<;(,) errl TOV KOA7rOV. Since the subject or 
nominative case of the verb lrrA.eov is ol lleA.o7rovv~atot, it has been sup
posed that the word I: av T wv must necessarily refer to the Peloponne
sians; and l\Ir. Bloomfield, with whom I agree as to the signification of 
the passage, proposes to alter l:avrwv into avrwv. It appears to me 
that this alteration is not necessary, and that l:avrwv may very well be con

• strued 	so as to refer to the Athenians, not to .the Lacedremonians. The 
reflective meaning of the pronoun l:avrwv is not necessarily thrown back 
upon the subject of the action immediately preceding it, in a complicated 
sentence where there is more than one subject and more than one action. 
Thus, for instance, in this very passage of Thucydides which I have trans
cribed, we find the word l:avrwv a second time used, and used so that its 
meaning is thrown back, not upon the subject immediately preceding, but 
upon a subject more distant from it, - E7rt o' avrfi> (rfi> Kipart) eZ1<011t vavr 
frafav rilr aptara 7rAeofoar;, o7r"'I' el apa, ••••••• , µi/ ota<fivyouv 7rA.€ovra 
TOV fai7rAOVV a<fiwv ol 'Ai'f11va"iot E~(,J TOV l:avri:Jv ICEP"''' aA.A.' avrat al 
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rapidly with their prows shore-ward to come to close quarters 
with the Athenians. The right squadron of the Peloponnesians 

vfier; r.i:ptd(iaetav. Now here the words roii lavrwv 1cf_p,,,r;, allude to the 
Peloponnesian fleet, not to the Athenians, which latter is the subject imme
diately preceding. Poppo and Goller both admit such to be the true mean· 
ing; and if this be admissible, there appears to me no greater difficulty in 
construing the words hrl r!1v lavrwv )'i;v to mean, " the land of the Athe
11ians," not '·the land of the Pdoponnesians." 'Eavrwv might have been more 
unambiguously expressed by lKeiv,,,v aiirwv; for the reflective signification 
embodied in avri:Jv is here an important adilition to the meaning: "Since 
the Athenians did not sail into the interior of the gulf and the narrow 
waters, the Peloponncsians, wishing to bring them in even reluctantly, 
sailed against the .Athenians' ou:n land in the interior." 

Another passage may be produced from Thucydides, in which the two 
words lavroii and lKeivov are both used in the same sentence and designate 
the same person, ii, 13. IleptK?i.i1r;, inrororri/aar;, ort 'Apxi1laµor; aim'' ~evor; wv 
lrvyxave, µ1/ rroAAuKt<; ii avrur; l0i11 ;3ov46µevor; xapt!;eaNat rovr; aypovr; avroii 
1T:apaAim; Kai µ1/ 017wav, ii Kai AaKeOatµovi,,,v KeAevaiivrwv lrrt oia/30/,3 r3 
tavroii yeV'fjTat roiiro, r':Jarrr.pKatra uyTJ lAavvetv 1r:poelrrov fvEKa EKetVOV 
- rrp011y6peve roir; 'Ai9rivaiotr; lv rfi l1rnA1iai11 I'm 'Apxioaµar; µh al ;t.·or eiri, 
ov µivrot Errl KaKij; ye rfir; 7roAwr; yivotTO, ravr; tl' aypovr; TO V <; la VT 0 ii 
Kllt oiKiar; iiv upa µ~ 017wawatv o[ rro/.iµtot r':Ja;rep Kat Ta rwv uAA,,,v, a¢t7JatV 
avra onµoata clvat. Here lavroii and tKeivav (compare an analogous pas
sage, Xenophon, Hellen. i, I, 2i) both refer to Perikles; and lavroii is twice 
used, so that it reflects back not upon the subject of the action immediately 
preceding it, but upon another subject farther behind. Again, iv, 99. 01 
oe Dowroi: U.rreKpi.vavro, el µev iv rfi Bot,,,ri11 elatv (al 'Ai97Jvaiot), umovrar; 
l /( T ii r la v T ij 'V urro¢fpeai9at TU urf>irepa. el n' lv rij l /( e i 'V (,) v, ahrovr; 
yiyviiuKetv ro rrotnrl:ov. Here the use of lavrwv and lKe/.v,,,v is remarkable. 
'Eavrwv refers to the BCEotians, though the Athenians are the subject of 
the action immediately preceding; while luiv,,,v refers to the Athenians, in 
another case where they are the subject of the action immediately preced· 
ing. "\Ve should almost have expected to find the position of the two 
words reversed. Again, in iv, 5i, we have - Kal rovrovr; µ'i:v ol 'Ai9nvaZot 
l{3ovAefoavro Karai9foi9at lr; riir; v~aavr;' Kat rovr; uAAovr; K vi9ripiovr; 0 l /( 0 vv: 
Tar; T 1J v la v T w'V ¢6pov rfoaapa ruAavra </Jepetv. Here lavrwv refers to 
the subject of the action immediately preceding-that is, to Kvi9npiovr;, not 
to 'Ai9rivaiot: but when we turn to another chapter, iii, 78: ol de 'A{)nvalot 
ipof3avµevot TO rrAi;i9or; Kat n)v rrrptKVKAwatv, ui9p1iatr; µiv ov rrpoui:rrtrrruv 
ovo'i:1<araµfoov Tai( lip lavroiir; rerayµivatr; (vava2)-wefind 
lavrwv thrown back upon the suhject, not immciliately preceding it. The 
same, iv, · 47 - ti rrov rir; rtva loot lx&pov lavroii; and ii, 95. '0 yap 
TiepcJit<Kar; avr<fi vrraax6µevor;, el 'A{)'fjvaiotr; re OtaAl.&;euv ta v T 0 v (i. e. 
Perdikkas), Kar' upxiir; ri;J rroUµ<tJ met;6µevov, etc. 
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occupying the side towards Naupaktus, was especially charged 
with the duty of cutting off the Athenians from all possibility of 
escaping thither; and the best ships liad been placed on the right 
for that important object. As far as the commanders were con
cerned, the plan of action completely succeeded; the Athenians 
were caught in a situation where resistance was impossible, and 
had no chance of escape except in flight. But so superior were 
they in rapid movement even to the best Peloponnesians, that 
eleven ships, the headmost out of the twenty, just found means 
to run by,1 before the right wing of the enemy closed in upon the 
shore; and made the best of their way to Naupaktus. The 

Compare also Homer, Odyss. xvii, 387. IIrc.J;tOV o' OV/C av Tl!,' l<UAeot, 
Tpv~ovTa i! aiJruv; and Xenophon, l\femorab. iv, 2, 28; i, 6, 3; v, 2, 24; 
Anabas. vii, 2, IO; 6, 43; Hellen. v, 2, 39. 

It appears to me, that when we study the use of the pronoun lavroi:, we 
shall see reason to be convinced that in the passage of Thucydides now 
before ns, the phrase ol IIe/,or.ovvi]owt er.A.eov fr T~v tavrwv yi]v, need not 
necessarily be referred to the Peloponnesian land, but may in perfect con
formity with analogy be understood to mean the Athenian land. I am sure 
that, in so construing it, we shall not put so much violence upon the mean
ing' as the Scholinst and Dr. Arnold have put upon the preposition tr.I, 
when the Scholiast states that er.I T~v lavTwv yi]v means the same thing as 
1rapu r~v lavrwv yi]v, and when Dr. Arnold admits this opinion, only adding 
a new meaning which does not usually belong to er.I with an accusative 
case. 

An objection to the meaning which I propose may possibly be grounded 
on the word voµfoai:, applied to Phormio. If the Peloponnesian fleet was 
sailing directly towards Naupaktus, it may be urged, Phormio would not be 
said to think that they were going thither, but to see or become aware of it. 
But in reply to this we may observe, that the Peloponnesians never really 
intended to attack Naupaktus, though they directed their course towards it; 
.they wished in reality to draw Phormio within the strait, and there to 
attack him. The historian, therefore, says with propriety, that Phormio 
would believe, and not that he would perceive, them to be going thither, since 
his belief would really be erroneous. 

1 Thucyd. ii, 90. How narrow the escape was, is marked in the words of 
the historian - TOJV oe fvoe1<a µ'i:v air.ep f}yovVTO v1r e IC qi e vy 0 vu t TO 
t<ipat; TWV IIeAor.ovv17ufov /Cai T~V lr.tr:;rpo¢fiv, er T~V evpv;r(,)ptav. 

The proceedings of the Syracusan fleet against that of the Athenians in 
the harbor of Syracuse, and the reflections of the historian upon them, 
illustrate this attack of the Peloponnesians upon the fleet of Phormio 
(Thucyd. vii, 36). 
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remaining nine ships were caught and driven ashore with serious 
damage,- their crews being partly slain, partly escaping by 
swimming. The Peloponnesians towed off one trireme with its 
entire crew, and some others empty; but more than one of them 
was rescued by the bravery of the l\Iessenian hoplites, who, in 
spite of their heavy panoply, rushed into the water and got 
aboard them, fighting from the decks and driving off the enemy 
even after the rope had been actually made fast, and the process 
of dragging off had begun.I 

The victory of the Peloponnesians seemed assured, and while 
their left and centre were thus occupied, the twenty ships of 
their right wing parted company with the rest, in order to pursue 
the eleven fugitive Athenian ships which they had failed in cut
ting off. Ten of these got clear away into the harbor of Nau
paktus, and there posted themselves in an attitude of defence 
near the temple of Apollo, before any of the pursuers could come 
near; while the eleventh, somewhat less swift, was neared by 
the Lacedremonian admiral; who, on board a Leukadian trireme, 
pushed greatly ahead of his comrades, in hopes of overtaking at 
least this one prey. There happened to lie moored a merchant 
vessel, at the entrance of the harbor of Naupaktus; and the 
Athenian captain in his flight, observing that the Leukadian 
pursuer was for the moment alone, sP.ized the opportunity for a 
bold and rapid manceuvre. He pulled swiftly round the mer
chant vessel, directed his trireme so as to meet the advancing 
Leukadian, and drove his beak against her midships with an 
impact so violent as to disable her at once; her commander, the 
Lacedremonian admiral, Timokrates, was so stung with anguish 
at this unexpected catastrophe, that he slew himself forth with, 
and fell overboard into the harbor. The pursuing vessels coming 
up behind, too, were so astounded and dismayed by it, that the 
men, dropping their oars, held water, and ceased to advance; 
while some even found themselves half aground, from ignorance 
of the coast. On the other hand, the ten Athenian triremes in 
the harbor were beyond measure elated by the incident, so that a 
single word from Phormio sufficed to put them in active forward 

1 Compare tl1e like bravery on the part of the Laccdremonian hoplitcs at 
Pylus (Thucyd. iv, 14). 
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motion, and to make them strenuously attack tl1e emhal'rn~~c<l 

enemy; whose ships, <lisordered by the ·heat of pur~ui!, mHl 
having been just suddenly stopped, could not be ;;pccdily got 
again under way, and expected nothing less tlmn renewed attack. 
First, the Athenians broke the twenty pursuing sl1ips, on tl1e rigl1t 
wing; next, they pursued their advantage against the left and 
centre, who had probably neared to the right; so that after a 
short resistance, the whole were completely rouetd, and flc<l 
across the gulf to their original station at Panormus.t Not only 
did the eleven Athenian ships thus break, terrify, and drive away 
the entire fleet of the enemy, with the capture of six of the 
nearest Peloponnesian triremes, - but they also rescued those 
ships of their own which had been driven ashore and taken in 
the early part of the action : moreover, the Peloponnesian 
crews sustained a considerable loss, both in killed and in pris· 
oners. 

Thus, in spite not only of the prodigious disparity of numbers, 
but also of the disastrous blow which the Athenians had sus
tained at first, Plwrmio ended by gaining a complete victory; a 
victory, to which even the Laced.:cmonians were forced to bear 
testimony, since they were obliged to ask a truce for burying and 
collecting tl1eir dead, while the Athenians on their part picked 
up the bodies of their own warriors. The defeated party, how
ever, still thought themselves entitled, in token of their success 
in the early part of the action, to erect a trophy on the Rhium 
of Achaia, where they also dedicated the single Athenian trireme 
which they had been able to c.arry off. Yet they were so com· 

1 Thu<'yd. ii, 92. It is sufficiently evident that the Athenians defeated 
and drove off not only the twenty Peloponnesian ships of the right or pur
suing wing, - but also the left and centre. Otherwise, they would not have 
been able to recapture those Athenian ships which had be'!ln lost at the 
beginning of the battle. Thucydides, indeed, does not expressly mention 
the Peloponnesian left and centre as following the right in their pursuit 
towards Naupaktus. But we may presume that they partially did so, prob
ably careless of much order, as being at first under the impression that the 
Yictory was gained, They were probably, therefore, thrown into confusion 
without much difficulty, when the twenty ships of the right were beaten 
and driven back upon them, - eYen though the victorious Athenian triremes 
were no more than eleven in number. 
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pletely discomfited, -and farther, so much in fear of the expected 
reinforcement from Athens, -that they took advantage of the 
night to retire, and sail into the gulf to Corinth : all except the 
Leukadians, who returned to their own home. 

No1• was it long before the reinforcement actually arrived, 
after that untoward detention which had wellnigh exposed 
Phormio and his whole fleet to ruin. It confirmed his mastery 
of the entrance of the gulf and of the coast of Akarnania, where 
the Peloponnesians had now no naval force at all. To establish 
more folly the Athenian influence in Akarnania, he undertook 
during the course of the autumn an expedition, landing at As
takus, and marching into the Akarnanian inland country with 
four hundred Athenian hoplites and four hundred l\Iessenians. 
Some of the leading men of Stratus and Koronta, who were 
attached to the Pcloponnesian interest, he caused to be sent into 
exile, while the chief named Kynes, of Koronta, who seems to 
have Leen hitherto in exile, was reestablished in his native town. 
The great object was, to besiege and take the powerful town of 
CEniadm, near the mouth of the Achelous ; a town at variance 
with the other Akarnanians, and attached to the Peloponnesians. 
But the great spread of the waters of the AchelOus rendered this 
siege impracticable during the winter, and Phormio returned to 
the station at Naupaktus. From hence he departed to Athens 
towards the end of the winter, carrying home both his prize
ships and such of his prisoners as were freemen. The latter were 
exchanged man for man against Athenian prisoners in the hands 
of Sparta.I · 

After abandoning the naval contest at Rhium, and retiring to 
Corinth, Knemus and Brasidas were prevailed upon by the 
l\Iegarians, Lefore the fleet dispersed, to try the bold experiment 
of a sudden inroad upon Peirreus. Such was the confessed 
superiority of the Athenians at sea, that, while they guarded 
amply the coasts of Attica against privateers, they never imag
ined the possibility of an attack upon their own main harbor. 
Accordingly, Peirreus was not only unprotected Ly any chain 
across the entrance, but destitute even of any regular guard
ships manned and ready. The seamen of the retiring Pclopon

1 Thucyd. ii, l 02, 103. 
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nesian armament, on reaching Corinth, were immediately disem
barked and marched, first across the isthmus, next to JUegara, 
each man carrying his sitting-cloth,I and his oar, together with 
the loop whereby the oar was fastened to the oar-bole in the side, 
and thus prevented from slipping. There lay forty triremes in 
Nisrea, the harbor of :Megara, which, though old and out of con
dition, were sufficient for so short a trip; and the seamen imme
diately on arriving, launched these and got aboard. But such 
was the awe entertained of Athens and her power, that when the 
scheme came really to be executed, the courage of the Pelopon
nesians failed, though there was nothing to hinder them from 
actually reaching Peirrous: but it was pretended that the wind 
was adverse, and they contented themselves with passing across 
to the station of Budorum, in the opposite Athenian island of 
Salamis, where they surprised and seized the three guard-ships 
which habitually blockaded the harbor of l\Iegara, and then 
landed upon the island. They spread themselves over a large 
part of Salamis, ravaged the properties, and seized men as well 
as goods. Fire-signals immediately made known this unforeseen 
aggression, both at Peirrous and at Athens, occasioning in both 
the extreme of astonishment and alarm; for the citizens in 
Athens, not conceiving distinctly the meaning of the signals, 
fancied that Peirrous itself had fallen into the hands of the 
.enemy. The whole population rushed down to the Peirrous at 
break of day, and put to sea with all the triremes that were 

Thucyd. ii, 93. l06Ket oe A.a,Jovra TWV vaVTWV [Ka<TTOV Tqv 1<w1rr1v, Kai 
TO vrr11pfowv, Kai TOV Tpo.rrwrf;pa, etc. On these words there is an interest
.ing letter of Dr. Bishop's published in the Appendix to Dr. Arnold's Thu
cydides, vol. i. His remarks upon vrr11pfowv are more satisfactory than 
those upon rporrwr~p. "Whether the fulcrum of the oar was formed by u 
thowell, or a notch, on the gunwale, or by a perforation in the ship's side, 
.there must in both cases have been required - since it seems to have had 
nothing like what Dr. Bishop calls a nut-a thong to prevent it from slip· 
ping down towards the water; especially with the oars of the thranitre, or 
upper tier of rowers, who pulled at so great an elevation, comparatively 
speaking, above the water. Dr. Arnold's explanation of rporrwrqp is suited 
to the case of a boat, but not to that of a trireme. Dr. Bishop shows that 
the explanation of the purpose of the vm1pfowv, given by the Scholiast, is 
not the true one. 
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ready a"'ainst the Peloponnesians; but these latter, aware of the 
dano-er ;hich menaced them, made baste to quit Salamis with 
thei~ booty, and the three captured guard-ships. The lesson was 
salutary to the Athenians : from henceforward Peirreus was 
furnished with a chain across the mouth, and a regular guard, 
down to the end of the war.l Forty years afterwards, however, 
we shall find it just as negligently watched, and surprised with 
much more boldness and dexterity, by the Lacedremonian captain 
Teleutias.2 

As during the summer of this year, the Ambrakiots bad 
brought down a numerous host of Epirotic tribes to the invasion 
of Akarnania, in conjunction with the Peloponnesians, - so 
during the autumn, the Athenians obtained aid against the Chal
kidians of Thrace from a still more powerful barbaric prince, 
Sitalkes, king of the Odrysian Thracians. Amidst the numerous 
tribes, between the Danube and the JEgean sea, - who all bore 
the generic name of Thracians, though each had a special name 
besides, - the Odrysians were at this time the most warlike and 
powerful. The Odrysian king Teres, father of Sitalkes, bad 
made use of this power to subdue3 and render tributary a great 
number of these different tribes, especially those whose residence 
was in the plain rather than in the mountains. His dominion, 
the largest existing between the Ionian sea and the Euxine, 
extended from Abdera, or the mouth of the Nest us, in the JEgean 
sea, to the mouth of the Danube in the Euxine ; though it seems 
that this must be understood with deductions, since many inter
vening tribes, especially mountain tribes, did not acknowledge 
his authority. Sitalkes himself had invaded and conquered some 
of the Preonian tribes who joined the Thracians on the west, 
between the Axius and the Strymon.4 Dominion, in the sense 
of the Odrysian king, meant tribute, presents, and military force 
when required; and with the two former, at least, we may con
clude that he was amply supplied, since his nephew and successor 
Seutbes, under whom the revenue increased and attained its 
maximum, received four hundred talents annually in gold and 
silver.as tribute, and the like sum in various presents, over and 

1 Thucyd. ii, 94. 2 Xenophon, Hellen. v, 1, 19. 
3 Thucyd. ii 29, 95, 96. ' Thucyd. ii, 99. 
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above many other presents of manufactured articles and orna· 
ments. These latter came from the Grecian colonies on the 
coast, which contributed moreover largely to the tribute, though 
in what proportions we are not informed: even Grecian cities 
not in Thrace sent presents to forward their trading objects, as 
purchasers for the produce, the plunder, and the slaves, acquired 
by Thracian chiefs or tribes.I The residence of the Odrysians 
properly so called, and of the princes of that tribe now ruling 
over so many of the remaining tribes, appears to have been about 
twelve days' journey inland from Byzantium,2 in the upper re
gions of the Hebrus and Strymon, south of l\Iount Hromus, and 
northeast of Rhodope. The Odrysian chiefs were connected 
by relationship more or less distant with those of the subordinate · 
tribes, and by marriage even with the Scythian princes north of 
the Danube : the Scythian prince Ariapeithes3 had married the 
daughter of the Odrysian Teres, the first who extended the do
minion of his tribe over any considerable portion of Thrace. 

The natural state of the Thracian tribes - in the judgment 
of Herodotus, permanent and incorrigible - was that of disunion 
and incapacity of political association; were such association 
possible, he says, they would be strong enough to vanquish every 
other nation, - though Thucydides considers them as far inferior 
to the Scythians. The Odrysian dominion had probably not 
reached, at the period when Herodotus made his inquiries, the 
same development which Thucydides describes in the third year 
of the Peloponnesian war, and which imparted to these tribes an 
union, partial indeed and temporary, but such as they never 
reached either before or afterwards. It has been already men
tioned that the Odrysian prince Sitalkes, had taken for his wife, 
or rather for one of his wives, the sister of Nymphodorus, a 

1 See Xenophon, Anabas. vii, 3, 16; 4, 2. Diodorus (xii, 50) gives the 
revenue of Sitalkes as more than one thousand talents annually. This 
sum is not materially different from that which Thucydides states to be the 
annual receipt of Seuthes, successor of Sitalkes, - revenue, riroperly so 
called, and presents, both taken together. 

Traders from Parium, on the Asiatic coast of the Propontis, are among 
those who come with presents to the Odrysian king, Medokus (Xenophon, 
ut supra). 

1 Xenoph. Anabas. l. c. 3 Herodot. iv, 80. 
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Greek, of Abdera; by whose mediation he had been made the 
ally, and his son Sadokus even a citizen, of Athens, - and had 
been induced t-0 promise that he would reconquer the Chalkidians 
of Thrace for the benefit of the Athenians, I - his ancient kins
men, according to the mythe of Tereus as interpreted by both 
parties. At the same time, Perdikkas, king of Macedonia, had 
offended him by refusing to perform a promise made of giving 
him his sister in marriage, - a promise made as consideration 
for the interference of Sitalkes and Nymphodorus in procuring 
for him peace with Athens, at a moment when he was much 
embarrassed by civil dissensions with his brother Philip. The 
latter prince, ruling in his own name, and seemingly independent 
of Perdikkas, over a portion of the l\Iacedonians along the upper 
course of the Axius, had been expelled by his more powerful 
brother, and taken refuge with Sitalkes : he was now apparently 
dead, but his son Amyntas received from the Odrysian prince the 
promise of restoration. The Athenians had ambassadors resident 
with Sitalkes, and they sent Agnon as special envoy to concert 
arrangements for his march against the Chalkidians, with which 
an Athenian armament was destined to cooperate. In treating 
with Sitalkes, it was necessary to be liberal in presents, both to 
himself and to the subordinate chieftains who held power depend
ent upon him: nothing could be accomplished among the Thra
cians except by the aid of bribes,2 and the Athenians were more 

· 
1 Xenophon, Anabas. vii, 2, 31 ; Thucyd. ii, 29; Aristophan. Aves, 366. 

Thucydides goes out of his way to refute this current belief, - a curious 
exemplification of ancient legend applied to the convenience of present 
politics. 

2 Thucyd. ii, 97. <Popoc oi: lK 1rll<J7/C ri}c Bap{3apov Kat TWV 'El..A.71viowv 
rroA.ewv, oaov rrpoaijgav hd ~evi'fov, oc f!aupov ~lTaAKOV /JaatA.efoac rrA.eiarov 
oi} erroi71ae, rerpaKoaiwv raA.avrwv µaA.tara ovvaµic, a xpvaoc Kat upyvpoc 
d'I. Kat oi:!pa OVK lA.uaaw TOVTWV xpvaov Te Kat apyvpov rrpoae<j>epero, xwplc 
oi: lfaa vrpavru Te Kat A.eia, li:al &uAA.71 KaTaaKevi}, Kat ob µ6vov avr;;> UAAa 
Kat Tolc Trapaovvaarevovat Ka' yevvafotc 'Oopvawv • Karear~aavro yap rovva:v
TlOV ri}: IIepawv (3~ail.eiac TOV voµov, ovra µi:v Kat role UAAOlC 8p(lqt, A.aµ(3a
VElV µaA.A.ov fj OlOOVat, Kat aZo-xwv J;v alr71{}tvra µi} oovvat ff alr~aavra µ1'} 
rvxelv. oµwc oi: Kara TO ovvaai'fat fat 1rAfOV avr;;> lxp~aavro. ob yup 'iv 
7rpii~at ovoi:v µii OlOOVTa owpa. ware E'Trt µeya &(3aatA.eia 1JA.{}ev laxt!o~. 

-. This univ:rsal necessity of presents and bribes may be seen illustrated 
m the dealmgs of Xenophon and the Cyreian army with the Thracian 
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competent to supply this exigency than any other people in 
Greece. The joint expedition against the Chalkidians was finally 
resolved. 

But the forces of Sitalkes, collected from many different portions 
of Thrace, were tardy in coming together. He summoned all 
the tribes under his. dominion, between Hremus, Rhodope, and 
the two seas: the Getre, between l\Iount Hremus and the Danube, 
equipped like the Seythians, their neighbors on the other side of 
the river, with bow and arrow on horseback, also joined him, as 
well as the Agrianes, the Lrerei, and the other Preonian tribes 
subject to his dominion ; lastly, several of the Thracian tribes 
called Dii, distinguished by their peculiar short swords, and main
taining a fierce independence on the heights of Rhodope, were 
tempted by the chance of plunder, or the offer of pay, to flock to 
his standard. Altogether, his army amounted, or was supposed 
to amount, to one hundred and fifty thousand men, one third of 
it cavalry, who were for the most part Getooa and Odrysians 
proper. The most formidable warriors in his camp were the 
independent tribes of Rhodope; but the whole host, alike numer
ous, warlike, predatory, and cruel, spread terror amidst all those 
lvho were within even the remote possibilities of its march. 

Starting from the central Odrysian territory, and bringing with 
him Agnon and the other Athenian envoys, he first crossed the 
uninhabited mountain called Kerkine, which divided the Preoni
ans on the west from the Thracian tribes called Sinti and l\fadi 
on the east, until he reached the Preonian town or district called 

prince Seuthes, described in the Anabasis, vii, chapters l and 2. It appears 
that even at that time, B.c. 401, the Odrysian dominion, though it had 
passed through disturbances and had been practically enfeebled, still ex· 
tended down to the neighborhood of Byzantium. In commenting upon the 
venality ofthe Thracians, the Scholiast has a curious comparison with his own 
time-1<a2OVI<1/v n7rpii~at 7rap' ai!Toi:, TOV µ:;, OtOOVTa xp~µarn· 07rtp 1<a2 
11ii v !v •p wµa to''. The Scholiast here tells us that the venality in his 
time as to publie affairs, in the Roman empire, was not less universal: of 
what century of the Roman empire he speaks, we do not know: perhaps 
about 500-600 A.D. 

The contrg,st which Thucydides here draws between the Thracians and 
the Persians is also illustrated by what Xenophon says respecting the habits 
of the younger Cyrus : ( Anabas. i, 9, 22) : compare also the romance of 
the Cyropredia, viii, 14, 31, 32. 
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Doberue ;I it was here that many troops and additional volunteers 
reached him, making up his full total. From Doberus, probably 
marching down along one of the tributary streams of the Axius, 
he entered into that portion of Upper Macedonia, which lies along 
the higher Axius, and which had constituted the separate prin~ 
cipality of Philip: the presence in his army of Amyntos son of 
Philip, induced some of the fortified places, Gortynia, Atalante, 
and others, to open their gates without resistance, while Eidomene 
was taken by storm, and Europus in vain attacked. From hence, 
he passed still farther southward into Lower l\Iacedonia, the 
kingdom of Perdikkas ; ravaging the territory on both sides of 
the Axius even to the neighborhood of the towns Pella and 
Kyrrhus ; and apparently down as far south as the mouth of the 
river and the head of the Thermaic gulf. Farther south than 
this he did not go, but spread his force over the districts between 
the left bank of the Axius and the head of the Stryrnonic gulf~ 
-1\lygdonia, Krest&nia, and Anthemus, - while a portion of his 
army was detached to overrun the territory of the Chalkidians 
and Bottireans. The l\Iacedonians under Perdikkas, renouncing 
all idea of contending on foot against so overwhelming a host, 
either fled or shut themselves up in the small number of fortified 
places which the country presented. The cavalry from Upper 
l\facedonia, indeed, well armed and excellent., made some orderly 
and successful charges against the Thracians, lightly armed with 
javelins, short swords, and the pelta, or small shield, - but it was 
presently shut in, harassed on all sides by superior numbers, and 
compelled to think only of retreat and extrication.2 

Luckily for the enemies of the Odrysian king, his march was 
not made until the beginning of winter, seemingly about No
vember or December. 'Ve may be sure that the Athenians, 

1 See Gattcrcr (De Herocloti et Thucydiclis Thracia ), sects. 44-57; l'oppo 
(Prolegom. ad Thucycliuem), vol. ii, ch. 31, about the geography of this 
region, which i.• very imperfectly known, even in modern times. 'Ye can 
hardly pretencl to assign a locality to these ancient names. 

Thuc!clicles, in his brief statements respecting this march of Sitalkes, 
speaks like one who hau goocl information ahout the inland regions ; as he 
was likely to have from his familiarity with the coasts, imu resiclent propri
etorship in Thrace (Thucyd. ii, 100; Hcroclot. v, 16). 

2 Thucycl. ii, 100; Xenophon, Memorali. iii, 91 2. 
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when they concerted with him the joint attack upon the Chalkid
ians, intended that it should be in a better time of the year : 
having probably waited to hear that his army was in motion, and 
waited long in vain, they began to despair of his coming at all, 
and thought it not worth while to despatch any force of their own 
to the spot.I Some envoys and presents only were sent as com
pliments, instead of the cooperating armament; and this disap
pointment, coupled with the severity of the weather, the naked
ness of the country, and the privations of his army at that season, 
induced Sitalkes soon to enter into negotiations with Perdikkas; 
who, moreover, gained over Seuthes, nephew of the Odrysian 
prince, by promising his sister Stratonike in marriage, together 
with a sum of money, on condition that the Thracian host should 
be speedily withdrawn. This was accordingly done, after it had 
been distributed for thirty days over l\Iacedonia: during eight of 
those days his detachment had ravaged the Chalkidic lands. 
But the interval had been quite long enough to diffuse terror all 
around : such a host of fierce barbarians had never before been 
brought together, and no one knew in what direction they might 
be disposed to carry their incursions. The independent Thracian 
tribes (Panmi, Odornante, Droi, and Dersmi) in the plains on the 
northeast of the Stryrnon, and near l\Iount Pangreus, not far 
from Amphipolis, were the first to feel alarm lest Sitalkes should 
take the opportunity of trying to conquer them; on the other 
side, the Thessalians, l\Iagnetes, and other Greeks north of Ther
mopylre, anticipated that he 'would carry his invasion farther 
south, and began to organize means for resisting him : even the 
general Peloponnesian confederacy heard with uneasiness of this 
new ally whom Athens was bringing into the field, perhaps 
against them. All such alarms were dissipated, when Sitalkes, 
after remaining thirty days, returned by the way he came, and the 
formidable avalanche was thus seen to melt away withont falling 
on them. The faithless Perdikkas, on this occasion, performed 
his promise to Seuthes, having drawn upon himself much mis
chief by violating his previous similar promise to Sitalkes.2 

Thncyd. ii, 101. l'll'w5~ ol 'AfJ11vaZot ob 'l!'ap'ijaav Tai'!: vavalv, c'tmaroiivre!: 
CLurov µ~ ~~eiv, etc. 2 Thucyd. ii, 101. 
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CHAPTER L. 

FROM THE COMl\IENCEl\IENT OF THE FOURTH YEAR OF THE 
PELOPONNESIAN WAR DOWN TO THE REVOLUTIONARY COM

1\IOTIONS AT KORKYRA. 

THE second and third years of the war had both been years of 
great suffering with the Athenians, from the continuapce of the . 
epidemic, which did not materially relax until the winter pf the 
third year (B.c. 429-428). It is no wonder that, under the pres
sure of such a calamity, their military efforts were enfeebled, 
although the victories of Phormio had placed their maritime 
reputation at a higher point than ever. To their enemies, the 
destructive effects of this epidemic - effects still felt, although 
the disorder itself was suspended during the fourth year of the 
war - afforded material assistance as well as encouragement to 
persevere ; and the Peloponnesians, under Arehidamus, again 
repeated during this year their invasion and ravage of Attica, 
which had been intermitted during the year preceding. As 
before, they met with no serious resistance: entering thE! country 
about the beginning of JUay, they continued the process of devas
tation until their provisions were exhau~ted.I To this damage 
the Athenians had probably now accustomed themselves: but they 
speedily received, even while the invaders were in their country, 
intelligence of an event far more embarrassing and formidable, 
the revolt of l\Iitylene and of the greater part of Lesbos. 

This revolt, indeed, did not come even upon the Athenians 
wholly unawares ; but the idea of it was of longer standing than 
they sus~eeted, for the l\Iitylenrean oligarchy had projected it· 
before the war, and had made secret application to Sparta for aid, 
but without success. Some time after hostilities broke out, they 
resumed the design, which was warmly promoted by the Bceotians, 
kinsmen of the Lesbians in .1Eolic lineage and dialect. The JUi
tylenman leaders appear to have finally determined on revolt 

1 Thucyd. iii, I. . 
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during the preceding autumn or winter ; but they thought it 
prudent to make ample preparations before they declared them
selves openly: and, moreover, they took measures for constraining 
three other towns in Lesbos -Antissa, Eresns, and Pyrrha '---to 
share their fortunes, to merge their own separate governments, 
and to become incorporated with 1\Iitylene. 1\Iethymna, the 
second town in Lesbos, situated on the north of the island, was 
decidedly opposed to them and attached to Athens. The 1\Iity
lenreans built new ships, put their walls in an improved state of 
defence, carried out a mole in order to narrow the entrance of 
their haJ·bor, and render it capable of being closed with a chain, 
despatched emissaries to hire Scythian bowmen and -purchase 
corn in the Euxine, and took such other measures as were neces
sary for an effective resistance. Though the oligarchical charac
ter of their government gave them much means of secrecy, and 
above all, dispensed with the necessity of consulting the people · 
beforehand, - still, measures of such importance could not be 
taken without provoking attention. Intimation was sent to the 
Athenians by various 1\Iitylenrean citizens, partly from private 
feeling, partly in their capacity of proxeni (or consuls, to use a 
modern word which approaches to the meaning) for Athens,
especially by a 1\Iitylena'an named Doxander, incensed with the 
government for having disappointed his two sons of a marriage 
with two orphan heiresses.I Not less communicative were the 
islanders of Tenedos, animated by ancient neighborly jealousy 
towards 1\Iitylene; so that the Athenians were thus forewarned 
both of the intrigues between Mitylene and the Spartans and of 
her certain impending revolt unless they immediately interfered.2 

1 Aristotel. Politic. v, 2, 3. The fact respecting Doxander here mentioned 
is stated by Aristotle, and there is no reason to question its truth. But 
Aristotle states it in illustration of a general position, - that the priYate 
quarrels of principal citizens are often the cause of great misfortune to the 
commonwealth. He represents Doxander and his private quarrel as having 
brought npon l\Iitylenil the resentment of the Athenians and the war with 
Athens-A6;avtlpo>-~p;e Ti/r araaew>, 1wl rrapw~vve roii> 'A-&11vafov>, 
np6;,vor liv riJr rr6A.,wr. 

Having the account of Thucydides before us, we are enabled to say that 
this is an incorrect conception, as far as concerns the cause of the war, 
though the fact in itself may be quite true. 2 Thucyd. iii, 2. 
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This news seems to have become certain about February or 
:March 428 n.c.: but such was then the dispirited condition of 
the Athenians, - arising from two years' suffering under the 
epidemic, and no longer counteracted by the wholesome remon
strances of Perikles, - that they could not at first bring them
selves to believe what tlrny were so much afraid to find true. 
Lesbos, like Chios, was their ally, upon an equal footing, still 
remaining under those conditions which had been at first com
mon to all the members of the confederacy of Delos. l\Iitylene 
paid no tribute to Athens:· it retained its ,\·alls, its large naval 
force, and its extensive landed possessions on the opposite Asi
atic continent : its government was oligarchical, administering all 
internal affairs without the least reference to Athens. Its obli
gations as an ally were, that, in case of war, it was held bound to 
furnish armed ships, \vhcther in cfoterminate number or not, we 
do not know: it would undoubtedly be restrained from making 
war upon Tenedos, or any other subject-ally of Athens: and its 
government or its citizens would probably be held liable to 
answer before the Athenian dikasteries, in case of any complaint of 
injury from the government or citizens of Tenedos or of any other 
ally of Athens, -these latter being themselves also accountable 
before the same tribunals, under like complaints from l'ilitylene. 
That city was thus in practice all but independent, and so 
extremely powerful that the Athenians in their actual state of 
depression were fearful of coping with it, and therefore loth to 
believe the alarming intelligence which reached them. They 
sent envoys with a friendly message to persuade the l\Iitylenreans 
to suspend their proceedings, and it was only when these envoys 
returned without success that they saw the necessity of stronger 
measures. Ten l\Iitylenrean tril·emes, serving as contingent in 
the Athenian fleet, were seized, and their crews placed under 
guard; while Klerppides, then on the point of starting, along 
with two colleagues, to conduct a fleet of forty triremes round 
Peloponnesus, was directed to alter his destination and to proceed 
forthwith to l\Iitylene.l It was expected that he would reach 
that to.wn about the time of the approaching festival of Apollo 
l'ilaloe1s, celebrated in its neighborhood, - on which occasion the 

1 Thucyd. iii, 3. 
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whole l\fitylen::ean population was in the habit of going forth to 
the temple: so that the town, while thus deserted, might easily 
be surprised and seized by the fleet. In case this calculation 
should be disappointed, Klei'ppides was instructed to require that 
the l\Iitylen::eans should surrender their ships of war and raze 
their fortifications, ancl, in case of refusal, to attack them imme
diately. 

But the publicity of debate at Athens was far too great to 
allow such a scheme to succeed. The l\Iitylenreans had their 
spies in the city, and the moment the resolution was taken, one 
of them set off to communicate it at l\Iitylene. Crossing over to 
Ger::estus in Eubrea, he got aboard a merchantman on the point 

·of departure, and reached l\Iitylene with a favorable wind on the 
third day from Athens: so that when Klei"ppides arrived shortly 
afterwards, he found the festiyal adjourned and the government 
prepared for him. The requisition which he sent in was refused, 
and the l\Iitylen::ean fleet even came forth from the harbor to 
assail him, but was beaten back with little difficulty: upon which, 
the l\Iitylenrean leaders, finding themselves attacked before their 
preparations were completed, and desiring still to gain time be
fore they declared their revolt, opened negotiations with Klei'ppi
des, and prevailed on him to suspend hostilities until ambassadors 
could be sent to Athens, - protesting that they had no serious in
tention of revolting. This appears to have been about the middle of 
l\Iay, soon after the Laced::emonian invasion of Attica. Klei'ppides 
was induced, hot very prudently, to admit this proposition, under 
the impression that his armament was insufficient to cope with a 
city and island so powerful ; and he remained moored off the 
.harbor at the north of l\Iitylene until the envoys, among whom 
was included one of the very citizens of l\Iitylene who had sent 
to betray the intended revolt, but who had since changed his 
opinion, should return from Athens. Meanwhile the l\Iitylen::ean 
government, unknown to Klei'ppides, and well aware that the 
embassy would prove fruitless, took advantage of the truce to 
send secret envoys to Sparta, imploring immediate aid: and on 
the arrival of the Lacedremonian l\Ieleas and the Theban Her
m::eondas, who had been despatched to l\Iitylene earlier, but had 
only come in by stealth since the arrival of Klei"ppides, a second 
trireme was sent along with them, carrying additional envoys to 
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reiterate the solicitation. These arrivals and despatches were 
carried on without the knowledge of the Athenian admiral, 
chiefly in consequence of the peculiar site of the town, which 
had originally been placed upon a little islet divided from Lesbos 
by a narrow channel, or euripus, and had subsequently been 
extended across into the main island, - like Syracuse, and so 
many other Grecian settlements. It had consequently two har
bors, one north, the other south of the town : Klei'ppides was an
chored off the former, but the latter remained unguarded.I 

During the absence of the Mitylenrean envoys at Athens, 
reinforcements reached the Athenian admiral from Lemnos, 
Imbros, and some other allies, as well as from the Lesbian town 
of l\Iethymna: so that when the envoys returned, as they pres
ently did, with an unfavorable reply, war was resumed with 
increased vigor. The l\fitylenreans, having made a general sally 
with their full military force, gained some advantage in the 
battle ; yet, not feeling bold enough to maintain the field, they 
retreated back behind their walls. The news of their revolt, 
when first spread abroad, had created an impression unfavorable 
to the stability of the Athenian' empire: but when it was seen 
that their conduct was irresolute, and their achievements dispro
portionate to their supposed power, a reaction of feeling took 
place, - and the Chians and other allies came in with increased 
zeal in obedience to the summons of Athens for reinforcements. 
Klei'ppides soon found his armament large enough to establish 
two separate camps, markets for provision, and naval stations, 
north and south of the town, so as to watch and block up both 
the harbors at once.2 But he commanded little beyond the area 
of his camp, and was unable to invest the city by land; especi
ally as the l\litylenreans had received reinforcements from An

1 Thucyd. iii, 3, 4: compare Strabo, xiii, p. 617; and Plehn, Lesbiaca, 
pp. 12-18. 

Thucydides speaks of the spot at the mouth of the northern harbor as 
being called Malea, which was also undoubtedly the name of the south
eastern promontory of Lesbos. We must therefore presume that there 
were two places on the seaboard of Lesbos which bore that name. 

The easternmost of the two southern promontories of Peloponnesus was 
also called Cape Malea. • Thucyd. iii, 6. 

VOL. VI. 10• 15oc. 
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tissa, Pyrrha, and Eresus, the other towns of Lesbos which 
acted with them. They were even sufliciently strong to march 
against l\lethymna, in hopes that it would be betrayed to them 
by a party within ; but this expectation was not realized, nor 
could they do more than strengthen the fortifications, and confirm 
the Mitylenrean supremacy, in the other three subordinate towns ; 
in such manner that the l\lethymnreans, who soon afterward:; 
attacked Antissa, were repulsed with considerable loss. In this 
undecided condition the island continued, until, somewhere about 
the month of August n.c. 428, the Athenians sent Paches to 
take the command, with a reinforcement of one thousand hoplites, 
who rowed themselves thither in triremes. The Athenians were 
now in force enough not only to keep the l\Iitylenreans within 
their walls, but also to surround the city with a single wall of 
circumvallation, strengthened by separate forts in suitable posi
tions. By the beginning of October, l\Iitylene was thus completely 
block~ded, by land as well as by sea.I · 
. l\Ieanwhile, the l\Iitylenrean envoys, after a troublesome voy
age, reached Sparta a little before the Olympic festival, about the 
middle of June. The Spartans directed them to come to Olym
pia at the festival, where all the members of the Peloponnesian 
confederacy would naturally be present, - and there to set forth 
their requests, after the festival was concluded, in presence of 
all.2 Thucydides has given us, at some length, his version of the 
speech wherein this was done, - a speech not a little remarkable. 
Pronounced as it was by men who had just revolted from Athens, 
having the strongest interest to raise indignation against her as 
well as sympathy for themselves, - and before an audience ex
clusively composed of the enemies of Athens, all willing to hear, 
and none present to refute, the bitterest calumnies against her, 
we should have expected a confident sense of righteous and 
well-grounded though perilous effort on the part of the l\Iity
lenreans, and a plausible collection of wrongs and oppressions 
alleged against the common enemy. Instead of which, the speech 
is apologetic and embarrassed: the speaker not only does not 
allege any extortion or severe dealing from Athens towards the 
:Mitylenreans, but even admits the fact that they had been treated 

1 Thucyd. iii, 18. 2 Tlmcyd. iii, 9. 
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by her with marked honor ;l and that, too, during a long period 
of peace, during which she stood less in awe of her allies gener
ally, and would have had much more facility in realizing any 
harsh purposes towards them, than she could possibly enjoy now 
that the war had broken out, when their discontents would be 
likely to find powerful protectors.SJ According to his own show
ing, the 1\Iitylenreans, while they had been perfectly well treated 
by Athens during the past, had now acquired, by the mere fact 
of war, increased security for continuance of the like treatment 
during the future. It is upon this ground of security for the 
future, nevertheless, that he rests the justification of the revolt, 
not pretending to have any subject of positive complaint. The 
1\fitylenreans, he contends, could have no prospective security 
against Athens : for she had successively and systematically 
brought into slavery all her allies, except Lesbos and Chios, 
though all had originally been upon an equal footing: and there 
was every reason for fearing that she would take the first conve
nient opportunity of reducing the two last remaining to the same 
level, - the rather as their position was now one of privilege 
and exception, offensive to her imperial pride and exaggerated 
ascendency. It had hitherto suited the policy of Athens to leave 
these two exceptions, as a proof that the other allies had justly 
incurred their fate, since otherwise Lesbos and Chios, having 
equal votes, would not have joined forces in reducing them :3 but 

Thucyd. iii, 10. µ'five T<t> xeipov, oo;wµev elvat, el lv ri) elpi/V1) Tl• 
µ Q µ f V 0 l tJ'lr 1 a VT WV EV TOi> OelVOi> U</il<JTaµfl'Ja. 

The language in which the Mitylenrean envoys describe the treatment 
which their city had received from Athens, is substantially as strong as 
that which Kleon uses afterwards in his speech at Athens, when he re
proaches them with their ingratitudc,-Kleon says (iii, 39), avrovoµo£ re 
olKovvre>, Kat r l µCiµ e v o t l > r u rr p w r a v ip' v µ w v, rotailra dpyii
aavro, etc. 

• Thucyd. iii, 12. ov µevrot hr2 rroJ.ii y' av lOoKovµev ovvTJ{)iJvat (rrept· 
y[yvea&ai), ei 111/ orr61ieµo, /Joe KariarTJ, rrapa&iyµaai xpCiµtvoi rol> f> roi)~ 
UAAOV» Ti, oiiv avN, iJ ipiliia tyiyvero Fi tliev{)tpia marn, lv li rrapu yvCiµTjv 
uUi/liov, vrreoexfiµe{)a, Kat ol µf:v i/µii> lv r<;i rroliiµ<i> oeoiare, t{)eparrevov, 
1/µei> of: EKetvovr tv ri) iiavx[<;i ril avril lrrowvµev. 

3 Thucyd. iii, 11. Avrovoµot of: tlieiip{)TJµev ov ot' ulilio rt 7/ i!aov avroi> 
lr rnv apxnv ei11rperrei<;i re ;i.oyov, Kat yvC:iµTJ> µii.Uov tip6o<t> 7/ laxvo>, ra 
'lrpayµara tipaivETO KaTaATj1rTU, •Aµa fltV yup µaprvpi<i> txpwvro, µ1/ av 

http:protectors.SJ
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this policy was now no longer necessary, and the :Mitylenreans, 
feeling themselves free only in name, were imperatively called 
upon by regard for their own safety to seize the earliest opportu
nity for emancipating themselves in reality. Nor was it merely 
regard for their own safety, but a farther impulse of Pan-Hellenic 
patriotism ; a desire to take rank among the opponents, and not 
among the auxiliaries of Athens, in her usurpation of sovereignty 
over so many free Grecian states.I The Uitylenreans had, how
ever, been compelled to revolt with preparations only half-com
pleted, and had therefore a double claim upon the succor of 
Sparta, - the single hope and protectress of Grecian autonomy. 
And Spartan aid - if now lent immediately and heartily, in a 
renewed attack on Attica during this same year, by sea as well 
as by land - could not fail to put down the common enemy, 
exhausted as she was by pestilence as well as by the cost of three 
years' war, and occupying her whole maritime force, either in 
the siege of .Mitylene or round Peloponnesus. The orator con
cluded by appealing not merely to the Hellenic patriotism and 
sympathies of the Peloponnesians, but also to the sacred name 
of the Olympic Zeus, in whose precinct the meeting was held, 
that his pressing entreaty might not be disregarded.2 

In following this speech of the orator, we see the plain confes
sion that the l\litylenreans had no reason whatever to complain 
of the conduct of Athens towards themselves: she had respected 
alike their dignity, their public force, and their private security. 
This important fact helps us to explain, first, the indifference which 
the :Mitylenrean people will be found to manifest in the revolt; 
next, the barbarous resolution taken by the Athenians after its
suppression. The reasons given for the revolt are mainly two. 
1. The l\litylenreans had no security that Athens would not 
degrade them into the condition of subject-allies like the rest. 
2. They did not choose to second the ambition of Athens, and to 
become parties to a war, for the sake of maintaining an empire 
essentially, offensive to Grecian political instincts. In both these 
two reasons there is force; and both touch the .sore point of the 

T 0 v> ye l (j 0 "'i; ~ 0 v ~ '"' 0 v T ar , £l µi; TL T/Oll(OVV olr; erref,-aav, 'v (j T pa
T e Vet v. 

1 Thucyd. iii, 1.1. 2 Thucyd. iii, 13, 14. 
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Athenian empire. That empire undoubtedly contradicted one of 
the fundamental instincts of the Greek mind, - the right of 
every separate town to administer its own political affairs apart 
from external control. The Peloponnesian alliance recognized 
this autonomy in theory, by the general synod and equal voting 
of all the members at Sparta, on important occasions; though it 
was quite true,1 as Perikles urged at Athens, that in practice 
nothing more was enjoyed than an autonomy confined by Spartan 
leading-strings, - and though Sparta held in permanent custody 
hostages for the fidelity of her Arcadian allies, summoning their 
military contingents without acquainting them whither they were 
destined to march. But Athens proclaimed herself a despot, 
effacing the autonomy of her allies not less in theory than in 
practice: far from being disposed to cultivate in them any sense 
of a real common interest with herself, she did not even cheat 
them with those forms and fictions which so often appease discon
tent in the absence of realities. Doubtless, the nature of her 
empire, at once widely extended, maritime, and unconnected, or 
only partially connected, with kindred of race, rendered the forms 
of periodical deliberation difficult to keep up ; at the same time 
that it gave to her as naval chief an ascendency much more des
potic than could have been exercised by any chief on land. It 
is doubtful whether she could have overcome - it is certain 
that she did not try to overcome - these political difficulties; 
so that her empire stood confessed as a despotism, opposed to the 
political instinct of the Greek mind; and the revolts against it, 
like this of J\litylene, - in so far as they represented a genuine 
feeling, and were not merely movements of an oligarchical party 
against their own democracy, - were revolts of this offended 
instinct, much more than consequences of actual oppression. 
The l\Iitylenreans might certainly affirm that they had no secu
rity against being one day reduced to the common condition of 
subject-allies like the rest; yet an Athenian speaker, had he 

• ~hucy~. i, 144. K~t orav KUKtZvoi (the Lacedremoniaus) Tait; avri:Jv 
U'l!'OOCJ~t 'l!'OAt<lt,µ~ <1ifit<1t Toli;- AaKeoaiµovfoir; E'l!'LT1J0el(,)f: avro
voµeiufJai, a'A'A' avroir; EKaurotr;, tJt; {3ovA.ovrat. 

About the hostages detained by Sparta for the fidelity of her allies, see 
Thucyd, v, 54, 61. 

1 
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been here present, might have made no mean reply to this por
tion of their reasoning;- he would have urged that, had Athens 
felt any dispositions towards such a scheme, she would have 
taken advantage of the fourteen years' truce to execute it; and 
he would have shown that the degradation of the allies by 
Athens, and the change in her position from president to despot, 
had been far less intentional and systematic than the l\Iitylenrean 
orator affirmed. 

To the Peloponnesian auditors, however, the speech of the 
latter proved completely satisfactory; the Lesbians were declared 
members of the Peloponnesian alliance, and. a second attack 
upon Attica was decreed. The Laccdremonians, foremost in the 
movement, summoned contingents from their various allies, and 
were early in arriving with their own at the.isthmus: they there 
began to prepare carriages or trucks for dragging across the 
isthmus the triremes which had fought against Phormio, from the 
harbor of Lechreum into the Saronic guH~ in order to employ 
them against· Athens. But the remaining allies did not answer 
to the summons, remaining at home occupied with their harvest; 
and the Lacedremonians, sufficiently disappointed with this lan
guor and disobedience, were still farther confounded by the unex
pected presence of one hundred Athenian triremes off the coast 
of the isthmus. The Athenians, though their own presence at 
the Olympic festival was forbidden by the war, had doubtless 
learned more or less thoroughly the proceedings which l1ad taken 
place there respecting l\Iitylene. Perceiving the general belief 
entertained of their depressed and helpless condition, they deter
mined to contradict this by a great and instant effort, and accord
ingly manned forthwith one hundred triremes, requiring the 
personal service of all men, citizens as well as metics ; and 
excepting only the two richest classes of the 8olonian census, 
i. e. the pentakosiomedimni, and the hippeis, or horsemen. 'With 
this prodigious fleet they made a demonstration along the isthmus 
in view of the Lacedmmonians, and landed in various parts of 
the Peloponnesian coast to inflict damage. At the same time, 
thirty other Athenian triremes, despatched sometime previously 
to Akarnania, under Asopius, son of Phormio, landed at different 
openings in LaGonia, for the same purpose ; and this news reached 
the Lacedxmonians at the isthmus while the other great Athe
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nian fleet was parading before their eyes.I Amazed at so un
expected a demonstration of strength, they began to feel how 
much the l\litylenreans had misled them respecting the exhaustion 
of Athens, and how incompetent they were, especially without 
the presence of their allies, to undertake any joint effective move
ment by sea and land against Attica. They therefore returned 
liome, resolving to send an expedition of forty triremes, under 
Alkidas, to the relief of l\Iitylene itself; at the same time trans
mitting requisitions to their various allies, in order that these 
triremes might be furnished.2 

l\leanwhile, Asopius, with his thirty triremes, had arrived in 
Akarnania, from whence all the ships except twelve were sent 
home. He had been nominated commander as the son of Phor
mio, who appears either to have died, or to have become unfit for 
service, since his victories of the preceding year; and the Akar
nanians had preferred a special request that a son, or at least 
some relative of Phormio, should be invested with the com
mand of the squadron ; so beloved was his name and character 
among them. Asopius, however, accomplished nothing of impor
tance, though he again undertook conjointly with the Akarnanians 
a fruitless march against CEniadre. Ultimately, he was defeated 
and slain, in attempting a disembarkation on the territory of 
Leukas.3 

The sanguine announcement made by the l\Iitylcnmans at 
Olympia, that Athens was rendered helpless by the epidemic, 
had indeed been strikingly contradicted by her recent display; 
since, taking numbers and equipment together, the maritime 
force which she had put forth this summer, manned as it was by 
a higher class of seamen, surpassed all former years ; although, 
in point of number only, it was inferior to the two hundred and 
fifty triremes which she had sent out during the first summer of 
the war.4 But the assertion that Athens was impoverished in 

1 Thucyd. iii, 7-16. 2 Thucyd. iii, 15, 16. 3 Thucyd. iii, 7. 
4 Thucyd. iii, 17. Kai: 1wrU. rov ;rpovov rovrov, ov al v7J£> ltrl.eov, lv roi> 

'll'AEiarat OT/ viJe> flµ' avTOi> lvepyol Kui\Aet lyivovTO, 'll'aparrA~atat of; Kat ln 
11'1.eiov> up;rnµivov rov 1roAiµov. T~v re yilp 'ATTlli"V Kat Evpoiav Kai: ~aA
aµiva l:Karilv l¢i1/.aaaov, Kat 7r:tpt ITtA07r:OVV1/aOV frepai lKarov 1/uav, x(,)pt, 
Oe al 7r:tpi: IToriJatav Kat lv roi> UAAOt> x(,)plot>, ware al Tr:uuat uµa lyiyvovro 
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:finances was not so destitute of foundation: for the whole treasure 
in the acropolis, six thousand talents at the commencement of the 
war, was now consumed, with the exception of that reserve of 
one thousand talents which had been solemnly set aside against 
the last exigences of defensive resistance. This is not surpris
ing, when we learn that every hoplite engaged for near two years 
and a half in the blockade of Potid::ea, received two drachmas 
per day, one for himself and a second for an attendant: there 
were during the whole time of the blockade three thousand hop
lites engaged there, - and for a considerable portion of the time, 
four thousand six hundred ; besides the fleet, all the seamen of 
which received one drachma per day per man. Accordingly, 
the Athenians were now for the first time obliged to raise a direct 
contribution among themselves, to the amount of two hundred 
talents, for the purpose of prosecuting the siege of :Mitylene: 
and they at the same time despatched Lysikles with four col
leagues, in command of twelve triremes, to collect money. What 
relation these money-gathering ships bore to the regular tribute 
paid by the subject-allies, or whether they were allowed to visit 
these latter, we do not know: in the present case, Lysikles landed 

lv lvl >Hpet Ota1<6crtat 1<al 'lt"eVT~l<OVTa. Kai TU xp~µaTa TOVTO µr.AtuTa inra· 
viiA.c.iue µeTu Ilonoa£ar, etc. 

I have endeavored to render as well as I can this obscure and difficult 
passage; difficult both as to grammar and as to sense, and not satisfactorily 
explained by any of the commentators, -if, indeed, it can be held to stand 
now as Thucydides wrote it. In the preceding chapter, he had mentioned 
that this fleet of one hundred sail was manned largely from the hoplite 
class of citizens (iii, 16). Now we know from other passages in his work 
(see v, 8; vi, 31) how much difference there was in the a11pearance and 
efficiency of an armament, according to the class of citizens who served on 
it. \Ve may then refer the word t<aililor to the excellence of outfit hence 
arising: I wish, indeed, that any instance could be produced of 1<aililo, in 
this sense, but we find the adjective 1<uilA.tuTO!: (Thucyd. v, 60) urpaT6rre0ov 
yap o-7 TOVTO 1<aililturov 'EilA1JVll<OV Ti:JV µe-;rpt roiioe §vv~A.ifev. Inv, 8, 
1:hucydides employs the word a;ic.iµa to denote the same meaning; and in 
VI, 31, he says: rrapar;1<evq yup avri) n:pwr1J ll<rrilefoar;a µta!,' 'lroilec.ir ovvaµet 
'Eilil17vt•ti rroilvuileuraT1J or, /Cat evrrpmeuTiiT71 Ti:JV el, e1<elvov TOV xpovov 
eyeveTo. It may be remarked that in that chapter too, he contrasts the 
expedition against Sicily with two other Athenian expeditions, equal to it 
in number, but inferior in equipment: the same comparison which I believe 
he means to take in this passage. 

http:lroilec.ir
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at J\Iyus, near the mouth of the Mreander, and marcl.1ed up t~e 
country to levy contributions on the Karian v_illages m the ~lam 
of that river: but he was surprised by the Karians, perhaps aided 
by the active Samian exiles at Anrea in the neighborhood, and 
slain with a considerable number of his men.1 

"\Vhile the Athenians thus held l\Iitylene under siege, their 
faithful friends, the Platreans, had remained closely blockaded 
by the Peloponnesians and lkcotians for more than a year, with
out any possibility of relief. At length, provisions began to fail, 
and the general, Eupompides, backed by the prophet Therenetus, 
- these prophets2 were often among the bravest soldiers in the 
army, - persuaded the garrison to adopt the daring but seemingly 
desperate resolution of breaking out over the Llockading wall, 
and in spite of its guards. So desperate, indeed, did the project 
seem, that at the moment of execution, one half of the garrison 
shrank from it as equivalent to certain death: the other half, 
about two hundred and twelve in number, persisted and escaped. 
Happy would it have been for the remainder had they even per
ished in the attempt, and thus forestalled the more melancholy 
fate in store for them ! 

It has been already stated, that the circumvallation of Platrea 
was accomplished by a double wall and a double ditch, one ditch 
without the encircling walls, another between them and the 
town; the two walls being sixteen feet apart, joined 'together, and 
roofed all round, so as to look like one thick wall, and to afford 
covered quarters for the besiegers. Doth the outer and inner 
circumference were furnished with battlements, and after every 
ten battlements came a roofed tower, covering the whole breadth 
of the double wall, - allowing a free passage inside, but none 
outside. In general, the entire circuit of the roofed wall was 
kept under watch night and day : but on wet nights the besiegers 
had so far relaxed their vigilance as to retire under cover of the 
towers, and leave the intermediate spaces unguarded: and it was 
upon this omission that the plan of escape was founded. The 
Platreans prepared ladders of a proper height to scale the block

1 Thucyd. iii, 19. 

Thucyd. Hi, 20. Compare Xenophon, Hellen. ii, 4, 19; lleroilot. ix, 
37; Plutarch, Aratus, c. 25. 

2 
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ading double wall, ascertaining its height by repeatedly counting 
the ranges of bricks, which were quite near enough for them to 
discern, and not effectually covered with whitewash. On a cold 
and dark December night, amidst rain, sleet, and a roaring wind, 
they marched forth from the gates, lightly armed, some few with 
shields and spears, but most of them with breastplates, javelins, 
and bows and arrows: the right foot was naked, and the left 
foot alone shod, so as to give to it a more assured footing on the 
muddy ground.I Taking care to sally out with the wind in their 
faces, and at such a distance from each other as to prevent any 
clattering of arms, they crossed the inner ditch and reached the 
foot of the wall without being discovered: the ladders, borne in 
the van, were immediately planted, and Ammeas, son of Korre
bus, followed by eleven others, armed only with a short sword 
and breastplate, mounted the wall : others, armed with spears, 
followed him, their shields being carried and handed to them 
when on the top by comrades behind. It was the duty of this 
first company to master and maintain the two towers, right and 
left, so as to keep the intermediate space free for passing over: 
this was successfully done, the guards in both towers being sur
pri~ed and slain, without alarming the remaining besiegers : and 
many of the Platreans had already reached the top of the wall, 
when the noise of a tile accidently knocked down by one of them, 
betrayed what was passing. Immediately a general clamor was 
raised, alarm was given, and the awakened garrison rushed up 
from beneath to the top of the wall, yet not knowing where the 
enemy was to be found; a perplexity farther increased by the 
Platreans in the town, who took this opportunity of making a 
false attack on the opposite side. Amidst such confusion and 
darkness, the blockading detachment could not tell where to di

1 Thucyd. iii, 22. Dr. Arnold, in his note, construes this passage as if 
the right or bare foot were the least likely to slip in the mud, and the left or 
shod foot the most likely. The Scholiast and "\Vasse maintain the opposite 
opinion, which is certainly the more obvious sense of the text, though the 
sense of Dr. Arnold would also be admissible. The naked foot is very 
liable to slip in the mud, and might easily be rendered less liable, by san· 
dais, or covering particularly adapted to that purpose. Besides, Wasse 
remarks justly, that the warrior who is to use his n'ght arm requires to have 
his lRft foot firmly planted. 
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rect their blows, and all remained at their posts, except a reserve 
of three hundred men, kept constantly in readiness for special 
emergencies, who marched out and patrolled the outside of the 
ditch to intercept any fugitives from within. At the same time, 
fire-signals were raised to warn their allies at Thebes, - but 
here again the Platreans in the town had foreseen and prepared 
fire-signals on their part, which they hoisted forthwith, in order 
to deprive this telegraphic communication of all special mean
~~1 • 

:Meanwhile, the escaping Platreans, masters of the two adjoin
ing towers, - on the top of which some of them mounted, while 
others held the doorway through, so as to repel with spears and 
darts all approach of the blockaders,- prosecuted their flight 
without interruption over the space between, shoving down the 
battlements in order to make it more level and plant a greater 
number of ladders. In this manner they all successively got 
over and crossed the outer ditch; every man, immediately after 
crossing, standing ready on the outer bank, with bow and javelin, 
to repel assailants and maintain safe passages for his comrades 
in the rear. At length, when all had descended, there remained 
the last and greatest difficulty,- the escape of those who occu
pied the two towers and kept the intermediate portion of wall 
free: yet even this was accomplished successfully and without 
loss. The outer ditch was, however, found embarrassing, - so 

1Thucyd. iii, 22. <fipvKToi u ',fpovTo tr Tar e~{Jar 7roA.iµwi, etc. It would 
seem by this statement that the blockaders must have been often in the 
habit of transmitting intelligence to Thebes by m~ans of fire-signals ; each 
particular combination of lights having more or less of a special meaning. 
The Platroans had observed this, and foresaw that the same means· would 
lie used on the night of the oqtbreak, to bring assistance from Thebes forth
with. If they had not observed it before, they could not have prepared for 
the moment when the new signal would be hoisted, so as to confound its 
meaning- o7rCJI' U.aarpq Ta a11µfla v ... , 

Compare iii, 80. I agree with the general opinion stated in Dr. Arnold's 
note respecting these fire-signals, and even think that it might have been 
sustained more strongly . 
. "Non enim (observes Cicero, in the fifth oration against Verres, e. 36 ), 

s1cut erat nu per consuetudo, prredonum adventum significabat ignis especttld 
sublatus aut tumulo: sed flamma ex ipso incendio navium et calamitatem 
acceptam ct periculum reliquum nuntiabat." 
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full of water from the rain as to be hardly fordable, yet with thin 
ice on it also, from a previous frost: for the storm, which in other 
respects was the main help to their escape, here . retarded their 
passage of the ditch by an unusual accumulation of water. It 
was not, however, until all had crossed except the defenders 
of the towers, - who were yet descending and scrambling 
through, - that the Peloponnesian reserve of three hundred 
were seen approaching the spot with torches. Their un
shielded right side was tt'lrned towards the ditch, and the 
Platreans, already across and standing on the bank, immediately 
assailed them with arrows and javelins,-in which the torches 
enabled them to take tolerable aim, while the Peloponnesians on 
their side could not distinguish their enemies in the dark, and 
had no previous knowledge of their position. They were thus 
held in check until the rearmost Platmans had surmounted the 
difficulties of the passage: after which the whole body stole off 
as speedily as they could, taking at first the road towards Thebes, 
while their pursuers were seen with their torch-lights following 
the opposite direction, on the road which led by the heights called 
Dryos-Kephalm to Athens : after having marched about three 
quarters of a mile on the road to Thebes, leaving the chapel of 

· the Hero Androkrates on their right hand, the fugitives quitted 
it, and striking to the eastward towards Erythrre and IIysire, soon 
found themselves in safety among the mountains which separate 
Bmotia from Attica at that point; from whence they passed into 
the glad harbor and refuge of Athens.I 

Two hundred and twelve brave men thus emerged to life and 
liberty, breaking loose. from that impending fate which too soon 
overtook the remainder, and preserving for future times the gen
uine breed and honorable traditions of Platrea. One man alone 
was taken prisoner at the brink of the 'outer ditch, while a few, 
who had enrolled themselves originally for the enterprise, lost 
courage and returned in despair even from the foot of the inner 
wall; telling their comrades within that the whole band had 
perished. Accordingly, at daybreak, the Platmans within sent 
out a herald to solicit a truce for burial of the dead bodies, and 

1 Thucyd. iii, 24. Diodorus (xii, 56) gives a brief summary of these 
facts, without either novelty or liveliness. 
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it was only by the answer made to this request, that they learned 
the actual truth. The description of this memorable outbreak 
exhibits not less daring in the execution than skill and foresight 
in the design ; and is the more interesting, inasmuch as the men 
who thus worked ont their salvation were precisely the bravest 
men, who best deserved it. 

Meanwhile, Paches and the Athenians kept :Mitylene closely 
blocked up, the provisions were nearly exhausted, and the 
besieged were already beginning to think of capitulation, 
when their spirits were raised by the arrival of the Lacedremo
nian envoy Salrethus, who had landed at Pyrrha on the west 
of Lesbos, and contrived to steal in through a ravine which 
obstructed the continuity of the blockading wall, - about Feb
ruary 427 n.c. He encouraged the :Mitylenreans to hold out, 
assuring them that a Peloponnesian fleet under Alkidas was on 
the point of setting out to assi8t them, and that Attica would be 
forthwith invaded by the general Peloponnesian army. His own 
arrival, also, and his stay in the town; was in itself no small 
encouragement: we slmll see hereafter, when we come to the 
siege of Syracuse by the Athenians, how much might depend 
upon the presence of one single Spartan. All thought of sur
render was accordingly abandoned, and the :Mitylenreans awaited 
with impatience the arrival of Alkidas, who started from Pelo
ponnesus at the beginning of April, with forty-two triremes; 
while the Lacedmmonian army at the same time invaded Attica, 
in order to keep the attention of Athens fully employed. Their 
ravages on this occasion were more diligent, searching, and 
destructive to the country than before, and were continued the 
longer because they awaiteu the arrival of news from Lesbos. 
But none reached them, their stock of provisions was exhausted, 
ancl the army was obliged to break up.1 

The news, when it did arrive, proved very unsatisfactory. 
. Salrethus and the l\Iitylenreans had held out until their provis~ 
ions were completely exhausted, but neither relief nor ti<lino-s 

' 0 'reached them from Peloponnesus. At length, even Salrethus 
became convinced that no relief would come ; he projected, · 
therefore, as a last hope, a desperate attack upon the Athenians 

1 Thucytl. iii, 25, 26. 
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and their wall of blockade. For this purpose, he distributed full 
panoplies among the mass of the people, or commons, who had 
hitlierto been without them, having at best nothing more than 
bows or javelins.l But he had not sufficiently calculated the con
sequences of this important step. The l\fitylenrean multitude, 
living under an oligarchical government, had no interest whatever 
in the present contest, which had been undertaken without any 
appeal to their opinion. They had no reason for aversion to 
Athens, seeing that they suffered no practical grievance from the 
Athenian alliance : and we shall find hereafter that even among 
the subject-allies - to say nothing of a privileged ally like 
l\'IityH\ne - the bulk of the citizens were never forward, some
times positively reluctant, to revolt. The Mitylenrean oligarchy 
had revolted, in spite of the absence of practical wrongs, because 
they desired an uncontrolled town-autonomy as well as security 
for its continuance: but this was a feeling to which the people 
were naturally strangers, having no share in-the government of 
their own town, and being kept dead and passive, as it was the 
interest of the oligarchy that they should be, in respect to polit
ical sentiment. A Grecian oligarchy might obtain from its 
people quiet submission under ordinary circumstances, but if 
ever it required energetic effort, the genuine devotion under 
which alone such effort could be given, was found wanting. Ac
cordingly, the Mitylenrean demos, so soon as they found them
selves strengthened and ennobled by the possession of heavy 
armor, refused obedience to the orders of Salrethus for marching 
out and imperiling their lives in a desperate struggle. They 
were under the belief - not unnatural under the secrecy of public 
affairs habitually practised by an oligarchy, but which, assuredly, 
the Athenian demos would have been too well informed to enter
tain - that their governors were starving them, and had concealed 
stores of provis~ons for themselves. Accordingly, the first use 
which they made of their arms was, to demand that these con
cealed stores should be brought out and fairly apportioned to all; 
threatening, unless their demand was complied with at once, to 
enter into negotiations with the Athenians, and surrender the city. 

1 Thucyd. iii, 27. o Ialcat~or, Ka~ avro, ob rrpouoq:6µevo, frt T<t( vaii(, 
OTrAL,££ TOii o~µov, rrp6upov 1/J1Ao11 CIJJTa, ,;,, trre;1w11 roir 'A~71vaio1r. 
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The ruling l\Iitylenreans, unable to prevent thi~, but foreseeing 
that it would be their irretrievable ruin, preferred the chance of 
ne"otiatin"' themselves for a capitulation. It was agreed with 

0 b • • 

Paches, that the Athenian armament should enter mto possess10n 
of Mitylene; that the fate of its people and city should be left 
to the Athenian assembly, and that the l\Iitylenreans should send 
envoys to Athens to plead their cause : until the return of these 
envoys, Paches engaged that no one should be either killed, or 
put in chains, or sold into slavery. Nothing was said about 
Salrethus, who hid himself as well as he could in the city. In 
spite of the guarantee received from Paches, so great was the 
alarm of those l\fitylenreans who had chiefly instigated the 
revolt, that when he actually took possession of the city, they 
threw themselves ag suppliants upon the altars for protection ; 
but being induced, by his assurances, to quit their sanctuary, 
were placed in the island of Tenedos until answer should be 
received from Athens.I 

Having thus secured possession of l\Iitylene, Paches sent 
round some triremes to the other side of the island, and easily 
captured Antissa. But before he had time to reduce the two 
remaining towns of Pyrrha and Eresus, he received news which 
forced him to turn his attention elsewhere. 

To the astonishment of every one, the Peloponnesian fleet of 
Alkidas was seen on the coast of Ionia. It ought to have been 
there much earlier, and had Alkidas been a man of energy, it 
would have reached Mitylene even before the surrender of the 
city. But the Peloponnesians, when about to advance into the 
Athenian waters and brave the Athenian fleet, were under the 
same impressions of conscious weakness and timidity - especially 
since the victories of Phormio in the preceding year - as that 
which beset land-troops who marched up to attack the Lacedre
monia~ heavy-armed.2 Alkidas, though unobstructed by the 
Athemans, who were not aware of his departure, - though 
pressed to hasten forward by Lesbian and Ionian exiles on 
board, and aided by expert pilots from those Samian exiles who 

1 Thucyd. iii, 28. 

2 Thucyd. iv, 34. T~ yvCip'J oeoovl..c.>µ€vo' wr brt AaKeoatµovfovr. 
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had established themselves at Anrea,1 on the Asiatic continent, 
and acted as zealous enemies of Athens, - nevertheless, instead 
of sailing straight to Lesbos, lingered first near Peloponnesus, 
next at the island of Delos, making capture of private vessels 
with their crews ; until at length, on reaching the islands of 
Ikarus and l\fykonus, he heard the unwelcome tidings that the 
besieged town had capitulated. Not at first crediting the report, 
be sailed onward to Embaton, in the Erythrrean territory on the 
coast of "Asia l\finor, where he found the news confirmed. As 
only seven days had elapsed since the capitulation had been con
cluded, Teutiaplus, an Eleian captain in the fleet, strenuously 
urged the daring project of sailing on forthwith, and surprising 
l\fitylene by night in its existing unsettled condition: no prep
aration would have been made for receiving them, and there was 
good chance that the Athenians might be suddenly overpowered, 
the l\litylenreans again armed, and the town recovered. 

Such a proposition, which was indeed something more than 
daring, did not suit the temper of Alkidas. Nor could he be 
induced by the solicitation of the exiles to fix and fortify himself 
either in-any port of Ionia, or in the .lEolic town of Kyme, so as 
to afford support and countenance to such subjects of the Athe
nian empire as were disposed to revolt; though he was confi
dently assured that many of them would revolt on his proclama
tion, and that the satrap Pissuthnes of Sardis would help him 
to defray the expense. Having been sent for the express pur
pose of relieving l\Iitylene, Alkidas believed himself interdicted 
from any other project, and determined to return to Pelopon
nesus at once, dreading nothing so much as the pursuit of Paches 
and the Athenian fleet. From Embaton, accordingly, he started 
on his return, coasting southward along Asia l\finor as far as 
Ephesus. But the prisoners taken in his voyage were now an 
encumbrance to his flight; and their number was not inconsid
erable, since all the merchant-yessels in his route had approached 
the fleet without suspicion, believing it to be Athenian: a Pelo
ponesian fleet near the coast of Ionia, was as yet something 
unheard of and incredible. To get rid of his prisoners, Alkidas 
stopped at l\fyonnesus, near Teos, and there put to death the 

1 Thucyd. iv, 75. 
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greater number of them, - a bar?arous proceed.ing, ."'.hi ch exci~ed 
lively indignation among the ne1ghbormg Jome cities to which 
they belonged; insomuch that when he reached Ephesus, the 
Samian exiles dwelling at Anrea, who had come forward 
so actively to help him, sent him a spirited remonstrance, 
reminding him that the slaugl1ter of men neither engaged 
in war, nor enemies, nor even connected with Athens, except 
by constraint, was disgraceful to one who came forth as the 
liberator of Greece, - and that, if he persisted, he would con
vert his friends into enemies, not his enemies into friends. 
So keenly did Alkidas feel this animadversion, that he at once 
liberated the remainder of his prisoners, several of them Chians ; 
and then started from Ephesus, taking his course across sea 
towards Krete and Peloponnesus. After much delay off the coast 
of Krete from stormy weather, which harassed and dispersed his 
fleet, he at length reached in safety the harbor of Kyllene in 
Elis, where his scattered ships were ultimately reunited.I 

Thus inglorious was the voyage of the first Peloponnesian 
admiral who dared to enter that JUare clausum which passed for a 
portion of the territory of Athens.2 But though he achieved 
little, his mere presence excited everywhere not less dismay than 
astonishment: for the Ionic towns were all unfortified, and Alki
das might take and sack any one of them by sudden assault, even 
though unable to hold it permanently. Pressing messages 
reached Paches from Erytbrre and from several other places, 
while the Athenian triremes called Paralus and Salaminia, the 
privileged vessels which usually carried public and sacred depu
tations, had themselves seen the Peloponnesian fleet anchored 
at Ikarns, and brought him the same intelligence. Paches, 
having his hands now free by the capture of Mitylene, set forth 
immediately in pursuit of the intruder, whom he chased as far 

1 Thucyd. iii, 32, 33-69. 
~ Thucyd. v, 56. 'Apyelot o' VJJ6vre> rrap' 'A-&Tjvaiov> lrrtKal.ovv on, 

yeypa,uµevov i:v Tai{ mrovoai> 0 ta TiJ r ea v T ij v EKUUTovr µif i:~v rrol.e
ttiovr outvat, i:auetav Kara -&aA.auuav (AaKtOatµoviovr) 1rapa1ri'.eiiuat. 

'Ve see that the sea is here reckoned as a portion of the Athenian terri
tory ; and even the portion of sea near to Peloponnesus - much more that 
on the coast of Ionia. ' ' 

VOL. VI. 11 16oc. 
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the island -0f Patmos. It was there ascertained that Alkidas had 
finally disappeared from the eastern waters, and the Athenian 
admiral, though he would have rejoiced to meet the Peloponne-
sian fleet in the open sea, accounted it fortunate that they had 
not taken up a position in some Asiatic harbor, - in which case 
it would have been necessary for him to undertake a troublesome 
and tedious blockade,1 besides all the chances of revolt among 
the Athenian dependencies. "\Ve shall see how much, in this 
respect, depended upon the personal character of the Lacedoomo
nian commander, when we come hereafter to the expedition of 
Brasidas. 

On his return from Patmos to Mitylene, Paches was induced 
to stop at Notium by the solicitations of some exiles. Notium 
was the port of Kolophon, from which it was some little distance, 
as Peiroous was from Athens.2 

About three years before, a violent internal dissension had 
taken place in Kolophon, and one of the parties, invoking the 
aid of the Persian Itamanes (seemingly one of the generals of 
the satrap Pissuthnes), bad placed him in possession of the town; 
whereupon the opposite party, forced to retire, had established 
itself separately and independently at Notium. But the Kolo~ 
phonians who remained in the town soon contrived to procure a 
party in Notium, whereby they were enabled to regain posses
sion of it, through the aid of a body of Arcadian mercenaries in 
the service of Pissuthnes. These Arcadians formed a standing 
garrison at Notium, in which they occupied a separate citadel, or 
fortified space, while the town became again attached as harbor to 
Kolophon. A considerable body of exiles, however, expelled on 
that occasion, now invoked the aid of Paches to reinstate them, 
and to expel the Arcadians. On reaching the place, the Athenian 
general prevailed upon Hippias, the Arcadian captain, to come 
forth to a parley, under the promise that, if nothing mutually 
satisfactory could be settled, he would again replace him, "safe 
and sound," in the fortification. But no sooner had the Arcadian 
come forth to this parley, than Paches, causin.,. him to be de

• 0 

tamed under guard, but without fetters or ill-usage, immediately 

I Thucyd. iii, 33. 
2 The dissensions between Notium and Kolophon are noticed by Aristot. 

I'olitic. v, 3, 2.. .. 
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attacked the fortification while the garrison were relying on the 
armistice, carried it by storm, and put to death both the Arca
dians and the Persians who were found within. Having got pos
session of the fortification, he next brought Hippias again into it, 
"safe and sound," according to the terms of the convention, 
which was thus literally performed, and then immediately after
wards caused him to be shot with arrows and javelins. Of this 
species of fraud, founded on literal performance and real viola
tion of an agreement, there are various examples in Grecian 
history; but nowhere do we read of a more flagitious combina
tion of deceit and cruelty than the behavior of PacMs at No
tium. How it was noticed at Athens, we do not know: but we 
may remark, not without surprise, that Thucydides recounts it 
plainly and calmly without a single word of comment.I 

Notium was separated from Kolophon, and placed in posses
sion of those Kolophonians who were opposed to the Persian 
supremacy in the upper town. But as it had been down to this 
time a mere appendage of Kolophon and not a separate town, 
the Athenians soon afterwards sent cekists and performed for it 
the ceremonies of colonization according to their own laws and 
customs, inviting from every quarter the remaining exiles of 
Kolophon.2 "Whether any new settlers went from Athens itself, 
we do not know: but the step was intended to confer a sort of 
Hellenic citizenship, and recognized collective personality, on the 
new-born town of Notium; without which, neither its theory or 
solemn deputation would have been admitted to offer public sac
rifice, nor its private citizens to contend for the prize, at Olympic 
and other great festivals. 

Raving cleared the Asiatic waters from the enemies of 
Athens, Paches returned to Lesbos, reduced the towns of Pyrrha 
and Eresus, and soon found himself so completely master both 
of l\Iitylene and the whole island, as to be able to send home the 
la~ger part of his force; carrying with them ns prisoners those 
l\I1tylenmans who had been deposited in Tenedos, as well as 
others, prominently implicated in the late revolt, to the number, 
altogether of rather more than a thousand. The Lacedremonian 

1 Thucyd. iii, 34. 

2 TI d ... 


mcy · Ill, 34 i C. A. Pertz, Colophoniaca, p. 36. ( Gi:ittingen, 1848.) 
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Salrethus, being recently detected in his place of concealment, 
was inclucled among the prisoners transmitted. 

Upon the fate of these prisoners the .Athenians had now to 
pronounce, and they entered upon the discussion in a temper of 
extreme wrath and vengeance. As to Salrethus, their resolution 
to put him to death was unanimous and immediate, nor would 
they listen to his promises, assureclly delusive, of terminating the 
blockade of Platrea, in case his life were spared. ·what to do 
with l\Iitylene ancl its inhabitants was a point more doubtful, and 
was submittecl to formal debate in the public assembly. 

It is in this debate that Thucydides first takes notice of Kleon, 
who is, however, mentioned by Plutarch as rising into importance 
some few years earlier, during the lifetime of Perikles. Under 
the great increase of tracle and population in Athens and Peirreus 
during the last forty years, a new class of politicians seem to 
have grown up, men engaged in various description,; of trade 
and manufacture, who began to rival more or less in impor
tance the ancient families of Attic proprietors. This change 
was substantially analogous to that which took place in the 
cities of medireval Europe, when the merchanis and traders 
of the various guilcls graclually came to compete with, and ulti
mately supplantecl, the patrician families in whom the supremacy 
had originally resided. In Athens, persons of ancient family 
and station enjoyed at this time no political privilege, and since 
the reforms of Ephialtes and Perikles, the political constitution 
had become thoroughly democratical. But they still continued 
to form the two highest classes in the Solonian census.founded on 
property, - the pentakosiomedimni, and the hippeis, or knights: 
new men enriched by trade doubtless got into these classes, but 
probably only in minority, and !mbibed the feeling of the class 
as they found it, instead of bringing into it any new spirit. :Now 
an individual Athenian of this class, though without any legal 
title to preference, yet when he stood forward as candidate for 
political influence, continued to be decicledly preferred and wel
comed by the social sentiment at Athens, which preserved in its 
spontaneous sympathies distinctions effaced from the political 
cocle.1 Besicles this place ready prepared for him in the public 

1 Tlrncyd. v, 43, 'AAKtf31ao711:-uvfip i/AtKiq, µf:v wv fri ToTe vior, i:i, lv 
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sympathy, especially advantageous· at the outset of political life, 
- he found himself farther borne up by the family connections, 
associations, and political clubs, etc., which exercised very great 
influence both on the politics and the judicature of Athens, and 
of which Le became a member as a matter of course. Such 
advantages were doubtless only auxiliary, carrying a man up to a 
certain point of influence, but leaving him to achieve the rest by 
his own personal qualities and capacity. But their effect was 
nevertheless very real, and those who, without possessing them, 
met and buffeted him in the public assembly, contended against 
great disadvantages. A person of such low or middling station 
obtained no favorable presumptions or indulgence on the part of 
the public to meet him half-way, - nor had he established con
nections to encourage first successes, or help him out of early 
scrapes. He found others already in possession of ascendency, 
and well-disposed to keep down new competitors; so that he had 
to win his own way unaided, from the first step to the last, by 
qualities personal to himself; by assiduity of attendance, by ac
quaintance with business, by powers of striking speech, and 
withal by unflinching audacity, indispensable to enable him to 
bear up against that opposition and enmity which he would 
incur from the high-born politicians, and organized party clubs, 
as soon as he appeared to be rising up into ascendency. 

The free march of political and judicial affairs raised up sev
eral such men, during the years beginning and immediately pre
ceding the Peloponnesian war. Even during the lifetime of 
Perikles, they appear to have arisen in greater or less numbers: 
but the personal ascendency of that great man, - who combined 
an aristocratical position with a strong and genuine democratical 
sentiment, and an enlarged intellect rarely found attached to 
either, - impressed a peculiar character on Athenian politics. 
The Athenian world was divided into his partisans and his oppo
nents, among each of whom there were individuals high-born 
an<l low-born,- though the aristocratical party, properly so called, 
the majority of wealthy and high-born Athenians, either opposed 
or disliked him. It is about two years after his death that we 

ti./,A.p rr6A.et, u;iwµan oe rrpoy6vc.JV Ttµwµevo~. Compare Xenophon, Mem
ornbil. i, 2, 25; iii, 6, I. 1 
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begin to hear of a new class of politicians : Eukrates, the rope
seller; Kleon, the leather-seller; Lysikles, the sheep-seller; Hy
perbolus, the lamp-maker; l the two first of whom must have 
been already well-known as speakers in the ekklesia, even during 
the lifetime of Perikles. Among them all, the~ most distin
guished was Kleon, son of Kle::enetus. 

Kleon acquired his first importance among the speakers against 
Perikles, so that he would thus obtain for himself, during his early 
political career, the countenance of the numerous and aristocrati
cal anti-Perikleans. He is described by Thucydides in general 
terms as a person of the most violent temper and character in 
Athens, - as being dishonest in his calumnies, and virulent in 
his invective and accusation.2 Aristophanes, in his comedy of 
the Knights, reproduces these features, with others new and dis
tinct, as well as with exaggerated details, comic, satirical, and 
contemptuous. His comedy depicts Kleon in the point of view 
in which he would appear to the knights of Athens, -a leather
dresser, smelling of the tan-yard, -a low-born brawler, terrify
ing opponents by the violence of his criminations, the loudness 
of his voice, the impudence of his gestures, - moreover, as venal 
in his politics, threatening men with accusations, and then 
receiving money to withdraw them; a robber of the public 
treasury, persecuting merit as well as rank, and courting the 
favor of the assembly by the basest and most guilty cajolery. 
The general attributes set forth by Thucydides (apart from Aris
tophanes, who does not profess to write history), we may well 
accept; the powerful and violent invective of Kleon, often dis
honest, together with his self-confidence and audacity in the 
public assembly. l\Ien of the middling class, like Kleon and 

1 Aristophan. Equit, 130, seqq., and Scholia; Enpolis, Demi, Fram. xv, p. 
466, ed. Meineke. See the remarks in Ranck, Commentat. de Vita Aris
tophanis, p. cccxxxiv, seqq. 

2 Thucyd. iii, 36. KAe<JV - wv Kat tr TU uA.A.a {3tatOTaTO> Ti:Jv 1!'0:\tTi:Jv, 
Kat T{ii ohµt,J 1rapa1!'o/,iJ tv Tri> TOTe 1rt'9avwmTor. 

He also mentions Kleon a second time, two years afterwards, but in 
terms which also seem to imply a first introunction, -µU.A.ium oe avrov~ 
lv'ijye KAECJV 0 KA.eawirov, uvT;p OTJµay<Jyor KaT' lKeivov TOV xpovov i:Jv Kat 
Tri> 1!'A~'9et m'9avoJTaTO>, iv, 21-28: also v, 16. KAt<Jv-voµt,CJV Kam~av€
anpor llv elvai KaKovpyi:Jv, Kat umuTonpor rJiaf3U.A.A.wv, etc. 
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Hyperbolus, who persevered in addressing the public assembly 
and trying to take a leading part in it, against persons of greater 
family pretension than themselves, were pretty sure to be men of 
more than usual audacity. Had they not possessed this quality, 
they would never have surmounted the opposition made to them: 
we may well believe that they had it to a displeasing excess, 
and even if they had not, ~be same measure of self-assumption 
which in Alkibiades would be tolerated from liis rank and station, 
would in them pass for insupportable impudence. Unhappily, we 
have no specimens to enable us to appreciate the invective of 
Kleon. "\Ve cannot determine w hetber it was more virulent than 
that of Demosthenes and .lEschines, seventy years afterwards,
each of those eminent orators imputing to the other the grossest 
impudence, calumny, perjury, corruption, loud voice, and revolt
ing audacity of manner, in language which Kleon can hardly 
Jiave surpassed in intensity of vituperation, though he doubtless 
fell immeasurably short of it in classical finish. Nor can we 
even tell in what degree Kleon's denunciations of the veteran 
Perikles were fiercer than those memorable invectives against 
the old age of Sir Robert ·walpole, with which Lord Chatham's 
political career opened. The talent for invective possessed by 
Kleon, employed first against Perikl&s, would be counted as great 
impudence by the partisans of that illustrious statesman, as well 
as by impartial and judicious citizens; but among the numerous 
enemies of Perikles, it would be applauded as a burst of patriotic 
indignation, and would procure for the orator that extraneous 
support at first which would sustain him until he acquired his 
personal hold on the public assembly.I 

By what degrees or through what causes that hold was gradually 
increased, we do not. know; but at the time when the question of 
l\Iitylene came on for discussion, it had grown into a sort of ascen
dency which Thucydides describes by saying that Kleon was •'at 
that time by far the most persuasive speaker in the eyes of the peo
ple." The fact of Kleon's great power of speecb, and his capacity 

I Plutarch, Perikles, c. 33. 'Eireij>vero oe teat KUwv, 1;011 &ta rijr irp3" 
lKeivov bpy'fir ri:Jv iroAtri:Jv iropev6µcvor elr r~v 071µaywyfov. 

Perik!Cs was 011;ri'>elr aWwvt KUwvt - in the words of the comic author 
Hcrmippus. 
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of handling public business in a popular manner, is better attested 
than anything else respecting him, because it depends upon two 
witnesses both hostile to him, -Thucydides and Aristophanes. 
The assembly and the dikastery were Kleon's theatre and hold
ing-ground: for the Athenian people taken coUectively in their 
place of meeting, and the Athenian people taken individually, 
were not always the same person and had not the same mode 
of judgment: l)emos sitting in the Pnyx, was a different man 
from Demos at home.l The lofty combination of qualities pos
sessed by Perikles exercised ascendency over both one and the 
other; but the qualities of Kleon swayed considerably the former 
without standing high in the esteem of the latter. 

·when the fate of 1\Iitylene and its inhabitants was submitted 
to the Athenian assembly, Kleon took the lead in the discussion. 
There never was a theme more perfectly suited to his violent 
temperament and power of fierce invective. Taken collectively, 
the case of Mitylene presented a revolt as inexcusable and aggra
vated as any revolt could be: and we have only to read the 
grounds of it, as set forth by the 1\Iitylen:.can speakers themselves 
before tlie Peloponnesians at Olympia, to be satisfied that such a 
proceeding, when looked at from the Athenian point of view, 
would be supposed to justify, and even to require, the very high
est pitch of indignation. The 1\Iitylen:.cans admit., not only that 
they have no ground of complaint against Athens, but that they 
have been well and honorably treated by her, with special privi
lege. But they fear that she may oppress them in future: they 
hate the very principle of he1· empire, and eagerly instigate, as 
well as aid, her enemies to subdue her: they select the precise 
moment in which she has been worn down by a fearful pestilence, 
invasion, and cost of war. Nothing more than this would be 
required to kindle the ·most intense wrath in the bosom of an 
Athenian patriot: but there was yet another point which weighed 
as much as the rest, if not more: the revolters had been the first 
to invite a Peloponnesian fleet across the .lEgean, and the first to 
proclaim, both to Athens and her allies, the precarious tenure of 
her empire.2 The violent Kleon would on_ this occasion find in 

1 Aristophan. Equit. 750. 
• Thucyd. iii, 36. 1t"f'OIJ~VVE,3aAETO OVI( tAUXltJTOV Ti;r opµi;r, etc. 
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the assembly an audience hardly less violent than himself, and 
would easily be able to satisfy them that anything like mercy to 
the J\Iitylenreans was treason to Athens. He proposed _to apply 
to the captive city the penalties tolerated by the custom of war in 
their harshest and fullest measure: to kill the whole 1\litylenrean 
male population of military age, probably about six thousand per
sons, - and to sell as slaves all the women and children.I The 
proposition, though strongly opposed by Diodotus and others, was 
sanctioned and passed by the assembly, and a trireme was forth
with despatched to 1\litylene, enjoining Paches to put it in execu
tion.2 

Such a sentence was, in principle, nothing more than a very 
rigorous application of the received laws of war. Not merely 
the reconquered rebel, but even the prisoner of war, apart from 
any special convention, was at the mercy of his conqueror, to be 
slain, sold, or admitted to ransom : and we shall find the Lace
dremonians carrying out the maxim without the smallest abate
ment towards the Platrean prisoners, in the course of a very 
short time. And doubtless the Athenian people, so long as 
they remained in assembly, under that absorbing temporary 
intensification of the common and predominant sentiment which 
springs from the mere fact of multitude, and so long as they 
were discussing the principle of the case, What had J',Iitylene 
deserved? thought only of this view. Less than the most 
rigorous measure of war, they would conceive, would be inade
quate to the wrong done by the 1\litylanreans. But when the 
assembly broke up, - when the citizen, no longer wound up by 
sympathizing companions and animated speakers in the Pnyx, 
subsided into the comparative quiescence of individual life,; 
when the talk came to be, not about the propriety of passing 
such a resolution, but about the details of exe~uting it, a sen
sible change and marked repentance became presently visible. 
We must also recollect, and it is a principle of no small mo
ment in human affairs, especially among a democratical people 

1 I infer this total number from the fact that the number sent to Athens 
by Pachcs, as foremost instigators, was rath!lr more than one thousand 
(Thncyd. iii, 50). The total of i},3wvuc, or males of military age, must have 
been (I imagine) si1' times this number. 1 Thucyd. iii, 36. 
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like the Athenians, who stand charged with so many resolutions 
passed and afterwards unexecuted, that the sentiment of wrath 
against the l\litylenreans bad been really in part discharged by 
the mere passing of the sentence, quite apart from its execution; 
just as a furious man relieves himself from overboiling anger by 
imprecations against others which he would himself shrink from 
afterwards realizing. The Athenians, on the whole the mo!lt hu
mane people in Greece, - though humanity, according to our ideas, 
cannot be predicated of any Greeks, - became sensible that they 
had sanctioned a cruel and frightful decree, an<l the captain and 
seamen,1 to whom it was giYen to carry, set forth on their voyage 
with mournful repugnance. The l\Iitylena=an envoys present in 
Athens, who had probably been allowed to speak in the assembly 
and plead their own cause, together with those Athenians who , 
had been proxeni and friends of l\litylene, and the minority gen
erally of the previous assembly, soon discerned, and did their 
best to foster, this repentance ; which became, during the course 
of the same evening, so powerful as well as so wide-spread, that 
the strategi acceded to the prayer of the envoys, and convoked a 
fresh assembly for the morrow to reconsider the proceeding. 
By so doing, they committed an illegality, and exposed them
selves to the chance of impeachment: but the change of feel
ing among the people was so manifest as to overbear any such 
scruples.2 

Though Thucydides had given us only a short summary, with
out any speeches, of what passed in the 1irst assembly, -yet as 
to the second assembly, he gives us at length the speeches both 
of Kleon and Diodotus, the two principal orators of the first 
also. We may be sure that this second assembly was in all 
points one of the most interesting and anxious of the whole war; 

1 Thucyd. iii, 36. Ka2 rv forepaiq; µeruvoia rtr eirt'tvr fiv avroir Kat uva;\.o
yu:rµor, l.iµov ro {3ov;\.wµa Kat µeya tyvi;Ja{)ai, 7r0ALV O~-T/V oia</n'leipat µiil./,,ov 
1i ov rovr alriovr;. 

The feelings of the seamen, in the trireme appointed to carry the order 
of execution, are a striking point of evidence in this case: rl/r: rrporipa~ 
vewr; ov 0'1rovoij 7rAtOVaT/!: l:rrt rrpii.yµa uUa1<0rov, etc. (iii, 50). 

ll Thucyd. iii, 36. As to the illegality, see Thucyd. vi, 14, which I 
think is good evidence to prove that there was illegality. I agree with 
Schomann on this point, in spite of the doubts of Dr, Arnold. 
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and though we cannot certainly determine what were the circum
stances which determined Thucydides in his selection of speeches, 
yet this cause, as well as the signal defeat of Kleon, whom he 
disliked, may probably be presumed to have influenced him here. 
That orator came forward to defend his proposition passed on the 
preceding day, and denounced in terms of indignation the unwise 
tenderness and scruples of the people, who could not bear to 
treat their subject-allies, according to the plain reality, as men 
held only by naked fear. Ile dwelt upon the mischief and folly 
of reversing on one day what had been decided on the day pre
ceding, - upon the guilty ambition of orators, who sacrificed the 
most valuable interests of the commonwealth either to pecuniary 
gains, or to the personal credit of speaking with effect, triumph
ing over rivals, and setting up their own fancies in place of fact 
and reality. Ile deprecated the mistaken encouragement given 
to such delusions by a public" wise beyond what was written," 
who came to the assembly, not to apply their good sense in judg
ing of public matters, but merely for the delight of hearing 
speeches.I He restated the heinous and unprovoked wrong com
mitted by the Mitylenreans, - and the grounds for inflicting upon 
them that maximum of punishment which "justice" enjoined. 
Ile called for "justice" against them; nothing less, but nothing 
more: warning the assembly that the imperial necessities of 
Athens essentially required the constant maintenance of a senti
ment of fear in the minds of unwilling subjects, and that they 
must prepare to see their empire pass away if they suffered 
themselves to be guided either by compassion for those who, if 
victors, would have no compassion on them,2 - or by unseason
able moderation towards those who would neither feel nor requite 

1 Thucyd. iii, 37. ol µev yilp rwv re voµwv aorpwrepot f3of/).,ovrat rpa£vea{)at, 
TWV re ad /.eyoµevwv tr TO KOlVOV 7repiy£yvea{)d, • .••.• ol v' umarovvur rfi 
tavrwv fvviaet ciµa&f:arepot µev TWV VOfiWV u;wvatv eivat, uvvvarwrepot Ve 
rov Ka'Awr elrrovror µ€µ1fiaa{)ai lcoyov. 

Compare the language of Archidamus at Sparta in the congress, where 
he takes credit to the Spartans for being uµa{)iarepov rwv voµwv riJr inre
po1fiiar TrauJev6µevo1, etc. ( Thucyd. i, 84) -very similar in spirit to the 
remarks of Kleon about the Athenians. 

2 Thucyd. iii, 40. µrioe rptat rolr: Mvµrpopwrurotr rfi upxfi, OlKT't', Kat 
f11lovfj Aoywv, Kat f'lrlElKet(l, uµapTUVEtV. 
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it, -or by the mere impression of seductive discourses. Justice 
against the l\Iitylenreans, not less than the strong political inter
ests of Athens, required the infliction of the sentence decreed on 
the day preceding.! 

The harangue of Kleon is in many respects remarkable. If 
we are surprised to find a man, whose whole importance resided 
in his tongue, denouncing so severely the license and the undue 
influence of speech in the public assembly, we must recollect 
that Kleon had the advantage of addressing himself to the intense 
prevalent sentiment of the moment, - that he could, therefore, 
pass off the dictates of this sentiment as plain, downright, honest 
sense and patriotism; while the opponents, speaking against the 
reigning sentiment, and therefore driven to collateral argument, 
circumlocution, and more or less of manmuvre, might be repre
sented as mere clever sophists, showing their talents in making 
the worse appear the better reason,-if not actually bribed, at 
least unprincipled, and without any sincere moral conviction. 
As this is a mode of· dealing with questions both of public con
cern and of private morality, not less common at present than it 
was in the time of the Peloponnesian war,-to seize upon some 
strong and tolerably wide-spread sentiment among the public, to 
treat the dictates of that sentiment as plain common sense and 
obvious right, and then to shut out all rational estimate of coming 
good and evil as if it were unholy or immoral, or at best mere 
uncandid subtlety,- we may well notice a case in which Kleon 
employs it to support a proposition now justly regarded as bar
barous. 

Applying our modern views to this proposition, indeed, the 
prevalent sentiment would not only not be in favor of lGeon, but 
would be irresistibly in favor of his opponents. To put to death 
in cold blood some six thousand persons, would so revolt modern 
feelings, as to overbalance all considerations of past misconduct 
in the persons to be condemned. Nevertheless, the speech of 
Diodotus, who followed and opposed IGeon, not only contains no 
appeal to any such merciful predispositions, but even positively 

Thucyd. iii, 40. rred}oµevot ol: tµo£ Ta Te cli1rnta. tr: MtTVA1}vaiovi- /cat TU 
fvµrpopa uµa '1rOl~6eTe' UAACJi' oe yvovTe, Toii- µev ov xapteia&e, vµi.ii- ol: 
avrov, µi.iAA-OV OtKatwaeaiJe. 
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disclaims appealing to them: the orator deprecates, not less than 
Kleon, the influence of compassionate sentiment, or of a spirit 
of mere compromise and moderation. 1 He farther discards 
considerations of justice or the analogies of criminal judica
ture,2 - and rests his opposition altogether upon reasons of pub
lic prudence, bearing upon the future welfare and security of 
Athens. 

Thucyd. iii, 48: compare the speech of Kleon, iii, 40. vµeZr Oe yv6vrer 
aµetv(,) raoe elvat, t<.at µfire oit<.T<tJ 1l'A€ov veiµavrer µfire E1l'lEtKett;z, 0 l ( ov 0 e 
lye;, l iJ 1l' p0 (fay e (f {fat, a1l'' avriJv Oe TiJv ?l'apatvovµiv(,)11, etc. 

Dr. Arnold distinguishes ol1<.ror (or Heor) from l1l'tet1<.e£a, by saying that 
"the former is a feeling, the latter a habit: ol1<.ror, pity or compassion, may 
occasionally touch those who are generally very far from being lmet1<.elr
mild or gentle. 'E1l'tet1<.e£a relates to all persons, - oltcror, to particular 
individuals." The distinction here taken is certainly in itself just, and 
Amettc~r sometimes has the meaning ascribed to it by Dr. Arnold: but in 
this passage I believe it has a different meaning. The contrast between 
olKTor and lmettceia - as Dr. Arnold explains them - would be too feeble, 
and too little marked, to serve the purpose of Kleon and Diodotus. 'Ei
mufo here rather means the disposition to stop short of your full rights ; 
a spirit of fairness and adjustment; an abatement on your part likely to be 
requited by abatement on the part of your adversary: compare Thucyd. i, 
76; iv, 19; v, 86; viii, 93. 

2 Thucyd. iii 44. eyiJ Ot ?l'api/A.i'fov OVTE civrepiJv 1l'Ept MtrvA.1711afo11 ovre 
1<.ar17yopfirr(,)li' ov yap 1rtpt ri/r EKelV(,)11 aOttciar f,µ'iv 6 ciyiJv, el (f(,)rf>povovµev, 
UAAU 1l'Ept Ti/> f,µerfpar; evf3ovA.iar; .... Ott<.at6repor yap CJv avroii 
(KA.e(,)vor) 6 A.6yor; 1rpor rnv vvv vµerepav opy~v er Mtrv
A, 1/ 11 a [ 0 v (, ra;pz av E?l'l(f?l'u(fatTO. ;, µel!: 0 f; 0 v 0 l Kai; 6 µ e {fa 1l' p 0 I: 
av T0 i> r' (j (f Te T OJ v 0 l Ka l (,) v 0 el II' UAAU f3ovA.ev6µei'fa 1l'Epl avriJv, 
li1l'(,)r xp11rr£µ(,)r lfovrrtv. 

So Mr. Burke, in his speech on Conciliation with America (Burke's 
Works, vol. iii, pp. 69-74), in discussing the proposition of prosecuting the 
acts of the refractory colonies as criminal: " The thing seems a great deal 
too big for my ideas of jurisprudence. It should seem, to my way of con
ceiving such matters, that there is a wide difference in reason and policy, 
between the mode of proceeding on the irregular conduct of scattered 
individuals, or even of bands of men who disturb order within the state, 
and the civil dissensions which may from time to time agitate the several 
communities which compose a great empire. It looks to me to be narrow 
and pedantic, to apply the ordinary ideas of criminal justice to this great 
public contest. I do not know the method of drawing up an indictment 
against a whole people," etc.-"l\Iy consideration is narrow, confined, and 
wholly limited to the policy of the question." 
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He begins by vindicating! the necessity of reconsidering the 
resolution just passed, and insists on the mischief of deciding so 
important a question in haste or under strong passion ; he enters 
a protest against the unwarrantable insinuations of corruption or 
self-conceit by which Kleon had sought to silence or discredit his 
opponents ;2 and then, taking up the question on the ground of 
public wisdom and prudence, he proceeds to show that the rigor
ous sentence decreed on the preceding day was not to be de
fended. That sentence would not prevent any other among the 
subject-allies from revolting, if they saw, or fancied that they 
saw, a fair chance of success: but it might perhaps drive them,3 
if once embarked in revolt, to persist even to desperation, and 
bury themselves under the ruins of their city. ·while every 
means ought to be employed to prevent them from revolting, by 
precautions beforehand, it was a mistaken reckoning to try to 
deter them by enormity of punishment, inflicted afterwards upon 
such as were reconquered. In developing this argument, the 
speaker gives some remarkable views on the theory of punish
ment generally, and on the small addition obtained in the way of 
preventive effect eyen by the greatest aggravation of the suf
fering inflicted upon the condemned criminal, - views which 
might have passed as rare and profound even down to the last 
century.4 And he farther supports his argument by emphatically 
setting forth the impolicy of confounding the JHitylenman Demos 
in the same punishment with their oligarchy: the revolt had 
been the act exclusively of the latter, and the former had not 

1 Thucyd. iii, 42. • Thucyd. iii, 43. 3 Thucyd. iii, 45, 46. 
4 Compare this speech of Diodotus with the views of punishment implied 

by Xenophon in his Anabasis, where he is describing the government of 
Cyrus the younger: 

"Nor can any man contend, that Cyrus suffered criminals and wrong
doers to laugh at him : he punished them with the most unmeasured 
severity ( ucpw5forara rruvniv tTtµwptiTo ). And you might often sec ·along 
the frequented roads men deprived of their eyes, their hands, and their feet: 
so that in his government either Greek or barbarian, if he had no criminal 
purpose, might go fearlessly through and can7 whatever he found conve
nient." (Anahasis, i, 9, 13.) 

The severity of the punishment is, in Xenophon's mind, the measure 
both of its effects in deterring criminals, and of the character of the ruler 
inflicting it. 
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only taken no part in it, but, as soon as they obtained possession 
of arms, had surrendered the city spontaneously. In all the 
allied cities, it was the c~mmons who were well-affected to Athens, 
and upon whom her hold chiefly depended against the doubtful 
fidelity of the oligarchies :1 but this feeling could not possibly 
continue, if it were now seen that all the l\1itylenreans indiscrim
inately were confounded in one common destruction. Diodotus 
concludes by recommending that those l\1itylcnreans whom Pa
ches had sent to Athens as chief$ of the revolt, should be put 
upon their trial separately; but that the remaining population 
should be spared.2 

This speech is that of a man who feels that he has the reign
ing and avowed sentiment of the audience against him, and that 
lie must therefore win his way by appeals to their reason. The 
same appeals, however, might have been made, and perhaps had 
been made, during the preceding discussion, without success ; but 
Diodotus knew that the reigning sentiment, though still ostensibly 
predominant, had been silently undermined during the last few 
hours, and that the reaction towards pity and moderation, which 
had been growing up under it, would work in favor of his argu
ments, though he might disclaim all intention of invoking its aid. 
After several other discourses, both for and against, - the assem
bly came to a vote, and the proposition of Diodotus was adopted; 
but adopted by so small a majority, that the decision seemed at 
first doubtfuJ.3 

But the trireme carrying the first vote had started the day 
before, and was already twenty-four hours on its way to l\Iity
Iene. A second trireme was immediately put to sea, bearing the 
new decree; yet nothing short of superhuman exertions could en
able it to reach the condemned city before the terrific sentence now 
on its way might be actually in course of execution. The l\Iity
lanrean envoys stored the vessel well with provisions, promising 

1 Thucyd. iii, 47. Nvv µ'i:v yup vµiv o oi)µor lv· rrU.aatr rair rro.?ieaiv 
EVVOvr fort, Kat f; OV ;vvarj>laTaTal Toir OAl yoir, 1; EUV (3taa{}i,J, V11'ap;(tl Toir 
urroar"aaai rroUµwr eM>vr, Kat Ti;r uvTtKafhaTaµivl/r rro.?iec.ir To rr.?iij~or 
;i>µµa;rov l;rovrer lr rr6.?ieµov lrrip;rea{}e. 

2 Thucyd. iii, 48. 
3 Thucyd. iii, 49. lyivovTo lv Ti; ;(etpOTOVt(l ciy;rw,ua.?iot, lKpaTTj<Jt o' " TOV 

AwooTov. 

http:rro.?iec.ir
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large rewards to the crew if they arrived in time; and an inten
sity of effort was manifested, without parallel in the history of 
Athenian seamanship, - the oar being never once relaxed be
tween Athens and :Mitylene, and the rowers merely taking 
turns for short intervals of rest, with refreshment of barley-meal 
steeped with wine and oil swallowed on their seats. Luckily, 
there was no unfavorable wind to retard them: but the object 
would have been defeated, if it had not happened that the crew 
of the first trireme were as slow and averse in the transmission 
of their rigorous mandate, as those of the second were eager for 
the delivery of the reprieve in time. And, after all, it came no 
more than just in time ; the first trireme had arrived, the order 
for execution was actually in the hands of Paches, and his meas
ures were already preparing. So near was the :Mitylenrean 
population to this wholesale destruction :I so near was Athens to 
the actual perpetration of an enormity which would have raised 
against her throughout Greece a sentiment of exasperation more 
deadly than that which she afterwards incurred even from the 
proceedings at l\Ielos, Skione, and elsewhere. Had the execu
tion been realized, the person who would have suffered most by 
it, and most deservedly, would have been the proposer, Kleon. 
For if the reaction in ·Athenian sentiment was so immediate and 
sensible after the mere passing of the sentence, far more violent 
would it have been when they learned that the deed had been 
irrevocably done, and when all its painful details were presented 
to their imaginations: and Kleon would have been held respon
sible as the author of that which had so disgraced them in their 
own eyes. As the case turned out, he was fortunate enough to 
escape this danger; and his proposition, to put to death those 
Mitylenreans whom Paches had sent home as the active revolting 
party, was afterwards adopted and executed. It doubtless ap
peared so moderate after the previous decree passed but rescinded, 
as to be adopted with little resistance, and to provoke no after
repentance: yet the men so slain were rather more than one 
thousand in number.2 

Besides this sentence of execution, the Athenians razed the 

1 Thucyd. iii, 49. rrapil. roaoiJrov µev Ti MtrvA.~v171Ji11'1e Ktvovvov. 
1 Thucyd. iii, 50. 
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fortifications of JUitylene, and took possession of all her ships of 
war. In lieu of tribute, they farther established a new perma
nent distribution of the land of the ioland; all except l\lethymna, 
which liad remained faithful to them. They distributed it into 
three thousand lots, of which three hundred were reserved for 
consecration to the gods, and the remainder assigned to Athenian 
kleruchs, or proprieta~y settlers, chosen by lot among the citizens; 
the Lesbian proprietors still remaining on the land as cultivating 
tenants, and paying to the Athenian klcruch an annual rent of 
two mirn:e, near four pounds sterling, for each lot. We should 
have been glad to learn more about this new land-settlement than 
the few words of the historian suffice to explain. It would seem 
that two thousand seven hundred Athenian citizens, with their 
families must have gone to reside, for the time at least, in Les
bos, as kleruchs; that is, without abnegating their rights as 
Athenian citizens, and without being exonerated either from 
Athenian taxation, or from personal military service. But it 
seems certain that these men did not continue long to reside in 
Lesbos : and we may even suspect that the kleruchic allotment 
of the island must have been subsequently abrogated. There 
was a strip on the opposite mainland of Asia, which had hither
to belonged to l\Iitylene; this was now separated from that 
town, and henceforward enrolled among the tributary subjects 
of Athens.I 

1 Thucyd. iii, 50; iv, 52. About the Lesbian kleruchs, sec Boeckh, l'ublic 
Econ. of Athens, B. iii, c. 18; 'Wachsmuth, Hell. Alt. i, 2, p. 36. These 
kleruchs must originally have gone thither a.s a garrison, as .M. Boeckh 
remarks; and may probably have come back, either all or a part, when 
needed for military serYice at home, and when it was ascertained that the 
island might be kept without them. Still, however, there is much which is 
llUZzling in this arrangement. It seems remarkable that the Athenians, at 
a time when their accumulated treasure had been exhausted, and when they 
were beginning to pay direct contributions from their private property, 
should sacrifice five thousand four hundred minre (ninety talents) annual 
revenue capable of being appropriated by the state, unless that sum were 
required to maintain the kleruchs as resident garrison for the maintenance 
of Lesbos. And as it turned out afterwards that their residence was not 
necessary, we may doubt whether the state did not convert the kleruchie 
grants into a public tribute, wholly or partially. 

·we may farther remark, that if the kleruch be supposed a citizen resident 
VOL. VI. 17OC. 
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To the misfortunes of l\Iitylene belongs, as a suitable appen
dix, the fate of Paches, the Athenian commander, whose perfidy 
at Notium has been recently recounted. It appears, that having 
contracted a passion for two beautiful free women at JUitylene, 
Hellanis and Lamaxis, he slew their husbands, and got possession 
of them by force. Possibly, they may ha~e had private friends 
at Athens, which must of course have been the case with many 

at Athens, but receiving rent from his lot of land in some other territory, 
- the analogy between him and the Roman colonist fails. The Homan 
colonists, though retaining their privileges as citizens, were sent out to 
reside on their grants of land, and to constitute a sort of resident garrison 
over the prior inhabitants, who had been despoiled of a portion of territory 
to make room for them. 

See, on this subject and analogy, the excellent Dissertation of Mad
wig: De jure et conditione coloniarum Populi Romani qurestio historica, 
-Madwig, Opuscul. Copenhag. 1834. Diss. viii, p. 246. 

M. Boeckh and Dr. Arnold contend justly that at the time of the expe
dition of Athens against Syracuse and aftenvards (Thucyd. vii, 57; viii, 
23), there could have been but few, if any, Athenian kleruchs resident in 
Lesbos. \Ve might even push this argument farther, and apply the same 
inference to an earlier period, the eighth year of the war (Thucyd. iv, 75), 
when the Mitylenrean exiles were so active in their aggressions upon An
tandrus and the other towns, originally Mitylenrean possessions, on the 
opposite mainland. There was no force near at hand on the part of 
Athens to deal with these exiles except the apyvpolioyat viier, - had there 
been kleruchs at Mitylcne, they would probably have been able to defeat 
the exiles in their first attempts, and would certainly have been among tho 
most important forces to put them down afterwards, - whereas Thucydides 
makes no allusion to them. 

Farther, the oration of Antipbo (De Crude Herod. c. 13) makes no allu
sion to Athenian kleruchs, either as resident in the island, or even as ab
sentees receiving the annual rent' mentioned by Thucydides. The Mityle
mean citizen, father of the speaker of that oration, had been one of those 
implicated - as he says, unwillingly-in the past revolt of the city 
against Athens : since the deplorable termination of that revolt he had 
continued possessor of his Lesbian property, and continued also to dis
charge his obligations as well ( choregic obligations- xap17yiar) towards 
Mitylilne as (his obligations of pecuniary payment - TEATJ) towards Athens. 
If the arrangement mentioned by Thucydides had been persisted in, this 
l\Iitylenrean proprietor would have paid nothing towards the city of Athens, 
but· merely a rent of two minre to some Athenian kleruch, or citizen ; 
which can hardly be reconciled with the words of the speaker as we fiud 
them in Antipho. 
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l\fitylenrean families : at all events they repaired thither, bent 
on obtaining redress for this outrage, and brought their complaint 
against Paches before the Athenian dikastery, in that trial of 
accountability to which every officer was liable at the close of his 
command. So profound was the sentiment which their case 
excited, in this open and numerous assembly of Athenian citizens, 
that the guilty commander, not waiting for sentence, slew himself 
with his sword in open court.I 

1 See the Epigram of Agathias, 5i, p. 377. Agathias, ed. Bonn. 
'EA.A.avlr; rp1µfL1catpa, teat axapieuua Aaµa;ir, 

i/ur71v µi:v rrarpar; ¢€yyea Ae"{31aoor. 
·o'"'a o' 'A{}71vair;u1 O'VV OAIWO'lV fr{}aoe ICEAO'a<; 

ruv MiroJ.71vaiav yuv <tA.&rra;e IIux11r;, 
Tuv tcovpav rtOttcGJ<; *p&uuaro, ri:Jr; oe O'VVEVVGJ<; 

lKravev, t:i<; ri;var; riioe {3i11u6µevor. 
Tai oe tear' Alyaiow poov irA.arii A.airµa ¢epfo{}71v, 

Kat rrort ruv Kpavauv Mo1f!orriav opaµfr11v, 
Li.&µ,,, o' uyyeAir71v U.A.tri/µovot; lpya II&x11ror 

µiuifia µtv e!r; OA07/V Ki/pa O'VV7/Aauar71v. 
Toia µ'tv, c:i Kovpa, rrerroviJKarov. u...p o' err£ rrarpav 

1/KETOV, EV cl' avrij, KeiCJ'{}ov uirorp{}1µ€va•
Ev oi: 7rOVGJV urrovau{}ov, liret 7r0Tt uaµa O'VVCVVGJV 

<voerov, tr; KAEll'ilf µvilµa uao<fipoavvar;
'YµveVO'tv o' frt rravrc<; oµu<fipovar hpGJtvar, 

rr&rpar Kat rroufov rri/µara rtaaµ€va<;. 

Plutarch (Nikias, 6: comparo Plutarch, Aristeides, c. 26) states the fact 
of Paches having slain himself before the dikastery on occasion of his trial 
of accountability. II&x11ra ruv lAovra Afoj]ov, ilr, e!J{}vvar oioovr; ri/r; 
urpar71yia(, lv avrfiJ r<;i 011Caurcpi'iJ urrarr&µevo<; g;cpor <tveiA.ev tavrov, etc. 

The statement in riutarch, and that in the Epigram, hang together so 
pe1fcctly well, that each lends authority to the other, and I think there is 
good reason for crediting the Epigram. The suicide of PacMs, and that 
too before the dikasts, implies circumstances very different from those 
usually brought in accusation against a general on trial : it implies an in ten· 
sity of anger in the numerous dikasts greater than that which acts of pecu
lation would be likely to raise, and such as to strike a guilty man with 
insupportable remorse and humiliation. The story of Lamaxis and llel
limis would be just of a nature to produce this vehement emotion among 
the Athenian dikasts. Moreover, the words of the :Epigram, - µiu<fia µiv 
el~ bA.o1;v Ki/pa O'VV'f/Aauar71v, - are precisely applicable to a self-inflicted 
death. It would seem by the Epigram, moreover, that, even in the time of 
Agathias (A.D. 550-the reign of Justinian), there must have been pre
served at l\fitylene a sepulchral monument commemorating this incident. 

http:tveiA.ev
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The surrender of Platrea to the Lacedremonians took place 
not long after that of l\Iitylene to the Athenians, - somewhat 
later in the same summer. Though the escape of one-half of 
the garrison had made the provisions last longer for the rest, still 
they had now come to be exhausted, and the remaining defenders 
were enfeebled and on the point of perishing by starvation. 
The Lacedremonian commander of the blockading force, knowing 
their defenceless condition, could easily have taken the town by 
storm, had he not been forbidden by express orders from Sparta. 
For the Spartan government, calculating that peace might one 
day be concluded with Athens on terms of mutual cession of 
places acquired by war, wished to acquire Platrea, not by force 
but by capitulation and voluntary surrender, which would serve 
as an excuse for not giving it up: though such a distinction, 
between capture by force and by capitulation, not admissible in 
modern diplomacy, was afterwards found to tell against the Lace
d::emonians quite as much as in their favor.I Acting upon thes~ 
orders, the Laced::emonian commander sent in a herald, summon
ing the Platreans to surrender voluntarily, and submit themselves 
to the Lacedxmonians as judges, - with a stipulation "that the 
wrong-doers2 should be puni~hed, but that none should be pun
ished unjustly." To the besieged, in their state of hopeless 
starvation, all terms were nearly alike, and they accordingly 
surrendered the city. After a few days' interval, during which 
they received nourishment from the blockading army, five persons 
arrived from Sparta to sit in judgment upon their fate, - one, 
Aristomenidas, a Herakleid of the regal family.3 

The five Spartans having taken their seat as judges, doubtless 
in full presence of the blockading army, and especially with the 
Thebans, the great enemies of Platrea, by their side, - the pris
oners taken, two hundred Platreans and twenty-five Athenians, 
were brought up for trial, or sentence. No accusation was pre-

Schneider (ad Aristotcl. Politic. v, 3, 2) erroneously identifies this story 
with that of Doxandcr and the two hriK'A17pot whom he wished to obtain in 
marriage for his two sons. 1 Thucyd. v, 17 . 

• Thucyd. iii, 52. 7rpoarr:iµrm o' avTolr; K~pvKa Uyoi·rn, el (Jof)),ovrnt 
7rapaooiivat ri)v rr:oAtv e" 6v re r; rolr; Aautiatµovfotr;, Kai 0t1<ao-ralr; l1<eivotr; 

'XP~O"a~ai; rovr; re ci.oiKovr; KOAa(etv rr:apa oi1<17v oi: ovoiva. 
3 Pausan. iii, 9, 1. · 
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ferred against them by any one: but the simple question was put 
to them by the judges: "Have you, during the present war, 
rendered any service to the Lacedremonians or to their allies?" 
The Platreans were confounded at a question alike unexpected 
and preposterous : it admitted but of one answer, - but before 
returning any categorical answer at all, they entreated permission 
to plead their cause at length. In spite of tlie opposition of the 
Thebans,1 their request was granted: and Astymachus and 
Lakon, the latter proxenus of Sparta at Platrea, were appointed 
to speak on behalf of the body. Possibly, both these delegates 
may have spoken : if so, Thucydides has blended the two speeches 
into one. 

A more desperate position cannot be imagined, for the inter
rogatory was expressly so framed as to exclude allusion to any 
facts preceding the Peloponnesian war,- but the speakers, 
though fully conscious how slight was their chance of success, 
disregarded the limits of the question itself, and while upholding 
with unshaken courage the dignity of their little city, neglected 
no topic which could touch the sympathies of their judges. After 
remonstrating against the mere mockery of trial and judgment 
to which they were submitted, they appealed to the Hellenic 
sympathies, and lofty reputation for commanding virtue, of 
the Lacedremonians, - they adverted to the first alliance of 
Platrea with Athens, concluded at the recommendation of the 
Laced::cmonians themselves, who had then declined, though for
mally solicited, to undertake the protection of the town against 
Theban oppression. They next turned to the Persian war, 
wherein Platrean patriotism towards Greece was not less con
spicuous than Theban treason,2 - to the victory gained over the 
Persians on their soil, whereby it l1ad become hallowed under 
the promises of Pausanias, and by solemn appeals to the local 
gods. From the Persian war, they passed on to the flagitious 
attack made by the Thebans on P!atma, in the midst of the truce, 

1 Thucyd. iii, 60. hetoi/KallKeivoir; rra pa yvwµ17v riJv av ri:J v µaKpore
por; A.oyor; trl6{}q •i/r; rrpor; •il tpwrrwa urroKpiaewr;. avri:Jv here means the 'I71ebans. 

• Sec this point emphatically set forth in Orat. xiv, called Aoyor; IUamZ· 
Koc, of Isokrntcs, p. 308, sect. 62. 

The whole of that oration is interesting to be read in illustration of the 
renewed sufferings of the Plata:ans near fifty years after this capture. 
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- nor did they omit to remind the judges of an obligation per
sonal to Sparta,- the aid which they had rendered, along with 
the Athenians, to Sparta, when pressed by the revolt of the 
Helots at IthOme. This speech is as touching as any which we 
find in Thucydides, and the skill of it consists in the frequency 
with which the hearers are brought back, time after time, and by 
well-managed transitions, to these same topics.I And such was 
the impression which it seemed to make on the five Lacedremo
nian judges, that the Thebans near at hand found themselves 
under the necessity of making a reply to it: although we see 
plainly that the whole scheme of proceeding - the formal and 
insulting question, as well as the sentence destined to follow upon 
answer given - had been settled beforehand between them and 
the Lacedremonians. 

The Theban speakers contended that the Platreans had de
served, and brought upon themselves by their own fault, the 
enmity of Thebes, - that they had stood forward earnestly 
against the Persians, only because Athens had done so too, and 
that all the merit, whatever it might be, which they had thereby 
acquired, was counterbalanced and cancelled by their having 
allied themselves with Athens afterwards for the oppression and 
enslavement of the JEginetans, and of other Greeks equally con
spicuous for zeal against Xerxes, and equally entitled to protec
tion under the promises of Pausanias. The Thebans went on 
to vindicate their nocturnal surprise of Platrea, by maintaining 
that they bad been invited by the most respectable citizens of 
the town,2 who were anxious only to bring back Platrea from its 
alliance with a stranger to its natural Bccotian home, - and 

1 Thucyd. iii, 54-59. Dionysius of IIalikamassus bestows especial com
mendation on the speech of the Platrean orator (De Thucyd. Hist. Judie. p. 
921 ). Concurring with him as to its merits, I do not concur in the opinion 
which he expresses that it is less artistically put together than those other 
harangues which he considers inferior. 

Mr. Mitford doubts whether these two orations arc to be taken as ap
proximating to anything really delivered on the occasion. But it seems to 
me that the means possessed by Thucydides for informing himself of what 
was actually said at this scene before the captured Platrea must have been 
considerable and satisfactory: I therefore place full confidence in them, as 
I do in most of the other harangues in his work, so far as the substance goes. 

• Thucyd. iii, 65. 
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that they had abstained from anything like injurious treatment 
of the inhabitants, until constrained to use force in their own 
defence. They then reproached the Platreans, in their turn, 
with that breach of faith whereby ultimately the Theb:m prison
ers in the town had been put to death. And while they excused 
their alliance with Xerxes, at the time of the Persian invasion, 
by affirming that Thebes was then under a dishonest party
oligarchy, who took this side for their own factious purposes, and 
carried the people with them by force, - they at the same time 
charged the Platreans with permanent treason against the Breo
tian customs and brotherhood.I All this was farther enforced by 
setting forth the claims of Thebes to the gratitude of Lacedremon, 
both for having brought Breotia into the Lacedremonian alli
ance, at the time of the battle of Koroneia, and for having 
furnished so large a portion of the common force in the war then 
going on.2 

The discourse of the Thebans, inspired by bitter, and as yet 
unsatisfied hatred against Platrea, proved effectual: or rather it 
was superfluous, - the minds of the Lacedremonians having be
fore been made up. After the proposition twice made by Archi
damus to the Platreans, inviting them to remain neutral, and 
even offering to guarantee their neutrality, - after the solemn 
apologetic protest tendered by him upon their refusal, to the gods, 

' 	 before he began the siege, - the Lacedremonians conceived 
themselves exonerated from all obligation to respect the sanctity 
of the place ;3 looking upon the inhabitants as having voluntarily 
renounced their inviolability and sealed their own ruin. Hence 

• Thncyd. iii, 66. TU 'ICUVTCJV BotCJTWV 'lr<ZTpta-iii, 62. lfCJ TWV uA./.CJv 
. BotCJTOiv "rrapa{3aivovTe, Tu 'Ira rpta. 

• Thucyd. iii, 61-68. It is probable that the slaughter of the Theban 
prisoners taken in the town of I'latrea was committed by the Platreans in 
breach of a convention concluded with the Thebans: and on this point, 
therefore, the Thebans had really ground to complain. Respecting this 
convention, however, there were two conflicting stories, between which 
Thucydides does not decide: see Thucyd. ii, 3, 4, and this History, above, 
chap. xlviii. 

a Thucyd. iii, 68; ii, 7 4. To construe the former of these passages 
(iii, 68) as it now stands, is very difficult, if not impossible; we can only 
pretend to give what seems to be its substantial meaning. 
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the importance attached to that protest, and the emphatic detail 
with which it is set forth in Thucydides. The five judges, as 
their only reply to the two 11arangues, again called the Platreans 
before them, and repeated to every one of them individually, the 
same question which had before been put: each one of them, as 
he successively replied in the negative,1 was taken away and 
killed, together with the twenty-five Athenian prisoners. The 
women captured were sold as ::;laves : and the town and territory 
of Platrea were handed over to the Thebans, who at first estab
lished in them a few oligarchical Platrean exiles, together with 
some Megarian exiles, - but after a few months recalled this 
step, and blotted out Platm,2 as a separate town and territory, 
from the muster-roll of Hellas. They pulled down all the private 
buildings and employed the materials to build a vast barrack all 
round the Heraium, or temple of Here, two hundred feet in every 
direction, with apartments of two stories above and below ; partly 
as accommodation for visitors to the temple, partly as an abode 
for the tenant-farmers or graziers who were to occupy the land. 
A new temple of one hundred feet in length, was also built in 
honor of Here, and ornamented with couches, prepared from the 
brass and iron furniture found in the private houses of the Pla
treans,3 The Platman territory was let out for ten years, as 
public property belonging to Thebes, and was hired by private 
Theban cultivators. 

Such was the melancholy fate of Platrea, after sustaining a 
blockade of about two years.• Its identity and local traditions 

1 Diodorus (xii, 56) in his meagre abridgment of the siege and fate of 
Platroa, somewhat amplifies the brevity and simplicity of the question as 
given by Thucydides. 

2 Thucyd. iii. 57. vµu( oe (you Spartans) Kat iK 'lraVTO( rov 'EAA1]VlKOV 
1ravoi«171Jir;t &tu 817/Jafovr (IUurmav) l; aA.ei1/J a i. 

3 Thucyd. iii, 69. 
4 Demosthenes - or the Pseudo-Demosthenes- in the oration against 

Nerora (p. 1380, c. 25 ), says that the blockade of Platrea was continued for 
ten years before it surrendered, - broAtop«ovv avrovi- otr.A.c;; reixei 'lre
ptreixi<Javn> oiKa lr17. That the real duration of the blockade was only 
tzco years, is most certain: accordingly, several eminent critics -Palme
rius, "\Vasse, Duker, Taylor, Auger, etc., nil with one accord confidently 
enjoin us to correct the text of Demosthenes from cliKa to ovo. "Repone 
fidenter ofo," says Duker. 
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seemed thus extinguished, and the sacrifices, in honor of the de
ceased victors who had fought under Pausanias, suspended, 
which the Platrean speakers had urged upon the Lacedremonians 
as an impiety not to be tolerated,t and which perhaps the latter 
would hardly have consented to under any other circumstances, 
except from an anxious desire of conciliating the Thebans in 
their prominent antipathy. It is in this way that Thucydides 
explains the conduct of Sparta, which be pronounces to have 
been rigorous in the extreme.2 And in truth it was more 
rigorous, considering only the principle of the case, and apart 
from the number of victims, than even the first unexecuted sen
tence of Athens against the :Mitylenreans: for neither Sparta, 
nor even Thebes, had any fair pretence for considering Platrea 
as a revolted town, whereas l\litylene was a city which had 
revolted under circumstances peculiarly offensive to Athens. 
:Moreover, Sparta promised trial and justice to the Platreans on 
their surrender: Paches promised nothing to the l\litylenreans, 
except that their fate should be reserved for the decision of the 
Athenian people. This little city- interesting from its Hellenic 
patriotism, its grateful and tenacious attachments, and its unmer
ited suffering - now existed only in the persons of its citizens 
harbored at Athens : we shall find it hereafter restored, destroyed 
again, and finally again restored: so checkered was the fate of 
a little Grecian state swept away by the contending politics of 
the greater neighbors. The slaughter of the twenty-five Athe-

I have before protested against corrections of the text of ancient authors 
grounded upon the reason which all these critics think so obvious and so 
C'ouvincing; ancl I must again renew the protest here. It shows how little 
the principles of historical evidence have been reflected upon, when <'ritics 
can thus concur in forcing dissentient witnesses into harmony, and in sub
stituting a true statement of their own in place of an erroneous statement 
which one of these witnesses gives them. And in the present instance, the 
principle adopted by these critics is the less defensible, because the Pseudo
Demosthencs introduces a great many other errors and inaccuracies respect
ing Platrea, besides his mistake about the duration of the siege. The ten 
years' siege of Troy was constantly present to the imaginations of these 
literary Greeks. 1 Thucyd. iii, 59. 

• Thncyd. iii, 69. uxeouv ell Tl Kat TO ~vµrrav 7rept .ITAaTatWV ol Aa1<e
oatµovtot OVTWf; urronrpaµµtvot lytvoVTO 871(3aiwv eve1<a, voµi(ovnr: tr: TOV 
TroAeµov avrovr: apn TOTE Kafhuraµevov i.><pi).iµovr: ~lvat. 

VOL, VJ. 12 
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nian prisoners, like that of Salrethus by the Athenians, was. not 
beyond the rigor admitted and tolerated, though not always prac
tised, on both sides, towards prisoners of war. 

We have now gone through the circumstances, painfully illus
trating the manners of the age, which followed on the surrender 
of :Mityiene and Platrea. We next pass to the west of Greece, 
the island of Korkyra, - where we shall find scenes not less 
bloody, and even more revolting. 

It has been already mentioned,I that in the naval combats be
tween the Corinthians and Korkyrreans during the year before 
the Peloponnesian war, the former had captured two hundred and 
fifty Korkyrrean prisoners, men of the first rank and consequence 
in the island. Instead of following the impulse of blind hatred 
in slaughtering their prisoners, the Corinthians displayed, if not 
greater humanity, at least a more long-sighted calculation: they 
had treated the prisoners well, and made every effort to gain 
them over, with a view of employing them on the first opportu
nity to effect a revolution in the island, - to bring it into alliance 
with Corinth,2 and disconnect it from Athens. Such an oppor
tunity appears first to have occurred during the winter or spring 
of the present year, while both l\fitylene and Platrea were under 
blockade; probably about the time when Alkidas departed for 
Ionia, and when it was hoped that not only l\Iitylene would be 
relieved, but the neighboring dependencies of Athens excited to 
revolt, and her whole attention thus occupied in that quarter. 
Accordingly, the Korkyrrean prisoners were then sent home from 
Corinth, nominally under a heavy ransom of eight hundred 
talents, for which those Korkyrrean citizens who acted as proxeni 
to Corinth made themselves responsible :3 the proxeni, lending 
themselves thus to the deception, were doubtless participant in 
the entire design. 

But it was soon seen in what form the ransom was really to 
be paid. The new-comers, probably at first heartily welcomed, 
after so long a detention, employed all their influence, combined 
with the most active personal canvass, to bring about a complete 
rupture of all alliance with Athens. Intimation being sent to 

1 See above, chap. xlvii. 2 Thucyd. i, 55. 
3 Thucyd. iii, 70: compare Diodor. xii, 57. 
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Athens of what was going on, an Athenian trireme arrived with 
envoys to try and defeat these manceuvres; while a Corinthian 
trireme also brought envoys from Corinth to aid the views of the 
opposite party. The mere presence of Corinthian envoys indi
cated a change in the political feeling of the island : but still 
more conspicuous did this change become, when a formal public 
assembly, after hearing both envoys, decided, - that Korkyra 
would maintain her alliance with Athens according to the limited 
terms of simple mutual defence originally stipulated ;I but would 
at the same time be in relations of friendship with the Pelopon
nesians, as she had been before the Epidamnian quarrel. But 
the alliance between Athens and Korkyra had· since become 
practically more intimate, and the Korkyrrean fleet had aided 
the Athenians in the invasion of Peloponnesus :2 accordingly, the 
resolution, now adopted, abandoned the present to go back to the 
past, - and to a past which could not be restored. 

Looking to the war then raging between Athens and the Pelo
ponnesians, such a declaration was self-contradictory: nor, indeed, 
did the oligarchical party intend it as /lnything else than a step 
to a more complete revolution, both foreign and domestic. They 
followed it up by a .political prosecution against Peithias, the 
citizen of greatest personal influence among the people, who 
acted by his own choice as proxenus to the Athenians. They 
accused him of practising to bring Korkyra into slavery to 
Athens. What were the judicial institutions of the island, under 
which he was tried, we do not know: but he was acquitted of the 
charge; and he then revenged himself by accusing in his turn 
five of )he richest among his oligarchical prosecutors, of the crime 
of sacrilege, - as having violated the sanctity of the sacred grove 
of Zeus and Alkinous, by causing stakes, for their vine-props, to 
be cut in it.3 This was an act distinctly forbidden by law, under 

1 Thucyd. i, 44. • Thucyd. ii, 25. 
3 Thucyd. iii, 70. tpur;KwV rtµvetv x&.paKa, eK TOV re t11i')> reµivov, Kat ruii 

'AA.Kivov. (11µ£a cle Kati' eKUr7T1JV xupaKa hri:Ketro r;rar~p. 

The present tense rtµvetv seems to indicate that they were going on 
habitually making use of the trees in the grove for this purpose. Probably 
it is this cutting and fixing of stakes to support the vines, which is meant 
by the word xapaKtr;µo, in Phcrekratcs, Pers. ap. Athenreum, vi, p. 269. 

The Oration of Lysias (Or. vii,) against Nikomachus, inrf:p rov r71JKov 
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penalty of a stater or four drachms for every stake so cut : but 
it is no uncommon phenomenon, even in societies politically 
better organized than Korkyra, to find laws existing and unre
pealed, yet habitually violated, sometimes even by every one, 
but still oftener by men of wealth and power, whom most people 

. would be afraid to prosecute: moreover, in this case, no indivi
dual was injured by the act, and any one who came forward to 
prosecute would incur the odium of an informer, -which prob
ably Peithias might not have chosen to brave under ordinary 
circumstances, though he thought himself justified in adopting 
this mode of retaliation against those who had prosecuted him. 
The language of Thucydides implies that the fact was not denied: 
nor is there any difficulty in conceiving that these rich men may 
have habitually resorted to the sacred property for vine-stakes. 
On being found guilty and condemned, they cast themselves as 
suppliants at the temples, and entreated the indulgence of being 
allowed to pay the fine by instalments : but Peithias, then a 
member of the (annual) senate, to whom the petition was referred, 
opposed it, and caused its rejection, leaving the law to take its 
course. It was moreover understood, that he was about to avail 
himself of his character of senator, - and of his increased favor, 
probably arising from the recent judicial acquittal, - to propose· 
in the public assembly a reversal of the resolution recently passed, 
and a new resolution to recognize only the same friends and 
the same enemies as Athens. 

Pressed by the ruinous fine upon the five persons condemned, 
&s well as by the fear that Peithias might carry his point and 
thus completely defeat their project of Corinthian alliance, the 
oligarchical party resolved to carry their point by violence and 
murder. They collected a party armed with daggers, burst sud

urroA.oyfo, will illustrate this charge made by Peithias at Korkyra. There 
were certain ancient olive-trees near Athens, consecratetl antl protected by 
law, so that the proprietors of the ground on which they stood were forbid
den to grub them up, or to dig so near as to injure the roots. The speaker 
in that oration defends himself against a charge of having grubbed up one 
of these and sold the wootl. It appears that there were public visitors 
whose duty it was to watch over these old trees: see the note of Markland 
on that oration, p. 2i0. 
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denly into the senate-house during full sitting, and there slew 
Peithias with sixty other persons, partly senators, partly private 
individuals: some others of his friends escaped the same fate by 
getting aboard the Attic trireme which had brought the envoys, 
and which was still in the harbor, but now departed forthwith to 
Athens. These assassins, under the fresh terror arising from 
their recent act, convoked an assembly, affirmed that what they 
had done was unavoidable to guard Korkyra against being made 
the slave of Athens, and proposed a resolution of full neutrality, 
both towards Athens and towards the Peloponnesians, - to re
ceive no visit from either of the belligerents, except of a pacific 
character, and with one single ship at a time. And this resolu
tion the assembly was constrained to pass, - it probably was not 
very numerous, and the oligarchical partisans were at hand in 
arms.1 At the same time they sent envoys to Athens, to com
municate the recent events with such coloring as suited their 
views, and to dissuade the fugitive partisans of Peithias from 
provoking any armed Athenian intervention, such as might occa
sion a counter-revolution in the island.2 With some of the fugi
tives, representations of this sort, or perhaps the fear of compro
mising their own families, left behind, prevailed: but most of 
them, and the Athenians along with them, appreciated better 
both what had been done, and what was likely to follow. The 
oligarchical envoys, together with such of the fugitives as had 
been induced to adopt their views, were seized by the Athenianfl 
as conspirators, and placed in detention at lEgina; while a fleet 
of sixty Athenian triremes, under Eurymedon, was immediately 
fitted out to sail for Korkyra,- for which there was the greater 
necessity, as the Lacedremonian fleet, under Alkidas, lately mus
tered at Kyllene after its return from Ionia, was understood to be 
on the point of sailing thither.a 

But the oligarchical leaders at Korkyra knew better than to 
rely on the chances of this mission to Athens, and proceeded in 

1 Thucyd. iii, 71. ii> oe El7rov, t<aZ t7rt1<vpC!uat ~vay1<auav r1}v 
yvtJµ11v. 

2 Thucyd. iii, 71. Kat TOV> t1<eZ 1<ara7rer{>evy6ra> 'lrtiuovra> f'1JOEV avem
Tqoetov 7rpU<1<1ttv, O'lrl•l> µq Tl~ tmurpoif>1} yiv1]Tat. 

3 Thucyd. iii, 80. 
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the execution of their conspiracy with that rapidity which was 
best calculated to insure its success. On the arrival of a Corin
thian trireme, which brought ambassadors from Sparta, and 
probably also brought news that the fleet of Alkidas would shortly 
appear, - they organized their force, and attacked the people and 
the democratical authorities. The Korkyrrean Demos were at 
fir.st vanquished and dispersed; but during the night they col
lected together and fortified themselves in the upper parts of the 
town near the acropolis, and from thence down to the IIyllaic 
harbor, one of the two harbors which the town possessed; while 
the other harbor and the chief arsenal, facing the mainland of 
Epirus, was held by the oligarchical party, together with the 
market-place near to it, in and around which the wealthier Kor
kyrreans chiefly resided. In this divided state the town remained 
throughout the ensuing day, during which the Demos sent emis
saries round the territory soliciting aid from the working slaves, 
and promising to them emancipation as a reward; while the 
oligarchy also hired and procured eight hundred Epirotie mer
cenaries from the mainland. Reinforced by the sl!lves, who 
flocked in at the call received, the Demos ren .wed the struggle 
on the morrow, more furiously than before. Both in position and 
numbers they had the advantage over the oligarchy, and the 
intense resolution with which they fought communicated itself 
even to the women, who, braving danger and tumult, took active 
part in the combat, especially by flinging tiles from the house
tops. Towards the afternoon, the people became decidedly 
''ictorious, and were even on the point of carrying by assault the 
lower town, together with the neighboring arsenal, both held by 
the oligarchy, - nor had the latter any other chance of safety 
except the desperate resource of setting fire to that part of the 
town, with the market-place, houses, and buildings all around it, 
their own among the rest. This proceeding drove back the 
assailants, but destroyed much property belonging to merchants 
in the warehouses, together with a large part of the town : indeed, 
had the wind been favorable the entire town would have been 
consumed. The people being thus victorious, the Corinthian 
trireme, together with most of the Epirotic mercenaries, thought 
it safer to leave the island ; while the victors were still farther 
strengthened on the ensuing morning by the arrival of the Athe
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nian admiral Nikostratus, with twelve triremes from Naupaktus,1 
and five hundred l\fessenian hoplites. • 

Nikostratus did his best to allay the furious excitement prevail
ing, and to persuade the people to use their victory with modera
tion. Under his auspices, a convention of amnesty and peace 
was concluded between the contending parties, save only ten pro
claimed individuals of the most violent oligarchs, who were to be 
tried as ringleaders : these men of course soon disappeared, so 
that there would have been no trial at all, which seems to have 
been what Nikostratus desired. At the_ same time an alliance 
offensive and defensive was established between Korkyra and 
Athens, and the Athenian admiral was then on the point of 
departing, when the Korkyrrean leaders entreated him to leave 
with them, for greater safety, five ships out of his little fleet of 
twelve, - offering him Ii•e of their own triremes instead. Not
withstanding the peril of this proposition to himself, Nikostratus 
acceded to it, and the Korkyrreans, preparing the five ships to be 
sent along with him, began to enroll among the crews the names 
of their principal enemies. To the latter this presented the 
appearance of sending them to Athens, which they accounted a 

• 	 sentence of death. Under this impression they took refuge as 
suppliants in the temple of the Dioskuri, where Nikostratus went 
to visit them and tried to reassure them by the promise that noth
ing was intended against their personal safety. But he found it 
impossible to satisfy them, and as they persisted in refusing to 
serve, the Korkyrrean Demos began to suspect treachery. They 
took arms again, searched the houses of the recusants for arms, 
and were bent on putting some of them to death, if Nikostratus 
had not taken them under his protection. The principal men of 
the defeated party, to the number of about four hundred, no'Y 
took sanctuary in the temple and sacred ground of Here; and 
the leaders of the people, afraid that in this inviolable position 
they might still cause further insurrection in the city, opened a 
negotiation and prevailed upon them to be ferried across to the 
little island immediately opposite to the Herreum; where they 
were kept under watch, with provisions regularly transmitted 

. across to them, for four days.2 

1 Thucyd. iii, 74, 75. 	 2 Thucyd. iii, 75, 76. 
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. At the cn<l of these four <lays, while the uneasiness of the 
popular leaders still continued, and Nikostratus still adjourned 
l1is departure, a new phase opened in this melancholy drama. 
The Peloponncsian fleet under Alkidas arrived at the road of 
Sybota on the opposite mainland, - fifty-three. triremes in num
ber, for the forty triremes brought back from Ionia had been re
inforced by thirteen more from Leukas and Ambrakia, and the 
Lacedremonians had sent down Brasidas as advising companion, 
- himself worth more than the new thirteen triremes, if he had 
been sent to supersede Alkidas, instead of bringing nothing but 
authority to advise.l Despising the small squadron of Nikostra
tus, then at Naupaktus, they were only anxious to deal with 
Korkyra before reinforcements should arrive from Athens : but 
the repairs necessary for the ships of Alkidas, after their disas
trous voyage home, occasioned an unfortunate delay. \Vhen the 
Peloponnesian fleet ;vas seen approaching from Sybota at break 
of day, the confusion in Korkyra was unspeakable : the Demos 
and the newly-emancipated slaves were agitated alike by the late 
terrible combat and by fear of the invaders, - the oligarchical 
party, though defeated, was still present and forming a consid
erable minority, and the town was half burnt. Amidst such 
elements of trouble, there was little authority to command, and 
still less confidence or willingness to obey. Plenty of triremes 
were indeed at hand, and orders were given to man sixty of them 
forthwith,-while Nikostratus, the only man who preserved the 
cool courage necessary for effective resistance, entreated the 
Korkyrrean leaders to proceed with regularity, and to wait till all 
were manned, so as to sail forth from the harbor in a body. · Ile 
offered himself with his twelve Athenian triremes to go forth 
first alone, and occupy the Peloponnesian fleet, until the Korky
rrean sixty triremes could all come out in full array to support 
l1im. Ile accordingly went forth with his squadron ; but the 
Korkyrreans, instead of following his advice, sent their ships out 
one by one and without any selection of crews. Two of them 
deserted forthwith to the enemy, while others presented the spec
tacle of crews fighting among themselves; even those which 

1 Thucyd. iii, €9-76. 
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actually joined battle came up by single ships, without the least 
order or concert. 

The Peloponnesians, soon seeing that they had ·little to fear 
from such enemies, thought it sufficient to set twenty of their 
ships against the Korkyrreans, while with the remaining thirty
tbree they moved forward to contend with the twelve Athenians. 
Nikostratus, having plenty of sea-room, was not afraid of this 
numerical superiority, - the more so, as two of his twelve tri
remes were the picked vessels of the Athenian navy, - the Sa
Jaminia and the Paralus.L He took care to avoid entangling 
himself with the centre of the enemy, and to keep rowing about 
their flanks; and as he presently contrived to disable one of their 
ships, by a fortunate blow with the beak of one of his vessels, 
the Peloponnesians, instead of attacking him with their superior 
numbers, formed themselves into a circle and stood on the defen
sive, as they had done in the first combat with Phormio in the 
middle of the strait at Rhium. Nikostratus (like Phormio) 
rowed round this circle, trying to cause confu3ion by feigned 
approach, and waiting to see some of the ships lose their places or 
run foul of each other, so as to afford him an opening for attack. 
And he might perhaps have succeeded, if the remaining twenty 
Peloponnesian ships, seeing the proceeding, and recollecting with 
dismay the success of a similar manoouvre in the former battle, 
had not quitted the Korkyrrean ships, whose disorderly condition 
they deRpised, and hastened to join their comrades. The whole 
fleet of fifty-three triremes now again took the aggressive, and 
advanced to attack Nikostratus, who retreated before them, but 
backing astern and keeping the head of his ships towards the 
enemy. In this manner he succeeded in drawing them away from 
the town, so as to leave to most of the Korkyrrean ships opportu
nity for getting back to the harbor; while such was the superior 
manoouvring of the Athenian triremes, that the Peloponnesians 
were never able to come up with him or force him to action. They 
returned back in the evening to Sybota, with no greater triumph 

• 1 These two triremes had been with PacMs at Lesbos (Thucyd. iii, 33); 
immediately on returning from thence, they must have been sent round to 
join Nikostratus at Naupaktns. "\Ve see in what constant service they were 
!;.cpt. 
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than their success against tl1e Korkyrreans, thirteen of whose tri
remes they carried away as prizes.1 

It was the· expectation in Korkyra, that they would on the 
morrow make a direct attack-which could hardly have failed of 
success - on the town and harbor ; and we may easily believe 
(what report afterwards stated), that Brasidas advised Alkidas 
to this decisive proceeding. And the Korkyrrean leaders, more 
terrified than ever, first removed their prisoners from the little 
island to the Herreum, and then tried to come to a compromise 
with the oligarchical party generally, for the purpose of organiz
ing some effective and united defence. Thirty triremes were 
made ready and manned, wherein some· even of the oligarchical 
Korkyrreans were persuaded to form part of the crews. But the 
slackness of Alkidas proved their best defence: instead of com
ing straight to the town, he contented himself with landing in the 
island at some distance from it, on the promontory of Leukimne: 
after ravaging the neighboring lands for some hours, he returned 
to his station at Sybota. He had lost an opportunity which 
never again returned: for on the very same night the fire-signals 
of Leukas telegraphed to him the approach of the fleet under 
Eurymedon from Athens, - sixty triremes. His only thought 
was now for the escape of the Peloponnesian fleet, which was in 
fact saved by this telegraphic notice. Advantage was taken of 
the darkness to retire close along tlie land as far as the isthmus 
which separates Leukas from the mainland,- across which isth
mus the ships were dragged by hand or machinery, so that they 
might not fall in with or be descried by the Athenian fleet in 
sailing round the Leukadian promontory. From hence Alkidas 
made the best of his way home to Peloponnesus, leaving the 
Korkyrrean oligarchs to their fate.2 

That fate was deplorable in the extreme. The arrival of 
Eurymedon opens a third unexpected transition in this checkered 
narrative, - the Korkyrrean Demos passing, abruptly and unex
pectedly, from intense alarm and helplessness to elate and irre
sistible mastery. In the bosom of Greeks, and in a population 
seemingly amongst the least refined of all Greeks, - including 
too a great many slaves just emancipated against the will of 

1 Tlmcyd. iii, 77, 78, 79. ~ Tlmcyd. iii, 80. 
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their masters, and of course the fiercest and most discontented of 
all the slaves in the island, - such a change was but too sure to 
kindle a thirst for revenge almost ungovernable, as the only com
pensation for foregone terror and suffering. As soon as the 
Peloponnesian fleet was known to have fled, and that of Eury
medon was seen approaching, the Korkyrman leaders brought 
into the town the five hundred l\Iessenian hoplites who had hith
erto been encamped without; thus providing a resource against 
any last effort of despair on the part of their interior enemies. 
Next, the thirty ships recently manned,-and held ready, in the 
harbor facing the continent, to go out against the Peloponnesian 
fleet, but now no longer needed, were ordered to sail round to the 
other or I-lyllaic harbor. Even while they were thus sailing 
round, some obnoxious men of the defeated party, being seen iu 
public, were slain: but when the ships arrived at the I-lyllaic 
harbor, and the crews were disembarked, a more wholesale mas
sacre was perpetrated, by singling out those individuals of the 
oligarchical faction who had been persuaded on the day before to 
go aboard as part of the crews, and putting them to death.I Then 
came the fate of those suppliants, about four hundred in number, 
who had been brought back from the islet opposite, and were yet 
under sanctuary in the sacred precinct of the Herreum. It was 
proposed to them to quit sanctuary and stand their trial ; and 
fifty of them having accepted the proposition, were put on their 
trial,- all condemned, and all executed. Their execution took 
place, as it seems, immediately on the spot, and within actual 
view of the unhappy men still remaining in the sacred ground ;2 

1 Thucyd. iii, 80, 81. Kal i·1< riiv vei:Jv, o<;ovi; lrrrnrav fo(J~vat, l:K{3t(Ja,ovrei; 
urrq;tJp71rrav. I~ is certain that the reading urrqtJp71erav here must be wrong: 
no satisfactory sense can be made out of it. The word substituted by Dr. 
Arnold is uvexp<jvro; that preferred by Goller is urrexpwvTO; others re
commend urrexpij<raVTO; Hermann adopts urrextJpterav, and Dionysius, in 
his copy, read uvextJp71rrav. I follow the meaning of the words proposed by 
Dr. Arnold and Goller, which appear to be both equivalent to l1<rei:vov 
This meaning is at least plausible and consistent; though I do not feel cer· 
taiu that we have the true sense of the passage. 

2 "I'hucyd. iii, 81. ol oe 'lf'OAAOl pjv lKeTwv, !Jerot OVI< l:.rrefo{}71erav, <Ji; 
l:.wpwv TU ytyvoµeva, oti<pfhtpav avrov tv ri;J lepi;J uA.AijAovi;, etc. The 
meagre abridgment of Diodoms (xii, 57), in reference to these events in 
Korkyrn, is hardly worth notice. 
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who, seeing that their lot was desperate, preferred dying by ti1eir 
own hands to starvation or the sword of their enemies. Some 
hung themselves on branches of the trees surrounding the temple, 
others helped their friends in the work of suicide, and, in one way 
or another, the entire band thus perished: it was probably a con
solation to them to believe, that this desecration of the precinct 
would bring down the anger of the gods upon their surviving 
enemies. 

Eurymedon remained with his fleet for seven days, during all 
which time the victorious Korkyrreans carried on a sanguinary 
persecution against the party who had been concerned in the late 
oligarchical revolution. Five hundred of this party contrived to 
escape by flight to the mainland; while those who did not, or 
could not flee, were slain wherever they could be found. Some 
received their death-wounds even on the altar itself, - others 
shared the same fate, after having been dragged away from it by 
violence. In one case, a party of murderers having pursued 
their victims to the temple of Dionysius, refrained from shedding 
their blood, but built up the doorway and left them to starve ; as 
the Lacedremonians had done on a former occasion respecting 
Pausanias. Such was the ferocity of the time, that in one case 
a father slew his own son. No1· was it merely the oligarchical 
party who thus suffered: the floodgates of private feud were 
also opened, and various individuals, under false charges of hav
ing been concerned in the oligarchical movements, were slain by 
personal enemies or debtors. This deplorable suspension of 
legal, as well as moral restraints, continued during the week of 
Eurymedon's stay, - a period long enough to satiate the fierce 
sentiment out of which it arose ;1 yet without any apparent effort 
on his part to soften the victors or prot.ect the vanquished. "\Ve 
shall see farther reason hereafter to appreciate the baseness and 
want of humanity in his character: but had Nikostratus re
mained in command, we may fairly presume, judging by what he 
had done in the earlier part of the sedition, with very inferior 
force, that he would have set much earlier limits to the Kor

1 Thuryd. iii, 85. 01 µ'i:v oiiv Karil r~v rrol.tv KtpKvpa'iot ro1a{JTatr; 
/, p ya l r Tai r rr p ,;, rat r lr; u.11.fi?.ovr; l;!cpi/rmvrfJ, etc. 
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kyrrean butchery: unfortunately, Thucydides tells us nothing 
at all about Nikostratus, after the naval battle of the preceding 
day.I 

"\Ve should have been glad to hear something about the steps 
taken in the way of restoration or healing, after this burst of 
murderous fury, in which doubtless the newly-emancipated slaves 
were not the most backward, and after the departure of Eury
medon. But here again Thucydides disappoints our curiosity. 
We only hear from him, that the oligarchical exiles who had 
escaped to the mainland were strong enough to get possession of 
the forts and most part of the territory there belonging to Kor
kyra; just as the exiles from Samos and l\1itylene became more 
or less completely masters of the Perrea or mainland possessions 
belonging to those islands. They even sent envoys to Corinth 
and Sparta, in hopes of procuring aid to accomplish their resto
ration by force: but their request found no favor, and they were 
reduced to their own resources. After harassing for some time 
the Korkyrreans in the island by predatory incursions, so as to 
produce considerable dearth and distress, they at length collected 
a band of Epirotic mercenaries, passed over to the island, and 

1 In reading the account of the conduct of Nikostratus, as well as that 
of Phormio, in the naval battles of the preceding summer, we contract a 
personal interest respecting both of them. Thucydides does not seem to 
have anticipated that his account would raise such a feeling in the minds 
of his readers, otherwise he probably would have mentioned something to 
gratify it. Respecting Phormio, his omission is the more remarkable ; 
since we are left to infer, from the request made by the Akarnanians to 
have his son sent as commander, that he must have died or become dis
abled: yet the historian docs not distinctly say so (iii, 7 ). 

The Scholiast on Aristophanes (Pac. 347) has a story that Phormio was 
asked for by the Akarnanians, but that he could not serve in consequence 
of being at that moment under sentence for a heavy fine, which he was 
unable to pay: accordingly, the Athenians contrived a means of evading 
the fine, in order that he might be enabled to serve. It is difficult to see 
how this can be reconciled with the story of Thucydides, who says that the 
son of Phormio went instead of his father. 

Compare Meineke, Histor. Critic. Cornice. Grrec. vol. i, p. 144, and Frag
ment. Eupolid. vol. ii, p. 527. Phormio was introduced as a chief charac
ter in the Taqiap;ro1 of Eupolis; us a brave, rough, straightforward soldier, 
something like Lnmachus in the Acharneis of Aristophanes. 
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there established a fortified position on the mountain called 
!stone, not far from the city. They burned their vessels in order 
to cut off all hopes of retreat, and maintained themselves for 
near two years on a system of ravage and plunder which inflicted 
great misery on the island.1 This was a frequent way whereby, 
of old, invaders wore out and mastered a city, the walls of which 
they found impregnable. The ultimate fate of these occupants 
of !stone, which belongs to a future chapter, will be found to 
constitute a close suitable to the bloody drama yet unfinished in 
Korkyra. 

Such a drama could not be acted, in an important city belong
ing to the Greek name, without producing a deep and extensive 
impression throughout all the other cities. And Thucydides has 
taken advantage of it to give a sort of general sketch of Grecian 
politics during the Peloponnesian war; violence of civil discord in 
each city, aggravated by foreign war, and by the contending 
efforts of Athens and Sparta, - the former espousing the dem
ocratical party everywhere ; the latter, the oligarchical. The 
Korkyrrean sedition was the first case in which these two causes 
of political antipathy and exasperation were seen acting with 
full united force, and where the malignity of sentiment and de
moralization flowing from such an union was seen without dis
guise. The picture drawn by Thucydides, of moral and political 
feeling under these influences, will ever remain memorable as 
the work of an a'flalyst and a philosopher: he has conceived and 
described the perverting causes with a spirit of generalization 
which renders these two chapters hardly less applicable to other 
political societies, far distant both in time and place, - especially, 
under many points of view, to France between 1789 and 1799,
than to Greece in the fifth century before the Christian era. The 
deadly bitterness infused. into intestine party contests by the 
accompanying dangers of foreign war and intervention of foreign 
enemies, - the mutual fears between political rivals, where each 
thinks that the other will forestall him in striking a mortal blow, 
and where constitutional maxims have ceased to carry authority 
either as restraint or as protection, - the superior popularity of 
the man who is most forward with the sword, or who runs down 

1 Thncyd. iii, 85. 
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his enemies in the most unmeasured language, coupled with the 
disposition to treat both prudence in action and candor in speech 
as if it were nothing but treachery or cowardice,- the exclusive 
regard to party ends, with the reckless adoption, and even ad
miring preference, of fraud or violence as the most effectual 
means, - the loss of respect for legal authority, as well as of 
confidence in private agreement, and the surrender even of blood 
and friendship to the overruling ascendency of party-ties,- the 
perversion of ordinary morality, bringing with it altered signifi
cation of all the common words importing blame or approbation, 
- the unnatural predominance of the ambitious and contentious 
passions, overpowering in men's minds all real public objects, 
and equalizing for the time the better and the worse cause, by 
taking hold of democracy on one side and aristocracy on the 
other as mere pretences to sanctify personal triumph, - all these 
gloomy social phenomena, here indicated by the historian, have 
their causes deeply seated in the human mind, and are likely, 
unless the bases of constitutional morality shall coine to be laid 
more surely and firmly than they have hitherto been, to recur 
from time to time, under diverse modifications, "so long as hu
man nature shall be the same as it is now," to use the language 
of Thucydides himself.l Ile has described, with fidelity not 

I Thucyd. iii, 82. ytyvuµeva µ2v Kal Uet fooµeva lwr av f; avr~ <fii!atr 
uvi9pCnrwv V• µii:Ji,/cov oe Kal fJavxairepa Kat roir eicleat OtTjAAayµtva, iJr av 
l:Kaarat ai µera/Joli.al row £vvrvxu)v l<fitari:Jvrat, etc. 

The many obscurities and perplexities of construction which pervade 
these memorable chapters, are familiar to all readers of Thucydides, ever 
since Dionysius of Halikarnassus, whose remarks upon them are sufficiently 
severe (Judie. de Thucyd. p. 883 ). To discuss difficulties which the best 
commentators are sometimes unable satisfactorily to explain, is no part of 
the business of this work: yet there is one sentence which I venture to 
notice as erroneously construed by most of them, following the Scholiast. 

To o' lµrrl.i/Krnr b£i! uvopor (loipt,i rrpoaerii9ri, ua<fiuAeta oe (Dr. Arnold 
and others read U.a<fialceit,i in the dative) r!J lrrif3ovlcei!aarri9a1, urrorporrig 
1rpo<fiaatr evlcoyor. 

The Scholiast explains the latter half of this as follows: riJ trrtrroli.il 
Bovlcefoaai9at <It' ua<fiuli.etav rrpo<fiaatr arrorporriJr tvo(li(ero, - and this 
explanation is partly adopted by Poppo, Goller, and Dr. Arnold, with 
differences about ua<fiulceta and lrr1{Jovli.ei!aaai9a1, but all agreeing about the 
word urrorporr~, so that the sentence is made to mean, in the words of Dr. 

http:trrtrroli.il
http:era/Joli.al
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inferior to his sketch of the pestilence at Athens, the symptoms 
of a certain morbid political condition, wherein the vehemence 

Arnold: "But safely to concert measures against an enemy, was accounted 
but a decent pretence for declining the contest with him altogether." 

Now the signification here assigned to ur.oTporr:fi is one which does not 
belong to it. 'Ar.oTpor.fi, in Thucydides as well as elsewhere, does not 
mean "tergiversation, or declining the contest:" it has an active sense, 
and means, "the deterring, preventing, or dissuading another person from 
something which he might be disposed to do, - or the warding off o.f some 
threatening danger or evil:" the remarkable adjective urroTporraloi- is de
rived from it, and r.poTporr:fi, in rhetoric, is its contrary term. In Thucy
dides it is used in this active sense (iii, 45): compare also Plato, Legg. ix, c. 
l, p. 853 ; Isokrates, Areopagatic. Or. vii, p. 143, sect. l 7 ; .lEschines cont. 
J{tesiphon. c. 68, p. 442; .lEschyl. Pers. 21 7 ; nor do the commentators 
produce any passage to sustain the passive sense which they assign to it in 
the sentence here under discussion, whereby they would make it equivalent 
to uvax"'peiv - uvaxiipriaii- -or lfavax"'peiv (Thucyd. iv, 28; v, 65), "a 
backing out." 

Giving the meaning which they do to urroTporrfi, the commentators are 
farther unavoidably embarrassed how to construe ua<j>ft).eia oi: To tmf]ov/,,ev
aaa-/)at, as may be seen by the notes of Poppo, Goller, and Dr. Arnold. 
The Scholiast and Goller gi,·e to the word f:rrt/3ov/,,efJaaa{)ai the very 
unusual meaning of "repeated and careful deliberation," instead of its 
common meaning of" laying snares for another, concerting secret measures 
of hostility: " and Poppo and Dr. Arnold alter ua¢a/,,eia into the dative 
case ua<j>a/,,eiq,, which, if it were understood to be governed by r.poaeTi{)ri, 
might make a fair construction, - but which they construe along with TO 
im(3ov/,,efJaaa-/)ai, though the position of the particle oi', upon that supposi
tion, appears to me singularly awkward. 

The great difficulty of construing the sentence arises from the erroneous 
meaning attached to the word urroTporr:~. But when we interpret that word 
"deterrence, or prevention," according to the examples which I have cited, 
the whole meaning of the sentence will become clear and consistent. Of 
the two modes of hurting a party-enemy- l. violent and open attack; 2. 
secret manreuvre and conspiracy-Thucydides remarks first, what was 
thought of the one; next, what was thought of the other, in the perverted 
state of morality which he is discussing. 

Til o' tµ,rr:A~KTOJ( o;v uvopilr µ,oipq, rrpo<!erf:{)ri - ua<J>aA.eta de TO lrrt{3ov/,,ev
aaa-/)ai, U7'0Tporr:~r 7rpo<j>aat( EVJ.O)'Or. 

" Sharp and reckless attack was counted among the necessities of the 
manly character: secret conspiracy against an enemy was held to be safe 
precaution,- a specious pretence of preventing him from doing the like." 

According to this construction, To lm/3ov/,,efoaa-/)at is the subject; ua<j>a
/,,eta belongs to the predicate; and the concluding words, urroTporr~r rrpo<j>a

http:Ar.oTpor.fi
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of intestine conflict, instead of being kept within such limits as 
consists with the maintenance of one society among the contend
ing parties, becomes for the time inflamed and poisoned with all the 
unscrupulous hostility of foreign war, chiefly from actual alliance 
between parties within the state and foreigners without. In fol
lowing the impressive description of the historian, we have to 
keep in mind the general state of manners in his time, especially 
the cruelties tolerated by the laws of war, as compared with that 
greater humanity and respect for life which has grown up during 
the last two centuries in modern Europe. And we have farther 
to recollect that if he had been describing the effects of politi
cal fury among Carthaginians and Jews, instead of among his 
contemporary Greeks, he would have added to his list of 
horrors mutilation, crucifixion, and other refinements on simple 
murder. 

The language of Thucydides is to be taken rather as a gen
eralization and concentration of phenomena which he had ob
served among different communities, rather than as belonging 
altogether to any one of them. Nor are we to believe-what 
a superficial reading of his opening words might at first suggest 
- that the bloodshed in Korkyra was only the earliest, but by 
no means the worst, of a series of similar horrors spread o,·er 
the Grecian world. The facts stated in his own history suffice 
to show that though the same causes which worked upon this 
unfortunate island became disseminated, and produced analogous 
mischiefs throughout many other communities, yet the case of 
Korkyra, as it was the first, so it was also the worst and most 
aggravated in point of intensity. Fortunately, the account of 
Thucydides enables us to understand it from beginning to end, 
and to appreciate the degree of guilt of the various parties im
plicated, which we can seldom do with certainty; because when 
once the interchange of violence has begun, the feelings arising 
out of the contest itself presently overpower in the minds of 
both parties the original cause of dispute, as well as all scruples 

11tr evA.oyor, are an epexegesis, or explanatory comment, upon a11¢uA.eta. 
Probably we ought to consider some such word as lvoµi(ero to be under
stood,- just as the Scholiast understands that word for his yiew of the 
sentence. 
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as to fitness of means. Unjustifiable acts in abundance are 
committed by both, and in comparing the two, we are often 
obliged to employ the emphatic language which Tacitus use$ 
respecting Otho and Vitellius: "Deteriorem fore, quisquis vi
cisset ;" of two bad men, all that the Roman world could fore
see was, that the victor, whichsoever he was, would prove the 
worst. 

But in regard to the Korkyrrean revolution, we can arrive at 
a more discriminating criticism. "\Ve see that it is from the 
beginning the work of a selfish oligarchical party, playing the 
game of a foreign enemy, and the worst and most ancient enemy 
of the island,- aiming to subvert the existing democracy and 
acquire power for themselves, and ready to employ any meas
ure of fraud or violence for the attainment of these objects. 
While the democracy which they attack is purely defensive and 
conservative, the oligarchical movers, having tried fair means in 
vain, are the first to employ foul means, which latter they find 
retorted with greater effect against themselves. They set the 
example of judicial prosecution against Peithias, for the destruc
tion of a political antagonist; in the use of this same weapon, he 
proves more than a match for them, and employs it to their ruin. 
Next, they pass to the use of the dagger in the senate-house, 
against him and his immediate fellow-leaders, and to the whole~ 
sale application of the sword against the democracy generally. 
The Korkyrrean Demos are thus thrown upon the defensive, and 
instead of the affections of ordinary life, all the most intense anti
social sentiments, - fear, pugnacity, hatred, vengeance, obtain 
unqualified possession of their bosoms ; exaggerated too through 
the fluctuations of victory and defeat successively brought by 
Nikostratus, Alkidas, and Eurymedon. Their conduct as victors 
is such as we should expect under such maddening circumstances, 
from coarse men, mingled with liberated slaves: it is vindictive 
and murderous in the extreme, not without faithless breach of 
assurances given. But we must remember that they are driven 
to stand upon their defence, and that all their energies are indis
pensable to make that defence successful. They are provoked 
by an aggression no less guilty in the end than in the means, 
an aggression, too, the more gratuitous, because, if we look at the 
state of the island at the time when the oligarchical captives 
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were restored from Corinth, there was no pretence for affirming 
that it had suffered, or was suffering, any loss, hardship, or dis
grace, from its alliance with Athens. These oligarchical insur
gents find the island in a state of security and tranquillity, 
since the war imposed upon it little necessity for effort, - they 
plunge it into a sea of blood, with enormities as well as suffering 
on both sides, which end at length in their own complete ex
termination. Our compassion for their final misery must not 
hinder us from appreciating the behavior whereby it was 
earned. 

In the course of a few years from this time, we shall have 
occasion to recount two political movements in Athens, similar in 
principle and general result to this Korkyrrean revolution ; ex
hibiting oligarchical conspirators against an existing and conser
vative democracy, with this conspiracy at first successful, but 
afterwards put down, and the Demos again restored. The con
trast between Athens and Korkyra, under such circumstances, 
will be found highly instructi,·e, especially in regard to the 
Demos, both in the hours of defeat and in those of victory. It 
will then be seen how much the habit of active participation in 
political and judicial affairs, - of open, conflicting discussion, 
discharging the malignant passions by way of speech, and fol
lowed by appeal to the vote, - of having constantly present, to 
the mind of every citizen, in his character of dikast or ekkle
siast, the conditions of a pacific society, and the paramount 
authority of a constitutional majority, -how much all these 
circumstances, brought home as they were at Athens more than 
in any other democracy to the feelings of individuals, contributed 
to soften the instincts of intestine violence and revenge, even 
under very great provocation. 

But the case of Korkyra, as well as that of Athens, different 
in so many respects, conspire to illustrate another truth, of much 
importance in Grecian history. Doth of them show how false 
and impudent were the pretensions set up by the rich and great 
men of the various Grecian cities, to superior morality, superior 
intelligence, and greater fitness for using honorably and benefi
cially the powers of government, as compared with the mass of 
the citizens. Though the Grecian oligarchies, exercising power
ful sway over fashion, and more especially over the meaning of 
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words, bestowed upon themselves the appellation of "the best 
men, the honorable and good, the elegant, the superior," etc., and 
attached to those without their own circle epithets of a contrary 
tenor, implying low moral attributes, - no such difference will 
be found borne out by the facts of Grecian history.I Abundance 
of infirmity, with occasional bad passions, was doubtless liable to 
work upon the people generally, often corrupting and misguiding 
even the Athenian democracy, the best apparently of all the 
democracies in Greece. Ilut after all, the rich and great men 
were only a part of the people, and taking them as a class, apart 
from honorable individual exceptions, by no means the best part. 
If exempted by their position from some of the vices which 
beset smaller and poorer men, they imbibed from that same posi
tion an unmeasured self-importance, and an excess of personal 
ambition as well as of personal appetite, peculiar to them
selves, not less anti-social in tendency, and operating upon a 
much grander scale. To the prejudices and superstitions belong
ing to the age, they were noway superior, considering them as a 
class; while their animosities among one another, virulent and 
unscrupulous, were among the foremost causes of misfortune in 
Grecian commonwealth, - and indeed many of the most excep
tionable acts committed by the democracies, consisted in their 
allowing themselves to be made the tools of one aristocrat for 
the ruin of another. Of the intense party-selfishness which char
acterized them as a body, sometimes exaggerated into the 
strongest anti-popular antipathy, as we see in the famous oligar
chical oath cited by Aristotle,2 we shall find many illustrations 
as we advance in the history, but none more striking than this 
Korkyr::ean revolution. 

1 See the valuable preliminary discourse, prefixed to Welcker's edition 
of Thcognis, page xxi, sect. 9, seq. 

2 Aristotcl. Politic. v, 7, 19. Kat TijJ ofJµijJ KaKO'VOV( luoµat, Kat (Jovl.efo(,J 
01 Tl av t;t(,J KaKO'V. 
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CHAPTER LI. 

FRO:\f THE TROUBLES rn KORKYRA, rn THE FIFTH YEAR OF THE 
PELOPONNESIAN WAR, DOWN TO THE END OF THE SIXTH 

YEAR. 

ABOUT the same time as the troubles </f Korkyra occurred, 
Nikias, the Athenian general, conducted an armament against the 
rocky island of 1\Iinoa, which lay at the mouth of the harbor of 
l\Iegara, and was occupied by a 1\Iegarian fort and garrison. The 
narrow channel, which separated it from the l\fegarian port of 
Nisrea, and formed the entrance of the lmrhor, was defended by 
two towers projecting out from Nisrea, which Nikias attacked and 
destroyed by means of battering machines from his ships. He 
thus cut off 1\linoa from communication on that side with the 
l\Iegarians, and fortified it on the other side, where it communi
cated with the mainland by a lagoon bridged over with a causeway. 
l\Iinoa, thus becoming thoroughly insulated, was more completely 
fortified and made an Athenian possession ; since it was eminent
ly convenient to keep up an effective blockade against the l\Iega
rian harbor, which the Athenians had hitherto done only from the 
opposite shore of Salamis.I 

Though Nikias, son of Nikeratus, had been for some time con
spicuous in public life, and is said to have been more than once 
strategus along with Perikles, this is the first occasion on which 
Thucydides introduces him to our notice. He was now one of 
the strategi, or generals of the commonwealth, and appears tQ 

have enjoyed, on the whole, a greater and more constant pernonal 
esteem than any citizen of Athens, from the present time down 
to his death. In wealth and in family he ranked among the 
first class of Athenians : in political character, Ari~totle placed 
him, together with Thucydides son of 1\Ielesias and Theramenes, 
above all other names in Athenian history,-seemingly even 

1 Thucyd. iii, 51. See the note of Dr. Arnold, and the plan embodied in 
his work, for the topography of Minoa, which has now ceased to be au. 
island, and is a hill on the mainland near the shore. 
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above Perikles.1 Such a criticism, from Aristotle, deserves 
respectful attention, though the facts before us completely belie 
so lofry an estimate. It marks, however, the position occupied 
by Nikias in Athenian politics, as the principal person of what 
may be called the oligarchical party, succeeding Kirnon and Thu
cydides, and preceding Theramenes. In looking to the conditions 
under which this party continued to subsist, we shall see that, 
during the interval between Thucydides (son of :Melesias) and 
Nikias, the democratical forms had acquired such confirmed 
ascendency, that it would not have suited the purpose of any 
politician to betray evidence of positive hostility to them, prior 
to the Sicilian expedition, and the great embarrassment in the 
foreign relations of Athens which arose out of that disaster. 
After that change, the Athenian oligarchs became emboldened 
and aggressive, so that we shall find Theramenes among the 
chief conspirators in the revolution of the Four Hundred: but 
Nikias represents the oligarchical party in its previous state of 
quiescence and torpidity, accommodating itself to a sovereign 
democracy, and existing in the form of common sentiment rather 
than of common purposes. And it is a remarkable illustration 
of the real temper of the Athenian people, that a man of this 
character, known as an oligarch but not feared as such, and doing 
his duty sincerely to the democracy, should have remained until 
his death the most esteemed and influential man in the city. He 
was a man of a sort of even mediocrity, in intellect, in education, 
and in oratory: forward in his military duties, and not only per
sonally courageous in the field, but also competent as a general 
under ordinary circumstances :2 assiduous in the discharge of all 
political duties at home, especially in the post of strategus, or one 
of the ten generals of the state, to which be was frequently chosen 
and rechosen. Of the many valuable qualities combined in his 
predecessor Perikles, the recollection of whom was yet fresh in 

t Plutarch, Nikias, c. 2, 3. 
• Kairot tr"'Y' 1cal nµwµat be roii rotovrov (says Nikias, in the Athenian 

assembly, Thucyd. vi, 9) Kat f;tH10V erep(,)V rrepl rfil tµavrov 
u {J µa Tl b /> />"' rJ w. voµil;(,)V oµofot; aym9ov rroli.ir11v el vat, ot; UV Ka£ TOV 

u!.Jµarot; Tl Kat Ti/t; ovaiat; rrpovoi/rat. 
The whole conduct of Nikias before Syracuse, under the most trying cir· 

cumstances, more than bears out this boast. 
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the Athenian mind, Nikias possessed two~ on which, most of all, 
his influence rested, - though, properly speaking, that influence 
belongs to the sum total of his character, and not to any special 
attributes in it: First, he was thoroughly incorruptible, as to 
pecuniary gains, - a quality so rare in Grecian public men of all 
the cities, that when a man once became notorious for possessing 
it, he acquired a greater degree of trust than any superiority of 
intellect could have bestowed upon him: next, he adopted the 
Periklean view as to the necessity of a conservative or stationary 
foreign policy for Athens, and of avoiding new acquisitions at a 
distance, adventurous risks, or provocation to fresh enemies. 
With this important point of analogy, there were at the same 
time material differences between them, even in regard to foreign 
policy. Perikles was a conservative, resolute against submitting 
to loss or abstraction of empire, as well as refraining from aggran
dizement: Nikias was in policy faint-hearted, averse to energetic 
effort for any purpose whatever, and disposed, not only to main
tain peace, but even to purehase it by considerable sacrifices. 
Nevertheless, he was the leading champion of the conserrntive 
party of his day, always powerful at Athens: and as he was 
constantly familiar with the details and actual course of public 
affairs, capable of giving full effect to the cautious and prudential 
point of view, and enjoying unqualified credit for honest pur
poses, - his value as a permanent counsellor was steadily recog
nized, even though in particular cases his counsel might not be 
followed. 

Besides these two main points, which Nikias had in common 
with Perikles, he was perfect in the use of those minor and col
lateral modes of standing well with the people, which that great 
man had taken little pains to practise. ·while Perikles attached 
himself to Aspasia, whose splendid qualities did not redeem, in 
the eyes of the public, either her foreign origin or her unchastity, 
the domestic habits of Nikias appear to have been strictly con
formable to the rules of Athenian decorum. Perikles was sur
rounded by philosophers, Nikias by prophets, - whose advice 
was necessary both as a consolation to his temperament, and as a 
guide to his intelligence under difficulties; one of them was con
stantly in his service and confidence, and his conduct appears to 
have been sensibly affected by the difference of character between 
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t•ne prophet and another,1 just as the government of Louis the 
Fourteenth, and other Catholic princes, has been modified by the 
change of confessors. To a life thus rigidly decorous and ultra
religious - both eminently acceptable to the Athenians - Nikias 
added the judicious employmen~ of a large fortune with a view to 
popularity. Those liturgies - or expensive public duties under
taken by rich men each in his turn, throughout other cities of 
Greece as well as in Athen~- which fell to his lot were performed 
wit!} such splendor, munificence, and good taste, as to procure for 
him universal encomiums ; and so much above his predecessors 
as to be long remembered and extolled. Most of these liturgies 
were connected with the religious service of the state, so that 
Nikias, by his manner of performing them, displayed his zeal for 
the honor of the gods at the same time that he laid up for him
self a store of popularity. Moreover, the remarkable caution and 
timidity - not before an enemy, but in reference to his own 
fellow-citizens - which marked his .character, rendered him pre
eminently scrupulous as to giving offence or making per5onal 
enemies. "\Vhile his demeanor towards the poorP.r citizens gen
erally was equal and conciliating, the presents which he made 
were numerous, both to gain friends and to silence assailants. 
We are not surprised to hear that various bullies, whom the comic 
writers turn to scorn, made their profit out of this susceptibility, 
- but most assuredly Nikias as a public man, though he might 
occasionally be cheated out of money, was greatly assisted by the 
reputation which he thus acquired. 

The expenses unavoidable in such a career, combined with 
strict personal honesty, could not have been defrayed except by 
another quality, which ought not to count as discreditable to 
Nikias, though in this too he stood distinguished from Perikles. 
He was a careful and diligent money-getter ; a speculator in the 
silver mines of Laurium, and proprietor of one thousand slaves, 
whom he let out for work in them, receiving afixed sum per head 
for each: the superintending slaves who managed the details of 

1 Thucycl. vii, 50; Plutarch, Nikias, c. 4, 5, 23. Tt;i µf:vTot Nudq. uvv71vix
'l'J71 TOTE f'1/0E f<UVTtV txetV tµrmpov. b yap uvvf1i'J11~ llVTOV Klll TO 'lrOAV Ti/~ 
OetUt<5atµovfo~ utpatpt!v !.nA.{3io11~ tni'Jv~Klit µtKpov tµ'lrpoui'Jev. This is sug
gested by Plutarch as an excuse for mistakes on the part of Nikias. 
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this business were men of great ability and high pecuniary value.I 
1\Iost of the wealth of Nikias was held in this form, and not in 
landed property. Judging by what remains to us of the comic 
authors, this must have been considered as a perfectly gentleman
like way of making money: for while they abound with derision 
of the leather-dresser Kleon, the lamp-maker Hyperbolus, and 
the vegetable-selling mother to whom Euripides owes his birth, 
we hear nothing from them in disparagement of the slave-letter 
Nikias. The degree to which the latter was thus occupied with. 
the care of his private fortune, together with the general moder
ation of his temper, made him often wish to abstract himself from 
public duty: but such unambitious reluctance, rare among the 
public men of the day, rather made the Athenians more anxious 
to put him forward and retain his services. In the eyes of the 
Pentakosiomedimni and the Hippeis, the two richest classes in 
Athens, he was one of themselves,-and on the whole, the best 
man, as being so little open to reproach or calumny, whom they 
could oppose to the leather-dressers and lamp-makers who often 
out-talked them in the public assembly. The hoplites, who de
spised Kleon, - and did not much regard even the brave, hardy, 
and soldierlike Lamachus, because he happened to be poor,2 
respected in Nikias the union of wealth and family with honesty, 
courage, and carefulness in command. The maritime and trad
ing multitude esteemed him as a decorous, honest, religious gen
tleman, who gave splendid choregies, treated the poorest men 
with consideration, and never turned the public service into a job 
for his own profit,- who, moreover, if he possessed no com
manding qualities, so as to give to his advice imperative and 
irresistiule authority, was yet always worthy of being consulted, 
and a steady safeguard against public mischief. Before the fatal 
Sicilian expedition, he had never commanded on any very serious 
or diflicult enterprise, but what he had done had been accom
plished successfully; so that he enjoyed ,the reputation of a for

1 Xenophon, Mcmorab. ii, 5, 2; Xenophon, De Vectigalibus, iv, 14. 
2 Thucyd. v, 7 ; Plutarch, Alkibiades, c. 21. '0 yilp Auµaxo~ 1/v µ£11 

rrol.eµ11<.or Kat uvopwo17r, Mi(,)µa o' <JV 7rpouijv oVd' oy1<or avrii> Ota TrEVlalJ : 

compare Plutarch, Nikias, c. _I5. 
VOL. vr. 13 19oc. 

http:rrol.e�11<.or
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tun ate as well as a prudent commander.I Ife appears to have 
acted as proxenus to the Lacedremonians at Athens ; probably 
by his own choice, and among several others. 

The first half of the political life of Nikias, - after the time 
when he rose to enjoy full consideration in Athens, being already 
of mature age, - was spent in opposition to Kleon; the last half; 
in opposition to Alkibiades. To employ terms which are not 
fully suitable to the Athenian democracy, but which yet bring to 
view the difference intended to be noted better than any. others, 
Nikias was a minister or ministerial man, often actually exercis
ing and always likely to exercise official functions, - Kleon was 
a man of the opposition, whose province it was to supervise and 
censure official men for their public conduct. \Ve must divest 
these words of that sense which they are understood to carry in 
English political life, -a standing parliamentary majority in 
favor of one party: Kleon would often carry in the public assem
bly resolutions, which his opponents Nikias and others of like 
rank and position, - who served in the posts of strategus, ambas
sador, and other important offices designated by the general v~te, 
were obliged against their will to execute. In attaining such 
offices they were assisted by the political clubs, or established 
conspiracies (to translate the original literally), among the lead
ing Athenians, to stand by each other both for acquisition of office 
and for mutual insurance under judicial trial. These clubs, or 
hetreries, must without doubt have played a most important part 
in the practical working of Athenian politics, and it is much to 
be regretted that we are possessed of no details respecting them. 
We know that in Athens they were thoroughly oligarchical in 
ilispositioq.,2- while equality, or something near to it, in rank 

1 Thucyd. v, 16. NtKiar; rrA.eiara rwv rou eii tpepoµevor; tv arparr/yiat>,
N tKia, µ'i:v {3ovAf1µevo>, Ev ~ arra{}qr; 1/v Kat 1/~iovro, Ota(Jb)(Ja(J{}ai T "v e vT v
x la v, etc. -vi, 17. [(,)(; eyw TE (Alk.ibiades) frt UKµ{,l;w µer' avri/r; Kal 0 
N tKiar; e v r v x 1/ r ooKet elvcli, etc. 

I Thucyd. viii, 54.. Kat 0 µ'i:v IIeiaavopor; rur re ~Vv(,)µoaiar, airrep lrfy
xavov rrporepov lv ry 1rOAEL OVoat errt OtKatr; Kat apxair;, arruaar lrreA.{}i:Jv, 
Kal rrapaKeA.evouµevor ilrr(,)r ~varpatpivrer Kat Kotvy (3ovA.evauµevoL Karai\ii
aoi•at rilv oi/µov, Kat riiA.i\a rrapaoKevuaar, etc. 

After having thus organized the hetreries, and brought them into coopera
tion for his revolutionary objects against the d;roocracy, Peisander departed 
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and position must have been essential to the social harmony of 
the members: in some towns, it appears that such political asso
ciations existed under the form of gymnasia,1 for the mutual 
exercise of the members, or of syssitia for joint banquets. At 
Athens they were numerous, and doubtless not habitually in 
friendship with each other, since the antipathies among different 
oligarchical men were exceedingly strong, and the union brought 
about between them at the time of the Four Hundred arose only 
out of common desire to put down the democracy, and lasted but 
a little while. But the designation of persons to serve in the 
capacity of strategus and other principal offices greatly depended 
upon them, - as well as the facility of passing through that trial 
of accountability to which every man was liable after his year of 
office. Nikias, and men generally of his rank and fortune, helped 
by these clubs, and lending help in their turn, composed what may 
be called the ministers, or executive individual functionaries of 
Athens: the tnen who acted, gave orders to individual men as to 

from Athens to Samos : on his return, he finds that these hetrories have 
been very actively employed, and had made great progress towards the sub
version of the democracy: they had assassinated the demagogue Andro
klCs aml various other political enemies, - ol oe uµq,~ TOV IItfoavopov 
f)A&ov l<; Tu<; 'A&i1va<;,-Kat r<araAaµ{Javovr;t TU 'frAtlr;ra Toi<; traipot<; 1rpOt· 
tp/ar;µ{va, etc. (viii, 6.1.) 

The political traiptta to which Alkibiades belonged is mentioned in 
Isokratcs, De Bigis, Or. xvi, p. 348, sect. 6. Ae1ovn<; wr; o'frari';p r; vv a yo t 
Ti'; v t Ta iptta v t 'frL v t (,JTE p 0 t' 1rp a y µ ar;t. Allusions to these 
lratptlat and to their well-known politic::il and judicial purposes (unfortu
nately they are only allusions), are fonnd in Plato, Theretet. e. 79, p. 173. 
G'frOVOlll oe lratpttwv l'fr' upxu<;, etc.: also r!ato, Legg. ix, c. 3, p. 856; Plato, 
Republic, ii, c. 8, p. 365, where they are mentioned in conjunction with 
r;vv,,,µar;iat - l'fri yup Til Aav&avttv l;vv,,,µMia<; u Kat lratptia<; r;vval;oµev 
also in Pscudo-Andokides cont. Alkibiad. c. 2, p. 112. Compare the general 
remarks of Thucydides, iii, 82, and Demosthenes cont. Stephan. ii, p. II57. 

Two Dissertations, bJ. Messrs. Vischer and Buttner, collect the scanty 
indications respecting these hctrories. together with some attempts to en
large and specnlate upon them, which are more ingenious than trustworthy 
(Die Oligarchische Partei und die Hetairien in Athen. von ·w. Vischer. 
Basel, 1836; Geschichte dcr politischen lletairien zn Athen. von Hermann 
Buttner. Leipsic, 1840). 

1 About the political workings of the Syssitia and Gymnasia, see Plato, 
Legg. i, p. 636; Polybius, xx, 6. 
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specific acts, and saw to the execution of tha! which the senate 
and the public assembly resolved. Especially in regard to the 
military and naval force of the city, so large and so actively 
employed at this time, the powers of detail possessed by the 
strategi .must have been very great and essential to the safety 
of the state. 

While Nikias was thus in what may be called ministerial func
tion, Kleon was not of sufficient importance to attain the same, 
but was confined to the inferior function of opposition: we shall 
see in the coming chapter how he became as it were promoted, 
partly by his own superio1· penetration, partly by the dishonest 
artifice and misjudgment of Nikias and other opponents, in the 
affair of Sphakteria. nut his vocation was now to find fault, to 
censure, to denounce; his theatre of action was the senate, the 
public assembly, the dikasteries ; his principal talent was that of 
speech, in which he must unquestionably have surpassed all his 
contemporaries. The two gifts which had been united in Pcri
kles - superior capacity for speech as well as for action - were 
now severed, and had fallen, though both in greatly inferior 
degree, the one to Nikias, the other to Kleon. As an opposition
man, fierce and violent in temper, Kleon was extremely formid
able to all acting functionaries; and from his influence in the 
public assembly, he was doubtless the author of many important 
positive measures, thus going beyond the functions belonging to 
what is called opposition. But though the most effective speaker 
in the public assembly, he was not for that reason the most influ
ential person in the democracy : his powers of speech in fact, 
stood out the more prominently, because they were found apart 
from that station, and those qualities which were considered, eyen 
at Athens, all but essential to make a man a leader in political 
life. To understand the political condition of Athens at this 
time, it has been necessary to take this comparison between 
Nikias and Kleon, and to remark, that though the latter might be 
a more victorious speaker, the former was tile more guiding and 
influential leader; the points gained by Kleon were all noisy and 
palpable, sometimes however, without doubt, of considerable mo
ment, - but ·the course of affairs was much more under the 
direction of Nikias. 

It was during the summer of this year, the fifth of the war, 
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n.c. 427, that the Athenians began operations on a small scale 
in Sicily; probably contrary to the advice both of Nikias and 
Kleon, neither of them seemingly favorable to these distant 
undertakings. I reserve, however, the series of Athenian meas
ures in Sicily- which afterwards became the turning-point of 
the fortunes of the state - for a department by themselves. 
I shall take them up separately, and bring them down to the 
Athenian expedition against Syracu;re, when I reach the date of 
that important event. 

During the autumn of the same year, the epidemic disorder, 
after having intermitted for some time, resumed its ravages at 
Athens, and continued for one whole year longer, to the sad ruin 
both of the strength and the comfort of the city. And it seems 
that this autumn, as well as the ensuing summer, were distin
guished by violent atmospheric and terrestrial disturbance. ,Nu
merous earthquakes were experienced at Athens, in Eubcea, in 
Bceotia, especially near Orchomenus. Sudden waves of the sea 
and unexampled tides were also felt on the coast of Eubcea and 
Lokris, and the islands of Atalante and Peparethus ; the Athe
niali fort and one of the two guardships at Atalante were par
tially destroyed. The earthquakes produced one effect favorable 
to Athens; they deterred the Laccdremonians from invading At
tica. Agis, king of Sparta, had already reached the isthmus 
for that purpose; but the repeated earthquakes were looked 
upon as an unfavorable portent, and the scheme was aban
doned.I 

These earthquakes, however, were not considered as calculated 
to deter the Lacedre;:nonians from the foundation of Herakleia, a 
new colony near the strait of Thermopylre. On this occasion, 
we hear of a branch of the Greek population not before men
tioned during the war. The coast immediate~y north of the 
strait of Thermopylre was occupied by the three subdivisions 
of the l\Ialians, - Paralii, Hicres, and Trachinians. These lat
ter, immediately adjoining l\Iount CEta on its north side, - as 
well as the Dorians, the little·tribe properly so called, which was 
accounted the primitive hearth of the Dorians generally, who 
joined the same mountain-range on the south, - were both of 

~ Thucyd. iii, 87, 89, 90. 
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them narassed and plundered by the predatory mountaineers, 
probably JEtolians, on the high lands between them. At first, 
the Trachinians were disposed to throw themselves on the protec
tion of Athens ; but not feeling sufficiently assured as to the way 
in which she would deal with them, they joined with the Dorians 
in claiming aid from Sparta: in fact, it does not appear that 
Athens, possessing naval superiority only, and being inferior on 
land, could have given them effective aid. The Lacedremonians 
eagerly embraced the opportunity, and determined to plant a 
strong colony in this tempting situation: there was wood in the 
neighboring regions for ship-building,1 so that they might hope 
to acquire a naval position for attacking the neighboring island 
of Eubcca, while the passage of troops against the subject-allies 
of Athens in Thrace, would al~o be facilitated; the impractica
bility of such passage had forced them, three years before, to 
leave Potidrea to its fate. A considerable body of colonists, 
Spartans and Lacedremonian Periccki, was assembled under the 
conduct of three Spartan rekists, - Leon, Damagon, and Alki
das; the latter we are to presume, though Thucydides does not 
say so, was the same admiral who had met with such little suc
cess in Ionia and at Korkyra. Proclamation was farther made 
to invite the junction of all other Greeks as colonists, excepting 
by name Ionians, Aehreans, and some other tribes not here spec
ified. Probably the distinct exclusion of the Achreans must 
have been rather the continuance of ancient sentiment than dic
,tated by any present reasons ; since the Achreans were not now 
pronounced enemies of Sparta. A number of colonists, stated 
as not less than ten thousand, flocked to the place, having confi
dence in the stability of the colony under the powerful protection 
of Sparta; and a new town, of large circuit, was built and forti
fied under the name of Ilerakleia ;2 not far from the .site of 
Trachis, about two miles and a quarter from the nearest point of 

1 Respecting this abundance of wood, as well as the site of Herakleia 
generally, consult Livy, xxxvi, 22. 

• Diodor. xii, 59. Not merely was .Herak!es the mythical progenitor of 
the Spartan kings, but the whole region near CEta and Trachis was adorned 
by legends and heroic incidents connected with him : see the drama of tho 
Trachinire by Sophok!es. 
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tlrn :Maliac gulf, but about double that distance from the strait 
of Thermopylre. Near to the latter, and for the purpose of keep
ing effective possession of it, a port, with dock and accommoda
tion for shipping, was constructed. 

A populous city, established under Lacedremonian protection 
in this important post, alarmed the Athenians, and created much· 
expectation in every part of Greece: but the Lacedremonian 
rekists were harsh and unskilful in their management, and the 
Thessalians, to whom the Trachinian territory was tributary, 
considered the colony as an encroachment upon their soil. Anx
ious to prevent its increase, they harassed it with hostilities from 
the first moment, while the <Etrean assailants were not idle: and 
Herakleia, thus pressed from without, and misgoverned within, 
dwindled down from its original numbers and promise, barely 
maintaining its existence.I 'Ve shall find it in later times, 
however, revived, and becoming a place of considerable im
portance. 

The main Athenian armament of this summer, consisting of 
sixty triremes, under Nikias, undertook an expedition against the 
island of l\Ielos. l\Ielos and Thera, both inhabited by ancient 
colonists from Lacedremon, had never been from the beginning, 
and still refused to be, members of the Athenian alliance, or sub
jects of the Athenian empire. They thus stoo_d out as exceptions 
to all the other islands in the .lEgean, and the Athenians thought 
themselves authorized to resort to constraint and conquest; be
lieving themselves entitled to command over all the islands. 
Th[!y might indeed urge, and with considerable plausibility, that 

· the l\felians now enjoyed their share of the protection of the 
1Egean from piracy, without contributing at all to the cost of it: 
but considering the obstinate reluctance and strong Lacedremo
nian prepossessions of the l\Ielians, who had taken no part in the 
war, and given no ground of offence to Athens, the attempt to 
conquer them by force could hardly be justified even as a calcu
lation of gain and loss, and was a mere gratification to the pride 
()f power in carrying out what, in modern days, we should call 
the principle of maritime empire. l\lelos and Thera formed 
uwkward corners, which defaced the symmetry of a great propri

1 Thuryd. iii, 92, 93; Diodor. xi, 49; xii, 59. 
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et-Or's field ;1 and the former ultimately entailed upon Athens the 
heaviest of all losses, - a deed of blood which deeply dishonored 
her annals. On this occasion, Nikias visited the island with his 
fleet, and after vainly summoning the inhabitants, rarnged the 
lands, but retired without undertaking a siege. He then sailed 
away, and came to Oropus, on the northeast frontier of Attica, 
bordering on Breotia: the hoplites on board his ships landed in 
the night, and marched into the interior of Breotia, to the vicinity 
of Tanagra. They were here met, according to signal raised, by a 
military force from Athens, which marched thither by land; and 
the joint Athenian army ravaged the Tanagrrean territory, gain
ing an insignificant advantage over its defenders. On retiring, 
Nikias reassembled his armament, sailed northward along the 
coast of Lokris with the usual ravages, and returned home with
out effecting anything farther.2 

About the same time that he started, thirty other Athenian 
triremes, under Demosthenes and Prokies, had been sent round 
Peloponnesus to act upon the coast of Akarnania. In conjunc
tion with the whole Akarnanian force, except the men of CEniade, 
- with fifteen triremes from Korkyra, and some troops from Keph
allenia and Zakynthus, - they ravaged the whole territory of 
Leukas, both within and without the isthmus, and confined the 
inhabitants to their town, which was too strong to be taken by 
anything but a wall of circumvallation and a tedious blockade. 
And the Akarnanians, to whom the city was especially hostile, 
were urgent with Demosthenes to undertake this measure forth
with, since the opportunity might not again recur, and success 
was nearly certain. 

But this enterprising officer committed the grave imprudence 
of offending them on a matter of great importance, in order to 
attack a country of all others the most impracticable, - the 
interior of .lEtolia. The Jllessenians of Naupaktus, who suffered 
from the depredations of the neighboring .lEtolian tribes, inflamed 
his imagination by suggesting to him a grand scheme of opera

1 Ilorat. Sat. ii, 6, 8 : 
0 ! si angulus istc 

Proximus accedat, qui nunc denormat agellum ! 
1 Thncyd. iii, 91. 
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DEMOSTHENES lNVADES ,ETOLIA. 

tions,1 more worthy of the large force which he commanded than 
the mere reduction of Leukas. The various tribes of 1Etolians, 
- rude, brave, active, predatory, and unrivalled in the use of the 
javelin, which they rarely laid out of their hands,_:.. stretched 
across the country from between Parnassus and ffita to the 
eastern bank of the :AchelOus. The scheme suggested by the 
:r.Iessenians was, that Demosthenes should attack the great central 
JEtolian tribes, - the Apodoti, Ophioneis, and Eurytanes: if 
they were conquered, all the remaining continental tribes between 
the Ambrakian gulf and l\fount Parnassus might be invited or 
forced into the alliance of Athens, - the Akarnanians being 
already included in it. Having thus got the command of a large 
continental force,2 Demosthenes contemplated the ulterior scheme 
of marching at the head of it on the west of Parnassus, through 
the territory of the Ozolian Lokrians, - inhabiting the north of 
the Corinthian gulf, friendly to Athens, and enemies to the 1Eto
lians, whom they resembled both in their habits and in their 
fighting, - until he arrived at Kytinium, in Doris, in the upper 
portion of the valley of the river Kephisus. He would then 
easily descend that valley into the territory of the Phocians, who 
were likely to join the Athenians if a. favorable opportunity oc
curred, but who might at any rate be constrained to do so. From 
Phocis, the scheme was to invade from the northward the conter
minous territory of Bceotia, the great enemy of Athens: which 
might thus perhaps be completely subdued, if assailed at the 
same time from Attica. Any Athenian general, who could have 
executed this comprehensive scheme, would have acquired at 
home a high and well-merited celebrity. But Demosthenes had 
been ill-informed, both of the invincible barbarians and the path
less country comprehended under the name of 1Etolia: some of 

Tlmcyd. iii, 95. A71µorr&ev71> o' U.varreWerat /Cara TOV xpovov TOVTOV V'lrO 
Mecu171viwv i:i, Kai.av avr<;i rrrpar<u> rorravr71> ~vve1/.eyµi1171r, etc . 

. 2 Thucyd. iii, 95. TO uA.l,o firretpc.>TlKUV TO ravry. None of the tribes 
properly called Epirots, wonlu be comprised in this expression: the name 
f}rretpwrat is here a general name, not a proper name, as Poppo and Dr. 
Arnold remark. Demosthenes would calculate on getting under his orders 
the Akarnanians and JEtolians, and some other tribes besides; but what 
other tribes, it is not easy to specify: perhaps the Agrrei, east of Am
philochia, among them. 

13* 
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the tribes spoke a language scarcely intelligible to Greeks, and 
even eat their meat raw, while the country has even down to the 
present time remained not only unconquered, but untraversed, by 
an enemy in arms. 

Demosthenes accordingly retired from Leukas, in spite of the 
remonstrance of the Akarnanians, who 'not only could not be 
induced to accompany him, but went home in visible disgust. 
He then sailed with his other forces -1\Iessenians, Kephalle
nians, and Zakynthians - to CEneon, in the territory of the 
Ozolian Lokrians, a maritime township on the Corinthian gulf, 
not far eastward of Naupaktus,-where his army was disem
barked, together with three hundred epibatre (or marines) from 
the triremes,-including on this occasion, what was not com
monly the case on shipboard, I some of the choice hoplites, selected 
all from young men of the same age, on the Athenian muster
roll. Having passed the night in the sacred precinct of Zeus 
Nemeus at CEneon, memorable as the spot where the poet 
Hesiod was said to have been slain, he marched early in the 
morning, under the guidance of the l\fessenian Chroman, into 

1 Thucyd. iii, 98. The epiLatre, or soldiers serving on shipboard 
(marines), were more usnally taken from the thetes, or the poorest class 
of citizens, furnished by the state with a panoply for the occasion,-not 
from the regular hoplitcs on the muster-roll. Maritime soldiery is, there
fore, usually spoken of as something inferior: the present triremes of De
mosthenes are noticed in the light of an exception ( vavrn<i/r Kat ¢a{/).ov 
arpartur, Thucyd. vi, 21). 

So among the Homans, service in the legions was accounted higher and 
more honoraLle than that of the classiarii milites (Tacit. Histor. i, 87). 

The Athenian epibatre, thongh not forming a corps permanently dis
tinct, correspond in function to the English marines, who seem to have 
been first distingnishe<l permanently from other foot-soldiers about the year 
1684. "It having been fonnd necessary on many occasions to embark a 
number of soldiers on board our ships of war, and mere landsmen being at 
first extremely unhealthy, -and at first, until they had been accustomed to 
the sea, in a great measure unserviceable, - it was at length judged expe
dient to appoint certain regiments for that service, who were trained to tho 
different modes of sea-fighting, and also made useful in some of those 
manoouvres of a ship where a great many hands were required. These, 
from the nature of their duty, were distinguished by the appellation of 
maritime soldiers, or m~rines.'' - Grose's .Mil!tqry Antiquities of the English 
Army, vol. i, p. 186. (London, 1786.) · · 
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1Etolia; on the first day he took Potidania, on the second Kro
kyleium, on the third Teichium, - all of them villages unfortified 
and undefended, for the inhaLitants abandoned them and fled to 
the mountains above. Ile was here inclined to halt and wait the 
junction of the Ozolian Lokrians, who had engaged to invade 
JEtolia at the same time, and were almost indispensaLle to his 
success, from their familiarity with .lEtolian warfare and similarity 
of weapons. But the Jl.Iessenians again persuaded him to ad
vance without delay into the interior, in order that the villages 
might be separately attacked and taken before any collective 
force could be gathered together: and Demosthenes was so en
couraged by having as yet encountered no resistance, that he 
advanced to .lEgitium, which he also found deserted, and captured 
without opposition. 

Here however was the term of his good fortune. The moun
tains round JEgitium were occupied not only by the inhabitants 
of that village, but also by the entire force of JEtolia, collected 
even from the distant tribes Bomies and Kallies, who bordered 
on the JHaliac gulf. The invasion of Demosthenes had become 
known beforehand to the JEtolians, who not only forewarned all 
their tribes of the approaching enemy, but also sent ambassadors 
to Sparta and Corinth to ask for aid.I However, they showed 
themselves fully capable of defending their own territory, with
out foreign aid: and Demosthenes found himself assailed, in his 
position at JEgitium, on all sides at once, by these active high
landers, armed with javelins, pouring down from the neighboring 
hills. Not engaging in any close combat, they retreated when 

1 Tlmcyd. iii, 100. ITporreµi/Javrer rrporepov lr re Koptv&ov Kat tr Aa
1<eoaiµova rrpfo(Jetr- rrei&ovr;w CJr;re r;rpim rreµifat r;rparn'tv td NaimaKTOV 
Ota rljv ri:lv 'A&11vai(,)v ttray(,)y~v. 

It is not here meant, I think-as Goller and Dr. Arnold suppose-that 
the .lEtolians sent envoys to Laccdremon before there was any talk or 
thought of the invasion of .lEtolia, simply in prosecution of the standing 
antipathy which they bore to Naupaktus: but that they had sent envoys 
immediately when they heard of the preparations for invading JEtolia,
yct before the invasion actually took place. The words Ota r~v rwv 'A&11
vaic.iv l:rray(,)yljv show that this is the meaning. 

The word trray(,)y~ is rightly construed bf Haack, against the Seho
Jiast: "Because the Naupaktians were bringing in the Athenians to invade 
.lEtolia." 
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the Athenians advanced forward to charge them, - resuming 
their aggression the moment that the pursuers, who could never 
advance far in consequence of the ruggedness of the ground, 
began to return to the main body. The small number of bowmen 
along with Demosthenes for some time kept their unshielded 
assailants at bay ; but the officer commanding the bowmen was 
presently slain, and the stock of arrows became nearly exhausted; 
and what was still worse, Chromon, the lUessenian, the only man 
who knew the country, and could serve as guide, was slain also. 
The bowmen became thus either ineffective or dispersed; while 
the hoplites exhausted themselves in vain attempts to pursue and 
beat off an active enemy, who always returned upon them, and 
in every successive onset thinned and distressed them more and 
more. At length the force of Demosthenes was completely 
broken, and compelled to take flight; but without beaten roads, 
without guides, and in a country not only strange to them, but 
impervious from continual mountain, rock, and forest. l\lany of 
them were slain in the flight by pursuers, superior not less in 
rapidity of movement than in knowledge of the country: some 
even lost themselves in the forest, and perished miserably in 
flames kindled around them by the .lEtolians: and the fugitives 
were at length reassembled at <Eneon, near the sea, with the loss 
of Prokles, the colleague of Demosthenes in command, as well as 
of one hundred and twenty hoplites, among the best-armed and 
most vigorous in the Athenian muster-roll.I The. remaining 
force was soon transported back from Naupaktus to Athens, but 
Demosthenes remained behind, being too much afraid of the 
displeasure of his countrymen to return at such a moment. It is 
certain that his conduct was such as justly to incur their displeas
ure; and that the expedition against .lEtolia, alienating an estab
lished ally and provoking a new enemy, had been conceived with 
a degree of rashness which nothing but the unexpected favor of 
fortune could have counterbalanced. 

The force of the new enemy whom his unsuccessful attack had 
raised into activity, soon made itself felt. The JEtolian envoys 
despatched to Sparta and Corinth found it easy to obtain the 
promise of a considerable force to join them in an expedition 

1 Thucyd. iii, 98 
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against N aupaktus: and about the month of September, a body 
of three thousand Peloponnesian hoplites, including five hundred 
from the newly-founded colony of Herakleia, was assembled at 
Delphi, under the command of Eurylochus, Makarius, and l\lene
demus. Their road of march to Naupaktus lay through the ter
ritory of the Ozolian Lokrians, whom they proposed either to 
gain over or to subdue. ·with Amphissa, the largest Lokrian 
township, and in the immediate neighborhood of Delphi, they had 
little difficulty, - for the Amphissians were in a state of feud 
with their neighbors on the other side of Parnassus, and were 
afraid that the new armament might become the instrument of 
Phocian antipathy against them. On the very first application 
they joined the Spartan alliance, and gave hostages for their 
fidelity to it: moreover, they persuaded many other Lokrian 
petty villages- among others the J'ifyoneis, who were masters 
of the most difficult pass on the road - to do the same. Eury
lochus received from these various townships reinforcements for 
his army, as well as hostages for their fidelity, whom he deposited 
at Kytinium in Doris: and he was thus enabled to march through 
all the territory of the Ozolian Lokrians without resistal1ce; ex
cept from <Eneon and Eupalion, both which places he took by 
force. Having arrived in the territory of Naupaktus, he was 
there joined by the full force of the 1Etolians; and their joint 
efforts, after laying waste all the neighborhood, captured the Cor
inthian colony of l\Iolykreion, which had become subject to the 
Athenian empire.1 

Naupaktus, with a large circuit of wall and thinly defended, 
was in the greatest danger, and would certainly have been taken, 
had it not been saved by the efforts of the Athenian Demosthenes, 
who had remained there ever since the unfortunate 1Etolian ex
pedition. Apprized of the coming march of Eurylochus, he went 
personally to the Akarnanians, and persuaded them to send a 
force to aid in the defence of Naupaktus: for a long time they 
turned a deaf ear to his solicitations, in consequence of the 
refusal to blockade Leukas, but they were at length induced to 
consent. At the head of one thousand Akarnanian hoplites, 
Demosthenes threw himself into Naupaktus; and Eurylochus, 

1 Thucyd. m, 101, 102. 
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seeing that the town had thus been placed out of the reach ofattack, 
abandoned all his designs upon it,-marching farther westward 
to the neighboring territories of .lEtolia, Kalydon, Pleuron, and 
Proschium, near the AchelOus and the borders of Akarnania. 
The .iEtolians, who had come down to join him for the common 
purpose of attacking Naupaktus, here abandoned him and retired 
to their respective homes. But the Ambrakiots, rejoiced to find 
so considerable a Peloponnesian force in their neighborhood, pre
vailed upon him to assist them in attacking the Amphilochian 
Argos as well as Akarnania; assuring him that there was now 
a fair prospect of bringing the whole of the population of the 
mainland, between the Ambrakian and Corinthian gulfs, under 
the supremacy of Lacedremon. Having persuaded Eurylochus 
thus to keep his forces together and ready, they themselves with 
three thousand Ambrakiot hoplites invaded the territory of the 
Amphilochian Argos, and captured the fortified hill of Olpre 
immediately bordering on the Ambrakian gulf, about three miles 
from Argos itself: this hill had been in former days employed by 
the Akarnanians as a place for public judicial congress of the 
whole ·nation.1 

This enterprise, communicated forthwith to Eurylochus, was 
the signal for movement on both sides. The Akarnanians 
marched with their whole force to the protection of Argos, and 
occupied a post called Krenre in the Amphilochian territory, 
hoping to be able to prevent Eurylochus from effecting his junc
tion with the Ambrakiots at Olpre. They at the same time sent 
urgent messages to Demosthenes at Naupaktus, and to the Athe
nian guard-squadron of twenty triremes under Aristoteles and 
Hierophon, entreating their aid in the present need, and inviting 
Demosthenes to act as their commander. They had forgotten 
their displeasure against him arising out of his recent refusal to 
blockade at Leukas, -for which they probably thought that he 
had been sufficiently punished by his disgrace in .iEtolia; while 
they knew and esteemed his military capacity. In fact, the acci
dent whereby he had been detained at Naupaktus, now worked 
fortunately for them as well as for him: it secured to them a 
commander whom all of them respected, obviating the jealousies 

1 Thucyd. iii, 102-105. 
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among their own numerous petty townships,-it procured for 
him the means of retrieving his own reputation at Athens. De
mosthenes, not backward in seizing this golden opportunity, came 
speedily into the ..Ambrakian gulf with the twenty Athenian tri
remes, conducting two hundred l\Iessenian hoplites and sixty 
Athenian bowmen. He found the whole Akarnanian force con
centrated at the Amphilochian Argos, and was named general 
along with the Akarnanian generals, but in reality enjoying the 
whole direction of the operations. 

Ile found also the whole of the enemy's force, both the three 
thousand Ambrakiot hoplites and the Peloponnesian division 
under Euryloclms, already united and in position at Olpre, about 
three miles off. For Eurylochus, as soon as he was apprized that 
the Ambrakiots had reached Olpre, broke up forthwith his camp 
at Proschium in lEtolia, knowing that his best chance of travers
ing the hostile territory of Akarnania consisted in celerity: the 
whole Akarnanian force, however, had already gone to Argos, so 
that his march was unopposed through that country. Ile crossed 
the AchelOus, marched westward of Stratus, through the Akar
nanian townships of Phytia, l\Iedeon, and Limnrea, then quitting 
both Akarnania and the direct road from Akarnania to Argos, he 
struck rather eastward into the mountainous district of Thyamus, 
in the territory of the Agrreans, who were enemies of the Akar
nanians. From hence he descended at night into the territory 
of Argos, and passed unobserved under cover of the darkness 
between Argos itself, and the Akarnanian force at Krenre ; so as 
to join in safety the three thousand Ambrakiots at Olpre ; to their 
great joy, - for they had feared that the enemy at Argos and 
Krenre would have arrested his passage ; and feeling their 
force inadequate to contend alone, they had sent pressing mes
sages home to demand large reinforcements for themselves and 
their own protection.I 

Demosthenes thus found an united and formidable enemy, 
superior in number to himself~ at Olpre, and conducted his troops 
from Argos and Krenre to attack them. The ground was rugged 
and mountainous, and between the two armies lay a steep ravine 
which neither liked to be the first to pass, so that they lay for five 

1 Thucyd. iii, 105, 106, 10;. 
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days inactive. If Herodotus had been our historian, he would 
probably have ascribed this delay to unfavorable sacriflces (which 
may probably have been the case), and would have given us 
interesting anecdotes respecting the prophets on both sides; but 
the more positive and practical genius of Thucydides merely ac
quaints us, that on the sixth day both armies put themselves in 
order of battle, - both probably tired of waiting. The ground 
being favorable for ambuscade, Demosthenes hid in a bushy dell 
four hundred hoplites and light-armed, so that they might spring 
up suddenly in the midst of the action upon the Peloponnesian 
left, which outflanked his right. He was himself on the right 
with the l\Iessenians and some Athenians, opposed to Eurylochus 
on the left of the enemy: the Akarnanians, with the Amphilo
chian akontists, or darters, occupied his left, opposed to the Am
brakiot hoplites: Ambrakiots and Pcloponnesians were, however, 
intermixed in the line of Eurylochus, and it was only the l\Ianti
neans who maintained a separate station of their own towards 
the left centre. The battle accordingly began, and Eurylochus 
with his superior numpers was proceeding to surround Demos
thenes, when on a sudden the men in ambush rose up and set 
upon his rear. A panic seized his men, and they made no resist
ance worthy of their Peloponnesian reputation: they broke and 
fled, while Eurylochus, doubtless exp.osing himself with peculiar 
bravery in order to restore the battle, was early slain. Demos
thenes, having near him his best troops, pressed them vigorously, 
and their panic communicated itself to the troops in the centre, 
so that all were put to flight and pursued to Olpre. On the right 
of the line of Eurylochus, the Ambrakiots, the most warlike 
Greeks in the Epirotic regions, completely defeated the Akarna
nians opposed to them, and carried their pursuit even as far as 
Argos. So complete, however, was the victory gained by De
mosthenes over the remaining troops, that the~ Ambrakiots had 
great difficulty in flghting their way back to Olpre, which was not 
accomplished without severe loss, and late in the evening. 
Among all the beaten troops, the l\Iantineans were those who 
best maintained their retreating order.• The loss in t_he army of 

1 Thucyd. iii, 107, 108: compare Polyamu~, iii, 1. 
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Demosthenes was about three hundred: that of the opponents 
much greater, but the number is not specified. 

Of the three Spartan commanders, two, Euryloclms and l\Ia
karius, had been slain: the third, l\Ienedams, found himself be
leaguered both by sea and land, - the Athenian squadron being 
on guard along the coast. It would seem, indeed, that he might 
have fought his way to Ambrakia, especially as he would have 
met the Ambrakiot reinforcement coming from the city. Ilut 
whether this were possible or not, the commander, too much dis
pirited to attempt it, took advantage of the customary truce 
granted for burying the dead, to open negotiations with Demos
thenes and the Akarnanian generals, for ~he purpose of obtaining 
an unmolested retreat. This was peremptorily refused: but 
Demosthenes (with the consent of the Akarnanian leaders) 
secretly intimated to the Spartan commander and those immedi
ately around him, together with the l\Iantineans and other Pelop
onnesian troops, - that if they chose to make a separate and 
surreptitious retreat, abandoning their comrades, 110 opposition 
would be offered: for he designed by this means, not merely to 
isolate the Ambrakiots, the great enemies of Argos and Akar
nania, along with the body of miscellaneous mercenaries who 
had come under Euryluchus, but also to obtain the more per
manent advantage of disgracing the Spartans and Peloponne
sians in the eyes of the Epirotic Greeks, as cowards and traitors 
to military fellowship. The very reason which prompted De
mosthenes to grant a separate facility of escape, ought to have 
been imperative with l\Ienedreus and the Peloponnesians around 
him, to make them spurn it with indignation : yet such was their 
anxiety for personal safety, that this disgraceful convention was 
accepted, ratified, and carried into effect forthwith. It stands 
alone in Grecian history, as a specimen of separate treason in 
officers, to purchase safety for themselves by abandoning those 
under their command. Had the officers been Athenian, it would 
have been doubtless quoted as an example of the pretended 
faithlessness of democracy: but as it was the act of a Spartan 
commander in conjunction with many leading Peloponnesians, 
we can only remark upon it as a farther manifestation of that 
intra-Peloponnesian selfishness, and carelessness of obligation 

VOL. VI. 20oc. 
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towards extra-Peloponnesian Greeks, which we found so lament
ably prevalent during the invasion of Xerxes; in this case 
indeed heightened by the fact that the men deserted were fellow
Dorians and fellow-soldiers, who hadjust fought in the same ranks. 

As soon as the ceremony of burying the dead had been com
pleted, l\fenedrous, and the Peloponnesians who were protected 
by this secret convention, stole away slyly and in small bands 
under pretence of collecting wood and vegetables: on getting to 
a little distance, they quickened their pace and made off,_:_ much 
to the dismay of the Ambrakiots, ·who ran after them and tried 
to overtake them. The Akarnanians pursued, and their leaders 
had much difficulty in explaining to them the secret convention 
just concluded. Nor was it without some suspicions of treachery, 
and even personal hazard, from their own troops, that they at 
length caused the fugiti\'e Peloponnesians to be respected; while 
the Ambrakiots, the most obnoxious of the two to Akarnanian feel
ing, were pursued without any reserve, and two hundred of them 
were slain before they could escape into the friendly territory of 
the Agrroans.I To distinguish Ambrakiots from Peloponnesians, 
similar in race and dialect, was, however, no easy task, and much 
dispute arose in individual cases. 

Unfairly as this loss fell upon Ambrakia, a far more severe 
calamity was yet in store for her. · The large reinforcement from 
the city, which had been urgently invoked by the detachment at 
Olpro, started in due course as soon as it could be got ready, and 
entered the territory of Amphilochia about the time when the 
battle of Olpro was fought, but ignorant of that misfortune, and 
l10ping to arrive soon enough to stand by their friends. Their 
march was made known to Demosthenes, on the day after the 
battle, by the Amphilochians; who, at the same time, indicated 
to him the best way of surprising them in the rugged and moun
tainous road along which they had to march, at the two conspic
uous peaks called Idomene, immediately above a narrow pass 
leading farther on to Olpro. It was known beforehand, by the 
line of march of the Ambrakiots, that they would rest for the 
night at the lower of these two peaks, ready to march through 

1 Thucyd. iii, 11 !. 
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the pass on the next morning. On that same night, a detachment 
of Amphilochians, under direction from Demosthenes, seized the 
higher of the two peaks; while that commander himself, dividing 
his forces into two divisions, started from his position at Olpre in 
the evening after supper. One of these divisions, having the 
advantage of Amphilochian guides in their own country, marched 
by an unfrequented mountain road to Idomene; the other, under 
Demosthenes himself, went directly through the pass leading from 
Idomene to Olpre. After marching all night, they reached the 
camp of the Ambrakiots a little before daybreak, - Demosthenes 
himself with his JHessenians in the van. The surp1ise was com
plete; the Ambrakiots were found still lying down and asleep, 
while even the sentinels, uninformed of the recent battle,- hear
ing themselves accosted in the Doric dialect by the JUessenians, 
whom Demosthenes had placed in front for that express purpose, 
and not seeing very clearly in the morning twilight, mistook 
them for some of their own fellow-citizens coming back from the 
other camp. The Akarnanians and J\Iessenians thus fell among 
the Ambrakiots sleeping and unarmed, and without any possibil
ity of resistance. Large numbers of them were destroyed on the 
spot, and the remainder fled in all directions among the neighbor
ing mountains, none knowing the roads and the country; it was 
the country of the Amphilochians, subjects of Ambrakia, but sub
jects averse to their condition, and now making use of their perfect 
local knowledge and light-armed equipment, to inflict a terrible 
revenge on their masters. Some of the Ambrakiots became 
entangled in ravines, - others fell into ambuscades laid by the 
Amphilochians. Others again, dreading most of all to fall into 
the hands of the Amphilochians, barbaric in race as well as 
intensely hostile in feeling, and seeing no other possibility of 
escaping them, swam off to the Athenian ships cruising along the 
shore. There were but a small proportion of them who survived 
to return to Ambrakia.I 

The complete victory of I<lomene, admirably prepared by 
Demosthenes, was achieved with scarce any loss: and the Akar
n.i.nians, after erecting their trophy, despoiled the enemy's dead 
and carried off the arms thus taken to Argos. 

1 Thucyd. iii, 112. 
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On the morrow they were visited by a herald, coming from 
those Ambrakiots who had fled .into the Agrman territory, after 
the battle of Olpre, and the subsequent pursuit. He came with 
the customary request from defeated soldiers, for permission to 
bury their dead who had fallen in that pursuit. Neither he, nor 
those from whom he came, knew anything of the destruction of 
their brethren at Idomene, - just as these latter had been igno
rant of the defeat at Olpre; while, on the other hand, the Akar
nanians in the camp, whose minds were full of the more recent 
and capital advantage at Idomene, supposed that the message 
referred to the men slain in that engagement. The numerous 
panoplies just acquired at Idomene lay piled up in the camp, and 
the herald, on seeing them, was struck with amazement at the 
size of the heap, so much exceeding the number of those who 
were missing in his own detachment. An Akarnanian present 
asked the reason of his surprise, and inquired how many of his 
comrades had been slain, - meaning to refer to the slain at 
Idomene. "About two hundred," the herald replied. "Yet 
these arms here show, not that number, but more than a thousand 
men." " Then they are not the arms of those who fought with 
us." "Nay, but they are; if ye were the persons who fought 
yesterday at Idomene." " "\Ve fought with no one yesterday: it 
was the day before yesterday, in the retreat." " 0, then ye 
have to learn, that we were engaged yesterday with these others, 
who were on their march as reinforcement from the city of Am
brakia." 

The unfortunate herald now learned for the first time that the 
large reinforcement from his city had been cut to pieces. So 
acute was his feeling of mingled anguish and surprise, that he 
raised a loud cry of woe, and hurried away at once, without say
ing another word ; not even prosecuting his request about the 
burial of the dead bodies,- which appears on this fatal occasion 
to have been neglected.I 

His grief was justified by the prodigious magnitude of the 
calamity, which Thucydides considers to have been the greatest 
that affiicted any Grecian city during the whole war prior to the 
peace of Nikias ; so incredibly great, indeed, that though he had 

'Thucyd. iii, ll3. 
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learned the number slain, he declines to set it down, from fear of 
not being believed, - a scruple which we, his readers, have much 
reason to regret. It appears that nearly the whole adult military 
population of Ambrakia was destroyed, and Demosthenes was 
urgent with the Akarnanians to march thither at once: l1ad they 
consented, Thucydides tells us positively that the city would have 
surrendered without a blow.1 But they refused to undertake the 
enterprise, fearing, according to the historian, that the Athenians 
at Ambrakia would be more troublesome neighbors to them than 
the Ambrakiots. That this reason was operative, we need not 
doubt: but it can hardly have been either the single, or even the 
chief, reason; for, had it been so, they would have been equally 
afraid of Athenian cooperation in the blockade of Leukas, which 
they had strenuously solicited from Demosthenes, and had quar
relled with him for refusing. Ambrakia was less near to them 

1 Thucyd. iii, 113. 7rattor yup Tovro µt{i m5il.ei 'EAA7Jvid'i µiytarov 61) Ti:iv 
Kar u T0 v 7r 0 A e µ 0 v T6 v d' e lyiveTO. Kai updfµov OVK lypaipa Ti:rv 
lmoi'tavovTwv, d'16n uirtaTov TO 7rA;jtto!:' UyeTai a7roA.ia&at, iir 7rpor To µiye
-&or Tii> m)A.ewr. 'Aµirpa1dav µivTot o id' a on el lf3ovA.i;&7Jr;av 'AKapvaver Ka? 
'Aµ<j>iA.oxoi, 'Att7Jvaio1i; Kai /:J.7JµMtti:vet 7ret&6µevot, lfeA.eiv, avro/1oel UV 
clA.ov · vvv d's ld'etaav, µ~ ol 'Ai't11vaiot lxovui; abr;jv xal.enwrepot a<j>ial 
1rUpolKOt t:Jut. . 

\Ye may remark that the expression Kara Tov 7roA.eµov Tovc5e, when it 
occurs in the first, second, third, or first half of the fourth Book of Thucy
dides, seems to allude to the first ten years of the Pcloponncsian war, 
which ended with the peace of Nikias. 

In a careful dissertation, by Franz Wolfgang Ullrich, analyzing the 
structure of the history of Thucydides, it is made to appear that the first, 
second, and third Books, with the first half of the fourth, were composed 
during the interval between the peace of Nikias and the beginning of the 
last nine years of the war, called the Dckelcian war; allowing for two 
passages in these early books which must have been subsequently intro
duced. 

The later hooks seem to have been taken up by Thucydides as a scparato 
work, continuing the former, and a sort of separate preface is given. for 
them (v, 26), yiypa<j>e d'e 1ca! Tavra b aha, 0ov1wllio1/!: 'Att7Jvaior; l~i/r, etc. 
It is in this later portion that he first takes up the Yiew peculiar to him, of 
reckoning the whole twenty-seven yoars as one continued war only nomi
nally intem1pted (Ullrich, Beitrlige zur Erklarung des Thnkydides, pp. 85, 
125, 138, etc. Hamburgh, 1846). 

Compare lv T'iJ noA.iµ<,J T<fi0t (iii, 98), which in like manner means the 
war prior to the peace of Nikias. 
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than Leukas, and in its present exhausted state, inspired less 
fear: but the displeasure arising from the former refusal of 
Demosthenes had probably never been altogether appeased, nor 
were they sorry to find an opportunity of mortifying him in a 
similar manner. 

In the distribution of the spoil, three hundred panoplies were 
first set apart as the perquisite of Demosthenes: the remainder 
were then distributed, one-third for the Athenians, the other two
thirds among the Akarnanian townships. The immense reserve, 
personally appropriated to Demosthenes, enables us to make 
some vague conjecture as to the total loss of Ambrakiots. The 
fraction of one-third, assigned to the Athenian people, must have 
been, we may imagine, six times as great, and perhaps even in 
larger proportion, than the reserve of the general : for the latter 
was at that time under the displeasure of the people, and anxious 
above all things to regain their favor,- an object which would 
be frustrated rather than promoted, if his personal share of the 
arms were not greatly disproportionate to the collective claim of 
the city. Reasoning upon this supposition, the panoplies assigned 
to Athens would be eighteen hundred, and the total of Ambr:i
kiot slain, whose arms became public property, would be five 
thousand four hundred. To which must be added some Ambra
kiots killed in their flight from Idomene by the Amphilochians, in 
dells, ravines, and by-places : probably those Amphilochians, wl10 
slew them, would appropriate the arms privately, without bring
ing them into the general stock. Upon this calculation, the total 
number of Ambrakiot slain in both battles and both pursuits, 
would be about six thousand: a number suitable to the grave 
expressions of Thucydides, as well as to his statements, that the 
first detachment which marched to Olpre was three thousand 
strong, and that the message sent home invoked as reinforce
ment the total force of the city. How totally helpless Ambrakia 
had become, is still more conclusively proved by the fact that the 
Corinthians were obliged shortly afterwards to send by land a 
detachment of three hundred hoplites for it:s defence.I 

The Athenian triremes soon returned to their station at Nau

1 Thucyd. iii, 114. Diodorus (xii, 60) abridges the narrative of Thu
cydides. 
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paktus, after which a convention was concluded between the 
Akarnanians and Amphilochians on the one side, and the Am
brakiots and Peloponnesians - who had fled after the battle of 
Olpre into the territory of Salynthius and the Agrrei - on the 
other, insuring a safe and unmolested egress to both of the 
latter.I With the Ambrakiots a more permanent pacification 
was effected: the Akarnanians and Amphilochians concluded 
with them a peace and alliance for one hundred years, on condi
tion that they should surrender all the Amphilochian territory 
and hostages in their possession, and should bind themselves to 
furnish no aid to Anaktorium, then in hostility to the Akarna
nians. Each party, however, maintained its separate alliance, 
the Ambrakiots with the Peloponnesian confederacy, the Akarna
nians with Athens : it was stipulated that the Akarnanians should 

Thucyd. iii, 114. 'A1capvuver oe l<aL 'AµrpiA.oxoi, urreAi'Jovrnv 'Ai'J71vaiwv 
1<al t>.71µoai'Jtvovr, Toi, iir ~aAvvi9tov Kal 'Aypaiovr KaTarpvyovatv 'Aµrrpa
KtwTat, IWL ITeA.orrovv11aiotr uvaxwp71atv larreiaavro t; Olvtaowv, oZrrep KaL 
µemvfon1aav rrapa ~aAvvi9tov. 

This is a very difficult passage. Hermann has conjectured, and Poppo, 
Goller, and Dr. Arnold all approve, the reading rrapa ~aA.vvi'Jiov instead 
of the two last words of this sentence. The passage might certainly be 
construed with this emendation, though there would still be an awkward
ness in the position of the relative oZrrep with regard to its antecedent, and 
in the position of the particle Kai, which ought then properly to come after 
µemvfor11aav, and not before it. The sentence would then mean, that "the 
Ambrakiots and Peloponnesians, who had originally taken refuge with Salyn
thius, had moved away from his territory to <Eniadre," from which place 
they were now to enjoy safe departure. 

I think, however, that the sentence would construe equally well, or at 
least with no greater awkwardness, without any conjectural alteration of 
the text, if we suppose Oivtaowv to be not merely the name of the place, 
but the name of the inhabitants: and the word seems to be used in this 
double sense (Thucyd. ii, 100). As the word is already in the patronymic 
form, it would be difficult to deduce from it a new nomen gentile. Several 
of the Attic demes, which are in the patronymic form, present this same 
double meaning. If this supposition be admitted, the sentence will mean, 
that "safe retreat was granted to Ambrakiots and Peloponnesians from tlie 
<Eniade, who also - KaL, that is, they as well as the Ambrakiots and Pclo
ponnesians - went up to the territory of Salynthius." These <Eniadre were 
enemies of the general body of Akarnanians (ii, 100), and they may well 
have gone thither to help in extricating the fugitive Ambrakiots and Pelo
ponnesians. 
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not be required to assist the Ambrakiots against Athens, nor the 
Ambrakiots to assist the Akarnanians against the Peloponnesian 
le2gue; but against all other enemies, each engaged to lend aid 
to the other.1 

To Demosthenes personally, the events on the coast of the 
Ambrakian gulf proved a signal good fortune, well-earned indeed 
by the skill which he had displayed. He was enabled to atone 
for his imprudence in the .lEtolian expedition, and to reestablish 
himself in the favor of the Athenian people. He sailed home in 
triumph to Athens, during the course of the winter, with his 
reserved present of three hundred panoplies, which acquired 
additional value from the accident, that the larger number of pan
oplies, reserved out of the spoil for the Athenian people, were 
captured at sea, and never reached Athens. Accordingly, those 
brought by Demosthenes were the only trophy of the victory, 
and as su~h were deposited in the Athenian temples, where 
Thucydides mentions them as still existing at the time when he 
wrote.2 

It was in the same autumn that the Athenians were induced 
by an oracle to undertake the more complete purification of the 
sacred island of Delos. This step was probably taken to propi
tiate Apollo, since they were under the persuasion that the terri
ble visitation of the epidemic was owing to his wrath. And as 
it was about this period that the second attack of the epidemic, 
after having lasted a year, disappeared, - many of them prob
ably ascribed this relief to the effect of their pious cares at 
Delos. All the tombs in the island were opened ; the dead bodies 
were then exhumed, and reinterred in the neighboring island of 
Rheneia: and orders were given that for the future no deaths 
and no births should take place in the sacred island. l\Ioreover, 
the ancient Delian festival- once the common point of meeting 
and solemnity for the whole Ionic race, and celebrated for its 
musical contest.~, before the Lydian and Persian conquests had 

1 Thucyd. iii, 114. 
2 Thucyd. iii, 114. Tu oe vvv avaKeiµeva lv Toir 'ATTtKoZr 

l E p 0 Lr ATJpna1'ftvtl E~i;Jpei'JTjaav, TplaKoatal 'lraVO'lrAtat, Kat uyCJV avrar 
KaTerrAevae. Kat eyevero aµa avri;J µeru T~V Ti/r AlTCJAtar gvµipopuv arr() 
TaVTTJr rf;r rrpugeCJr aveearepa fJ Kai'Jooor. 
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subverted the freedom and prosperity of Ionia - was now re
newed. The Athenians celebrated the festival with its accompa
nying matches, even the chariot-race, in a manner more splendid 
than had ever been known in former times : and they appointed 
a similar fostival to be celebrated every fourth year. At this 
period they were excluded both from the Olympic and the 
Pythian games, which probably made the revival of the Delian 
festival more gratifying to them. The religious zeal and muni
ficence of Nikias was striking displayed at Delos.1 

CHAPTER LIL 

SEVE~TH YEAR OF THE WAR. - CAPTURE OF SPHAKTERIA. 

THE invasion of Attica by the Lacedremonians had now be
come an ordinary enterprise, undertaken in every year of the 
war except the third and sixth, and then omitted only from acci
dental causes ; though the same hopes were no longer entertained 
from it as at the commencement of the war. During the present 
spring, Agis king of Sparta conducted the Peloponnesian army 
into the territory, seemingly about the end of April, and repeated 
the usual ravages. 

It seemed, however, as if Korkyra were about to become the 
principal scene of the year's military operations: for the exiles 
of the oligarchical party, having come back to the island and for
tified themselves on ]\fount IstOne, carried on war with so much 
activity against the Korkyrreans in the city, that distress and 
even famine reigned there ; while sixty Peloponnesian triremes 
were sent thither to assist the aggressors. As soon as it became 
known at Athens how hardly the Korkyrreans in the city were 
pressed, orders were given to an Athenian fleet of forty triremes, 
about to sail for Sicily under Eurymedon and Sophokles, to halt 

1 Thucyd. iii, 104; Plutarch, Nikias, c. 3, 4; Diodor. xii, 58. 
VOL. VI. 14 
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:in their voyage at Korkyra, and to lend whatever aid might be 
needed.I But during the course of this :voyage, an incident 
occurred elsewhere, neither foreseen nor imagined by any one, 
which gave a new character and promise to the whole war, - · 
illustrating forcibly the observations of Perikles and Archidamus 
before its commencement, on the impossibility of calculating what 
turn events might take.2 

So high did Demosthenes stand in the favor of his country
men, after his brilliant successes in the Ambrakian gulf, that they 
granted him permission, at his own request, to go aboard and to 
employ the fleet in any descent which he might think expedient 
on the coast of Peloponnesus. The attachment of this active 
officer to the J\fessenians at Naupaktus, inspired him with the 
idea of planting a detachment of them on some well-chosen mari
time post in the" ancient J\Iessenian territory, from whence they 
would be able permanently to harass the Lacedremonians and 
provoke revolt among the Helots, - the more so, from their 
analogy of race and dialect. The J\Iessenians, active in priva
teering, and doubtless well acquainted with the points of this 
coast, all of which had formerly belonged to their ancestors, had 
probably indicated to him Pylus, on the southwestern shore. 
That ancient and Homeric name was applied specially and prop
erly to denote the promontory which forms the northern termi
nation of the modern bay of Navarino, opposite to the island 
of Sphagia, or Sphakteria; though in vague language the 
whole neighboring district seems also to have been called 
Pylus. Accordingly, in circumnavigating Laconia, Demosthenes 
requested that the fleet might be detained at this spot long 
enough to enable him to fortify it, engaging himself to stay 
afterwards and maintain it with a garrison. It was an uninhabit
ed promontory, about forty-five miles from Sparta; that is, as 
far distant as any portion of her territory, presenting rugged 
cliffs, and easy of defence both by sea and laud: but its great 
additional recommendation, with reference to the maritime power 
of Athens, consisted in its overhanging the spacious and secure 
basin now called the bay of Navarino. That basin was fronted 
and protected by the islet called Sphakteria, or Sphagia, untrod

• Thucyd. iv, 2, 3. 2 Thucyd. i, 140 ; ii, I I. 
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den, untenanted, and full of wood, which stretched along the coast 
for about a mile and three quarte1·s, leaving only two narrow 
entrances: one at its northern end, opposite to the position fixed 
on by Demosthenes, so confined as to admit only two triremes 
abreast, - the other at the southern end, about four times as 
broad; while the inner water approached by these two channel:> 
was both roomy and protected. It was on the coast of Pelopon
nesus, a little within the northern or narrowest of the two chan
nels, that Demosthenes proposed t-0 plant his little fort, - the 
ground being itself eminently favorable, and a spring of fresh 
water 1 in the centre of the promontory.2 

1 Thucyd. iv, 26. 
2 Topography of Sphaktcria and Pylus. The description given by Tlm

cydides, of the memorable incidents in or near Pylus and Sphakteria, is per
fectly clear, intelligible, and consistcn t with itself, as to topography. But 
when we consult the topography of the scene as it stands now, we find 
~·arious circumstances which cannot possibly be reconciled with Thucydides. 
Bo~h Colonel Leake (Travels in the Morea, vol. i, pp. 402-415) and Dr. Ar
nold (Appendix to the second and third volume of his Thucydides, p. 44-1) 
have given plans of the coast, accompartied with valuable temarks. 

The .main discrepancy, between the statement of Thucydides and the 
present state of the coast, is to be found in the breadth of the two channels 
between Sphakteria and the mainland. The southern entrance into the 
bay of Navarino is now between thirteen hundred and fourteen hundred 
yards, with a depth of water varying from five, seven, twenty-eight, thirty
three fathoms ; whereas Thucydides states it as being only a breadth ade
quate to admit eight or nine triremes abreast. The northern entrance is 
about one hundred and fifty yards in width, with a shoal or bar of sand 
lying across it on which there are not more than eighteen inches of water : 
Thucydides tells us that it afforded room for no more than two triremes, 
and his narrative implies a much greater depth of water, so as to make the 
entrance for triremes perfectly unobstructed. 

Colonel Leake supposes that Thn<'ydides was misinformed as to the 
breadth of the southern passage ; but Dr. Arnold has on this point given a 
satisfactory reply, -that the narrowness of the breadth is not merely 
affirmed in the numbers of Thucydides, but is indirectly implied in his nar
rative, where he tells us that the Lacedrnmonians intended to choke up both 
of them by triremes closely packed. Obviously, this expedient could not 
be dreamt of, except for a very narrow month. The same reply suffices 
ag·ainst the doubts which Bloomfield and Poppo (Comment. p. IO) raise 
about the genuineness of the numerals oKrw or lvvia in Thucydides ; a 
doubt which merely transfers the supposed error from Thucydides to the 
writer of the MS. 
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But Eurymedon and Sophokles decidedly rejected all proposi
tion of delay; and with much reason, since they had been in
formed (though seemingly without truth) that the Peloponnesian 
fleet had actually reached Korkyra: they might well have 
remembered the mischief which had ensued three years before 

Dr. Arnold has himself raised a still graver doubt; whether the island 
now called Sphagia be really the same as Sphakteria, and whether the bay 
of Navarino be the real harbor of Pylus. He suspects that the Pale-Nava
rino which has been generally understood to be Pylus, was in reality the 
ancient Sphakteria, separated from the mainland in ancient times by a 
channel at the north as well as by another at the southeast, - thongh now 
it is not an island at all. He farther suspects that the lake or lagoon called 
Lake of Osmyn Aga, north. of the harbor of Navarino, and immediately 
under that which he supposes to have been Sphaktcria, was the ancient 
harbor of Pylus, in which the sea-fight between the Athenians and Lacedro
monians took place. He does not, indeed, assert this as a positive opinion, 
but leans to it as the most probable, admitting that there are difficulties 
either way. 

Dr. Arnold has stated some of the difficulties which beset this hypothesis 
(p. 447), but there was one which he has not stated, which appears to me 
the most formidable of all, and quite fatal to the admissibility of his opin
ion. If the Paleokastro of 1\avarino was the real ancient Sphakteria, it 
must have been a second island situated to the northward of Sphagia. 
There must therefore have been two islands close together otf the coast and 
near the scene. Now if the reader will follow the account of Thucydides, 
he will see that there certainly was no more than one island, - Sphakteria, 
without any other near or adjoining to it; see especially c. 13: the Athe
nian fleet under Eurymcdon, on first arriving, was obliged to go back some 
distance to the island of Prote, because the isktnd of Sphakteria was full of 
Lacedromonian hoplites: if Dr. Arnold's hypothesis were admitted, there 
would have been nothing to hinder them from landing on Sphagia itself, 
the same inference may he deduced from c. 8. The statement of Pliny (II. 
N. iv, 12) that there were tres Sphagire otf Pylus, unless we suppose with 
Hardouin that two of them were mere rocks, appears to me inconsistent 
with the account of Thucydides. 

I think that there is no alternative except to suppose that a great altera
tion has taken place in the two passages which separate Sphagia from the 
mainland, during the interval of two thousand four hundred years which 
separates ns from Thucydides. The mainland to the south of Navarino 
must have been much nearer than it is now to the southern portion of 
Sphagia, while the northern passage also must have been then both nar
rower and clearer. To suppose a change in the configuration of the coast 
to this extent, seems noway extravagant: any other hypothesis which may 
be started will be founcl involved in much greater difficulty. 
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from the delay of the reinforcement sent to Phormio in some 
desultory operations on the eoast of Krete. The fleet accord
ingly passed by Pylus without stopping: but a terrible storm 
drove them back and forced th-em to seek shelter in. the very 
harbor which Demosthenes had fixed upon, -the only harbor 
anywhere near. That officer took advantage of this acci
dent to renew his proposition, which however appeared to the 
commanders chimerical : there were plenty of desert capes round 
Peloponnesus, they said, if he chose to waste the resources of the 
city in occupying them,1 - nor were they at all moved by his 
reasons in reply. Finding himself thus unsuccessful, Demos
thenes presumed upon the undefined permission granted to him 
by the Athenian people, to address liimself first to the soldiers, 
last of all to the taxiarchs, or inferior officers, and to persuade 
them to second his project, even against the will of the command
ers. :Much inconvenience might well have arisen from such 
clashing of authority: but it happened that both the soldiers and 
the taxiarchs took the same view of the case as their command
ers, and refused compliance: nor can we be surprised at such 
reluctance, when we reflect upon the seeming improbability of 
being able to maintain such a post against the great real, and still 
greater supposed, superiority of Lacedremonian land-force. It 
happened, however, that the fleet was detained there for some 
days by stormy weather ; so that the soldiers, having nothing to 
do, were seized with the spontaneous impulse of occupying them
selves with the fortification, and crowded around to execute it 
with all the emulation of eager volunteers. Having contem
plated nothing of the kind on starting from Athens, they had 
neither tools for cutting stone, nor hods for carrying mortar: 2 

accordingly, they were compelled to build their wall by collecting 
such pieces of rock or stones as they found, and putting them 
together as each happened to fit in: whenever mortar was 
needed, they brought it up on their backs bent inwards, with 
hands joined behind them to prevent it from slipping away. Such 
deficiencies were made up, however, partly by the unbounded 

1 Thucyd. iv, 3. Tho account, alike meagre and inaccurate, given by 
Diodorus, of these interesting events in Pylus ancl Sphakteria, will be found 
in Diodor. xii, 61-64 1 Thucyd. iv, 4. 
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ardor of the soldiers, partly by the natural difficulties of the 
ground, which hardly required fortification except at particular 
points; the work was completed in a rough way in six <lays, and 
Demosthenes was left in· garrison with five ships, while Euryme
don with the main fleet sailed away to Korkyra. The crews of 
the five ships, two of which, howe\·er, were sent away to warn 
Eurymedon afterwards, would amount to about one thousand 
in all : but there presently arrived two armed .Messenian priva
teers, from which Demosthenes obtained a reinforcement of forty 
l\lessenian hoplites, together with a supply of wicker shields, 
though ,more fit for show than for use,. wherewith to arm his 
rowers. Altogether, it appears that he must have had about two 
hundred hoplites, besides the half-armed seamen.I 

Intelligence of this attempt to plant, even upon the Lacedre
monian territory, the annoyance and insult of a hostile post, was 
soon transmitted to Sparta, - yet no immediate measures were 
taken to march to the spot; as well from the natural slowness of 
the Spartan character, strengthened by a festival which happened 
to be then going on, as from the confidence entertained that, 
whenever attacked, the expulsion of the enemy was certain. A 
stronger impression, however, was made by the news .upon the 
Lacedmmonian army invading Attica, who were at the same time 
suffering from want of provisions, the corn not being yet ripe, and 
from an unusually cold spring: accordingly, Agis marched them 
back to 8parta, and the fortification of Pylus thus produced the 
effect of abridging the inYasion to the unusually short period of 
:fifteen days. It operated in like manner to the protection of 
Korkyra: for the Peloponnesian fleet, recently arrived thither, 
or still on its way, received orders immediately to return for the 
attack of Pylus. Having avoided the Athenian fleet by trans
porting the ships across the isthmus at Leukas, it reached Pylus 
about the same time as the Lacedremonian land-force from 
Sparta, composed of the Spartans themselves and the neighbor
ing Periooki : for the more distant Periooki, as well as the Pelopon

1 Thucyd. iv, 9. Demosthenes placed the greater number (roil> 1rO~.lcoi!r) 

of his hoplites round the walls of his post, and selected si:rty of them to 
march down to the shore. This implies a total which can hardly be less 
than two hundred. 
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nesian allies, being just returned from Attica, were summoned to 
come as soon as they could, but did not accompany this first march. I 

At the last moment, before the Peloponnesian fleet came in 
and occupied the harbor, Demosthenes detached two out of his 
five triremes to warn Eurymedon and the main fleet, and to en
treat immediate succor: the remaining ships he hauled ashore 
under the fortification, protecting them by palisades planted in 
front, and preparing to defend himself in the best manner he 
could. Having posted the larger portion of his force, - some of 
them mere seamen without arms, and many only half-armed, 
round the assailable points of the fortification, to resist attacks 
from the land-force, he himself, with sixty chosen hoplites and a 
few bowmen, marched out of the fortification down to the sea
shore. It was on that side that the wall was weakest, for the 
Athenians, confident in their naval superiority, l1ad given them
selves little trouble to provide against an assailant fleet. Accord
ingly, Demosthenes foresaw that the great stress of the attack 
would lie on the sea-side, and his only chance of safety consisted 
in preventing the enemy from landing; a purpose, seconded by 
the rocky and perilous shore, which left no possibility of approach 
for ships, except on a narrow space immediately under the 
fortification. It was here that he took post, on the water's edge, 
addressing a few words of encouragement to his men, and warn- 
ing them that it was useless now to display acuteness in sum
ming up perils which were but too obvious, - and that the 
only chance of escape lay in boldly encountering the enemy 
before they could set foot ashore ; the difficulty of effecting 
a landing. from ships in the face of resistance being better known 
to Athenian mariners than to any one else.2 

'Vith a fleet of forty-three triremes, under Thrasymelidas, and a 
powerful land-force, simultaneously attacking, the Lacedremonians 
had good hopes of storming at once a rock so hastily converted 
into a military post. But as they foresaw that the first attack 
might possibly fail, and that the fleet of Eurymedon would prob
ably return, they resolved to occupy forthwith the island of 
Sphakteria, the natural place where the Athenian fleet would 
take station for the purpose of assisting the ga1Tison ashore. 

1 Thucyd. iv, 8. 2 Thucyd. iv, 10. 
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The neighboring coast on the mainland of Peloponnesus was 
hoth harbor less and hostile, so that there was no other spot near, 
where they could take station. And the Laceda:monian com
manderR reckoned upon being able to stop up, as it were mechan
ically, both the two entrances into the harbor, by trire"rues lashed 
together, from the island to the mainland, with their prows 
pointing outwards; so that they would be able at any rate, occu
pying the island as well as the two channels, to keep off the 
Athenian fleet, and to hold Demosthenes closely blocked up' on 
the rock of Pylus, where his provisions would quickly fail him. 
'Vith these views, they drafted off by lot some hoplites from each 
of the Spartan lochi, accompanied as usual by Helot8, and sent 
them across to Sphakteria; while their land-force and their fleet 
approached at once to attack the fortification. 

Of the assault on the land-side, we hear little: the Lacedm
monians were proverbially unskilful in the attack of anything 
like a fortified place, and they appear now to. have made little 
impression. But the chief stress and vigor of the attack came 
on the sea-side, as Demosthenes had foreseen. The landing
plaee, even where practicable, was still rocky and difficult, - and 
so narrow in dimensions, that the Laceda:monian ships could only 
approach by small squadrons at a time; while the Athenians 
maintained their ground firmly to prevent a single man from set
ting foot on land. The assailing triremes rowed up with loud 
shouts and exhortations to each other, striving to get so placed as 
that the hoplites in the bow could effect a landing: but such were 
the difficulties arising partly from the rocks and partly from the 
defence, that squadron after squadron tried this in vain. ·Nor 
did even the gallant example of Brasidas procure for them any 
better success. That officer, commanding a trireme, and observ
ing that some of the pilots near him were cautious in driving 
their ships close in shore for fear of breaking them against the 
rocks, indignantly called to them not to spare the planks of their 
vessels, when the enemy had insulted them by erecting a fort 
in the country: Lacedremonians, he exclaimed, ought to carry 
the landing by force, even though their ships should be dashed 

Thucyd. iv, 8. TOV( µev ovv for.);OV( Tai( vavcrlv avTtrrpiipot( {Hii;rilJ 
«A~cretv ;:µe/./.01~ 

I 
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to pieces, - nor ought the Peloponnesian allies to be backward 
in sacrificing their ships for Sparta, in return for the many ser
vices which she had rendered to them.I Foremost in perform
ance as well as in exhortation, Brasidas constrained his own pilot 
to drive hrs ship close in, and adrnnced in person even on to the 
landing-steps for the purpose of leaping first ashore. But here 
he stood exposed to all the weapons of the Athenian defenders, 
who beat him back and pierced him with so many wounds, that 
he fainted away, and fell back into the bows, or foremost part of 
the trireme, beyond the rowers; while bis shield, slipping away 
from the arm, dropped down and rolled overboard into the sea. 
His ship was obliged to retire, like the rest, without having effected 
any landing: and all these successive attacks from the sea, repeat
ed for one whole day and a part of the next were repulsed by 
Demosthenes and his little band with victorious bravery. To 
both sides it seemed a strange reversal of ordinary relations,2 
that the Athenians, essentially maritime, should be fighting on 
land - and that, too, Lacedremonian land - against the Lace
dremonians, the select land-warriors of Greece, now on ship
board, and striving in vain to compass a la.nding on their own 
shore. The Athenians, in honor of their success, erected a tro
phy, the chief ornament of which was the shield of Brasidas, 
which had been cast ashore by the water. 

On_ the third day, the Lacedremonians did not repeat their 
attack, but sent some of their vessels round to Asine, in the 
.Messenian gulf, for timber to construct battering machines; which 
they intended to employ against the wall of Demosthenes, on the 
side towards the harbor, where it was higher, and could not be 
assailed without machines, but where, at the same time, there 
was great facility in landing, - for their previous attack had been 
made on the side fronting the sea, where the wall was lower, but 

1 Thucyd. iv, I I, I2; Diodor. xii. Consult nn excellent note of Dr. Ar
nold on this passage, in which he contrasts the looseness and cxaggcrutiou
of Diodorns with the modest distinctness of Thucydides . 

. 
2 Thucyd. iv, 12. brt r.oA.v )«lf' ir.uitt Tqr 0U~1/r t" Tc;, T6 TE' TOii;' µ£11 

11r.e1pCirn1r µfiA.tura eivat Kat Tel r.e;cl K1mriuro1r, roii;- 0£ '9a}.auulo1r TC t<al 
rnir vavut r.i..eiuTov rrpoi,yeiv. 

VOL. VI. 14* 2loc, 
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the difficulties of landing insuperable.I But before these ships 
came back, the face of affairs was seriously changed by the un
welcome return of the Athenian fleet from Zakynthus, under 
Eurymedon, reinforced by four Chian ships, and s.ome of the 
guardships at Naupaktus, so as now to muster fifty sail. The 
Athenian admiral, finding the enemy's fleet in possession of the 
harbor, and seeing both the island of Sphakteria occupied, and 
the opposite shore covered with Lacedremonian hoplites,2 - for 
the allies from all parts of Peloponnesus had now arrived, 
looked around in vain for a place to land, and could find no other 
night-station except the uninhabited island of Prote, not very far 
distant. From hence he sailed forth in the morning to Pylus, 
prepared for a naval engagement, - hoping that perhaps the 
Lacedremonians might come out to fight him in the open sea, ,but 
resolved, if this did not happen, to force his way in and attack 
the fleet in the harbor; the breadth of sea between Sphakteria 
and the mainland being sufficient to admit of nautical manamvre.3 
The Lacedremonian admirals, seemingly confounded by the speed 
of the Athenian fleet in coming back, never thought of sailing 
out of the harbor to fight, nor did they even realize their scheme 
of blocking up the two entrances of the harbor with triremes 

1 Thucyd. iv, 13. V.. iri(ovrer: ril Kara rilv 'Atµ€va rei;ror: {11f!o1: µev l;retv, 
airo(Jaaewr: OE µaAl<JTa OVaTJ!: ll..eiv µri;ravai1:. See Poppo's note upon this 
passage. 2 Thucyd. iv, 14. 

3 Thucyd. iv, 13. The Lacedremonians rrapeaKeva(ovro, 7/v l:airM:7J Ttr;, 
lJr; tv rifi A.tµ€vt ovrt ov aµtKpf;J vavµa;r~aovrer;. 

The expression, "the harbor which was not small," to designate the spa
cious bay of Navarino, has excited much remark from Mr. Bloomfield and 
Dr. Arnold, and was indeed one of the reasons which induced the latter to 
Ruspect that the harbor meant by Thucydides was not the bay of Navarino, 
but the neighboring lake of Osmyn Aga. 

I have already discussed that supposition in a former note: but in refer
ence to the expression ov aµtKpiiJ, we may observe, first, that the use of neg
ative expressions to convey a positive idea would be in the ordinary man
ner of Thucydides. 

But farther, I have stated h1 a previous note that it is indispensable, in 
my judgment, to suppose the island of Sphakteria to have touched the 
mainland much more closely in the time of Thucydides than it does now. 
At that time, therefore, very probably, the bash]. of Navarino was not so 
large as we now find it. 
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closely lashed together. Iloth entrances were left open, though 
they determined to defend themselves within: but even here, so 
defective were their precautions, that several of their triremes 
were yet moored, and the rowers not fully aboard, when the 
Athenian admirals sailed in by both entrances at once to attack 
them. l\Iost of the Lacedremonian triremes, afloat, and in fight
ing trim, resisted the attack for a certain time, but were at length 
vanquished, and driven back to the shore, many of them with 
serious injury.I Five of them were captured and towed off, one 
with all her crew aboard: and the Athenians, vigorously pursu
ing their success, drove against such as took 'refuge on the shore, 
as well as those which were not manned at the moment when the 
attack began, and had not been able to get afloat or into action. 
Some of the vanquished triremes being deserted by their crews, 
who jumped out upon the land, the Athenians were proceeding 
to tow them oft~ when the Lacedremonian hoplites on the shore 
-opposed a new and strenuous resistance. Excited to the utmost 
pitch by witne8sing the disgraceful defeat of their fleet, and 
aware of the cruel consequences which turned upon it,- they 
marched all armed into the water, seized the ships to prevent 
them from being dragged off, and engaged in a desperate conflict 
to baffie the assailants : we have already seen a similar act of 
bravery, two years before, on the part of the 1\Iessenian hoplites 
accompanying the fleet of Phormio near Naupaktus.2 Extraor
dinary daring and valor was here displayed on both sides, in the 
attack as well as in the defence, and such was the clamor and 
confusion, that neither the land skill of the Lacedremonians, nor 
the sea skill of the Athenians, were of much avail: the contest 
was one of personal valor and considerable suffering on both 
sides. At length the Lacedremonians carried their point, and 
saved all the ships ashore; none being carried away except those 
at first captured. Both parties thus separated: the Athenians 
retired to the fortress at Pylus, where they were doubtless hailed 

1 Thucyd. iv, 14. tr p wa av µev rroUur, rrivre o' fAaf3ov. We cannot 
in English speak of wounding a trireme, - though the Greek word is both 
lively and accurate, to represent the blow inflicted by the impinging beak 
of an enemy's ship. 

1 See above, in this History, chap. 
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with overflowing joy by their comrades, and where they erected 
a trophy for their victory, giving up the enemy's dead for burial, 
and picking up the floating wrecks and pieces.I 

But the great prize of the victory was neither in the five ships 
captured, nor in the relief afforded to the besieged at Pylus. It 
lay in the hoplites occupying the island of Sphakteria, who were 
now cut off from the mainland, as well as from all supplies. The 
Athenians, sailing round it in triumph, already looked upon 
them as their prisoners; while the Lacedremonians on the oppo
site mainland, deeply distressed, but not knowing what to do, 
sent to Sparta for advice. So grave was the emergency, that the 
ephors came in person to the spot forthwith. Since they could 
still muster sixty triremes, a greater number than the Athenians, 
- besides a large force on land, and the whole command of the 
resources of the country, - while the Athenians had no footing 
on shore except the contracted promontory of Pylus, we might 
have imagined that a strenuous effort to carry off the imprisoned 
detachment across the narrow strait to the mainland would have 
had a fair chance of success. And probably, if either Demos
thenes or Brasidas had been in command, such an effort would 
have been made. But Lacedremonian courage was rather stead
fast and unyielding than adventurous : and, moreover, the 
Athenian superiority at sea exercised a sort of fascination over 
men's minds, analogous to that of the Spartans themselve~ on 
land; so that the ephors, on reaching Pylus, took a desponding 
view of their position, and sent a herald to the Athenian generals 
to propose an armistice, in order to allow time for envoys to go 
to Athens and treat for peace. 

To this Eurymedon and Demosthenes assented, and an armis
tice was concluded on the following terms : The Lacedremonians 
agreed to surrender not only all their triremes now in the harbor, 
but also all the rest in their ports, altogether to the number of 
sixty; also, to abstain from all attack upon the fortress at Pylus, 
either by land or sea, for such time as should be necessary for 
the mission of envoys to Athens as well as for their return, both 
to be effected in an Athenian trireme provided for the purpose. 
The Athenians on their side engaged to desist from all hostilities 

1 Thucyd. iv, 13, 14. 
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during the like interval ; but it was agreed that they should keep 
strict and unremitting watch over the island, yet without landing 
upon it. For the subsistence of the detachment in the island, 
the Lacedremonians were permitted to send over every day two 
chrenikes of barley-meal in cakes, ready baked, two kotylre of 
wine,1 and some meat, for each hoplite, - together with half that 
quantity for each of the attendant Helots ; but this was all to be 
done under the supervision of the Athenians, with peremptory 
obligation to send no secret additional supplies. It was, more
over, expressly stipulated that if any one provision of the armis
tice, small or great, were violated, the whole should be considered 
as null and void. Lastly, the Athenians engaged, on the return 
of the envoys from Athens, to restore the triremes in the same 
condition as they received them. 

Such terms sufficiently attest the humiliation and anxiety of 
the Lacedremonians; while the surrender of their entire naval 
force to the number of sixty triremes, which was forthwith car
ried into effect, demonstrates at the same time that they sincerely 
believed in the possibility of obtaining peace. \Vell aware that 
they were themselves the original beginners of the war, at a time 
when the Athenians desired peace, and that the latter had 
besides made fruitless overtures while under the pressure of the 
epidemic, they presumed that the same dispositions still pre
vailed at Athens, and that their present pacific wishes would be 
so gladly welcomed as to procure without difficulty the relinquish
ment of the prisoners in Sphakteria.2 

The Lacedremonian. envoys, conveyed to Athens in an Athe
nian trireme, appeared before the public assembly to set forth 
their mission, according to custom, prefacing their address with 

1 Thucyd. iv, 16. The chronix was equivalent to about two pints, Eng
lish dry measure: it was considered as the usual daily sustenance for a 
slave. Each Laccdremonian soldier had, therefore, double of this daily al
lowance, besides meat, in weight and quantity not specified: the fact that 
the quautity of meat is not specified, seems to show that they did not fear 
abuse in this item. 

The kotyla contained about half a pint, English wine measure: each 
Lacedremonian soldier had, therefore, a pint of wine daily. It was always 
the practice in Greece to drink the wine with a large admixture of water. 

' Thucyd. iv, 21: compare vii, 18. ' 
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some apologies for that brevity of speech which belonged to their 
country. Their proposition was in substance a very simple one: 
" Give up to us the men in the island, and accept, in exchange 
for this favor, peace, with the alliance of Sparta." They en
forced their cause, by appeals, well-turned and conciliatory, 
partly indeed to the generosity, but still more to the prudential 
calculation of Athens ; explicitly admitting the high and glorious 
vantage-ground on which she was now placed, as well as their 
own humbled dignity and inferior position.I They, the Lacedoo
monians, the first and greatest power in Greece, were now smit
ten by adverse fortune of war,- and that too without misconduct 
of their own, so that they were for the first time obliged to solicit 
an enemy for peace; which Athens had the precious opportunity 
of granting, not merely with honor to herself, but also in such 
manner as to create in their minds an ineffaceable friendship. 
And it became Athens to make use of her present good fortune 
while she had it, - not to rely upon its permanence, nor to abuse 
it by extravagant demands; her own imperial prudence, as well 
as the present circumstances of the Spartans, might teach her 
how unexpectedly the most disastrous casualties occurred. By 
granting what was now asked, she might make a peace which 
would be far more durable than if it were founded on the extorted 
compliances of a weakened enemy, because it would rest on 
Spartan honor and gratitude; the greater the previous enmity, 
the stronger would be such reactionary sentiment.2 But if 
Athens should now refuse, and if, in the farther prosecution of 
the war, the men in 8phakteria should perish, - a new and 
inexpiable ground of quarreI,a peculiar to Sparta herself, would 

1 Thucyd. iv, 18. )'VljTe cle Kat li; TU!: i/µtrepar: viiv ~vµrpopuc amoovrec, 
etc. 2 Thucyd. iv, 19. 

a Thucyd. iv, 20. ?;µiv oe IWAwi;, el7rep rrore, l;i:et aµrpori:poii; iJ ~vvaA.. 
'Aayi), 7rptv Tl avf/KeUTOV OLU µfoov yevoµevov 7;µii.r: Kara'Aa/3e!v, iv <) avayK1] 
lltdtov vµiv l;ri}pav 7rpoi; ry "0 L V '!1 Ka I l cl i av l;reiv, vµii.r: oe urep1J{}iJvat 
i:iv viiv rrpoKa'Aovµe{}a. 

I understand these words Kot vi) and l0£a agreeably to the explanation of 
the Scholiast, from whom Dr. Arnold, as well as Poppo and Goller, depart, 
in my judgment erroneously. The whole war had been begun in consequence 
of the complaints of the Peloponnesian allies, and of wrongs alleged to 
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be added to thos·e already subsisting, which rather concerned 
Sparia as the chief of the Peloponnesian confederacy. Nor was 
it only the good-will and gratitude of the Spartans which Athens 
would earn by accepting the proposition tendered to her; she 
would farther acquire the grace and glory of conferring peace 
on Greece, which all the Greeks would recognize as her act. 
And when once the two preeminent powers, Athens and Sparta, 
were established in cordial amity, the remaining Grecian 
states would be too weak to resist what they two might pre
scribe.1 

Such was the language held by the Lacedremonians in the 
assembly at Athens. It was discreetly calculated for their pur
pose, though when we· turn back to the commencement of the 
war, and read the lofty declarations of the Spartan ephors and 
assembly respecting the wrongs of their allies and the necessity 
of extorting full indemnity for them from Athens, the contrast 
is indeed striking. On this occasion, the Lacedremonians acted 
entirely for themselves and from consideration of their own 
necessities; severing themselves from their allies, and soliciting 
a special peace for themselves, with as little scmple as the Spar
tan general, J\Ienedreus, during the preceding year, when he 
abandoned his Ambrakiot confederates after the battle of Olpre, 
to conclude a separate capitulation with Demosthenes. 

The course proper to be adopted by Athens in reference to the 

liave been done to them by Athens: Sparta herself had no ground of com
plaint, -nothing of which she desired redress. 

Dr. Arnold translates it; "·we shall hate you not only nationally, for the 
wound you have inflicted on Sparta; but also individually, because so many 
of us will have lost our near relations from your inflexibility." " The 
Spartan aristocracy (he adds) would feel it a personal wound to lose at 
once so many of its members, connected by blood or marriage with its 
principal families: compare Thucyd. v, 15." 

'Ve.must recollect, however, that the Athenians could not possibly know 
at this time that the hoplites inclosed in Sphakteria belonged in great pro
portion to the first families in Sp~rta. And the Spartan envoys would 
surely have the diplomatic prudence to abstain from any facts or argu
ments which would reveal, or even suggest, to them so important a secret. 

Thucyd. iv, 20. r1µC:iv yilp Kai vµi;,v TaVTU A.eyovTWV TO ye aA.A.o 'EAA'/V~ 
tKov fore on {nrooefoTepov ov Til µeyuna nµ~uet. 

Aristophanes, Pac. 1048. 'E;uv U7retuaµevoi~ ICOtVij Ti/~ 'EA.A.aoor ap;rw). 

I 
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proposition, however, was by no means obvious. In all proba
bility, the trireme which brought the Lacedremonian envoy~ also 
brought the first news of that unforeseen and instantaneous turn 
of events which had rendered the Spartans in Sphakteria certain 
prisoners,- so it was then conceived, - and placed the whole 
Lacedremonian fleet in their power; thus giving a totally new 
character of the war. The sudden arrival of such prodigious 
intelligence, - the astounding presence of Lacedremonian envoys, 
bearing the olive-branch, and in an attitude of humiliation, 
must have produced in the susceptible public of Athens emotions 
of the utmost intensity; an elation and confidence such as had 
probably never been felt since the reconquest of Samos. It was 
difficult at first to measure the full bearings of the new situation, 
and even Perikles himself might have hesitated what to recom
mend: but the immediate and dominant impression with the gen
eral public was, that Athens might now ask her own terms, as 
consideration for the prisoners in the island.I Of this reigning 
tendency Kleon2 made himself the emphatic organ, as he had 
done three years before in the sentence passed on the l\fityle
nreans ; a man who - like leading journals, in modern times 
often appeared to guide the public because he gave vehement 
utterance to that which they were already feeling, and carried it 
out in its collateral bearings and consequences. On the present 
occasion, he doubtless spoke with the most genuine conviction; 
for he was full of the sentiment of Athenian force and Athenian 
imperial dignity, as well as disposed to a sanguine view of" future 
chances. l\Ioreover, in a discussion like that now opened, where 
there was much room for doubt, he came forward with a proposi
tion at once plain and decisive. Reminding the Athenians of 

1 Thucyd. iv, 21. · 
Thucyd. iv, 21. µai..u;ra Oe avTOV!: lvqye KAiwv 0 KA.eatvfrov, av~p 

'511µaywyii> Kar' lKeivov TOV xpovov Dv /Cat ri;) oi/µ'i' 7rt-lfavwraro,. Kat fretuev 
U:rr01cpi.vauffat, etc. 

This sentence reads like a first introduction of Kleon to the notice of the 
reader. It would appear that Thucydides had forgotten that he had before 
introduced Kleon on occasion of the Mitylcnrean surrender, and t:iat too in 
language very much the same, iii, 36. Kat KAiwv oK/.eatvfrov, - Dv Kat l> ra 
ui..A.a {3tat6raTO!: TWV 7r0Atrwv, Kat ri;J oi;µ9 rraoU. rrol.v tv ri;J TOTE Trt-ifavw
Taro,, etc. 
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the dishonorable truce of thirty years to which tl1ey had been 
compelled by the misfortunes of the time to accede, fourteen 
years before the Peloponnesian war, - Kleon insisted that now 
was the time for Athens to recover what she had then lost,
Nisrea, Pegre, Trcezen, and Achaia. He proposed that Sparta 
should be required to restore these to Athens, in exchange for 
the soldiers now blocked up in Sphakteria; after which a truce 
might be concluded for as long a time as might be deemed 
expedient. 

This decree, adopted by the assembly, was communicated as 
the answer of Athens to the Lacedremonian envoys, who had 
probably retired after their first address, and were now sent for 
again into the assembly, to hear it. On being informed of the 
resolution, they made no comment on its substance, but invited 
the Athenians to name commissioners, who might discuss with 
them freely and deliberately suitable terms for a pacification. 
Here, however, Kleon burst upon them with an indignant rebuke. 
He had thought from the first, Im said, that they came with dis
honest purposes, but now the thing was clear, - nothing else 
could be meant by this desire to treat with some few men apart 
from the general public. If they had really any fair proposition 
to make, he called upon them to proclaim it openly to all. But 
this the envoys could not bring themselves to do. They had 
probably come with authority to make certain concessions, but 
to announce these concessions forthwith would have rendered 
negotiation impossible, besides dishonoring them in the face of 
their allies. Such dishonor would be incurred, too, without any 
advantage, if the Athenians should after. all reject the terms, 
which the temper of the assembly before them rendered but too 
probable. :Moreover, they were totally unpractised in the talents 
for dealing with a public assembly, such discussions being so rare 
as to be practically unknown in the Lacedmmonian system. To 
reply to the denunciation of a vehement speaker like Kleon, 
required readines8 of elocution, dexterity, and self-command, 
which they had had no opportunity of acquiring. They remained 
silent, - abashed by the speaker and intimidated by the temper 
of the assembly: their mission was thus terminated, and they 
were reconveyed in the trireme to Pylus.t 

1 Thuryd. iv, 22 
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It is probable that if these envoys had been able to make an 
effective reply to Kleon, and to defend their proposition against 
his charge of fraudulent purpose, they would l1ave been sustained 
by Nikias and a certain number of leading Athenians, so that 
the assembly might have been brought at least to try the issue 
of a private discussion between diplomatic agents on both sides. 
But the case was one in which it was absolutely necessary that 
the envoys should stand forward with some defence for them
selves; which Nikias might effectively second, but could not 
originate: and as they were incompetent to this task, the whole 
affair broke down. \Ve shall hereafter find other examples, in 
which the incapacity of Lacedremonian envoys, to meet the open 
debate of Athenian political life, is productive of mischievous 
results. In this case, the proposition of the envoys to enter into 
treaty with select commissioners, was not only quite reasonable, but 
afforded the only possibility - though doubtless not a certainty 
-of some ultimate pacification: and the manccuvre whereby 
Kleon discredited it was a grave abuse of publicity, not un
known in modern, though more frequent in ancient, political life. 
Kl~on probably thought that if commissioners were named, 
Nikias, Laches, and other politicians of the same rank and color, 
would be the persons selected; persons whose anxiety for peace 
and alliance with Sparta would make them over-indulgent and 
careless in securing the interests of Athens : and it will be seen, 
when we come to describe the conduct· of Nikias four years 
afterwards, that this suspicion was not ill-grounded. 

Unfortunately Thucydides, in describing the proceedings of 
this assembly, so important in its consequences because it inter
cepted a promising opening for peace, is brief as usual, - telling 
us only what was said by Kleon and what was decided by the 
assembly. But though nothing is positively stated respecting 
Nikias and his partisans, we learn from other sources, and we 
niay infer from what afterwards occurred, that they vehemently 
opposed Kleon, and that they looked coldly on the subsequent 
enterprise against Sphakteria as upon his peculiar measure.l 

It has been common to treat the dismissal of the Lacedremo
nian envoys on this occasion as a peculiar specimen of democrat

1 Plutarch, Nikias, c. 7; Philochorus, Fragm. I 05, ed. Didot. 
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ical folly. But over-estimation of the prospective chances arising 
out of success, to a degree more extravagant than that of which 
Athens was now guilty, is by no means peculiar to democracy. 
Other governments, opposed to democracy not less in temper 
than in form,-an able despot like the emperor Napoleon, and 
a powerful aristocracy like that of England,!....:_ have found suc
cess to the full as misleading. That Athens should desire to 
profit by this unexpected piece of good fortune, was perfectly 
reasonable: that she should make use of it to regain advantages 
which former misfortunes had compelled herself to surrender, 
was a feeling not unnatural. .And whether the demand was 
excessive, or by how much, is a question always among the 
most embarrassing for any government - kingly, oligarchical, or 
democratical - to determine. 

'Ve may, however, remark that Kleon gave an impolitic turn 
to Athenian feeling, by directing it towards the entire and literal 
reacquisition of what had been lost twenty years before. Unless 
we are to consider his quadruple demand as a flourish, to be 

1 Let us read some remarks of Mr. Burke on the temper of England 
during the American war. 

"You remember that in the beginning of this American war, you were 
greatly divided: and a very strong body, if not the strongest, opposed itself 
to the madness which every art and every power were employed to render 
popular, in order that the e1Tors of tlie rulers might be lost in the general 
blindness of the nation. This opposition continued until after our great, 
but most unfortunate, victory at Long Island. Then all the mounds and 
banks of our constancy were borne down at once; and the frenzy of the 
American wnr broke in upon us like a deluge. This victory, which seemed 
to put an immediate end to all difficulties, perfected in us that spirit of 
domination which our unparalleled prosperity had but too long nurtured. 
We had been so very powerful, and so very prosperous, that even the hum
blest of us were degraded into the devices and follies of kings. 'Ve lost all 
measure between means and ends; and our headlong desires became our 
politics and our lllorals. All men who wished for peace, or retained anr 
sentiments of moderation, were overborne or silenced: and this city 
(Bristol) was led by every artifice (and probably with the more manage
ment, because I was one of your members) to distinguish itself by its zeal 
for that fatal cause." Burke, Speech to the Electors of Bristol previous to 
the election ('Vorks, vol. iii, p. 365). 

Compare Mr. Burke's Letter to the Sheriffs of Bristol, p. 174 of the same 
volume. 
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modified by subsequent negotiation, it seems to present some plau. 
sibility, but little of long-sighted wisdom: for while, on the one 
hand, it called upon Sparta to give up much which was not in 
her possession and must have been extorted by force from allies, 
- on the other hand, the situation of Athens was not the same 
as it had been when she concluded the thirty years' truce; nor 
does it seem that the restoration of Achaia and Trrezen would 
11ave been of any material value to her. Nisma and Pegre 
which would have been tantamount to the entire l\fegarid, inas
much as l\Iegara itself could hardly have been held with both 
its ports in the possession of an enemy- would, indeed, have 
been highly valuable, since she could then have protected her 
territory against invasion from Peloponnesus, besides possess
ing a port in the Corinthian gulf. And it would seem that if 
able commissioners had now been named for private discussion 
with the Lacedremonian envoys, under the present urgent desire 
of Sparta, coupled with her disposition to abandon her allies, 
this important point might possibly have been pressed and car
ried, in exchange for Sphakteria. Nay, even if such acquisition 
had been found impracticable, still, the Athenians would have 
been able to effect some arrangement which would have widened 
the breach, and destroyed the confidence, between Sparta and 
her allies; a point of great moment for them to accomplish. 
There was therefore every reason for trying what could be done 
by negotiation, under the present temper of Sparta ; and the 
step, by which Kleon abruptly broke off such hopes, was 
decidedly mischievous. 

On the return of the envoys without success to Pylus,1 twenty 
days aftc their departure from that place, the armistice immedi
ately terminated ; and the Lacedremoniaus redemanded the tri
remes which they had surrendered. But Eurymedon refused 

•compliance with this demand, alleging that the Lacedremonians 
had, during the truce, made a fraudulent attempt to surprise the 
rock of Pylus, and had violated the stipulations in other ways 
besides ; while it stood expressly stipulated in the truce, that the 
violation by either side even of the least among its conditions, 
should cancel all obligation on both sides. Thucydides, without 

1 Thucyd. iv, 39. 
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distinctly giving llis opinion, seems rather to imply, that there was 
no just ground for the refusal : though if any accidental want of 
vigilance had presented to the Lacedremonians an opportunity for 
surprising Pylus, they would be likely enough to avail themselves 
of it, seeing that they would thereby drive off the Athenian fleet 
from its only landing-place, and render the continued blockade of 
Sphakteria impracticable. However the truth may be, Euryme
don persisted in his refusal, in spite of loud protests of the Lace
dremonians against his perfidy. Hostilities were energetically 
resumed: the Lacedremonian army on land began again to attack • 
the fortifications of Pylus, while the Athenian fleet became doubly 
watchful in the blockade of Sphakteria, in which they were re
inforced by twenty fresh ships from Athens, making a fleet of 
seventy triremes in all. Two ships were perpetually rowing 
round the island in opposite directions, throughout the whole day; 
while at night, the whole fleet were kept on watch, except on the 
sea-side of the island in stormy weather.I 

The blockade, however, was soon found to be more full of pri
vation in reference to the besiegers themselves, and more difficult 
of enforcement in respect to the island and its occupants, than 
had been originally contemplated. The Athenians were much 
distressed for want of water ; they had only one really good 
spring in the fortification of Pylus itself, quite insufficient for the 
supply of a large fleet: many of them were obliged to scrape the 
shingle and drink such brackish water as they could find; while 
ships as well as men were perpetually afloat, since they could 
take rest and refreshment only by relays successively landing on 
the rock of Pylus, or even on the edge of Sphakteria itself, with 
all the chance of being interrupted by the enemy, - there being 
no other landing-place,2 and the ancient trireme affording no 
accommodation either for eating or sleeping. At first, all this 
was patiently borne, in the hopes that Sphakteria would speedily 
be starved out, and the Spartans forced to renew the request for 

1 Thucyd. iv, 23. 
• Thucyd. iv, 25. Ti:Jv vewv ovK l;rov<>= opµov. This does not mean (as 

some of the commentators seem to suppose, see Poppo's note) that the .Athe~ 
nians had not plenty of sea-room in the harbor: it means, that they had 
no station ashore, except the nan-ow space of Pylus itself. 
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capitulation : but no such request came, and the Athenians in the 
fleet gradually became sick in body as well as impatient and 
angry in mind. In spite of all their vigilance, clandestine supplies 
of provisions continually reached the island, under the temptation 
of large rewards offered by the Spartan government. Able 
swimmers contrived to cross the strait, dragging after them by 
ropes skins full of linseed and poppy-seed mixed with honey; 
while merchant vessels, chiefly manned by Helots, started from 
various parts of the Laconian coast, selecting by preference the 

• stormy nights, and encountering every risk in order to run their 
vessel with its cargo ashore on the sea-side of the island, at a time 
when the Athenian gnardships could not be on the lookout.L 
They cared little about damage to t11eir vessel in landing, provided 
they could get the cargo on shore ; for ample compensation was 
insured to them, together with emancipation to every Helot who 
succeeded in reaching the island with a supply. Though the 
Athenians redoubled their vigilance, and intercepted many of 
these daring smugglers, still, there were others who eluded them: 
moreover, the rations supplied to the island by stipulation during 
the absence of the envoys in their journey to Athens had been so 
ample, that Epitadas the commander had been able to economize, 
and thus to make the stock hold out longer. ·week after week 
passed without any symptoms .of surrender, and the Athenians 
not only felt the present sufferings of their own position, but also 
became apprehensive for their own supplies, all brought by sea 
round Peloponnesus to this distant and naked shore. They began 
even to mistrust the possibility of thus indefinitely continuing the 
blockade against the contingencies of such violent weather, as 
would probably ensue at the close of summer. In this state of 
weariness and uncertainty, the active ·Demosthenes began to 
organize a descent upon the island, with the view of carrying it 

·by force. He not only sent for forces from the neighboring allies, 
Zakynthus and Naupaktus, but also transmitted an urgent request 
to Athens that reinforcements might be furnished to him for the 
purpose, making known explicitly both the uncomfortable con
dition of the armament, and the unpromising chances of simple 
blockade.2 

1 Thucyd. iv, 26. 2 Thucyd. iv, 27, 29, so. 
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The arrival of these envoys caused infinite mortification to the 
Athenians at home. Having expected to hear, long before, that 
Sphakteria had surrendered, they were now taught to consider 
even the ultimate conquest as a matter of doubt: they were sur
prised that the Lacedmmonians sent no fresh envoys to solicit 
peace, and began to suspect that such silence was founded upon 
well-grounded hopes of being able to hold out. But the person 
most of all discomposed was Kleon, who observed that the people 
now regretted their insulting repudiation of the Lacedmmonian 
message, and were displeased with him as the author of it; while, 
on the contrary, his numerous political enemies were rejoiced at 
the turn which events had taken, as it opened a means of effecting 
his ruin. At first, Kleon contended that the envoys had misrep
resented the state of facts; to which the latter replied by entreat
ing, that if their accuracy were mistrusted, commissioners of 
inspection might be sent to verify it; and Kleon himself, along 
with Theogones, was forthwith named for this function. 

But it did not suit Kleon's purpose to go as commissioner to 
Pylus, since his mistrust of the statement was· a mere general 
suspicion, not resting on any positive evidence: moreover, he 
saw that the dispositions of the assembly tended to comply with 
the request of Demosthenes, and to despatch a reinforcing arma
ment. He accordingly altered his tone at once: "If ye really 
believe the story (he said), do not waste time in sending commis
sioners, but sail at once to capture the men. It would be easy 
with a proper force, if our generals were men (here he pointed 
reproachfully to his enemy Nikias, then strategust), to sail and. 
take the soldiers in the island. That is what I at least would do, 
if I were general." His words instantly provoked a hostile mur
mur from a portion of the assembly: "·why do you not sail then · 
at once, if you think the matter so easy?" while Nikias, taking . 

1 Thuryd. iv, 27. Kat lr Nudav riiv NtK71purov arpar71yvv ovra ur.ea~
µatvev, f:t{}piir lw Kat e'lrlrtµwv -Pef,owv elvat r.apaaKwjj, el civoper elev ol 
arpar71yot, r.A.tfoavrar A.a{3tZv rovr lv r°ii v~<!<p • Kat airror y' av, el iyp;(t, 
'lrOLTjaaL roiiro. ·o ol: N lKla> rwv rt 'A{}71vat(,)V rt vr.o{}opo{371aftvr(,)V lr riiv 
Kt.i,,,va, 6rt ov Kat viiv 'IrA.ti, el f>tjc5tov ye avrr;> rpatverm. Kai aµa op&v 
avrov l'lrlrtµwvra, lKeA.tvev 1jvrtva f3ovl.erat ovvaµtv Aa{3ovra, ro e'lri arp&.t; 
dvat, lr.t;(ttptZv. 
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up this murmur, and delighted to have caught his political enemy 
in a trap, stood forward in person, and pressed him to set about 
the enterprise without delay; intimating the willingness of him
self and his colleagues to grant him any portion of the military 
force of the city which he chose to ask for. Kleon at first closed 
with this proposition, believing it to be a mere stratagem of debate 
and not seriously intended: but so soon as he saw that what was 
said was really meant, he tried to back out, and observed to 
Nikias: "It is your place to sail: you are general, not I."1 Nik
ias only replied by repeating his exhortation, renouncing for
mally the command against Sphakteria, and calling upon the 
Athenians to recollect what Kleon had said, as well as to hold 
him to bis engagement. The more Kleon tried to evade the 
duty, the louder and more unanimous did the cry of the assembly 
become that Nikias should surrender it to him, and that he should 
undertake it. At last, seeing that there was no possibility of 
receding, Kleon reluctantly accepted the charge, and came for
ward to announce his intention in a resolute address : " I am not 
at all afraid of the· Laced:£monians (he said) : I shall sail with
out even taking with me any of the hoplites from the regular 
Athenian muster-roll, but only the Lemnian and Imbrian hoplites 
who are now here (that is, Athenian kleruchs or out-citizens who 
had properties in Lemnos and Imbros, and habitually resided 
there), together with some peltasts, brought from .lEnos, in Thrace, 
and four hundred bowmen. With this force, added to what is 
already at Pylos, I engage in the space of twenty days either to 

. bring the Lacedremonians in Sphakteria hither as prisoners, or 
to kill them in the island." The Athenians - observes Thucy
dides - laughed somewhat at Kleon's looseness of tongue; but 

Thucycl. iv, 28. '0 oe (K.A.iwv), TO µev rrpwrav al6µeva, avrov (NtKiav) 
Aoyr,i µuvav urptivat, l:ralµar fiv, yvovr oe Tt/i i'ivn rrapaowcreiovra uvexwpet, 
Kat avK trp71 avror UAA' tKt·ivav urpaTTJyelv, <leou:., {;OTJ Ka~ avK UV aloµevor al 
avrov TaAµijuat vrraxwpijuai, Av&t~ oe 0 Nu<ia( lKcAeve, Kat l~iurara rig 
fa! IIvA.r,i upx~>. Kat µ&.prvpar rai>r 'Al'f71vaiov> lrratelra. Ol oe, al av 
ox.A.a~ </itAei Trateiv, Ou<,J µa.A.A.av 6 KMwv {nr:irpevye TOV rrAaiiv Kal 
l;avex_wpet TU elpTJµeva, Tocrr,i trreKeAefiovro Tt/i N tKl(L rrapaoioovat T~V apx~v 
1i:a! lKeiv't' bref36wv rrAelv. ·aure ab1< lxwv OTr(,)> rwv elpTJµ€vwv frt l~arraA· 
A~YV• vpiurarat TOV TrAaiiv, Kat rrapeAl'fiiiv avre po(3eiu&at l<fiTJ AalieOatµa· 
VLOV~. etc. 

http:a.A.A.av
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prudent men had pleasure in reflecting that one or other of the 
two advantages was now certain: either they would get rid of 
Kleon, which they anticipated as the issue at once most probable 
and most desirable, - or, if mistaken on this point, the Lacedre
monians in the island would be killed or taken.1 The vote was 
accordingly passed for the immediate departure of Kleon, who 
caused Demosthenes to be named as his colleague in command, 
and sent intelligence to Pylus at once that he was about to start 
with the reinforcement solicited. 

This curious scene, interesting as laying open the interior feel
ing of the Athenian assembly, suggests, when properly considered, 
reflections very different from those which have been usually 
connected with it. It seems to be conceived by most historians 
as a mere piece of levity or folly in the Athenian people, who 
are supposed to have enjoyed the excellent joke of putting an 
incompetent man against his own will at the head of this enter
prise, in order that they might amuse themselves with his blun
ders: Kleon is thus contemptible, and the Athenian people 
ridiculous. Certainly, if that people had been disposed to conduct 
their public business upon such childish fancies as are here im
plied, they would have made a very different figure from that 
which history actually presents to us. The truth is, that in re
gard to ICTeon's alleged looseness of tongue, which excited more 
or less of laughter among the persons present, there was no one 
really ridiculous except the laughers themselves: for the an
nouncement which he made was so far from being extravagant, 
that it was realized to the letter, and realized, too, let us add, 
without any peculiar aid from unforeseen favorable accident. To 
show how much this is the case, we have only to contrast the 
jesters before the fact with the jesters after it. 'Vhile the former 
deride Kleon as a promiser of extravagant and impossible results, 
we find Aristophanes, in his comedy of the Knights, about six 

I Thucyd. h-, 28. Toi1: c!e 'A-&rrvaiotr lvfaeae µiv TL Kai: yiiA.c.JTO!: rw KOV
po/..oyt(l- avTOV • uaµevOl!: cl' f5µc.J!: fy£yveTO TOi!: aCJppoat TiJV uv-&poJ1t:c.JV

1 

/..oyt(oµivotr c!volv uya-&oiv TOV frlpov uv;ea-&at-f) KA.ic.JVO!: aira/..A.ay~aea
{)at, o µa/..A.ov J//..irt~ov, f) a<fiaAeiat yvi:Jµ11r AaKec!atµovi.ov~ arp£a, 
;i;eipc:iaaa-&ai. 
V~.VL W 2~~ 
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months afterwards,? laughing at him as having achieved nothing 
at all, - as having cunningly put himself into the shoes of De
mosthenes, and stolen away from that general the glory of taking 
Sphakteria, after all the difficulties of the enterprise had been 
already got over, and" the cake ready baked,"- to use the phrase 
of the comic poet. Both of the jests are exaggerations in 
opposite directions ; but the last in order of time, if it be good 
at all against Kleon, is a galling sarcasm against those who 
derided Kleon as an extravagant boaster. 

If we intend fairly to compare the behavior of Kleon with 
that of his political adversaries, we must distinguish between the 
two occasions : first, that in which he had frustrated the pacific 
mission of the Lacedremonian en'\'oys; next, the subsequent delay 
and dilemma which has been recently described. On the first 
occasion, his advice appears to have been mistaken in policy, a8 

well as offensive in manner: his opponents, proposing a discus
sion by special commissioners as a fair chance for honorable 
terms of peace, took a juster view of the public interests. But 
the case was entirely altered when the mission for peace (wisely 
or unwisely) had been broken up, and when the fate of Sphak
teria had been committed to the chances of war. There were 
then imperative reasons for prosecuting the war vigorously, and 
for employing all the force requisite to insure the capture of that 
island. And looking to this end, we shall find that there was 
nothing in 'the conduct of Kleon either to blame or to deride ; 
while his political adversaries, Nikias among them, are deplorably 

1 Aristophanes, Equit. 54 :
•.•••.• , /Cat 1rpf..)qV y' fµov 

Ma~av µeµaxoror lv IlvA.'i' Aa",,,"'"Trv• 
IIavovpy6rara 'fr(,)r 1reptopaµiw, vipaprrauar 
Avror rrapi-&111Ce ri)v v'Tr' lµov µeµayµiv11v. 

It is Demosthenes who speaks in reference to Kleon, - termed in that 
comedy the Paphlagonian slave of Demos. 

Compare v, 391, 
Kar' avi)p Mofev eivat, TUAAoTptov aµwv -&epor, etc., 

and 740-II97. · 
So far from cunningly thrusting himself into the post as general, Kleon 

did everything he possibly could to avoid the post, and was only forced 
into it by the artifices of his enemies. It is important to notice how little 
the jests of Aristophanes can be taken as any evidence of historical reality 
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timid, ignorant, and reckless of the public interest; seeking only 
to turn the existing disappointment and dilemma into a party. 
opportunity for ruining him. 

To grant the reinforcement asked for by Demosthenes was 
obviously the proper measure, and Kleon saw that the people 
would go along with him in proposing it: but he had at the same 
time good grounds for reproaching Nikias, and the other strategi, 
whose duty it was to originate that proposition, with their back
wardness in remaining silent, and in leaving the matter to go by 
default; as if it were Kleon's affair and not theirs. His taunt: 
"This is what I would have done, if I were general," was a 
mere phrase of the heat of debate, such as must have been very 
often used, without any idea on the part of the hearers of con
struing it as a pledge which the speaker was bound to realize : 
nor was it any disgrace to Kleon to decline a charge which he 

· had never sought, and to confess his incompetence to command~ 
The reason why he was forced into the post, in spite of his own 
unaffected reluctance, was not, as some historians would have us 
believe, because the Athenian people loved a joke, but, from two 
feelings, both perfectly serious, which divided the assembly,
feelings opposite in their nature, but coinciding on this occasion 
to the same result. His enemies loudly urged him forward, 
anticipating that the enterprise under him would miscarry, and 
that he would thus be ruined: his friends, perceiving this ma
nreuvre, but not sharing in such anticipations, and ascribing his 
reluctance to modesty, pronounce<l themselves so much the more 
vehemently on behalf of their leader, and repaid the scornful 
cheer by cheers of sincere encouragement. " Why do you not 
try your hand at this enterprise, Kleon, if you think it so easy? 
You will soon find that it is too much for you;" was the cry of 
his enemies: to which his friends would reply: "Yes, to be sure, 
try, Kleon : by all means, try : do not be backward; we warrant 
that you will come honorably out of it, and we will stand by 
you." Such cheer and counter-cheer is precisely in the temper 
of an animated multitude, as Thucydides! states it, divided in 
feeling ; and friends as well as enemies thus concurred to impose 
upon Kleon a compulsion not to be eluded. Of all the parties 

1 'l'hucyd. iY, 28. olov <'l;tAo~ tfn~.,.z 1roteiv, c:c. 
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here concerned, those whose conduct is the most unpardonably 
disgraceful are Nikias and his oligarchical friends; who force a 
political enemy into a supreme command against his own stren
uous protest, persuaded that he will fail so as to compromise the 
lives of many soldiers, and the destinies of the state on an im
portant emergency,- but satisfying themselves with the idea that 
they shall bring him to disgrace and ruin. 

It is to be remarked, that Nikias and his fellow strategi were 
backward on this occasion, partly because they were really afraid 
of the duty. They anticipated a resistance to the death at Sphak
teria, such as that at Therrnopylre ~ in which case, though victory 
might perhaps be won by a superior assailant force, it would not 
be won without much bloodshed and peril, besides an inexpiable 
quarrel with Sparta. If Kleon took a more correct measure of 
the chances, he ought to have credit for it, as one "bene ausus 
vana conternnere.'' And it seems probable, that if he had not · 
been thus forward in supporting the request of Demosthenes for 
reinforcement, - or rather, if he had not been so placed that he 
was compelled to be forward, - Nikias and his friends would 
have laid aside the enterprise, and reopened negotiations for 
peace, under circumstances neither honorable nor advantageous 
to Athens. Kleon was in this manner one main author of the 
most important success which Athens obtained throughout the 
whole war. 

On joining Demosthenes with his reinforcement, Kleon found 
every preparation for attack made by that general, and the sol
diers at Pylus eager to commence such aggressive measures as 
would relieve them from the tedium of a blockade. Sphakteria 
had become recently more open to assault in consequence of an 
accidental conflagration of the wood, arising from a fire kindled 
by the Athenian seamen, while landing at the skirt of the island, 
and cooking their food: under the influence of a strong wind, 
most of the wood in the island had thus caught fire and been 
destroyed. To Demosthenes this was an accident especially 
welcome; for the painful experience of his defeat in the forest
covered hills of .2Etolia had taught him how difficult it was for 
assailants to cope with an enemy whom they could not see, an!l • 
who knew all the good points of defence in the country.I The 

1 Thucyd. iv, 30. 
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island being thus stripped of its wood, he was enabled to survey 
the garrison, to count their number, and to lay his plan of attack 
on certain data. He now, too, for the first time, discovered that 
he had underrated their real number, having before· suspected 
that the Lacedmmonians had sent in rations for a greater total 
than was actually there. The island was occupied altogether by 
four hundred and twenty Lacedmmonian hoplites, out of whom 
more than one hundred and twenty were native Spartans, belong
ing to the first families in the city. The commander, Epitaclas, 
with the main body, occupied the centre of the island, near the only 
spring of water which it afforded :1 an advanced guard of thirty 
hoplites was posted not far from the sea-shore, in the end of the 
island farthest from Pylus; while the end immediately fronting 
Pylus, peculiarly steep and rugged, and containing even a rude 

.circuit of stones, of unknown origin, which served as a sort of 
defence, wa_s held as a post of reserve.2 

Such was the prey which Kleon and Demosthenes were anxious 
to grasp. On the very day of the arrival of the former, they 
sent a herald to the Lacedremonian generals on the mainland, 
inviting the surrender of the hoplites on the .island, on condition 
of being simply detained under guard without any hardship, 
until a final pacification should take place. Of course the sum
mons was refused; after which, leaving only one day for repose, 
the two generals took advantage of the night to put all their 
hoplites aboard a few triremes, making show as if they were 
merely commencing the ordinary nocturnal circumnavigation, so 
as to excite no suspicion in the occupants of the island. The 
entire body of Athenian hoplites, eight hundred in number, 
were thus disembarked in two divisions, one on each side of the 
island, a little before daybreak : the advanced guard of thirty 
Lacedremonians, completely unprepared, were surprised even in 
their sleep and all slain.a At the point of day, the entire remain
ing force from the seventy-two triremes was also disembarked, 
leaving on board only the thalamii, or lowest tier of rowers, and 

1 Colonel Leake gives an interesting illustration of these particulars in 
the topography of the island, which may even now be verified (Travels in 
'Morea, vol. i, p. 408 ). 

1 Thucyd. iv, 31. a Thucyd. iv, 32. 
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reserving only a sufficient number to man the walls of Pylus. 
Altogether, there could not have been less than ten thousaud 
troops employed in the attack of the island, - men of all arms: 
eight hundred hoplites, eight hundred peltasts, eight hundred 
bowmen; the rest armed with javelins, slings, and stones. De
mosthenes kept his hoplites in one compact body, but distributed 
the light-armed into separate companies of about two hundred 
men each, with orders to occupy the rising grounds all round, and 
harass the flanks and rear of the Lacedremonians.1 

To resist this large force, the Lacedremonian commander 
Epitadas had only tliree hundred and sixty hoplites around him ; 
fo1· his advanced guard of thirty men liad been slain, and as 
many more must have been held in reserve to guard the rocky 
station in his rear: of the Helots who were with him, Thucy
dides says nothing, during the whole course of the action. A~ 

soon as he saw the numbers and disposition of his enemies, Epi
tadas placed his men in battle array, and advanced to encounter 
the main body of hoplites whom he saw before him. But the 
Spartan march was habitually slow : 2 moreover, the ground was 
rough and uneven, obstructed with stumps, and overlaid with 
dust and ashes, from the recently burnt wood, so that a march at 
once rapid and orderly was hardly possible: and he had to trav
erse the whole intermediate space, since the Athenian hoplites 
remained immovable in their position. No sooner had his 
march commenced, than he found himself assailed both in rear 
and flanks, especially in the right or unshielded flank, by the 
numerous companies of light-armed.3 Notwithstanding their ex
traordinary superiority of number, these men were at first awe
stricken at finding themselves in actual contest with Lacedremo~ 
nian hoplites :4 still, they began the fight, poured in their missile 
weapons, and so annoyed the march that the hoplites were 
obliged to halt, while Epitadas ordered the mos·t active among 
them to spring out of their ranks and repel the assailants. But 
pursuers with spear and shield had little chance of overtaking 
men lightly clad and armed, who always retired, in whatever 

1 Thucyd. h·, 32. s Thucyd. v, 71. 3 Thucyd. iv, 33. 
' Thucyd. iv, 33. l:irnrep ore 1rpWTOV arri:/Jatvov T~ yv Ciµ 1J de 00 v Aw. 
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direction the pursuit was commenced, had th(! advantage of 
difficult ground, redoubled their annoyance against the rear of 
the pursuers as soon as the latter retreated to resume their place 
in the ranks, and always took care to get round to the rear of 
the hoplites. 

After some experience of the inefficacy of Lacedmmonian pur
suit, the light-armed, becoming far bolder than at first, closed 
upon them nearer and more universally, with arrows, javelins, 
and stones, raising shouts and clamor that rent the air, render
ing the word of command inaudible by the Lacedmmonian sol
diers, who at the same time were almost blinded by the thick 
clouds of dust, kicked up from the recently spread wood-ashes.I 
Such method of fighting was one for which the Lykurgean drill 
made no provision, and the longer it continued the more painful 
<lid the embarrassment of the exposed hoplites become : their 

·repeated efforts to destroy or even to reach nimble and ever-
returning enemies, all proved abortive, whilst their own numbers 
were incessantly diminished by wounds which they could not 
return. Their only offensive arms consisted of the long spear 
and short sword usual to the Grecian hoplite, without any missile 
weapons whatever; nor could they even pick up and throw back 
the javelins of their enemies, since the points of these javelins 
commonly broke off and stuck in the shields, or sometimes even 
in the body which they had wounded. 1\loreover, the bows of the 
archers, doubtless carefully selected before starting from Athens, 
were powerfully drawn, so that their arrows may sometimes have 
pierced and inflicted wounds even through the shield or the hel
met, - but at any rate, the stuffed doublet., which formed the 
only defence of the hoplite on his unshielded side, was a very 
foadequate protection against them.2 Under this trying distress 

• Thucyd. iv, 34: compare with this the narrative of the destruction of 
the Lacedremonian mora near Lechreum, by Iphikrates and the Peltastre 
(Xenophon. Hellen. iv, 5, 11 ). 

2 Thucyd. iv, 34. T6 Te epyov lvravlJa xa:leirov roi> Aa1wJa1µoviot> Ka
fJiaTaro • ovre )'Up Ot 1l'iAot foreyov riJ. ro;evµara, oopurta re tva1l'OKEKAaaro 
{3aAAoµiv(,)V, Elxov OB ovoi:v atpiC1LV avToi> XP~C1aalJat, U1l'OKfKA7,JµEVOl µ'tv r? 
lnjiet roil 7rpoop{iv, V1l'O oe riJ> µei?;ovo, [3ojj> rwv 1l'OAeµi(,)V TU tv avroi> 7rapay
yeAAoµeva QVK luaKOVOVTfl', KLVOVVOV oe 1l'avrU.;rolhv 1rfptearwro,, KaZ OVK 
l;i;ovre> lA7rioa KalJ' o, rt XPi'J aµvvoµivov> O'(,)lJTjvat. 
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did the Lacedremonians continue for a long time, poorly provided 
for defence, and altogether helpless for aggression, - without 
being able to approach at all nearer to the Athenian hoplites. At 
length the Lacedmmonian commander, seeing that his position 
grew worse and worse, gave orders to close the ranks and retreat 
to the last redoubt in the rear: but this movement was not accom
plished without difficulty, for the light-armed assailants became 
doubly clamorous and forward, and many wounded men, unable 
to move, or at least to keep in rank, were overtaken and slain.I 

A diminished remnant, however, reached the last post in 
safety, and they were here in comparative protection, since the 
ground was so rocky and impracticable that their enemies could 
not attack them either in flank or rear: though the position at 
any rate could not have been long tenable separately, inasmuch 
as the only spring of water in the island was in the centre, which 
they had just been compelled to abandon. The light-armed being 
now less available, Demosthenes and Kleon brought up, their 
eight hundred Athenian hoplites, who had not before been en
gaged; but the Lacedmmonians were here at home 2 with their 
weapons, and enabled to display their well-known superiority 
against opposing hoplites, especially as they had the advantage 

There has been doubt and difficulty in this passage, even from the time 
of the Scholiasts. Some commentators have translated T!'l::\.ot caps or lwL•, 
- others, padded cufrasses of wool or felt, round the breast and back: sec 
the notes of Duker, Dr. Arnold, Poppo, and Goller. That the word T!'iA.oi;. 
is sometimes used for the helmet, or head-piece, is unquestionable, 
sometimes even (with or without ;ral.Kovd for a brazen helmet (see Aris
tophan. Lysis. 562; Antiphancs ap. Athcn::e. xi, p. 503) ; but I cannot think 
that on this occasion Thucydides would specially indicate the head of the 
Lacedremonian hoplite as his chief vulnerable part. Dr. Arnold, indeed, 
offers a reason to prove that he might naturally do so; but in my judgment 
the reason is very insufficient. 

IIl::\.ot means stuffed clothing of wool or felt, whether employed to pro
tect head, body, or feet: and I conceive, with Poppo and others, that it here 
indicates the body-clothing of the Lacedremoniun hoplite; his body being 
the part most open to be wounded on the side undefended by the shield, as 
well as in the rear. That the word T!'l::\.ot will bear this sense may be seen in 
Pollux, vii, 171 ; Plato, Timreus, p. i 4; and Symposion, p. 220, c. 35: re
specting T!'l::\.o~ as applied to the foot-covering, - Bekker, CharikJes, vol. 
ii, p. 376. 1 Thucyd. iv, 35. 

' Thucyd. iv, 33. T~ u<faerip'l- lfl'l!'Etpl\1- x11'1uaufJat, etc. 

http:T!'l::\.ot
http:IIl::\.ot
http:T!'iA.oi
http:T!'l::\.ot
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of higher ground against enemies charging from beneath. Al
though the Athenians were double their own numbers and with:i.l 
yet unexhausted, they were repulsed in many successive attacks. 
The besieged maintained their ground in spite of all their pre
vious fatigue and suffering, harder to be borne from the scanty 
diet on which they had recently subsisted. The struggle lasted 
so long that heat and thirst began to tell even upon the assailants, 
when the commander of the :Messenians came to Kleon and De
mosthenes, and intimated that they were now laboring in yain; 
promising at the same time that if they would confide to him Q. 

detachment of light troops and bowmen, he would find his way 
round to the higher cliffs in the rear of the assailants.1 He 
accordingly stole away unobserved from the rear, scrambling 
round over pathless crags, and by an almost impracticable foot
ing on the brink of the sea, amidst approaches which the Lacedre
monians had left unguarded, never imagining that they could be 
molested in that direction. He suddenly llppeared with his 
detachment on the higher peak above them, so that their positio~ 
was thus commanded, and they found themselves, as at Ther
mopylre, between two fires, without any hope of escape. T.heir 
enemies in front, encouraged by the success of the Messenians, 
pressed forward with increased ardor, until at length the courage 
of the Lacedremonians gave way, and the position was carried.2 

A few moments more, and they would have been all overpow
ered and slain, when Kleon and Demosthenes, anxious to carry 
them as prisoners to Athens, constrained their men to halt, iind 
proclaimed by herald an invitation to surrender, on condition of 
delivering up their arms and being held at the disposal of the 
Athenians. Most of them, incapable of farther effort, closed 
with the proposition forthwith, signifying compliance by dropping 
their shields and waving both hands above their heads. · The 
battle being thus ended, Styphon the commander - originally 
only third in command, but now chief, since Epitadas had been 
slain, and the second in command, Hippagretes, was lying dis
abled by wounds on the field - entered into conference with 
Kleon and Demosthenes, and entreated permission to send across 
for orders to the Lacedremonians on the mainland. The Athe· 

1 Thucyd. iv, 36. • Thucyd. iv, 37. 
15* 
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nian commanders, though refusing this request, sent themselves 
and invited Lacedremonian heralds over from the mainland, 
through whom communications were exchanged twice or tliree 
times between Styphon and the chief Lacedremonian authorities. 
At length the final message came : " The Lacedremonians direct 
you to take counsel for yourselves, but to do nothing disgrace
ful." 1 Their counsel was speedily taken ; they surrendered 
themselves and delivered up their arms; two hundred and nincty
two in number, the survivors of the original total of four hundred 
and twenty. And out of these, no less than one hundred and 
twenty were native Spartans, some of them belonging to the first 
families in the city.2 They were kept under guard during that 
night, and distributed on the morrow among the Athenian trier
archs to be conveyed as prisoners to Athens; while a truce was 
granted to the Lacedremonians on shore, in order that they might 
carry across the dead bodies for burial. So careful had Epitadas 
been in husbanding the provisions, that some food was yet found 
in the island ; though the garrison had subsisted for fifty-two days 
upon casual supplies, aided by such economies as had been laid 
by during the twenty days of the armistice, when food of a stip
ulated quantity was regularly furnished. Seventy-two days had 
thus elapsed, from the :first imprisonment in the island to the 
hour of their surrender.3 

The best troops in modern times would neither incur reproach, 
nor occasion surprise, by surrendering, under circumstances in all 
respects similar to this gallant remnant in Sphakteria. Yet in 
Greece. the astonishment was prodigious and universal, when it 
was learned that the Lacedremonians had consented to become 
prisoners :" 4 for the terror inspired by their name, and the deep· 
struck impression of Thermopylre, had created a belief that they 
would endure any extremity of famine, and perish in the midst 
of any superiority of hostile force, rather than dream of giving 
up their arms and surviving as captives. The events of Sphak· 

Thucyd. iv. 38. Ol AaKeoa1µ611tot ICEAEVOV'1tv {•µur avrovr 7rtpt vµi;w 
aVTWv {3ovf.efm11'Jat, µT)OEV aiuxpov 7r0lOVVTa>

• Thucyd. iv, 38; v, 15. a Thucyd. iv 39. 
4 Thucyd. iv, 40. 7rapa yvw,UT)V Te oi) µal.tura rwv Kara TOV 7r6t.eµov 

TOVTO Tole "EAAT)UlV lyivero, etc. 

I 
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teria, shocking as they did this preconceived idea, discredited the 
military prowess of Sparta in the eyes of all Greece, and espe
cially in those of her own allies. Even in Sparta itself, too, the 
same feeling prevailed, - partially revealed in the answer trans
mitted to Styphon from the generals on shore, who did not ven
ture to forbid surrender, yet discountenanced it by implication : 
and it is certain that the Spartans would have lost less by their 
·death than by their surrender. But we read with disgust the 
spiteful taunt of one of the allies of Athens (not an Athenian) 
engaged in the affair, addressed in the form of a question to one 
of the prisoners: "Have your best men then been all slain?" 
The reply conveyed an intimation of the standing contempt en
tertained by the Lacedmmonians for the bow and its chance
strokes in the line: "That woul<l be a capital arrow which 
could single out the best man." The language which Herodotus 
puts into the mouth of Demaratus, compose<l in the early years 
of the Peloponnesian war, attests this same belief in Spartan 
valor: "The Lace<lmmonians die, but never surren<ler." l Such 
impression was from henceforward, not indeed effaced, but sen
sibly enfeebled, and never again was it restored to its former 
pitch. 

But the general judgment of the Greeks respecting the cap
ture of Sphakteria, remarkable as it is to commemorate, is far less 
surprising than that pronounced by Thucydides himself. Kleon 
and Demosthenes returning with a part of the squadron and 
carrying all the prisoners, started from Sphakteria on the next 
day bnt one after the action, and reached Athens within twenty 
days after Kleon had left it. Thus, "the promise of Kleon, in
sane as it was, came true," observes the historian)~ 

1 To adopt a phrase, the counterpart of that which has been ascribed to 
the Vicille Garde of the Emperor Napoleon's army; compare Herodot. 
vii, 104 . 

• Thucyd. iv, 39. Ka£ TOV KUwvor J(at7"Ep µ avtCiorg ovua f; vrr6
<1 xeat r urr i {311 • l:vTar yup citco<rtv f;µepwv i/yaye Tovr U.vopar, Ciurrep 
VrriuT1]. 

Mr. Mitford, in recounting these incidents, after having said, respecting 
Kleon : "In a very extraordinary train of circumstances which followed, his 
impudence and his fortune (if, in the want of another, we may use that term) 
wonclc1fully favored him," goes on to observe, two pages farther:
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Men with arms in their hands have always the option between 
death and imprisonment, and Grecian opinion was only mistaken 

"It however soon appeared, that though for a man like Cleon, unversed 
in military command, the undertaking was rash and the bragging promise 
abundantly ridiculous, yet the business was not so desperate as it was in 
the moment generally imagined : and in fact the folly of the Athenian 
people, in committing such a trust to such a man, far exceeded that of the 
man himself, whose impudence seldom carried him beyond the control of 
his cunning. He had received intelligence that Demosthenes had already 
formed the plan and was preparing for the attempt, with the forces upon 
the spot and in the neighborhood. Hence, his apparent moderation in the 
demand for troops ; which he judiciously accommodated to the gratification 
of the Athenian people, by avoiding to require any Athenians. He farther 
showed his judgment, when the decree was to be passed which was finally 
to direct the expedition, by a request which was readily granted, that De
mosthenes might be joined with him in the command.'' (Mitford, Hist. of 
Greece, vol. iii, ch. xv, sect. vii, pp. 250-253.) 

It appears as if no historian could write down the name of Kleon with
out attaching to it some disparaging verb or adjective. "\Ye are here told 
in the same sentence that Kleon was an impudent bragga1t for promising tlle 
execution of tlle enterprise, - and yet that the enterprise itself was perfectly 
feasible. "\Ye are told in one sentence that he was rash and ridiculous for 
promising this, unversed as lle was in military command: a few words farther, 
we are informed that he expressly requested that the most competent man 
to be found, Demosthenes, might be named his colleague. ""\Ye are told of 
the cunning ofKleon, and that lCleon llad received intelligence from Demostllencs, 
- as if this were some private communication to himself. But Demos
thenes had sent no news to Kleon, nor did Kleon know anything which 
WM not equally known to every man in the assembly. The folly ofthe people 
in committing tM trust to Klwn is denounced, -as if Kleon had sought it 
himself, or as if his friends had been the first to propose it for him. If the 
folly of the people was thus great, what are we to say of th!l knavery of the 
oligarchical party, with Kikias at their head, who impelled the people into 
this folly, for the purpose of ruining a political antagonist, and who forced 
Kleon into the post against his own most unaffected reluctance 1 Against 
this manceuvre of the oligarchical party, neither l\Ir. l\Iitford nor any other 
historian says a word. ·when Kleon j~Jgcs circumstances rightly, as llfr. 
Mitford allows that he did in this case, he has credit for nothing better than 
cunning. 

The truth is, that the people committed no folly in appointing Kleon, 
for he justified the best expectations of his friends. But Nikias and his 
friends committed great knavery in proposing it, since they fully believed 
that he would: fail. And, even upon Mr. Mitford's statement of the case, 
the opinion of Thucydides whirh stands at the beginning of this note is 
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in assuming as a certainty that the Lacedremonians would choose 
the former. But Kleon had never promised to bring them home 
as prisoners : his promise was disjunctive, - that they should be 
either so brought home, or slain, within twenty days: and no 
sentence throughout the whole of Thucydides astonishes me so 
much as that in which he stigmatizes such an expectation as 
"insane." Here are four hundred and twenty Lacedremonian 
hoplites, without any other description of troops to aid them, 
without the possibility of being reinforced, -without any regular 
fortification, - without any narrow pass, such as that of Ther
mopylre, - without either a sufficient or a certain supply of food, 
- cooped up in a small open island less than two miles in length. 
Against them are brought ten thousand troops of diverse arms, 
including eight hundred fresh hoplites from Athens, and mar
shalled by Demosthenes, a man alike enterprising and experi
enced: for the talents as well as the presence and preparations 
of Demosthenes are a part of the data of the case, and the personal 
competence of Kleon to command alone, is foreign to the calcu
lation. Now if, under such circumstances, Kleon engaged that 
this forlorn company of brave men should be either slain or taken 
prisoners, how could he be looked upon, I will not say as indulg
ing in an insane boast, but even as overstepping the most cautious 
and mistrustful estimate of probability? Even to doubt of this 
result, much more to pronounce such an opinion as that of Thu
cydides, implies an idea not only of superhuman power in the 
Lacedremonian hoplites, but of disgraceful cowardice on the part 
of Demosthenes and the assailants. Nor was the interval of 
twenty days, named by Kleon, at all extravagantly narrow, con
sidering the distance of Athens from Pylus: for the attack of this 
petty island could not possibly occupy more than one or two days 
at the utmost, though the blockade of it might by various accidents 
have been prolonged, or might even, by some terrible storm, be 
altogether broken off. If, then, we carefully consider this promise 
made by Kleon in the assembly, we shall find that so far from 

thoroughly unjustifiable; not less unjustifiable than the language of the 
modern historian about the "extraordinary circumstances," and the way in 
which Kleon was "favored by fortune." Not a single incident can be speci· 
fied in the narrative to bear out these invidious assertions. 
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deserving the sentence pronounced upon it by Thucydides, of 
being a mad boast which came true by accident, it was a reason
able ahd even a modest anticipation of the future :I reserving the 
only rea11y doubtful point in the case, whether the garrison of 
the island would be ultimately slain or made prisoners. Demos
thenes, had he been present at Athens instead of being at Pylus, 
would willingly have set his seal to the engagement taken by 
Kleon. 

I repeat with reluctance, though not without belief, the state
ment made by one of the biographers of'Thucydides,2 that Kleon 
was the cause of the banisl1ment of the latter as a general, and 
has therefore received from him harder measure than was due in 
his capacity of historian. But though this sentiment is not prob
ably without influence in dictating the unaccountable judgment 
which I have just been criticizing, - as well as other opinions 
relative to Kleon, on which I shall say more in a future chapter, 
- I nevertheless look upon that judgment not as peculiar to Thu
cydides, but as common to him with Nikias and those whom we 
must call, for want of a better name, the oligarchical party of the 
time at Athens. And it gives us some measure of the prejudice 
and narrowness of vision which prevailed among that party at the 
present memorable crisis ; so pointedly contrasting with the clear
sighted and resolute calculations, and the judicious conduct in 
action, of Kleon, who, when forced against his will into the 11ost 
of general, did the very best which could be done in his situation, 
- he selected Demosthenes as colleague and heartily seconded his 
operations. Though the military attack of Sphakteria, one of the 

1 The jest of an unknown comic writer (probably Eupolis or Aristoph
anes, in one of the many lost dramas) against Kleon: "that he showed 
great powers of prophecy after the fact," (KA.ewv ITpoµ1rrhvr fon µera ril 
1rpayµara, Lucian, Prometheus, c. 2,) may probably have reference to his 
proceedings about Sphaktcria : if so, it is certainly undeserved. 

In the letter which he sent to announce the capture of Sphaktcria and 
the prisoners to the Athenians, it is affirmed that he .began with the words 
- KAiwv 'AfJnvai"'v rij IlovA.ij Ka~ rifl ll~/''P ;raipetv. This was derided hy 
Eupolis, and is even considered as a piece of insolence, though it is difficult 
to see why (Schol. ad Aristophan. Plut. 322; Dergk, De Reliquiis Comoodire 
Antiqure, p. 362). 

2 Vit. Thucydiuis, p. xv, ed. Dekker. 

http:IlovA.ij
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ablest specimens of generalship in the whole war, and distinguished 
not less by the dextrous employment of different descriptions of 
troops, than by care to spare the lives of the assailants, - belongs 
altogether to Demosthenes, yet if Kleon had not been competent 
to stand up in the Athenian assembly and defy those gfoomy 
predictions which we see attested in Thucydides, Demosthenes 
would never have been reinforced nor placed in condition to land 
on the island. The glory of the enterprise, therefore, belongs 
jointly to both: and Kleon, far from stealing away the laurels 
of Demosthenes (as Aristophanes represents, in his comedy of the 
Knights), was really the means of placing them on his head, 
though he at the same time deservedly shared them. It has 
hitherto been the practice to look at Kleon only from the point 
of view of his opponent~, through whose testimony we know him: 
but the real fact is, that this history of the events of Sphakteria, 
when properly surveyed, is a standing disgrace to those opponents 
and no inconsiderable honor to him ; exhibiting them as alike 
destitute of political foresight and of straightforward patriotism, 
- as sacrificing the opportunities of war, along with the lives of 
their fellow-citizens and soldiers, for the purpose of ruining a 
political enemy. It was the duty of Nikias, as strategus, to pro
pose, and undertake in person if necessary, the reduction of 
Sphakteria: if he thought the enterprise dangerous, that was a 
good reason for assigning to it a larger military force, as we shall 
find him afterwards reasoning about the Sicilian expedition, 
but not for letting it slip or throwing it off upon others.I 

The return of Kleon and Demosthenes to Athens, within the 
twenty days promised, bringing with them near three hundred 
Lacedremonian prisoners, must have been by far the most tri
umphant and exhilarating event which had occurred to the 
Athenians throughout the whole war. It at once changed the 
prospects, position, and feelings of both the contending parties. 
Such a number of Lacedremonian prisoners, especially one hun
dred and twenty Spartans, was a source of almost stupefaction to 
the general body of Greeks, and a prize of inestimable value to 
the captors. The return of Demosthenes in the preceding year 
from the Ambrakian gulf, when he brought with him three hun

1 Plntarch, Kikias, c. 8; Thur.yd. v, 7. 
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dred Ambrakian panoplies, had probably been sufficiently tri
umphant; but the entry into Peirreus on this occasion from 
Sphakteria, with three hundred Lacedremonian prisoners, must 
doubtless have occasioned emotions transcending all former expe
rience; and it is much to be regretted that no description is 
preserved to us of the scene, as well as of the elate manifestations 
of the people when the prisoners were marched up from Peirreus 
to Athens. We should be curious, also, to read some account of 
the first Athenian assembly held after this event, - the over
whelming cheers heaped upon Kleon by his joyful partisans, who 
l1ad helped to invest him with the duties of general, in confidence 
that he would discharge them well,- contrasted with the silence 
or retraction of Nikias, and the other humiliated political enemies. 
But all such details are unfortunately denied to us, though they 
constitute the blood and animation of Grecian history, now lying 
before us only in its skeleton. 

The first impulse of the Athenians was to regard the prisonel'fl 
as a guarantee to their territory against invasion :1 they resolved 
to keep them securely guarded until the peace, but if, at any time 
before that event, the Lacedremonian army should enter Attica, 
to bring forth the prisoners and put them to death in sight of the 
invaders. They were at the same time full of spirits in regard 
to the prosecution of the war, and became farther confirmed in 
the hope, not merely of preserving their power undiminished, 
but even of recovering much of what they had lost before the 
thirty years' truce. Pylus was placed in an improved state of 
defence, with the adjoining island of Sphakteria, doubtless as a 
subsidiary occupation: the l\fessenians, transferred thither from 
Naupaktus, and overjoyed to find themselves once more masters 
even of an outlying rock of their ancestorial territory, began 
with alacrity to overrun and ravage Laconia, while the Helots, 
shaken by the recent events, manifested inclination to desert to 
them. The Laced::emonian authorities, experiencing evils before 
unfelt and unknown, became sensibly alarmed lest such desertions 
should spread through the country. Reluctant as they were to 
afford obvious evidence of their embarrassments, they neverthe
less brought themselves, probably under the pressure of the 

1 Thucyd. iv, 41. 
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friends and rcslatives of ·the Sphakterian captives, to send to 
Athens several missions for peace; but all proved abortive.I \Ve 
are not told what they offered, but it did not come up to the ex
pectations which the Athenians thought themselves entitled to 
indulge. 

·we, who now review these facts with a knowledge of the sub
sequent history, see that the Athenians could have concluded a 
better bargain with the Laced::cmonians during the six or eight 
months succeeding the capture of Sphakteria, than it was ever 
open to them to make afterwards ; and they had reason to repent 
that they let slip the opportunity. Perhaps also Perikles, had 
he been still alive, might have taken the same prudent measure 
of the future, and might lmve liad ascendency enough over his 
countrymen to be able t~ arrest the tide of success at its highest 
point, before' it began to ebb again. But if we put ourselves 
back into the situation of Athens during the autumn which suc
ceeded the return of Kleon and Demosthenes from Sphakteria, 
we shall easily enter into the feelings under which the war was 
continued. The actual possession of the captives now placed 
Athens in a far better position than she had occupied at a time 
when they were only blocked up in Sphakteria, and when the 
Lacedremonian envoys first arrived to ask for peace. She was 
now certain of being able to command peace with Sparta 
on terms at least tolerable, whenever she chose to invite it,- she 
had also a fair certainty of escaping the hardship of invasion. 
Next, and this was perhaps the most important feature of the 
case, the apprehension of Lacedremonian prowess was now 
greatly lowered, and the prospects of success to Athens consid
ered as prodigiously improved,2 even in the estimation of im
partial Greeks; much more in tl1e eyes of the Athenians them
selves. l\Ioreover, the idea of a tide of good fortune, of the 
favor of the gods, now begun and likely to continue, of future 
success as a corollary from past, was one which powerfully af
fected Grecian calculations generally. \Vhy not push the present 
good fortune, and try to regain the most important points lost 
before and by the thirty years' truce, especially in l\Iegara and 

1 Tlmcyd. iv, 41: compare Aristophan. Equit. 648, with Schol. 
2 Thucyd. iv, 79. 

voL. vr. 23oc. 
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Boootia, -points which Sparta could not concede by negotiation, 
since they were not in her possession ? Though these specula
tions failed, as we shall see in the coming chapter, yet there was 
nothing unreasonable in undertaking them. Probably, the almost 
universal sentiment of Athens was at this moment wadike, 
and even Nikias, humiliated as he must have been by the success 
in Sphakteria, would forget bis usual caution in the desire of 
retrieving his own personal credit by some military exploit. 
That Demosthenes, now in full measure of esteem, would be 
eager to prosecute the war, with which his prospects of personal 
glory were essentially associated, just as Thucydides! observes 
about Brasidas on the Lacedrumonian side, can admit of no doubt. 
The comedy of Aristophanes, called the Acbarnians, was acted 
about six months before the affair of Spbakteria, when no one 
could possibly look forward to such an event, - the comedy of 
the Knights, about six months after iU.! Now, there is this re
markable difference between the two, - that while the former 
breathes the greatest sickness of war, and presses in every pos
sible way the importance of making peace, although at that time 
Athens had an opportunity of coming even to a decent accom
modation, - the latter, running down Kleon with unmeasured 
scorn and ridicule, talks in one or two places only of the hard
ships of war, and drops altogether that emphasis and repetition 
with which peace had been dwelt upon in the Acharnians, -al
though coming out at a time when peace was within the reach of 
the Athenians. 

To understand properly the history of this period, therefore, 
we must distinguish various occasions which are often confounded. 
At the moment when Sphakteria was first blockaded, and when 
the Laced::emonians first sent to solicit peace, there was a con
siderable party at Athens disposed to entertain the offer, and the 
ascendency of Kleon was one of the main causes why it was 

1 Thucyd. v, 16. 
9 The Acharneis was performed at the festival of the Leurea, at Athens, 

January, 425 n.c.: the Knights, at the same festival in the ensuing year, 
424 n.c. 

The capture of Sphakteria took place about July, n.c. 425 : between the 
two dates above. See Mr. Clinton's Fasti Hellcnici, ad ann. 
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rejected. But after the captives were brought home from Sphak
teria, the influence of Kleon, though positively greater than it 
l1ad been before, was no longer required to procure the dismissal 
of Lacedremonian pacific offers and the continuance of the war: 
the general temper of Athens was then warlike, and there were 
very few to contend strenuously for an opposite policy. During 
the ensuing year, however, the chances of war turned out mostly 
unfavoraLle to Athens, so that by the end of that year she had 
become much more disposed to peace.' The truce for one year 
was then concluded, - but even after that truce was expired, 
Kleon still continued eager, and on good grounds, as will be 
shown hereafter, for renewing the war in Thrace, at a time when 
a large proportion of the Athenian public had grown weary of 
it. Ile was one of the main causes of that resumption of warlike 
operations, which ended in the battle of Amphipolis, fatal both to 
himself and to Brasidas. There were thus two distinct occasions 
on which the personal influence and sanguine character of Kleon 
seems to have been of sensible moment in determining the Athe
nian public to war instead of peace. But at the moment which 
we have now reached, that is, the year immediately following 
the capture of Sphakteria, the Athenians were all sufficiently 
warlike without him; probably Nikias himself as well as the. 
rest. 

It was one of the earliest proceedings of Nikias, immediately 
after the inglorious exhibition which he bad made in reference 
to Sphakteria, to conduct an expedition, in conjunction with two 
·colleagues, against the Corinthian territory: he took with him 
eighty triremes, two thousand Athenian hoplites, two hundred 
horsemen aboard of some horse transports, and some additional 
hoplites from Miletus, Andros, and Karystus.2 Starting from 
Peirreus in the evening, he arrived a little before daybreak on a 
beach at the foot of the hill and village of Solygeia,3 about seven 
miles from Corinth, and two or three miles south of the isthmus. 

1 Thucyd. iv, 117; v, 14. 
2 Thucyd. iv, 42. Toii cl' avroii i'Hpovr µera raii7"a ev~i>>, etc. 
3 See the geographical illustrations of this descent in Dr. Arnold's plan 

and note appended to the second volume of his Thucydides, - and in 
Colonel Leake, Travels in Morea., ch. xxviii, p. 235 ; xxix, p. 309. 
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The Corinthian troops, from all the territory of Corinth, within 
the isthmus, were already assembled at the isthmus itself to repel 
him; for intelligence of the intended expedition had reached 
Corinth some time before from Argos, with which latter place 
the scheme of the expedition may have been in some way con
nected. The Athenians having touched the coast during the 
darkness, the Corinthians were only apprized of the fact by fire
signals from Solygeia. Not being able to hinder the landing, 
they despatched forthwith lialf their forces, under Battus and 
I,ykophron, to repel the invader, while the remaining half were 
left at the harbor of Kenchrem, on the northem side of J\Iount 
Oneion, to guard the port of Krommyon, outside of the isthmus, 
in case it should be attacked by sea. Battus with one lochus of 
hoplites threw himself into the village of Solygeia, which was 
unfortified, while Lykophron conducted the remaining troops t-0 
attack the Athenians. The battle was first engaged on the Athe
nian right, almost immediately after its landing, on the point 
called Chersonesus. Here the Athenian hoplites, together with 
their Karystian allies, repelled the Corinthian attack, after a stout 
and warmly disputed hand-combat of spear and shield: but the 
Corinthians, retreating up to a higher point of ground, returned 

. to the charge, and with the aid of a fresh loch us, drove the Athe
nians back to the shore and to their ships: from hence the latter 
again turned, and again recovered a partial advantage.I The 
battle was no less severe on the left wing of the Athenians: but 
here, after a contest of some length, the latter gained a more 
decided victory, greatly by the aid of their cavalry, - pursuing 
the Corinthians, who fled in some disorder to a neighboring hill 
and there took up_ a position.2 The Athenians were thus victo
rious throughout the whole line, with the loss of about forty-seven 
men, while the Corinthians had lost two hundred and twelve, 
together with the general Lykophron. The victors erected their 
trophy, stripped the dead bodies, and buried their own dead. 

1 Thucyd. iv, 43. 
! Thucyd. iv, 44. li'tevro TU orrAa, -au expression which Dr. Arnold 

explains, here as elsewhere, to mean " piling the arms:" I do not think 
such an explanation is correct, even here: much less in several other places 
to which he alludes. See a note on the surprise of Platroa by the Thcbans, 
immediately before the Peloponnesiau war. 
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The Corinthian detachment left at Kenchrere could not see the 
battle, in consequence of the interposing ridge of l\Iount Oneium: 
but .it was at last made known to them by the dust of the fugi
tives, and they forthwith hastened to help. Reinforcements also 
came both from Corinth and from Kenchrere, and as it seemed, 
too, from the neighboring Peloponnesian cities, so that Nikias 
thought it prudent to retire aboard his ships, and halt upon some 
neighboring islands. It was here first discovered that two of 
the Athenians slain had not been picked up for burial ; upon 
which he immediately sent a herald to solicit a truce, in order to 
procure these two missing bodies. We have here a remarkable 
proof of the sanctity attached to that duty ; for the mere sending 
of the herald was tantamount to confession of defeat.1 

From hence Nikias sailed to Krommyon, where he ravaged 
the neighborhood for a few hours and rested for the night. On 
the next day he reembarked, sailed along the coast of Epidaurus, 
upon which he inflicted some damage in passing, and stopped at 
last on the peninsula of l\Iethana, between Epidaurus and Troo
zen.2 On this peninsula lie established a permanent garrison, 
drawing a fortification across the narrow neck of land which 
joined it to the Epidaurian peninsula. This was his last exploit, 
and he then sailed home : but the post at l\Iethana long remained 
as a centre for pillaging the neighboring regions of Epidaurus, 
Troozen, and IIalieis. 

·while Nikias was engaged in this expedition, Eurymedon and 
Sophokles had sailed forward from Pylus with a considerable 
portion of that fleet which had been engaged in the capture of 
Sphakteria, to the island of Korkyra. It has been already 
stated that the democratical government at Korkyra had been 
suffering severe pressure and privation from the oligarchical fugi
tives, who had come back into the island with a body of barbaric 
auxiliaries, and established themselves upon l\Iount IstOne, not 
far from the city.a Eurymedon and the Athenians joining the 
Korkyrreans in the city, attacked and stormed the post on l\Iount 
Ist&ne; while the vanquished, retiring first to a lofty and inac
cessible peak, were forced to surrender themselves 'On terms to 

1 l'lntarch, Nikias, c. G. 2 Thucyd. iv, 45. 
s Thucyd. iv, 2-45. 
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the Athenians. They abandoned their mercenary auxiliaries. 
altogether, and only stipulated that they should themselves be 
sent to Athens, and left to the discretion of the Athenian people. 
Eurymedon, assenting to these terms, deposited the' disarmed 
prisoners in the neighboring islet of Ptychia, under the distinct 
condition that, if a single man tried to escape, the whole capitula-. 
tion should be null and void.I 

Unfortunately for these prisoners, t.he orders given to Euryme
don carried him onward straight to Sicily. It was irksome, 
therefore, to him to send away a detachment of his squadron to 
convey these men to Athens, - while the honors of delivering 
them there would be reaped, not by himself, but by the officer to 
whom they might be confided: and the Korkyrreans in the city, 
on their part, were equally anxious that the prisoners ~l1ould not 
be sent to Athens; for their animosity against them was bitter 
in the extreme, and they were afraid that the Athenians might 
spare their lives, so that their hostility against the island might 
be again resumed. And thus a mean jealousy on the part of 
Eurymedon, combined with revenge and insecurity on the part 
of the victorious Korkyrreans, brought about a cruel catastrophe, 
paralleled nowhere else in Greece, though too well in keeping 
with the previous acts of the bloody drama enacted in this 
island. 

The Korkyrrean leaders, seemingly not without the privity of 
Eurymedon, sent across to Ptychia fraudulent emissaries under 
the guise of friends to the prisoners. These emissaries - assur
ing the prisoners that the Athenian commanders, in spite of the 
convention signed, were about to hand them over to the Korky
rrean people for destruction - induced some of them to attempt 
escape in a boat prepared for the purpose. By concert, the boat 
was seized in the act of escaping, so that the terms of the capit
ulation were really violated: upon which Eurymedon handed 
over the prisoners to their enemies in the island, who imprisoned 
them all together in one vast building, under guard of hoplites. 
From this building they were drawn out in companies of twenty 
men each, chained together in couples, and compelled to march 
between two lines of hoplites marshalled on each side of the road. 

1 Thucyd. iv, 46. 
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Those who loitered in t.he march were hurried on by whips from 
behind : as they advanced, their private enemies on both sides 
singled them out, striking and piercing them until at length they 
miserably perished. Three successive companies were thus 
destroyed, ere the remaining prisoners in the interior, who 
thought merely that their place of detention was about to be 
changed, suspected what was passing: at length they found it 
out, and one and all then refused either to quit the building or to 
permit any one else to enter. They at the same time piteously 
implored the intervention of the Athenians, if it were only to 
kill them, and thus preserve them from the cruelties of their 
merciless countrymen. The latter abstained from attempts to 
force the door of the building, but made an aperture in the roof, 
from whence they shot down arrows, and poured showers of tiles, 
upon the prisoners within; who sought at first to protect them
selves, but at length abandoned themselves to despair, and as
sisted with their own hands in the work of destruction. Some 
of them pierced their throats with the arrows shot down from the 
roof: others hung themselves, either with cords from some bed
ding which happened to be in· the building, or with strips torn 
and twisted from their own garments. Night came on, but the 
work of destruction, both from above and within, was continued 
without intermission, so that before morning all these wretched 
men perished, either by the hands of their enemies or by their 
own. At daybreak, the Korkyrreans entered the building, piled 
up the dead bodies on carts, and transported them out of the 
city: the exact number we are not told, but seemingly it cannot 
have been less than three hundred. The women who had been 
taken at lstOne along with these prisoners, were all sold as 
slaves.I 

Thus finished the bloody dissensions in this ill-fated island : 
for the oligarchical party were completely annihilated, the democ
racy was victorious, and there were no farther violences through
out the whole war.~ It will be recollected that these deadly 
feuds began with the return of the oligarchical prisoners from 
Corinth, bringing along with them projects both of treason and 
of revolution : they ended with the annihilation of that party, in 

1 Thucyd. iv, 47, 48. 1 Thucyd. iv, 48. 
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the manner above described ; the interval being filled by mutual 
atrocities and retaliation, wherein of course the victors had most 
opportunity of gratifying their vindictive passions. Eurymedon, 
after the termination of these events, proceeded onward with the 
Athenian squadron to Sicily: what he did there will be described 
in a future chapter devoted to Sicilian affairs exclusively. 

The complete prostration of Ambrakia during the campaign 
of the preceding year had left Anaktorium without any defence 
against the Akarnanians and Athenian squadron from Naupak
tus. They besieged and took it during the course of the present 
summer ; 1 expelling the Corinthian proprietors, and repeopling 
the town and it.s territory with Akarnanian settlers from all the 
townships in the country. 

Throughout the maritime empire of Athens matters continued 
perfectly tranquil, except that the inhabitants of Chios, during 
the course of the autumn, incurred the suspicion of the Athe
nians from having recently built a new wall to their city, as if it 
were done with the intention of taking the first opportunity to 
rernlt.2 They solemnly protested their innocence of any such 
designs, but the Athenians were not satisfied without exacting the 
destruction of the obnoxious wall. The presence on the opposite 
continent of an active band of ~Iitylenrean exiles, who captured 
both Rhceteium and Antandrus during the ensuing spring, 
probably made the Athenians more anxious and vigilant on the 
subject of Chios.3 

The Athenian regular tribute-gathering squadron circulated 
among the maritime subjects, and captured, during the course of 
the present autumn, a prisoner of some importance and singularity. 
It was a Persian ambassador, Artaphernes, seized at Eion on the 
Strymon, in his ·way to Sparta with despatches from the Great 
King. Ile was brought to Athens, and his despatches, which 
were at some length, and written in the Assyrian character, were 
translated and made public. The Great King told the Lacedre
monians, in substance, that he could not comprehend what they 
meant; for that among the numerous envoys whom they had sent, 
no two told the same story. Accordingly he desired them, if 
they wished to make themselves understood, to send some envoys 

1 Thucyd. iv, 49. 2_Thucyd. iv, 51. a Thucyd. iv,52. 
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with fresh and plain instructions to accompany Artaphernes.I 
Such was the substance of the despatch, conveying a remarkable 
testimony as to the march of the Lacedremonian government in 
its foreign policy. Had any similar testimony existed respecting 
Athens, demonstrating that her foreign policy was conducted 
with half as much unsteadiness and stupidity, ample inferences 
would have been drawn from it to the discredit of democracy. 
But there has been no motive generally to discredit Lacedremo
nian institutions, which included kingship in double measure,
two parallel lines of hereditary kings : together with an entire 
exemption from everyt4ing like popular discussion. The ex
treme defects in the foreign management of 8parta, revealed by 
the despatch of Artaphernes, seem traceable partly to an habitual 
faithlessness often noted in the Lacedremonian character, partly 
to the annual change of ephors, so frequently bringing into 
power men who strove to undo what had been done by their pre
decessors, and still more to the absence of everything like 
discussion or canvass of public measures among the citizens. 
"\Ve shall find more than one example, in the history about to fol
low, of this disposition on the part of ephors, not merely to change 
the policy of their predecessors, but even to subvert treaties 
sworn and concluded by them : and such was the habitual secrecy 
of Spartan public business, that in doing this they had neither• 
criticism nor discussion to fear. Brasidas, when he started from 
Sparta on the expedition which will be described in the coming 
chapter, could not trust the assurances of the Lacedremonian ex
ecutive without binding them by the most solemn oaths.1 

The Athenians sent back Artaphernes in a trireme io Ephesus, 
and availed themselves of this opportunity for procuring access 
to the Great King. They sent envoys along with him, with the 
intention that they should accompany him up to Susa: but on 
reaching Asia, the news had just arrived that King Artaxerxes 

1 Thucyd. iv, 50. iv alr; 1rOAAwv ,;;u.t.lv yeypaµµiv"'v 1<e<f>a'Mwv 1/v, 1rpil~ 
Aa1mJa1µoviovr;, ob" elotvat i'i, Tt f3ovliovrat • 'lroliliwv yilp lUJovTt.lv 1rpfoj3ec.n.· 
ovoi:va rahil Atyetv. el oiiv /30VAOVTaL uaff:~ Atyetv, 'lrtµifat µeTU TOV Tlipuov 
avopar; wr; avrov . 

• Thucyd. iv, 86. op1wtr; Te !J.aKtoa1µovfov KaTaliaf3wv TU Tili11 Tolr; µeytu
TOlr;, 1J µi';v, etc. 
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had recently died. Under such circumstances, it was not judged 
expedient to prosecute the mission, and the Athenians dropped. 
their design.I 

Respecting the great monarchy of Persia, during this long 
interval of fifty-four years since the repulse of Xerxes from 
Greece, we have little information before us except the names of 

. the successive kings. In the year 465 B.c. Xerxes was assas
sinated by Artabanus and J\fithridates, through one of those plots 
of great household officers, so frequent in oriental palaces. He 
left two sons, or at least two sons present and conspicuous among 
a greater number, Darius and Artaxerxes. But Artabanus per
suaded Artaxerxes that Darius had been the murderer of Xerxes, 
and thus prevailed upon him to revenge his father's death by be
coming an accomplice in killing his brother Darius : he next tried 
to assassinate Artaxerxes himself, and to appropriate the crown. 
Artaxerxes however, apprized beforehand of the scheme, either. 
slew Artabanus with his own hand or procured him to be slain, 
and then reigned (known under the name of Artaxerxes Longi• 
mauus) for forty years, down to the period at which we are now 
arrived.2 · 

Mention has already been made of the revolt of Egypt from 
tlte dominion of Artaxerxes, under the Libyan prince ln3Jles, 
actively aided by the Athenians. After a few years of success, 
this revolt was crushed and Egypt again subjugated, by the 
energy of the Persian general Megabyzus, with severe loss to 
the Athenian forces engaged. After the peace of Kallias, erro
neously called the Kimonian peace, between the Athenians and 
the king of Persia, war had not been since resumed. "\Ve read 
in Ktesias, amidst various anecdotes seemingly collected at the 
court of Susa, romantic adventures ascribed to Megabyzus, his 

1 Thucyd. iv, 50; Diodor. xii, 64. The Athenians do not appear to have 
ever before sent envoys or courted alliance with the Great King; though the 
idea. of doing so must have been noway strange to them, as we may see by 
the humorous scene of Pseuda.rta.bas in the Acha.rneis of Aristophanes, acted. 
in the year before this event. · 

1 Diodor. xi, 65; Aristotel. Polit. v, 8, 3; Justin, iii, l; Ktesias, Persica, 
c. 29, 30. It is evident that there were contradictory stories current respect
ing the plot to which Xerxes fell a. victim: but we have no means of deter· 
mining what the details were. 
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wife· Amytis, his mother Amestris, and a Greek physician of 
Kos, named Apollonides. Zopyrus son. of :Megabyzus, after the 
death of his father, deserted from Persia and came as an exile 
to Athens.1. 

At the death of Artaxerxes Longimanus, the family violences 
incident to a Persian succession were again exhibited. Hi& son 
Xerxes succeeded him, but was assassinated, after a reign of a. 
few weeks or months. Another son, Sogdianus, followed, who. 
perished in like manner after a short interval.2 Lastly, a third 
son, Ochus (known under the name of Darius Nothus), either 
abler or more fortunate, kept his crown and life between nineteen 
and twenty years. By his queen, the savage Parysatis, he was 
father to Artaxerxes l\Inemon and Cyrus the younger, both 
names of interest in reference t<> Grecian history, to whom we 
shall hereafter recur. 

C II APT E R LI II. 

EIGHTH YEAR OF THE WAR. 

THE eighth year of the war, on which we now touch, presents 
events of a more important and decisive character than any of' 
the preceding. In reviewing the preceding years, we observe 
that though there is much fighting, with hardship and privation 
inflicted on both sides, yet· the operations are mostly of a desul
tory character, not calculated to determine the event of the war. 
But the capture of Sphakteria and its prisoners, coupled with 
the surrender of the whole Lacedremonian fleet, was an event 
full of consequences and imposing in the eyes of all Greece. It 
stimulated the Athenians to a series of operations, larger and 
more ambitious than anything which they had yet conceived; 

1 Ktesias, I>ersica, c. 3&-43 ; IIerodot. iii, 80. 
2 Diodor. xii, 64-71 ; Ktesias, Pcrsica, c. 44-46. 
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directed, not merely against Sparta in her own country, but also 
to the reconquest of that ascendency in l\Iegara and Bmotia 
1vhich they had lost on or before the thirty years' truce. On 
the other band, it intimidated so much both the Lacedremonians, 
the revolted Chalkidic allies of Athens in Thrace, and Perdik
kas, king of l\Iacedonia, that between them the expedition of. 
Brasidas, which struck so serious a blow at the Athenian empire, 
was concerted. This year is thus the turning-point of the war. 
If the operations of Athens had succeeded, she would have 
regained nearly as great a power as she enjoyed before the 
thirty years' truce: but it happened that Sparta, or rather the 
Spartan Brasidas, was successful, gaining enough to neutralize 
all the advantages derived by Athens from the capture of 
Sphakteria. 

The first enterprise undertaken by the Athenians in the course 
of the spring was against the island of Kythera, on the southern 
coast of Laconia. It was inhabited by Lacedremonian Perireki, 
and administered by a governor, and garrison of hoplites, annu
ally sent thither. It was the usual point of landing for mer
chantmen from Libya and Egypt; and as it lay very near to . 
Cape Malea, immediately over against the gulf of Gythium, 
the only accessible portion of the generally inhospitable coast of 
Laconia, - the chance that it might fall into the hands of an 
enemy was considered as so menacing to Sparta, that some poli
ticians are said to have wished the island at the bottom of the 
sea.t Nikias, in conjunction with Nikostratus and Autokles, 

1 Thucyd. iv, 54; Herodot. vii, 235. The manner in which Herodotus 
alludes to the dangers which would arise to Sparta from the occupation of 
Kythera by an enemy, furnishes one additional probability tending to show 
that his history was composed before the actual occupation of the island by 
Nikias, in the eighth year of the Peloponnesian war. Had he been cog
nizant of this latter event, he would naturally have made some allusion 
to it. 

The words of Thucydides in respect to the island o(Kythera are: the 
Lacedremonians 'lrOAAqv brtµDoetav l11"0tOVVTO. fiv yap avroir TWV TE U11"1 

Alyv11"TOV Kat A1[3v11r o/,Ka&iv 7rp0r1[30A.q, Kat A.17crTat aµa T~V AaKCJVtKqV 
i/cruov eAV11"0VV lK f>aA.uuur1r, V7rtp µ6vov olov T' fiv Kat<Ovpyeiuf>at. 11" ii. u a 
y il p u i• ix et 7rpilr ro ~ticeA.tKilv Kat KpTJTLKov 7riA.ayor. 

I do not understand this passage, with Dr. Arnold and Goller, to mean, 
that Laconia was unassailable by land, but very assailable by sea. It rather 
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conducted thither a fleet of sixty triremes, with two thousand 
Athenian hoplites, some few horsemen, and a body of allies, 
mainly :Milesians. There were in the island two towns, -
Kythera and Skandeia: the former having a lower town close 
to the sea, fronting Cape l\Ialea, and an upper town on the hill 
above; the latter, seemingly, on the south or west coast. Both 
were attacked at the same time by order of Nikias ; ten triremes 
and a body of l\Jilesian 1 hoplites disembarked and captured 
Skandeia; while the Athenians landed at Kythera, and drove the 
inhabitants out of the lower town into the upper, where they 
speedily capitulated. A certain party among them had indeed 
secretly invited the coming of Nikias, through which intrigue 
easy terms were obtained for the inhabitants. Some few men, 
indicated by the Kytherians in intelligence with Nikias, were 
carried away as prisoners to Athens : but the remainder were 
left, undisturbed, and enrolled among the tributary allies under 
obligation to pay four talents per annum; an Athenian garrison 
being placed at Kythcra for the protection of the island. From 
hence Nikias employed seven days in descents and inroads upon 
the coast, near Helos, Asine, Aphrodisia, Kotyrta, and elsewhere. 
The Lacedremonian force was disseminated in petty garrisons, 

means that the only portion of the coast of Laco.nia where a maritime in
vader conld do much damage, was in the interior of the Laconic gulf, near 
Helos, Gythium, etc., which is in fact the only plain portion of the coast 
of Laconia. The two projecting promontories, which end, the one in Cape 
Malea, the other in Cape Trenarus, are high, rocky, harborless, and afford 
very little temptation to a disembarking enemy. "The whole Laconian 
coast is high projecting cliff, where it fronts the Sicilian and Kretan seas,"
Tr ii (1 a uvex Et. The island of Kythera was particularly favorable for 
facilitating descents on the territory near Helos and Gythium. The 
ui.1µevon1r of Laconia is noticed in Xenophon, Hellen. iv, 8, 7, where he 
describes the occupation of the island by Konon and Pharnabazus. · 

See Colonel Lcake's description of this coast, and the high cliffs between 
Cape Matapan -Trenarus-and Kalamata, which front the Sicilian sea, 
as well as those eastward of Cape St. Angelo, or Malea, which front the 
Kretan sea (Travels in Morea, vol. i, ch. vii, p. 261: "tempestuous, rocky, 
unsheltered coast of Mesamani," ch. viii, p. 320; ch. vi, p. 205; Strabo, viii, 
p. 368; Pausan. iii, c. xxvi, 2). 

1 Thucyd. iv, 54. oia;rtA.fotr MtA.17afov inrAira1.r. It seems impossibie 
to believe that there could have been so many as two thousand Milesian 
hoplites : but we cannot tell where the mistake lies. 
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which remained each for the defence of its own separate post, 
witbout uniting to repel the Athenians, so that there was only 
one action, and that of little importance, which the Athenians 
deemed worthy of a trophy. 

In returning home from Kythera, Nikias first ravaged the 
small strip of cultivated land near Epidaurus Limera, on the 
rocky eastern coast of Laconia, and then attacked the .lEginetan 
settlement at Thyrea, the frontier strip between Laconia and 
Argolis. This town and district had been made over by Sparta 
to the .lEginetans, at the time when they were expelled from 
their own island by Athens, in the first year of the war. The 
new inhabitants, finding the town too distant from the sea I for 
their maritime habits, were now employed in constructing a forti
.fication close on the shore; in which work a Lacedrernonian 
detachment under Tantalus, ·on guard in that neighborhood, was 
assisting them. When the Athenians landed, both .lEginetans 
and Lacedremonians at once abandoned the new fortification. 
The former, with the commanding officer, Tantalus, occupied 
the upper town of Thyrea; but the Lacedremonian troops, not 
thinking it tenable, refused to take part in the defence, and 
retired to the neighboring mountains, in spite of urgent entreaty 
from the .lEginetans. The Athenians, immediately after landing, 
·marched up to the town of Thyrea, and carried it by storm, 
burning or destroying everything within it: all the .lEginetans 
were either killed or made prisoners, and even Tantalus, disabled 
by his wounds, became prisoner also. From hence tile arma
ment returned to Athens, where a vote was taken as to the 
disposal of the prisoners. The Kytherians brought home were 
distributed for safe custody among the dependent islands: Tan
talus was retained along with the prisoners from Sphakteria; 
but a harder fate was reserved for the .lEginetans; they were 

1 Thucyd. iv, 56. He states that Thyrea was ten stadia, or about a mile 
and one·fifth, distant from the .sea. But Colonel Leake (Travels in the 
l\Iorea, vol. ii, ch. xxii, p. 492), who has discovered quite sufficient ruins to 
identify the spot, affirms "that it is at least three times that distance from 
the sea." 

This explains to us the more clearly why the .AJ:ginetans thought it 
necessary to build their new fort. 
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all put to death, victims to the long-Standing apathy between 
Athens and .lEgina. This cruel act was nothing more than a 
strict application of admitted customs of war in those days : had 
the Lacedremonians been the victors, there can be little doubt 
that they would have acted with equal rigor.I 

The occupation of Kytbera, in addition to Pylus, by an Athe
nian garrison, following so closely upon the capital 'disaster in 
Sphakteria, produced in the minds of the Spartans feelings of 
alarm and depression such as they had never before experienced. 
Within the course of a few short months their position had com- . 
pletely changed from superiority and aggression abroad to insult 
and insecurity at home. They anticipated nothing less than 
incessant foreign attacks on all their weak points, with every 
·probability of internal defection, from the standing discontent of 
the Helots: nor was it unknown to them, probably, that even 
Kythera itself had been lost partly through betrayal. The cap
ture of Sphakteria had caused peculiar sensations among the 
Helots, to whom the Lacedremonians had addressed both appeals 
and promises of emancipation, in order to procure succor for their 
hoplites while blockaded in the island; and if the ultimate sur
render of these hoplites bad abated the terrors of Lacedremonian 
prowess tl1roughout all Greece, this effect had been produced to 
a still greater degree among the oppressed Helots. A refuge at 
Pylus, and a nucleus which presented some possibility of expand
ing into regenerated l\Iessenia, were now before their eyes; while 
the establishment of an Athenian garrison at Kythera opened a 
new channel of communication with the enemies of Sparta, so as 
to tempt all the Helots of daring temper to stand forward as lib
erators of their enslaved race.2 The Lacedremonians, habitually 
cautious at all times, felt now as if the tide of fortune had turned 
decidedly against them, and acted with confirmed mistrust and 
dismay, confining themselves to measures strictly defensive, 
and organizing a force of four hundred cavalry, together with a 
body of bowmen, beyond their ordinary establishment. 

But the precaution which they thought it necessary to take in 
regard to the Helots, affords the best measure of their apprehen
sions at the moment, and exhibits, indeed, a refinement of fraud 

1 Thucyd. iv, 58; Diodor. xii, 65. 1 Thucyd. iv, 41, 55, 56. 
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and cruelty rarely equalled in history. '\Vishing to single out 
from the general body such as were most high-couraged and 
valiant, the ephors made proclamation, that those Helots, who 
conceived themselves to have earned their liberty by distinguished 
services in war, might stand forward to claim it. A considerable 
number obeyed the call; probably many who had undergone 
imminent hazards during the preceding summer, in order to con
vey provisions to the blockaded soldiers in Sphakteria.L They 
were examined by the government, and two thousand of them 
were selected as fully worthy of emancipation; which was forth

. with bestowed upon them in public ceremonial, with garlands, 
visits to the temples, and the full measure of religious solemnity. 
The government had now made the selection which it desired; 
presently every man among these iiewly-enfranchized Helots 
was made away with, no one knew how.2 A stratagem at once 

1 Thucyd. iv, 80. 
1 Thucyd. iv, 80. Kal 1rpoKpivavur; Ir; otrrxtiliovr, ol µev lrrretpavwrravr6 

re Kat ra lepil 1rept1Jil-8ov iir: ~ilev-8epwµtvnt • ol tJe oil 1rOAA</i Vo-repov ~tpavt~ 
rrav re avrovr, Kat ovoelr: 1}rr-8ero or<,J rpOTr:<,J lKarrror tltetp-8ap11: compare 
Diodor. xii, 67. 

Dr. Thirlwall (History of Greece, vol. iii, ch. xxiii, p. 244, 2d edit. note) 
thinks that this assassination of Helots by the Spartans took place at some 
other time unascertained, and not at the time here indicated. I cannot 
concur in this epinion. It appears to me, that there is the strongest proba
ble reason for referring the incident to the time immediately following the 
disaster in Sphakteria, which Thucydides so especially marks (iv, 41) by 
the emphatic words: Oi oe AaKeoa1µ6vt0t aµa-8elr: OVTE{; tv r<fi rr:plv XPDV<,J 
ilyrrreiar; Kat rotovrov rroiltµo11, ri:Jv re Elilwrwv avroµoilovvrwv Kat tpo(3ovµe
vot µ~ Kat trr:l µaKpoupov rrtpfrn rt vewreptrr&fi ri:Jv Karil ri)v x<iipav, ob pr;uJiwr; 
ltpepov. This was just after the l\Iessenians were first established at Pylus, 
and began their incursions over Laconia, with such temptations as they 
cou!d offer to the Helots to desert. And it was naturally just then that the 
fear, entertained by the Spartans of their Helots, became exaggerated to 
the maximum, leading to the perpetration of the act mentioned in the 
text. Dr. Thirlwall observes, "that the Spartan government would not 
order the massacre of the Helots at a time when it could employ them on 
foreign service." But to this it may be replied, that the capture of Sphak
teria took place in July or August, while the expedition under Brasidas was 
not organized until the following winter or spring. There was therefore an 
interval of some months, during which the government had not yet formed 
the idea of employing the Helots on foreign service. And this interval is 
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so perfidious in the contrivance, so murderous in the purpose, and 
so complete in the execution, stands without parallel in Grecian 
history,- we might almost say, without a parallel in any history. 
It implies a depravity far greater than the rigorous execution of 
a barbarous customary law against prisoners of war or rebels, 
even in large numbers. The ephors must have employed nu
merous instruments, apart from each other, for the performance 
of this bloody deed; yet it appears that no certain knowledge 
could be obtained of the details ; a striking proof of the mysteri
ous efficiency of this Council of Five, surpassing even that of the 
Council of Ten at Venice, as well as of the utter absence of 
public inquiry or discussion. 

It was while the Lacedremonians were in this state of uneasi
ness at home, that envoys reached them from Perdikkas of Mace
donia and the Chalkidians of Thrace, entreating aid against 
Athens ; who was considered likely, in her present tide of suc
cess, to resume aggressive measures against them. There were, 
moreover, other parties, in the neighboring citiesl subject to 
Athens, who secretly favored the application, engaging to stand 
forward in open revolt as soon a.s any auxiliary force should 
arrive to warrant their incurring the hazard. Perdikkas (who 
had on his hands a dispute with his kinsman Arrhibreus, prince 
of the Lynkestre-:Macedonians, which he was anxious to be ena
bled to close successfully) and the Chalkidians offered at the 
same time to provide the pay and maintenance, as well as to fa. 
cilitate the transit, of the troops who might be sent to them; and 
what was of still greater importance to the success of the enter
prise, they specially requested that Brasidas might be invested 
with the command.2 He had now recovered from his wounds 
received at Pylus, and his reputation for adventurous valor, great 
as it was from positive desert, stood out still more conspicuously, 
because not a single other Spartan had as yet distinguished him-

quite sufficient to give a full and distinct meaning to the expression Kal 
Tore (Thucyd. iv, 80) on which Dr. Thirlwall insists; without the necessity 
of going back to any more remote point of antecedent time. 

1 Thucyd. iv, 79. 
1 Thucyd. iv, 80. rrpovfJvµ~fJl/<Jav oe Ka2 ol XaAiw!ij, llvopa lv Te Ttl 

l:rrupT1) OOKOVVTa opaarfipwv elvat er Ta mivra, etc. 
VOL. VJ. 1q* ~4oc: 
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self. His other great qualities, apart from personal valor, had 
not yet been shown, for he had never been in any supreme com
mand. But he burned with impatience to undertake the opera
tion destined for him by the envoys; although at this time it must 
have appeared so replete with difficulty and danger, that proba
bly no other Spartan except himself would have entered upon it 
with the smallest hopes of success. To raise up embarrassments 
for Athens, in Thrace, was an object of great consequence to 
Sparta, while she also obtained an opportunity of sending away 
another large detachment of her dangerous Helots. Seven hun
dred of these latter were armed as hoplites and placed under the 
orders of Brasidas, but the Lacedoomonians would not assign to 
him any of their own proper forces. With the sanction of the 
Spartan name, with 'seven hundred Helot hoplites, and with 
such other hoplites as he could raise in Peloponnesus by means 
of the funds furnished from the Chalkidians, Brasidas prepared 
to undertake this expedition, alike adventurous and important. 

Had the Athenians entertained any suspicion of his design, 
they could easily have prevented him from ever reaching 
Thrace. But they knew nothing of it until he had actually 
joined Perdikkas, nor did they anticipate any serious attack from 
Sparta, in this moment of her depression, much less an enter
prise far bolder than any which she had ever been known to 
undertake. They were now elate with hopes of conquests to 
come on their own part, their affairs being so prosperous and 
promising that parties favorable to their interests began to revive, 
both in Megara and in Breotia; while Hippokrates and Demos
thenes, the two chief strategi for the year, were men of energy, 
well qualified both to project and execute military achievements. 

The first opportunity presented itself in regard to l\Iegara. 
The inhabitants of that city had been greater sufferers by the 
war than any other persons in Greece: they had been the chief 
cause of bringing down the war upon Athens, and the Athenians 
revenged upon them all the hardships which they themselves 
end11red from the Lacedoomonian invasion. Twice in every 
year they laid waste the l\fegarid, which bordered upon their 
own territory ; and that too with such destructive hands through
out its limited extent, that they intercepted all subsistence from 
the lands near the town, at the same time keeping the harbor 
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of Nisrea closely blocked· up. Under such hard conditions the 
l\Iegarians found much difficulty in supplying even the primary 
wants of life.1 Ilut their case had now, within the last few 
months, become still more intolerable by an intestine commotion 
in the city, ending in the expulsion of a powerfol body of exiles, 
who seized and held possession <>f Pegre, the J\Iegarian port in 
the gulf of Corinth. Probably imports from Pegre had been 
their chief previous resource against the destruction which came 
on them from the side of Athens; so that it became scarcely 
possible to sustain themselves, when the exiles in Pegre not only 
deprived them of this resource, but took positive part in harass
ing them. These exiles were oligarchical, and the government 
in l\Iegara had now become more or less democratical : but the 
privations in the city presently reached such a height, that 
several citizens began to labor for a compromise, whereby 
the exiles in Pegre might be readmitted. It was evident to 
the leaders in l\Iegara that the bulk of the citizens could not 
long sustain the pressure of enemies from both sides, but 
it was also their feeling that the exiles in Pegre, their bitter 
political rivals, were worse enemies than tlie Athenians, and that 
the return of these exiles would be a sentence of death to them
selves. To prevent this counter-revolution, they opened a secret 
correspondence with Hippokrates and Demosthenes, engaging to 
betray both l\Iegara and Nisrea to the Athenians ; though Nisrea, 
the harbor of l\Iegara, about one mile from the city, was a sep
arate fortress occupied by a Peloponnesian garrison, and by them 
exclusively, as well as the Long Walls, for the purpose of 
holding l\Iegara fast to the Lacedremonian confederacy.2 

The scheme for surprise was concerted, and what is more 
remarkable, in the extreme publicity of all Athenian affairs, 
and in a matter to which many persons must have been privy, 
was kept secret, until the instant of execution. A large Athenian 

1 The picture drawn by Aristophanes (Acharn. 760) is a caricature, but 
of suffering probably but too real. 

• Thucyd. iv, 66. Strabo (ix, p. 391) gives eighteen stadia as· the dis
tance between Megara and Nisrea; Thucydides only eight. There appears 
sufficient reason to prefer the latter : see Reinganum, Das alte Megaris, 
pp. 121-180. 
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force, four thousand hoplites and six hundred cavalry, was 
appointed to march at night by the high road through Eleusis to 
l\1egara: but Hippokrates and Demosthenes themselves went on 
ship-board from Peirreus to the island of l\1inoa, which was close 
against Nisre, and had been for some time under occupation by 
an Athenian garrison. Here Hippokrates concealed himself 
with six hundred hoplites, in a hollow space out of which brick 
earth had been dug, on the mainland opposite to l\finoa, and not 
far from the gate in the Long "\Vall which opened near the junc
tion of that wall witli the ditch and wall surrounding Nisrea ; 
·while Demosthenes~ with some light-armed Platreans and a 
detachment of active young Athenians, called Peripoli, and 
serving as the movable guard of Attica, in their first or second 
year of military service, placed himself in ambush in the sacred 
precinct of Ares, still closer to the same gate. 

To procure that the gate should be opened, was the task of 
the conspirators within. Amidst the shifts to which the l\Iega
rians had been reduced in order to obtain supplies, especially 
since the blockade of l\1inoa, predatory exit by night was not 
omitted. Some of these conspirators had been in the habit, 
before the intrigue with Athens was projected, of carrying out a 
small sculler-boat by night upon a cart, through this gate, by 
permission of the Peloponnesian commander of Nisrea and the 
Long Walls. The boat, when thus brought out, was carried 
down to the shore along the hollow of the dry ditch which sur
rounded the wall of Nisrea, then put to sea for some nightly 
enterprise, and was brought back again along the ditch before 
daylight in the morning; the gate being opened, by permission, 
to let it in. This was the only way by which any l\fegarian 
vessel could get to sea, since the Athenians at l\1inoa were com
plete masters of the harbor. On the night fixed for the surprise, 
this boat was carried out and brought back at the usual hour. 
But the moment that the gate in the Long Wall was opened to 
readmit it, Demosthenes and his comrades sprang forward to 
force their way in; the Megarians along with the boat at the 
same time setting upon and killing the guards, in order to facili
tate his entrance. This active and determined band were suc
cessful in mastering the gate, and keeping it open until the six 
hundred hoplites under IIippokrates came up, and got into the 
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interior space between the Long Walls. They immediately 
mounted the walls on each side, every man as he came in, with 
little thought of order, to drive off or destroy the Peloponnesian 
guards; who, taken by surprise, and fancying that the Megari
ans generally were in concert with the enemy against them, 
confirmed, too, in such belief by hearing the Athenian herald 
proclaim aloud that every Megarian who chose might take his 
post in the line of Athenian hoplites,1- made at first some re
sistance, but were soon discouraged, and fled into Nisrea. By 
a little after daybreak, the Athenians found themselves masters 
of all the line of the Long Walls, and under the very gates of 
Megara, - reinforced by the larger force which, having marched 
by land through Eleusis, arrived at the concerted moment. 

Meanwhile, the Megarians within the city were in the greatest 
tumult and consternation. But the conspirators, prepared with 
their plan, had resolved to propose that the gates should be 
thrown open, and that the whole force of the city should be 
marched out to fight the Athenians: when once the gates should 
be open, they themselves intended to take part with the Athe
nians, and facilitate their entrance, - and they had rubbed their 
bodies over with oil in order to be visibly distinguished in the 
eyes of the latter. Their plan was only frustrated the moment 
before it was about to be put in execution, by the divulgation of 
one of their own comrades. Their opponents in the city, apprized 
of what was in contemplation, hastened to the gate, and inter
cepted the men rubbed with oil as they were about to open it. 
Without betraying any knowledge of the momentous secret which 
they had just learned, these opponents loudly protested against 
opening the gate and going out to fight an enemy for whom they 
had never conceived themselves, even in moments of greater 
strength, to be a match in the open field. While insisting only 

Thucyd. iv, 68. AVVi'lreue yilp KaZ TOV TWV ,A{}7Jva£wv Ki/pv1<a utp' EatJTOV 
yvCJµTJ~ 1C7Jpv~at, rov {3ovii.6µevov Uvat Meyap€wv µera 'AfJ7Jvaiwv -&11u6µevov 
ra liirii.a. 

Here we have the phrase r[..9-eu-&at ril 5irii.a employed in a case where Dr. 
Arnold'a explanation of it would be eminently unsuitable. There conld 
be no thought of piling ann11 at a critical moment of actual fighting, with 
result as yet doubtful. 

l 
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on the public mischiefs of the measure, they at the same time 
planted themselves in arms against the gate, and declared that 
they would perish before they would allow it to be opened. For 
this obstinate resistance the conspirators were not prepared, so 
that they were forced to abandon their design and leave the gate 
closed. 

The Athenian generals, who were waiting in expectation that 
it would be opened, soon perceived by the delay that their friends 
within had been bafHed, and immediately resolved to make sure 
of Nisrea, which lay behind them; an acquisition important not 
less in itself, than as a probable means for the mastery of l\:Ie
gara. They set about the work with the characteristic rapidity 
of Athenians. l\Iasons and tools in abundance were forthwith 
sent for from Athens, and the army distributed among themselves 
the wall of circumvallation round Nisrea in distinct parts. First, 
the interior space between the Long Walls themselves was built 
across, so as to cut off the communication with 1\Iegara ; next, 
walls were carried out from the outside of both the Long Walls 
down to the sea, so as completely to inclose Nisrea, with its forti
fications and ditch. The scattered houses which formed a sort 
of ornamented suburb to Nisrea, furnished bricks for this inclos
ing circle, or were sometimes even made to form a part of it as 
they stood, with the parapets on their roofs; while the trees were 
·cut down to supply material wherever palisades were suitable. 
In a day and a half the work of circumvallation was almost 
completed, so that the Peloponnesians in Nisrea saw before them 
nothing but a hopeless state of blockade. Deprived of all com
munication, they not only fancied that the whole city of l\Iegara 
had joined the Athenians, but they were moreover without any 
supply of provisions, which had been always furnished to them 
in daily rations from the city. Despairing of any speedy relief 
from Peloponnesus, they accepted easy terms of capitulation 
offered to them by the Athenian generals.I After delivering up 
their arms, each man among them was to be ransomed for a 
stipulated price; we are not told how much, but doubtless a 
moderate sum. The Lacedremonian commander, and such other 
Lacedremonians as might be in Nisrea, were, however, required 

t Thucyd. iv, 69. 
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to surrender themselves as prisoners to the Athenians, to be held 
at their disposal. On these terms Nisrea was surrendered to the 
Athenians, who cut off its communication with l\Iegara, by keep
ing the intermediate space between the Long "\Valls effectively 
blocked up, - walls, of which they had themselves, in former 
days, been the original authors.I 

Such interruption of communication by the Long Walls indi
. cated in the minds of the Athenian generals a conviction that 
l\Iegara was now out of their reach. But the town in its present 
distracted state, would certainly have fallen into their bands,2 
had it not been snatched from them by the accidental neighbor
hood and energetic intervention of Brasidas. That officer, occu
pied in the levy of troops for his Thracian expedition, was near 
Corinth and Sikyon, when be first learned the surprise and cap
ture of the Long Walls. Partly from the alarm w bich the news 
excited among these Peloponnesian towns, parUy from his own 
personal influence, be got together a body of two thousand seven 
hundred Corinthian boplites, six hundred Sikyonian and four hun
dred Phliasian, besides his own small army, and marched with this 
united force to Tripodiskus, in the l\Iegarid, half-way between 
l\Iegara and Pegre, on the road over l\Iount Geraneia; having 
first despatched a pressing summons to the Bceotians to request 
that they would meet him at that point with reinforcements. He 
trusted by a speedy movement to preserve l\Iegara, and perhaps 

Thucyd. i, 103; iv, 69. Kai ol 'MJ11valot, Ta µaKpu Tet;p/ urroppfif,avu, 
arro Ti/> TWV Meyapfov Tr<lAEl.J> Kat T1Jv Niaaiav rrapaAa{3ovTt>, TuAAa 7r'apeu
KEVll,OVTO. • 

I cannot think, with Poppo and GOller, that the participle arroppfi;avTe> 
is to be explained as meaning that the Athenians PULLED DOWN the por
tion of the Long 'Valls near Megara. This may have been done, but it 
would be an operation of no great importance; for to pull down a portion 
of the wall would not bar the access from the city, which it was the object 
of the Athenians to accomplish. "They broke off" the communication 
along the road between the Long Walls from the city to Nisrea, by building 
across or barricading the space between: similar to what is said a little 
above,- t5 t 0 l/(O 0 Q µ 1J (j aµ e v Q l TO rrpil> Meyapia>, etc. Diodorus (xii, 66) 
abridges Thucydides. 

• Thucyd. iv, 73. el µev yap µ1} w<Jr{}11uav lA&ovu> (Brasidas with his 
troops) OVK ltv lv rVX!I yiyvea&at u~fotv, ail.ii.a oa~wr UV Ciorrep fiaa11&evTWV 
OTEpT/&iJvat dJ&v> Ti/> 'lrOAEl.l>
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even Nisrea; but on reaching Tripodiskus in the night, he learned 
that the latter place had already surrendered . .Alarmed for the safety 
of Jl.Iegara, he proceeded thither by a night-march without delay. 
Taking with him only a chosen band of three hundred men, he 
presented himself, without being expected, at the gates of the 
city; entreating to be admitted, and offering to lend his imme
diate aid for the recovery of Nisrea. One of the two parties in 
Megara would have been glad to comply ; but the other, know
ing well that in that case the exiles in Pegre would be brought 
back upon them, was prepared for a strenuous resistance, in 
which case the .Athenian force, still only one mile off, \vould have 
been introduced as auxiliaries. Under these circumstances the 
two parties came to a compromise, and mutually agreed to refuse 
admittance to Brasidas. They expected that a battle would take 
place between him and the .Athenians, and each calculated that 
l\Iegara would follow the fortunes of the victor.I 

Returning back without success to Tripodiskus, Brasidas was 
joined there early in the morning by two thousand Breotian hop
lites and six hundred cavalry; for the Breotians had been put in 
motion by the same news as himself, and had even commenced 
'their march, before his messenger arrived, with such celerity as 
to have already reached Platrea.2 The total force under Brasidas 
was thus increased to six thousand hoplites and six hundred 
cavalry, with whom he marched straight to the neighborhood of 
Megara. The .Athenian light troops, dispersed over the plain, 
were surprised and driven in by the Breotian cavalry; but the 
.Athenian cavalry, coming to their aid, maintained a sharp action 
with the assailants, wherein, after some loss on both sides, a 
slight advantage remained on the side of the .Athenians. They 
granted a truce for the burial of the Breotian officer of cavalry, 
who was slain with some others. .After this indecisive cavalry 
skirmish, Brasidas advanced with his main force into the plain, 
between l\Iegara and the sea, taking up a position near to the 
Athenian hoplites, who were drawn up in battle array, hard by 
Nisrea and the Long Walls; He thus offered them battle if they 
chose it ; but each party expected that the other would attack ; 
and each was unwilling to begin the attack on his own side. 

1 Thucyd. iv, 71. •_ Thucyd. iv, 72. 
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Brasidas was well aware that, if the Athenians refused to fight, 
Megara would be preserved from falling into their hands, 
which loss it was his main object to prevent, and which had in 
fact been prevented only by his arrival. If he attacked and was 
beaten, he would forfeit this advantage, - while, if victorious, 
he could hardly hope to gain much more. The Athenian gen
erals on their side reflected, that they had all'eady secured a 
material acquisition in Nisrea, which cut off 1\Iegara from their 
sea; that the army opposed to them was not only superior in 
number of hoplites, but composed of contingents from many 
different cities, so that no one city hazarded much in the action ; 
while their own force was all Athenian, and composed of the 
best hoplites in Athens, which would render a defeat severely 
ruinous to the city: nor did they think it worth while to encoun
ter this risk, even for the purpose of gaining possession of Me
gara. ·with such views in the leaders on both sides, the two 
armies remained for some time in position, each waiting for the· 
other to attack: at length the Athenians, seeing that no aggres
sive movement was contemplated by their opponents, were the 
first to retire into Nisrea. Thus left master of the field, Brasidas 
retired in triumph to l\fegara, the gates of which were now ppened 
without reserve to admit him.I 

The army of Brasidas, having gained the chief point for which 
it was collec~ed, speedily dispersed, - he himself resuming his 
preparations for Thrace ; w bile the Athenians on their side also 
returned home, leaving an adequate garrison for the occupation 
both of' Nisrea and of the Long Walls. But the interior of 
l\fegara underwent a complete and violent revolution. ·while 
the leaders friendly to Athens, not thinking it Rafe to remain, fled 
forthwith and sought shelter with the Athenians,2 the opposite 
party opened communication with the exiles at Pegre and read
mitted them into the city; binding them however, by the most 
solemn pledges, to observe absolute amnesty of the past and to 
study nothing but the welfare of the common city. The new
comers only kept their pledge during the interval which elapsed 

l Thucyd. iv, 73. 
9 We find some of them afterwards in tho service of Athens, employed 

11s light·anned troops in the Sicilian expedition ( Thucyd. vi, 43). 
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until they acquired power to violate it with effect. They soon 
got themselves placed in the chief commands of state, and found 
means to turn the military force to their own purposes. .A re
view and examination of arms, of the hoplites in the city, hav
ing been ordered, the l\Iegarian lochi were so marshalled and 
tutored as to enable the leaders to single out such victims as they 
thought expedient. They seized many of their most olmox
ious enemies, some of them suspected as accomplices in the 
recent conspiracy with .Athens : the men thus seized were 
subjected to the forms of a public trial, before that which was 
called a public assembly; wherein each voter, acting under mil
itary terror, was constrained to give his suffrage openly. .All 
were condemned to death and executed, to the number of one 
hundred.I The constitution of l\fegara was then shaped into an 
oligarchy of"the closest possible kind, a few of the most violent 
men taking complete possession of the government. But they 
must probably have conducted it with vigor and prudence for 
their own purposes, since Thucydides remarks that it was rare to 
see a revolution accomplished by so small a party, and yet so 
durable. How long it lasted, he does not mention. A few months 
after these incidents, the l\Iegarians regained possession of their 
Long Walls, by capture from the Athenians,2 to whom indeed 
they could have been of no material service, and levelled the 
whole line of them to the ground: but the Atheniaqs still retained 
Nis:.ea. We may remark, as explaining in part the durability of 
this new government, that the truce concluded at the beginning of 
the ensuing year must have greatly lightened the difficulties of 
any government, whether oligarchical or democratical, in :Megara. 

The scheme for surprising l\Iegara had been both laid and 
executed with skill, and only miscarried through an accident to 
which such schemes are always liable, as well as by the unex
pected celerity of Brasidas. It bad, moreover, succeeded so far 

Thucyd. iv, 7 4. ol de ltret<li) lv rair up-;ralr lyivovro, Kal lEfrautv 01rACJ~ 
ltrot~uavro, oiaar~uavrer rovr A.6-;rovr, l~eAtEavro Ti:Jv re l-;r{}pi:Jv Kai ol 
lcJoKOVV µaALUTa Evµtrpll;at TU trpor TOVf 'Afh;vafovr, uvopar iir lxar6v. Kal 
TOVTCJV tript avay1Cauavrer TOV 01;,uov ..pr;~ov ~avepav Ot

• evey1Celv, tJf 1CaTeyvf.irn'J11aav, e/CTetVaV, Kat er OAtyap-;rtaV Ta p.aAtrJTa 
KaTEuT1JUaV ri)v 1rOAtV. Kat 1rAeirJTOV di) ;rpovov avT1} Vrr' lA.a;rtuTCJV yevop.
EV1/ iKaTaaeCJr p.eruuraair ~vvip.etvev. 1 Thucyd. iv, 109. 

l 
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as to enable the Athenians to carry Nisrea, - one of 'the posts 
which they had surrendered by the thirty years' truce, and of 
·considerable positive value to them : so that it counted on the 
whole as a victory, leaving the generals with increased encourage
ment to turn their activity elsewhere. Accordingly, very soon 
after the troops had been brought back from the .l\Iegarid,1 Hip
pokrates and Demosthenes concerted a still more extensive plan 
for the invasion of Breotia, in conjunction with some malcontents 
in the Bceotian towns, who desired to break down and democratize 
the oligarchical ~overnments, and especially through the agency 
-of a Theban exile named Ptreodorus. Demosthenes, with forty 
triremes, was sent round Peloponnesus to Naupaktus, with in
structions to collect an Akarnanian force, to sail into the inmost 
recess of the Corinthian or Krissrean gulf, and to occupy Siphre, 
a :m"aritime town belonging to the Breotian Thespire, where intel
ligences had been already established. On the same day, deter
mined beforehand, Hippokrates engaged to enter Breotia, with 
the main force of Athens, at the southeastern corner of the ter
ritory near Tanagra, and to fortify Delium, the temple of Apollo, 
-on the coast of the Eubrean strait: while at the same time it was 
concerted that some Breotian and Phocian malcontents should 
make themselves master8 of Chreroneia on the borders of Phocis. 
Boootia would thus be assailed on three sides at the same moment, 
so that the forces of the country would be distracted and unable 
to cooperate. Internal movements were farther expected to take 
place in some of the cities, such as perhaps to establish democrat
ical governments and place them at once in alliance with the 
Athenians. 

Accordingly, about the month of August, Demosthenes sailed 
from Athens to Naupaktus, where he collected his Akarnanian 
allies, - now stronger and more united than ever, since the re
fractory inhabitants of <Eniadre had been at length compelled to 
join their Akarnanian brethren : moreover, the neighboring 
Agrreans with their prince Salynthius were also brought into the 
Athenian alliance. On the appointed day, seemingly about the 
beginning of October, he sailed with a strong force of these allies 

] Tlmcyd. iv, 76. eirltiJ~ µeTi:J. Ti)v itC Tii~ Meyapioo~ avax<Jp11ut11, etc. 
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up to Siphre, in full expectation that it would be betrayed to him.I 
But the execution of this enterprise was less happy than that 
against :Megara. In the first place, there was a mistake as to the 
day understood between Hippokrates and Demosthenes : in the 
next place, the entire plot was discovered and betrayed by a 
Phocian of Phanoteus (bordering on Chreroneia) named Nico
machus, - communicated first to the Lacedremonians and through 
them to the bceotarchs. Siphre and Chreroneia were immediately 
placed in a state of defence, and Demosthenes, on arriving at the 
former place, found not only no party within it favorable to him, 
but a formidable Bceotian force which rendered attack unavail
ing: moreover, Hippokrates had not yet begun his march, so that 
the defenders had nothing to distract their attention from Siphre.2 
Under these circumstances, not only was Demosthenes obliged to 
withdraw without striking a blow, and to content himself with au 
unsuccessful descent upon the territory of Sikyon,a but all the 
expected internal movements in Bceotia were prevented from 
breaking out. 

It was not till after the Bceotian troops, having repelled the 
attack by sea, had retired from Siphre, that Hippokrates com
menced his march from Athens to invade the Bceotian territory 
near Tanagra. He was probably encouraged by false promises 
from the Bceotian exiles, otherwise it seems remarkable that he 
sl1ould have persisted in executing his part of the scheme alone, 
after the known failure of the other part. It was, however, ex
ecuted in a manner which implies unusual alacrity and confidence. 
The whole military population of Athens was marched into Bceo
tia, to the neighborhood of Delium, the eastern coast-extremity 
of the territory belonging to the Bceotian town of Tanagra; the 
expedition comprising all classes, not merely citizens, but also 
metics or resident non-freemen, and even non-resident strangers 
then by accident at Athens. Of course this statement must be 
understood with the reserve of ample guards left behind for the 
city : but besides the really effective force of seven thousand 
hoplites, and several hundred horsemen, there appear to have 
been not less than twenty-five thousand light-armed, half-armed, 

1 Thucyd. iv, 77. ' Thucyd. iv, 89. 
3 Thucyd. iv, IOI. 
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or unarmed attendants accompanying the march.1 The number 
of hoplites is here prodigiously great; brought together by gen
eral and indiscriminate proclamation, not selected by a special 
choice of the strategi out of the names on the muster-roll, as was 
usually the case for any distant expedition.2 As to light-armed, 
there was at this time no trained force of that description at 
Athens, except a small body of archers. No pains had been 
taken to organize either darters or slingers : the hoplites, the 
horsemen, and the seamen, constituted the whole effective force 
of the city. Indeed, it appears that the Breotians also were 
hardly less destitute than the Athenians of native darters and 
slingers, since those which they employed in the subsequent siege 
of Delium were in great part hired from the l\falian gulf.3 To 
employ at one and the same time heavy-armed and light-armed, 
was not natural to any Grecian community, but was a practice 
which grew up with experience and necessity. The Athenian 
feeling, as manifested in the Persre of 1Eschylus a few years after 
the repulse of Xerxes, proclaims exclusive pride in the spear and 
shield, with contempt for the bow : and it was only during this 
very year, when alarmed by the Athenian occupation of Pylus 
and Kythera, that the Lacedremonians, contrary to their previous 

1 Thucyd. iv, 93, 94. He states that the Boootian i/nAo2 were above ten 
thousand, and that the Athenian ..pi/..ol were 1t"OAAa1t"Aaawi rCJv ivavTiwv. 
We can hardly take this number as less than twenty-five thousand, i/JtACJv 
Kat u1<evo<jiapwv (iv, IOI). 

The hoplites, as well as the horsemen, had their baggage and provision 
carried for them by attendants: see Thucyd. iii, 17; vii, 75 . 

• Thucyd. iv, 90. ·o o' '!rr1rOKflUT'l> ava<YT~<Ta> 'At~11vaiovprav/J11µd, a{ml'il, 

Kat roilr µeroiKovr Kat ~ivwv ouot 7rap~aav, etc.: also 1t"avurpanii> (iv, 94). 
The meaning of the word 1t"avo11µ.e't is well illustrated by Nikias in his 

exhortation to the Athenian army near Syracuse, immediately antecedent 
to the first battle with the Syracnsans, -levy en masse, as opposed to hop
lites specially selected (vi, 66-68), - uit")..w, TE teal 1rpilr uvvpa, 1t"avo11µet Tt 

<tµvvo/livovr, Kai ovK a11"0/.i1<rovr, Cxnrep Kat fiµci.{; - Kat 1rpoufrt :2:11<eAtwTa>, 
etc. 

When a special selection took place, the names of the hoplites chosen by 
the generals to take part in any particular service were written on boards, 
according to their tribes : each of these boards was affixed publicly against 
the statue of the Heros Eponymus of the tribe to which it referred: Aris
tophanes, Equites, 1369; Pac. 1184, with Scholiast; Wachsmuth, Hellen . 
.Alterthumsk. ii, p. 312. 3 Thucyd. iv, 100. 
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custom;. bad. begun. to organize a regiment of archers.I The 
effective manner in which Demosthenes had employed the light
armed in Sphakteria against the Lacedremonian hoplites, WM 

well calculated to teach an instructive lesson as to the value of 
the former description. of troops. 

The Breotian Delium,:i which Hippokrates now intended to 
occupy and fortify, was a temple of Apollo, strongly situated and 
overhanging the. sea, about five miles. from Tanagra, and some
what more than a mile from the border territory of Oropus, - a 
territory originally Breotian, but at this time dependent on 
Athens, and even partly incorporated in the political community 
of Athens, under the name of the Deme of Grrea.J Oropus 
itself was about a day's march from Athens, by the road which 
led through Dekeleia and Sphendale, between the mountains 
Parnes and Phelleus : so that as the distance to be traversed was 
so inconsiderable, and the general feeling of the time was that 
of confidence, it is probable that men of all ages, arms, and dis
positions crowded to join the march, in part from mere curiosity
and excitement. Hippokrates reached Delium on the day after· 
be had started from Athens : on the succeeding day he began his 
work. of fortification, which was. completed, all hands aiding, and 
tools as well as workmen having been brought along with the 
army from Athens, in two days and a half: Having dug a ditch 
all round the sacred ground, he. threw up the earth in a bank 
alongside of the ditch, planting stakes, throwing in fascines, and 
adding layers of stone and brick, to keep the work together, and 
make it into a rampart of tolerable height and firmness. The 
vines4 round. the temple, together with the stakes which served 

1 Thucyd. iv, 55. . 2 Thucyd. iv, 90; Livy, xxxv, 51. 
3 Dikrearch. Bio> 'EA.A.uoor. Fragm. ed. Fuhr, pp. 142-230 ; Pausan. i, 34, 

2; Aristotle ap. Stephan. Byz. v, 'Opwrr6r. :See ah:o Col. Leake, Athens 
and the Demi of Attica, vol. ii, sect. iv, p. 123; Mr. Finlay, Oropus and the 
Diakria, p. 38; Ross, Die Demen von Attika, p. 6, where the Deme of 
Grrea is verified by an inscription, and explained for. the first time. 

The road taken by the army of IIippokrates in the march to Delium, 
was the same as that by which the Lacedremonian army in their first inva
sion of Attica had retired from Attica into Bmotia (Thucyd. ii, 23). 

• Dikrearchus (Bfor 'EA.A.uoor, p. 142, ed. Fuhr) is full, of encomiums .on 
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as supports to them, were cut to obtain wood ; the houses adjoin
ing furnished. bricks and stone : the outer temple-buildings them
selves also, on some of the sides, served as they stood to facilitate 
and strengthen the defence; but there was one side on which 
the annexed building, once a portico, had fallen down: and here 
the Athenians constructed some wooden towers as a help to the 
defenders. By the middle of the fifth day after leaving Athens, 
the work was so nearly completed, that the army quitted Delium, 
and began its march homeward, out of Breotia; halting, after it 
had proceeded about a mile and a quarter, within the Athenian 
territory of Oropus. It was here that the hoplites awaited the 
coming of Ilippokrates, who still remained at Delium, stationing 
the garrison, and giving his final orders about future defence ; 
while the greater number of the light-armed and unarmed, sep
arating from the hoplites, and seemingly without any anticipation 
of the coming danger, continued their return-march to Athens.I 
Their. position was probably about the western extremity of the 
plain of Oropus, on the verge of the low heights between that 
plain and Dellum.II 

During these five. days, however, the forces from all parts of 
Breotia had time to muster at Tanagra : and their- number was 
just completed as the Athenians were beginning their march 

the excellence of the wine drunk at. Tanagra, and of the abundant olive
plantations on the road between Oropus and Tanagra. · - · · 

Since tools and masons were brought from Athens to fortify Nisrea, 
about three months before (Thucyd. iv, 69), we may be pretty sure that 
similar apparatus was carried to. Delium, though Thucydid~s does not 
state it. 

1 . Thucyd. iv, 90. That the vines round the temple had supporting-stakes, 
which. furnished the crravpovi; used by the. Athenians, we may reasonably 
presume: the same as those x,i.tpaK.ei; which are spoken of in Korkyra, iii, 
70: compare Pollux, i, 162. 

' "The plain of Oropus (observes. Col. Leake) expands from its upper 
angle at Orop<J towards the mouth of the Asopus, and stretches about five 
miles along the shore, from the foot of the hills of Mark6pulo on the east, 
to the village of Khalkuki on the west, where begin some heLhts extend
ing westward towards .. Dhi!isi, the ancient Delium."-" The plain of. Oro
pus is separated from the more inland plain of. Tanagra by rocky gorges, 
through which the .Asppus flows." (Leake, Athens and the Demi of Attica, 
vol ii, sect. iv, p. 112.) 

http:x,i.tpaK.ei
http:Dellum.II
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homeward from De.lium. Contingents had arrived, not only 
from Thebes and its dependent townships around, but also from 
Haliartus, Koroneia, Orchomenus, Kopre, and Thespire: that of 
Tanagra joined on the spot. The government of the Breotian 
confederacy at this time was vested in eleven breotarchs, - two 
chosen from Thebes; the rest in unknown proportion by the other 
cities, immediate members of the confederacy, - and in four 
senates, or councils, the constitution of which is not known. 
Though all the breotarchs, now assembled at Tanagra, formed a 
sort of council of war, yet the supreme command was vested in 
Pagondas and Aranthides, the breotarchs from Thebes ; either 
in Pagondas as the senior of the two, or perhaps in both, alter
nating with each other day by day.I As the Athenians were 
evidently in full retreat, and had already passed the border, all 
the other breotarchs, except Pagondas, were unwilling to hazard 
a battle2 on soil not Breotian, and were disposed to let them 
return home without obstruction. Such reluctance is not surpris
ing, when we reflect that the chances of defeat were considerable, 
and that probably some of these breotarchs were afraid of the 
increased power which a victory would lend to the oppressive 
tendencies of Thebes. But Pagondas strenuously opposed this 
proposition, and carried the soldiers of the various cities along 
with him, even in opposition to the sentiments of their separate 
leaders, in favor of immediately fighting. He called them apart 
and addressed them by separate divisions, in order that all might 

1 Thucyd. iv, 93; v, 38. Akrrephire may probably be considered as either 
a dependency of Thebes, or included in the general expression of Thucy
dides, after the word Kr..nrati;r- ol 'Tt"Ept ri;v 'Mµv11v. Anthedon and Leba
deia, which are recognized as separate autonomous townships in various 
Breotian inscriptions, are not here named in Thucydides. But there is no . 
certain evidence respecting the number of immediate members of the Breo
tian confederacy: compare the various conjectures in Breckh. ad Corp. 
Inscript. tom. i, p. 727; O. Miiller, Orchomenus, p. 402; Kruse, liellas, 
tom. ii, p. 548. . 

' Thucyd. iv, 91. ri:Jv aA.A.<.>v Bot<.>Tap;ri:Jv, 0 l El u l v l v cf E" a' ov fvve
'Tt"alVOVVTIJV µO,;reufJat, etc. ' 

The use of the present tense dun: marks the number eleven as that of all 
tlze bceotarchs; at this time, according to Breckh's opinion,' ad Corp. 
Inscript. i, vol. i, p. 729. The number, however, appears to have been 
variable. 
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not quit their arms at _one and the same mament.1 He charac
terized the sentiment of the other breotarchs as an unworthy 
manifestation of weakness, which, when properly considered, had 
not even the recommendation of superior prudence. For the 
Athenians had just invaded the country, and built a fort for the 
purpose of continuous devastation ; nor were they less enemies 
on one side of the border than on the other. J'iioreover, they 
were the most restless and encroaching of all enemies ; and the 
Breotians, who had the misfortune to be their neighbors, could 
only be secure against them by the most resolute promptitude in 
defending themselves, as well as in returning the blows first 
given. If they wished to protect their autonomy and their prop
erty against the condition of slavery under which their neighbors 
in Eubrea had long suffered, as well as so many other portions 
of Greece, their only chance was to march onward and beat these 
invaders, following the glorious example of their fathers and 
predecessors in the field of Koroneia. The sacrifices were 
favorable to an ad~ancing movement, and Apollo, whqse tem
ple the Athenians had desecrated by converting it into a for

1 Thucyd. iv, 91. n:pou1w"Ai:Jv licauTov, 1<aTu "A6;rov~, IJn:w, µ~ &:&p6ot 
CKAL7r:OtW TU on:"Aa, en:rn:te TOV' Botl.ITOV' livat ln:t TOV' 'A-&11vafov, Kat TOV 
uyi:Jva n:oteiuo'iat. 

Here Dr. Arnold observes : " This confirms and illustrates what has been 
said in the note on ii, 2, 5, as to the practice of the Greek soldiers piling 
their arms the moment they baited in a particular part of the camp, and 
always attending the speeches of their general without them." 

In the case here before us, it appears that the Breotians did come by 
separate lochi, pursuant to command, to hear the words of Pagondas, and 
also that each loch us left its arms to do so ; though m·en here it is not 
absolutely certain that Tu iin:"Aa does not mean the military station, as Dukas 
interprets it. But Dr. Arnold generalizes too hastily from hence to a cus
tomary practice as between soldiers and their general. The proceeding- of 
the Athenian general Hippokrat<!s, on this very occasion, near Delium, 
to be noticed a page or two forward, exhibits an arrangement totally 
different. Moreover, the note on ii, 2, 5, to which Dr. Arnold refers, has no 
sort of analogy to the passage here before us, which does not include the 
words ri-&eu-&at ru on:"Aa; whereas these words arc the main matters in 
chapter ii, 2, 5. Whoever attentively compares the two, will see that Dr. 
Arnold, followed by Poppo and Goller, has stretched an explanation 
which suits the passage here before us to other passages where it is noway 
applicable. 

VOL. VI. 17 25oc. 
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tined place, would -lend his cordial aid to the Breotian d~ 
fence.1 

Finding his exhortations favorably received, Pagondas con
ducted the army by a rapid march to a positim1 close to the 
Athenians. }Ie was anxious to fight them before they should 
have retreated farther ; and, moreover, the day was nearly spent; 
-it was already late in the afternoon. Having reached a spot 
where he was only separated from the Athenians by a hill, which 
prevented cit.her 11rmy from seeing the other, he marshalled his 
troops in the array proper for fighting. The Theban hoplites, 
with their dependent allies, ranged in a depth of not less than 
twenty-five shields, occupied the right wing: the hoplites of 
Haliartus, Koroneia, Kopre, and its neighborhood, were in tho 
centre : those of Thespire, Tanagra, and Orchomenus, on the left; 
for Orchomenus, being the second city in Breotia next to Thebes,, 
obtained a second post of honor at the opposite extremity of the 
line. Each contingent adopted its own mode of marshalling the 
hoplites, and its own d.epth of files : on this point there was no 
uniformity, a remarkable proof of the prevalence of dissentien~ 
custom in Greece, and. how much each town, even among con
federates, stood apart as a separate unit.2 Thucydides specifies 
only the prodigious depth of the Theban hoplites; respecting the 
rest, he merely intimates that no common rule was followed. 
There is another point also which he does not specify, but which, 
though we learn it only on the inferior authority of Diodorus, 
appears both trqe tmd important. The front ranks of the The
ban heavy-armed were filled by three hundred select warriors, 
of distinguished bodily strength, valor, and discipline, who were 
accustomed to figlit in pairs, each man being attached to his 
neighbor Py a peculiar tie of intimate friendship. These pairs 

1 Thucyd. iv, 92• 
• Thucyd. iv, 93. hr' auirioar Oe 1rEllTe flEll Kai eiN:oui e11{3aioL tTa;avr~ 

ol OE aA.A.ot Wr fKaurpt frv;ro11. 
What ill still more remarkable, in the battle of Mantineia, in 418 B.C., 

between the I,acedremonians on onl! side and the Athenians, Argeians, 
Mantineians, etc., on the other, the different lochi or divisions of tht:1 
Laced1'lUlonian al'Jlly wefll not all marshalled in the same depth of files. 
Each lochage, or commander 9f thl! loc}lus, dir!)cted the depth of hi$ ow11 
division (Thucyd. v, 68). · 
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were termed the heniochi and parabatre, charioteers and com
p!Ulions ; a denomination probably handed down from the Ho
meric times, when the foremost heroes really combated in char- . 
iots in front of the common soldiers, but now preserved after 
it had outlived its appropriate meaning.I This band, composed 
of the finest men in the various palrestrre of Thebes, and enjoy
ing a peculiar training for the defence of the kadmeia, or citadel, 
was in after-days detached from the front ranks of the phalanx, 
and organized into a separate regiment under the name of the 
Sacred Lochus, or Band : we shall see how much it contributed 
to the short-lived military ascendency of Thebes. On both 
flanks of this mass of Breotian hoplites, about seven thousand in 
total number, were distributed one thousand cavalry, five hundred 
peltasts, and ten thousand light-armed or unarmed. The lan
guage of the historian seems to imply that the light-armed on the 
Breotian side were something more effective than the mere mul
titude who followed the Athenians. 

Such was the order in which Pagondas marched his army over 
the hill, halting them for a moment in front and sight of the 
Athenians, to see that the ranks were even, before be gave the 
word for actual cbarge.2 Hippokrates, on his side, apprized 

I Diodor. xii, 70. ITpoeµaxovro of: 'lrUVTc.JV ol '!rap' EKelVoti; 'Hvfoxot Ka2 
IIapa{3arat Kalwvµevot, civopei; ETrlAEl<TOl TptaKOCTLOl • ••• Ol of: 911{3alot Ota
i/>€povrei; ralr rwv uc.iµarc.iv pwµati;, etc. 

Compare Plutarch, Pelopidas, c. 18, 19. 
' Thucyd. iv, 93. Ka~ liretOTJ Ka'J.wi; avroZi; Elxev, virepe.pav11uav (the 

Bceotians) rov A.6pov 1w2 Hh v To T ii. 11 'Ir'), a rerayµevot iJu'!rep lµeA.A.ov, 
etc. 

I transcribe this passage for the purpose of showing how impossible it is 
to admit the explanation which Dr. Arnold, Poppo, and GOller give of 
these words litevro ril 5irA.a (see Notes ad Thucyd. ii, 2). They explain 
the words to mean, that the soldiers " piled their arms into a heap," dis
armed themselves for the time. But the Bceotians, in the situation hero 
described, cannot possibly have parted with their arms, they were just on 
the point of charging the enemy: immediately afterwards, Pagondas 
gives the word, the prean for charging is sung, and the rush commences. 
Pagondas had, doubtless, good reason for directing a momentary halt, to 
see that his ranks were in perfectly good condition before the charge began. 
But to command his troops to "pile their arms" would be the last thing 
that he would think of. 

http:l�eA.A.ov
http:uc.i�arc.iv
http:lrUVTc.JV
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while still at Delium, that the Breotiaus had moved from Tana
gra, first sent orders to his army to place themselves in battle 
array, and presently arrived himself to command them; leaving 
three hundred cavalry at Delium, partly as garrison, partly for 
the purpose of acting on the rear of the Breotians during the 
battle. The Athenian hoplites were ranged eight deep along the 
whole line,-with the cavalry, and such of the light-armed as 
yet remained, placed on each flank. Hippokrate~, after arriving 
on the spot, and surveying the ground occupied, marched along 
the front of the line briefly encouraging his soldiers; who, as the 
battle was just on the Oropian border, might fancy that they 
were not in their ow~ country, and that they were therefore 
exposed without necessity. He, too, in a strain similar to that 
adopted by Pagondas, reminded the Athenians, that on either 
side of the border they were alike fighting for the defence of 
Attica, to keep the Breotians out of it; since the Peloponnesians 
would never dare to enter the country without the aid of the 
Breotian horse.I He farther called to their recollection the great 
name of Athens, and the memorable victory of :Myronides, at 
CEnophyta, whereby their fathers had acquired possession of all 
Breotia. But he had scarcely half-finished his progress along the 
line, when he was forced to desist by the sound of the Breotian 
prean. Pagondas, after a few additional sentences of encourage
ment, had given the word: the Breotian hoplites were seen charg· 
ing down the hill; and the Athenian hoplites, not less eager, 
advanced to meet them at a running step.2 

In the interpretation of rerayµe~ot tJrnrep lµel./,,011, I agree with the Scho
liast, who understands µax.faamJat or µaxeZmJat after lµel.l.ov (compare 
Thucyd. v, 66 ), dissenting from Dr. Arnold and Goller, who would under
stand ruaaea&at; which, as it seems to me, makes a very awkward mean
ing, and is not sustained by the passage produced as parallel (viii, 51). 

The infinitive verb, understood after lµ<l.Aov, need not necessarily be a 
verb actually occurring before: it may be a verb suggested by the general 
scope of the sentence: sec tµtl.!.rwav, iv, 123. 

1 Thucy<l. iv, 95. 
! Thucyd. iv, 95, 96. Ka&eaTWTt.!V o' tr: T~V raftv Kat 1/011 µeUovTt.!'V 

Evvtevat, 'I-:rrr0Kpur17r; oarpar17yvr; tmrrapti:iv ro urpar6rreoov riJv 'A &71vatt.Jv 
'lrapeKel.evero re Kat ll.eye rota& .••.Totavra roii 'IrrrroKpurovr; 'lrapaiul.evo
l'ivov, Kat µi;:i:pt µev µfoov roii urparorrioov lrreM}6vror:, ro oe rrl.tov ov«frt 

http:71vatt.Jv
http:l�el.l.ov
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At the extremity of the line on each side, the interposition of 
ravines prevented the actual meeting of the two armies : but 
throughout all the rest of the line, the clash was formidable and 
the conduct of both sides resolute. Both armies, maintaining 
their ranks compact and unbroken, came to the closest quarters; 
to the contact and pushing of shields against each other.1 On 
the left half of the Bc:eotian line, consisting of hoplites from 
Thespire, Tanagra, and Orchomenus, the Athenians were victori
ous. The Thespians, who resisted longest, even after their com
rades had given way, were surrounded and sustained the most 
severe loss from the Athenians ; who in the ardor of success, 
while wheeling round to encircle the enemy, became disordered 
and came into conflict even with their own citizens, not recogniz
ing them at the moment: some loss of life was the consequence. 

'Vhile the left of the Bc:eotian line was thus worsted and driven 
back for protection to the right, the Thebans on that side gained 
decided advantage. Though the resolution and discipline of the 
Athenians was noway inferior, yet as soon as the action came to 
close quarters and to propulsion with shield and spear, the pro
digious depth of the Theban column (more than triple of the 
depth of the Athenians, twenty-five against eight) enabled them 
to bear down their enemies by mere superiority of weight and 
mass. J\Ioreover, the Thebans appear to have been superior to 
the Athenians in gymnastic training and acquired bodily force, as 
they were inferior both in speech and in intelligence. The chosen 
Theban warriors in the front rank were especially superior: but 
apart from such superiority, if we assume simple equality of indi
vidual strength and resolution on both sides,2 it is plain that when 

<fn%11avTot;, al BotwTOl, 1rapaKeAt1J<1aµ/;vov Kat arpfoiv t:Ji; otcl. Taxiwv Kal 
l-vrnv.Ja IIaytivoov, 'Tratwvfoavni; l:rrrjea av <im) Toii 1..6.pov, etc. 

This passage contradicts what is affirmed by Dr. Arnold, Poppo, and 
GOiler, to have been a. gene:ral practice, that the soldiers "piled their arms 
and always attended the speeches of their generals without them." (See 
his note ad Thucyd. iv, 91.) . 

1 Thucyd. iv, 96. Kapnp!J µav; Ka2 l.i&iaµ(iJ aa'Trtowv ~vve11T~Ket, etc. 
Compare Xenophon, Cyropred. vii, 1, 32. 

• The proverbial expression of BotwTlav vu, "the Bceotian sow," was 
ancient even in the town of Pindar (Olymp. vi, 90, with the Scholia and 
Boeckh's note): compare also Ephorus, Fragment 67, ed. Marx: Dikrear

http:l-vrnv.Ja
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the two opposing columns came into conflict, shield against shield, 
the comparative force of forward pressure would decide t.he 
victory. This motive is sufficient to explain the extraordinary 
depth of the Theban column, which was increased by Epame
inondas, half a century afterwards, at the battle of Leuktra, 
from a depth of twenty-five men to the still more astonishing . 
depth offifty: nor need we suspect the correctness of the text, with 
some critics, or suppose, with others, that the great depth of the 
Theban :files arose from the circumstance that the rear ranks 
were too poor to provide themselves with armor.I Even in a 
depth of eight, which was that of the Athenian column in the 
present engagement,2 and seemingly the usual depth in a battle, 
the spears of the four rear ranks could hardly have protruded 
sufficiently beyond the first line to do any mischief. The great 
use of all the ranks behind the first four, was partly to take the 
place of such of the foremost lines as might be slain, partly, to 
push forward the lines before them from behind. The greater 
the depth of the files, the more irresistible did this propelling 
force become: hence the Thebans at Deli um, as well as at 
Leuktra, found their account in deepening the column to so 
remarkable a degree, to which we may fairly presume that their 
hoplites were trained beforehand. 

The Thebans on the right thus pushed back 3 the troops on the 
left of the Athenian line, who retired at first slowly, and for a 
short space, maintaining their order unbroken, so that the vic
tory of the Athenians on their own right would have restored 
the battle, had not Pagondas detached from the rear two squad

chus, Bfor 'EA.A.aoor,p. 143, ed. Fuhr; Plato, Legg. i, p. 636; and Symposion, 
p. 182, "pingues Thebani et valentes," Cicero de Fato, iv, 7. 

Xenophon (M:emorab. iii, 5, 2, 15; iii, 12, 5: compare Xenoph. de Athen. 
Republ. i, 13) maintains the natural bodily capacity of Athenians to be 
equal to that of Boootians, but deplores the want of uwµaaK[a, or bodily 
training. 

1 See the notes of Dr. Arnold and Poppo, ad Thucyd. iv, 96. 
2 Compare Thucyd. v, 68; vi, 67. 
3 Thucyd. iv, 96. To <le oe;tov, !l ol 911f3aiot 1/uav, lKparei re rCiv 'A.i711val<.w, 

Kai. 	GJ 11aµeV0 t Kara {3pa;riJ ro rrpCJrov e7r1/KOAoii\Jovv. 
The word /.iuaµevoi (compare iv, 35; vi, 70 ), exactly expresses the for· 

ward pushing of the mass of hoplites with shield and spear. 
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tons of cavalry; who, wheeling unseen round the hill behind, 
suddenly appeared to the relief of the Boootian left, and produced 
upon the Athenians on that side, already deranged in their ranks 
by the ardor of pursuit, the intimidating effect of a fresh army 
arriving to reinforce the Boootians. And thus, even on the right, 
the victorious portion of their line, the Athenians lost courage 
and gave way; while on the left, where they were worsted from 
the beginning, they found themselves pressed harder and harder 
by the pursuing Thebans: so that in the end, the whole Athenian 
army was broken, dispersed, and fled. The garrison of Delium, 
reinforced by three hundred cavalry, whom Hippokrates had left 
there to assail the rear of the Boootians during the action, either 
made no vigorous movement, or were repelled by a Breotian re
serve stationed to watch them. Flight having become general 
among the Athenians, the different parts of their army took dif
ferent directions : the right sought refuge at Delium, the centre 
fled to Oropus, and the left took a direction towards the high 
lands of Parnes. The pursuit of the Boootians was vigorous and 
destructive: they had an efficient cavalry, strengthened by some 
Lokrian horse who had arrived even during the action: their pel
ta.~ts also, and their light-armed, would render valuable service 
against retreating hoplites.t Fortunately for the vanquished, the 
battle had begun very late in the afternoon, leaving no long 
period of daylight: this important circumstance saved the Athe
nian army from almost total destruction.2 As it was, however, 
the general Hippokrate;;, together with nearly one thousand hop
lites, and a considerable number of light-armed and attendants, 
were slain; while the loss of the Boootians, chiefly on their 
defeated left wing, was rather under five hundred hoplites. Some 
prisoners 3 seem to have been made, but we hear little about them. 
Those who had fled to Delium and Oropus were conveyed back 
by sea to Athens. 

1 Thucyd. iv; 96; Athenreus, v, p. 215. Diodorus (xii, 70) represents 
that the battle began with a combat of cavalry, in which the Athenians had 
the advantage. This is quite inconsistent with the narrative of Thucydides 

2 Diodorus (xii, 70) dwells upon this circumstance. 
3 Pyrilampes is spoken of as having been wounded and taken prisoner in 

the retreat by the Thebans (Plutarch, De Genio Socratis, c. 11,. p. 581). 
See also Thucyd. v, 35, where allusion is made to some prisoners. 
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The victors retired to Tanagra, after erecting their trophy, 
burying their own dead, and despoiling those of their enemies. 
An abundant booty of arms from the stripped warriors, long 
remained to decorate the temples of Thebes, and the spoil in 
~ther ways is said to have been considerable. Pagondas also 
resolved to lay siege to the newly-established fortress at Delium: 
but before commencing operations, - which might perhaps prove 
tedious, since the Athenians could always reinforce the garrison 
by sea, - he tried another means of attaining the same object; 
He despatched to the Athenians a herald, who, happening ~ his 
way to meet the Athenian herald, coming to ask the ordinary 
permission for burial of the slain, warned him that no such 
request would be entertained until the message of the Breotian 
general had first been communicated, and thus induced him to 
come back to the Athenian commanders. The Breotian herald 
was instructed to remonstrate against the violation of holy 
custom committed by the Athenians in seizing and fortifying the 
temple of Delium; wherein their garrison was now dwelling, 
performing numerous functions which religion forbade to be done 
in a sacred place, and using as their common drink the . ~ater 
especially consecrated to sacrificial purposes. The Breotians 
therefore solemnly summoned them in the name of Apollo, and 
the gods inmates along with him, to evacuate the place, carrying 
away all that belonged to them: and the herald gave it to be 
understood, that, unless this summons were complied with, no 
permission would be granted to bury the dead. 

Answer was returned by the Athenian herald, who now went 
to the Breotian commanders, to the following effect: "The Athe
nians did not admit that they had hitherto been guilty of any 
wrong in reference to the temple, and protested that they would 
persist in respecting it for the future as much as possible. Their 
object in taking possession of it l1ad been no evil sentiment 
towards the holy place, but' the necessity ofavenging the repeated 
invasions of Attica by the Breotians. Possession of the territory, 
according to the received maxims of Greece, always carried 
along with it possession of temples therein situated, under 
obligation to fulfil all customary obligations to the resident god, . 
as far as circumstances permitted. It was upon this maxim that 
the Breotians had themselves acted when they took possession of 
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their present territory, expelling the prior occupants and appro
priating the temples : it was upon the same maxim that the 
Athenians would act in retaining so much of Breotia as they 
had now conquered, and in conquering more of it, if they 
could. Necessity compelled them to use the consecrated 
water, - a necessity not originating in the ambition of Athens, 
but in prior Breotian aggressions upon Atticil.,- a necessity 
which they trusted that the gods would pardon, since their altars 
were allowed as a protection to the involuntary offender, and 
none but he who sinned without constraint experienced their 
displeasure. The Breotians were guilty of far greater impiety in 
refusing to give back the dead, except upon certain conditions 
connected with the holy ground, than the Athenians, who 
merely refused to turn the duty of sepulture into an unseemly 
bargain. Tell us unconditionally (concluded the Athenian herald) 
that we may bury our dead under truce, pursuant to the maxims 
of our forefathers. Do not tell us that we may do so on condi
tion of going out of Breotia, for we are no longer in Breotia ; 
we are in our own territory, won by the sword." 

The Breotian generals dismissed the herald with a. reply short 
and decisive: "If you are in Breotia, you may take away all 
that belongs to you, but only on condition of going out of it. If 
on the other hand you are in your own territory; you can take 
your own resolution without asking us." 1 

In this debate, curious as an illustration of Grecian manners 
and feelings, there seems to have been special pleading and eva
sion on both sides. The final sentence of the Breotians was good as 
a reply to the incidental argument raised by the Athenian herald, 
who had rested the defence of Athens in regard to the temple of 
Delium on the allegation that the territory was .Athenian, not 
Breotian, Athenian by conquest and by the right of the strong
est, and had concluded by affirming the same thing about Oropia, 
the district to which the battle-field belonged. It was only this 
same argument, of actual superior force, which the Breotians 
retorted, when they said: "If the territory to which your appli
cation refers is yours by right of conquest (i. e. if you are de 
facto masters of it, and are strongest within it), you can of course 

1 See the two difficult chapters, iv, 98, 99, in Thucydideit. 
17* 
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do what you think best in it: you need not ask any truce at our 
hands; you can bury your dead without a truce." I The Bceotians 
knew that at this moment the field of battle was under guard by 
a detachment of their army,2 and that the Athenians could not 
obtain the dead bodies without permission; but since the Athe
nian herald had asserted the reverse as a matter of fact, we can 
hardly wonder that they resented the production of such an 
argument; meeting it by a reply sufficiently pertinent in mere 
diplomatic fencing. 

But if the Athenian herald, instead of raising the incidental 
point of territorial property, combined with an incautious defini
tion of that which constituted territorial property, as a defence 
against t11e alleged desecration of the temple of Delium, had con
fined himself to the main issue, he would have put the Breotians 
completely in the wrong. According to principles universally 
respected in Greece, the victor, if solicited, was held bound to 
grant to the vanquished a truce for burying his dead; to grant 
and permit it absolutely, without annexing any conditions. On 
this, the main point in debate, the Bmotians sinned against the 
most sacred international law of Greece, when they exacted the 
evacuation of the temple at Delium as a condition for consenting 
to permit the burial of the Athenian dead. Ultimately, after 
they had taken Delium, we shall find that they did grant it un· 
conditionally; and we may doubt whether they would. have ever 
persisted in refusing it, if the Athenian herald had pressed this 
one important principle separately and exclusively; and if he 
had not, by an unskilful plea in vindication of the right to occupy 

1 See the notes of Poppo, Goller, Dr. Arnold, and other commentators, on 
these chapters. 

Neither these notes, nor the Scholiast, seem to me in all parts satisfac
tory; nor do they seize the spirit of the argument between the Athenian 
herald and the Bceotian officers, which will be found perfectly consistent as 
a piece of diplomatic interchange. 

In particular, they do not take notice that it is the Atlzenian herald who 
first raises the question, what is Athenian territory and what is Bceotian: 
and that he defines Athenian territory to be that in which the force of 
Athens is superior. · The retort of the Bceotians refers to that definition; 
not to. th.e question of rightful claim to any territory, apart from actual 
supenonty of force. ~ Thucyd. iv, 97. 
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and live at Delium, both exasperated their feelings, and furnished 
them with a collateral issue as a means of evading the main 
derpand.l 

To judge this curious debate with perfect impartiality, we 
ought to add, in reference to the conduct of the Athenians in 
occupying Delium, that for an enemy to make special choice of 
a temple, as a post to be fortified and occupied, was a proceeding 
certainly rare, perhaps hardly admissible, in Grecian welfare. 
Nor does the vindication offered by the Athenian herald meet the 
real charge preferred. It is one thing for an enemy of superior 
force to overrun a country, and to appropriate everything within 
it, sacred as well as profane: it is another thing for a border 
enemy, not yet in sufficient force for conquering the whole, to 
convert a temple of convenient site into a regular garrisoned for
tress, and make it a base of operations against the neighboring 
population. On this ground, the Bceotians might reasonably 
complain of the seizure of Delium : though I apprehend that no 
impartial interpreter of Grecian international custom would have 
thought them warranted in attaching it as a condition to their 
grant of the burial-truce when solicited. 

All negotiation being thus broken off, the Bceotian generals 
prepared to lay siege to Delium, aided by two thousand Corin
thian hoplites, together with some 1\Iegarians and the late Pelo
ponnesian garrison of Nisrea, who joined after the news of the 
battle. Though they sent for darters and slingers, probably 
CEtreans a'nd .,Etolians, from the 1\Ialiac gulf, yet their direct 
attacks were at first all repelled by the garrison, aided by an 
Athenian squadron off the coast, in spite of the hasty and awk
ward defences by which alone the fort was protected. At length 

1 Thucydides, in describing the state of mind of the Breotians, does not 
seem to imply that they thought this a good and valid ground, upon 
which they could directly take their stand ; but merely that they considered 
it a fair diplomatic way of meeting the alternative raised by the .Athenian 
herald; for EinrpeTrer means nothing more than this. 

OM' av foirivoovTO oi/-&ev t7rep Ti/(; luivc.iv ('A-&71va£01v)· TO oe eK Ti/~ 
fovTwv (Botc.iTtJv) evTrpeTrer; elvai aTrOKpivaa&ai, um6vrnr; Kat aTro/,,af3ei:1' 
{i, 0.1TatToVcrtv. 

The adverb oi/&ev also marks the reference to the special question, as laid 
ont by the Athenian heralcl. 

http:luivc.iv
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they contrived a singular piece of fire-mechanism,. which enabled 
them to master the place. They first sawed in twain a thick 
beam, pierced a channel through it long-ways from end to end, 
coated most part of the channel with iron, and then joined the two 
halves accurately together. From the farther end of this hol
lowed beam they suspended by chains a boiler, full of pitch, 
brimstone, and burning charcoal; lastly, an iron tube projected 
from the end of the int€rior channel of the beam, in a direction 
so as to come near to the boiler. Such was the machine, which, 
constructed at some distance, was brought on carts and placed 
close to the wall, near the palisading and the wooden towers. 
The Breotians then applied great bellows to their own end of the 
beam, blowing violently with a close current of air through the 
interior channel, so as to raise an. intense fire in the boiler at the 
other end. The wooden portions of the wall, soon catching fire, 
became untenable for the defenders, who escaped in the best way 
they could, without attempting farther resistance. Two hundred 
of them were made prisoners and a few slain ; but the greater 
number got safely on shipboard. This recapture of Delium took 
place on the seventeenth day after the battle, during all which 
interval the Athenians slain had remained on the field unburied. 
Presently, however, arrived the Athenian herald to make fresh 
application for the burial-truce; which was now forthwith granted, 
and granted unconditionally.l 

Such was the memorable expedition and battle of Delium, a 
fatal discouragement to the feeling of confidence and hope which 
had previously reigned at Athens, besides the painful immediate 
loss which it inflicted on the city. Among the hoplites who took 
part in the vigorous charge and pushing of shields, the philoso
pher Sokrates is to be numbered. His bravery both in the battle 
and the retreat was much extolled by his friends, and doubtless 
with good reason : he had before served with credit in the ranks 
of the hoplites at Potidrea, and he served also at Amphipolis: his 
patience under hardship and endurance of heat and cold being not 
less remarkable than his personal bravery. He and his friend 
Laches were among those hoplites, who, in the retreat from 
Dellum, instead of flinging away their arms and taking to flight, 

1 Thucyd. iv, JOO, IOI. 
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kept their ranks, their arms, and their firmness of countenance ; 
insomuch that the pursuing cavalry found it dangerous to meddle 
with them, and turned to an easier prey in the disarmed fugitives. 
Alkibiades also served at Delium in the cavalry, and helped to 
protect Sokrates in the retreat. The latter was thus exposing 
his life at Delium nearly at the same time when Aristophanes 
was exposing him to derision in the comedy of the Clouds, as a 
dreamer alike morally worthless and physically incapable.I 

Severe as the blow was which the Athenians suffered at Delium, 
their disasters in Thrace about the same time, or towards the 
close of the same summer and autumn, were yet more calamitous. 
I have already mentioned the circumstances which led to the 
preparation of a Lacedremonian force intended to act against the 
Athenians in Thrace, under Brasidas, in concert with the Chal
kidians, revolted subjects of Athens, and with Perdikkas of l\Iac
edon. Having frustrated the Athenian designs against l\Iegara 
(as described above),2 Brasidas completed the levy of his division, 
- seventeen hundred hoplites, partly Helots, partly Dorian Pelo
ponnesians, - and conducted them, towards the close of the sum
mer, to the Lacedremonian colony of Herakleia, in the Trachinian 
territory near the l\Ialiac gulf. To reach l\Iacedonia and Thrace, 
it was necessary for him to pass through Thessaly, which was no 
easy task ; for the war had now lasted so long that every state in 
Greece had become mistrustful of the transit of armed foreigners. 
Moreover, the mass of the Thessalian population were decidedly 
friendly to Athens, nor had he any sufficient means to force a 
passage : w bile, should he wait to apply for formal permission, 

1 See Plato (Symposion, c. 36, p. 221 ; Laches, p. 181; Charmides, p. 
153; Apolog. Sokratis, p. 28), Strabo, ix, p. 403. 

Plutarch, Alkibiadcs, c. 7. We find it mentioned among the stories told 
about Sokratl\s in the retreat from Delium, that his life was preserved by 
the inspiration of his familiar dremon, or genius, which instructed him on 
one doubtful occasion which of two roads was the safe one to take (Cicero, de 
Diviuat. i, 54; Plutarch, de Genio Sokratis, c. ll, p. 581 ). 

The skepticism of Athenreus (v, p. 215) about the military service of 
Sokrates is not to be defended, but it may probably be explained by the 
exaggerations and falsehoods which be had read, ascribing to the philoso· 
pher superhuman gallantry. ' 

•See above, page 378. 
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there was much doubt whether it would be granted, and perfect 
certainty of such delay and publicity as would put the Athenians 
on their guard. But though such was the temper of the Thessa
lian people, yet the Thessalian governments, all oligarchical, 
sympathized with Lacedremou ; and the federal authority or 
power of the tagus, which bound together the separate cities, was 
generally very weak. 'What was of still greater importance, the 
Macedonian Perdikkas, as well as the Chalkidians, had in every 
city powerful guests and partisans, whom they prevailed upon to 
exert themselves actively in forwarding the passage of the army.1 

To these men Brasidas sent a message at Pharsalus, as soon 
as he reached Herakleia; and Nikonidas, of Larissa, with other 
Thessalian friends of Perdikkas, assembling at l\felitrea, in 
Achaia Phthiotis, undertook to escort him through Thessaly. 
By their countenance and support, combined with his own bold
ness, dexterity, and rapid movements, he was enabled to accom
plish the seemingly impossible enterprise of running through the 
country, not only without the consent but against the feeling of 
its inhabitants, simply by such celerity as to forestall opposition. 
After traversing Achaia Phthiotis, a territory dependent on the 
Thessalians, Brasidas began his march from l\lelitrea through 
Thessaly itself, along with his powerful native guides. Notwith· 
standing all possible secrecy and celerity, his march became so far 
divulged, that a body of volunteers from the neighborhood, of· 
fended at the proceeding, and unfriendly to Nikonidas, assembled 
to oppose his progress down the valley of the river Enipeus. 
Reproaching him with wrongful violation of an independent 
territory, by the introduction of armed forces without permission 
from the general government, they forbade him to proceed far· 
ther. His only chance of making progress lay in disarming 
their opposition by fair words. His guides excused themselves 
by saying that the suddenness of his arrival had imposed upon 
them as his guests the obligation of conducting him through, 
without waiting to ask for formal permission : to offend their 
countrymen, however, was the farthest thing from their thoughts ; 
and they would renounce the enterprise if the persons now 
assembled persisted in their requisition. The same conciliatory 

1 Thucyd. iv, 78. 
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tone was adopted by Brasidas himself. " He protested his strong 
feeling of respect and friendship for Thessaly and its inhabitants : 
his arms were directed against the Athenians, not against them : 
nor was he aware of any unfriendly relation subsisting between 
the Thessalians and Lacedmmonians, such as to exclude either 
of them from the territory of the other. . Against the prohibition 
of the parties now before him, he could not possibly march for
ward, nor would he think of attempting it ; but he put it to their 
good feeling whether they ought to prohibit him." Such concili
atory language was successful in softening the opponents and 
inducing them to disperse. But so afraid were his guides of 
renewed opposition in other parts, that they hurried him forward 
still more rapidly,1 and he "passed through the country at a 
running pace without halting." Leaving :Melita;a in the morning, 
he reached Pharsalus on the same night, encamping on the river 
Apidanus: thence he proceeded on the next day to Phakium, 
and on the day afterwards into Perrhmbia,2 a territory adjoin
ing to and dependent on Thessaly, under the mountain range of 
Olympus. Here he was in safety, so that his Thessalian guides 
left him; while the Perrhmbians conducted him over the pass 
of Olympus - the same over which the army of Xerxes had 
marched - to Dium, in 11facedonia, in the territory of Perdikkas, 
on the northern edge of the mountain.3 

1 Thucyd, iv, 78. '0 oe, KEAeVOVTl.JV TWV ay1.Jywv, 1rptv TL 'lrAEoV ~Vt1Ti/vat 
TO KCJAiiaov, txwpet ovoev tmaxwv opop.<f. 

2 The geography of Thessaly is not sufficiently known to enable us to 
verify these positions with exactness. That which Thucydides calls the 
Apidanus, is the river formed by the junction of the Apidanus and Eni· 
pens. See Kicpert's map of ancient Thessaly (Colonel Leake, Travels in 
Northern Greece, ch. xiii, vol. iv, p. 470; and Dr. Arnold's note on this 
chapter of Thucydides). 

'Ve must suppose that Brasidas was detained a considerable time in 
parleying with the opposing band of Thessalians. Otherwise, it would 
seem that the space between .l\Ielitrea and Pharsalus would not be a great 
distance to get over in an entire day's march, considering that the pace 
was as rapid as the troops could sustain. _The m~ch greater. ~ista~ce 
between Larissa and M:elitrea, was traversed m one mght by Philip kmg 
of Macedon, the son of Demetrius, with an army carrying ladders and 
other aids for attacking a town, etc ..!&o,Iyb. v, 9i.) 

3 Thncyd. iv, 7B. 
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The Athenians were soon apprized of this stolen passage,, so 
ably and rapidly executed, in a manner which few other Greeks, 
certainly no other Lacedremonian, would have conceived to be 
possible. Aware of the new enemy thus brought within reach 
of their possessions in Thrace, they transmitted orders thither 
for greater vigilance, and at the same time declared open war 
against Perdikkas ;l but unfortunately without sending any effi
cient force, at the moment when timely defensive intervention 
was imperiously required. Perdikkas immediately invited Bra
sidas to join him in the attack of Arrhibreus, prince of the :Mac
edonians, called Lynkestre, or of Lynkus ; a summons which 
the Spartan could not decline, since Perdikkas provided half of 
the pay and maintenance of the army, - but which he obeyed 
with reluctance, anxious as he was to commence operations 
against the allies of Athens. Such reluctance was still farther 
strengthened by envoys from the Chalkidians of Thrace, who, 
as zealous enemies of Athens, joined him forthwith, but discour
aged any vigorous efforts to relieve Perdikkas from embarrassing 
enemies in the interior, in order that the latter might be under 
more pressing motives to conciliate and assist them. Accordingly 
Brasidas, though he joined Perdikkas, and marched along with 
the Macedonian army towards the territory of the Lynkestre, 
was not only averse to active military operations, but even enter
tained with favor propositions from Arrhibreus, wherein the 
latter expressed his wish to become the ally of Lacedremon, and 
offered to refer all his differences with Perdikkas to the arbitra
tion of the Spartan general himself. Communicating these prop
ositions to Perdikkas, Brasidas invited him to listen to an equita
ble compromise, admitting Arrhibreus into the alliance of Lace
dremon. But Perdikkas indignantly refused: "He had not 
called in Brasidas as a judge, to decide disputes between him and 
his enemies, but as an auxiliary, to put them down wherever he 
migh_t point them out: and he protested against the iniquity of 
Brasidas in entering into terms with Arrhibreus, while the Lace
dremonian army was half paid and maintained by him;' (Perdik
kas.2) Notwithstanding such remonstrances, and even a hostile 
protest, Brasidas persisted in his intended conference with Arrhi

• Thucyd. iv, 82. 2 Thucyd. iv, 83. 
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breus, and was so far satisfied with the propositions made that 
he withdrew his troops without marching over the pass into 
Lynkus. Too feeble to act alone, Perdikkas loudly complained, 
and contracted Lis allowance for the future so as to provide 
for only one-third of the army of Brasidas instead of one
l1alf. 

To this inconvenience, however, Brasidas submitted, in haste 
to begin his march into Chalkidike, and his operations jointly 
with the Chalkidians, for seducing or subduing the subject-allies 
of Athens. His first operation was against Akanthus, on the 
isthmus of the peninsula of Athos, the territory of which he 
invaded a little before the vintage, probably about the middle 
of September; when the grapes were ripe, but still out, and the 
whole crop of course exposed t<> ruin at the hands of an enemy 
superior in force : so important. was it to Brasidas to have es
caped the necessity of wasting another month in conquering the 
Lynkestre. There was within tbe town of Akanthus a party in 
concert with the Chalkidians, anxious to admit him, and to revolt 
openly from Athens. But the mass of the citizens were averso 
to this step: and it was only by dwelling' on the terrible loss 
from exposure of the crop without, that the anti-Athenian party 
could persuade them even to grant the request of Brasidas to be 
admitted singly,1 so as to explain his purposes formally before 
the public assembly, which would take its own decision after
wards. "For a Lacedremonian. (says Thucydides) he was no 
mean speaker:" and if he is to have credit for that which we 
find written in Thucydides, such an epithet would be less than 
his desert. Doubtless, however, the substance of the speech is 
genuine: and it is one of the most interesting in Grecian his
tory; partly as a manifesto of professed Lacedremonian policy, 
partly because it had a great practical effect in determining, on 
an occasion of paramount importance, a multitude which, though 
unfavorably inclined to him, was not beyond the reach of argu

1 Thucyd. iv, 84. 01 cle 7rept TO v ol;i;ea&at avrov KaT' uitA.'7
AOv~ earaatu,ov, oi re µera rwv XaA.Kioi1o1v ~vve'lruyovrer 
mt 0 oiJµo,. oµ(,Jr oe, Ota TOV ~up'lr'OV TO ofor l:TL H1o1 ovror, 
'lr'Ela&ev TO 'lr'Ai/&o~ V'lr'O TOV Biraaioov t5t~aa-&ai Te avrov µ6vov Kat UKOVaav
rar 8ovA.eVC1aa-&at, oexerai, etc. 
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ment. I give the chief points of the speech, without binding 
myself to the words. 

"Myself and my soldiers have been sent, Akanthians, to re
alize the purpose which we proclaimed on beginning the war; 
that we took arms to liberate Greece from the Athenians. Let 
no man blame us for having been long in coming, or for the 
mistake which we made at the outset in supposing that ,,.e should 
quickly put down the Athenians by operations against Attica, 
without exposing you to any risk. Enough, that we are now 
here on the first opportunity, resolved to put them down if you 
will lend us your aid. To find myself shut out of your town, 
nay, to find that I am not heartily welcomed, astonishes me. 
·we, Laced::emonians, undertook this long and perilous mru•ch, in 
the belief that we were coming to friends eagerly expecting us ; 
and it would indeed be terrible if you should now disappoint us, 
and stand out against your own freedom as well as that of other 
Greeks. Your example, standing high as you do both for pru
dence and power, will fatally keep back other Greeks, and make 
them suspect that I am wanting either in power to protect them 
against Athens, or in'honest purpose. Now, in regard to power, 
my own present army was one which the Athenians, though 
superior in number, were afraid to fight near Nis::ea; nor are 
they at all likely to send an equal force hither against me by sea. 
And in regard to my purpose, it is not one of mischief, but of 
liberation, the Lacedremonian authorities having pledged them
selves to me by the most solemn oaths, that every city which 
joins me shall retain its autonomy. You have therefore the best 
assurance both as to my purposes and as to my power; still 
less need you apprehend that I am come with factious designs, to 
serve the views of any particular men among you, and to re
model your established constitution to the disadvantage either of 
the many or of the few. That would be worse than foreign sub
jugation, so that we Lacedremonians should be taking all this 
trouble to earn hatred instead of gratitude. "\Ve should play the 
part of unworthy traitors, worse even than that high-handed 
oppression of which we accuse the Athenians : we should at 
once violate our oaths and sin against our strongest political 
interests. Perhaps you may say, that though you wish me well, 
you desire for your parts to be let alone, and to stand aloof from 
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a dangerous struggle. You will tell me to carry my propositions 
elsewhere, to those who can safely embrace them, but not to thrust 
my alliance upon any people against their own will. If this 
should be your language, I shall first call your local gods and 
heroes to witness that I have come to you with a mission of 
good, and have employed persuasion in vain; I shall then pro
ceed to ravage your territory and extort your consent, thinking 
myself justly entitled to do so, on two grounds. First, that the 
Lacedromonians may not sustain actual damage from these good 
wishes which you profess towards me without actually joining, 
damage in the shape of that tribute which you annually send to· 
Athens. Next, that the Greeks generally may not be prevented 
by you from becoming free. It is only on the ground of common 
good, that we Lacedremonians can justify ourselves for liberating 
any city against its own will; but as we are conscious of desiring 
only extinction of the empire of others, not acquisition of empire 
for ourselves, we should fail in our duty if we suffered you to 
obstruct that liberation which we are now carrying to all. Con
sider well my words, then : take to yourselves the glory of begin
ning the era of emancipation for Greece, save your own prop
erties from damage, and attach an ever-honorable name to the 
community of Akanthus."I 

Nothing could be more plausible or judicious than this lan
guage of Brasidas to the Akanthians, nor had they any means 
of detecting the falsity of the assertion, which he afterwards 
repeated in other places besides,2 that he had braved the forces 
of Athens at Nisma with the same army as that now on the out
side of the walls.. Perhaps the simplicity of his speech and 
manner may even have lent strength to his assurances. As soon 
as he had retired, the subject was largely discussed in the assem
bly, with much difference of opinion among the speakers, and 
pe1fect freedom on both sides : and the decision, not called for 
until after a long debate, was determined partly by the fair 
promises of Brasidas, partly by the certain loss which the ruin 
of the vine-crop would entail. The votes of the citizens present 
being taken secretly, a majority resolved to accede to the proposi

1 Thucyd. iv, 85, 86, 87. 1 Thucyd. iv,.108. 
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tions of Brasidas and revolt from Athens.I Exacting the renewal 
of his pledge and that of the Laced~monian authorities, for the 
preservation of full autonomy to every city which should join 
him, they received his army into the town. The neighboring city 
of Stageirus, a colony of Andros, as Akanthus also was, soon 
followed the example.2 

There are few acts in history wherein Grecian political reason 
and morality appear to greater advantage than in this proceeding 
of the Akanthians. The habit of fair, free, and pacific discussion; 
the established respect to the vote of the majority; the care 
to protect individual independence of judgment by secret suffrage; 
the deliberate estimate of reasons on both sides by each indi
vidual citizen, all these main laws and conditions of healthy 
political action appear as a part of the confirmed character of the 
Akanthians. "\Ve shall not find Brasidas entering other towns in 
a way so creditable or so harmonious. 

But there is another inference which the scene just described 
irresistibly suggests. It affords the clearest proof that the Akan
thians had little to complain of as subject-allies of Athens, and 
that they would have continued in that capacity, if left to their 
own choice, without the fear of lia,·ing their crop destroyed. 
Such is the pronounced feeling of the mass of the citizens: the 
party who desire otherwise are in a decided minority. It is only 
the combined effect of severe impending loss, and of tempting 
assurances held out by the worthiest representative whom Sparta 
ever sent out, which induces them to revolt from Athens : nor 
even then is the resolution taken without long opposition, and 
a large dissentient minority, in a case where secret suffrage in
sured free and genuine expression of preference from every 
individual. Now, it is impossible that the scene in Akanthus at 
this critical moment could have been of such a character, had the 
empire of Athens been practically odious and burdensome to the 
subject-allies, as it is commonly depicted. Had such been the 
fact; had the Akanthians felt that the imperial ascendency of. 

1 Thucyd. iv, 88. Oi de 'A1<av{Jtot, 1!'ol.A.wv A.q1Uvrwv 1rporepov lrr' 
. aµpurepa, 1<pvpa Ola1/J11pu1aµevot, Ola Te TO i-1T'aywya elrreiv TOV Bpaaufov 1<a2 

TrEpt TOV Kup1!'0V pu/3<,J, l:yvwaav oi rrA.tio!J~ apiuraa..Jat 'A..J11vaiwv. 
! Thucyd. iv, 88; Diodor. xii, 67. 
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Athens oppressed them with hardship or hum"iliation, from which 
their neighbors, the revolted Chalkidians in Olynthus and else
where, were exempt, they would ha~·e hailed the advent of 
Brasidas with that cordiality which he himself expected and was 
surprised not to find. The sense of present grievance, always 
acute and often excessive, would have stood out as their prom
inent impulse: nor would they have needed either intimidation 
or cajolery to induce them to throw open their gates to the liber
ator, who, in his speech within the town, :finds no actual suffer
ing to appeal to, but is obliged to gain over an audience evidently 
unwilling by alternate threats and promises. 

As in Akanthus, so in most of the other Thracian subjects of 
Athens, the bulk of the citizens, though strongly solicited by 
the- Chalkidians, manifest no spontaneous disposition to revolt 
from Athens. "\Ve shall find the party who introduce Brasidas 
to be a conspiring minority, who not only do not consult the ma
jority beforehand, but act in such a manner as to leave no free 
option to the majority afterwards, whether they will ratify or 
reject: bring in a foreign force to overawe them and compromise 
them without their own consent in hostility against Athens. Now 
that which makes the events of Akanthus so important as an 
evidence, is, that the majority is not thus entrapped and com
pressed, but pronounces its judgment freely after ample discus
sion: the grounds of that judgment are clearly set f01'th to us, 
so as to show that hatred of Athens, if even it exists at all, is in 
no way a strong or determining feeling. Had there existed any 
such strong feeling among the subject-allies of Athens in the 
Chalkidic peninsula, there was no Athenian force now present to 
hinder them all from opening their gates to the liberator Brasidas 
by spontaneous majorities, as he himself, encouraged by the san
guine promises of the Chalkidians, evidently expected that they 
would do. But nothing of this kind happened. 

That which I before remarked in recounting the revolt of 
l\litylene, a privileged ally of Athens, is now confirmed in 
the revolt of Akanthus, a tributary and subject-ally. The cir
cumstances of both prove that imperial Athens inspired no 
hatred, and occasioned no painful grievance, to the population of 
her subject-cities generally: the movements against her arose 
from party-minorities, of the same character as that Platrean 
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party which introduced the Theban assailants into "Platroa at tho 
commencement of the Peloponnesian war. There are of course 
differences of sentiment between one town and another; but the 
conduct of the towns generally demonstrates that the Athenian 
empire was not felt by them to be a scheme of plunder and 
oppression, as l\Ir. 1\Iitford and others would have us believe. It 
is indeed true that Athens managed her empire with reference to 
her own feelings and interests, and that her hold was rather upon 
the prudence than upon the affection of her allies, except in so far 
as those among them who were democratically governed sym
pathized with her democracy : it is also true that restrictions in 
any form on the autonomy of each separate city were offensive 
to the political instincts of the Greeks : moreover, Athens took 
less and less pains to disguise or soften the real character of her 
empire, as one resting simply on established fact and superior 
force. But this is a different thing from the endurance of prac
tical hardship and oppression, which, had it been real, would have 
inspired strong positive hatred among the subject allies, such as 
Brasidas expected to find universal in Thrace, but did not really 
find, in spite of the easy opening which his presence afforded. 

The acquisition of Akanthus and Stageirus enabled Brasidas 
in no very long time to extend his conquests ; to enter Argilus, 
and from thence to make the capital acquisition of Amphipolis. 

Argilus was situated between Stageirus and the river Stry
mon, along the western bank of which river its territory extended. 
Along the eastern bank of the same river, - south of the lake 
which it forms under the name of Kerkinitis, and north of the 
town of Eion at its mouth, was situated the town and territory of 
Amphipolis, communicating with the lands of Argilus by the 
important bridge there situated. The Argilians were colonists 
from Andros, like Akanthus and Stageirus, and the adhesion of 
those two cities to Brasidas gave him opportunity to cultivate 
intelligences in Argilus, wherein there had existed a standing 
discontent against Athens, ever since the foundation of the neigh
boring city of Amphipolis.t The latter city had been established 

~ Thucyd. iv, 103. µalt<Jra oe ol 'Apytl..tot, lyyv, re 1rpo<Jot1<ovvre, 1<al 
aei 'lrOTe roz, 'AfJr;vafot, WTf~ V11"01rTOl 1<aL i7rt{3ovlevovre, rijJ Xc.JPl't' (Am· 
phipolis). 
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by the Athenian Agnon, at the head of a numerous body of colo. 
nists, on a spot belonging to the Edonian Thracians, called Ennea 
Hodoi, or Nine Ways, about five years prior to the commence· 
ment of the war (B.c. 437), after two previous attempts t-0 colo· 
nize it, - one by Ilistiams and Aristagoras, at the period of the 
Ionic revolt, and a second by the Athenians about 465 B.c., 
both of which lamentably failed. So valuable, however, was the 
site, from its vicinity to the gold and silver mines near Mount 
Pangams ancl to large forests of ship-timber, as well as for com
mand of the Strymon, and for commerce with the interior of 
Thrace and Macedonia, that the Athenians had sent a second 
expedition under Agnon, who founded the city and gave it the 
name of Amphipolis. The resident settlers there, however, were 
only in small proportion Athenian citizens; the rest of mixed 
origin, some of them Argilian, a considerable number Chalki
dians. The Athenian general Eukles was governor in the town, 
though seemingly with no paid force under his command. 

Among these mixed inhabitants a conspiracy was organized to 
betray the town to Brasidas, the inhabitants of Argilus as well 
as the Chalkidians each of them tampering with those of the 
same race who resided in Amphipolis; and the influence of Per· 
dikkas, not inconsiderable, in consequence of the commerce of 
the place with Macedonia, was employed to increase the number 
of partisans. Of all the instigators, however, the most strenuous 
as well as the most useful were the inhabitants of Argilus. Am
phipolis, together with the Athenians as its founders, had been 
odious to them from its commencement ; and its foundation had 
doubtless abridged their commerce and importance as masters of 
the lower course of the Strymon. They had been long laying 
snares against the city, and the arrival of Brasidas now presented 
to them an unexpected chance of success. It was they who ena· 
bled him to accomplish the surprise, deferring proclamation of 
their own defection from Athens until they could make it sub
servient to his conquest of Amphipolis. 

Starting with l;is army from Arne in the Chalkidic peninsula, 
Brasidas arrived in the afternoon at Aulon and Bromiskus, near 
the channel whereby the lake Bolbe is connected with the sea: 
from hence, after his men had supped, he began his night· 
march to Amphipolis, on a cold and snowy night of November, or 
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the beginning of December. He reached Argilus in the middle 
of the night, where the leaders at once admitted him, proclaiming 
their revolt from Athens. With their aid and guidance, he then 
hastened forward without delay to the bridge across the Stry
mon, which he reached before break of day.1 It was guarded 
only by a feeble piquet, - the town of Amphipolis itself being 
situated on the hill at some little distance higher up the river; 2 

so that Brasidas, preceded by the Argilian conspirators, surprised 
and overpowered the guard without difficulty. Thus master of 
this important communication, he crossed with his army forth
with into the territory of Amphipolis, where his arrival spread 
the utmost dismay and terror. The governor Eukles, the magis
trates, and the citizens, were all found wholly unprepared: the 
lands belonging to the city were occupied by residents, with their 
families and property around them, calculating upon undisturbed 
security, as if there had been no enemy within reach. Such of 
these as were close to the city succeeded in running thither with 
their families, though leaving their property exposed, - but the 
more distant became in person as well as in property at the 
mercy of the invader. Even within the town, filled with the 

1 Thucyd. iv, 104. Kariunwav Tuv rrTpaTov 7rpo i!w lirt T~v yirpvpav rnii 
7roTaµov. 

Bekker's reading of7rpo lw appears to me preferable to 7rpoaw. The latter 
word really adds nothing to the meaning ; whereas the fact that Brasidas 
got over the river before daylight is one both new and material: it is not 
necessarily implied in the previous words eKeivv Tfj vvKTt. 

2 Thucyd. iv, 104. 'A7rEXet oe TO 7ro'Ataµa 7r°Aiov Ti/( oiaf3a11ewc, Kat OU 
Ka-IJeiTO TelX7/ warr:ep viiv, rfiv°AaK~ De Tl( {3paxeia Kaf>r.taTi/KEl, etc. 

Dr. Arnold, with Dobree, Poppo, and most of the commentators, trans
lates these words:" The town (of Amphipolis) is farther off (from Argilus) 
than the passage of the river." But this must be of course true, and 
conveys no new information, seeing that Brasidas had to cross the river to 
reach the town. Smith and Bloomfield are right, I think, in considering 
ri/c oia(3aaewc as governed by u7riXet and not by 7rAiov,-" the city is at 
some distance from the crossing:" and the objection which Poppo makes 
against them, that 7rUov must necessarily imply a com"parison with some
thing, cannot be sustained: for Thucydides often uses lK 7r'Aeiovoc (iv, 103; 
Yiii, 88), as precisely identical with lK 7ro~.itov (i, 68; -iv, 67; v, 69); also 
r.tpl 7rt.tiovor. 

In the following chapter, on occasion of the battle of Amphipolis, some 
farther remarks will be found on the locality. 
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friends and relatives of these victims without, indescribable con
fusion reigned, of which the conspirators within tried to avail 
themselves in order to get the gates thrown open. And so com
plete was the disorganization, that if Brasidas had marched up 
without delay to the gates and assaulted the town, many persons 
supposed that he would have carried it at once. Such a risk, 
however, was too great even for his boldness, the rather as re
pulse would have been probably his ruin. Moreover, confiding 
in the assurances of the conspirators that the gates would be 
thrown open, he thought it safer to seize as many persons as he _ 
could from the out-citizens, as a means of working upon the sen
timents of those withi~ the walls ; lastly, this process of seizure 
and plunder was probably more to the taste of his own soldiers, 
and could not well be hindered. 

But he waited in vain for the opening of the gates. The con
spirators in the city, in spite of the complete success of their sur
prise and the universal dismay around them, found themselves 
unable to carry the majority along with them. As in Akanthus, 
so in Amphipolis, those who really hated Athens and wished to 
revolt were only a party-minority; the greater number of citi
zens, at this critical moment, stood by Eukles and the few native 
Athenians around him in resolving upon defence, and in sending 
off an express to Thucydides (the historian) at Thasos, the col
league of Eukles, as general in the region of Thrace, for imme
diate aid. This step, of course immediately communicated to 
Brasidas from within, determined him to make every effort for 
enticing the Amphipolitans to surrender before the reinforcement 
should arrive; the rather, as he was apprized that Thucydides, 
being a large proprietor and worker of gold mines in the neigh
boring region, possessed extensive personal influence among the 
Thracian tribes, and would be able to bring them together for the 
relief of the place, in conjunction with his own Athenian squad
ron. He therefore sent in propositions for surrender on the most 
favorable terms,, guaranteeing to every citizen who chose to 
remain, Amphipolitan or even Athenian, continued residence 
with undisturbed property and equal political rights, and grant
ing to every one who chose to depart, five days for the purpose 
of carrying away his property. 

VOL. VI. 18 
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Such easy conditions, when made known in the city, produceJ 
presently a sensible change of opinion among the citizens, 
proving acceptable both to Athenians and Amphipolitans, though 
on different grounds.I The properties of the citizens without, 
as well as many of their relatives, were all in the hands of 
Brasidas: no one counted upon the speedy arrival of reinforce
ment; and even if it did arrive, the city might be preserved, 
but the citizens without would still be either slain or made cap
tive : a murderous battle would ensue, and perhaps, after all, 

_	Brasidas, assisted by the party within, might prove victorious. 
The Athenian citizens in Amphipolis, knowing themselves to be 
exposed to peculiar danger, were perfectly well pleased with his 
offer, as extricating them from a critical position and procuring 
for them the means of escape, with comparatively little loss; 
while the non-Athenian citizens, partakers in the same relief 
from peril, felt little reluctance in accepting a capitulation which 
preserved both their rights and their properties inviolate, and 
merely severed them from Athens, towards which city they felt, 
not hatred, but indifference. Above all, the friends and rela
tives of the citizens exposed in the out-region were strenuous in 
urging on the capitulation, so that the conspirators soon became 
bold enough to proclaim themselves openly, insisting upon the 
moderation of Brasidas and the prudence of admitting him. 
Eukles found that the tone of opinion, even among his own 
Athenians, was gradually turned against him, nor could he pre
vent the acceptance of the terms, and the admission of the enemy 
into the city, on that same day. 

No such resolution would have been adopted, had the citizens 
been aware how near at hand Thucydides and his forces were. 
The message despatched early in the morning from Amphipolis 
found him at Thasos with seven triremes; with which he 
instantly put to sea, so as to reach Eion at the mouth of the 
Strymoxi, within three miles of Amphipolis, on the same evening. 

Thucyd. iv, 106. Ol oe 11'0AMt lucofoavTE> aAAOtorepot lyevOVTO 
ril> yvwµa>, etc. 

The word aAAotorepot seems to indicate both the change of view, com
pared with what had been before, and new divergence introduced among 
themselves. 

I 
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Ile hoped to be in time for saving Amphipolis, but the place had 
surrendered a few hours before. He arrived, indeed, only just 
in time to preserve Eion ; for parties in that town were already 
beginning to concert the admission of Brasidas, who would prob
ably have entered it at daybreak the next morning. Thucydides, 
putting the place in a condition of defence, successfully repelled 
an attack which Brasidas made both by land and by boats on the 
river. He at the same time received and provided for the 
Athenian citizens who were retiring from Amphipolis.1 

The capture of this city, perhaps the most important of all the 
foreign possessions of Athens, and the opening of the bridge 
over the Strymon, by which even all her eastern allies became 
approachable by land, occasioned prodigious emotion through
out all the Grecian world. The dismay felt at Athens 2 was 
greater than had been ever before experienced : hope and joy 
prevailed among her enemies, and excitement and new aspira
tions became widely spread among her subject-allies. The 
bloody defeat at Delium, and the unexpected conquests of Brasi
das, now again lowered the prestige of Athenian success, six
teen months after it had been so powerfully exalted by the cap
ture of Sphakteria. The loss of reputation which Sparta had 
then incurred, was now compensated by a reaction against the 
unfounded terrors since conceived about the probable career 
of her enemy. It was not merely the loss of Amphipolis, 
serious as that was, which distressed the Athenians, but also 
their insecurity respecting the maintenance of their whole 
empire: they knew not which of their subject-allies might next 
revolt, in contemplation of aid from Brasidas, facilitated by the 
newly-acquired Strymonian bridge. And as the proceedings of 

1 Thucyd. iv, 105, 106; Diodor. xii, 68. 
• Thucyd. iv, 108. 'E;roµtv11> de r~> 'Aµ<f>mo'il.w>, ol 'A&11vaiot fr µtya 

oeo> Kartur11uav, etc. 
The prodigious importance of the site of Amphipolis, with its adjoining 

bridge forming the communication between the regions cast and west of 
the Strymon, was felt not only by Philip of 1\faccdon, as will hereafter 
appear, but also by the Romans after their conquest of Macedonia. Of 
the four regions into which the Romans distributed Macedonia, "pars prima 
(says Livy, xlv, 30) habet opportunitatcm Amphipolcos; qure objecta 
claudit omnes ab oriente sole in Macedoniam aditus." 
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that general counted in part to the credit of his country, it 
was believed that Sparta, now for the first time shaking off her 
languor,1 had taken to herself the rapidity and enterprise once 
regarded as the exclusive characteristic of Athens. But besides 
all these chances of evil to the Athenians, there was another yet 
more threatening, the personal ascendency and position of 
Brasidas himself. It was not merely the boldness, the fertility 
of aggressive resource, the quick movements, the power of stim
ulating the minds of soldiers, which lent efficiency to that gen
eral; but also his incorruptible probity, his good faith, his mod
eration, his abstinence from party-cruelty or jobbing, and from 
all intermeddling with the internal constitutions of the different 
cities, in strict adherence to that manifesto whereby Sparta 
had proclaimed herself the liberator of Greece. Such talents 
and such official worth had never before been seen combined. 
Set off as they were by the full brilliancy of successes such as 
were deemed incredible before they actually occurred, they 
inspired a degree of confidence and turned a tide of opinion 
towards this eminent man which rendered him personally one of 
the first powers in Greece. Numerous solicitations were trans
mitted to him at Ampl1ipolis from parties among the subject
allies of Athens, in their present temper of large hopes. from him 
and diminished fear of the Athenians: the anti-Athenian party 
in each was impatient to revolt, the rest of the population less 
restrained by foar.2 

Of those who indulged in these sanguine calculations, many 
had yet to learn by painful experience that Athens was still but 
little abated in power: but her inaction during this important 
autumn had been such as may well explain their mistake. It 
might have been anticipated that, on hearing the alarming news 
of the junction of Brasidas with the Chalkidians, and Per<likkas 
so close upon their dependent allies, they would forthwith have 
sent a competent force to Thrace, which, if despatched at that 
time, would probably have obviated all the subsequent disasters. 

Thucyd. iv, 108. To oe µiyu1rov, .Stu TO f1t5ovr1v lxov iv r<;> avriKa, Ka2 
OTl TO 7rpi:Jrov AaKeOatµovtc.JV opyC,vrc.JV i'µe:A:Aov 7rtlpiiu
if at, Ktvovvevew 7ravrl rp&m11 lroiµot ~uav (the subject-allies of Athens). 

1 Thucyd. iv, 108. 

I 
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So they would have acted at any other time, and perhaps even 
then, if Perikles had been alive. But the news arrived just at 
the period when Athens was engaged in the expedition against 
Breotia, which ended very shortly in the ruinous defeat of 
Delium. Under the discouragement arising .from the death of 
the strategus, Hippokrates, and one thousand citizens, the idea 
of a fresh expedition to Thrace would probably have been intol
erable to Athenian hoplites : the.hardships of a winter service in 
Thrace, as experienced a few years before in the blockade of 
Potidrea, would probably also aggravate their reluctance. In 
Grecian history, we must steadfastly keep in mind that we are 
reading about citizen soldiers, not about professional soldiers; 
and that the temper of the time, whether of confidence or dis
may, modifies to an unspeakable degree all the calculations of 
military and political prudence. Even after the rapid successes 
of Brasidas, not merely at Akanthus and Stageirus, but even at 
Amphipolis, they sent only a few inadequate guards 1 to the 
points most threatened, thus leaving to their enterprising 
enemy the whole remaining winter for his operations, without 
hindrance. 'Vithout depreciating the merits of Brasidas, we 
may see that his extraordinary success was in. great part owing 
to the no less extraordinary depression which at that time per
vaded the Athenian public: a feeling encouraged by Nikias and 
other leading men of the same party, who were building upon it 
in order to get the Lacedremonian proposals for peace accepted. 

But while we thus notice the short-comings of Athens, in not 
sending timely forces against Brasidas, we must at the same time 
admit, that the most serious and irreparable loss which she sus

, 	tained, that of Amphipolis, was the fault of her officers more 
than her own. Eukles, and the historian Thucydides, the two 
joint Athenian commanders in Thrace, to whom she had confided 
the defence of that important town, had means amply sufficient 
to place it beyond all risk of capture, if they had employed the 
most ordinary vigilance and precaution beforehand. That Thu
cydides became an exile immediately after this event, and 

1 Thucyd. iv, 108. Ol µev 'A-&r;vaZot rpvl-a"il' .:.., ti b/.lyov "at tv ;t;etµwvt, 
&t€rreµrrov l<; rili- rr61-eii-, etc. 
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remained so for twenty years, is certain from his own statement: 
and we hear, upon what in this case is quite sufficient authority, 
that the Athenians condemned him, probably Eukles also, to 
banishment, on the proposition of Kleon.I 

In considering this sentence, historians 2 commonly treat Thu
cydides as an innocent man, and find nothing to condemn except 
the calumnies of the demagogue along with the injustice of the 
people. But this view of the case cannot be sustained, when we 
bring together all the facts even as indicated by Thucydides 
himself. At the moment when Brasidas surprised Amphipolis, 
Thucydides was at Thasos; and the event is always discussed as 
if he was there by necessity or duty; as if Thasos was his 
special mission. Now we know from his own statement that his 
command was not special or confined to Thasos : he was sent 
as joint commander along with Eukles generally to Thrace, and 

1 Thucyd. v, 26. See the biography of Thucydides by Marccl!inus, pre
fixed to all the editions, p. 19, ed. Arnold. 

2 I transcribe the main features from the account of Dr. Thirlwa!l, whose 
judgment coincides on this occasion with what is generally given (Hist. 
of Greece, ch. xxiii, vol. iii, p. 268). 

" On the evening of the same day Thucydides, with seven galleys which 
he happened to have with him at Thasos, when he received the despatch 
from Eucles, sailed into the mouth of the Strymon, and learning the fall 
of Amphipolis proceeded to put Eion in a state of defence. His timely 
arrival saved the place, which Brasidas attacked the next morning, both 
from the river and the land, without effect: and the refugees who retired 
hy virtue of the treaty from Amphipolis, found shelter at Eion, and con
tributed to its security. The histotian rendered an important service to his 
countty : and it does not appear that human prudence and activity could have 
accomplished auything more under the same circumstances. Yet his unavoidable 
Jailute proved the occasion of a sentence, under which he spent twenty 
years of his life in exile:. and he was only restored to his country in the 
season of her deepest humiliation by the public calamities. So much only 
can be gathered with certainty from his language : for he has not conde
scended to mention either the charge which was brought against him, or tha 
nature of the sentence, which he may either have suffered, or avoided by a. 
voluntary exile. A statement, very probable in itself, though resting on 
slight authority, attributes his banishment to Cleon's calumnies: that the 
irritation produced by the loss of Amphipolis should have been so directed against 
an innocent object, would perfectly accotd with the character of the people and of 
the denwgogue. Posterity has gained by the injustice of his contempora
ries," etc. 
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especially to Amphipolis.1 Both of them were jointly and sev
erally responsible for the proper defence of Amphipolis, with the 
Athenian empire and interests in that quarter: such nomination 
of two or more officer,., coordinate and jointly responsible, being 
the usual habit of Athens, wherever the scale or the area of 
military operations was considerable, instead of naming one 
supreme responsible commander, with subordinate officers acting 
under him and responsible to him. If, then, Thucydides "was 
stationed at Thasos," to use the phrase of Dr. Thirlwall, this 
was because he chose to station himself there, in the exercise of 
his own discretion. 

Accordingly, the question which we have to put is, not whether 
Thucydides did all that could be done, after he received the 
alarming express at Thasos, which is the part of the case that 
he sets prominently before us, but whether he and Eukles jointly 
took the best general measures for the security of the Athenian 
empire in Thrace; especially for Amphipolis, the first jewel of 
her empire. They suffer Athens to be robbed of that jewel, 
and how ? Had they a difficult position to defend? Were they 

Thucyd iv, io4-. Ol o' tvavriot roz, 7rpoclioovcn (that is, at Amphipolis) 
Kparovvre, riiJ .,,.li,fr&et wareµ~ avr[Ka TU> 1rVAa, uvoiyca&at, TreµTroVat fl-ETU 
EvKAiov, TOV arpar11yov, or EK TWV 'A&T]vaiwv 7rapi}v aVTOi> pv/,,a~ TOV 
xwpiov, i-Trl TOV lrEpov arparT]yiiv TWV E1rL Opr/KTJ>. OovKV
oiOT]V TOV '0/,,6pov, or; TUOE ~vviypa1/J£v, OVTa 1rept Ouaov 
(fort cl' ii vi}aor, ITapiwv U1rOtKia, u1rixovaa Ti/r: 'Aµpt1rOAEWf: i/µtaEiar i/µipar 
µu/,,iara .,,.li,oiiv) KEAEiJovrer; apiat {JoTJ&Eiv. 

Here Tlmcvdides describes himself as "the other general along with 
Euk!Cs, of the" region of or towards Thrace." There cannot be a clearer 
designation of the extensive range of his functions and duties. 

I adopt here the reading Twv £.,,.2 Opi/K'l>, the genitive case of the well
known Thucydidean phrase Ta irrl Op¢1<TJ~, in preference to Tov fat Op(iKTJr; 
which would mean in substance the same thing, though not so precisely, 
nor so suitably to the usual manner of the historian. Bloomfield, Bekker, 
and GOiler have all introduced Twv into the text, on the authority of various 
MSS.: Poppo an<l Dr. Arnold also both express a preference for it, though 
they still leave .,-iJv in the text. 

Moreover, the words of Thucydides himself, in the passage where he 
mentions his own long exile, plainly prove that he was sent ont as general, 
not to Thasos, but to Amphipolis: (v, 26) Ka2 ~vi{JTJ µoi pevyetv ~v lµav
rov lrTJ EiKoat µ·era T~V lt 'Aµ'flt1r0AtV trTpaTT]ytav,e.tc. 

http:trTpaTT]ytav,e.tc
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overwhelmed by a superior force ? Were they distracted by 
simultaneous revolts in different places, or assailed by enemies 
unknown or unforeseen? Not one of these grounds for acquittal 
can be pleaded. First, their position was of all others the most 
defensible : they had only to keep the bridge over the Strymon 
adequately watched and guarded, or to retain the Athenian 
squadron at Eion, and Amphipolis was safe. Either one or the 
other of these precautions would have sufficed ; both together 
would have sufficed so amply, as probably to prevent the 
scheme of attack from being formed. Next, the force under 
Brasidas was in noway superior, not even adequate to the 
capture of the inferior place Eion, when properly guarded, 
much less to that of Amphipolis. Lastly, there were no simul
taneous revolts to distract attention, nor unknown enemies to 
confound a well-laid scheme of defence. There was but one 
enemy, in one quarter, having one road by which to approach; 
an enemy of surpassing merit, indeed, and eminently dangerous 
to Athens, but without any chance of success except from the 
omissions of the Athenian officers. 

Now Thucydides and Eukles both knew that Brasidas had 
prevailed upon Akanthus and Stageirus to revolt, and that too in 
such a way as to extend his own personal influence materially: 
they knew that the population of Argilus was of Andrian origin,1 
like that of Akanthus and Stageirus, and therefore peculiarly 
likely to be tempted by the example of those two towns. Lastly, 
they knew, and Thucydides himself tells us,2 that this Argilian 
population - whose territory bordered on the Strymon and the 
western foot of the bridge, and who had many connections in 
Amphi polis - had been long disaffected to Athens, and especially 
to the Athenian posoession of that city. Yet, having such fore
knowledge, ample warning for the necessity of a vigilant defence, 
Thucydides and Eukles withdraw, or omit, both the two precau

1 Compare Thucyd. iv, 84, 88, 103. 
1 Thucyd.iv,l03. µu'Atura oe ol 'Apyi'Atot, lyyvr re 7rpouot· 

ICOVVTt:f Kat aet 7TOTt TOif 'AfJTJVatOtf OVTt:f fi1T07TT0l Ka~ 
tTrt/3ov'Aevovrer rif; xc.>pt\J (Amphipolis), bmoi; 7rapfrvxev oKatpO!; 
Kat Bpaaioa~ 1/'AfJev, l7rpa;uv re eK7TAelOVOf 1Tf0(' TOV(' lµTroA.treVoVTa(' 
a<1>i:iv lKt:i 07Tc.J(' lvoo{)querat ii mi'At~", etc. 
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tions upon which the security of Amphipolis rested; precautions 
both of them obvious, either of them sufficient. The one leaves 
the bridge under a feeble guard,1 and is caught so unprepared 
everywhere, that one might suppose Athens to be in profound 
peace ; the other is found with his squadron, not at Eion, but at 
Thasos ; an island out of all possible danger, either from Bra
sidas, who had no ships, or any other enemy. The arrival of 
Brasidas comes on both of them like a clap of thunder. Nothing 
more is required than this plain fact, under the circumstances, to 
prove their improvidence as commanders. 

The presence of Thucydides on the station of Thrace was im
portant to Athens, partly because he possessed valuable family 
connections, mining property, and commanding influence among 
the continental population round Amphipolis.2 This was one 
main reason why he was named; the Athenian people confid
ing partly in his private influence, over and above the public 
force under his command, and looking to him, even more than 
to his colleague Eukles, for the continued security of the town : 
instead of which they find that not even their own squadron 
under him is at hand near the vulnerable point, at the moment 
when the enemy comes. Of the two, perhaps, the conduct of 
Eukles admits of conceivable explanation more easily than that 
of Thucydides. For it seems that Eukles had no paid force in 
Amphipolis ; only the citizen hoplites, partly Athenian, partly 
of other lineage. Doubtless, these men found it irksome to 
keep guard through the winter on the Strymonian bridge: and 
Eukles might fancy that, by enforcing a large perpetual guard, he 

1 Thucyd. iv, 103 . .pv:i..a/C~ 06 TtC {3paxeia 1Ca.'retaTfj1Cei, ~v 
Biaafiµevor Pf!tH(i)r 0 Bpaaioa-. aµa µ'tv Ti/r 'lrf'O<foaiar 0Vt11Jr, aµa oe 
1cat Xetµi:Jvor OVTor /Cat a 'Ir p 0acJ6/(1} TO r 'Ir po (1'/r e (]CJ v' od(311 ~v yttpvpav, 
etc. 

! Thucyd. iv, 105. Kat U'lr' aVTOV ovvaa&at lv Toir 1rpWTOtr TWV firret• 
PliJTi:Jv, etc. 

Rotscher, in his Life of Thucydides (Leben des Thukydides, GOttingen, 
1842, sect. 4, pp. 97-99), admits it to be the probable truth, that Thucy
dides was selected for this command expressly in consequence of his pri
vate influence in the region around. Yet this biographer still repeats the 
view generally taken, that Thucydides did everything which an able com
mander could do, and was most unjustly condemned. 

VOL. VJ. 18* . 27oc. 
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ran the risk of making .Athens unpopular: moreover, strict con
stancy of watch, night after night, when no actual danger comes, 
with an unpaid citizen force, is not easy to maintain. This is 
an insufficient excuse, but it is better than anything which can 
be offered on behaif of Thucydides; who had with him a paid 
Athenian force, and might just as well have kept it at Eion as 
at Thasos. "\Ve may be sure that the absence of Thucydides 
with his fleet, at Thasos, was one essential condition in the plot 
laid by Brasidas with the Argilians. 

To say, with Dr. Thirlwall, that "human prudence and activity 
could not have accomplished more than Thucydides did, under 
the same circumstances," is true as matter of fact, and creditable 
as far as it goes. But it is wholly inadmissible as a justification, 
and meets only one part of the case. An officer in command is 
responsible, not only for doing most "under the circumstances," 
but also for the circumstances themselves, in so far as they are 
under his control ; and nothing is more under his control than 
the position which he chooses to occupy. If the emperor Napo
leon, or the duke of ·wellington, had lost, by surprise of an 
enemy not very numerous, a post of supreme importance which 
they thought adequately protected, would they be satisfied to 
hear from a responsible officer in command : " Having no idea 
that the enemy would attempt any surprise, I thought that I 
might keep my force half a day's journey off from the post ex
posed, at another post which it was physically impossible for the 
enemy to reach ; but, the moment I was informed that the sur
prise had occurred, I hastened to the scene, did all that human 
prudence and activity could do to repel the enemy; and though 
I found that he had already mastered the capital post of all, yet 
I beat him back from a second post which he was on the point 
of mastering also ? " Does any one imagine that these illustrious 
chiefs, smarting under the loss of an inestimable position which 
alters the whole prospects of a campaign, would be satisfied with 
such a report, and would dismiss the officer with praises for his 
vigor and bravery, " under the circumstances?" They would 
most assuredly reply, that he had done right in coming back, 
that his conduct after corning back had been that of a brave 
man, and that there was no impeachment on his courage. But 
they would at the same time add, that his want of judgment and 
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foresight, in omitting to p1ace the valuable position really exposed 
under sufficient guard beforehand, and leaving it thus open to the 
enemy, while he himself was absent in another place which was 
out of danger, and his easy faith that there would be no dan
gerous surprise, at a time when the character of the enemy's 
officer, as well as the disaffection of the neighbors (Argilus), 
plainly indicated that there would be, if the least opening were 
afforded, that these were defects meriting.serious reproof, and 
disqualifying him from any future command of trust and respon
sibility. Nor can we doubt that the whole feeling of the respec
tive armies, who would have to pay with their best blood the 
unhappy miscalculation of this officer, would go along with such 
a sentence; without at all suspecting themselves to be guilty of 
injustice, or of " directing the irritation produced by the loss 
against an innocent object." 

The vehement leather-seller in the Pnyx, at Athens, when 
he brought forward what are called "his calumnies" against 
Thucydides and Eukles, as having caused, through culpable omis
sion, a fatal and irreparable loss to their country, might perhaps 
state his case with greater loudness and acrimony; but it may 
be doubted whether he would say anything more really galling 
than would be contained in the dignified rebuke of an esteemed 
modern general to a subordinate officer under similar circum
stances. In my judgment, not only the accusation against these 
two officers - I assume Eukles to have been included - was 
called for on the fairest presumptive grounds, which would be 
sufficient as a justification of the leather-sell Kleon, but the pos
itive verdict of guilty against them was fully merited. ·whether 
the banishment inflicted was a greater penalty than the case 

· warranted, I will not take upon me to pronounce. Every age 
has its own standard of feeling for measuring what is a proper 
intensity of punishment: penalties which our grandfathers thought 
right and meet, would in the present day appear intolerably 
rigorous. But when I consider the immense value of Am
phipolis to Athens, combined with the conduct whereby it 
was lost, I cannot think that there was a single Athenian, or 
a single Greek, who would deem the penalty of banishment too 
severe. 

It is painful to find such strong grounds of official censure 
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against a man who, as an historian, has earned the lasting admi
ration of posterity, - my own, among the first and warmest. 
But in criticizing the conduct of Thucydides the officer, we are 
bound in common justice to forget Thucydides the historian. He 
was not known in the latter character, at the time when this sen
tence was passed: perhaps he never would have been so known, 
like the Neapolitan historian Colletta, if exile had not thrown 
him out of the active duties and hopes of a citizen. It may be 
doubted whether he ever went home from Eion to encounter the 
grief, wrath, and alarm, so strongly felt at Athens after the loss 
of Amphipolis. Condemned, either with or without appearance, 
he remained in banishment for twenty years ;I nor did he return 
to Athens until after the conclusion of the Peloponnesian war. 
Of this long exile, much is said to have been spent on his prop
erty in Thrace : yet he also visited most parts of Greece, 
enemies of Athens as well as neutral states. However much 
we may deplore such a misfortune on his account, mankind in 
general have, and ever will have, the strongest reason to rejoice 
at it. To this compulsory leisure we owe the completion, or 
rather the near approach to completion, of his history: nor is it 
less certain that the opportunities which an exile enjoyed of 
personally consulting neutrals and enemies, contributed much to 
form that impartial, comprehensive, Pan-Hellenic spirit, which 
reigns generally throughout his immortal work. 

Meanwhile, Brasidas, installed in Amphipolis about the begin
ning of December, 424 B.c., employed his increased power only 
the more vigorously against Athens. His first care was to recon
stitute Amphipolis; a task wherein the :Macedonian Perdikkas, 
whose intrigues had contributed to the capture, came and person
ally assisted. That city was going through a partial secession 
and renovation of inhabitants, and was now moreover cut off 
from the port of Eion and the mouth of the river, which re
mained in the hands of the Athenians. 1\Iany new arrangements 
must have been required, as well for its internal polity as for its 
external defence. Brasidas took measures for building ships of 
war, in the lake above the city, in order to force the lower part 
of the river :2 but his most important step was to construct a 

1 Thucyd. v, 26. 2 Thucyd. iv, 104-108. 
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palisade work,1 connecting the walls of the city with the bridge. 
He thus made himself permanently master of the crossing of 
the Strymon, so as to shut the door by which he himself had 
entered, and at the same time to keep an easy communication 
with Argilus and the western bank of the Strymon. He also 
made some acquisitions on the eastern side of the river. Pittakus, 
prince of the neighboring Edonian-Thracian township of :Myr
kinus, had been recently assassinated by his wife Brauro, and by 
some personal enemies: he had probably been the ally of Athens, 
and his assassins now sought to strengthen themselves by courting 
the alliance of the new conqueror of Amphipolis. The Thasian 
continental colonies of Galepsus and CEsyme also declared their 
adhesion to him. 

While he sent to Lacedremon, communicating his excellent 
position as well as 11i.s large hopes, he at the same time, without 
waiting for the answer, began acting for himself, with all the 
allies whom he could get together. He marched first against the 
peninsula called Akte, - the narrow tongue of land which 
stretches out from the neighborhood of Akanthus to the mighty 
headland called 1\fount Athos, - near thirty miles long, and 
between four and five miles for the most part in breadth.2 The 
long, rugged, woody ridge, - covering this peninsula so as to 
leave but narrow spaces for dwelling or cultivation, or feeding 
of cattle, - v.:as at this time occupied by many distinct petty 
communities, some of them divided in race and language.. Sane, 
a colony from Andros, was situated in the interior gulf, called the 
Singitic gulf, between Athos and the Sithonian peninsula, near 
the Xerxeian canal: the rest of the Akte was distributed among 
Bisaltians, Krestonians, and Edonians, all fractions of the Thra

-cian name; Pelasgians, or Tyrrhenians, of the race which had 
once occupied Lemnos and Imbros, and some Chalkidians. Some 
of these little communities spoke habitually two languages. Thys
sus, Kleone, Olophyxus, and others, all submitted on the arrival 

1 This is the rrravp(,Jµa, mentioned (v, 10) as existing a year ancl a half 
afterwards, at the time of the battle of Amphipolis. I shall say more 
respecting the topography of Amphipolis, when I come to describe that 
battle. 

2 See Grisebach, Reise durch Rumelien und Brura, vol. i, ch. viii, p. 226. 
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of Brasidas; but Sane and Dion held out, nor could he bring 
them to terms even by ravaging their territory. 

He next marched into the Sithonian peninsula, to attack 
Torone, situated near the southern extremity of that peninsula, 
opposite to Cape Kanastrreum, the extreme headland of the 
peninsula of Pallene.l 

Torone was inhabited by a Chalkidic population, but had not 
partaken in the revolt of the neighboring Chalkidians against 
Athens. A small Athenian garrison had been sent there, prob
ably since the recent dangers, and were now defending it, as well 
as repairing the town-wall in various parts where it had been so 
neglected as to crumble down. They occupied as a sort of dis
tinct citadel the outlying cape called Lekythus, joining by a nar
row isthmus the hill on which the city stood, and forming a port 
wherein lay two Athenian triremes as guardships. A small 
party in Torone, without privity2 or even suspicion of the rest, 
entered into correspondence with Brasidas, and engaged to pro
vide for him the means of entering and mastering the town. 
Accordingly, he advanced by a night-march to the temple of the 
Dioskuri, Kastor and Pollux, within about a quarter of a mile 
of the town-gates, which he reached a little before daybreak, 
sending forward one hundred peltasts to be still nearer, and to 
rush upon the gate at the instant when signal was made from 
within. His Toronrean partisans, some of whom were already 
concealed on the spot, awaiting his arrival, made their final ar
rangements with him, and then returned into the town, conducting 
with them seven determined men from his army, armed only 
with daggers, and having Lysistratus of Olynthus as their chief: 
twenty men had been originally named for this service, but the 
danger appeared so extreme, that only seven of them were bold 
enough to go. This forlorn hope, enabled to creep in, through a 
small aperture in the wall towards the sea, were conducted silently 
up to the topmost watch-tower on the city hill, where they sur
prised _and slew the guards, and set open a neighboring postern 

1 Thucyd. iv, 109 
2 Thucyd. iv, llO. Kat avrov uv&per oAiyot eTrfJyov Kpv~a, lroiµot 

6vre, r~v 1rOAtv ?rapa&ovvat, iv, 113. Tow &e Topwvai1.1v ytyvoµ€v11r rf/r 
UAi>O'E(,)' TO µev 'ITOAV, ov&ev el &o,, l-&opv(3EZro, etc. 
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gate, looking towards Cape Kanastrreum, as well as the great 
gate leading towards the agora. They then brought in the pel
tasts from without, who, impatient with the delay, had gradually 
stolen closely under the walls: some of these peltasts kept pos
session of the great gate, others were led round to the postcrn at 
the top, while the fire-signal was forthwith lighted to invite Bra
sidas himself. Ile and his men hastened forward towards the 
city at their utmost speed and with loud shouts, a terror-striking 
notice of his presence to the unprepared citizens. Admission 
was easy through the open gates, but some also clambered up by 
means of beams or a sort of scaffolding, which was lying close to 
the wall as a help to the workmen repairing it. And while the 
assailants were thus active in every direction, Brasidas himself 
conducted a portion of them, to assure himself of the high and 
commanding parts of the city. 

So completely were the Toronreans surprised and thunder
struck, that hardly any attempt was made to resist. Even the 
fifty Athenian hop1ites who occupied the agora, being found still 
asleep, were partly slain, and partly compelled· to seek ~efuge in 
the separately-garrisoned cape of Lekythus, whither they were 
followed by a portion of the Toronrean population; some from 
attachment to Athens, others from sheer terror. To these fugi
tives Brasidas addressed a proclamation, inviting them to return, 
and promising them perfect security, for person, property, and 
political rights; while at the same time he sent a herald with a 
formal summons to the Athenians in Lekythus, requiring them 
to quit the place as belonging to the Chalkidians, but permitting 
them to carry away their property. They refused to evacuate 
the place, but solicited a truce of one day for the purpose of 
burying their slain. Brasidas granted them two days, which 
were employed both by them and by him in preparations for the 
defence and attack of Lekythus; each party fortifying the houses 
on or near the connecting isthmus. 

In the mean time he convened a general assembly of the To
ronrean population, whom he addressed in the same conciliating 
and equitable language as he had employed elsewhere. "Ile 
had not come to harm either the city, or any individual citizen. 
Those who had let him in, ought not to be regarded as bad men 
or trai_tors, for they had acted with a view to the benefit and the 
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liberation of their city, not in order to enslave it, or to acquire 
profit for themselves. On the other hand, he did not think the 
worse of those who had gooe over to Lekythus, for their liking 
towards Athens : he wished them to come back freely; and he 
was sure that the more they knew the Lacedremonians the better 
they would esteem them. He was prepared to forgive and forget 
previous hostility, but while he invited all of them to live for the 
future as cordial friends and fellow-citizens, he should also for the 
future hold each man responsible for his conduct, either as friend 
or as enemy." 

On the expiration of the two days' truce, Brasidas attacked 
the Athenian garrison in Lekythus, promising a recompense of 
thirty mirnc to the soldier who should first force his way into it. 
Notwithstanding very poor means of defence, partly a wooden 
palisade, partly houses with battlements on the roof, this garri
son repelled him for one whole day: on the next morning he 
brought up a machine, for the same purpose as that which the 
Breotians had employed at Delium, to set fire to the wood-work. 
The Athenians on their side, seeing this fire-machine approaching, 
put up, on a building in front of their position, a wooden scaffold
ing, upon which many of them mounted, with casks of water 
and large stones to break it or to extinguish the flames. At last, 
the weight accumulated becoming greater than the scaffolding 
could support, it broke down with a prodigious noise; so that all 
the persons and things upon it rolled down in confusion. Some 
of these men were hurt, yet the injury was not in reality serious; 
had not the noise, the cries, and strangeness of the incident 
alarmed those behind, who could not see precisely what had oc
curred, to such a degree, that they believed the enemy to have 
already forced the defences. Many of them accordingly took to 
flight, and those who remained were insufficient to prolong the 
resistance successfully; so that Brasidas, perceiving the disorder 
and diminished number of the defenders, relinquished his fire
machine, and again renewed his attempt to carry the place by 
assault, which now fully succeeded. A considerable proportion 
of the Athenians and others in the fort escaped across the narrow 
gulf to the peninsula of Pallene, by means of the two triremes 
and some merchant-vessels at hand : but every man found in it 
was put to death. Brasidas, thus master of the fort, and con
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sidering that he owed his success to the sudden rupture of the 
Athenian scaffolding, regarded this incident as a divine interposi
tion, and presented the thirty minre, which he had promised as a 
reward to the first man who broke in, to the goddess Athene, for 
her temple at Lekythus. Ile moreover consecrated to her the 
entire cape of Lekythus; not only demolishing the defences, but 
also dismantling the private residences which it contained,t so 
that nothing remained except the temple, with its ministers and 
appurtenances. 

"\Vh~t proportion of the Toron:eans who had taken refuge at 
Lekythus had been induced to return by the proclamation of 
Brasidas, alike generous and politic, we are not informed. His 
language and conduct were admirably calculated to set this little 
community again in harmonious movement, and to obliterate the 
memory of past feuds. And above all, it inspired a strong sen
timent of attachment and gratitude towards himself personally ; 
a sentiment which gained strength with every successive incident 
in which he was engaged, and which enabled him to exercise a 
greater ascendency than could ever be acquired by Sparta, and 
in some respects greater than had ever been possessed by Athens. 
It is this remarkable development of commanding individuality, 
animated throughout by straightforward public purposes, and 
binding together so many little communities who had few other 
feelings in common, which lends to the short career of this em
inent man a romantic and even an heroic interest. 

During the remainder of the winter Brasidas employed him
self in setting in order the acquisitions already made, and in 
laying plans for farther conquests in the spring.2 But the begin

. ning of spring - or the close of the eighth year, and beginning 
of the ninth year of tlie war, as Thucydides reckons - brought 
with it a new train of events, which will be recounted in the fol
lowing chapter. 

Thucyd. iv, 114, 115. VOfllrra, uU<tJ TtVL rporr<tJ fi avi'fpwrrei't' T~V <LAwUtJI 
yevfoi'fat. 

2 Thucyd. iv, 116. 

I 
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CHAPTER LIV. 

TRUCE FOR ONE YEAR.-RENEWAL OF WAR AND BATTLE OF 
AMPHIPOLIS.-PEACE OF NIKIAS. 

THE eighth year of the war, described in the last chapter, had 
opened with sanguine hopes for Athens, and with. dark promise 
for Sparta, chiefly in consequence of the memorable capture of 
Sphakteria towards the end of the preceding summer. · It in
cluded, not to mention other events, two considerable and impor
tant enterprises on the part of Athens, against :M:egara and 
against B<l.'otia; the former plan, partially successful, the latter, 
not merely unsuccessful, but attended with a ruinous defeat. 
Lastly, the losses in Thrace, following close upon the defeat at 
Delium, together with the unbounded expectations everywhere en
tertained from the future career of Brasidas, bad again seriously 
lowered the impression entertained of Athenian power. The 
year thus closed amidst humiliations the more painful to Athens, 
as contrasted with the glowing hopes with which it had begun. 

It was now that Athens felt the full value of those prisoners 
whom she had taken at Sphakteria. With those prisoners, as 
Kleon and his supporters had said truly, she might be sure of 
making peace whenever she desired it.I Having such a certainty 
to fall back upon, she had played a bold game, and aimed at 
larger acquisitions during the past year; and this speculation, 
though not in itself unreasonable, had failed : moreover, a new 
phenomenon, alike unexpected by all, had occurred, when Brasidas 
broke open and cut up her empire in Thrace. Still, so great 
was the anxiety of the Spartans to. regain their captives, who 
had powerful friends and relatives at home, that they considered 
the victories of Brasidas chiefly as a stepping-stone towards that 
object, and as a means of prevailing upon Athens to make peace. 
To his animated representations sent home from Amphipolis, set
ting forth !he prospects of still farther success and entreating re
inforcements, they had ·returned a discouraging reply, dictated in 

1 Thucyd. iv, 21. 
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no small degree by the miserable jealousy of some of their chief 
men ; 1 who, feeling themselves cast into the shade, and looking 
upon his splendid career as an eccentric movement breaking loose 
from Spartan routine, were thus on personal as well as political 
grounds disposed to labor for peace. Such collateral motives, 
working upon the caution usual with Sparta, determined her to 
make use of the present fortune and realized conquests of Brasi.,. 
das as a basis for negotiation and recovery of the prisoners; with
out opening the chance of ulterior enterprises, which though they 
might perhaps end in results yet more triumphant, would una
voidably put in risk that which was now secure.2 The history 
of the Athenians during the pas.t year might, indeed, serve as a 
warning to deter the Spartans from playing an adventurous 
game. 

Thucyd. iv, 108. 'O oe E!: Ti)V AaKtOaiµova lrpdµevo1: ·urpanfrv Te 7rpo11
aTrOl1reAAtlV EKiAeve • ••. Ol ell: AaKeclaiµ6vtot ra µi:v Kat rpi'>ov<tJ arril rwv 
TrPWTWV UVO(JWV ovx im11ptr1111av avrc;,, etc. 

' Thucyd. iv, 117. Tov1: yap cli) uvclpa1: Trtpl '!rAtloVO!: f1rDlOVVTO Koµiuau
i}ai, "'' frt Bpa11icla1: evrvxei • Kat lµeA.A.ov, lrrl µei,ov xwpq11avro1: avroii Kal 
uvrirraAa Kara11rfJ11avro1:, TWV µi:v 11ripe11iJai, TOL!: cl' EK TOV foov uµvvoµevot 
KlVOVVtVtlV Kat Kpar~ueiv. 

This is a perplexing passage, and the sense put upon it by the best com
mentators appears to me unsatisfactory. 

Dr. Arnold observes : " The sense required must be something of this 
sort. If Brasidas were still more successful, the consequence would be that 
they would lose their men taken at Sphakteria, and after all would run the 
risk of not being finally victorious." To the same purpose, substantially. 
Haack, Poppo, Goller, etc. But surely this is a meaning which cannot haYe 
been present to the mind of Thucydides. For how could the fact, of Bra 
sidn.s being more successful, cause the Lacedremonians to lose the chance of 
regaining their prisoners 1 The larger the acquisitions of Brasidas, the 
greater chance did the Lacedremonians stand of getting back their prisen
ers, because they would have more to give up in exchange for them. And 
the meaning proposed by the commentators, inadmissible under all circum
stances, is still more excluded by the very words immediately preceding in 
Thucydides : " The Lacedremonians were above all things anxious to get 
back their prisoners, while Brasidas was yet in full success ; " (for w1: with 
fri must mean substantially the same as lw>-) It is impossible imm1Jdi
ately after this, that he can go on to say : " Yet if Brasidas became still 
more succes~ful, they would lose the chance of getting the prisoners back." 
Bauer and Poppo, who notice this contradiction, profess to solve it by say
ing, "that if Brasidas pushed his successes farther, the Athenians would be 

http:l�eA.A.ov
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Ever since the capture of Sphakteria, the Lacedremonians 
had been attempting, directly or indirectly, negotiations for peace 

seized with such violence of hatred and indignation, that they would put 
the prisoners to death." Poppo supports this by appealing to iv, 41, which 
passage, however, will be found to calTy no proof in the case: and the 
hypothesis fa in itself inadmissible, put up to sustain an inadmissible 
meaning. 

Next, as to the words uvriTral\a IWTa<IT~1;avror (hr? µeil;ov 'XJ'1p~<Iavror 
avroii Kai uvrbral\a Kararrrfwavror); Gi)Jler translates these: "Postquam 
Brasidas in majus profccissct, et sua arma cum potestate Atheniensiwn cequas
set." To the same pu11lose also Haack and Poppo. But if this were the 
meaning, it would seem to imply, that Brasidas had, as yet, done nothing 
aud gained nothing; that his gains were all to be made during the future. 
'Vhereas the fact is distinctly the reverse, as Thucydides himself has told 
us in the line preceding: Brasidas had already made immense acquisitions, 
- so great and serious, that the principal anxiety of the Lacedremonians 
was to make use of what he had already gained as a means of getting back 
their prisoners, before the tide of fortune could turn ag·ainst him. 

Again, the last part of the sentence is considercc! by Dr. Arnold and 
other commentators as corrupt; nor is it agreed to what previous subject 
roir oe is intended to refer. 

So inadmissible, in my judgment, is the meaning assigned by the com
mentators to the general passage, that, if no other meaning could be found 
in the words, I should regard the whole sentence as COITUpt in some way or 
other. But I think another meaning may be found. 

I admit that the words fa! ftti(ov x(,)p~rravror avToii might signify, "if he 
should arrh·e at greater success;" upon the analogy of i, 17, and i, 118, 
brl '/!'AtiO"TOV txiiPT/<IaV ovvaµwr - E'/!'t µeya txCipT/<Iav ovvuµwr. But they 
do not neeessarily, nor even naturally, bear this signification. Xwpeiv hr? 
(with accus. case) means to march upon, to aim at, to go at or go far (adopt
ing an English colloquial equivalent), t:r.Cipovv l'll'? Ti)v uvrucpvr tl\ev-aepiav 
(Thucyd. viii, 64). The phrase might be used, whether the person of 
whom it was affirmed succeeded in his object or not. I conceive that in 
this place the words mean : "if Brasidas should go at something greater;" 
if he should aim at, "or march upon, greater objects;" without affirm
ing the point, one way or the other, whether he would attain or miss what 
he aimed at. 

Next, the words uvTt'l!'aAa 1cara<IT~<Iavro~ do not refer, in my judgment, 
to the future gains of Brasidas, or to their magnitude and comparative 
avail in negotiation. The words rather mean: "if he should set out in 
open contest and hostility that which he had already acquired," (thus ex· 
posing it to the chance of being lost,) "if he should put himself and his 
already-acquired gains in battle-front against the enemy." The meaning 
would be then substantially the same as KararrTfirravror iavrov avTirral\ov. 
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and the recovery of the prisoners ; their pacific dispositions 
being especially instigated by king Pleistoanax, whose peculiar 

The two words here discussed are essentially obscure and elliptical, and 
every interpretation must proceed by bringing into light those ideas which 
they imperfectly indicate. Now, the interpretation which I suggest keeps 
quite as closely to the meaning of the two words as that of Haack and 
Goller; while it brings out a general sense, making the whole sentence, of 
which these two words form a part, distinct and instructive. The substan
tive, which would be understood along with avTi1raAa, would be Ta rrpay
µara; or perhaps TU evTvx~µara, borrowed from the verb evTvxei, which 
immediately precedes. 

In the latter part of the sentence, I think that Toi~ oe refers to the same 
subject as avri1raAa: in fact, arro roii foov aµvvoµevoi is only a fuller 
expression of the same general idea as avrirraAa. 

The whole sentence wouhl then be construed thns : "For they were most 
anxious to recover their captives while Ilrasidas was yet in good fortu"ue; 
while they were likely, if he should go at more, and put himself as he now 
stood into hostile contention, to remain deprived of their captives; and 
even in regard to their successes, to take the chance of danger or victory 
in equal conflict." 

The sense here brought out is distinct and rational; and I think it lies 
fairly in the words. Thucydides does not intend to represent the Lacedre
monians as feeling, that if Brasidas should really gain more than he had 
gained already, such further acquisition would be a disadvantage to them, 
and prevent them from recovering their captives. lie represents them as 
preferring !lte certainty of those acquisitions which· Brasidas had already 
made, to the chance and hazard of his aiming at greater; which could not be 
done without endangering that which was now secure, and not only secure, 
but sufficient, if properly managed, to procure the restoration of the 
captives. 

l'oppo refers Toi~ oe to the Athenians: Goller refers it to the remaining 
Spartan military force, apart from the captives who were detained at 
Athens. The latter reference seems to me inadmissible, for Toir cle must 
signify some persons or things which have been before specified or indi
cated ; and that which Goller supposes it to mean has not been before indi
cated. To refer it to the Athenians, with Poppo and Haack, in his second 
edition, we should have to look a great way back for the subject, and thero 
is, moreover, a difficulty in construing uµvv6µevot with the dative case. 
Otherwise, this reference would be admissible; though I think it better to 
refer TOt~ oe to the same subject as avrirraA.a. In the phrase Ktvovvevetv, 
or Ktvovvefueiv, for there seems no sufficient reason why this old reading 
should be altered, Ka£ KpaT~cretv, the particle Ka L has a disjunctive 
sense, of which there are analogous examples ; see Kiihner, Griechische 
Grammatik, sect. 726, signifying, substantially, the 11mne as i'/: and exam· 
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circumstances gave him a strong motive to bring the war to a 
close. He had been banished from Sparta, fourteen years before 
the commencement of the war, and a little before the thirty 
years' truce, under the charge of having taken bribes from the 
Athenians on occasion of invading Attica. For more than 
eighteen years, he lived in banishment, close to the temple of 
Zeus Lykreus, in Arcadia; in such constant fear of the Lacedai
monians, that his dwelling-house was half within the consecrated 
ground.I But he never lost the hope of procuring restoration, 
through the medium of the Pythian priestess at Delphi, whom 
he and his · brother Aristokles kept in their pay. To every 
sacred legation which went from Sparta to Delphi, she repeated 
the same imperative injunction: "They must bring back the 
seed of (Herakles) the demi-god son of Zeus, from foreign land 
to their own: if they did not, it would be their fate to plough 
with a silver ploughshare." The command of the god, thus 
incessantly repeated and backed by the influence of those friends 
who supported Pleistoanax at home, at lengtli produced an entire 
change of sentiment at Sparta. In the fourth or fifth year of 
the Peloponnesian war, the exile was recalled; and not merely 
recalled, but welcomed with unbounded honors, received with the 
same sacrifices and choric shows as those which were said to 
have been offered to the primitive kings, on the first settlement 
of Sparta. · 

As in the case of Kleomenes and Demaratus, however, it was 
not long before the previous intrigue came to be detected, or at 
least generally suspected and believed; to the great discredit of 
Pleistoanax, though he could not be again banished. Every 
successive public calamity which befell the state, the miscarriages 
of Alkidas, the defeat of Eurylochus in Amphilochia, and above 

ples even in Thucydides, in such phrases as rotaiira 1ca~ rraparr'J,,~111a 

(i, 22, 143), rotavT1J Ka~ I'm lyyvrara rovr1.1v, v, 74; see Poppo's note on 
i, 22. 

1 Thucyd. v, 17. fiµiuv r~~ ol1'ia~ roii lepov r6re rov AtiJ~ ol1'oiivra q>of3<tJ 
ri:Jv AaKeoa1µov£1.1v. 

" The reason was, that he might be in sanctuary at an instant's notice, 
and yet might be able to perform some of the common offices of life with
out profanation, which could not have been the case had the whole dwelling 
been within the sacred precinct." (Dr. Arnold's note.) 

http:AaKeoa1�ov�1.1v
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all, the unprecedented humiliation in Sphakteria, were imputed 
to the displeasure of the gods in consequence of the impious 
treachery of Pleistoanax. Suffering under such an imputation, 
this king was most eager to exchange the hazards of war for the 
secure march of peace, so that he was thus personally interested 
in opening every door for negotiation with Athens, and in restor· 
ing himself to credit by regaining the prisoners.I 

After the battle of Delium,2 the pacific dispositions of Nikias, 
Laches, and the philo-Laconian party, began to find increasing 
favor at Athens ; 3 while the unforeseen losses in Thrace, coming 
thick upon each other, each successive triumph of Brasidas 
apparently increasing his means of achieving more, tended to 
convert the discouragement of the Athenians into positive alarm. 
Negotiations appear to have been in progress throughout great 
part of the winter : and the continual hope that these might be 
brought to a close, combined with the impolitic aversion of 
Nikias and his friends to energetic military action, help to explain 
the unwonted apathy of Athens, under the pressure of such dis
graces. But so much did her courage flag, towards the close of 
the winter, that she came to look upon a truce as her only means 4 

of preservation against the victorious progress of Brasidas. What 
the tone of Kleon now was, we are not directly informed: he 
would probably still continue opposed to the propositions of 
peace, at least indirectly, by insisting on terms more favorable 
than could be obtained. On this point, his political counsels 
would be wrong; but on another point, they would be much 
sounder and more judicious than those of his rival Nikias: for he 
would recommend a strenuous prosecution of hostilities by Athe
nian force against Brasidas in Thrace. At the present moment 
this was the most urgent political necessity of Athens, whether 
she entertained or rejected the views of peace: and the policy of 
Nikias, who cradled up the existing depression of the citizens by 

1 Thucyd. v, 17, 18. 
1 Thucyd. v, 15. crpaA€vT<.JV o' abTi:iv errt T~ A1/Al<iJ 7rapaxp1Jµa ol 

Aa1w5aiµ6vwi, yvovur viiv µaAAov uv tvoe;oµivovr, rrowiivTat rfiv lviavcrwv 
iKt;retpfov, etc. a Thucyd. iv, llS; v, 43. 

• Thucyd. iv, 117. voµfoavur 'AfJ11vaiot µev ovK uv frt TOV Bpacrlclav crpi:iv 
1rpOl1ll1fOCTtjcrat OVOeV 7rptV 'Tra(JaCTf(tVaCTatvTO 1<afJ' ficrvttaV1 etc. 
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encouraging them to rely on the pacific inclinations of Sparta, 
was ill-judged and disastrous in its results, as the future will 
hereafter show. 

Attempts were made by the peace-party both at Athens and 
Sparta to negotiate at first for a definitive peace: but the condi
tions of such a peace were not easy to determine, so as to satisfy 
both parties, and became more and more difficult, with every 
success of Brasidas. At length the Athenians, eager above all 
things to arrest his progress, sent to Sparta to propose a truce for 
one year, desiring the Spartans to send to Athens envoys with 
full powers to settle the terms: the truce would allow time and 
tranquillity for settling the conditions of a definitive treaty. The 
proposition of the truce for one year,1 together with the first two 
articles ready prepared, came from Athens, as indeed we might 
have 'presumed even without proof; since the interest of Sparta 
was rather against it, as allowing to the Athenians the fullest 
leisure for making preparations against farther losses in Thrace. 
But her main desire was, not so much to put herself in condition 
to make the best possible peace, as to insure some peace which 
would liberate her captives: and she calculated that when once 
.the Athenians had tasted the sweets of peace for one year, they 
would not again voluntarily impose upon themselves the rigorous 
obligations of war.2 

In the month of l\Iarch, 423 B.c., on the fourteenth day of the 
month Elaphebolion at Athens, and on the twelfth day of the 
month Gerastius at Sparta, a truce for one year was concluded 
and sworn, between Athens on one side, and Sparta, Corinth, 
Sikyon, Epidaurus, and l\Iegara, on the other.3 The Spartans, 
instead of merely despatching plenipotentiaries to Athens as the 
Athenians had desired, went a step farther: in concurrence with 
the Athenian envoys, they drew up a form of truce, approved by 

1 This appears from the form of the truce in Thncyd. iv, ll8; it is pre· 
pared at Sparta, in consequence of a previous proposition from Athens; in 
sect. 6. o[ Of luvre>, TEAO!;' l;tDVTe> lovT<.>V, T,,rrep Ka~ vµel> f7µii> KEAEVETe • 

• Thucyd. iv, 117. Kat yevoµevl'j> uvaKCJXii> KaKwV Kat ral.atrrCJpta> µiil.l.ov 
trrdJvµ~ueiv (roi>i- 'A~l'/vaiovi-) avrovi- -rreipauaµevovi: ~vval.l.ayijvai, etc. 

3 Thucyd. iv, 119. The fourteenth of Elaphebolion, and the twelfth of 
Gerastius, designate the same day. The truce went ready-prepared from 
Sparta to Athens, together with envoys Spartan, .Corinthian, Megarian, 
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themselves and their allies, in such manner that it only required 
to be adopted and ratified by the Athenians. The general prin
ciple of the truce was uti possidetis, and the conditions were in 
substance as follows:

1. Respecting the temple at Delphi, every Greek shall have 
the right to make use of it honestly and without fear, pursuant to 
the customs of his particular city. The main purpose of this 
stipulation, prepared and sent verbatim from Athens, was to allow 
Athenian visitors to go thither, which had been impossible during 
the war, in consequence of the hostility of the lloootians L and 
Phocians : the Delphian authorities also were in the inierest of 
Sparta, and doubtless the Athenians received no formal invitation 
to the Pythian games. llut the B1Eotians and Phocians were 
no parties to the truce: accordingly the Laced~monians, while 
accepting the article and proclaiming the general liberty in prin
ci pie, do not pledge themselves to enforce it by arms as far as the 
Boootians and Phocians are concerned, but only to try and per
imade them by amicable representations. The liberty of sacri
ficing at Delphi was at this moment the more welcome to the 
Athenians, as they seem to have fancied themselves under the 
displeasure of Apollo.2 · 

2. All the contracting parties will inquire out and punish, each 
according to its own laws, such persons as may violate the prop
erty of the Delphian god.3 This article also is prepared at 
Athens, for the purpose seemingly of conciliating the favor of 

Sikyonian, and Epidaurian. The truce was accepted by the Athenian as· 
sembly, and sworn to at once by all the envoys as well as by three Athe
nian strategi ( cnrticraa1fot oi: av Ti" a µ a A a Ta> rrptaf3tiar lv T(ii o~µ<,J Tar 

- rrapovaa>, iv, 118, 119); that day being fixed on as the commencement. 
The lunar months in different cities were never in precise agreement. 
1 See Aristophan. Aves, 188. 
• Thucyd. v, 1-32. They might perhaps believe that the occupation of 

Delinm had given offence to Apollo. 
3 Thucyd. iv, 118. Titp~ oe TWV xr11µanw Toii i'hoii emµtA.tl<JIJat tnrwr 

To iii: uot Ko ii v Tai: t;i:vpi/aoµtv, etc. Dr. Thirlwall (Hist. Gr. vol. iii. 
ch. xxiii, p. 273) thinks that this article has reference to past appropriation 
of the Delphian treasure by the Pcloponnesian alliance, for warlike pur· 
poses. Had such a reference been intended, we should probably have found 
the past participle, TOV!: uOtK~aavra, : whereas the present participle, as 
it now stands, is perfectly general, designating acts future and contingent. 

VOL. VI. 19 28oc. 
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ApoIJo and the Delphians. The Lacedremonians accept the 
article literally, of course. 

3. The Athenian garrisons at Pylus, Kythera, Nisrea, and 
Minoa, and l\fethana in the neighborhood of Trrezen, are to 
remain as at present. No communication to take place between 
Kythera and any portion of the mainla.nd belonging to the 
Lacedremonian alliance. The soldiers occupying Pylus shall 
Confine themselves within the space between Buphras and To
meus; those in Nisrea and l\finoa, within the road which leads 
from the chapel of the hero Nisus to the temple of Poseidon, 
without any communication with the population beyond that limit. 
In like manner, the Athenians in the peninsula of l\Iethana near 
Trrezen, and the inhabitants of the latter city, shall observe the 
special convention concluded between them respecting bounda
ries.t 
' 4. The Lacedremonians and their allies shall make use of the 
sea for trading purposes, on their owµ coasts, but shall not have 
liberty to sail in any ship of war; nor in any-rowed merchant
vessel of tonnage equal to five hundred talents. [All war-ships 
were generally impelled by oar: they sometimes used sails, but 
never when wanted for fighting. Merchant-vessels seem gener
ally to have sailed, but were sometimes rowed : the limitation of 
size is added, to insure that the Lacedremonians shall not, under 
color of merchantmen, get up a warlike navy.] 

5. There -shall be free communication by sea as well as by 
land between Peloponnesus and Athens for herald or embassy 
with suitable attendants, to treat for a definitive peace or for the 
adjustment of differences. 

6. Neither side shall receive deserters from the other, whether 
free or slave. [This article was alike important to both parties. 
Athens had to fear the revolt of her subject-allies, Sparta the 
desertion of: Helots.] 

7. Disputes shall be amicably settled, by both parties, accord
ing to their established laws and customs. 

Such was the substance of the treaty prepared at Sparta, 
seemingly in concert with Athenian envoys, and sent by the 
Spartans to Athens for approval, with the following addition : 

1 Thucyd. iv, 118: see Poppo's note. 
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"If there be any provision which occurs to you, more honorable or 
just than these, come to Lacedremon and tell us : for neither the 
Spartans nor their allies will resist any just suggestions. But let 
those who come, bring with them full powers to conclude, in the 
same manner as you desire of us. The truce shall be for one 
year." 

By the resolution which Laches proposed in the Athenian 
public assembly, ratifying the truce, the people farther decreed 
that negotiations should be open for a definitive treaty, and 
directed the strategi to propose to the next ensuing assembly, a 
scheme and principles for conducting the negotiations. But at 
the very moment when the envoys between Sparta and Athens 
were bringing the truce to final adoption, events lrnppened in 
Thrace which threatened to cancel it altogether. Two days 1 

after the important fourteenth of Elaphebolion, but before the 
truce could be made known in Thrace, Skione revolted from 
Athens to llrasidas. 

Skione was a town calling itself Acha:an, one of the numerous 
colonies which, in the want of an acknowledged mother city, 
traced its origin to warriors returning from Troy. It was situated 
in the peninsula of Pallene (the westernmost of those three 
narrow tongues of land into which Chalkidike branches out); 
conterminous with the Eretrian colony l\Iend·e. T~e Skionreans, 
not without considerable dissent among themselves, proclaimed 
their revolt from Athens, under concert with Ilrasidas. He im
mediately crossed the gulf into Pallene, himself in a little boat, 
but with a trireme close at his side; calculating that she would 
protect him against any small Athenian vessel, - while any 
Athenian trireme which he might encounter would attack his 

· trireme, paying no attention to the little boat in which he himself 
was. The revolt of SkiOne was, from the position of the town, 
a more striking defiance of Athens than any of the preceding 
events. For the isthmus connecting Pallene with the mainland 
was occupied by the town of Potidrea,. a town assigned at the 
period of its capture seven years before to Athenian settlers, 
though probably containing some other residents besides. l\Iore
over, the isthmus was so narrow, that the wall of Potidrea barred 

1 Thucyd. iv, 122. 
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it across completely from sea to sea: Pallene was therefore a 
quasi-island, not open to the aid of land-force from the continent, 
like the towns previously acquired by Brasidas. The Skionreans 
thus put themselves, without any foreign aid, into conflict against 
the whole force of Athens, bringing into question her empire not 
merely over continental towns, but over islands. 

Even to Brasidas himself their revolt appeared a step of 
astonishing boldness. On being received into the city, he con
vened a public assembly, and addressed to them the same lan
guage which he had employed at Akanthus and Torone, disavow
ing all party preferences as well as all inte1ference with the internal 
politics of the town, and exhorting them only to unanimous efforts 
against the common enemy. He bestowed upon them at the same 
time the warmest praise for their courage. "They, though exposed 
to all hazards of islanders, had stood forward of their own accord 
to procure freedom, I without waiting like cowards to be driven on 
by a foreign force towards what was clearly their own good. He 
considered them capable of any measure of future heroism, if the 
danger now impending from Athens should be averted, and he 
should assign to them the very first post of honor among the 
faithful allies of Lacedremon." This generous, straightforward, 
and animating tone of exhortation, appealing to the strongest 
political instinct of the Greek mind, the love of complete city au
tonomy, and coming from the lips of one whose whole conduct 
had hitherto been conformable to it, had proved highly efficacious 
in all the previous towns. But in Skione it roused the population 
to the highest pitch of enthusiasm: 2 it worked even upon the 
feelings of the dissentient minority, bringing them round to par
take heartily in the movement: it produced a unanimous and 
exalted confidence which made them look forward cheerfully to all 
the desperate chances in which they had engaged themselves; 
and it produced at the same time, in still more unbounded mani
festation, the same personal attachment and admiration as Brasi
das inspired elsewhere. The Skiomcans not only voted to him 
publicly a golden crown, as the liberator of Greece, but when it 

Thucyd. iv, 120. ovur ovoev U.A..?.o" V1J<1lWTat, etc. 
1 Thucyd. ii·, 121. Kai ol µi:v r.Ktwvalot tr.rjp{)TJ<rav Te Toir A.oyoir, Ka~ 

fJap<r~<JaVTE' r.avu~ oµoiwr, Kat ol, r.ponpov fl~ ~pE<rKE TU r.paaa6µeva, etc. 
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was placed on his head, the burst of individual sentiment and 
i;ympathy was the Rtrongcst of which the Grecian bosom was 
capable. "They crowded round him individually, and encircled 
his head with fillets, like a victorious athlete," I says the historian. 
This remarkable incident illustrates what I observed before, that 
the achievements, the self-relying march, the straightforward pol
itics and probity of this illustrious man, who in character was 
more Athenian than Spartan, yet with the good qualities of 
Athens predominant, inspired a personal emotion towards him 
such as rarely found its way into Grecian political life. The 
sympathy and admiration felt in Greece towards a victorious 
athlete was not merely an intense sentiment in the Grecian mind, 
but was, perhaps of all others, the most wjde-spread and Pan
Ilellenic. It was connected with the religion, the taste, and the 
love of recreation, common to the whole nation, while politics 
tended rather to disunite the separate cities: it was farther a 
sentiment at once familiar and exclusively personal. Of its exag
gerated intensity throughout Greece the philosophers often com
plained, not without good reason ; but Thucydides cannot convey 
a more lively idea of the enthusiasm and unanimity with which 
Brasidas was welcomed at Skione, just after the desperate resolu
tion taken by the citizens, than by using this simile. 

The Lacedremonian commander knew well how much the 
utmost resolution of the Skionmans was needed, and how speedily 
their insular position would draw upon them the vigorous invasion 
of Athens. He accordingly brought across to Pallene a consider
able portion of his army, not merely with a view to the defence of 
Skione, but also with the intention of surprising both Mende and 

,.Potidrea, in both which places there were small parties of con
spirators prepared to open the gates. 

It was in this position that he was found by the commissioners 
who came to announce formally the conclusion of the truce for 
one year, and to enforce its provisions: Athenreus from Spart~ 

Thucyd. iv, 121. Kat OTJµouiq. µf:v xpvuc;; uurpitvc,> UVEOTjUav Wf EAtv-IJe
povvra T~V 'E;l,A[ioa, lclt(i TE eratviovv TE Kat 7rp0Ul/PXOVTO wurrtp u-IJATJTV· 

Compare Plutarch, Pcrik!Cs, c. 28: compare also Krause (Olympia), sect. 
17, p. 162 ('Vien, 1838). It was customary to place a fillet of cloth or linen 
on the head of the victors at Olympia, before putting on the olive wreath. 
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one of the three Spartans who had sworn to the treaty: Ariston
ymus, from Athens. The face of affairs was materially altered 
by this communication; much to the satisfaction of the newly
acquired allies of Sparta in Thrace, who accepted the truce forth
with, but to the great chagrin of Ilrasidas, whose career was thus 
suddenly arrested. Ilut he could not openly refuse obedience; 
and his army was accordingly transferred from the peninsula of 
Pallene to Torone. 

The case of Skione, however, immediately raised an obstruc
tion, doubtless very agreeable to him. The commissioners who 
had come in an Athenian trireme, had heard nothing of the 
revolt of that place, and Aristonymus was astonished to find the 
enemy in Pallene. Dut on inquil'ing into the case, he discovered 
that the Skionreans had not revolted until two days after the day 
fixed for the commencement of the truce: accordingly, while 
sanctioning the truce for all the other cities in Thrace, he refused 
to comprehend Skione in it, sending immediate news home to 
Athens. Ilrasidas, protesting loudly against" this proceeding, 
refused on his part to abandon Skione, which was peculiarly 
endeared to him by the recent scenes ; and even obtained the 
countenance of the Lacedxmonian commissioners, by falsely 
asseverating that the city had revolted before the day named in 
the truce. Violent was the burst of' indignation when the news 
sent home by Aristonymus reached Athens: nor was it softened, 
when the Lacedremonians, acting upon the version of the case 
sent to them by Ilrasi<las and Athenxus, despatched an embassy 
thither to claim protection for Skione, or at any rate to procure 
the adjustment of the dispute by arbitration or pacific decision. 
Having the terms of the treaty on their side, the Athenians were 
least of all disposed to relax from their rights in favor of the first 
revolting islanders. They resolved at once to undertake an ex
pe<lition for the reconquest of Skione; and farther, on the propo
sition of Kleon, to put to death all the adult male inhabitants of 
that place as soon as it should have been reconquered. At the 
same time, they showed no <lisposition to throw up the truce gen
erally; and the state of feeling on both sides ten<le<l to this result, 
that, while the war continue<l in Thrace, it was suspended every
where ebe.l 

1 Thucy<l. iv, 122, 123. 
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Fresh intelligence soon arrived, carrying exasperation at 
Athens yet farther, of the revolt of l\Iende, the adjoining town 
to Skione. Those l\Iend::eans, who had laid their measures for 
secretly introducing Brasidas, were at first baffled by the arrival 
of the truce-commissioners; but they saw that he retained his 
liold on Skione, in spite of the provisions of the truce, and they 
ascertained that he was willing still to protect them if they 
revolted, though he could not be an accomplice, as originally 
projected, in the surprise of the town. Being, moreover, only a 
small party, with the sentiment of the population against them, 
they were afraid, if they now relinquished their scheme, of being 
detected and punished for the partial steps already taken, when 
the Athenians should come against Skibne. They therefore 
thought it on the whole the least dangerous course to persevere. 
They proclaimed their revolt from Athens, constraining the reluc
tant citizens to obey them :1 the government seems before to have 
been democratical, but they now found means to bring about an 
oligarchical revolution along with the revolt. Brasidas immedi
ately accepted their adhesion, and willingly undertook to protect 
them, professing to think that he had a right to do so, because 
they had revolted openly after the truce had been proclaimed. 
But the truce upon this point was clear, which he himself virtually 
admitted, by setting up as justification certain alleged matters in 
which the Athenians had themselves violated it. Ile immediately 
made preparation for the defence both of l\Iende and Skione 
against the attack, which was now rendered more certain than 
before, conveying the women and children of those two towns 
across to the Chalkidic Olynthus, and sending thither as garri?on 

• Thucyd. iv, 123. tJ.10 Kai ol :Mevoaioi µii.Uov lro"Aµ11!1av, r~v re roii Bpaa
/oov yvwµ7JV opwvn~ troiµ11v, Kat aµa TWV Tr pa (1110 v T (J v u"' i (1 t v 0 Ai y (J v 
Te 5v T (J v, /Wt °''rare tµi'A"A11aav (JVKirt UVEVTCJV, u"A"Ail Ka Ta /3 ta a aµ iv (J v 
Trapil yvwµ11v TOV!: TrOA~.ov~, iv, 130. 0 o~.u.or evi'Jvr uva"Aa,3wv ril 
c'hr"Aa Trepwpy~r txwpei tTri re _ITe"Aoirovv11aiov~ Ka' rovr ril lv avria 
urpiat µer' av rw v Trp u~av ra~, etc. 

The Athenians, after the conquest of the place, desire the Mendreans 
1rOAtreue1v wairep elCJ>Yiaav. 

Mende is another case in which the bulk of the citizens were a\·erse to 
revolt from Athens, in spite of neighboring example. 
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five hundred Peloponnesian l1oplites with three hundred Chalkillic 
peltasts; the commander of which force, Polydamidas, took pos
session of the acropolis with his own troops separately.I Brasidas 
then withdrew himself with the greate~ part of his army, to 
accompany Perdikkas on an expedition into the interior against 
Arrhibreus and the Lynkestre. On what ground, after having 
before entered into terms with Arrhibreus, he now became his 
active enemy, we are left to conjecture: probably his relations 
with Perdikkas, whose alliance was of essential importance, were 
~uch that this step was forced upon him against his will, or he 
may really have thought that the force under Polydamidas was 

. adequate to the defence of Mende and Skione; an idea which 
the unaccountable backwardness of Athens for the last six or 
eight months might well foster. Had he even remained, indeed, 
he could hardly have saved them, considering the situation of 
Pallene and the superiority of Athens at sea ; but his absence 
made their ruin certain.2 · 

While Brasidas was thus engaged far in the interior, the Athe
nian armament under Nikias and Nikostratus reached Potida~a : 
fifty triremes, ten of them Chian ; one thousand hoplites and six 
hundred bowmen from Athens ; one thousand mercenary Thra
cians, with some peltasts from JHethone and other towns in the 
neighborhood. From Potidrea, they proceeded by Hea to Cape 
Poseidonium, near which they landed for the purpose of attacking 
1\Iende. Polydamidas, the Peloponnesian commander i~" the 
town, took post with his force of seven hundred hoplites, including 
three hundred Skionmans, upon an eminence near the city, strong 
and difficult of approach: upon which the Athenian generals 
divided their forces; Nikias, with sixty Athenian chosen hoplites, 
one hundred and twenty lHethonean peltasts, and all the bowmen, 
tried to march up the 'hill by a side path and thus turn the posi
tion; while Nikostratus with the main army attacked it in front. 
But such were the extreme difficulties of the ground that both 
were repulsed: Nikias was himself wounded, and the division of 
Nikostratus was thrown into great disorder, narrowly escaping a 
destructive defeat. The l\Iendreans, however, evacuated the 
position in :he night and retired into the city ; while the Athe

1 Thucyd. iv, 130. 2 Thucyd. iv, 123, 124. 
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nians, sailing round on the morrow to the suburb on the side of 
Skione, ravaged the neighboring lands ; and Nikias on the ensu
ing day carried his devastations still farther, even to the border 
of the SkiOnrean territory. 

But dissensions had already commenced within the walls, and 
the Skionrean auxiliaries, becoming mistrustful of their situation, 
took advantage of the night to return home. The revolt of 
Mende had been brought about against the will of the citizens by 
the intrigues and for the benefit of an oligarchical faction : more
over, it does not appear that Brasidas personally visited the town, 
as he had visited Skione and the other revolted towns : had he 
come, his personal influence might have done much to soothe the 
offended citizens, and create some disposition to adopt the revolt 
as a fact accomplished, after they had once been compromised 
with Athens. But his animating words had not been heard, and 
the Peloponnesian troops whom he had sent to Mende, were 
mere instruments to sustain the newly erected oligarchy and keep 
out the Athenians. The feelings of the citizens generally towards 
them were soon unequivocally displayed. Nikostratus with half 
of the Athenian force was planted before that gate of J!ifende 
which opened towards Potidrea: in the neighborhood of that gate, 
within the city, was the place of arms and the chief station both 
of the Peloponnesians and of the citizens ; and Polydainidas, 
intending to make a sally forth, was marshalling both of .them in 
battle order, when one of the J\Iendrean Demos, manifesting with 
angry vehemence a sentiment common to most of them, told him, 
"that he would not sally forth, and did not choose to take part in 
the contest." Polydamidas seized hold of the man to punish him, 
when the mass of the armed Demos, taking part with their com

, rade, made a sudden rush upon the Peloponnesians. The latter, 
unprepared for such an onset, sustained at first some loss,· and 
were soon forced to retreat into the acropolis ; the rather, as they 
saw some of the J\fendreans open the gates to the besiegers with
out, which induced them to suspect a preconcerted betrayal. No 
such concert, however, existed, though the besieging generals, 
when they saw the gates thus suddenly opened, soon compre
l1ended the real position of affairs. But they found it impossible 
to restrain their soldiers, who pushed in forthwith, from plunder-
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ing the town ; and they had even some difficulty in saving the 
lives of the citizens.I 

Mende being thus taken, the Athenian generals desired the 
body of the citizens to resume their former government, leaving 
it to them to single out and punish the authors of the late revolt. 
What use was made of this permission, we are not told ; but 
probably most of the authors had already escaped into the acrop
olis along with Polydamidas. Having erected a wall of circum
vallation round the acropolis, joining the sea at both ends, and 
left a force to guard it, the Athenians moved away to begin the 
siege of Skione, where they found both the citizens and the 
Peloponnesian garrison posted on a strong hill, not far from the 
walls. As it was impossible to surround the town without being 
masters of this hill, the Athenians attacked it at once, and were 
more fortunate than they had been before Mende ; for they car
ried it by assault, compelling the defenders to take refuge in the 
town. 'After erecting their trophy, they commenced the wall of 
circumvallation. Before it was finished, the garrison who had 
been shut up in the acropolis of Mende, got into Skione at night, 
having broken out by a sudden sally where the blockading wall 
around them joined the sea. But this did not hinder Nikias from 
prosecuting his operations, so that Skione was in no long time 
completely inclosed, and a division placed to guard the wall of 
circumyallation.ll 

Such was the state of affairs which Brasidas found on return
ing from the inland Macedonia. Unable either to recover Mende 
or to relieve Skione, he was forced to confine himself to the pro
tection of Torone. Nikias, however, without attacking Torone, 
returned soon afterwards with his armament to Athens, leaving 
Skione under blockade. 

The march of Brasidas into Macedonia had been unfortunate 
in every way, and nothing but his extraordinary gallantry rescued 
11im from utter ruin. The joint force of himself and Perdikka:i 
consisted of three thousand Grecian hoplites, Peloponnesian, 
Akanthian, and Chalkidian, with one thousand l\Iacedonian and 
Chalkidian horse, and a considerable number of non-Hellenic 
auxiliaries. As soon as they had got beyond the mountain-pass 

1 Thneyd. iv, 130; Diodor. xii, 72. • Thucyd. iv, I.~l. 
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into the territory of the Lynkestre, they were met by Arrhibreus, 
and a battle ensued, in which that prince was completely worsted. 
They halted here for a few days, awaiting - before they pushed 
forward to attack the villages in the territory of Arrhibreus - the 
arrival of a body of Illyrian mercenaries, with whom Perdikkas 
had concluded a bargain.1 At length Perdikkas became impa
tient to advance without them; while Brasidas, on the contrary, 
apprehensive for the fate of i\Iende during his· absence, was bent 
on returning back., The di:;sension between them becoming 
aggravated, they parted company and occupied separate encamp
ments at some distance from each other, when both received 
unexpected intelligence which made Perdikkas as anxious to 
retreat as Brasidas. The Illyrians, having broken their compact, 
had joined Arrhibreus, and were now in full march to attack the 
invaders. The untold number of these barbarians was reported 
as overwhelming, and such was their reputation for ferocity as 
well as for valor, that the i\Iacedonian army of Perdikkas, seized 
with a sudden panic, broke up in the night and fled without orders, 
hurrying Perdikkas himself along with them, and not even send
ing notice to Brasidas, with whom nothing had been concerted 
about the retreat. In the morning, the latter found Arrhibreus 
and the Illyrians close upon him, while the l\Iacedonians were 
already far advanced in their journey homeward. 

The contrast between the man of' Ilellas and of l\Iacedonia, 
general as well as soldiers, was never more strikingly exhibited 
than on this critical occasion. The soldiers of Brasidas, though 
surprised as well as deserted, lost neither their courage nor their 
discipline: the commander preserved not only his presence of 
mind, but his full authority. His hoplites were directed to form 
in a hollow square, or oblong, with the light-armed and attend
ants in the centre, for the retreating march: youthful soldiers 
were posted either in the outer ranks, or in convenient stations, to 
run out swiftly and repel the assailing enemy; while Brasidas 
himself, with three hundred chosen men, formed the rear-guard.2 

The short harangue which, according to a custom universal 
with Grecian generals, he addressed to his troops immediately 
before the enemy approached, is in many respects remarkable. 

1 'l'hncyd. iv, 124. • Thncyd. iv, 125. 
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Though some were Akanthians, some Chalkidians, some Helots, 
he designates all by the honorable title of " Peloponnesians." 
Reassuring them· against the desertion of their allies, as well as 
against the superior numbers of the advancing enemy, he invokes 
their native, homebred courage.I " Ye do not require the 
presence of allies to inspire you with bravery, nor do ye fear 
superior numbers of an enemy ; for ye belong not to those polit
ical communities in which the larger number governs the smaller, 
but to those in which a few men rule subjects more numerous than 
themselves, having acquired their power by no other means than 

· by superiority in battle." Next, Brasidas tried to dissipate the 
prestige of the Illyrian name; his army had already vanquished 
the Lynkestre, and these other barbarians were noway better. A 
nearer acquaintance would soon show that they were only formi
dable from the noise, the gestures, the clashing of arms, and the 
accompaniments of their onset; and that they were incapable 
of sustaining the reality of close combat, hand to hand. "They 
have no regular order (said he) such as to impress them with 
shame for deserting their post : flight and attack are with them 
in equally honorable esteem, so that there is nothing to test the 
really courageous man: their battle, wherein every man fights as 
he chooses, is just the thing to. furnish each with a decent pretence 
for running away." "Repel ye their onset whenever it comes; 
and so soon as opportunity offers, resume your retreat in rank 
and order. Ye will soon arrive in a place of safety ; and ye will 
be convinced that such crowds, when their enemy has stood to 
defy the first onset, keep aloof with empty menace a~d a parade 
of courage which never strikes; while if their enemy gives way, 
they show themselves smart and bold in running after him where 
there is no danger." 2 

1 Thucyd. iY, 126. 'AyafJoz, yilp elvat vµZv rrpouf/Ket TU rro'Uµta, ov dtil. 
;vµµax_wv rrapovuiav eKa<JTore, uAAu Ot' olKeiav upeT~v, Kai µ11oev rrA'iJfJo, 
1wpof37JufJat l:Tipwi•, oZ ye (µ1JOE) um} TrOAlTetWV TOWVTWV ~KETe, EV al, ob 
Trot.Aol bAiywv ii.px.ov<JLV, uAAil rrAelOV(,)V µii.AA.ov l:Aa<JIJOV£" 0 v K ii. A A 'fl T t v' 
KT1/<Jaµevot T~V ovvauretav ~ Tfi:i µax_oµevot KpaTeZv. 

• Thucyd. iv, 126. Ovre yup ra;w lx_ovu, aiux.vvfJeZev av AtTretv Ttva 
xwpav {3rn,oµevoi· q Te ¢ivy~ aVTW1/ Kat fj £¢000, fo11v ex_ovua oo;av TOV tcaAoii 
ave;eAiyKTOV Kat TO uvopetov EX.et" aVTOKparnp at µax.11 µ6.Atur' av Kat rrpo
.pautv roii uw,eufJai (se sanver) rivt rrpem5vTw, rropfoete. 
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The supenority of disciplined and regimented force over dis
orderly numbers, even with equal undivided courage, is now a 
truth so familiar, that we require an effort of imagination to put 
ourselves back into the fifth century before the Christian era, 
when this truth was recognized only among the Hellenic commu~ 
nities ; when the practice of all their neighbors - Illyrians, 
Thracians, Asiatics, Epirots, and even Macedonians - implied 
ignorance or contradiction of it. ·In respect to the Epirots, the 
difference between their military habits and those of the Greeks 
has been already noticed, having been pointedly manifested in 
the memorable joint attack on the Akarnanian town of Stratus, 
in the second year of the war.1 Both Epirots and l\facedonians, 
l1owever, are a step nearer to the Greeks than either Thracians, 
or these Illyrian barbarians against whom Brasidas was now 
about to contend, and in whose case the contrast comes out yet 
more forcibly. Nor is it merely the contrast between two modes 
of fighting which the Lacedremonian commander impresses upon 
his soldiers: he gives what may be called a moral theory of the 
principles on which that contrast is founded, - a theory of large 
range and going to the basis of Grecian social life, in peace as 
well as in war. The sentiment in each individual man's bosom, 

!.apwr TE 'lrUV TO 'lrpoiirrapxov oetvilv a'lr' avTWV opaTe, lpy<,J µ'i:v {3paxv ov, 
ln/J£t oe 1<a2 aKO~ KaTacmepxov. 'O vrroµeivavrer t1rt</>ep6µevov, Kat OTaV 
Katpilr 1/, KO(fµ,,, Kat Ta;et av&ir vrrayay6vrer, lr re TO U(fpal..<r -{){i(f(fOV 
acpi.;eu-i9e, Ka2 yvW(f£(f-i9e TO AOL1rOV on ol TOlOVTOL oxl..ot Toir µev T~V 7rpWTTJV 
lcpocSov &;aµivotr U'lr o-i9 e v U1r£LAair TO UV op el ov µe A A~(f eL E'lrl· 
"0 µ 1r 0 v (f Lv, oZ o' av eZ;wcnv avTOl>, KaTa 'lrOOar TO einJivxov e11 T/iJ a(fcpal..ei 
o.;eir lrruJetKVVVTal. 

The word µil../..TJ(ftr, which occurs twice in this chapter in regard to the 
Illyrians, is very expressive and at the same time difficult to translate into 
any other language,-"what they seem on the point of doing, but never 
realize." See also i, 69. 

The speech of the Roman consul Manlius, in describing the Gauls, de
serves to be compared: "Procera corpora, promissre et nitilatre comre, 
vasta scuta, prrelongi gladii: ad hoc cantus ineuntium prrelium, et ululatus 
et tripudia, et qiiatientium scuta in patrium quendam morem horrendus 
annorum crepitus: omnia de industrill composita ad terrarem." (Livy, xxxviii, 
l~) . . 

1 Thucyd. ii, 81. See above, chap xlviii, of this History. 
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of a certain place which he has to fill and duties which he has to 
perform, combined with fear of the displeasure of his neighbors 
as well as of his own self-reproach if he shrinks back, but at the 
same time essentially bound up and reciprocating with the feel
ing that his neighbors are under corresponding obligations 
towards him, - this sentiment, which Brasidas invokes as the 
settled military creed of his soldiers in their ranks, was not less 
the regulating principle of their intercourse in peace as citizens 
of the same community. Simple as this principle may seem, it 
would have found no response in the army of Xerxes, or of the 
Thracian Sitalkes, or of the Gaul Brennus. The Persian soldier 
rushes to death by order of the Great King, perhaps under terror 
of a whip which the Great King commands to be administered to 
him: the Illyrian or the Gaul scorns such a stimulus, and obeys 
only the instigation of his own pugnacity, or vengeance, or love of 
blood, or love of booty, but recedes as soon as that individual 
sentiment is either satisfied. or overcome by fear. It is the 
Greek soldier alone who feels himself bound to his comrades by 
ties reciprocal and indissoluble,1 - who obeys neither the will of 
a king, nor his own individual impulse, but a common and imper
ative sentiment of obligation, - whose honor or shame is attached 
to his own place in the ranks, never to be abandoned nor over
stepped. Such conceptions of military duty, established in the 
minds of these soldiers whom Brasidas addressed, will come to be 
farther illustrated when we describe the memorable Retreat of 
the Ten Thousand: at present, I merely indicate them as form
ing a part of that general scheme of morality, social and political 
as well as military, wherein the Greeks stood exalted above the 
nations who surrounded them. 

But there is another point in the speech of Brasidas which 
deserves notice. He tells his soldiers: " Courage is your home
bred property; for ye belong to communities wherein the small 

1 See the memorable remarks of Hippokratcs and Aristotle on the differ
ence in respect of courage between Europeans and Asiatics, as well as 
between Hellens and non-Hellens (Hippokrates, De Aere, Locis, et Aquis, 
c. 24, ed. Littre, sect. 116, seq., ed. Petersen; Aristo tel. Politic. vii, 6, 1-5), 
and the conyersation between Xerxes and Demaratus (Herodot. vii. 103, 
104). 
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number governs the larger, simply by reason of superior prowess 
in themselves and conquest by their ancestors." First, it is re
markable that a large proportion of the Peloponnesian soldiers, 
whom Brasidas thus addresses, consisted of Helots, the conquered 
race, not the conquerors: yet so easily does the military or reg
imental pride supplant the sympathies of race, that these men 
would feel flattered by being addressed as if they were them
selves sprung from the race which had enslaved their ancestors. 
Next, we here see the right of the strongest invoked as the legi
timate source of power, and as a!l honorable a~d ennobling re
collection, by an officer of Dorian race, oligarchical politics, 
unperverted intellect, and estimable character: and we shall 

- accordingly be prepared, when we find a similar principle here
after laid down by the Athenian envoys at :Melos, to disallow the 
explanation of those who treat it merely as a theory invented by 
demagogues and sophists, upon one or other of whom it is com
mon to throw the blame of all that is objectionable in Grecian 
politics or morality. 

Having finished his harangue, Brasidas gave orders for retreat. 
As soon as his march began, the Illyrians rushed upon him with 
all the confidence and shouts of pursuers against a flying enemy, 
believing that they should completely destroy his army. But 
wherever they approached near, the young soldiers specially 
stationed for the purpose, turned upon and beat them back with 
severe loss; while Brasidas himself, with his rear-guard of three 
hundred, was present everywhere rendering vigorous aid. When 
the Lynkestre and Illyrians attacked, the army halted and re
pelled them, after which it resumed its retreating march. The 
barbarians found themselves so rudely handled, and with such 
unwonted vigor, - for they probably had had no previous expe
rience of Grecian troops, - that after a few trials they desisted 
from meddling with the army in its retreat along the plain. They 
ran forward rapidly, partly in order to overtake the 1\Iacedonians 
under Perdikkas, who had fled before, partly to occupy the nar
row pass, with high hills on each side, which formed the entrance 
into Lynkestis, and which lay in the road of Brasidas. When 
the latter approached this narrow pass, he saw the barbarians 
masters of it; several of them were already on the summits, and 
more were ascending to reinforce them ; while a portion of 
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them were moving down upon his rear. Brasidas immediately 
gave orders to his chosen three hundred, to charge up the most 
assailable of the two hills, with their best speed, before it became 
more numerously occupied, not staying to preserve compact 
ranks. This unexpected and vigorous movement disconcerted 
the barbarians, who fled, abandoning the eminence to the Greeks, 
and leaving their own men in the pass exposed on one of their 
flanks.I The retreating army, thus master of one of the side 
hills, was enabled to force its way through the middle pass, and 
to drive away the Lynkestian and Illyrian occupants. Having 
got through this narrow outlet, Brasidas found himself on the 
higher ground, nor did his enemies dare to attack him farther: 
so that he was enabled to reach, even in that day's march, the 
first town or village in the kingdom of Perdikkas, called Arnissa. 
So incensed were his soldiers with the Macedonian subjects of 
Perdikkas, who had fled on the first news of danger without 
giving them any notice, that they seized and appropriated all the 
articles of baggage, not inconsiderable in number, which hap
pened to have been dropped in the disorder of a nocturnal flight; 
and they even unharnessed and slew the oxen out of the baggage
carts.2 

Perdikkas keenly resented this behavior of the troops of Bras
idas, following as it did immediately upon his own quarrel with 
that general, and upon the mortification of his repulse from Lyn
kestis. From this moment he broke off his alliance with the 
Peloponnesians, and opened negotiations with Nikias, then en
gaged in constructing the wall of blockade round SkiOne. Such 
was the general faithlessness of this prince, however, that Nikias 

1 Thucyd. iv, 128. It is not possible clearly to understand this passage 
without some knowledge of the ground to which it refers. I presume that 
the regular road through the defile, along which the main army of Brasidas 
passed, was long and winding, making the ascent to the top very gradual, 
but at the same time exposed on both sides from the heights above. The 
detachment of three huudred scaled the steep heights on one side, and drove 
away the enemy, thus making it impossible for him to remain any longer 
even in the main road. But I do not suppose, with Dr. Arnold, that the 
main army of Brasidas followed the three hundred, and "broke out of the 
valley by scaling one of its sides: " they pursued the main road, as soon as 
it was cleared for them. 1 Tlmcyd. iv, 127, 128. 
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required as a condition of the alliance, some manifest proof of 
the sincerity of his intentions; and Perdikkas was soon enabled 
to afford a proof of considerable importance.I 

The relations between Athens and Pcloponnesus, since the 
conclusion of the truce in the preceding l\Iarch, had settled into 
a curious combination. In Thrace, war was prosecuted by mu
tual understanding, and with unabated vigor; but everywhere 
else the truce· was observed. The main purpose of the truce, 
however, that of giving time for discussions preliminary to a 
definitive peace, was completely frustrated; nor does the decree 
of the Athenian people, which stands included in their vote sanc
tioning the truce, for sending and receiving envoys to negotiate 
such a peace, ever seem to have been executed. 

Instead of this, the Lacedremonians despatched a considerable 
reinforcement by land to join Brasidas; probably at his own re
quest, and also instigated by hearing of the Athenian armament 
now under Nikias in Pallene. But fachagoras, the commander 
of the reinforcement, on reaching the borders of Thessaly, found 
all farther progress impracticable, and was compelled to send 
back his troops: For Perdikkas, by whose powerful influence 
alone llrasidas had been enabled to pass through Thessaly, now 
directed his Thessalian guests to keep the new-comers off; which 
was far more easily executed, and was gratifying to the feelings 
of Perdikkas himself, as well as an essential service to the Athe
nians.2 Ischagoras, however, with a few companions, but without 
his army, made his way to llrnsidas, having been particularly 
directed by the Lacedremonians to inspect and report upon the · 
slate of affairs. Ile numbered among his companions a few 
select Spartans of the military age, intended to be placed as 
11armosts or governors in the cities reduced by Brasidas: this 
was among the first violations, apparently often repeated after
wards, of the ancient Spartan custom, that none except elderly 

1 Thucyd. iY, 128-132. Some lines of the comic poet Hermippus are 
preserved (in the <Popµorpopot, l\Ieiueke, Fragm. p. 407) respecting Sitalkes 
and Perdikkas. Among the presents brought home by Dionysus in his 
voyage, there is numbered "the itch from Sitalkes, intended for the Lace
dremonians, and many shiploads of lies from Perdikkas." Kal 7r:apil 
ITepoiKKOv ipevo7J vavu1v 7r:avv 7r:Oi1.i1.az,. 2 Thucyd. iv, 132. 

VOJ,. VJ. 29oc. 
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men, above the military age, sliould be named to such posts. 
Indeed, Brasidas himself was an illustrious departure from the 
ancient rule. The mission of these officers was intended to 
guard against the appointment of any but Spartans to such posts, 
for there were no Spartans in the army of Brasidas. One of 
the new-comers, Klearidas, was made governor of Amphipolis; 
another, Pasitelidas, of Torone.l It is probable that these in
specting commissioners may have contributed to fetter the activity 
of Brasidas: and the newly-declared hostility of Perdikkas, 
together with disappointment in the non-arrival of the fresh 
troops intended to join him, much abridged his means. 1Ve hear 
of only one exploit performed by him at this time, and that too 
more than six months after the retreat from Macedonia, about 
January or February 422 B.c. Having established intelligence 
with some parties in the town of Potidrea, in the view of sur
prising it, he contrived to bring up his army in the night to the 
foot of the walls, and even to plant his scaling ladders, without 

Thucyd. iv, 132. Kat ri:iv fJ(JwvTCJV avrCiv.7rapav6µCJr avc!par 
l§ijyov ft< 'I.7r&p.,:.1/r, ware ri:iv 1rOAECJV apxovrar t<a&taruvai t<al µ~ TO Zr 
t v r v x ova' v i?rtrpe?retv. 

Most of the commentators translate ~{3wvrCJv, "young me11," which is not 
the usual meaning of the word : it signifies, "men ef military age," which 
includes both young and middle-aged. If we compare iv, 132 with iii, 36, 
v, 32, and v, 116, we shall see that f1(3Civrer really has this larger meaning: 
compare also µ§xpt nf311r (ii, 46), which means, "until the age of military 
service commenced." 

It is not therefore necessary to suppose that the men taken out by Ischag
oras were very young, for example that they were below the age of thirty, 
as Manso, O. Muller, and Goller would have us believe. It is enough that 
they were within the limits of the military age, both ways. 

Considering the extraordinary reverence paid to old age at Sparta, it is 
by no means wonderful that old men should have been thought exclusively 
fitted for such commands, in the ancient customs and constitution. 

The extensive operations, however, in which Sparta became involved 
through the Peloponnesian war, would render it impossible to maintain 
such a maxim in practice: but at this moment, the step was still recognized 
as a departure from a received maxim, and is characterized as such by 
Thucydides under the term ?rapavoµCJr. 

I explain roZr ivrvxovatv to refer to the case of men not Sparta11S being 
named to these posts: see in reference to this point, the stress which Bras· 
idas lays on the fact that Klcaridas was a Spartan, Thucyd. v; 9. 

http:GTIEF.CF
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being discovered. The sentinel carrying and ringing the bell 
had just passed by on the wall, leaving for a short interval an 
unguarded space (the practice apparently being, to pass this bell 
round along the walls from one sentinel to another throughout 
the night), when some of the soldiers of Brasidas took advantage 
of the moment to try and mount. But before they could reach 
the top of the wall, the sentinel came back, alarm was given, and 
the assailants were compelled to retreat.I 

In the absence of actual war between the ascendent powers in 
and near Peloponnesus, during the course-of this summer, Thu
cydides mentions to us some incidents which perhaps he would 
liave omitted had there been great warlike operations to describe. 
The great temple of Here, between l\Iykenre and Argos (nearer 
to the former, and in early times more intimately connected with 
it., but now an appendage of the latter, l\Iykenre itself having 
been subjected and almost depopulated by the Argeians), enjoyed 

-an ancient Pan-Hellenic reputation ; the catalogue of its priest
esses, seemingly with a statue or bust of each, was preserved or 
imagined through centuries of past time, real and mythical, be
ginning with the goddess herself or her immecfiate nominees. 
Chrysis, an old woman, who had been priestess there for fifty-six 
years, happened to fall asleep in the temple with a burning lamp 
near to her head: the fillet encircling her head took fire, and 
though she herself escaped unhurt, the temple itself, very ancient, 
and perhaps built of wood, was consumed. From fear of the 
wrath of the Argeians, Chrysis fled to Phlius, and subsequently 
thought it necessary to seek protection as a suppliant in the tem
ple of Athene Alea, at Tegea : Phaeinis was appointed priestess 
in her place.II The temple was rebuilt on an adjoining spot by 

1 Thucyd. iv, 135. 
2 Thucyd. ii, 5; iv, 133; Pausan. ii, 17, 7; iii, 5, 6. Hellanikus (a con

temporary of Thucydides, but somewhat older, coming in point of age 
between him and Herodotus) had framed a chronological series of these 
priestesses of Here, with a history of past events belonging to the supposed 
times of each. And such was the Pan-Hellenic importance of the temple 
at this time, that Thucydides, when he describes accurately the beginning 
of the Peloponnesian war, tells us, as one of his indications of time, that 
Chrysis had then been {orty-eight years priestess at the Herreum. To 
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Eupolemus, of Argos, continuing as much as possible the anti
quities and traditions of the former, but with greater splendor and 
magnitude: Pausanias, the traveller, who describes this temple 
as a visitor, near six hundred years afterwards, saw near it the 
remnant of the old temple which had been burned. 

'Ve hear farther of a war in Arcadia, between the two impor
tant cities of .Jl.Iantineia and Tegea, each attended by its Arcadian 
allie~ partly free, partly subject. In a battle fought between 
them at Laodikion, the victory was disputed: each party 
erected a trophy, each sent spoils to the temple of Delphi. We 
shall have occasion soon to speak farther of these Arcadian 
dissensions. 

The Boeotians had been no parties to the truce sworn between 
Sparta and Athens in the preceding month of March; but they 
seem to have followed the example of Sparta in abstaining from 
hostilities de facto: and we may conclude that they acceded to 
the request of Sparta so far as to allow the transit of Athenian 
visitors and sacred envoys through Boeotia to the Delphian 
temple. The only actual incident which we hear of in Breotia 
during this interval, is one which illustrates forcibly the harsh and 
ungenerous ascendency of the Thebans over the inferior Boeotian 
cities) The Thebans destroyed the walls of Thespire, and con
demned the city to remain unfortified, on the charge of atticizing 
tendencies. How far this suspicion was well founded we have no 
means of judging: but the Thespians, far from being dangerous 
at this moment, were altogether helpless, having lost the flower 
of their military force at the battle of Delium, where their sta
tion was on the defeated wing. It was this very helplessness, 
brought upon them by their services to Thebes against Athens, 
which now both impelled and enabled the Thebans to enforce the 
rigorous sentence above mentioned.2 

employ the series of Olympic prize-runners and Olympiads as a continuous 
distribution of time, was a practice which had not yet got footing. 

The catalogue of these priestesses of Here, beginning with mythical and 
descending to historical names, is illustrated by the inscription belong
ing to the temple of Halikarnassus in Boeckh, Corpus Inscr. No. 2655: sea 
Boeckh's Commentary, and Preller, Hellanici Fragmenta, pp. 34, 46. 

1 Xenophon, l\Iemorabil. iii, 5, 6. 2 Thucyd. iv, 133. 
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But the month of l\Iarch, or the Attic Elaphebolion, 422 B.c., 
the time prescribed for expiration of the one year's truce, had 
now arrived. It has already been mentioned that this truce had 
never been more than partially observed: Brasidas ·in Thrace 
had disregarded it from the beginning, and both the contracting 
powers had tacitly acquiesced in the anomalous condition, of war 
in Thrace coupled with peace elsewhere. Either of them had 
thus an excellent pretext for breaking the truce altogether; and 
as neither acted upon this pretext, we plainly see that the par
amount feeling and ascendent parties, among both, tended to 
peace of their own accord, at that time. Nor was there anything 
except the interest of Brasidas, and of those revolted subjects of 
Athens to whom he had bound himself, which kept alive the war 
in Thrace. Under such a state of feeling, the oath taken to 
maintain the truce still seemed imperative on both parties, always 
excepting Thracian affairs. l\loreover, the Athenians were to 
a certain degree soothed by their success at l\lende and Skione, 
and by their acquisition of Perdikkas as an ally, during the 
summer and autumn of 423 B.c. But the state of sentiment 
between the contracting parties was not such as to make it pos
sible to treat for any longer peace, or to conclude any new agree
ment, though neither were disposed to depart from that which 
had been already concluded. 

The mere occurrence of the last day of the truce made no 
practical difference at first in this condition of things. The 
truce had expired: either party might renew hostilities; but 
neither actually did renew them. To the Athenians, there was 
this additional motive for abstaining from hostilities for a few 
months longer: the great Pythian festival would be celebrated 
at Delphi in July or the beginning of August, and as they had 
been excluded from that holy spot during all the interval between 
t!ie beginning of the war and the conclusion of the one year's 
truce, their pious feelings seem now to have taken a peculiar 
longing towards the visits, pilgrimages, and festivals connected 
with it. Though the truce, therefore, had really ceased, no 

.actual warfare took place until the Pythian games were over.I 

1 This seems to me the most reasonable sense to put upon the much
debatcd passage of Thucyd. v, 1. Tov o' lrrtytyvoµivov {}ipovr al µi:v 
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But though the actions of Athens remained unaltered, the talk 
at Athens became very different. Kleon and his supporters 

lvtavuwt urrovoat oul.il.vvro µ€xpt rwv Ilv&i<Jv · 1rn2 iv r-ij t" ex et pi!' 
'A&11vaiot Ll.r1!.iovr avfor11uav eK A~l.ov; again, v, 2. Kl.t<Jv oe 'A&11vaiov> 
TrEtuar fr ra e7rt 0ptjK1/r xwpta f;fa/.evue µera rqv /;I( EXE l pLa V, etc. 

Thucydides says here, that "the truce was dissolved:" the bond imposed 
upon both parties was untied, and both resumed their natural liberty. But 
he does not say that "hostilities recommenced" before the Pythia, as Goller 
and other critics affirm that he says. The interval between the 14th of the 
month Elaphebolion and the Pythian festival was one in which there was no 
binding truce any longer in force, and yet no actual hostilities: it was an 
avaKCJX'i acmovoor, to use the words of Thucydides, when he describes the 
relations between Corinth and Athens in the ensuing year (v, 32). 

The word tKexeip!a here means, in my judgment, the truce proclaimed 
at the season of the Pythian festival, -quite distinct from the truce for one 
year which had expired a little while before. The change of the word in 
the course of one line from urrovoat to iKexeip[a marks this distinction. 

I agree with Dr. Arnold, dissenting both from M. Boeckh and from Mr. 
Clinton, in his conception of the events of this year. Kleon sailed on 
bis expedition to Thrace after the Pythian holy truce, in the beginning 
of August: between that date and the entl of September, happened the 
capture of Torone and the battle of Amphipolis. But the way in which 
Dr. Arnold defends his opinion is not at all satisfactory. In the Disserta
tion appended to his second volume of Thucydides (p. 458), he says: 
" The words in Thucydides al ivtafotot urrovoa2 oteitil.vvro µ£xpt Ilv&fov, 
mean, as I understand them, 'that the truce for a year had lasted on till the 
Pythian games, and then ended:' that is, instead of expiring on the 14th 
of Elaphebolion, it had been tacitly continued nearly four months longer, till 
after midsummer: and it was not till the middle of Hecatombreon that 
Cleon was sent out to recover Amphipolis." 

Such a construction of the word oteA.tA.vvro appears to me inadmissible, 
nor is Dr. Arnold's defence of it, p. 454, of much Yalue: urrovoil~ oial.veiv 
is an expression well known to Thucydides (iv, 23; v, 36), "to dissolve 
the truce." I go along with Boeckh and Mr. Clinton in construing the 
words, except that I strike out what they introduce from their own imagi
nation. They say: "The truce was ended; and the war again renewed, up 
to the time of the Pythian games.'' Thucydides only says " that the truce 
was dissolved; " he does not say "that the war was renewed." It is not 
at all necessary to Dr. Arnold's conception of the facts that the worus 
should be translated as he proposes. His remarks also ( p. 460) upon the 
relation of the Athenians to the Pythian games, appear to me just: but he 
does not advert to the fact, which would have strengthened materially 
what he there says, that the Athenians had been excluded from Delphi 
and from the Pythian festival between the commencement of the war and 
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renewed their instances to obtaiQ. a vigorous. prosecution of the 
war, and renewed them with great additional strength of argu
ment; the question being now open to considerations of political 
prudence, without any binding obligation. 

"At this time (observes Thucydides) 1 the great enemies of 
peace were, Brasidas on one side, and Kleon on the other : the 
former, because he was in full success and rendered illustrious 
by the war ; the latter, because he thought that if peace were 
concluded, he should be detected in his dishonest politics, and be 
less easily credited in his criminations of others." As to Brasi
das, the remark of the historian is indisputable: it would be 
wonderful, indeed, if he, in whom so many splendid qualities 
were brought out by the war, and who had moreover contraeted 
obligations with the Thracian towns which gave him hopes and 
fears of his -0wn, entirely apart from Lacedremon, - it would be 
wonderful if the war and its continuance were not in his view 
the paramount object. In truth, his position in Thrace consti
tuted an insurmountable obs'tacle to any solid or steady peace, 
independently of the dispositions of Kleon. 

But the coloring which Thucydides gives to Kleon's support 
of the war is open to much greater comment. First, we may 
well raise the question, whether Kleon had any real interest in 
war, - whether his personal or party consequence in the city 
was at all enhanced by it. He had himself no talent or compe
tence for warlike operations, which tended infallibly to place 
ascendency in the hands of others, and to throw him into the 
shade. As to his power of carrying on dishonest intrigues with 
success, that must depend on the extent of his political ascen-. 
dency.; while matter of crimination against others, assuming 
him to be careless of truth or falsehood, could hardly be wanting 
either in war or peace ; and if the war brought forward unsuc

the one year's truce. I conceive that the Pythian games were celebrated 
about July or August. In an earlier part of this History (ch. xxviii, vol 
iv, p. 67 ), I said that they were celebrated in autumn; it ought rather to 
be " towards the end of summer." · 

1 Thucyd. v, 16. KUwv TE Kai Bpauioai-, oirrtp aµ¢oripwfhv µaltaTa 
nvavTtOVVTO T~ tlp~v7.1, 0 µev, Ota 1'0 tvroxtiv Tt Kai nµii.uf>at EiC TOV rrolt
ue'iv, 0 oe, yevoµev11i- i/avxiar Kara¢aviuupor voµit;wv UV dvat Katwvprwv, 
1'al arrtuT6Tepor ota,Ballwv, etc. 
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cessful generals open to his accusations, it would also throw up 
successful generals who would certainly outshine him, and would 
probably put him down. In the life which Plutarch has given us 
of Phokion, a plain and straightforward military man, we read 
that one of the frequent and criminative speakers of Athens, 
of character , analogous to that which is ascribed to Kleon, 
expressed his surprise on hearing Phokion dissuade the Athe
nians from embarking in a new war: "Yes (said Phokion), I 
think it right to dissuade them; though I know well, that if there 
be war, I shall h~ve command over you; if there be peace, you 
will have command over me." 1 This is surely a more rational 
estimate of the way in which war affects the comparative impor
tance of the orator and the military officer, than that which 
Thucydides pronounces in reference to the interests of Kleon. 
:Moreover, when we come to follow the political history of Syra
cuse, we shall find the demagogue Athenagoras ultra-pacific, 
and the aristocrat Hermokrates far more warlike : 2 the former 
is afraid, not without reason, that war will raise into consequence 
energetic military leaders dangerous to the popular constitution. 
'\Ve may add, that Kleon himself had not been always warlike; 
he commenced his political career as an opponent of Perikles, 
when the latter was strenuously maintaining the necessity and 
prudence of beginning the Peloponnesian war.a 

But farther, if we should even grant that Kleon had a separate 
party-interest in promoting the war, it will still remain to be con
sidered, whether, at this particular crisis, the employment of 
energetic warlike measures in Thrace was not really the sound 
and prudent policy for Athens. Taking Perikle.s as the best 
judge of that policy, we shall find him at the outset of the war 
inculcating emphatically two important points: 1. To stand vig
orously upon the defensive, maintaining unimpaired their maritime 
empire, "keeping their subject-allies well in hand," submitting 
patiently even to see Attica ravaged. 2. To abstain from trying 
to enlarge their empire or to make new conquests during the 

1 Plutarch, Phokion, c. I G. 

2 Sec the speeches of Atheuagoras antl IIcrmokrntcs Thucy<l. vi, 33-36. 

3 Plutarch, l'crikle~, c. 33-35. 
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war.I Consistently with this well-defined plan of action, Peri
k!es, had he lived, would have taken care to interfere vigorously 
and betimes to prevent Brasidas from making his conquests: had 
such interference been either impossible or accidentally frus
trated, he would have thought no efforts too great to recover 
them. To maintain undiminished the integrity of the empire, as 
well as that impression of Athenian force upon which the empire 
rested, was his cardinal principle. Now it is impossible to deny 
that in reference to Thrace, Kleon adhered more closely than his 
rival Nikias to the policy of Perikles. It was to Nikias, more 
than to Kleon, that the fatal mistake made by Athens in not 
interfering speedily after Brasidas first broke into Thrace is to 
be imputed: it was Nikias and his partisans, desirous of peace 
at almost any price, and knowing that the Lacedremonians also 
desired it, who encouraged his countrymen, at a moment of great 
public depression of spirit, to leave Brasidas unopposed in 
Thrace, and rely on the chance of negotiation with Sparta for 
arresting his progress. The peace-party at Athens carried their 
point of the truce for a year, with the promise and for the ex
press purpose of checking the farther conquests of Brasidas; 
also with the farther promise of maturing that truce into a per
manent peace, and obtaining under the peace even the restora
tion of Amphipolis. 

Such was the policy of Nikias and his party, the friends of 
peace and opponents of Kleon. And the promises which they 
thus held out might perhaps appear plausible in March 422 B.c., 
at the moment when the truce for one year was concluded. But 
the subsequent events had frustrated them in the most glaring 
manner, and had even shown the best reason for believing that 
no such expectations could possibly be realized while Brasidas 
was in unbroken and unopposed action. For the Laced::emonians, 
though seemingly sincere in concluding the truce on the basis of 
titi possidetis, and desiring to extend it to Thrace as well as else
where, had been unable to enforce the observance of it upon 
Brasidas, or to restrain him even from making new acquisitions, 

1 Thucyd. i, 142, 143, 144; ii, 13. J<at ro vavTLKo·v ijn:ep luxilovaLv l~ap
rveai'i-aL, TU re TWV ~vµµ axw v dtd x tlp i'J' exelv-Uywv T~V 
Iaxvv avrolr arri'J TOVTWV elval TWV "xw1µarwv Tq( .rpou6dov, etc. 

VOL. VI. 20 
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so that Athens never obtained the benefit of the truce, exactly in 
that region where she most stood in need of it. Only by the 
despatch of her armament to Skione and Mende had she main
tained herself in possession even of Pallene. Now what was 
the lesson to be derived from this experience, when the Athenians 
came to discuss their future policy, after the truce was at an end? 
The great object of all parties at Athens was to recover the lost 
possessions in Thrace, especially Amphipolis. Nikias, still urging 
negotiations for peace, continued to hold out hopes that the 
Lacedremonians would be willing to restore that place, as the 
price of their captives now at Athens; and his connection with 
Sparta would enable him to announce her professions even upon 
authority. But to this Kleon might make, and doubtless did 
make, a complete reply, grounded upon the most recent experi
ence: "If the Lacedremonians consent to the restitution of Am
phipolis (he would say), it will probably be only with the view of 
finding some means to escape performance, and yet to get back 
their prisoners. But granting that tl;iey are perfectly sincere, 
they will never be able to control Brasidas, and those parties 
in Thrace who are bound up with him by community of feeling 
and interest; so that after all, you will give them back their pris
oners on the faith of an equivalent beyond their power to realize. 
Look at what has happened during the truce! So different are 
the views and obligations of Brasidas in Thrace from those of the 
Lacedremonians, that he would not even obey their order when 
they directed him to stand as he was, and to desist from farther 
conquest: much less will he obey them when they direct him to 
surrender what he has already got: least of all, if they enjoin 
the surrender of Amphipolis, his grand acquisition and his cen
tral point for all future effort. Depend upon it, if you desire to 
regain Amphipolis, you will only regain it by energetic employ
ment of force, as has happened with Skione and l\fende: and 
you ought to put forth your strength for this purpose immedi
ately, while the Lacedremonian prisoners are yet in your hands, 
instead of waiting until after you shall have been deluded into 
giving them up, thereby losing all your hold upon Lacedremon." 

Such anticipations were fully verified by the result: for subse
quent history will show that the Lacedremonians, when they had 
bound themselves by treaty to give up Amphipolis, either would 
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not, or could not, enforce performance of their stipulation, even 
after the death of Brasidas: much less could they have done so 
during his life, when there wa~ his great personal influence, stren
uous will, and hopes of future conquest, to serve as increased 
obstruction to them. Such anticipations were also plainly sug
gested by the recent past: so that in putting them into the mouth 
of Kleon, we are only supposing him to read the lesson open 
before his eyes. 

Now since the war-policy of Kleon, taken at this moment after 
the expiration of the one year's truce, may be thus shown to be not 
only more conformable to the genius of Perikles, but also founded 
on a juster estimate of events both past and future, than the 
peace-policy of Nikias, what are we to say to the historian, who, 
without refuting such presumptions, every one of which is deduced 
from his own narrative, nay, without even indicating their exis
tence, merely tells us that "Kleon opposed the peace in order 
that he might cloke dishonest intrigues and find matter for plau
sible crimination ?" We cannot but say of this criticism, with 
profound regret that such words must be pronounced respecting 
any judgment of Thucydides, that it is harsh and unfair towards 
Kleon, and careless in regard to truth and the instruction of his 
readers. It breathes not that same spirit of honorable impar
tiality which pervades his general history: it is an interpolation 
by the officer whose improvidence had occasioned to his country
men the fatal loss of Amphipolis, retaliating upon the citizen 
who justly accused him: it is conceived in the same tone as his 
unaccountable judgment in the matter of Sphakteria. 

Rejecting on this occasion the judgment of Thucydides, we 
may confidently affirm that Kleon had rational public grounds 
for urging his countrymen to undertake with energy the recon
quest of Amphipolis. Demagogue and leather-seller though he 
was, he stands here honorably distinguished, as well from the 
tameness and inaction of Nikias, who grasped at peace with hasty 
credulity through sickness of the efforts of war, as from the 
restless movement and novelties, not merely unprofitable but 
ruinous, which we shall presently find springing up under the 
auspices of Alkibiades. Perikles had said to his countrymen, at 
a time when they were enduring all the miseries of pestilence, 
and were in a state of despondency even greater than that which 
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prevailed· in B.C. 422: "You hold your empire and your proud 
position, by the condition of being willing to encounter cost, 
fatigue, and danger: abstain from all views of enlarging the 
empire, but think no effort too great to maintain it unimpaired. 
To lose what we have once got is more disgraceful than to fail 
in attempts at acquisition." I The very same language was prob
ably held by Kleon when exhorting his countrymen to an expe
dition for the reconquest of Amphipolis. But when uttered by 
him, it would have a very different effect from that which it had 
formerly produced when held by Perikles, and different also from 
that which it would now have produced if held by Nikias. The 
entire peace-party would repudiate it when it came from Kleon; 
partly out of dislike to the speaker, partly. from a conviction, 
doubtless felt by every one, that an expedition against Brasidas 
\\'Ould be a hazardous and painful service to all concerned in it, 
general as well as soldiers; partly also from a persuasion, sin· 
cerely entertained at the time, though afterwards proved to be 
illusory by the result, that Amphipolis might really be got back· 
through peace with the Laced:emonians. 

If Kleon, in proposing the expedition, originally proposed 
himself as the commander, a new ground of objection, and s 
very forcible ground, would thus be furnished. Since everything 
which Kleon does is understood to be a manifestation of some 
vicious or silly attribute, we are told that this was an instance of 
his absurd presumption, arising out of the success of Pylus, and 

·persuading him tl:tat he was the only general who could put down 
Brasidas. But if the success at Pylus had really filled him with 
such overweening military conceit, it is most unaccountable that 
he should not have procured for himself some command ·during 
the year which immediately succeeded the affair at Sphakteria, 
the eighth year of the war: a season of most active warlike enter
prise, when his presumption and influence arising out of the 
Sphakteri!!n victory must have been fresh and glowing. As he 

Thucyd. ii, 63. Ti/r de 7TOAewr vµii.i; ciKOt; ri;> riµwµiv<,J arro ruii upxeiv, 
r/Jn:ep urravrrt; uyut.Aeai'Je, {3or1i'Jeiv, Kllt µ~ qu;vye1v TOVt; 7TOVOVt; ~ µ~oe T<tt; 
Ttµui; c!LiiKetv, etc. c. 62, aiaxwv oe, ixovrai; a<jiatpei'J1)vat 1/ KTwµivovi; UTV
:rl)aat. Contrast the tenor of the two speeches of Pcrik!Cs (Thucyd. i, 140
144; ii, 60-64) with the description which Thucydides gives of the simple 
"avoidance of risk," (ril aKtvovvov,) which characterized Nikias (v. 16). 

I 
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obtained no command during this immediately succeeding period, 
we may fairly doubt whether he ever really conceived such ex
cessive personal presumption of his own talents for war, and 
whether he did not retain after the affair of Sphakteria the same 
character which he had manifested in that affair, reluctance to 
engage in military expeditions himself, and a disposition to see 
them commanded as well as carried on by others. It fa by no 
means certain that Kleon, in proposing the expedition against 
Amphipolis, originally proposed to take the command of it him
self: I think it at least equally probable, that his original wish 
was to induce Nikias or the strategi to take the command of it, 
as in the case of Sphakteria. Nikias, doubtless, opposed the 
expedition as much as he could: when it was determined by the 
people, in spite of his opposition, he would peremptorily decline 
the command for himself, and would do all he could to force it upon 
Kleon, or at least would be bet.ter pleased to see it under his 
command than under that of any one else. Ile would be not 
less glad to exonerate himself from a dangerous service than to 
see his rival entangled in it; and he would have before him the 
same alternative which he and his friends had contemplated with 
so much satisfaction in the affair of Sphakteria: either the expe
dition would succeed, in which case Amphipolis would be taken, 
or it would fail, and the consequence would be the ruin of 
Kleon. The last of the two was really the more probable at 
.Amphipolis, as Nikias had erroneously imagined it to be at 
.Sphakteria. 

It is easy to see, however, that an expedition proposed under 
these circumstances by Kleon, though it might command a ma
jority in the public assembly, would have a large proportion of 
the citizens unfavorable to it, and even wishing that it might fail. 
l\Ioreover, Kleon had neither talents nor experience for com
manding an army, and the being engaged under his command in 
fighting against the ablest officer of the time, could inspire no 
confidence to any man in putting on his armor. From all these 
circumstances united, political as well as military, we are not 
surprised to hear that the hoplites whom he took out with him 
went with much reluctance.I An ignorant general, with unwilling 

l Thucyd. v, 7. /\al oi1rn&ev wr UKOvrer avri;i ~vv~f,&ov. 
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soldiers, many of them politically disliking him, stood little 
chance of wresting Amphipolis from Brasidas: but had Nikias 
or the strategi done their duty, and carried the entire force of 
the city. under competent command to the same object, the issue 
would probably have been different as to gain and loss; certainly 
very different as to dishonor. 

Kleon started from Peirreus, apparently towards the beginning 
of August, with twelve hundred Athenian, Lemnian, and Imbrian 
hoplites, and three hundred horsemen, troops of excellent quality 
and condition: besides an auxiliary force of allies, number not 
exactly known, and thirty triremes. This armament was not 
of magnitude at all equal to the taking of Amphipolis; for 
Brasidas had equal numbers, besides all the advantages of the 
position. But it was a part of the scheme of Kleon, on arriving 
at Eion, to procure 1\Iacedonian and Thracian reinforcements 
before he commenced his attack. He first halted in his voyage 
near Skione, from which place he took away such of the hoplites 
as could be spared from the blockade. He next sailed across the 
gulf from Pallene to the Sithonian peninsula, to a place called 
the Harbor of the Kolophonians, near Torone.I Having here. 
learned that neither Brasidas himself, nor any considerable Pelo
ponnesian garrison were present in Torone, he landed his forces 
and marched to attack the town, sending ten triremes at the same 
time round a promontory which separated the harbor of the 
Kolophonians from Torone, to assail the latter place from sea
ward. It happened that Brasidas, desiring to enlarge the forti
fied circle of Torone, had broken down a portion of the old wall, 
and employed the materials in building a new and larger wall 
inclosing the proasteion, or suburb: this new wall appears to have 
been still incomplete and in an imperfect state of defence. Pasi

1 The town of Torone was situated near the extremity of the Sithonian 
peninsula, on the side looking towards Pallene. But the territory belong· 
ing to the town comprehended all the extremity of the peninsula on both 
sides, including the terminating point Cape Ampelos, -"Aµrrel.ov rnv To· 
powairiv {rnp11v (Herodot. vii, 122). Herodotus calls the Singitic gul.1; 
~ul.auuav rnv UVTtoV Topiiv11r (vii, 122). 

The ruins of Torone, bearing the ancient name, and Kufo, a land-locked 
harbor near it, are still to be seen (Leake, Travels in Northern Greece, vol. 
iii, ch. xxiv, p. II9). 

http:A�rrel.ov
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telidas, the Peloponnesian commander, resisted the attack of the 
Athenians as long as he could; but when already beginning to 
give way, he saw the ten Athenian triremes sailing into the 
harbor, which was hardly guarded at all. Abandoning the 
defence of the suburb, he hastened to repel these new assailants, 
but came too late, so that the town was entered from both sides 
at once. Brasidas, who was not far off, rendered aid with the 
utmost celerity, but was yet at five miles' distance from the city 
when he learned the capture, and was obliged to retire unsuccess
fully. Pasitelidas the commander, with the Peloponnesian gar
rison and the Toronrean male population, were despatched a!'! 
prisouers to Athens; while the Toronrean women and children, 
by a fate but too common in those days, were sold as slaves.I 

After this not unimportant success, Kleon sailed round the 
promontory of Athos to Eion at the mouth of the Strymon, within 
three miles of Amphipolis. From hence, in execution of his 
original scheme, he sent envoys to Perdikkas, urging him to lend 
effective aid as the ally of Athens in the attack of Amphipolis, 
.with his whole forces; and to Poll es the king of the Thracian 
Odomantes, inviting him also to come with as many Thracian 
mercenaries as could be levied. The Edonians, the Thracian 
tribe nearest to Am phi polis, took part with Brasidas: and the 
local influence of the banished Thucydides would no longer be 
at the service of Athens, much less at the service of Kleon. 
Awaiting the expected reinforcements, Kleon employed himself, 
first in an attack upon Stageirus in the Strymonic gulf, which was 
repulsed; next upon Galepsus, on the coast opposite the island of 
Thasos, which was successful. But the reinforcements did not 
at once arrive, and being too weak to attack Amphipolis without 
them, he was obliged to remain inactive at Eion; while Brasidas 
on his side made no movement out of Amphipolis, but contented 
himself with keeping constant watch over the forces of Kleon, 
the view of which he commanded from his station on the hill of 
Kerdylion, on the western bank of the river-communication with 
Amphipolis by the bridge. Some days elapsed in such inaction 
on both sides ; but the Athenian hoplites; becoming impatient of 
doing nothing, soon began to give vent to those feelings of 

1 Thucyd. v, 3. 
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ilislike which they had brought out from Athens against their 
general, "whose ignorance and cowardice (says the historian) 
they contrasted with the skill and bravery of his opponent." 1 

Athenian hoplites, if they felt such a sentiment, were not likely 
to refrain from manifesting it; and Kleon was presently made 
aware of the fact in a manner sufficiently painful to force him 
against his will into some movement; which, however, he did not 
intend to be anything else than a march for the purpose of survey
ing the ground all round the city, and a demonstration to escape 
the appearance of doing nothing, being aware that it was impos
sible to attack the place with any effect before his reinforcements 
arrived. 

To comprehend the important incidents which followed, it is 
necessary to say a few words on the topography of Amphipolis, 
as far as we can understand it on the imperfect evidence before 
us. That city was placed on the left bank of the St.rymon, on a 
conspicuous hill around which the river makes a bend, first in a 
.southwesterly direction, then, after a short course to the south
ward, back in a southeasterly direction. Amphipolis had for its 
~mly artificial fortification one long wall, which began near the 
point northeast of the town, where the river narrows again into 
a channel, after passing through the lake Kerkinitis, ascended 
along the eastern side of the hill, crossing the ridge which con
nects it with J\Iount Pangreus, and then descended so as to touch 
the river again at another point south of the town; thus being, as it 
were, a string to the highly-bent bow formed by the river. On 
three sides therefore, north, west, and south, the city was defended 
only by the Strymon, and was thus visible without any inter
vening wall to spectators from the side of the sea (south), as well 
as from the side of the continent (or west and north).2 At some 

1 Thucyd. v, 7. 'O cli: KA-iwv ri<.>r; µrvnrrv;rat;ev, ltretra oi: 7/vayKarr-811 
1roti;rrat fnr:ep Bparrioar; 7r:pOtJedi;rero. Twv yap arpariwrwv a;r&oµivwv µev 
T;;i lclpq., ava/,,oyti;oµivc.iv oe ri;v fKelVOV ~yeµoviav, 7r:por; OtaV lµrmpiav Kat 
TOA,uav µeJ' oZar; UVE1r:l<1TTJµOaVVTJ!: Kat µaA-aKiar; yev~rrotro, Kat oi1<6-&ev oir; 
UKOvrer: avri;J ~vvi;i'.&ov, ala&oµevor: TOV i'tpovv, Kat ov {JovA-oµevor; avrovr: OtU 
TO l:v ri;J avri;J Ka-!Jriµivovr: {Japvvea&at, U.va/.a11wv 1/ye. 

9 Thucyd. iv, 102. 'A7r:o ri;r: vvv 'lr:OAEW(", ~v 'Aµ</>t1r,OAlV 'Ayvwv wvoµarrev, 
tm E'lr:' aµ</>6repa 1r:eptppiovror: ;ov I.rpvµovoc, Ola -o 'l"'f/JtfXElV avr~v, reixe' 

http:ava/,,oyti;o�ivc.iv
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little distance below the point where the wall touched the river south 
of the city, was the bridge.I a communication of great importance 
for the whole country, which connected the territory of Amphip

uaKp(iJ urrolcaBwv i:K rroraµoii tr rroraµov, Trepttpavi/ tr ~alcauuav re Kai ri')v 
lpretpov ~Kunv. 

'0 KaAAtyitpvpor rroraµo> !.rp{iµwv, Euripid. Rhesus, 346. 
I annex a plau which will convey some idea of the hill of Amphipolis 

and the circumjacent tcn·itory: compare the plan in Colonel Leake, Trav
els in Northern Greece, vol. iii, ch. xxv, p. 191, and that from Mr. Hawkins, 
which is annexed to the third volume of Dr. Arnold's Thucydides, com
bined with a Dissertation which appears in the second volume of the same 
work, p. 450. See also the remarks in Kutzen, De Atheniensium imperio 
circa Strymonem, ch. ii, pp. 18-.jll; "Weissenborn, Beitriige zur genaueren 
Erforschung der alt-griechischen Gcschichte, pp. 152-156; Cousinery, 
Voyage dans la Macedoine, vol. i, ch. iv, p. 124, seq. 

Colonel Leake supposes the ancient bridge to have been at the same 
point of the river as the modern bridge; that is, north of Amphipolis, and 
a little westward of the corner of the lake. On this point I differ from 
him, and have placed it, with Dr. Arnold, near the southeastern end of 
the reach of the Strymon, which flows round Amphipolis. But there is 
another circumstance, in which Col. Leake's narrative corrects a material 
error in Dr. Arnold's Dissertation. Colonel Leake particularly notices the 
high ridge which connects the hill of Amphipolis with Mount Pangreus to 
the eastward (pp. 182, 183, 191-194), whereas Dr. Arnold represents them 
as separated by a deep ravine (p. 451): upon which latter supposition the 
whole account of Kleon's march and survey appears to me unintel
ligible. 

The epithet which Thucydides gives to Amphipolis, "conspicuous both 
towards the sea and towards the land," which occasions some perplexity to 
the commentators, appears to me one of obvious propriety. Amphipolis 
was indeed situated on a hill; so were many other towns: but its peculiar
ity was, that on three sides it had _no wall to interrupt the eye of the spec
tator: one of those sides was towards the sea. 

Kutzen and Cousinery make the long wall to be the segment of a curve 
highly bent, touching the river at both ends. But I agree with Weissen
born that this is inadmissible; and that the words "long wall" imply 
something near a straight direction. · 

1 'Am';i:et oe ro rr6Atuµa TrAfov ri/r ota{3auewr: see a note a few pages ago 
upon these words. This does not necessarily imply that the bridge was at 
any considerable distance from the extreme point where the long wall 
touched the river to the south: but this latter point was a good way ofl' 
from the town properly so called, which occupied the higher slope of the 
hill. We are not to suppose that the whole space betweea the long wall 
and the river was covered by buildings. 

VOL. VJ. 20f 8000.'. 
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olis with that of Argilus. On the western or right bank of the 
river, bordering it, and forming an outer bend corresponding to 
the bend of the river, was situated l\Iount Kerdylium: in fact, 
the course of the Strymon is here determined by these two steep 
eminences, Kerdylium on the west, and the hill of Amphipolis 
on the east, between which it flows. At the time when Brasidas 
first took the place, the bridge was totally unconnected with the 
long city wall; but during the intervening eighteen months, he 
had erected a palisade work - probably an earthen bank topped 
with a palisade - connecting the two. By means of this pali
sade, the bridge was thus at the time of Kleon's expedition com
prehended within the fortifications of the city ; and Brasidas, 
while keeping watch on l\Iount Kerdylium, could pass over 
whenever he chose into the city, without any fear of impedi
ment.I 

I Thucyd. v, IO. Kat 0 µev (Brasidas) Kara rar err! TO uravp(,)µa 1rVAar, 
Kat rar 7rpwrar TOV µaKpoii re£xovr TOT£ ovror t;el..&wv, Wet opoµ'f) T~V oclov 
ravrnv cii&ciav, 1}7rcp viiv, etc. 

The explanation which I have here given to the word uravp"'µa is not 
given by any one else; but it appeal's to me the only one calculated to 
impart clearness and consistency to the whole narrative. 

When Brasidas surprised Amphipolis first, the bridge was completely 
unconnected with the Long 'Vall, and at a certain distance from it. But 
.when Thucydides wrote his history, there were a pair of connecting walls 
between the bridge and the fortifications of the city as they then stood 
oii Ka&EiTO reixn wu7rcp viiv (iv, 103): the whole fortifications of the city 
had been altered during the intermediate period. 

Now the question is, was the Long 'Vall of Amphipolis connected or 
unconnected with the bridge, at the time of the conflict between Brasidas 
and Kleon 1 'Vhoever reads the narrative of Thucydides attentively will 
see, I think, that they must have been connected, though Thucydides does 
not in _express terms specify the fact. For if the bridge had been detached 
from the wall, as it was when Brasidas surprised the place first, the hill 
of Kerdylinm on the opposite side of the river would have been an unsafe 
position for him to occupy. He might have been cut off from Amphipolis 
,by an enemy attacking the bridge. But we shall find him remaining 
quietly on the hill of Kerdylium with the perfect certainty of entering 
Amphipolis at any moment that he chose. If it be urged that the bridge, 
though unconnected with the Long 'Vall, might still be under a strong 
separate guard, I reply, that on that supposition an enemy from Eion would 
naturally attack the bridge first. To have to defend a bridge completely 
detached from the city, simply by means of a large constant guard, would 
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In the march which Kleon now undertook, he went up to the 
top of the ri<lge which runs nearly in an easterly direction from 
Amphipolis to :Mount PangIBus, in order to survey the city and 
its adjoinirg ground on the northern and northeastern si<le, 
which he had not yet seen ; that is, the si<le towar<ls the lake, 
and towards Thrace,! which was not visible from the lower 
ground near Eion. The road which he was to take from Eion 
lay at a small distance eastward of the city long wall, and from 
the palisade which connected that wall with the bridge. But he 
had no expectation of being attacked in his march, the rather 
as Brasidas with the larger portion of his force was visible on 
l\fount Kerdylium : moreover, the gates of Amphipolis were 
all shut, not a man was on the wall, nor were any symptoms 

materially aggravate the difficulties of Brasitlas. If it had been possible 
to attack the bridge separately from the city, something must have been 
said about it in describing the operations of Kleon, who is represented as 
finding nothing to meddle with except the fortifications of the town. 

Assuming, then, that there was such a line of connection between the 
bridge and the Long \Vall, added by Brasidas since the first capture of the 
place, I know no meaning so natural to give to the word <Iravp,,,µa. No 
other distinct meaning is proposed by any one. There was, of course, a 
gate, or more than one, in the Long "\Vall, leading into the space 
inclosed by the palisade ; through this gate Brasidas would enter the town 
when he crossed from Kerdylium. This gate is called by Thucydides al e7ri 
-riJ <Irnvp,,,µa 7rv:i.at. There must have been also a gate, or more than 
one, in the palisade itself, leading into the space without: so that passen· 
gers or cattle traversing the bridge from the westward and going to Myr
kinus (e.g.) would not nece1;~;arily be obliged to turn out of their way and 
enter the town of Amphipolis. 

On the plan which I have here given, the line running nearly from north 
to south represents the Long "\Vall of Agnon, touching the river at both 
ends, and bounding as well as fortifying the town of Amphipolis on its 
eastern side. 

The shorter line, which cuts off the southern extremity of this Long 
Wall, and joins the river immediately below the bridge, represents the 
aravp,,,µa, or palisade: probably it was an earthen mound and ditch, with 
a strong palisade at the top. 

By means of this palisade, the bridge was included in the fortification9 
of Amphipolis, and Brasidas could pass over from Mount Kerdylium into 
the city whenever he pleased. 

1 Thucyd. v, 7; compare Colonel Leake, l. c. p. 182; abroi; t&eii.ro riJ 
/..tµvwoei; TOV ~Tpvµovoi;, Kai T~V iJeUtll TQf 1rOAt(,)f fai T~ 0p~1<1), Wf l'tot. 
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of movement to be detected. As there was no evidence before 
him of intention to attack, he took no precautions, and marched 
in careless and disorderly array.I Having reached the top of 
the ridge, and posted his army on the strong eminerice fronting 
the highest portion of the Long "\Vall, he surveyed at leisure the 
lake before him, and the side of the city which lay towards 
Thrace, or towards J\fyrkinus, Drabeskus, etc., thus viewing all 
the descending portion of the Long ·wall northward towards the 
Strymon. The perfect quiescence of the city imposed upon 
and even astonished him: it seemed altogether undefended, and • 
he almost fancied that, if he had brought battering-engines, he 
could have taken it forthwith.2 Impressed with the belief that 

Thucyd. v, 7. Kara iHav oe µii.Uov lip17 uva{3a£vet11 roii X"'PloV, Kat riji• 
Uet;r.J rrapaUK£VTJV 'lrEptiµevev, OVX Wf: TiiJ UU'/>a').fi, nv UvayKu(17Tat 1 1rEptax6
(jr.JV, al./.' Wf: KVKI..~ 1rtplUTUf: {3£~ a[p~Ur.JV TfJV 1rol..tv. 

The words ovx iir; riii au9al..d, etc., do not refer to µei(r.J 1rapauKev1/v, as 
the Scholiast, with whom Dr. Arnold agrees, considers them, but to the 
general purpose and di~positions of Kleon. "He marched up, not like one 
who is abundantly provided with means of eafety, in case of being put on 
his defence ; but like one who is going to surround the city and take it at 
once." 

Nor do these last words represent any real design conceived in the mind 
of Kleon (for Amphipolis from its locality could not be really surrounded), 
but are merely given as illustrating the careless confidence of his march 
from Eion up to the ridge: in the same manner as Herodotus describes the 
forward rush of the Persians before the battle of Platma, to overtake the 
Greeks whom they supposed to be running away-Kal ovrot µev f3ov re 
Kat oµi~ l1r~tuav,iir; avap1raaoµevot Tov~;Ei'..417var; (ix, 59): compare 
viii, 28. 

2 Thncyd. v, 7. ware Kat µ17xavar; OTl OU Kar~A.&ev lxr.Jv, aµaprelv l06Ket. 
l:l..eZv yup uv r1Jv 11"0!..tv otu To lpTjµov. 

I apprehend that the verb Kar~A.&ev refers to the coming of the armament 
to Ei•::m : analogous to what is said v, 2, Kare 1r I. e vu e v l r: rov Topr.Jvair.Jv 
A.1µiva: compare i, 51 ; iii, 4, etc. The march from Eion up to the ridge 
could not well be expressed by the word Kil.r~l..&ev: but the arrival of the 
expedition at the Strymon, the place of its destination, might be so 
described. Battering-engines would be brought from nowhere else but 
from Athens. 
. Dr. Arnold interprets the word Katjl..'9ev to mean that Kleon had first 
marched up to a higher point, and then descended from this point upon 
Amphipolis. But I contest the correctness of this assumption, as a matter 
of topography: it does not appear to me that Kleon ever reached any 

http:Topr.Jvair.Jv
http:1rol..tv
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there was no enemy prepared to fight, he took his time to survey 
the ground;_ while his soldiers became more and more relaxed 
and careless in their trim, some even advancing close up to the 
walli! and gates. 

But this ·state of affairs was soon materially changed. Brasi
das knew that the Athenian hoplites would not long endure the 
tedium of absolute inaction, and he calculated that by affecting 
extreme backwardness and apparent fear, he should seduce Kleon 
into some incautious movement of which advantage might be 
taken. His station on J\Iount Kerdylium enabled him to watch 
the march of the Athenian army from Eion, and when he saw 
them pass up along the road outside of the Long Wall of Amphip
olis,1 he immediately crossed the river with his forces and entered 
the town. But it was not his intention to march out and offer 
them open battle ; for his army, though equal in number to theirs, 
was extremely inferior in arms and equipment; 2 in which points 
the Athenian force now present was so admirably provided, that 
his own men would not think themselves a match for it, if the 
two armies faced each other in open field. He relied altogether 
on the effect of sudden sally and well-timed surprise, when the 
Athenians should have been thrown into a feeling of contemptu
ous security by an exaggerated show of impotence in their enemy. 

Having offered the battle sacrifice at the temple of Athene, 
Brasidas called his men together to address to them the usual 
encouragements prior to an engagement. After appealing to the 
Dorian pride of his Peloponnesians, accustomed to triumph over 
Ionians, he explained to them his design of relying upon a bold 
and sudden movement with comparatively small numbers, against 
the Athenian army when not prepared for it,a when their courage 

point higher than the summit of the hill and wall of Amphipolis. Besides, 
even if he had reached a higher point of the mountain, he could not well 
talk of" bringing down battering-machines from that point." 

1 Thucyd. v, 6. Bpaaioar oi: - UVTEKa-&11ro Ka~ avror trri r<;J KepovA.ii,i· 
tari oi: ro XGJPWV roiiro ri:Jv 'ApytA.tGJV, rripav roii rroraµoii, ov 1rOAV U.rrixov 
r~r'AµqnrroAeGJr, Ka~ Kare<f>aivero 1rUV 

0

Ta avro-&ev, /:Jure OVIC llv 
lA.at'Tev avrot'Tev opµCiµevor 0 KA.eGJV Ti;J <rrpar<;J, etc. 

' Thucyd. v, 8. 
1 Thucyd. v, 9. Tovr yup lvavrfovr elKai;GJ Kara<f>povi/uet re i]µCw Kd ovK 

av tA.rriuavmr iir av a1re;e:i.t'Tot rtr avroir tr µax1Jv, U.va{3~vat re 1rpilr ri> 
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was not wound up to battle pitch, and when, after carelessly 
mounting the hill to survey the ground, they were t.hinking only 
of quietly returning to quarters. He himself at the proper mo
ment would rush out from one gate, and be foremost in conflict 
with the enemy: Klearidas, with that bravery which became 
him as a Spartan, would follow the example by sallying out from 
another gate : and the enemy, taken thus unawares, would prob
ably make little resistance. For the Amphipolitans, this day 
and their own behavior would determine whether they were to 
be allies of Lacedremon, or slaves of Athens, perhaps sold into 
captivity or even put to death as a punishment for their recent 
revolt. 

These preparations, however, could not be completed in secrecy; 
for Brasidas and his army were perfectly visible while descend
ing the hill of Kerdylium, crossing the bridge and entering Am
phipolis, to the Athenian scouts without: moreover, so conspicuous 
was the interior of the city to spectators without, that the temple of 
Athene, and Brasidas with its ministers around him, performing 
the ceremony of sacrifice, was distinctly recognized. The fact 
was made known to Kleon as he stood on the high ridge taking 
his survey, while at the same time those who had gone near to 
the gates reported that the feet of many horses and men were 
beginning to be seen under them, as if preparing for a sally.1 He 

x(,)pfov, Kai vvv 1iraKT(,)> Kara {}§av rerpaµµ€vovr o::1iy"'peiv •••••••• "E"'> ovv 
lrt aTrapauKevot {}apuovu1, Kat rov imaTrtivat TrAfov 1/ rov µtvovror, 
l~ WV t1wl ¢aivovTat, T~V Otavoiavl;rovu1v, lv riiJ ave1µ€v<p avrwv Ti/> 
yvf,,µ1g, Kat 7rptv ~vvraxi'fi;vat µaAAOV r1Jv oo~av, lyw µev, etc. 

The words To ave1µ€vov Ti;> }·vwµ11r are full of significance in regard to 
ancient military affairs. The Grecian hoplites, even the best of them, re
quired to be peculiarly icound up for a battle; hence the necessity of the 
harangue from the general which always preceded. Compare Xenophon's 
eulogy of the mancennes of Epameinondas before the battle of Mantineia, 
whereby he made the enemy fancy that he was not going to fight, and took 
down the preparation in the minds of their soldiers for battle : D.vue µev 
Twv TrAefowv Tro::1eµiwv T1/v ·lv mir 1fvxair 7rpor; µa;r11v TrapauKev~v, etc. 
( Xenoph. Hellen. vii, 5, 22.) 

1 Thucyd. v, IO. TiiJ or KA§(,)Vt, ¢avepov yevoµtvov avrov U7r0 TOV Kep
VVAlolJ Kara(3avror Kat lv TV TroAet l1r1¢avei oiJuv lgCii'fev Trep? roii lrpov T~' 
'A{}11var,: iJvoµ€vov Kal ravra 7rpMUOVTO>, ayyiAMTa& (7rpOVKEX"'Pi/Ket yap 
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himself went close to the gate, and satisfied himself of this cir
cumstance : we must recollect that there was no defender on the 
walls, and no danger from missiles. Anxious to avoid coming to 
any real engagement before his reinforcements should arrive, he 
at once gave orders for retreat, which he thought might be 
accomplished before the attack from within could be fully organ
ized; for he imagined that a considerable number of troops would 
be marched out, and ranged in battle order, before the attack was 
actually begun, not dreaming that the sally would be instantaneous, 
made with a mere handful of men. Orders having been pro
claimed to wheel to the left, and retreat in column on the left 
flank towards Eion, Kleon, who was himself on the top of the hill 
with the right wing, waited only to see his left and centre actually 
in march on the road to Eion, and then directed his right also to 
wheel to the left and follow them. 

The whole' Athenian army were thus in full retreat, marching 
in a direction nearly parallel to the Long "\Vall of Amphipolis, 
with their right or unshielded side exposed to the enemy, when 
Ilrasidas, looking over the southernmost gates of the Long "\'lall 
with his small detachment ready marshalled near him, burst out 
into contemptuous exclamations on the disorder of their array.2 
" These men will not stand us; I see it by the quivering of their 
spears and of their heads. l\Ien who reel about in that way, 
never stand an ~ssailing enemy. Open the gates for me instantly, 
and let us sally out with confidence." 

With that, both the gate of the Long 'Vall nearest to the pal
isade, and the adjoining gate of the palisade itself, were suddenly 
thrown open, and Ilrasidas with his one hundred and fifty chosen 

Ture Karil. T~v &fov) on ~ re arpanil. ihraaa ipavrpil. Twv rro'J..eµiwv ev T9 
rru'J..et, etc. 

Kleon did not himself see Brasidas sacrificing, or see the enemy's army 
within the city; others on the lower ground were better situated for seeing 
what was going on in Amphipolis, than he was while on the high ridge. 
Others saw it, and gave intimation to him. 

2 Thucyd. v, IO. Ol cl.voper i/µiir ob µevovat (q. µrvovaL ~)· clii'J..ot oe TWV Te 

OopaTCJV Tfj Ktvi/atL Ka~ TWV Kt</JaA.WV' ol( yup uv TOVTO yiyv17mt, OUK eiwi'Jaat 
piveiv Tovr tm6vmf:. 

This is a remarkable illustration of the regular movement of heads and 
spears, which characterized a well-ordered body of Grecian hoplitcs. 

http:Kt</JaA.WV
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soldiers issued out through them to attack the retreating Athe· 
nians. Running rapidly down the straight road which joined 
laterally the road towards Eion along which the Athenians were 
marching, he charged their central division on the right flank: 1 

their left wing had already got beyond him on the road towards 
Eion. Taken completely unprepared, conscious of their own dis· 
orderly array, and astounded at the boldness of their enemy, the 
Athenians of the centre were seized with panic, made not the 
least resistance, and presently fled. Even the Athenian left, 
though not attacked at all, instead of halting to lend assistance, 
shared the panic and fled in disorder. Having thus disorganized 
this part of the army, Brasidas passed along the line to press his 
attack on the Athenian right: but in this movement he was mor· 
tally wounded and carried off the field, unobserved by his enemies. 
l\feanwhile Klearidas, sallying forth from the Thracian gate, had 
attacked the Athenian right on the ridge opposite to him, imme· 
diat(;!ly after it began its retreat. But the soldiers on the Athe· 

Thucyd. v, IO. Kai 0 µ'i:v, Karil TU} hrl riJ uravp(,)µa mJAa}, Kal TU} 
7rpwra> Toii µaKpoii rei;i:ovr Tore ovror lfeA.-&i:Jv, Met &poµ<,> T~V Mov TaVTTjV 
ev-&elav, i}rrep vvv Karil TO Kaprepwrarov Toii x(,)pfov lovrt TO rporraiov l<ITTJKE. 

Brasidas and his men sallied forth by two different gates at the same 
time. One was the first gate in the Long Wall, which would be the first 
gate in order, to a person coming from the southward. The other was the 
gate upon tlie palisade (al errl TO uravp(,)µa mJAat ), that is, the gate in the 
Long Wall which opened from the town ttpon the palisade. The persons who 
.sallied out by this gate would get out to attack the enemy by the gate in 
the palisade itself .. 

The gate in the Long 'Vall which opened from the town npon the pal· 
isade, would be that by which Brasidas himself with his army entered 
Amphipolis from Mount Kerdylium. It probably stood open at this mo
ment when he directed the sally forth: that which had to be opened at the 
moment, was the gate in the palisade, together with the first gate in the 
Long Wall. 

The last words cited in Thucydides - 7jrrep vvv Karil ro Kaprepw;arov 
roii x(,)piov lovn ro rpo7raiov lur11Ke - are not intelligible without better 
knowledge of the topography than we possess. What Thucydides means 
by " the strongest point in the place," we cannot tell. We only understand 
that the trophy was erected in the road by which a person went up to that 
point. w·e must recollect that the expressions of Thucydides here refer to 
the ground as it stood sometime afterwards, not as it stood at the time of 
the battle between Kleon and Brasidas. 
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nian right had probably seen the previous movement of Brasidas 
against the other division, and though astonished at the sudden 
danger, had thus a moment's warning, before they were them
selves assailed, to halt and take close rank on the hill. Klearidas 
here found a considerable resistance, in spite of the desertion of 
Kleon; who, more astonished than any man in his army by a 
catastrophe so unlooked for, lost his presence of mind and fled at 
once; but was overtaken by a Thracian peltast from Myrkmus 
and slain. His soldiers on the right wing, however, repelled two 
or three attacks in front from Klcaridas, and maintained their 
ground, until at length. the Chalkidian cavalry and the peltasts 
from l\Iyrkinus, having come forth out of the gates, assailed them 
with missiles in flank and rear so as to throw them into disorder. 
The whole Athenian army was thus put to flight; the left hurry
ing to Eion, the men of the right dispersing and seeking safety 
among the hilly grounds of Pangams in their rear. Their suffer
ings and loss in the flight, from the hands of the pursuing peltasts 
and cavalry, were most severe: and when they at la;;t again mus
tered at Eion, not only the commander Kleon, but six hundred 
Athenian hoplites, half of the force sent out, were found missing.1 

So admirably had the attack been concerted, and so entire was 
its ~uccess, that only seven men perished on the side of the vic
tors. But of those seven, one was the gallant Brasidas himself, 
who being carried into Amphipolis, lived just long enough to 
learn the complete victory of his troops and then expired. Great 
and bitter was the sorrow which his death occasioned throughout 
Thrace, especially among the Amphipolitans. He received, by 
!'pecial decree, the distinguished honor of interment within their 
city, the universal habit being to inter even the most eminent 
deceased persons in a suburb without the walls. All the allies 
attended his funeral in arms and with military honors: his tomb 
was encircled by a railing, and the space immediately fronting it 

' 1 It is almost painful to read the account given by Diodorus (xii, 73, 74) 
of the battle of Amphipolis, when one's mind is full of the distinct aml 
admirable narrative of Thucydides, only defective hy being too brief. It is 
difficult to believe that Diodorus is describing the same event; so totally 
different are all the circumstances, except that the Lacedremonians at last 
gain the victory. To say, with '\Vesseling in his note, " Hrec non usq11equa
que conveniunt Tlmcydidcis,'' is prodigiously below the truth. 
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was consecrated as the great agora of the city, which was 
remodelled accordingly. Ile was also proclaimed cekist, or 
founder, of Amphipolis, and as such, received heroic worship 
with annual games and sacrifices to his honor.I The Athenian 
Agnon, the real founder and originally recognized cekist of the 
city, was stripped of all his commemorative honors and expunged 
from the remembrance of the people; his tomb and the buildings 
connected with it, together with every visihle memento of'his name, 
being destroyed. Full of hatred as the Amphipolitans now were to
wards Athens, - and not merely of hatred, but of fear, since the 
loss which they had just sustained of their saviour and protector, 
- they felt repugnance to the idea of rendering farther worship to 
an Athenian cekist. Nor was it convenient to keep up such a 
religious link with Athens, now that they were forced to look 
anxiously to Lacedremon for assistance. Klearidas, as governor 
of Amphipolis, superintended those numerous alterations in the 
city which this important change required, together with the 
erection of the trophy, just at the spot where Brasidas had first 
charged the Athenians; while the remaining armament of 
Athens, having obtained the usual truce and buried their dead, 
returned home without farther operations. 

There are few battles recorded in history wherein the disparity 
and contrast of the two generals opposed has been so manifest,
consummate skill and courage on the one side against ignorance . 
and panic on the other. On the singular ability and courage of 
Brasidas there can be but one verdict of unqualified admiration: 
but the criticism passed by Thucydides on Kleon, here as else
where, cannot be adopted without reserves~ He tells us that Kleon 
undertook his march, from Eion up to the hill in front of Amphip
olis, in the same rash and confident spirit with which he had 

1 Thucyd. v, I l. Aristotle, a native of Stageirus near to Amphipolis, 
cites the sacrifices rendered to Brasidas as an instance of institutions estab· 
lished by special and local enactment (Ethic. Nikomach. v, 7). 

In reference to. the aversion now entertained by the Amphipolitans to the 
continued worship of Agnon as their a:kist, compare the discourse ad· 
dressed by the Platreans to the Lncedremonians, pleading for mercy. Tile 
Thebans, if they became possessors of the Platreid, would not continue the 
sacrifices to the gods who had granted victory at the great battle of Platrea, 
nor funereal mementos to the slain (Thucyd. iii, 58). 
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embarked on the enterprise against Pylus, in the blind confidence 
that no one would resist him.1 Now I have already, in a former 
chapter, shown grounds for concluding that the anticipations of 
Kleon respecting the capture of Sphakteria, far from being 
marked by any spirit of' unmeasured presumption, were sober 
and judicious, realized to the Jetter without any unlooked-for aid 
from fortune. Nor are the remarks, here made by Thucydides 
on that affair, more reasonable than the judgment on it in his 
former chapter; for it is not true, as he here implies, that Kleon 
expected no resistance in Sphakteria; he calculated on resistance, 
but knew that he had force sufficient to overcome it. His fault 
even at Amphipolis, great as that fault was, did not consist in 
raslmesi! and presumption. This charge at least is rebutted by 
the circumstance, that he himself wished to make no aggressive 
movement until his reinforcements should arrive, and that he 
was only constrained, against his own will, to abandon _his in
tended temporary inactivity during that interval, by the angry 
murmurs of' his soldiers, who reproached him with ignorance and 
backwardness, the latter quality being the reverse of that with 
which he is branded by Thucydides. 

:When Kleon was thus driven to do something, his march up 
to the top of the hill, for the purpose of reconnoitring the ground, 
was not in itself unreasonable, and might have been accomplished 
in perfect safety, if he had kept his army in orderly array, pre
pared for contingencies. But he suffered himself to be completely 
out-generalled and overreached by that simulated consciousness 
of impotence and unwillingness to fight, which Brasidas took 
care to present to him. Among all military stratagems, this li'as 
perhaps been the most frequently practised with success against 
inexperienced generals, who are thrown off their guard and 
induced to neglect precaution, not because they are naturally more 
rash or presumptuous than ordinary men, but because nothing 
except either a high order of intellect, or special practice and 
training, will enable a man to keep steadily present to his mind 

1 Thucyd. v, 7. Kat lxp~r;aro ri;J rpomiJ, i;,m:p 1.at l, rl1v IIv'J,,ov evrvx~r;ar 
lrriorevr;e Tl tppot>clv. l, µU.x11v µev -yilp oMe i/Arrtr;l:v ol lrre;itvat ovcliva, 
Karil fifov <le µaAAOV lt/J1J uvaf3a£vetv TOU ;(<.Jptov, Kat Tqv µei(<.J 7rapar;1m1qv 
'1t«pt€µevev, etc. 
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liabilities even real and serious, when there is no discernible evi
dence to suggest their approach; much more when there is posi
tive evidence, artfully laid out by a superior enemy, to create 
belief in their absence. A fault substantially the same had been 
committed by Thucydides himself and his colleague Eukles a 
year and a half before, when they suffered Ilrasidas to surprise 
the Strymonian bridge and Amphipolis : not even taking common 
precautions, nor thinking it necessary to keep the fleet at Eion. 
They were not men peculiarly rash and presumptuous, but igno
rant and unpractised, in a military sense; incapable of keeping 
before them dangerous contingencies which they perfectly knew, 
simply because there was no present evidence of approaching 
explosion. 

This military incompetence, which made Kleon fall into the 
trap laid for him by Drasidas, also made him take wrong meas
ures against the danger, when he unexpectedly discovered at last 
that the enemy within were preparing to attack him. His fatal 
error consisted in giving instant order for retreat, under the vain 
l10pe that he could get away before the enemy's attack could be 
brought to bear.I An abler officer, before he commenced the 
retreating march so close to the hostile walls, would have taken 
care to marshal his men in proper array, to warn and address 
them with the usual harangue, and to wind up their courage to 
the fighting-point: for up to that moment they had no idea of 
being called upon to fight; and the courage of Grecian hoplites, 
taken thus unawares while hurrying to get away in disorder visi
ble both to themselves and their enemies, without any of the usual 
preliminaries of battle, was but too apt to prove deficient. To 
turn the right or unshielded flank to the enemy, was unavoidable, 
from the direction of the retreating movement ; nor is it reason
able to blame Kleon for this, as some historians have done, or 
for causing his right wing to move too soon in following the lead 
of the left, as Dr. Arnold seems to think. The grand fault 
seems to have consisted in not waiting to marshal his men and 
prepare them for standing fight during their retreat. Let us add, 
however, and the remark, if it serves to explain Kleon's idea 
of being able to get away before he was actually assailed, counts 

1 Thucyd. v, 10. Oloµtvo~ ?{}firnu{)ai u11"tit{)wv, etc. 
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as a double compliment to the judgment as well as boldness of 
Brasidas, that no other Lacedremonian general of that day p.erhaps, 
not even Demosthenes, the most enterprising general of Athens, 
would have ventured upon an attack with so very small a band, re
lying altogether upon the panic produced by his sudden movement •. 

But the absence of military knowledge and precaution is not 
the worst of Kleon's faults on this occasion. His want of cour
age at the moment of conflict is yet more lamentable, and divests 
his end of that personal sympathy which would othenvise have 
accompanied it. A commander who has been out-generalled is 
under a double force of obligation to exert and expose himself, 
to the uttermost, in order to retrieve the consequences of his own 
mistakes. He will thus at least preserve his own personal honor, 
whatever censure he may deserve on the score of deficient knowl
edge and judgment.I 

What is said about the disgraceful flight of Kleon himself, 
must be applied, with hardly less severity of criticism, to the 
Athenian hoplites under him. They behaved in a manner alto
gether unworthy of the reputation of their city; especially the 
left ·wing, which seems to have broken and run away without 
waiting to be attacked. And when we read in Thucydides, that 
the men who thus disgraced themselves were among the best, 
and the best-armed hoplites in Athens ; that they came out un
willingly under Kleon; that they began their scornful murmurs 
against him before he had ·committed any fault, despising him for 
backwardness when 11e was yet not strong enough to attempt 
anything serious, and was only manifesting a reasonable prudence 
in waiting the arrival of expected reinforcements; when we read 
this, we shall be led to compare the expedition against Amphip-· 
olis with former manceuvres respecting the attack of Sphakteria, 
c.nd to discern other causes for its failure besides the military 
incompetence of the commander. These hoplites brought out 
with them from Athens the feelings prevalent among the political 
adversaries of Kleon. The expedition was proposed and carried 
by him, contrary to their wishes : they could not prevent it, but 

1 Contrast the brave death of the Laccdremonian general Anaxibius, 
when he found himself out-generalled and surprised by the Athenian 
lphikmtes (Xenooh. Hellen. iv, 8, 38). 
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their opposition enfeebled it from the beginning, kept wjthin too 
narrow.limits the force assigned to it, and was one main reason 
which frustrated its success. 

Had Perikles been alive, Amphipolis might perhaps still have 
been lost, since its capture was the fault of the officers employed 
to defend it. But if lost, it would probably have been attacked 
and recovered with the same energy as the revolted Samos 
had been, with the full force and the best generals that Athens 
could fumish. With such an armament under good officers, there 
was nothing at all impracticable in the reconquest of the place; 
especially as at that time it had no defence on three sides except 
the Strymon, and might thus be approached by Athenian ships on 
that navigable river. The armament of Kleon,1 even if his rein
forcements had arrived, was hardly sufficient for the purpose. 
But Perikles would have been able to concentrate upon it the 
whole strength of the city, without being paralyzed by the con
tentions of political party: he would have seen as clearly as 
Kleon, tl1at the place could only be recovered by force, and that 
its recovery was the most important object to which Athens could 
devote her energies. 

It was thus that the Athenians, partly from political intrigue, 
partly from the incompetence of Kleon, underwent a disastrous 
defeat instead of carrying Amphipolis. But the .death of Bras-. 
idas converted their defeat into a substantial victory. There 
remained no Spartan either like or second to that eminent man, 
either as a soldier or a conciliating politician; none who could 
replace him in the confidence and affection of the allies of Athens 
in Thrace ; none who could prosecute those enterprising plans 
against Athens on her unshielded side, which he had first shown 

1 Amphipolis was actually thus attacked by the Athenians eight year~ 
afterwards, by ships on the Strymon, Thucyd. vii, 9. EvETiwv arpaTTJ)'Or; 
'A{}7Jvaiwv, µera IIepcliKKOV arpareiJaar; hr' 'Aµ'f>t7r0AlV ep(l;l 'lrOAAOif, T~V 
µev 7ro'Ai11 ovx el'A<v, lr; cle ruv I. rpvµova 7rEptKoµiaar; rpi~petr l" rov 7roraµov 
l'lro'AtopKet, opµtJµevor l; 'fµ<paiov. (In the eighteenth year of the war.) 
But the fortifications of the place seem to have been materially altered 
during the interval. Instead of one long wall, with three sides open to the 
river, it seems to have acquired a curved wall, only open to the river on a 
comparatively narrow space near to the lake; while this curved wall joined 
the bridge southerly by means of a parallel pair of long walls with road 
between. 
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robe practicable. The fears of Athens, and the hopes of Sparta, 
in respect to the future, disappeared alike with him. The Athe
nian generals, Phormio and Demosthenes, had both of them. 
acquired among the Akarnanians an influence personal to them
selves, apart from their post and from their country: but the 
career of Brasidas, exhibited an extent of personal ascendency 
and admiration, obtained as well as deserved, such as had never 
before been paralleled by any military chieftain in Greece : and 
Plato might well select him as the most suitable historical coun
terpart to the heroic Achilles.I All the achievements of Brasidas 
were his own individually, with nothing more than bare encour
agement, sometimes even without encouragement, from his coun
try. And when we recollect the strict and narrow routine in 
which as a Spartan he had been educated, so fatal to the develop
ment of everything like original thought or impulse, and so 
completely estranged from all experience of party or political 
discussion, we are amazed at his resource and flexibility of char
acter, his power of adapting himself to new circumstance8 and 
new persons, and his folicitous dexterity in making himself the 
rallying-point of opposite political parties in each of the various 
cities which he acquired. The combination "of every sort of 
practical excellence," valor, intelligence, probity, and gentleness 
of dealing, whii;h his character presented, was never forgotten 
among the subject-allies of Athens, and procured for other 
Spartan officers in subsequent years favorable presumptions, 
which their conduct was seldom found to realize.II At the time 
when Brasidas perished, in the flower of his age, he was unques
tionably the first man in Greece ; and though it is not given to 
us to predict what he would have become had he lived, we may 
be sure that the future course of the war would have been sen
sibly modified; perhaps even to the advantage of Athens, since 
she might have had sufficient occupation at home to keep hei· 
from the disastrous enterprise in Sicily. 

Thucydides seems to take pleasure in setting forth the gallant 
exploits of Brasidas, from the first at 1\1eth0Iie to the last at 
Amphi polis, not less than the dark side of Kleon; both, though 
in different senses, the causes of his banishment. He neve~ 

I Plato, Symp. c. 36, p. 221. s Thuc. iv, 81. oo~ar tlvat "aTil 7ra11rn aya~oc, etc. 
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, mentions the latter except in connection with some proceeding 
represented as unwise or discreditable. The barbarities which 
the offended majesty of empire thought itself entitled to practise 
in ancient times against dependencies revolted and reconquered, 
reach their maximum in the propositions against l\Iitylene and 
Skione: both of them are ascribed to Kleon by name as their 
author. But when we come to the slaughter of the Melians, 
equally barbarous, and worse in respect to grounds of excuse, in· 
asmuch as the l\Ielians bad never been subjects of Athens, we find 
Thucydides mentioning the deed without naming the proposer.I 

Respecting the foreign policy of Kleon, the facts already nar- · 
rated will enable the reader to form an idea of it as compared 
with that of his opponents. I have shown grounds for believing 
that Thucydides has forgotten his usual impartiality in criticizing 
this personal enemy; that in regard to Sphakteria, Kleon was 
really one main and indispensable cause of procuring for his 
country the greatest advantage which she obtained throughout 
the whole war; and that in regard to his judgment as advocating 
the prosecution of war, three different times must be distin
guished: 1. After the first blockade of the hoplites in Sphak
teria; 2. After the capture of the island; 3. After the expi
ration of the one year truce. On the earliest of those three 
occasions he was wrong, for he seems to have shut the door on 
all possibilities of negotiation, by his manner of dealing with 
the Lacedremonian envoys. On the second occasion, he had fair 
and plausible grounds to offer on behalf of his opinion, though it 
turned out unfortunate : moreover, at that time, all Athens was 
warlike, and Kleon is not to be treated as the peculiar adviser of 
that policy. On the third and last occasion, after the expiration 
of the truce, the political counsel of Kleon was right, judi
cious, and truly Periklean, much surpassing in wisdom that 
of his opponents. \Ve shall see in the coming chapters how 
those opponents managed the affairs of the state after his death ; 
how Nikias threw away the interests of Athens in the enforce
ment of the conditions of peace ; how Nikias and Alkibiadtis 
together shipwrecked the power of their country on the shores of · 
Syracuse. And when we judge the demagogue Kleon in this 

1. Thucyd. v, 116. 
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comparison, we shall £nd ground for remarking that Thucydides 
is reserved and even indulgent towards the errors and vices of 
other statesmen, harsh only towards those of his accuser. 

As to the internal pulicy of Kleon, and his conduct as a poli
tician in Athenian constitutional life, we have but little trust
worthy evidence. There exists, indeed, a portrait of him, drawn 
in colors broad and glaring, most impressive to the imagination, 
and hardly effaceable from the memory; the portrait in the 
" Knights" of Aristophanes. It is through this representation 
that Kleon has been transmitted to posterity, crucified by a poet 
who admits himself to have had a personal grudge against him, 
just as he has been commemorated in the prose of an historian 
whose banishment he had proposed. Of all the productions of 
Aristophanes, so replete with comic genius throughout, the 
" Knights" is the most consummata and irresistible ; the most 
distinct in its character, symmetry, and purpose. Looked at 
with a view to the object of its author, both in reference to the 
audience and to Kleon, it deserves the greatest possible admira
tion, and we are not surprised to learn that it obtained the first 
prize. It displays the maximum of that which wit combined 
with malice can achieve, in covering an enemy with ridicule, 
contempt, and odium. Dean Swift would have desired nothing 
worse, even for Ditton and ·Whiston. The old man, Demos of 
Pnyx, introduced on the stage as personifying the Athenian 
people, - Kleon, brought on as his newly-bought Paphlagonian 
slave, who by coaxing, lying, impudent and false denunciation of 
others, has gained his master's ear, and heaps ill-usage upon 
every one else, while he enriches himself,- the Knights, or chief 
members of what we may call the Athenian aristocracy, forming 
the Chorus of the piece as Kleon's pronounced enemies, - the 
sausage-seller from the market-place, who, instigated by Nikias 
and Demosthenes along with these Knights, overdoes Kleon in 
all his own low arts, and supplants him in the favor of Demos; all 
this, exhibited with inimitable vivacity of expression, forms the 
masterpiece and glory of libellous comedy. The effect produced 
upon the Athenian audience when this piece was represented at 
the Lenrean festival, January B. c. 424, about six months after the 
capture of Sphakteria, with Kleon himself and most of the real 

VOL. VI. 21 31oc. . 
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Knights present, must have been intense beyond what we can 
now easily imagine. That Kleon could maintain himself after 
this humiliating exposure, is no small proof of his mental vigor 
and ability. It does not seem to have impaired his influence, at 
least not permanently; for not only do we see him the most. 
effective opponent of peace during the next two years, but there 
is ground for believing that the poet himself found it convenient 
to soften his tone towards this powerful enemy. 

So ready are most writers to find Kleon guilty, that they are 
satisfied with Aristophanes as a witness against him : though no 
other public man, of any age or nation, has ever been condemned 
upon such evidence. No man thinks of judging Sir Robert Wal· 
pole, or Mr. Fox, or Mirabeau, from the numerous lampoons put 
in circulation against them : no man will take measure of a po· 
litical Englishman from Punch, or of a Frenchman from the 
Charivari The unrivalled comic merit of the " Knights" of 
Aristophanes is only one reason the more for distrusting the 
resemblance of its picture to the real Kleon. We have means _ 
too of testing the candor and accuracy of Aristophanes by his 
delineation of Sokrates, whom he introduced in the comedy of 
" Clouds" in the year after that of the " Knights." As a comedy, 
the " Clouds" stands second only to the " Knights": as a pic
ture of Sokrates, it is little better than pure fancy: it is not even 
a caricature, but a totally different person. We may indeed 
perceive single features of resemblance ; the bare. feet, and the 
argumentative subtlety, belong to both; but the entire portrait 
is such, that if it bore a different name, no one would think of 
comparing it with Sokrates, whom we know well from other 
sources. With such an analogy before us, not to mention what 
we know generally of the portraits of Perikles by these authors, 
we are not warranted in treating the portrait of Kleon as a 
likeness, except on_ points where there is corroborative evi· 
dence. And we may add, that some of the hits against him, 
where we can accidentally test their pertinence, are decidedly 
not founded in fact; as, for example, where the poet accuses Kleon 
of having deliberately and cunningly robbed Demosthenes of his 
laurels in the enterprise against Sphakteria.l 

-
1 ..l\ristophan. Equit. 55, 391, 740, etc. In one passage of the play, Kleon 
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In the prose of Thucydides, we find Kleon described as a. 
dishonest politician, a wrongful accuser of others, the most Violent 
of all the citizens: l throughout the verse of Aristophan~s, these 
same charges are set forth with his characteristic emphasis, but 
others are also superadded; Kleon practises the basest artifices 
and deceptions to gain favor with the people, steals the public 
money, receives bribes, and extorts compositions from private 
persons by wholesale, and thus enriches himself under pretence 
of zeal for the public treasury. In the comedy of the Achar
nians; represented one year earlier than the Knights, the poet 
alludes with great delight to a sum of five talents, which Kleon 
had been compelled" to disgorge": a present tendered to him 
by the insular· subjects of Athens, if we may believe Theopom
pus, for the purpose of procuring a remission of their tribute, 
and which the Knights, whoBe evasions of military service he 
had exposed, compelled him to relinquish.2 

But when we put together the different heads of indictment 
accumulated by Aristophanes, it will be found that they are not 
easily reconcilable one with the other; for an Athenian, whose 
temper led him to violent crimination of others, at the inevitable 
price of ,,multiplying and exasperating personal enemies, would 
find it peculiarly dangerous, if not impossible, to carry on pecula
tion for his own account. If, on the other hand, he took the 
latter turn, he would be inclined to purchase connivance from 
others even by winking at real guilt on their part, far from 
making himself conspicuous as a calumniator of innocence. 'Ve_ 
must therefore discuss the side of the indictment which is indi
cated in Thucydides ; not Kleon, as truckling to the people and 
cheating for his own pecuniary profit (which is certainly not the 
character implied in his speech about the Mitylenreans, as given 

is reproached with pretending to be engaged at Argos in measures for 
winning the alliance of that city, but in reality, under cover of this proceed
ing, carrying on clandestine negotiations with the Lacedremonians (464). 
In two other passages, he is denounced as being the person who obstructs 
the conclusion of peace with the Lacedremonians (790, 1390). 

• Thucyd. v, 17; iii, 45. 1cara¢avforepor µ"i:v elvat 1<a1<ovpyi:iv, 1<ai l1.1ru1
Torepor ota{3uJ:A.wv -13ia10Taror Ti:iv rroAtTwv. 

' Aristophan. Aeharn. s, with the Scholiast, who quotes from Theopom
pus. Theopompus, Fragment. 99, 100, 101, ed. Didot. 

http:ota{3uJ:A.wv
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to us by the historian), I but Kleon as a man of violent temper 
and fierce political antipathies, a bitter speaker, and sometimes 
dishonest in his calumnies against adversaries. These are the 
qualities which, in all countries of free debate, go to form what is 
called a great opposition speaker. It was thus that the elder 
Cato," the universal biter, whom Persephone was afraid even to 
admit into Hades after his death,'' was characterized at Rome, 
even by the admission of his admirers to some extent, and in a 
still stronger manner by those who were unfriendly to him, as 
Thucydides was to Kleon.2 In Cato, such a temper was not 

1 The public speaking of Kleon was characterized by Aristotle and Theo
pompus (see Schol. ad Lucian. Timon, c. 30), not as wheedling, but as full 
of arrogance; ji{ this latter point too like that of the elder Cato at Rome 
(Plutarch, Cato, c. 14). The derisory tone of Cato in his public speaking, 
too, is said to have been impertinent and disgusting (Plutarch, Reipub. 
Gerend. Prrecept. p. 803, c. 7). 

t An epigram which Plutarch (Cato, c. 1) gives us from a poet contem
porary of Cato the Censor, describes him : -

ITvppov, 'Ira v cJ a IC l T 1/ v' y'Aav1Coµµarov, ovoe i'Javovra 
ITopKwv ek 'Atc571v ITepuerpov71 oexerat. 

Livy says, in an eloquent encomium on Cato (xxxix, 40): " Simultates 
nimio plures et exercuerunt cum, et ipse exercuit cas: nee facile dixeris 
utrum magis presscrit cum nobilitas, an ille agitavcrit nobilitatem. Asperi 
procul dubio animi, et lingure acerbre et immodice liberre fuit: sed invicte 
a cnpiditatibns animi et rigidre innocentire : contemptor gratire, divitiarum 
.•.•..•.Hunc sicut omni vita, tum censuram petentem premebat nobili
tas; coierantque candidati omnes ad dejiciendum honore cum; non solum 
ut ipsi potius adipiscerentur, nee quia indignabantur novum hominem cen
sorem videre; sed etiam quod tristem ccnsuram, periculosamque multorum 
famre, et ab l<£so a plerisque el lredendi cupido, expectabant." 

See also Plutarch (Cato, c. 15, 16: his comparison between Aristeides 
and Cato, c. 2) about the prodigious number of accusations in which Cato 
was engaged, either as prosecutor or as party prosecuted. His bitter feud 
with the rwbilitas is analogous to that of Kleon against the Hippeis. 

I need hardly say that the comparison of Cato with Kleon applies only 
to domestic politics: in the military courage and energy for which Cato 
wa.~ distinguished, Kleon is utterly wanting, nor are we entitled to ascribe 
to him anything like the superiority of knowledge and general intelligence 
which we find recorded of Cato. 

The expression of Cicero respecting Kleon: " turbulentum quidem ci
vem, sed tamen eloquentem," (Cicero, Brutus, 7,) appears to be a transla
tion of the epithets of Thucydidcs-{1iatoraror-rt;i cJ6µ<tJ 1Tt&avwraror 
(iii. 45). 
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inconsistent with a high sense of public duty. And Plutarch 
recounts an anecdote respecting Kleon, that, on first beginning 
his political career, he called his friends together, and dissolved 
his intimacy with them, conceiving that private friendships would 
distract him from his paramount duty to the commonwealth.I 

Moreover, the reputation of Kleon as a frequent and unmeas
ured accuser of others, may be explained partly by a ·passage of 
his enemy Aristophanes : a passage the more deserving of confi
dence as a just representation of fact, since it appears in a 
comedy (the " Frogs") represented ( 405 B.c.) fifteen years after 
the death of Kleon, and five years after that of Hyperbolus, 
when the poet had less motive for misrepresentations against 
either. In the" Frogs," the scene is laid in Hades, whither the 
god Dionysus goes, in the attire of Herakles and along with his 
slave Xanthias, for the purpose of bringing up again to earth the 
deceased poet Euripides. Among the incidents, Xanthias, in the 
attire which his master had worn, is represented as acting with 
violence and insult towards two hostesses of eating-houses ; con
suming their substance, robbing them, refusing to pay when called 
upon, and even threatening their lives with a drawn sword. 
Upon which the women, having no other redress left, announce 
their resolution of calling, the one upon her protector Kleon, the 
other on Hyperbolus, for the purpose of bringing the offender to 
justice before the dikastery.2 This passage shows us, if infer
ences on comic evidence are to be held as admissible, that Kleon 
and Hyperbolus became involved in accusations partly by help
ing poor persons who had been wronged to obtain justice before 
the dikastery. A rich man who had suffer~d injury might apply 

The remarks made too by Latin critics on the style and temper of Cato's 
speeches, might almost seem to be a translation of the words of Thucy
dides about Kleon. Fronto said about Cato: " Concionatur Cato infeste, 
Gracchus turbulente, Tullius copiose. Jam in judiciis srevit idem Cato, 
triumphat Cicero, tumultuatur Gracchus." See Diibner's edition of Mey
er's Oratorum Romanorum Fragmenta, p. 117 (Paris, 1837). 

1 Plutarch, Reip. Ger. Prrecept. p. 806. Compare two other p1111sages in 
the same treatise, p. 805, where Plutarch speaks of the arr:6vota Kat oewori)r 
of Kleon; and p. 812, where he says, with truth, that Kleon was not at all 
qualified to act as general in a campaign. 

• Aristophan. Ran. 566-576. 
21* 
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to Antipho or some other rhetor for paid advice and aid as to the 
conduct of his complaint; but a poor man or woman would think 
themselves happy to obtain the gratuitous suggestion, and some
times the auxiliary speech, of Kleon or Hyperbolus; who would 
thus extend their own popularity, by means very similar to those 
practised by the leading men in Rome.I 

But besides lending aid to others, doubtless Kleon was often 
also a prosecutor, in his own name, of official delinquents, real or 
alleged. That some one should undertake this duty was indis
pensable for the protection of the city; otherwise, the responsi
bility to which official persons were subjected after their term of 
office would have been merely nominal: and we have proof 
enough that the general public morality of these official persons, 
acting individually, was by no means high. But the duty was at 
the same time one which most persons would and did shun. The 
prosecutor, while obnoxious to general dislike, gained nothing 
even by the most complete success ; and if he failed so much as 
not to procure a minority of votes among the dikasts, equal to 
one-fifth of the numbers present, he was condemned to pay a 
fine of one thousand drachms. 'Vhat was still more serious, he 
drew upon himself a formidable mass of private hatred, from 
the friends, partisans, and the political club, of the accused party, 
extremely menacing to his own future security and comfort, in a 
community like Athens. There was therefore little motive to 
accept, and great motive to decline, the task of prosecuting on 
public grounds. A prudent politician at Athens would under
take it occasionally, and against special rivals, but he would 
carefully guard himself against the reputation of doing it fre
quently or by inclination, and the orators constantly do so guard 
themselves in those speeches which yet remain. 

It is this reput~tion which Thucydides fastens upon Kleon, and 
which, like ·cato the censor at Rome, he probably merited; from 
native acrimony of temper, from a powerful talent for invective, 

1 Here again we find Cato the elder represented as constantly in the 
forum at Rome, lending aid of this kind, and espousing the cause of others 
who had grounds of complaint (Plutarch, Cato, c. 3), rrpr.Jl µ'tv Elr ltyopav 
{3aoit;u icat rrapforarat rnlr oeoµ€votr,- roilr /ltV fJavµacrrar 1cat ipi:i.ovr 
enaTo Ota TWV Evv11yoptWv, etc. 
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and from his position, both inferior and hostile to the Athenian 
knights,. or aristocracy, who overshadowed him by their family 
importance. But in what proportion of cases his accusations 
were just or calumnious, the real question upon which a candid 
judgment turns, we have no means of deciding, either in his case 
or that of Cato. "To lash the wicked (observes Aristophanes 
himself 1) is not only no blame, but is even a matter of honor 
to the good." It has not been common to allow to Kleon the 
benefit of this observation, though he is much more entit.led 
to it than .Aristophanes. For the attacks of a poetical libeller 
admit neither of defence nor retaliation; whereas a prosecutor 
before the dikastcry found his opponent prepared to reply or 
even to retort, and was obliged to specify his charge, as well as 
to furnish proof of it ; so that there was a fair chance for the in
nocent man not to be confounded with foe guilty. 

The quarrel of Kleon ·with .Aristophanes is said to have arisen 
out of an accusation which he brought against that poet 2 in the 
Senate of Five Hundred, on the subject of his second comedy, 
the "Babylonians," exhibited n.c. 426, at the festival of the 
urban Dionysia in the month of March. At that season many 
strangers were present at Athens, and especially many visitors 
and deputies from the subject-allies, who were bringing their 
annual tribute: and as the "Babylonians," (now lost,) like so 
many other productions of Aristophanes, was full of slashing 
ridicule, not only against individual citizens but against the func
tionaries and institutions of the city,3 Kleon instituted a complaint 
against it in the senate, as an exposure dangerous to the public 

1 Aristophau. Equit. 1271 :
llotoopiir;ai. TCrVi' '/l'OV1]poV>, OVOi'V l<JT' frr[qn'fovov, 

'Ail..i~U rtµi/ roi.ut xp11arulr, OcrTtr eV Aoyi.;t:rat. 
• It appears that the complaint was made ostensibly against Ralistmtus, 

in whose name the poet brought out the "Babylonians," (Schol. ad Arist.. 
Yesp. 1284,) and who was of course the responsible party, though the 
real author was douutless perfectly well known. The Knights was the 
first play brought out by the poet in his own name. 

3 See Acharn. 3i7, with the Scholia, and the anonymous biography of 
Aristophanes. 

Both Meineke (.Aristo1•h. Fragm. Comic. Gr. >ol. ii, p. 966) and Ranke 
(Commentat. de Aristoph. Yita, p. cccxxx) try to divine the plot of the 
" Babylonians ;" but there is no sufficient information to assist them. 
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security before strangers and allies. We have to recollect that 
Athens was then in the miast of an embarrassing war ; that the 
fidelity of her subject-allies was much doubted ; that Lesbos, the 
greatest of her allies, had been reconquered only in the preceding 
year, after a revolt both troublesome and perilous to the Athe
nians. Under such circumstances, Kleon had good reason for 
thinking that a political comedy of the Aristophanic vein and 
talent tended to degrade the city in the eyes of strangers, even 
granting that it was innocuous when confined to the citizens 
themselves. The poet complains I that Kleon summoned him 
before the senate, with te1Tible threats and calumny: but it does 
not appear that any penalty was inflicted. Nor, indeed, had the 
senate competence to find him guilty or punish him except to the 
extent of a small fine: they could only bring him to trial before the 
dikastery, which in this case plainly was not done. He himself, 
however, seems to have felt the justice of the warning: for we 
find that three out of his four next following plays, before the 
Peace of Nikias, - the Acharnians, the Knights, and the Wasps, 
- were represented at the Lenrean festival,2 in the month of 
January, a season when no strangers nor allies were present. 
Kleon was doubtless much incensed with the play of the Knights, 
and seems to have annoyed the poet either by bringing an indict
ment against him for exercising freemen's rights without being 
duly qualified, since none but citizens were allowed to appear and 

1 Aristoph. Acharn. 355-475. 
t See the Arguments prefixed to these three plays; and Acham. 475; 

Equit. 881. 
It is not known whether the first comedy, entitled The Clnuds (represented 

in the earlier part of n.c. 423, a year after the Knights, and a year beforo 
the ·wasps), appeared at the Lcnrean festival of January, or at the urban 
Dionysia in March. It was unsuccessful, and the poet partially altered it 
with the view to a second representation. If it be true that this second 
representation took place during the year immediately following (n.c. 422: 
see 11r. Clinton's Fasti Ilellenici, ad ann. 422), it must have been at the urban 
Dionysia in March, just at the time when the truce for one year was coming 
to a close; for the Wasps was represented in that year at the Lenrean fcs· 
tival, and the same poet would hardly be likely to bring out two plays. 
The inference which Ranke draws from Nubes 310, that it was represented 
at the Dionysia, is not, however, very conclusive (Ranke, Commcntat. de 
Aristoph. Vita, p. ccxxi, prefixed to his edition of the Plutus). 
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act in the dramatic exhibitions, or by some other means which 
are not clearly explained. Nor can we make out in what way 
the poet met him, though it appears that finding less public sym
pathy than he thought himself entitled to, he made an apology 
without intending to be bound by it.I Certain it is, that his re
maining plays subsequent to the Knights, though containing some 
few bitter jests against Kleon, manifest no second deliberate set 
against him. 

The battle of Amphipolis removed at once the two most pro
nounced individual opponents of peace, Kleon and Brasidas. 
Athens too was more than ever discouraged and averse to pro
longed. fighting; for the number of hoplites slain at Amphipolis 
doubtless filled the city with mourning, besides the unparalleled 
disgrace now tarnishing Athenian soldiership. The peace-party 
under the auspices of Nikias and Laches, relieved at once from 
the internal opposition of Kleon, as well as from the foreign enter
prise of Brasidas, were enabled to resume their negotiations with 
Sparta in a spirit promising success. King Pleistoanax, and the 
Spartan ephors of the year, were on their side equally bent on 
terminating the war, and the deputies of all the allies were con
voked at Sparta for discussion with the envoys of Athens. Such 
discussion was continued during the whole autumn and winter 
after the battle of Amphipolis, without any actual hostilities on 
either side. At first, the pretensions advanced were found very 
conflicting; but at length, after several debates, it was agreed to 
treat upon the basis of each party surrendering what had been 

1 Sec the obscure vassage, Vcspre, 1285, seqq.; Aristoph. Vita Anonymi, 
p. xiii, ed. Bekker ; Dcmosthcn. cont. Mehl. p. 532. 

It appears that Aristo_phanils was of JEginetan parentage (Acharn. 629); 
so that the ypa.p~ ;evia~ (indictment for undue assumption of the rights of 
an Athenian citizen) was founded upon a rcnl fact. Between the time of 
the conquest of JEgina by Athens, and the expulsion of the native inhabi
tants in the first year of the l'eloponnesian war (an interval of about 
twenty years), probably no inconsiderable number of JEgiuctans became in
termingled or intermarried with Atheninn citizens. Especially men of poeti· 
cal talent in the subject-cities would find it their interest to repair to Athens: 
Ion came from c·hios, and Achreus from Eretria; both tragic composers. 

The comic author Eupolis seems also to have directed some taunts 
against the foreign origin of Aristophanes, if Meineke is correct in his in
terpretation of a passage ( Historia Comicor. Grrec. i, p. 111 ). 
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acquired by war. The Athenians insisted at first on the restora
tion of Platrea; but the Thebans replied that Platrea was theirs 
neither by force nor by treason, but by voluntary capitulation 
and surrender of the inhabitants. This distinction seems to our 
ideas somewhat remarkable, since the capitulation of a besieged 
town is not less the result of force than capture by storm. But 
it was adopted in the present treaty ; and under it the Athenians, 
while foregoing their demand of· Platrea, were enabled to retain 
Nisrea, which they had acquired from the Megarians, and Anak
torium and Sollium,1 which they had taken. from Corinth. To 
insure accommodating temper on the part of Athens, the Spar
tans held out the threat of invading Attica in the spring, and 
of establishing a permanent fortification in the territory: and 
they even sent round proclamation to their allies, enjoining all 
the details requisite for this step. Since Attica had now been 
exempt from invasion for three years, the Athenians were prob
ably not insensible to this threat of renewal under a permanent 
form. 

At the beginning of spring, about the end of March, 421 B.c., 
shortly after the urban Dionysia at Athens, the important treaty 
was concluded for the term of fifty years. The following were its 
principal conditions:

1. All shall have full liberty to visit all the public temples 
of Greece, for purposes of private sacrifice, consultation of 
oracle, or public sacred mission. Every man shall be undisturbed 
both in going and coming. [The value of this article will be felt, 
when we recollect that the Athenians and their allies had been 
unable to visit the Olympic or Pythian festival since the begin
ning of the war.] 

2. The Delphians shall enjoy full autonomy and mastery of 
their temple and their territory. [This article was intended to 
exclude the ancient claim of the Phocian confederacy to the 

1 Thucyd. v, 17-30. The statement in cap. 30 seems to show that this 
was the ground on which the Athenians were allowed to retain Sollium and 
Anaktorium. For if their retention of these two places had been distinctly 
and in terms at variance with the treaty, the Corinthians would doubtless 
have chosen this fact as the ostensible ground of their complaint: whereas 
they preferred to have recourse to a 7rp611-;r11µa, or sham plea. 
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management of the temple; a claim which the Athenians had 
once supported, before the thirty years' truce : but they had now 
little interest in the matter, since the Phocians were in the ranks 
of their enemies.] 

3. There shall be peace for fifty years, between Athens and 
Sparta with their respective allies, with abstinence from mischief,
either overt or fraudulent, by land as well as by sea. 

4. Neither party shall invade for purposes of mischief 
the territory of the other, not by any artifice or under any pre
tence. 

Should any subject of difference arise, it shall be settled by 
equitable means, and by oath& tendered and taken, in form to be 
hereafter agreed on. 

5. The Lacedremonians and their allies shall restore. .Am
phipolis to the Athenians. 

They. shall farther relinquish to the Athenians Argilus, Sta
geirus, Akanthus, Skolus, Olynthus, and Spartolus. But these 
cities shall remain autonomous, on condition of paying tribute to 
Athens according to the assessment of Aristeides. Any of their 
citizens who may choose to quit them shall be at liberty to do so, 
and. to carry away his property. Nor shall the cities be counted 
hereafter either as allies of Athens or of Sparta, unless Athens shall; 
induce them by amicable persuasions to become her allies, which 
she is at liberty to do if. she can. 

The inhabitants of Mekyberna, Sane, and Singe, shall dwell 
independently in their. respective cities, just as much as the 
Olynthians and Akanthians. [These w:ere towns which adhered 
t9 Athens, and were still numbered as her allies ; though they 
were near enough to be molested by Olynthusl and Akanthus, 
against which this clause was intended to insure them.] 

1 Compare v, 39 with v, 18, which seems to me to refute the explanation 
suggested by Dr. Arnold, and adopted by Poppo. 

The use of the word arrooovTt.JV in regard to the restoration of Amphip
olis to Athens, and of the word rrapioouav in regard to the reHnquishment of 
the other cities, deserves notice. Those who drew up the treaty, which is 
worded in a very confused way, seem to have intended that the word rrapi
oouav should apply both to Amphipolis and the other cities, but that the 
word drrooovTt.JV should apply exclusively to Amphipolis. The word rrapi- . 
ooua~ is of course applicable to the restoration of Amphipolis, for that which 

http:drrooovTt.JV
http:arrooovTt.JV
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. The Lacedremonians and their allies shall also restore Panak
tum to the Athenians. 

· 6. The Athenians shall restore to Sparta Koryphasium, Ky
thera, J\IethOne, Pteleum, Atalante, with all the captives in their . 
hands from Sparta or her allies. They shall farther release all 
Spartans or allies of Sparta now blocked up in Skione. 

7. The Lacedremonians and their allies shall also restore all 
the captives in their hands, from Athens or her allies. 

8. Respecting Skione, Torone, Sermylus, or any other town in 
the possession of Athens, the Athenians may take their own 
measures. 

9. Oaths shall be exchanged between the contracting parties, 
according to the solemnities held most binding in each city respec
tively, and in the following words : "I will adhere to this conven
tion and truce sincerely and without fraud." The oaths shall be 
annually renewed, and the terms of peace shall be inscribed on 
columns at Olympia, Delphi, and the Isthmus, as well as at 
Sparta and Athens. 

· 10. Should any matter have been forgotten in the present 
convention, the Athenians and Lacedremonians may alter it by 
mutual understanding and consent, without being held to violate 
their oaths. 

These oaths were accordingly exchanged: they were taken by 
seventeen principal Athenians, and as many Spartans, on behalf 
of their respective countries, on the 26th day of the month Arte
misius at Sparta, and on the 24th day of Elaphebolion at Athens, 
immediately after the urban Dionysia ; Pleistolas being ephor 
eponymus at Sparta, and Alkreus archon eponymus at Athens. 

is restored is of course <Udivered up. But it is remarkable that this word 
1rapioouav does not properly apply to the other cities: for they were not 
delivered up to Athens, they were only relinquished, as the clauses immedi· 
atcly following farther explain. Perhaps there is a little Athenian pride in 
the use of the word, first to intimate indirectly that the Lacedromonians 
were to deliver up various cities to Athens, then to add words afterwards, 
which show that the cities were only to be reliuquished, not surrendered to 
Athens. 

The provision, for guaranteeing liberty of retirement and carrying away . 
of property, was of course intended chiefly for the Amphipolitans, who . 
·would naturally desire to emigrate, if the town had been actually restored 
to Athens. · · 
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Among the Lacedremonians sw~aring, are included the two kings 
Agis and Pleistoanax, the epho_r Pleistolas,' and perhaps other 
ephors, but this we do not know, and Tellis, the father of Bras
idas. Among the Athenians sworn, are comprised Nikias, LacMs, 
Agnon, Lamachus, and Demosthenes.t' · · · 

Such was the peace - commonly known by the name of the 
Peace of Nikias - concluded in. the beginning of the eleventh 
spring of the war, which had just lasted ten full years. Its con
ditions were put to the vote at Sparta, in the assembly of deputies 
from the Lacedremonian allies, the majority of whom accepted 
them : which, according to the condition adopted and sworn to 
by every member of the confederacy,2 made it binding upon all. 
There was, indeed, a special reserve allowed to any particular 
state in case of religious scruple, arising out·of the fear of offend
ing some of their gods or heroes; but, saving this reserve, the 
peace had been formally acceded to by the decision of the confed
erates. But it soon appeared how little the vote of the majority 
was worth, even when enforced by the strong pressure of Lace
dremon herself, when the more powerful members were among 
the dissentient minority. The Breotians, l\Iegarians, and Corin
thians, all refused to accept it; nor does it seem that any deputies 
from the allies took the oath along with the Lacedremonian 
envoys; though the truce for a year, two years before,3 had been 
sworn to by Lacedremonian, Corinthian, l\Iegarian, Sikyonian, and 
Epidaurian envoys. 

The Corinthians were displeased because they did not recover 
Sollium and Anaktorium; the 1\Iegarians, because they did not 
regain Nisrea ; the Brootians, because they were required to sur
render Panaktum. In spite of the urgent solicitations of Sparta, 
the deputies of all these powerful states not only denounced the 

1 Thucyd v, 19. . 
• Thucyd. v, 17-30. 1rapaf3Tiueu1'fat TE l:ipauav (the Lacedremouians said) 

avrov, (the Corinthians) rovr op1wv, icat iio11 aouulv ~Tl ov otxoVTat Tllf: 
· 'A-&71vaiwv U1rOvoU.,, £lp71µ€vov, icvptov Elvat on av r/) 1rAij-&o, rwv ~vµµa:i;wv 

.P11<Piu11rm, fiv µTi n rrewv fi fipw(,)v icw!.vµa ef. 
3 Compare Thucyd. iv, ll 9; v, 19. Though the words of the peace stand 

wµouav Kara 1r6A.et' (v, 18), yet it seems that this oath was not actually taken 
by any of the allied cities; only by the Lacedremonians themselves, upon 
the vote of the majority of the confederates (v, 17: compare v, 23). 

VOL. VI. 22 
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peace as unjust, and voted against it in the general assembly of 
allies, but refused to accept it when the vote was carried, and 
went home to their respective cities for instructions.I 

Such were the conditions, and such the accompanying circum
stances, of the Peace of Nikias, which terminated, or professed to 
terminate, the great Peloponnesian war, after a duration of ten 
years. Its consequences and fruits, in many respects such as 
were not anticipated by either of the .concluding parties, will be 
seen in my next volume. 

1 Thucyd. v, 22. 
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